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PREFAGE

The harmonious coexistence of hydraulic structures with the natural environment is the focus of
this second symposium on ecohydraulics organized under IAHR'S sponsorship. The fïrst
symposium was held in Trondheim, Norway in August 1994. Approximately equal numbers of
hydraulicists and biologists sharing an interest in the rational and ecological use of the aquatic
environment attended ECOHYDRAULICS 2000. Hydraulic works may bring about disasrrous
consequences for fish communities by destroying or modifying important habitats. The main
objective of the Symposium ECOHYDRAULICS 2000 was to make available new scienrific
knowledge, state of the art analysis tools and advantageous technical solutions to prevent or limit
these negative impacts. We hope that this goal was achieved. As chairman of the evenr, I take this
opportunity to acknowledge all persons, sometime in shadow, who participated to the success of
ECOHYDRAULICS 2OOO.

PRÉFACE

La coexistence harmonieuse des ouvrages hydrauliques et du milieu naturel est le thème
principal d'un deuxième Symposium spécialisé organisé sous les auspices de I'AIRH sur ce sujet,
Ie premier ayant été tenu à Trondheim, Nonège en août 1994. Cette seconde rencontre
internationale a mis en présence un nombre sensiblement égal d'hydrauliciens et de biologistes
désirant concilier des obiectifs d'utilisation rationnelle et écologique du milieu aquatique. Les
interventions hydrauliques peuvent avoir des conséquences désastreuses sur les communautés
piscicoles par la destruction des habitats qui les supportent. Le but du Symposium était d'offrir
des connaissances, des outils d'analyse et des solutions techniques avantageuses pour éviter ou
limiter ces impacts négattfs. Nous sommes très heureux d'avoir eu le privilège de participer ù la
réalisation de cette noble cause. À titre de président du Symposiutm, je tiens à féliciter et à
remercier toutes les personnes qui ont participé, parfois dans l'ombre, à l'organisation
d'ECOHYDMULIQUE 2000.

-741,-cl,rçt fæbr.-
Michel læclerc
Chairman I Président
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ABSTRACT

Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) are an important resource within the River Dee catchment, north-east Scotland.
However, numbers of adult fish returning to spawn have been declining in recent years. The Girnock Burn, a

tributary of the Dee, has been used as a monitoring site for salmon production since 1966. During this period, data
on annual spawning distributions along the river has been recorded, revealing areas of the river which are
preferred, others which are used intermittently and others which are never used for spawning. This paper outlines
the main physical controls on spawning habitat at two scales in the river; the tributary and the reach. At the

tributary scale, reach bed slope has a significant influence on spawning distribution. Also at this scale, river flow

during the spawning period has a significant influence on the subsequent distribution of redds. At the reach scale,

local hydraulic (depth, velocity and Froude number) and sedimentary (particle size distribution) controls become
increasingly important. Mean utilised depth, velocity and Froude number were 0.248m, 0.536ms-t and 0.344

respectively. Mean utilised surface and sub-surface sediment sizes were 33.5mm and l5.2mm respectively. It is

suggested that the Froude number may be a useful single descriptor of hydraulic habitat, having the advantage that
it is dimentionless and is thus comparable between different sizes of river and fish species. It is suggested that in

order to make conclusions on habitat preference, habitat utilisation has to be related to habitat availability at the
same river flow. Potential implications of the results in relation to fisheries management are also discussed.

KEY-WORDS: habitat / hydraulics / sediments / hydrology / Atlantic salmon / fluvial geomorphology
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INTRODUCTION

Atfantic salmon (salmo salar) are an important natural resource in a numberof Scottish rivers, most notably theDee' Spey, Tweed and Tay (Maitland et al, 1994).In the case of the River Dee in north_east Scorland, industriesassociated with the salmon fishery contribute 16.3 million per annum to the local economy (Dee Salmon FishingImprovement Association, 1994).
Although the Dee is still considered to be the best spring salmon river in Scotland, its spring run has, inrecent years, been in decline. The most important areas for the production of spring fish are theiributaries in theupper region of the catchment (Hay, 1995). One such tributary is the Gimock Burn which has been used as a keymonitoring site for salmon production since 1966 by soAEFD Freshwater Fisheries Laboratory. During rhisperiod data on the spawning distribution of salmon has been gathered on an annual basis. This has revealed thatthere are discrete Parts ofthe river that are used every year foispawning, some that are never used and others tharare used for a number of years and then abandoned. Thus, spawning ulp"u.. to be suitable only in cerrain areas,which may or may not be stable.
This paper describes the preliminary findings of a research programme which seeks to explain the physicalcontrols that govern the distribution of spawning habitat and to subiequently suggest -*uge'1"nt criteria fordeveloping artificial spawning areas and to optimise the existing spa*ning potential of srreams. The identificationand quantification of the physical controls on the spawning of Atlantic iarnon is carried our ar t\r,o scales: rhetributary and the river reach. At the tributary scale, the influence of slope and stream flow on the distribution ofspawning sites are examined' At the smaller reach scale, the influence of iocal hydraulic and sedimentarv r,anables

are investigated.

STUDY AREA

The Girnock Burn drains 30km2 of the Dee catchment, joining the mainstem river near the town of Ballarer (Figure
l)' It rises at an altitude of about 570m on the north-east flanks of the Lochnagar massif and joins the Dee atabout 230m. The slope calculated between the heights at lTTo and 85Zo of the river length is 17.4mlkm.

The geology of the catchment is quite complex for the area; granites dominate, particularly in the uppercatchment' In lower areas, schists and other metamorphic rocks aré more extensive, including an outcrop ofserpentenite in the north-east of the catchment. There are also a number of smaller igneous intrusions. notablydiorite.

Ecohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, euébec

Figure l: Study area
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The climate and flow characteristics of the Gimock catchment are highly variable and exhibit strong
seasonality. Maximum and minimum air temperatures recorded in the exceptional year of 1995 were 3l"C and -

27"C. \\e catchment receives about I l00mm of precipitation annually, with the surnmer months (May - August)
being driest. Much of the precipitation, up to 257o, fa\s as snow in the winter months (Warren, 1985). The river
has been gauged since 1969 at Littlemill (Figure l). The riverhas a mean annual discharge of 0.5mrs-r although
flows between June and August rarely exceed 0.lmrs'r. About 857o of high flows with a 5 year return inten,al
(29m3s-t) or greater have occurred between October and March. Many of these, especially between January and
March, involve snowmelt.

The landuse in the catchment is predominantly heather (Calluna vulgaris) moorland used for rough
grazing. There has been some commercial afforestation in the early 1990s but this is confined to small areas of
previously farmed land. The catchment lies on an extensive sporting estate. so that in the aunrnm and winter
grouse shooting and deer stalking are important activities.

METHODS

Data on the distribution of salmon spawning sites or redds have been gathered intermittently since 1966. During
the spawning season, one or more redd counts are carried out along the length on the stream. During a counr. each
time a redd is observed, its longitudinal position on the river is noted. This position is given as a digital distance
which is obtained from a base map. From this data, detailed redd maps and frequency-position histograms can be
constructed. Spawning positions are measured upstream from the fish trap at Littlemill (Figure l). The fish trap
also permits the adult salmon entering the river to spawn each season to be counted, sexed and have their lenEh
measured.

The entire length of the Girnock where salmon are known to have spawned was levelled using standard
surveying equipment in order to obtain data on bed slope. The distance between staff positions along the bed was
on average 27m.

Sediment sampling was carried out during surnmer months when flows were low. Sampling sites were
selected from data on previous spawning locations. This data was in the form of the longitudinal positions on the
river (as described above) and photographs of individual redds. Two different sediment sampling techniques were
employed. Firstly, to characterise the surface of the sediment, the Wolman-walk technique was used (Wolmiur,
1954). Eighteen sites were sampled in this manner. Approximately 150 particles were measured at each sampling
site. Secondly, bulk sampling was used to characterise the subsurface sediment. Six sites were sampled using this
technique. In this case a stilling basin was placed around the area of the bed to be sampled so that the loss of fine
material was minimised. Sediment was dug out to a depth of approximately 0.3m, which has been shown to be the
maximum depth to which salmon will excavate redds (Kondoll 1988). The minimum mass of sample required to
provide a good representation ofthe sediment characteristics was based on the criteria described by Church el a/
(1987). The required sample mass for a maximum sized particle with an intermediate axis diameter of l28mm (the
largest size present in the spawning sediment examined) to be no more than 5Vo of the total mass was 60kg. At
each site, this minimum mass of sediment was obtained from 3-5 replicate samples to account for any spatial
heterogeneity within the sampling area. The average mass of each composite sample was 82.1kg.

Hydraulic measurements were carried out as close to spawning time as possible. Since the majority of
redds are created during the night, it was usually not possible to measure hydraulic variables immediately after
spawning had terminated. Rather, mqrsurements were taken at the first occasion that a redd was identified, which
was usually within a day of construction. Velocity and depth were measured immediately upstream of the pot over
undisrurbed sediment (Crisp and Carling, 1989). Three to five measurements were taken around this region and
averages were calculated. As in many other studies, velocity was measured at 0.6 of the depth, the approximate
position of mean velocity within a water column (Richards, 1982). Using the depth and velocity data, the mean
Froudenumber(=v/(gd)o5,whercv=flowvelocity,d=flowdepthandg=gravitat ionalaccelerat ion=9.8lms'2)
at each spawning site was calculated.

Tributary Scale

Spatial Distribution of Spawning Sites

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Annual redd count data permitted the examination of the cumulative spatial distribution of spawning sites on tlrc
Girnock (Figure 2). It is apparent that there are certain areas preferred for spawning, particularly in the middle
reaches of the river. The highest peaks on the plot relate to very localised areas where there are frequently high
spawning densities. Although the resolution on the x-axis is 100m, many of these popular spawning area have a
longitudinal extent of as little as 5m. Infrequent use of other areas for spawning may be due to the occurrence of
temporary, unstable pockets of spawning calibre sediment or oppoffunistic spawning in sub-optimal locations
caused by very high numbers of spawning fish or reduced habitat availability due to low flows which are both
known to limit the availability of spawning habitat (Shirvell and Dungey, 1983).
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Figure 3: Inlluence of mean reach slope on mean reach redd densities

Figure 3 shows a plot of mean reach slope against mean reach redd densities. A characteristic reach length
had to be assumed for the river as a whole. A resolution of about l40m was chosen and the number of spawning
sites present in each of these sections was counted for the entire redd distribution record. Therc is a significant
(p<0.001) negative relationship berween mean reach slope and average annual redd densities, with reaches of

Ecohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québee
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lower mean slope tending to have a greater density of spawning sites. This probably reflects the reaches of lrrwer
slope having hydraulic conditions which facilitate the accumulation of redd-calibre sediment.

Inter-annual Variation in Spawning lncation

Annual redd counts have shown that there is considerable variation in the number and location of spawning sites

between years. There is a strong correlation (p<0.001) between the number of females entering the river to spawn

and the amount of redds counted each year. However, this does not account for all the variation in redd counts

between years or the difference in annual spawning distributions. When flow statistics for the spawnin-e period
(within the last week in October and the first three weeks in November) are correlated with redd location data,

several significant relationships are apparent (Figure 4). A signiltcant positive relationship (p<0.02-5) exists

between the median flow during the spawning period (Qso) and the mean number of redds created per female

salmon that entered the river (Figure 4a). A significant positive relationship (p<0.001) also exists between median

flow and the median position of the annual spawning distribution (Figure 4b). Finally, a positive relationship

(p<0.005) between Qqs (a low flow statistic) and the upstream limit of spawning is apparent (Figure 4c). These

findings suggest that river flow during the spawning season appçus to significantly affect spawning behavrour.

The reasons for these relationships are not known, although several hypotheses can be suggested. In the

case of the relationship between median flow and the number of redds created per female it may be that during

periods of higher flow there is more habitat available to fish so that construction of multiple redds is permitted.

For the other two relationships, it is hypothesised that low flow limits the spawning of salmon in the uppcr reaches

of the stream as salmon may be prevented from reaching upstream locations. This could be due to their upstream

migration being hindered by physical obstructions (such as a steep, bouldery reach which is impassablc in lou'

flow), or that there is a dearth of suitable spawning habitat in the upper parts of the catchment when floç's are

low. Work is currently being carried out to test these hypotheses'

These hndings show that higher flows (excluding extreme floods) during the spawning season are

preferable. lncreased redds produced by each spawning female is desirable from a fisheries management

perspective since the deposiæd eggs will not all be clustered at one site, thus increasing the chances of eggs

surviving to emergence. The increased production of salmonids is also favoured when redds are situated as far up

the catchment as possible, since salmon parr tend to populate the areas of a stream downstream fiom their

spawning site (Hay, pers. comm.). If low flows prevent spawning in the upper parts of the catchment, then those

areas of the stream will be unoccupied by parr in the following year. Also, a greater spread of a given number of

redds along the length of the stream will help reduce density dependant mortalities upon emergence.

Reach Scale

Sediment Characteristics of Spawning Habitat

Salmon are known to usually spawn in cobble and gravel-sized sediment (Gibson, 1993). Figure 5 gives

quantitative data on sedimentary spawning habitat from surface and bulk sampling analysis, in terms of composite

frequency histograms. The range of median sizes @e) obtained from surface sampling is 24 to 40mm, with a

mean of 33.5mm. The range of Dso of the subsurface samples is 12 to l9mm, with a mean of l5.2mm. All of these

figures are within the gravel size class. These figures are in general ageement with the frndings of Kondolf and

Wolman (1993), who ploned the size of sub-surface spawning sediment against fish length for data obtained from

the literature and their own rcsearch. Figure 6 incorporates this along with the sedimentary data gathered at the

Gimock. Although there is considerable scatter in the relationshiP, upper and lower bounds to the data are quite

clear. The upper boundary suggests that larger frsh are able to spawn in coarser sediment, which is in agreement

with the findings of Crisp (1993). This is thought to be due to the fact that larger fish can produce a greater

suction force on the river bed with there tails, thus lifting larger particles and that they can spawn in faster

velocities, which help to entrain larger sediment (Kondolf and Wolman, 1993). The Gimock data plots near the

lower end of the range of median sediment sizes, especially when fish length is considered. The value of female

body length for the Gimock is the median statistic from measurements obtained at the fish trap, as described

above. It is notable that both the other plots relating to Atlantic salmon in Figure 6 have very similar values of

D56. Figure 5 also shows that the range of percentage frines (material <lmm diameter) content of the bulk samples

is 3.4 to 9.6Vo,with a mean of 7.OVo. These figures are all lower than the limis quoted for poor quality spawning

gravel, which usually range between l5-20Vo (Crisp, 1993; Chapman, 1988). lævels of fine sediment above these

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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levels reduce the permeability of spawning gravels, limiting the amount of dissolved oxygen reaching embryos and
the rate at which waste products are removed, thereby increasing embryo mortality (Adams and Beschta, 1980).
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Figure 5: Frequency distribution of sediment sizes in composite surface and sub-surface samples at the
Girnock Burn
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Hydraulic Controls on Spawning Sites

Figure 7 shows frequency diagrams for the depth, velocity and Froude number utilisation by spawning salmon.
Mean utilised depth, velocity and Froude number at the Gimock are 0.248m, 0.536ms-' and 0.344 respectively.
These figures are well within the ranges of hydraulic data presented for salmon in the literature.

Figure 8 shows mean velocity, depth and Froude number utilisation at the Gimock along with selected
data from the literature. The general trend is that as the utilisation velocity increases, so does the depth, which
follows the lines of constant Froude number. Indeed, the trend line through all of the data points (y = 0.848x +

a Atlantic salmon
I non-anadromous troul
X steelheact troul
Il chinook salmon
O coho salmon
apink salmon
O sockeve salmon

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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O.225, r? = 0.43 l, p < 0.025) is very similar to the line of constant Froude number 0.3 (y = 0.850x + 0.25 l, r2 =
0.991 for a linear fi|. This suggests that fish may select a particular combination of depth and velocity values,
which is described by the Froude number. The Froude number also has the advantage that it is dimentionless and
can therefore be applied to a range of sizes of river and fish species. As Crisp and Carling (1989) have shown,
larger salmonids will tend to spawn in deeper and faster flowing water than smaller fish. However, it may be the
case that Froude number utilisation for small and large salmonids are quite similar. The Froude number may thus
be a more useful general descriptor of salmonid habitat than the individual combination of depth and velocity.
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Figure 8: Plot of mean velocity and depth utilisation by salmonids from data obtained at the Girnock Burn
and from the existing literature (After Burner, 1953; Grost et al, l99O; Kondolf, 1988; Parsons and Hubert,

1988; Reiser, 1976; Reiser and Wesche, 1977; Shirvell and Dungey, 1983; Witzel and MacCrimmon, 1983)

A problem with the data presented above is that it only represents habitat utilisation. Habitat utilisation is

a function of habitat availability and habitat preference, variables which are not taken into account (deGraff and

Bain, 1986; Parsons and Hubert, 1988). Many studies do not take habitat availability into account when

characterising hydraulic habitat (e.g. Witzel and MacCrimmon, 1983; Crisp and Carling, 1989) and the ones that

do (e.g. Parsons and Hubert, 1988; Grost et al, 1990) tend to treat it as a static variable. However, large temporal

fluctuations in available habitat can occur with moderate changes in river flow (Stalnaker et al, 1994).
Furthermore, as has been shown above, river flow at the Gimock during the spawning period significantly affects

the subsequent redd distribution. Thus, ifutilisation curves are to be calibrated for habitat availability in order to

develop preference relationships, then measurements ofhabitat utilisation and availability should be carried out at

the same river flow. Altematively, a hydraulic model could be used to calculate the available habitat for the flow

under which habitat utilisation was measured.

IMPLICATIONS
This srudy has shown that Atlantic salmon spawning habitat in the Gimock has distinct physical characteristics,

which are in broad agreement with data in the literature. At the tributary scale average reach bed slope and river

flow during the spawning period appear to affect the distribution of spawning sites. At the local scale, the nature

of hydraulic (flow depth, velocity and Froude number) and sedimentary controls on spawning habitat are

important. The Froude number also seems to be a good descriptor, since it is dimentionless and can be applied to a

range of sizes of river and f,rsh species. It must be stressed, however, that these are only the physical controls on

spawning habitat. Other biological variables such as predation and intra-species competition may have a

significant, sometimes dominant effect on spawning site location. Also, it is important to remember that habitat

availability probably has an influence on habitat utilisation. It may be that in an upland stream such as the

Gimock, habitat availability has a greater control on spawning site selection that habitat preferences of salmon. It

is clear that variations in flow and the number of spawners within a river mean that f,rsh have to be flexible in their
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selection of spawning habitat. Thus, salmonids may spawn within the constraints imposed upon thcnr bv rhc
physical character and flow regime of the river and within broader species and size related habitat rolcrances.
However, habitat availability is something that was not taken into account in this study, though the inlluence of
this factor is currently being examined. One of the ways in which the influence of habitat availabilitv on habitat
use is to be examined is by the application of the model PHABSIM, which is also being employed ro resr the
validity of the results on physical characteristics of spawning habitat described, above.

The preservation of natural geomorphological features is essential to the maintenance of the sparvning
habitat in river channels. A catchment based approach to sediment management should be adopted in order ro limit
the detrimental effects of fine sediment on spawning habitat produced by landuse practices such as afforestation.
moorland gripping, road constnrction and over-grazing (Werrity et al, 1994). The information on rhe physical
characteristics of spawning habitat described above can be used as a guideline in the creation of artificial
spawning channels. However, it must be stressed that the data presented is only from one stream. lnlbnnation
from other tributaries of the Dee and other nearby rivers is currently being gathered to examine if and hou, salmon
spawning habitat utilisation varies with location. There may indeed be considerable differences in urilisation
between streams, although tributary differences in habitat availability rnay account for this. The eftècts of' river
flow on the spawning distribution outlined above may be useful in a regulated rivers whereby florvs during rhe
spawning season could be controlled to optimise conditions for a favourable distribution of redds.
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ABSTRACT

Distributional partems and microhabitat selection of juvenile Atlantic salmon (Salno salcr) were investigated in

relation to habitat improvement structures in a controlled flow experimental channel at Noel Paul's Brook.

Newfoundland. The channel consisted of six replicates each containing three randomly arranged treatments. Each

replicate included a control with no habitat modification, a mid-channel treatment with a boulder cluster and low-

head barrier dam. and a stream bank treatment with undercut banks and wing deflectors. Daytime bank

observations and night counting were used to characterize selection for microhabitat features created by the mid-

channel and stream bank improvement slructures. The influence of size class, density. discharge and

diumal/nocturnal differences on microhabitat selection were also evaluated. Results showed that at natural

densities and low constant discharge salmon parr prefened the stream bank and control ot'er the mid-channel

treatments. There were no significant differences when densities were increased (1.5 times) as fish were displaced

into less prefened treatments. In a discharge experiment, results showed that at low and medium discharge (0.032

and 0.063 mrs-r, respectively) no preferences were observed. At high discharge (0. l3 mrs'r) mid-channel was the

treatment of choice followed by control and stream bank treatments. In all experiments, greater depths were

selected in the stream bank treatment. and the salmon in the mid-channel treatment consistently selected positions

closer to cover. At increased densities, higher bottom and nose velocities were selected in the control treatment.

During the day salmon selected larger substrates than at night. Among treatments largest substrates were selected in

the mid-channel treatment. Three size classes were compared (FL<5, 5<FL<10 and FL>10 cm). Results showed

that larger salmon parr preferred gTeater depths and were found closer to the improvement structures while young

of year selected greater fbcal depth-r (height above substrate) and were found at Sreater distances from the

structures. Young of year preferred smaller substrates at all discharges. Results from this study can be used to

evaluate habitat features and make recommendations suitable fbr each life stage of Atlantic salmon.

KEY WORDS: Habitat improvement I Salmo.raizrr / Newfoundland / microhabitat / distribution / discharge
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INTRODUCTION

Habitat improvement structures are devices used to repair or improve damaged fish habitat and. in some
instances, to increase the productive capacity of natural habitats. Many rivers in Nervfbundland have been
affected by human activities. As a consequence. problems such as channelization. unstable stream banks.
heavily silted gravels, and areas completely lacking in instream and overhanging cover. arise. lt is obviously
important to restore such degraded habitats using the best available techniques to maintain and increase fish
productivity. Stream restoration techniques including pool creation. placement of instrearn and overhaneing
cover, bank stabilization, and revegetation must be assessed and the problems associated uith <legradecl habitats
must be documented to justify the costs involved.

Fish habitat improvement has been common practice in North America for decades but has nor been widely used
or tested under Newfoundland and Labrador conditions (Bourgeois et at., 1993). Desirable microhabitat
conditions can be created by improving the habitat and many techniques have been used with varving degrees of
success (Saunders and Smith, 1962; Hunt, 1976: House and Boehne, 1985, 1986: Knudsen and Dil lev. 1987:
Moore and Gregory, 1988; Armantrout, l99l: Binns, 1994 ). However, the question arises u,hether habitat
improvement techniques used elsewhere in North America, and developed prinrarily fbr trout species. are
applicable to local conditions and species, in particular Atlantic salmon. One aim of habitat improvement in
natural streams in Newfoundland is to increase productivity to benefit the sport fishery which is a multi-million
dollar industry. It is therefore important to determine whether these techniques are appropriate and if they can
be improved or modified in any way before they are used in Newfoundland warers.

This study involved the investigation ofboth macrohabitat use and selection for microhabitar fearures. created by
mid-channel and stream bank improvement structures, by juvenile Atlantic salmon (Sslmo salar). The
objectives were, firstly, to determine the applicability of habitat improvement techniques to local conditions and
species by evaluating habitat preferences in a broad distributional context under varying discharges and
densities; secondly, to evaluate microhabitat conditions selected by juvenile Atlantic salmon (Salmo sularl: and
thirdly, to determine the influence of size class and daylnight on microhabitar selection and choice of position in
relation to the improvement structures. Such infbrmation is required to develop habitat suitability curves of
salmon parr under the various experimental conditions. Results from this study can be used to evaluate habitat
features and make recommendations suitable for each life stase of Atlantic salmon.

STTJDY SITE

The Exploits River is the longest river and the largest watershed on the island of Newfoundland. The river is 267
km long and drains an area of 11,272 km2 . An abandoned spawning channel at an incubation facility at Noel paul's
Brook, a large tributary of the middle Exploits, was modified in 1990 (Bourgeois er al., 1993\. The channel was
brought to uniform gradient (0.417o slope) with an average width of 3m (2.0-3.4 m) and gravel substrate (2.5 -
7.5 cm). The banks of the channel were stabilized with large rip-rap (boulders 15.0 - 60.0 cm diameter). The
channel was then divided into six replicates of approximately 2O x 3 m. Each replicate consisred of a control,
mid-channel and stream bank treatment (Figure l;.
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The control received no further modification and consisted exclusively of rip-rap along the banks and gravel

substrate. The mid-channel treatment contained a low-head barrier dam and a boulder cluster of five large

boulders (30.0 - 60.0 cm diameter). The stream bank treatment contained two artificial undercut banks (mini-

lunkers) and two wing deflectors. The channel was further modified, in 1994, to include overhanging cover in

the first three stream bank treatments. Three blinds, constructed of a basic wooden frame covered with

camouflage netting, were placed on the streambank, one at each treatment. Treatments u'ere separrted by

wooden frames into which screens (0.5 cm mesh) could be inserted. This allorved the treatments to be either

open or partitioned from each other. At medium discharge, the average depths for the control. mid channel and

streambank treatments were 19.92, 23.55 and 23.58 cm, respectively. Avera-ee water column velocities were

0.157,O.1& and0.l74 m.s-' for the control, mid-channel and stream bank treatments. respectively.

A 50m branch of Noel Paul's Brook, behind an island approximately 500 m below the darn. was selected as a

reference. The average depth and water column velocity were 18.59 cm and 0.125 m.s-', respectively.
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Figure l. Schematic representâtion of one replicate showing the control, mid-channel and stream bank

treatments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Three experiments were performed in 1995. The first experiment involved the natural density of fish in the

channel (68 fish/I00m'?). No fish were introduced or removed from the channel. Fish took up residence

voluntarily, and there were no restrictions to the movement of fish in, out or within the channel (r.e. no screens

were placed). In the second experiment, the channel was stocked with fish to represent a 1.5 times increase in

the natural density (99 fish/100m2;, and the uppermost and lowermost screens were kept in place to restrict fish

movement to the experimental channel. The fish were allowed at least three days to distribute themselves within

the channel before any observations were made. These two experiments were performed in June and July and

consisted of five day and five night observations. The temperature throughout these experiments ranged from

12.9-23.5" C and the channel was held at a constant low to medium discharge.

The channel was stocked at the natural fish density in the third experiment, and the fish were exposed to three

different discharges: low (0.032 mrs-r), medium (0.063 mrs'r.1 and high (0. l3 mrs-r). The discharge was controlled

by an intake valve which was manually opencd to increase the flow. This experiment consisted of five night
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observations at each of the flows and took place from August to October. The temperature range during this

experiment rvas 4.0-18.5o C. Day observations were not possible due to the fish becoming more nocturnal as

temperatures decreased.

Day observations, in the channel, consisted of two 30 minute observations at each blind between 9am and 3pm.

Polarized sunglasses were used to minimize glare from the water surface and to increase visibility. During

observations the holding position, species, length (cm; and focal depth (height off substrate in cm) of each fish

were noted and the positions were then marked. Markers consisted of button tags attached to7l16 inch nuts.

Features measured at each holding position included depth (cm), bottom velocity (m.s-'at l.5cm above

substrate;. nose velocity (m.s'r;, water column velocity (m.s-r at 0.6 depth). substrate diameter tcm). distance

from nearest structure (cm), distance from cover (cm), and distance from nearest fish (cm). Velocity was

measured with an American Sigma velocity meter.

The distribution and number of fish in the experimental channel and reference site were determined by night
counting. Night counts were performed 2 hours after sunset at approximately 12 am. Counts began at the

downstream end and consisted of two people walking slowly up either side of the channel or the reference. Light
was provided by a Coleman Powerhouse Lantem 290A700C which was swept slowly over the water surface.
Fish were counted and divided into three sizeclasses: FL(5cm,s<Fl(lOcm, and Fl>l0cm (where Fl-=fork

length). Double counting was avoided by nudging counted fish downstream. Holding positions of fish in those
treatments with blinds were marked (as above) and the features were measured the following day.

At the completion of each experiment the screens were placed during the night to block off each treatment type.

The next day the fish were removed from each treatment by electrofishing with a Smith Root VIII A, 12 volt DC

unit. Each fish was identified, measured to the nearest mm and weighed to the nearest 0. 1 g using an Acculab
Model 5001 electronic digital balance. Scale samples were collected from fish measuring 5cm or more. The
following night, a count was conducted to determine the number of fish left after electrofishing.

Habitat availability was measured in the three treatments by recording depth, bottom velocity, water column
velocity and substrate diameter along equally spaced transects. Habitat availability and use were derived from
frequency analysis (Bovee, 1986). Habitat pref'erence was computed as the ratio between the observed relative
frequencies from the habitat use and availability histograms at each interval. The resulting ratio was then
normalized and a curve fitted to the mid-point at each interval.

RESULTS

Distributional pattems

At natural densities, the number of fish counted in the channel and the reference site were 50.44!7.77 and

10.68t1.13 fish/100m2, respectively (average +S.D.). There was a significant difference in the number of fish per

treatment (as estimated by night counting) in the channel (ANOVA P=0.021). The number of fish differed

sigrificantly between the mid-channel and the stream bank treatments. On average (tS.D.), 10.57!2.94,8.5314.45
and 11.0613.38 fish were counted in the control, mid-channel and stream bank treatments, respectively (Figure 2).
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On average, the number of fish counted in each treatment at l.-5 times the natural density were 8.90t3.61.9.5015.15

and 8.73!4.94 in the control. mid-channel and stream bank treatments. respectively (Figure 2). The results showed

that there were no significant differences between the treatments (P=0.796).

Results showed that at natural densities and varying discharge the number of fish counted in each varied from one

replicate to the next (replicate x treatment interaction P<0.001) and theretbre there was no overall treatment effect.

However, there was a significant discharge effect (P<0.001). The average number of fish counted decreased as the

discharge increased, 7 .46!2.87, 6.53+2.49 and 5.16+2.14 for low, medium and high discharge, respectively. This

occuned due to visibility problems with increasing water turbulence. Using electrofishing data at hi-eh discharge. a

significant difference was found between the treatments (P=0.011). On average the number of fish counted were

9.33fl.66, I 1.00t2.61 and 6.17+1 .94 in the control, mid-channel and stream bank treatments. respectivelv (Figure

3) .

I  C o n t r o l

f l M i d - c h a n n e i

E S t r e a m  b a n k

N a t u r a l
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' I  .5  x
N a t u r a l
D e n s i t y

T r e a t m e n l  t y p e

Figure 2. Average number of fish (tS.E.) in the control, mid-channel and stream bank treatments at natural

(Expf ) and 1.5 x natural density (Exp 2).

Microhabitat use

Using a randomized-block design. a2-way ANOVA was performed using treatment and time (day and night) as the

main effects. For microhabitat variables of Atlantic salmon. at natural density. the results showed that there were

differences between treatments in the selection of depth (P=0.001) and distance to the nearest cover (P=0.008).

Grearer depths were selected in the stream bank treatmenï (21.6f3.12 cm) and the salmon, in the mid-channel

treatment, consistently selected positions closer to cover (34.54+19. l9 cm) than in the other treatments (Figure 4).

There was also a diurnal difference in the selection of substrate size (P=0.0004). During the day, salmon selected

larger substrates (9.816.35 cm) than at night 6.e!2.36 cm) (Figure 5).

The influence of size class on microhabitat selection was determined using size class and time as the main effects.

The results showed that there were differences between the 3 size classes in the selection of depth (P=0.005), focal

depth (P=0.04), and distance to the nearest structure (P=0.001). The larger salmon parr (Fl>l0cm) prefened
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greaterdepths(21.42!4.14cm)andwerefoundcloser totheimprovementst ructures(-57.3 l t l -5 .56cm).  Theyoung

of year selected gTeater focal depths (4.92!2.35 cm) and were tbund at greater distances fiom the structures
( l 10 .17 t21 .04  cm) .
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Figure 3. Average number of fish (fS.E.) counted in the control, mid-channel and stream bank treatments at

low (0.032 m3s'r), medium (0.063 m3s'r) and high ( 0.f3 m3s'r) discharge. Electrofishing data (ef) is also

shown for high discharge.
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Figure 4. The average distance to the nearest cover (+S.8.) selected by juvenile Atlantic salmon (Salmo
salar) in the control, mid-channel and stream bank treatments at natural (Exp l), 1.5 x natural (Exp 2)
densities and at natural densities with variable discharge (Exp 3).

At increased densities, there were significant differences between treatments in the selection of depth (P=0.005),

bottom velocity (P=0.046), nose velocity (P=0.028) and distance to the nearest cover (P=0.001) (Figure 4). As in
experiment #1, greater depths were selected in the stream bank treatment (21.02!1.82 cm) and positions were

selected closer to cover (34.28+4.07 cm) in the mid-channel treatment. Higher bottom and nose velocities were
selected in the control treatment,0.087t0.042 and 0.09510.04 m.s-', respecrively.
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In the discharge experiment, a2-way ANOVA was performed using treatment and flow as the two main effects. For

microhabitat variables, there was a sigrificant difference between the treatments and flows in the selection of depth

(P=0.001), substrate size (P=O.014), distance to the nearest cover (P<0.001) (Figure 4) and distance to the nearest

fish (P=0.046). Again greater depths were selected in the stream bank treatment (25.1 l1-1.41 cm) and as the flow

increased so did the depth selection. Among the treatments the largest substrates and positions closest to cover

were selected in the mid-channel treatment at all flows. As the flows increased the distances to the nearest fish also

increased.
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Figure 5. Day and night differences in the selection of substrate diameter and distance to nearest structure
(averageÈS.8.) by 3 size classes of juvenile Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) in the control, mid-channel and
stream bank treatments.
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Habitat use and availability

Compared to the available habitat in the control trearment. salmon preferred areas with shallow depths (10-15 cm).
low bottom velocities (0.03-0.05 m.s-'; and high water column velocities (0.14-0. 16 m.s'r). In the mid-channel
treatment, salmon preferred depths of 15-18 cm, bottom velocities of 0.05-0. 15 m.s-r. and slow water column
velocities (0-0.05 m.s-';. Salmon preferred deeper areas (15-2t cm). low bottom velocities (0.03-0.06 m.s 

''; 
and

high water column velocities (0.09-0.16 m.s-'; in rhe srream bank rrearmenr.
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DISCUSSION

The improvement stnrctures used in this study were chosen to create habitat features suitable for the indigenous
species of Newfoundland (Buchanan et al.. 1989). One such species. Atlantic salmon (Salno.rclar). has been
studied for many years and their habitat requirements are relatively well known (Keenleyside. 1962: Gibson and
Power,  1975:SymonsandHelan,  1978;  Rimmereta l . .  1984;DeGraaf  andBain,  1986).  Ingeneral .sa lmontend
to occupy riffle areas in the centre of strcams with a gravel or cobble substrate. However. habitat preference
varies depending on the age or size class of the fish. The principle variables influencing habitat use are nose
velocity in the summer (DeGraaf and Bain, 1986; Morantz et al., 1987) and substrate size and water depth in
autumn (Rimmer er al., 1984). The habitat improvement structures were evaluated to determine whether suitable
microhabitat features were created.

The mid-channel treatment consisted of a low-head barrier dam and a boulder cluster. Low-head barrier dams
are used to create pools with turbulent surface water that could serve as cover for lar-ger salmonids and to
increase oxygen content in the water. Boulders are simple, inexpensive and natural looking. The placement of
boulders instream can increase availability and diversity of habitat. provide protective cover fbr juveniles. and
increase the amount of substrate for settlement of benthic invertebrates. Results demonstrated that the mid-
channel treatment did not serve its purpose at lower discharges, and as a result was not the treatment of choice.
However, as the discharge increased, more salmon took up residence in this treatment. The mid-channel
treatment was also preferred by juvenile Atlantic salmon in an initial study (Bourgeois et al., 1993). At
increased flows, the large boulders and plunge pools created by the low-head barrier dams. provided a greater
diversity in habitat with respect to velocity and cover. The increased surface water turbulence provided more
cover and distinct holding areas, with a higher degree of visual isolation than the other treatments. Fish were
found further from each other in the mid-channel treatment at higher discharges, because there was more
available cover and shelter due to the increased surface water turbulence.

The stream bank treatment contained undercut banks and wing deflectors. In theory. this treatment was\more
suited to juvenile trout which tend to occupy stream margins with riparian, overhanging and instream cover
(Gibson and Power, 1975). Mini-lunkers are used to create artificial undercut banks to increase cover for
juvenile and adult salmonids in prime feeding and holding areas. Wing deflectors are intended to increase the
quality of salmonid habitat by accelerating channelized streams to their natural meander pattem by improving the
sinuosity, increasing the velocity and inducing scouring of deep channels. In our experiment, ho\'/ever. the
structures did not create these features to the extent intended. Some scouring occurred but to a minimal extent.
This was likely due to the fact that the channel was not subjected to the natural variation in discharge that would
have resulted in greater diversity (Bourgeois et al., 1993). Even though the stream bank treatment was the
treatment of choice at low to medium discharge, the distinction between the treatments was minimal. The low-
head barrier dams in the mid-channel treatments were not effective in creating cover via plunge pools. Therefore,
cover was provided by the boulders and rip-rap along the channel banks. However, at low flow. the undercut
banks and wing deflectors in the stream bank treatments provided cover and protection as well as the rip-rap
along the banks, and so the salmon found more cover and protection there. At increased discharge. fish tended to
aggregate in the low flow areas behind the wing deflectors, since there were few other areas providing shelter
from the flows in this treatment. As a result. this treatment was avoided at high flows.

ln all three experiments. salmon were found closer to cover in the mid-channel treatment. and selected greater
depths in the stream bank treatments. The positions selected within the mid-channel treatment were always near
cover due to the placement of the boulders in the centre of the treatment. Greater depths were pret'erred in the
stream bank treatment because increased velocities at wing deflectors caused some scouring. and many salmon
selected positions at the tips of the deflectors.

At natural densities, salmon preferred larger substrates during the day than at night. Substrate as cover is an
important variable for juvenile salmonids (Gibson, 1978; Rimmer et al., 1984; Heggenes, 1988). The larger the
substrate the more cover available in the interstitial spaces. During the day, juvenile salmonids are at risk from
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visual predators. such as piscivorous birds. and therefore need the proteclion and cover provided by the larger
substrates. However, at night substrate size becomes less important as the risk from visual predators decreases.
Heggenes (1988) found similar results with brown trout (Sulnn trutta). Larger substrates crn also provide
shelter from high water velocities (Gibson, I 978). This was evident when larger subsrrares were selected in the
mid-channel treatment at high discharge. The low temperatures seen during this experimenr also caused the
salmon to undergo a summer-autumn transition in microhabitat selection. When temperatures t'all below l0"C
juvenile salmon tend to hide in crevices under stones and they become more nocturnal (Gibson. 1978: Rirnmer cr
al., 1983, 1984; Heggenes and Saltveit, 1990: Fraser et n/.. 199-5). Not only were the salmon shelrering from the
increased velocities, but they also began taking refuge in the substrate when the temperature dropped below
10"c.

The three size classes selected different depths with the larger parr selecting deeper areas. Althongh the values
differ, due to the nature of the channel, these results are consistent with earlier works where habitat suitability
curves were developed for juvenile Atlantic salmon (Morantz et al.. 1987: Scruton and Gibson. 1993). The
larger parr were also found closer to improvement structures. As mentioned earlier. the structures could be used
as cover and so the larger parr chose positions closer to the structures to take advantage of the varying
velocities, depths and cover available to them. Mikheev et al. (1994) fbund that larger juvenile Atlantic salmon
remained in shelter for longer periods of time to avoid risky situations. Grant and Noakes ( I 987) su-sgested that
largerjirvenile brook trout(Salvelinusfontinalis) were more consprcuous and vulnerable and so shorved a grearer
wariness towards predators. Therefore, the larger parr in the channel selected positions close to the structures to
avoid predators.

Habitat selection and distribution are not only dependent on the physical environment. bur also related to a
number of limiting factors including food availability (Chapman. 1966). The current patrerns thar developed
around the improvement structures may have produced a funnelling effect of drift in the water column.
Therefore, it would be advantageous to select a position close to the structures where there rvould be less energy
expenditure in capturing food. Due to interspecific comperirion, the larger salmon parr selecred the best
positions with respect to food availability and cover; whereas the smaller subordinate fish avoided competition
by feeding in fess preferred areas (Fausch, 1984; Metcalt'e et at., 1986, l9B9\. Since salmon are rerrirorial
(Kalleberg, 1958; Keenleyside, 1962), the larger parr defended these prime positions and so the smaller salmon
were prevented from using the structures.

Higher bottom and nose velocities were selected in the control treatment in the second experiment with increased
densities. Higher velocities were more available in this treatment as there were no srrucrures present to provide a
diversity of velocities. Salmon were displaced into all treatments, and so less preferred positions were selected
in the control treatment due to increased competition for the best positions. During this experiment. the numbers
of fish counted in each treatment did not represent the 1.5 increase in density (Figure 2). Two possible
explanations for this include: first, due to the increased numbers, the dominant fish took up residence quickly
while the subordinates were forced into hiding to avoid the inrense comperition, thus minimizing energetic
expenditure (Metcalfe et al., 1986): and second. although the uppermost and lowermost screens were in place,
the fish could have escaped the channel and lower numbers counted as a result.

As seen in this experiment, discharge is an important factor in the performance of habitat improvement
structures. Sufficient flows are required to produce the desired effects, such as the scouring at wing deflectors
and the creation of plunge pools and surface water turbulence by the low-head barrier dams. Habitat
improvement techniques are not always successful and can cause harm if not properly planned and implemented
(Frissell and Nawa, 1992). Therefore, both biological and physical parameters need to be taken into
consideration when planning a stream improvement project. Biological considerations include: target species
and life-stage involved, knowledge of limiting factors, and microhabitar features of the species' natural habitat.
Physical considerations include channel morphology and hydraulic paramerers.
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In this study, the salmon did use the habitat improvement structures. The mid-channel treatment was successful
in providing cover and low velocity microhabitats at higher discharge. The wing deflectors and undercut banks
also provided cover in the stream bank treatment but to a lesser extent at higher florvs than the mid-channel
treatment. A diversity of depths were created by the structures and as a result the different size classes rvere able
to select a variety of positions. However, for the structures to function optimally. sufficient discharge is required
to produce the microhabitat features intended. Minimal differences were observed between all treatments at the
lower discharges. Vy'hen subjected to the natural variations in discharge of Newfbundland waters. the
improvement structures will create a greater diversity of habitat. such as deeper plunge pools and nrore cot,er.
which was observed to a limited extent under the controlled conditions in the experimental channel.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a nerv method for evaluating fish habitat environments. This method has improved three
following faults of IFIM u'hich is a current method. I )The change in the river environment is considered to be a florv
discharge change. 2)Onlv three factors. florv velociq'', deptJr, and substrate are assumed to represent the river
environment. 3)The influence by mutual relation of environmental factors is disregarded.

The proposal method is especialll' effective in the region like Japan where environments are various in each section
along the river, and there are various fish species. Authors observed amount of fish habitat and river envrronments
through year in one river. When the obtained data was analyzed by the principal component analysis(PCA) method,
mutual relation between environmental factors and the amount of fish habitat was clarified.

And, this analysis result explains fishes'actual modes of life of each fish species every season. That is, horv which
environmental factors exert the influence on the amount of fish habitat is shoun. Authors adapt the characterisûc of
such a principal component anal-v-sis for our proposal method by weighting factors according to the size of the vector
of the factor loading. The method of fish habitat potential u'as calculated by using the rveighted principal factor
method and fishes'preference curves rvhich are used also with IFIM.

KEY-WORDS: various environmental factors, various fish species, principal component analysis, factor loading,
biological diversity, ecological niche

INTRODUCTION

A biological diversity is thought to be related stabilizing ofthe ecosystem at present. The living thing need to adjust
to the a new environment rvhen some environmental changes occur such as temperature rise, poison mixing, and
entering into of living thing from another place. Abundant biologicat diversity has a high application abilit_v to
environmental changes. Therefore, various environments with various living things expand the habitat place by
generatlng the struggle for existence among individuals and species. In other words, the ecological niche expands.
And the variety of such an environment raise biological diversity'. Consequentiall.v, potential of the ecosystem is
matntained.

Japan belongs to the temperate monsoon zone, and various fish species which adjusts to varioûs environments
inhabit in the region where the river environment changes remarkably. The observed shape ofthe preference curve
actually becomes approximately similar to a physiological preference curve in the river where the fish species are
few. On the other hand when various fish inhabit, observed curves are considerably biased from the physiological
preference curve. Because, even ifphysiological suitability is somewhat sacrificed, the species request the scene of
existence to the place rvhere the interspecies competition is few if the load by the competition with another species is
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larger than physiological suitabilitr'. There is IFIM(Instream Florv lncremental Methodology) in the one ro rcprcsent
the method of the habitat environment evaluations in the river. This is the one developcd to evaluate the habitat
environment of salmon originally in North America. It is a method of calculating the habitat potenrial onlv b1' thc
florving quantitv change (Nestler et a/. , 1 989).

We know that h-"-draulic parameters affect the fish habitat potential most. Hotïever. as fbr other environmontal
factors we need to judge empiricalll, in each trme. The method of the habitat environmenl cvaluation rn thc nver
rvhere manv kinds offish inhabit under various environments is desired such a current snrus.

FILED OBSERVATION

The field observation was done in Oto river(basin area:271km2, length:34krn, mean slope of upstream:l/.15. mean
slope of downstream: l/350) is located in the central distncts in Japan as shown in Figure l.

FIGURE l: Map of Japan showing the location of Oto river lield observed

The observed fish species was 29 kinds. The pale chub(Zacco platypus), the dark club(Zacco temminckii) and the
river lizard goby(Rhinogobius flumineus) rvere observed in all the observation stage through a vear, and there rvere a
lot of numbers. Therefor, these tree kinds of fish s'ere judged to be fish species by' rvhich Oto river u'as represented.
Moreover, six factors such as the velocit-v, the depth, the substrate value, the cover rate. the vegetation value. and the
distance between riffles and pools were selected as a representative factor which shorved the river environment.

Depth and flow velocitv are mean values of each observation stage. The substrate value is calculated from the
amount of substrate and index number(detritus:1, mud:2, silt:3, sand:4, fine gravel:S, gravel:6, boulder:7, bedrock:8).
The vegetation value is calculated from the length of riverside vegetation and the index number(none:1, grass:2,
tree:3) The cov€r rate is value by which the area ofriverside vegetation shadow to river surface divided bv the total
area.

METHOD OF EVALUATING HABITAT ENVIRONMENT

Principal Component Analysis(pCA)

The above mentioned habitat density of three fish species is used to be a criterion variate, six
environmental factors are used to be an explanatory variate, and principal component analysis is done.
Principal component analysis is one of analyses used to analyze related to between a lot of'factors and to
consolidate the factor. [n principal component analysis, the original data is consolidated in a new factor
like the lst principal ingredient and the 2nd principal ingredient, etc. reducing the loss of information on
the original data as much as possible by examining the relations between factors. The contribution rate
which is the numerical value by how a new factor exptains original information is shown can be calculated.
The contribution rate ofa new factor to the n-th principal ingredient is added and this value is called an
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accumulative contribution rate. A new factor to the n-th principal ingredient is selected based on this
accumulative contribution rate. In general, it is a standard that the accumulative contribution rate exceeds
about 80%.

Moreover, the correlation coefficient of selected new factor M pieces and explanatory variate is called the
factor loading. N pieces of environmental factors which influences the habitat density in six original
environmental factors are selected from the vector relation of the factor loading. Principal component
analysis can be used to know not only consolidating the factor but also mutual relation of a multi variate
data not clear ofthe relation.

Weighted Principal Factor Method

M pieces ofnew factors are assumed to be coordinate axis, and the size ofthe vector ofthe factor loading
is defined to be weight of the selected original environmental factor. The highest size of vector is matched
to one and then other weights should be adjusted. The preference curve to the selected factor which can be
used also with IFIM can be made, or the one which has already been made is good for use. As mentioned
above is done and fish habitat potential S is defined by the following equation based on the obtained
numerical value.

(r) s =]i{o, x7,}
N i=,

where ^S : inhabiting potential , ̂ |y' : number of selected factors, a, : weight ,

I : inhabiting probability obtained from preference curye

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The accumulative contribution rates of the lst principal ingredient and the 2nd principal ingredient
obtained as a result of principal component analysis to three fish species are shown in Table l.

TABLE 1: The accumulative contribution rate till the 2nd principal ingredient (7o)

_, _ fish qpecies sprrng summer winter

pale chub

dark club

river lizard goby

68.7

68.3

69.8

69.4

70.9

69.3

65.5

64.3

70.7

62.9

67.9

67.8

It is understood that almost values are from 65Yo to 70Yo. That is, these two principal ingredients explain
65-70yo of the original data. This rate is not so enough statistically. It is easy to increase principal
ingredient and to raise the rate. Actually, the third principal ingredient let the accumulative contribution
rate raise up to 80%. However, it is no use to raise the rate tenibly. The reason is that the original
environmental factors selected at the end increase, and then the meaning by which the factors are
consolidated is lost. Moreoveq the contribution rate contains fuzziness as long as the object is living things
even if mathematical significant exists. A little environmental fuzziness is rather convenient for various fish
species because they expand own ecological niche by the competition among individuals and species.

Next, an environmental factor which exerts the influence on the amount of habitat is chosen. First of all.
thinking about the direction ofthe vector ofthe factor loading to each environmental factors on the plane
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where the lst and the 2nd principal ingredient are coordinate axes. These six vectors show the relation
among environmental factors and the amount of fish habitat in information consolidated in the lst and the
2nd principal ingredient. It can be judged that vectors have a mutually independent relation when the
vectors meet with right angles. The other way, the parallel vectors can show subordination and influence
mutually. For example in Figure 2, it can be understood that the substrate rate and the distance between
riftles and pools influence on the I st principal ingredient largely.

In the same way, Axes of the pale chub are assumed. The axis along the vector of the habitat density of the
pale chub is defined as lst axis, and the other which is at right angles with lst axis is defined as 2nd axis.
Environmental factors of the vector along the lst axis influence on the habitat density, the other hand
those which along the 2nd axis have few influence. It was confirmed that the mode of life every season for
instanc, laying eggs and preying, agree with results of analysis for each fish species. Selected
environmental factors and weights are shown in Table 2.

Taking an example of Figure 2, how to decide of habitat potential is shown. The preference curve to the
velocity is shown as Figure 3, and one to the depth is shown as Figure 4. The curve of Figure 3 is assumed
f(v) and one of Figure 4 is assumed g(d)The weight of the velocity is 1.00 and the weight of depth is 0.82
from Table 2. Then the habitat potential becomes equation (2). It can be imagined as Figure 5.

TABLE 2: Selected factors and rveight

lish species velocitl' depth substrate cover rate vegetation distance between riflles and
value value pools

pale chub 1.00 0.82
(spring,summer)

pale chub 0.94 1.00
(autumn,winter)

dsrk club
(though year)

0.83

river lizard goby 1.00 0.67 O.77
(though year)

0.80 0.89

r.00 0.71

q )  0 . 1

()
è0

o.
o

e {  ' -

- 3  - r . r t  - 1 . 2  - 0 . 9  - 0 . i  0  0 1  0 . d  l :  1 . 5  l

lst principal ingredient

FIGURE 2: The factor loading vectors of environmental fectors obteined by PCA
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CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study is to have proposed the method of the habitat environment evaluation in the

river where various fish species inhabit. The data obtained by field observation has be analyzed by the

principal component anatysis method. The result of analysis explains relation between the amount of the

hstr tràUitat and the rivei environments clearly. And the result has shown fishes' actual modes of life.

Moreover, the relation of an environmental factor which influenced the amount of fish habitat is able to be

known intuitively by plotting the analysis result in the two-dimensional graph.

The evaluation method proposed, weighted principal factor method simulates fish's habitat potential as

follows.
l) The principal factors with a large influence are selected from some river environmental factors to the

amount of habitat of each fish species by principal component analysis'
2) The weight setting based on the size of the vector of the factor loading is done to each selected

environmental factor.
3) Adding the values which are obtained by weighting probabilities from the preference curve to selected

environmental factors is defined habitat potential.

There are three following advantages when the proposed evaluation method are compared with IFIM. The

index which shows various river environments can be taken. The proposed method can evaluate not only a

river cross profile but also a whole river or a river section.
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ABSTMCT

Investigations were conducted in luly - August, 1995 at West Salmon River, Newfoundland, Canada, to determine:
(i) if there is a significant difference in diurnat habitat use/preference during summer by juvenile Atlantic salmon,
Salmo salu, in a regulated stream; and (ii) whether or not habitat suitability indices (IISI) should be based on criteria
which reflect temporal as well as spatial variation in habitat selection. The West Salmon River, is part of the Upper
Salmon Hydroelectric Development, and is under a regulated flow regime. Microhabitat use by Atlantic salmon was
examined through snorkelling observations conducted during daylight and nighttime hours. Microhabitat variables
measured at the focal point of individually obsened fish included: water depth; mean water column velocity; focal
point velocity; and substrate particle size. Two 30 m x 4 m Eansects were established in each of three representative
habitat types. A total of 55 underwater surveys were conducted over four time intervals and resulted in the
observation of 970 Atlantic salmon. HSI curves were developed for Atlantic salmon fry for each of four distinct
(6 hour) daily time intervals. The distributions of age classes observed during the nighttime rvere substantially
different from daytime observations. Ninety one percent of all the age I i urd 88% of all age 2+ salmon recorded
were observed at night. The nocturnal behaviour of salmon parr (> 1f ) was attributed to avian predator avoidance
and was not temperature dependent. Significant differences were found in mean column velocity, depth and substrate
use by 0t salmon at night as compared to day (Kolmogorov-smirnov two sample test). Results indicate that
nighttime as well æ daytime surveys of habitat selection behaviour should be considered in construction of habitat
suitability indices in order to accommodate diurnal changes in habitat use.

KEY-IVORDS: Habitat / Suitability / Nocturnd / Atlantic Salmon / Preference/ Day / Night.
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INTRODUCTION

Temporal shifts in behaviour and habitat use by Atlantic salmon during the summer period has received limited

attention to date. However, diurnal shifls in habitat use by age{ brown trout (Salmo trutta) ue known to occur'

chason (1g6g) and Heggenes (lggg) suggested trat age{ brown trout hide in the substrate more during the day than

at night. Age-0 brown trout may move closer o the sream edge at night in response to larger fish that are active

and feeding as do age{ rainbow rrotrt (oncorhr}ncra mykis.r) (campbell and Neuner, 1985)' Hubert et al' (1994)

observed diurnal shifts in summer habitat use by age{ brown trout. Locations of age4 brown trout varied between

day and night, moving closer Ûo the steam edge U night where curent velocities and water depths were less than

at sites they occupied during the day. This shift in microhabitat may serve to avoid predators (Powers' 1987)'

campbell and Neuner (1985) suggest that age{ rainbow trout move closer !o the stream edge at night in response

ûo larger trout moving inshore to feed'

In his discussion on day/night habitat selection, Heggenes (1994) notes that an interesting phenomenon are profound

night/day changæ in behaviour and habitat setectioi in winter, both for brown trout and Atlantic sdmon' lVhile

passive sheltering in the substratp or aggegating in pools previously wæ considered the principat winær activity in

trout and salmon, this turns out to be daytime behaviour only. Both trout and salmon emerge from their daytime

sheltering microhabiUts as soon as it gAs dark, are active during the night and disappear again as s(X)n as it g*s light

in the morning (Heggenes 1994, Fraser et al. 1993,). This diunal behaviour is consisænt throughout the rvinter at

low temperatures, and star8 when the water ,.tp.'.t" falls below ldC' and is thereafter regulated by light

(Heggenes 1994). Considerable spatial and æmporal variation in habitat selection is therefore possible and probable'

perhaps reflecting a wide tolerated spatiai niche but a narrower preferred niche in trout and salmon' selection is

likely to be stronger for important physical factors in short supply, which may vary both in space and time

(Ileggenes 194).

These changes in habitat selection and behaviour between summer and winter and day and night' governed by

temperature and light, is a result of temperaturedependent changes in the relative costs and benefits of different

behavioral strategies (Heggenes 1994). Trout and satmon are vulnerable Ûo a great deal of predation' especially

visual feeders (mergansers, osprey elc.) however, their susceptibility is reduced when sheltered in ôe substræe'

lVhen not sheltered, burst swimming speed is the main defence strategy utilized, however, Ûout and salmon being

poikilotherms inhabiting cold water environments, are probably unable o attain maximum burst speed and therefore'

are most at risk during periods of low temperanrre during daylight, hence a switch to nocturnal foraging' In an in-

vi'o experiment to investigate temperanrredependent switching between diurnal and nocturnal foraging in Atlantic

salmon, Fraser et al (1993) dernonstrated that juvenile salmon show rapid ctrurges in their daily activity pd€ms in

response to alterations in environmental temperafirre. At higher water temperatures (typical of late spring' sumner

and auomn) the fish are active and obtain most of their food during dayligbt hours. During this time they are

aggressive to neighbouring fish and may defend territories' At night they often remain out of refuges and exposod

in the water column, but feed relatively little and are unaggressive. Decreasing temperatures caused a drop in

daytime foraging rates, however nocturnal foraging rates rilere independent oftemperahrre, and at low temperatures

the fish were making over three times as many feeding sorties by night as by day'
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Campbell and Neuner (1995) and Heggenes (1994) suggest tlrat there are indications of possible differences in habitât

selection between day and night also in summer in salmonids, alttrough less pronounced. Heggenes (1994) also

speculates that brown trout may have a wider spatial niche during the night (in summer) and may also use shallow

and slow water at night, often closer to the streambanks. In a Nova Scotia stream, LaCroix (1995) reported the

use of slightly deeper water during the day by age 0+ salmon and brook trout, which he attributed to the

requirement for greater cover during the day.

Heggenes (1994) concludes that if there is a diurnal shift in habitat selection, then habitat selection models must be

developed incorporating diurnal light dependent habitat selection regimes.

Invætigations were conducted in July - August, 1995 at West Salmon River, Newfoundland, to determine: (i) if there

is a difference in diurnal habitat use/preference during summer by juvenile Atlantic salmon, in a regulated stream;

and (ii) whether or not habitat suitability indices (HSI) should be bæed on criteria which reflect temporal as well

as spatial variation in habitat selection.

MEIIHODS

Study Area

The West Salmon River, located in south-central Newfoundland, is part of the Upper Salmon Hydroelectric

Development (Figure 1). Prior to the construction of the hydroelectric development, West Salmon River flowed out

of Cold Spring and inflowed to Godaleich Pond 9 km downstream and was the main spawning and nursery area for

both upstream and downstream salmonid populations (Beak 1980). The construction of the West Salmon Dam in

1982 eliminated movement of salmonids downstream from Cold Spring Pond, and resulted in the loss of spawning

and rearing habitat due to flooding (upstream of the dam) and de-watering (downstream of the dam). Landlocked

Atlantic salmon, brook trout and Arctic chan Salvelinus alpinus are the only sdmonids inhabiting ttte Upper Salmon

watershed, with Atlantic salmon and brook trout dominating these fluvial habitats (Beak 1980).

In order to protect the valuable fish habitat downstream from the dam a compensatory flow release agreement was

negotiated between Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans. A 2-level

controlled flow regime based on the Tennant's Montana Method (Iennant 1975) was adopted which specifies a flow

of 1.3 m3 s't (20% MAF) between. December I and May 31, and 2.6 rrf s-l (40% MAF) between June I and

November 31. A flow release structure was incorporated into West Salmon Dam which is able to vary flows from

0 - 7.0 m3 s-1. The flow throughout the study period wæ 2.6 mr s'r.

The study iuea was between kilometers 0.5 and 1.5, downstream from the Dam (Figure 2).

Data Collection

Six transects were esbblished in three different habitat types: two in each of pocket water; low gradient riffle; and

run habitat (McCain et al. 1990). These habitat types were the predominant habitat in the river (Jacques Whitford
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Environment, 1996). Transecb, 4 m x 30 m (where possible), were established in an upstream direction at a 30o
angle from the perpendicular to the shoreline. A Hugrun continuous recording thermograph recorded water
temperatures throughout the study period.

Habitu Use

Habitat use data were collected by snorkelling within the tamects. Two snorkellers surveyed the transect at a time,
one in the dormstream hdf and one in the upstream half. The downstream snorkeller would begin surveying first,
starting t the shore and moving out inûo the sEeam, followed by the upstream snorkeller. The downstream
snorkeller would stay slightly ahead of the upstream snorkeller throughout the survey to avoid the latter interfering
with the visibility of the downstream snorkeller by disturbing silt, etc. The snorkellers communicated to each other
the presence of any fish moving in or out of the transect, thus minimizing the potential for double counting.
Numbered fluorescent markers were placed on the stream bonom below the head (snout) of each fish observed.
The following data wete then reported to a recorder on the shoreline: marker number; species; year class;
(subjectively determined from fish length); fish length (cm); activity, (whether holding station or acrive); and position
(cm) Oeight above substrate).

I

I '  u 4 - . : -

Avena ù4

Wi*
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FIGURE 1: WEST SALMON RIVER STUDY ARFÂ.
UPPER SALMON HYDROELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT

FIGURE 2: WEST SALMON RIVER STUDY SITE,
JULY _ AUGUST 1995
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Illumination for nighttime observatiorn was provided by a light was suspended from a continuous overhead rope
which was fed through pulleys attached to posts at each end of the uansect. A dual beam 9 volt fluorescent light
was suspended from the rope and moved along the transect ahead ofthe snorkellers by the recorder on shore. The
snorkellers dso used handheld underwater flashlights to examine hard to view spots and shadows. Neon glow sticls
were attached to the snorkels so that the recorder could see the location of the snorkellers and move the light
appropriately.

Upon compl*ion of snorkelling, or on the following day in the case of night surveys, the following data were
recorded at each marker: marker number; ûotal water depth (cm); bonom water velocity (2 cm above bonom) cm
s-1; nose (focd point) velocity cm s r; mean column velocity (at û% depth) cm s-r; and substrate classification
directly under the marker (Local) and the predominant class within a 30 cm grid centered on the marker (General).
The substrate classification was based on particle size measurements divided into 9 classes: Class l, sand (0 - 6
mm); Class 2, pebble (6 mn - 16 mm); Class 3, small gravel (17 mm - 32 mm); Class 4, gravel (33 mm - 65
mm); Class 5, smdl cobble (66 nm - 128 nm); Class 6, cobble (129 mm - 255 mm); Class 7 ,large cobble (256
mm - 384 mm); Class 8, boulder (385 mm - 512 mm); and Class 9,large boulder (> 512 mm). Measuring sticks
displaying the substrate scale were usod to facilitate substrate classification. Water velocities were determined with
a Marsh-McBirney Flo-Mate (Model 2000) electromagnetic flow meter.

Tutu Intervals

Snorkellingobservationswereconductedduringfourtimeintervals: interval#1, 1000- 1600hrs.; intervd #2, lffi-
2200 hrs.; intenal #3,22W - 0400 hrs.; and interval #4, W - 1000 hrs. An emphasis was placed on intervals

#1 and #3 to minimize any potential influence of daytime/nighttime transition.

Validation

It was assumed that (i) the snorkelling did not change ûe habitat selection behaviour of the fish, (ii) the illumination
used for nighnime surveys did not change the habitat selection behaviour of the fish, and (iii) habitat use observations
were independent. To test these assumptioru a validation experiment was conducted. A trap (Coral) capable of
being triggered remotely and capturing dl fish present within a subset of the river was designed and installed in the
river for this purpose. These results are not reported here but did validate these assumptions.

Statistical Analysis

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test was used to oompare the frequency distributions of age 0+ salnnn. The
fre4uency distributions were grouped into intervals prior to statistical analysis as per Siegle (1956). The null
hypothesis was rejected at the 0.10 critical value, as per Warren (1986). Unless otherwise noted, daytime data refers
to interval 1 in the following discussion.
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Construction of Habitat Suitability Index Curves

The method of constructing habitat suitability index (HSI) curves based on use of different microhabitat variablæ
using frequency analysis was conducted as described by Bovee and Cochnauer (1977). The number ofindividuals
æsociated with each habitat parameter wæ tallied and assigned to each parameter (i.e. histogram). Optimal values
of each variable were those associated witb the most fish. Observed frequencies were divided by the mean of the
optimum range to produce a normalized habitat usæurve. Optimal values of the habitat were assigned a value of
l.0 (maximum suitability) and values of ttre habitat not associated with any fish were assigned a value of 0 (east or
unsuitable habitaù.

Suitability cunes were smoothed with stepwise polynomial regression. The aptness of each step or polymmial
"order" was statistically evaluated by goodness of fit to the data (measured by the multiple correlation coefficient,
R), the relative reduction in standard error given each additional order, and the random characteristics of the
residual enors (with a serial correlation test). The stepwise procedure iteratively added an additional variable (or
order) to the regression model until the addition of the next variable no longer caused a statistically significant
reduction in residual error. The last significant model was inspected to see if residuals were randomly distributed
and ifthe derived curve realistically described the observod frequency distribution. The curves generated by the
polynomial models were normalized !o 1.0 ûo produce habitat suitability values. Polynomial regression models
typically do not fit outlying data points very well, therefore the derived curves which included suc.h obsen'ations
were subjectively smoothed to befter re.present suitability in those areas.

REST]LTS

Fifty-five undenvater transect snorkelling surveys \f,ere conducted during the period July 6 ûo August 24, 1995. lVith
one exception (Pocka lVater I which was surveyed 10 times) dl ttre transects were surveyed an equal number of
times (9). As per the sody design, an emphasis wæ placed on intervals I and 3 with 23 and 19 sureys
respectively. The duration of each survey was dependent on the number of fish observed, and was usually completed
in 20 - 40 minutes. Obsen'æions were made and habitat use data collected on 1,077 fish, of which 970 were
Atlantic salmon and 107 were brook trout Salr.s&:zra fontùtalis (Iable l).

Diurnal Variation in Obsenations

Table 2 provides a sunmary of the age classes and time intervals of the Atlantic salmon obsenrations. Of the 970
salmon observed, 551 (56%) were observed pt night (nterval 3). Of the remainder 2V2 Q0.8%, were observod in
Intennl 1, 161 (16.6%) in Interval 2 and 56 (5.770) in Interval 4. The distribution of age classæ within time
intervals 1, 2 and 4 were not significantly different from each other @ > 0.0t, however the distribution in Int€rval
3 was significantly different from each of the other three time intervals (P < 0.05). This difference appears to be
due to the variation in the proportion of age 0+ (35.6%) and I + (40.t%) sdmon observed during the night
compared to observations during the day (U.2% and 5.5%, respectively) (Figure 2). Sixty four percent of all the
0f salmon observed (n = 549) were observed during tbe day, whereas, 9l % of all the I + salmon (n = 24t), and
88% of all 2+ (n = 79) were observed æ nighnime.
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Table 1. Snorkelling observations, July 6 - August A,1995, West Salmon Rivcr

Interval Trout Salmon Total

| 9 202 2rr

25 t6 l t 66

3 91 551 &2

425658

Total 107 970 1077

Table 2. Summary of observations of Atlantic salmon by age class and time interval at West Salmon River

July6-Augnst24,1995.

Age Class Day fime I\ight fime Totsl

Interval 1 Interval 2 Intervsl 4 Intenval 3

0+ l7l

l+  l0

2 + 4

3+ 17

138

6

4

l3

u

7

3

2

196 549

225 248

79 90

51 83

Total 202 r6l 551 970

Habitat Suitability Indices

Mean colwntt velocity - Most fry were observed at meân column velocities between 0 cm s I and ,l() cm s I during
both time periods. However, the frequency distribution of mean column velocity use during daytime was
significantly different than nighttime use (P < 0.05). The HSI curve for mcrn column velocity exhibited an optimum
range of 20 to 25 cm s'r during the day and a lower optimum suitability of 15 to 20 cm s t during nighnime (Figure
3).

56
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Percentage

I rgr O. N 191 1. [---'] Age z. @ Ago 3.

Time lnterval

Flgure 2. lryeDistribution of observatiorc by time interval

Nose vvlocity - The nose or focal point velocity of most fty was between 0 cm s-r and 20 cm s'r for both time periods

and there was no significant difference between the nighaime and daytime frequency distributions for use (P < 0.10).

The HSI curves for both periods showed an optimum at 0 to 5 cm s t (Figure 3).

Wuer Depth - Salmon fty were observed at focal positions in water depths of 9 cm ûo 85 cm during daytime and

4 cm to ?3 cm at night, however most of the fish n ere seen at depths between 25 cm and 45 cm during both time

periods. A significant difference was demonstrated between night and daytime depth use (P < 0.10). The HSI

curve shows a strong single optimum peak at 40 cm for daytime while a wide optimum range, from 25 - N cm' lvas

demonstrated at night (Figure 3).

Substrue (bcal) - There wæ no significurt difference in local substrate use between night and day (P < 0.10).

The optimum suitability for both time periods was sutd.

Substrate (Gencrat) - A significant difference was demonstrated between night and day general substrate use (P <

0.05), (Figure 3). Cobble was used most often in both time intervals, however, gravel and small cobble also

received high usage in the day whereas small cobble and large cobble received high usage at night. The habitat

suitability curves showed a similar trend.
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DISCUSSION

A nocnrrnal behaviour pattern was exhibited by Atlantic salmon parr in West Salmon River. This was demonstræed

by the large majority, gl% aîd t8% of all age I + urd age 2+ palr, respectively, observed during the nighUime

snorkelling surveys. A similar trend was not observed for 0t fry, indicating a more diurnal strategy for that year

class. Prior studies have demonstrated profound night/day changes in habitat selection behaviour by brown trout

and Atlantic salmon (Ileggenes 1994, Fraser et al 1993). These switches in bebaviour have been associated with

seasonal differences (summer/winter), seasonal transitions, (summer/aunrmn, Rimmer €û al. 1983) and have been

shown to be temperature dependent with IOC being the critical threshold (Fraser er al. 1993). Although previously

thought to be related ûo either an irùerent annual rhythm or to phoùoperiod, Fraser et al (195) demonstratod through

laboratory experiments and field observations that neither is solely responsible, and determined that the temperature

dependent shift to nochrnalism was explained by a suppression of daytime activity rather than an increase in activity

at night. A reduced capacity to escape visuat feeding predators (e.g. osprey Pandion lluliarltus) due to low water

temperatures had been speculated as influencing temporal cbanges in behaviour (Fraser et al. 1993). Salmon, being

poikilotherrrs probably experience a reduction in burst speed which is necessary for escape from predaûors under

cold water conditions, and therefore, during daylight hours are most at risk at low nater temperatures.

Water temperatures recorded at West Salmon River during this study do not support the temperature dependent

theory. The mean daily minimum water temperanrre throughout the snrdy period was 16.9C (range 14.5 -18.75

t) with minimal diurnal variation (maximum of 2.7Y) as a result of regulation. The temporal shift in beiaviour

was therefore not the result of cold temperatures at night at \Vest Salmon River, and other plausible explanations

must be explored. The daily presence of ospreys feeding at the study site lends some credence ûo a predator

avoidance theory. The lVest Salmon River, for the most part, is wide (30 m - 50 m) and strallow (< 1.5 m) and

provides excellent visibility for airborne predaûors, such æ osprey and mergansers. At the end ofthe field season,
(August 26ô), the age l+ and 2+ parr rurged in length from 66 mm to 143 mm, and would be more visible and

thus make easier targets than the smaller 0+ fry (< 56 mm) during the daytime. Therefore, a behaviourial switch

o nocturnalism by the larger, more vulnerable age classes is a logical response to airborne predators. Daytime

behaviour would therefore entail seeking refrrge in the substrate, which would account for the lack of daytime

observations of parr by the snorkellers. Given that a similar behaviourial resporue would not be required by the

smaller firy, the age class differential between day and night is understandable.

From a study of 6 rivers in Nova Scotia and 2 rivers in New Brurswick, Morantz €t al.(1987) reported &at Atlantic

salmon fry selected water depths between 20 and 40 cm. Under similar dischæge conditions as at lVest Salmon

River (2.6 m3/s), the work by deGraaf and Bain (1986) at North Arm River (2.3 m3/s) found that Atlantic salmon

fry prefened a depth of 15 ûo 25 cm. Fry suitability curves for station depth data for lt Newfoundland rivers,

demonstrated optinrum suitability in the range of 15 - 20 cm with steady declines in suitability for depths geater than

20 cm (Scruon and Gibson 1993). The depth suitability curves for salmon fry at V/est Salmon River for both timd
periods showed an oprimum range of 25 - 45 cm and is within the range reported in these studies.

Morantz et al. (19t7) demonstrated optimal nose velocity for salmon fry ftom New Bnrnswick and Nova Scotia

rivers ûo be in the range of 5 ûo l0 cm sl, and that they frequently selectod zones of slow flow (0 - 5 cm s-r),
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particularly at stream edgæ or behind large cobbles. deGraaf and Bain (1986) reported that nose velocity selection
differed between habitat gpes for bottr fry and parr. Nose velocity selection was higher in riffle habitat, as opposed
ûo slower moving habitat, and nose velocities selected were lower than the mean of available habitat in the faster
flowing North Arm River. In the slower flowing North Harbour River (mean discharge 0.4 m3/s) both fry and parr
selected nose velocities u/ere greater than the mean of available flows. At West Salmon River, the optimum range
of selected nose velocity was between 0 and 5 cm s'r, less than those previously reported for saknon fry in these
other Atlantic Canada sEeams.

The classification of substrate use is probably one of the most important variables affecting fish habitat selection.
However, the conventional technique of measuring substrate clæs directly beneath the focal point, "local substrate'
in this sody, is of questionable value in describing habitat selection. Variations in substrates is important since
individuals in summer often hold positions close to a 'home stone" @immer et al. l98a). The home stone is used
by the young salmon as a velocity shield from which it positions iself in an optimum velocity location for feeding
and/or resting, often slightly downstream ofthe stone itself. The substrate directly below the focal point is often
the sediment and fine particles aggregated immediately downstream of the home stone and is meaningless as an
indicator of habitat selection. Because it is the dominant habitat variable which determines or influences all the other
variables measured, the home stone must be included as a habitat selection parameter. The measurement of a 30
cm grid centered at the focal point incorporates the home stone into the description of substrate habitat and provides
a measurement of arguably a more relevant determinant of habitat suitability. This measurement referred !o as
'general subsûate' in this snrdy showed a shift by salmon fry to larger home stones at night, or least the tendency
to move further up into the water column utilizing large boulders as home stones. This is reflected in tre habitat
suitability curves.

Generally, age 0f salmon exhibited a wider tolerance for all the variables measured during the day as compared
to ûe night. The habitat suitability curves were similar for both time periods for nose velocity, depth, and local
substrate. Subtle shifts in habitat suitability curves between day and night were apparent for mean column velocity
and general substrate selection.

This study, conducted in a regulated Newfoundland strearn, has demonstrated that diurnal shifts in habitat selection
and behaviour by juvenile Atlantic salmon are not restricted !o the winter period, as previously thought, but occur
throughout the summer season and are not temperature dependent. The results of this study indicate that nighttime
æ well as daytime surveys should be considered for the construction of habitat suitability indices in order ûo
accommodate diurnal changes in habitat use.
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ABSTRACT

There areusually no natural or 'chæacteristic' scales for ecological paterns and processes. Accordingly, results
are highly scab-dependent, and extrapolatbn across scabs is inadvisable. Theæ problems can be cirormvented
by adopting a multi-scale approach. In this study, we quantified the spatial disributions of stream fishes, their
food resources and habitat characterisics in a riffle of a boreal stream. The study site (23 x 4.5 m) was diviCed
into 279 grid cells, and the abundances of juvanile brovn trout and arctic bullhead v,ere quantified in each cell by
eledrofishing. In addition,fourhabitatvariables (depth, wata velocity, substrate size, in-$ream veg€tation) \',ere
measrred from the cenûe of each quadrat, and benthic samples være colbcted from every other quadrat. Shaded
contour plos, shou,ing the spatial paterns of the habitat variables within the 'sampling window' were produced.
Fish distibutions være superimposed on theæ contlurs to produce overlay maps depbting the spatial
configuration of the sample spaæ. Bases on the visual inspection of theæ maps, both fish species were cleæly
non-randomly distibuted within the sample area. More importantly, the tu,o species shoued a tendency for
spatial avoilance: high-density patdres of trout and scupin were in sepeate sections of the riffle. The spatial
interaction betveen juvenile trout and bullhead thus appears higtrly scab-dependent: inhibition at small to
intermediaE scabs (individual fish to intraspecific aggrcgations), and cohcence at lnrger scales (stream sections).
Bullhead was more cloæly associated with the spatial variation of food resources: larger bullhead (>4 cm)
preferred stream areas with highest densities of semi-sessib macroinvertsbrates. For trout, the clerest paterns
uærefound in relation to watef depth and sub$rate size. We arecurrently using this data set to generate statistical
models forsituationswithmorethan two layers of spatially-referenced data Thisundertaking will consist of the
interactiveuseof theGeographical Information SysEm (GIS) for data input, storage and graphical presntation,
and statistical modelling based on simplifications via conditional independencies. We belbve such a technique
should prore valuable in enhancing our understanding of the spaûal hetaogeneity and scaling in lotb consumer-
resource interactions.

KEY-WORDS: Scale / Spatial heterogeneity / $reams / Browr trout / Arctic bullhead /Benthb invertebmtes /
Predirto r-p rey in teractions / Geo g rap h bal In fo rm atbn Sy sEm s
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INTRODUCTION

Habitat models used for predicting the amount of stream area suibble for game fishes are based on the
measlrementof a fewkey habitat feaures. It is obvious, houæver, thathabitat selætion by fislr is also affected
by biotic factcrs like the presnce of competitors and predators and, perhaps most importantly, the availability
of food resources. Even though many authors have pointed out the potential bias caurd from not inch.rding
food availability into the models (e.g. Orth, 1987; Gore & Nesder, 1988), the development of more realistic
versions has been hindered by lack of information on the role of biotb factors in stream fish habitat selætion.
Even correlative fieb studies reporting the effects of prey avaitability on fish habitat use are conpiciously
lacking.

All natural environmenb are spatially and temporally heterogeneous sysEms. lt is thus not surprising that
habitat selection, like indeed most ecological phenomena, is scab-variant: what is seen at one scale of
observation may notrecur at other scabs. It is usually difficult,houæver, to determine a priori the appropriate
scab for a study, and the best option may then be to conduct the study, regardless of its objectives, on a variety
of spatial scabs (Levin, 1992; Ives et al., 1993). Streams are notoriously heterogeneous environuænts, where
organisms exhbit patdry disfibutions on a spatially and temporally variable phyScal arena. It thus seenn
obvbus that fish - environment relaionships, as uæll as associations betueen fish species or age-classes, should
be examined .across multiple scabs. Yet, to our knouledge, therc are no previous attempts k) adopt such a
multi-scale approach in a study of habitat selætion by stream fishes. Herg \r!e report the sanrpling strategv and
preliminary results from a fieh study using a 'landscape approach' to examine habitat use by stream fishes in
relation to phydcal habitat variables and prey resources.

MATERIAL ANDMETHODS

The fieh study was conducted in the River Kuudnkijoki, norùeastem Finhnd. The mean disdrarge of the
river is l0 ntr/s,and it is characteriæd by wide fluctuations in flow. The peak flow(up to 6-5 mr/s) occ:urs in late
May. The avenge population den$ty of ju venile broun trout (Salmo truua L.) at our study site rs 0.7 j ind-/m;,
wttidt is considerably higher than in other para of the river sysem (Huusko and Korhonen, 1993). The
stream bedatthestudy siteisdominated by cobbles and small bouhers, interspersed with coarse grarel. 'l'he

stream botom is denæly covered with aquaic vegetation, mainly Ranunculus sp. and aquatic mosss. Browr
trout and Arctic bullhead (Cotars poedlopus Heckel) are the dominant fish species, although orher species,
espæially grayling (Thyrmllus thynallus L.) and European minnow (Phoinus phoinus L.) may also occur
in relæively high numbers in the deepest stream pools.

Our sampling site is located in the Raaekoski raplls (66' l7'N,29" 54'E) on the lo\ ær course of the river. rùy'e
delineated a recangulæ sampling areaof 23 m x 4.5 m, consisting of a grid of 279 cells,each 0.75 rn x 0.5 m
(Fig. l). This cell size was choæn to reduce the potential disarrbance trom sampling in a cell to
invertebraevfi$es in adjæent cells. We electrofished the entire srudy area on l3 Augus 1994, recording the
presnce and number of trout and bullhead in each cell (point electrofishing, see Moyle and Balz, 1985;
Heggenes, 1989). Each fish wasassigned to either of two sizeclasses (trout: 5-10 cm, t0-l5 cm:-bullhead: <5
cm'5-8cm),roughly corresponding to ageclases0+and l+ (Huusko and Korhonen, t993). To reduce the
effæts of positive galr'lanotaxis, u,e used a DC backpack electroshocker with low volage (300 V) and a 9-crn-
dianeter anode. It has been recently showr by Copp ( l989) thar the approximate area of the effætive fieH of
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The "fright bias', utrich may caus displacement of individuals fronr their original
the point electrofishing procedure used for locaring fish (e.g. I leggenes, I 989).

After f ish sampling was completed, four microhabita variables (depth of water, water velocity. subsrate size.
percent cover of instrealn vegdation) \ l€re measured in each cel l  Water depdr was rneaured to the nearest
centimeterwith a wadng rod. Water velocity was measrred at 0.6depth with a Schi l tknecht Mini Water type
624 w-mÀ f low meter f i tEd with a 20 mm propeller. Water depdr and velocity uere dererminerJ at the centre of
each grid cell. Dominant subgrate size and perænt co.ver of subnrerged vegetation \\€re estimated visuallv for
theentire cel l  Subsrate wasclasif iedaccording to a modif ied Wentworth scab,using categories4-10(sand to
bouher) of the l3 part icle size categories in Heggenes' ( 1989) clasif icat ion.

We used dark-coloured paving bricks ( l4 x l3 cm) as colonization subsrates for benûric inr,ertebrates, since i t
hasbeen showr that, given suff icientcolonization t ime for periphytic algæ, such bricks mimb natural srream
stones reasonably uæll (Douglas & Lake 1994). Onebrick wasplaced in thecentre of every other cel l  (see Fig.
l)  three week before f ish sampling took place. To reduce the immediate effects of disn-rrbance ineluctably
caused by electrof ishing, benÛros wassampled l0 days after f ish sampling. Benûric sampling r.ras performed
by placing a frame with a net ( me*r size 0.25 mm) behind a brick, which was then qu ickly moved into the net.
Invertebraes dislodged front the stone and trapped by the net were included in the sample. Invertebraes \r,ere
preerved in T0Toethanol in the f ield and later identi f ied to a feasible (mainly generic) taxonomical level in
the laboratory.

Thisdata set is currently under a detai led analysis wtrereby methods are being developed for an effect ive
preentation and stat ist ical analysis of spatial ly dependent, mult i- layered data- Here vvc presnr prel iminary
resu l ts  in  the formof  over lay  mapsshou ing  thespat ia l  pa terns  in  thed is t r ibu t ion  o f  d i f fe ren t  var iab les  w i th in
the "sampling window". For this purpose, qe used a SYSTAT smoothing option (Svsat Inc. |  992). rhe DWLS
(Disance Weighted Leas Squares) snroothing. This method produces shacled conrour plors wth f i l l  patterns
f rom wh ie  (empty)  to  b lack  ( i i l l )  in  even gradat ions ,de termined by  thehe igh t  o l ' the  funcr ion  ar -a  g iv61r  g r id
ce l l .  The DWLS smooth ing  f i t s  a  conÛcur  th rough a  se t  o f  po in ts  by  leas  squares .  As  a  resu l t ,  th is  method
produces  a  loca l l y  we igh ted  contour  p lo t runn ing  th rough a l l thepo in ts  in  thesarnp le  space (Mc[ -a i  n ,1974) .
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RESI.JLTS A ND DISCI.JSSTON

As representative examples of spatial variation in physical habitat variables, lw presnt here the contrcurs for
water deph and sub$rate size in relæion to browr trout positions within the sample space (Figs. 2A and B.
respectively). It appears that larger trout preferentially use the deepest available stream areas with cobble to
bouHer substrates. This result is consistent with the previous findings of Mâki-Petâys et al. (19%) fronr the
same stream sysEm. The "bigger fish-deeper habitat" patern has been repeatedly reported in numerous
studiesof stream fish habitat selection (e.g. Bohlin, 1977; Greenberg et al., 1994; Pou,rr, 1987; Harrey and
Stewrt, l99l). Nonehebss, even though therc was not much variation in water deptr within our study site. the
overlay map (Fig. 2A) shoue remrkably u,ell the tendency for the largest trout to occupy the deepest
available str€am areas.

The spatial reldions betueen fish and their prey resources can not be unambiguosl-v detected on the basb of a
visual inspection of Figs 3A and B. Microhabitat patches totally devoid of macroinvertebrates 'u,ere clearll'
avolled by fish,butonlythelargest bullhead (>5 cm) seenred to showany aggregation to areas with highest
densities of benûros, especially semi-sessib invertebrates (lawal stages of blackflies and filer-i'eeding
caddisflieg see Fig. 3B). Sculpins are pursuing, non-visual predators that rely on tactical andtrr hydrodynarnic
cuesforpreydetætion (e.g. Hoekstra and Jansen, 1985). Furûermore, there is someevidence shou.ing that
scupin is a sizeselective predator, favouring the largest prey items available (Ne*man and Waters, 1984; ,\llan
and Malnqvist ,1989). Net-spinning caddis larrae of the families Polycentropodidae and Hydropsychidae are
cerbinly among the largest of the food items available for scupin in our study reaclr. Theæ semi.sessile
invertebraes are appaently relaively easy to capure, but especially the tridropteran larrae may be too big for
the smaller bullheads to handle and ingest without prohibitive cosb. Although thes mechanistic explanations
to the spatial paterns among bullhead and their prey seem plausible, they are at present mere speotlations,
becanse to our kno*ledge there are no ampb laboratory studies documenting the mechanisms ol prey
selection in sculpins.

The apparent lack of aggregation by browr trout with its prey may pardy result from the fieH methods used
to estimate prey availability. Trout is a siçand-wait predator, whidr huns visually for drifting prey. In contrast
to bullhead,whidr is strbtly a benhic-feding fish (e.g. Strækrabaet al. 1966),trout takes its prey mainly
from the water column (Elliott 1994). Although there are some indbations that epibenthic feeding may be
more preralent in trout than commonly thought (Tippets & Moyle 1978), a valll description of food
availability for trout may necessitate the quantification of macroinverEbrate drift. On later sampling occasions
uæ have colbcted drift using somewhat spaner sampling grid and even gut conEnts of fish caught from
knoun stream positions,and u'e anticipate ther newdata sets to contibute considerably to our understanding
of the spatial reldions betueen stream fishes and their prey in sysems similar to our sampling site.

Both fish species uere clerly non-randomly disributed within the sample area. At the scab approximating the
sizeof themapped are4 both sculpin and trout seemed to form thræ or four relatively distinct clusters, with
regular spacing among individualswithin theæ highdensity aggregations. It is,houæver,even more interesting
that the tvro species seenred to showspaûal avoilance: high-density aggregations of trour and-sculpin uære
clearly in septrate secûons of the sample space (Fig. 3A). The tuo species ',r,ere located in a same grid cell on
only seven occasions wtrich, considering the high general density of fishes in the study section, is a remarkably
lowfreçency of co-occurrences. If there really is spatial competition bet,ùeen the two species, as previously
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density patches of semÈsessib invertebrates (Figs 3A and B). The spatial interaction betr.reen theæ two core
species of fish assemblages in boreal streams appezlrs to be highly scab dependent: inhibition at small to
intermediae scabs (individual fish to intnspecific aggregations), and coherence at larger scabs (stream
sections).

The antipredatory behaviours and relative mobilities of prey clearly must be considered in any study of
predator-prey spatial correlations. If spatial dependences are to be found, they should be betr,reen fish and
semisessib prey (see Sih, 1984). More mobile prey, like lotb mayflies, may easily evade anæks by fish
(Scrimgeour and Culp, 1994; Tikkanen et al., I 994). It has even been suggested that theæ mayflies are able to
trad< the relative predation risks at separate stream patches, and shift their disributions accordingly (Tikkanen
et aI., 1994; Forrester 1995). Thus, from a fish point of view mayflies and other mobile invertebrates may
form highly ephemeral prey patches wirictr disperse as soon as the predator enters a patch (for a similar
exphnation for the lack of aggregation by stonefly predators with their prey, see Peckarsky and Penton,
1985). Mobile prey may thus use stream habitat based on their current estimate of the relative benefits (in
terms of food acquisition) and coss (predation risk) in local patches; this in rurn rvcuH add importantly to the
spatial and temporal heterogeneity of stream habitat resources as experienced by lotb fishes.

Previous studies on the spatial aspects of predator-prey (or more widely, consrmer-resource) interactions in
streams havecommonly empbyed areal surrey designs using sampling plos of a fixed size. lf the plob are
spanely disnibuted, the observations (counts of indMduals, measuremens of environmenhl variables) are
approximately indçendent,andstandard statisticalmethods can be used. An often ignored drau,back of this
approach is that there is usually no a priori information concerning the ecologicalty important scabs of the
interaction. Insead, the size of the quadrat defines the scab of investigation, and true associations bet\reen
varâbles (e.g. interspecific relaions) may be completely lost, or even worse, artificial associations that do not
exis in reality, may emerge. In geo$atistbs, this is know as the problem of 'change of support' (e.g.
Openshawand Taylor, 1971 Arbia, 1989): a natural (or'charæterisûc') scah forsrudying a proæss is lacking,
or is at leas different fordifferent proæsses . A mulûscale design based on mapped data avoiJs this bias by
considering many different scabs simultaneously. An adequate tool for the input, storage, graphical output
and preliminary analysis of such data is the Geographical Information Sysbm (GIS; for a recent revbw of the
apptcations of GIS in ecology, see Johnson, 1990). GlS-techniçes have been intensively used by resource
managers e.g. to assess theeffects of broad-scale land use patErns on aquatic bioa, but to our knouledge it
has not been previously applied to analysis of within-stream heterogeneity at a scab of sepaate stream
sections (but see Cooper et al., 1996). In GIS, spaûally referenced data for each response variable is stored in
separate layers, which can then be overlaid to examine associations, and the scales of association, betveen the
variables. If sampling is conducted in the fieH, uncontrolled variability will always be preent. This can to
some extent be allouæd for by colbcting spatially-referenced data on potentially important covaiates (e.g.
phy sical habitat variables in a study of con$ mer-resource interactions), wh ich are then also stored as separate
layers in the GIS. In lotb ecology, it is somaimes possible to map a variable, e.g. the distibution of
individualswithin a sampling windou accurately as a point patrern (e.g. Muod<a & Pentinen 1994), but in
most cases some level of data aggregation is needed. For example, when electrofishing is used for fish
sampling, the bestonecan obtain is a grid map of f ish disributions. Furhermorg randomly or sysEmatically
positioned sampling units must be used to obtain data on habhat variables. Kriging or other-geostatistical
interpolation methods can then be applied to provide estimates for unredorded locations (e.g. Rossi et al.,
1992). The layers describing different response variables may thus be of different forrns, but are sti l l  subFct to
visualizatbn in GIS.
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The statistical analysis of associations betueen different layers of a GIS preænts a formidable challenge. The
exising geosatistbal methods, e.g. cros-variograms and cros-correlograms, can deal with the joint spatial
distibutions of two variables. We are currcntly utilizing the data preænted here for statistical modelling in
situations with more than two multilayered variables in a GIS conext. This is performed using a serÈs of
simplifications via conditional independencies. As an example, let F (fi*r), P (prey) and H (habitat) represenr
the variables of interest, wtroæ variation within a sample spaæ is quantified. Their joint distibution tFnH)],
conditioned by the exogeneous habitat variables, is partitioned into a set of conditional disributions, e.g.
tFlPJIl and [PIEH], in simultaneous modelling. If one assumes that the prey does not display antipredatorl,
behaviours (either beczuse it does not posæss adequate behavioural strdegies towrd a particular predator. or
risk for the prey is neg[gible), a simplification IF,HH] = tPlHl[FIPI{ is obtained. The model can be
elaborated even furtter: for example, F (fidr) can be partitioned into two components, F, and F,,.
corresponding to different fish species (trout and bullhead, respectively). In any casg the conditional models
can be intqrated using an iterative algorithm based on the Markov chain Monte Carb-method.

In summary, the GlS-assisted approach described abore will consjst of the interactive use of the Geo6naphical
Information Sysbm and statistical modelling to produce effective analytical tools for spatially dependenr.
multilayered and multisaled data We belbve such a technique may pro\e valuable in advancing our
understanding of thespatial heterogeneity of lotb consumer-resource sysems. Since heterogeneity and scab
are tightly intertwined in all natural environmenb (e.g. Levin, 1992; Dutilleul and Legandre, 1993), our
approach should also help to detect the relevant scales at which different processes operate. Theæ is no doubt
that manipulati\e experiments will be needed to separate the effæts of individual facors on the patterns
observed (e.g. theeffætsof prey availability vs. physical habirat characterisics on fish habitat selection) and.
to this end, description of a patErn represents a mere starting point for more proæss-orbnted studies.
Furttermore, as Cooper et al. ( 1996) have pointed out, more studies are needed on the partr-scale dynamics
(input-output budgets) of stream consumers, as uæll as on the movernent patErns of fish and their prey in the
heterogeneous 'microlandsapes' of stream habitats. Investigation of animal movement patærns across a range
of spatial scabs may provide a mechanistic link betueen ecological processes and the paflerns of spatial
heterogeneity of streatn environmen8. This approach has prored useful in terrestial scaling studies (Wrens and
Milrp, I 989; Cris and Wens, 1994; with, 1994), and although the tracking of individual srream consrmers is
bound to be a difficult and labour-intensive venbre, uæ belbve that such observations should be conducted
whenever possible.
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ABSTRACT

From an ecological point of view the Marchfeldkanal (MFK), a nature-like irrigation channel,
represents a side branch of the Danube River. In the summer of 1992 the first flooding of the
constructed channel took place. The process of fish colonization and community succession is being
investigated for a 5 year period witNn a large interdisciplinary research program. Because fish
colonization was shown to be almost exclusively the result of young-of-the-year fish drifting in from
the Danube River, the microhabitat requirements of juvenile hsh have become one of ihe main
objectives of our research.

We estimated micro habitat use in terms of water depth and flow velocity by electrofishing
correspond.ing to the point sampling method. In 1995, during June and July, we sampled 1,202 micro
habitats on 5 different dates. On ttre average, we found young-of-the-year fish in every third sample
point. Fish used primarily areas of low velocities (< 2 cm/s) along the river banks anà in backwater
coves. We found juvenile fish of 16 different species (taxa). The sampled habitats were dominated by
cyprinid species (Rutilus rutilus, Gobio gobio and Chondrostoma nasus) and a species of gobids
(Proterorhinus marmoratas) also were frequent.

Habitat availability was investigated at three different flow conditions (2, 4 and 6 m3/s); this range
comprises more than 9OVo of the possible flow. Two representative stretches (about 100 m long), a
nature-like and a channelized, were selected and within each, 5 profiles were measured

Predicted weighted usable areas based on both water depth and velocity were compared with
predicted weighted usable volumes across varying discharges and differing channel morpnoiogy.

KEY-WORDS: micro habitat utilizaton; depth, velocity; Chondrostoma nasus, Gobio gobio, Rutilus
rutilus, Proterorhinw marmoratus; suitability indices; weighted usable area, weighted usable
volume: Danube
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INTRODUCTION

Only in ttE past few pan ûæ æological requirenents of Danubian fish species have been urder large-scale
scientificinvestigatim. Studies on the habitat requirements of these species began in the early 1980's.
The most important results of this research were that general habitat requirements of these species
could be defined (Schiemer, 1988; Schiemer & Waidbacher,1992), but detailed information about
life-stage-specific habitat requirements remains scarce for most of these species (i.e. Spindler, 1988;
Schiemer, et al., 1991; Copp et al., 1994).

The juvenile life stage plays an important role within the dynamics of fish populations. Juvenile micro
habitat availability often represents a limiting factor for recruitment. Habitat models; based on species
suitâbility curræs ard usable area, have been devel@ to estimarcjuvenile habitat needs but these models are
primarily built on dala ftom salnnnid fishes (Bovee 1982). Alûurgh sonp habitat rtodeling has been
accornplistrerl fa warm water fish species (Gre et al., 1992) ttse is still a large deficit in knowledge concerning
ttp habitat requirenrcnts of these species. Due to physiologically limitations (i.e. Dabrowski, 1986;
Kaufmann & Wieser, 1992) these juvenile fish often occupy comparatively narrow niches in riverine
systems. Typical juvenile micro habitats are lentic areas along the banks, in coves, oxbows,
floodplain potholes, etc.. As these juvenile micro habitat areas are comparatively rare and show a
patched distribution an accurate estimation of their availability is required to attain reasonable model
results.

In general, fish utilize habitat in a three dimensional sense. Therefore, micro habitat use of fish could
be considered more in terms of volume than in terms of area. Although some of the current habitat
models predict use in terms of volume estimations most published studies focus only on area
estimations.

Our goals wef,e to develop habitat utlizaton curves to calculate and compare weighted usable habitat
areas and volumes at varying discharges in order to assess habitat quality at two different
morphologically structured study sites.

METHODS

Studv area

The inlet of the MFK is located in the vicinity of Vienna. A-fter l8 km, at Deutsch Wagram, the
channel joins the RuBbach, which after 37 km itself flows into the Danube close to the Austrian-
Slovakian border.

Within the frame of the interdisciplinary research project ,,Marchfeldkanalsystem" (Grubinger &
Ernegger, 1994) the colonization and development of a recently constructed side-channel of the
Danube is under a five-year investigaton. This channel, which was flooded in 1992, provides water
for irrigation and ground water infiltration purposes in the Marchfeld area. Due to the near-natural
characteristics of the channel, a rapid colonization of organisms into the channel was expected.

The ecologically oriented construction provides various habitat structures in most parts of the
channel; although some un-structured, monotone stretches exist as well. Due to the controlled flow in
the channel the use of habitat by fish can be investigated under pre-defined flow conditions.

The immigration of juvenile fish into the channel through the inlet plays an important role for
colonization, as the results indicated in the first years after initial flooding (Schmutz, et al. 1994).
Although adult fish were scarce in the first two years, juveniles occurred in large numbers. The
suitability of the created artificial habitats for early life stages is one of the main topics of our
investigation program.

From an ecological point of view the MFK-system corresponds to a branch or side channel of the
Danube with strongly regulated flow conditions. The system is fed with water from the Danube in the
vicinity of Vienna through a screened inlet. The system is divided into ttvo distinct parts. The upper
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part is the actual MFK and is about 19 kn long with a newly created river bed. The MFK is designed
to handle a maximum flow of 15 mr/s. Its discharge is dependent on the water level of the Danube and
is currently 2-6 m1s. The channel wiclth is between l0 and 20 meters, maximum water depths range
from 0.7 m to 1.8 m, and mean flow velocity is 0.3 - 0.9 m/s. The flow and water surface elevation
are regulated by three weirs, each of which has a fish bypass. Due to a low gradient, the channel
resembles I meta-potamal (lowland) river. The channel was originally filled with homogenous gravel
subsuate and subsequently fine substrates ag$egated along the banks and in the coves.

Habitat suitability

For the micro habitat sampling we selected tlree representative sEetches along the channel, each 200
m in length. Study site number one (code RS3) in the upper part of the channel displays various
morphological features such as a meander, a gravel bar, and a cove. The main morphological features
of study site number two (RS 4) ue a meander and a 50 m long island. The monotone main channel
of study site number three (RS 5) is accompanied by a 100 m-long cove (fig. l).

In 1993, preliminary results concerning habitat use indicated that early life stages only occurred along
the shore line and in coves, where the flow velocities are low and the water depth does not exceed 40
cm (Schmutz et al., 1994).

Witiln the 200 m long study sites we identified unique meso habitats by the following characteristics:
steep or flat river ban$ main channel, side arm or cove; rip-rap or vegetated bank; mean water depth
and velocity; submerged vegetation (algae and macrophytes) and submerged roots, reeds, immersed
vegetation and woody debris.

The size of the meso habitats ranged from 3-6 m2. The number of sampled meso habitats of each type
was chosen according to their relative occurrence within the study stretches. In each meso habitat we
sampled 6 equally spaced micro habitats.

Micro habitat sampling was done according point sampling methods described by Persat & Copp
(1988). Vy'e used a back-pack DC- electro shocker (1.5 kW) with a small anode (10 cm diameter, 1
mm mesh-sized net). Shocked fish were caught with a dip net (1 rnm mesh size), counted and fixed in
t 1 Vo formalin solution. Fish species were identfied in the lab with the help of a dissecting scope.
For data analyses we excluded fishes larger than 5 cm.

After each point sample we recorded water depth and flow velocity using an inductive two-
dimensional current meter (DELFT Hydraulicso, p.-e.m.s.). The current meter was adjusted to
automatically calculate a 10-second-interval-mean at a measurement frequency of 10 Hz for the two
dimensions. rffithin an EXCEL 5.0o spreadsheet the resultant flow velocities of the two dimensional
measurements were calculated. Due to the homogenous substrate composition along the banks, micro
habitat surveys were done without recording substrate.

We sampled micro habitats 5 times between 23.06.1995 and25.07.1995 and pooled the data for
further computations. Habitat usability curves were directly derived ftom frequency graphs on which
the fiequency ofindividuals caught were plotted against the water depths and flow velocities used.

Available llabitat

Habitat availability was estimated using point measurements along transects at site 4 and 5 during 2,
4 and 6 m'/s discharges. This range of discharge comprises more than 9O% of the possible flow.
Water depth and flow velocity were measured according the micro habitat point sampling procedure
along the bank up to depths of 40 cm. V/ith the help of a provisional fmtbridge \r,e took flow velocity
measurements at 4 cross-section points, at 10, 20, 30 and 40 cm total water depth. At each cross-
section point we measured up to 7 points in the water column, at 0, 3, 8, 13,23,32 and 40 cm
d.istance from the bottom, depending on water depth. At one transect, across the entire channel, the
validity ofthe pre-designated discharge was controlled at each site.
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For the computation of the conventional weighted useable area (WUA) we calculated the arithmetic
mean of the measured column velocities. For the computation of thê weighted useable volumes
(WIIU we used the program SURFERo, which interpolated velocities between the measured points
and so provided velocity isotach plots.

REST'LTS

Figure 2 shows a representatve cross section of the morphologicaUhydrological results ît 2, 4 Lnd 6
m'/s discharge in site number 4. At a discharge of 2 mr/s nearly the entire cross-section contains flow
velocities <6 cm/s. At 4 m3/s, the ratio between low and high velocites is equal, higher velocities
occur outside of I m distance to the bank At 6 m'/s, higher velocities clearly dominate, low velocities
wef,e not found more than a half a meter to the shore line, or, are restricted to a 5 cm-thick layer
above the bottom.

In site 3, 4 and 5, the juvenile stages (smaller than 5 cm) of 16 different fish species (taxa) were
caught (Tab. l). V/e sampled 1,224 points in four days and caught 1,198 indivirluals during June and
luly (23-25 June, 3-4 July, ll-13 July, 17-19 luly,24-25 July). The CPUE averaged about I fish per
sample. Two thirds of the caught individuals had total lengths between l0 and 30 mm (Fig. 3).

For the four dominant (>lO% of total catch) species we plotted utilization curves for flow velocity
and depth as cumulative frequencies of sampled fish (Fig. 4). AII four species primarily used areas of
very low velocities (0-2 cm/s) in a comparatvely narrow range and low water depth (5-20 cm) in a
broader range.

Habitat use varied among species. Although all species showed the highest index at the lowest
velocity class (0-2 cm/s) rheophilous species such as Chondrostoma nasus (n=173) and Gobio gobio
(n=lll) used higher velocities than the stagnophilous Rutilus rutilus (n=355). The bottom-dwelling
Proterorhinus marmoratus (n=89) used the near-bottom layer and therefore can withstand higher
velocities. Also, in teffns of water depth, there was a potential segregation between the species. Clr.
nasas and G. gobio used the shallow (5-10 cm) areas, while P. marmoratas and R. rrrilas also
occurred in deeper areas (5-30 cm).

Figure 5 shows the flow velocity/water depth plot based on micro habitat samples. Within the
measured band along the bank there was no relationship between these two parameters.

Figure 6 shows the velocity based weighted usable areas (v-WUA) at a discharge of 2,4 and 6 m3/s.
The usable hâbitat in site 5 (channelized) was only a small proportion of what we found for site 4
(meandering).

Figure 7 shows the velocity based, weighted usable volumes (v-V/UV) at discharges of 2, 4 and 6
m'/s. The v-WIIV of site 4 was highest at 2 m3/s and was reduced to 80 % and77 % tt 4 mïs and 6
m3/s. TTe v-WIIV of site 5 was also highest at 2 m3ls, diminishes to 70 % at 4 m3/s ano increaseo
again to 98 % tt 6 m3/s.

Also the v-WTIA of site 4 and 5 showed a similar decrease from 2 to 4 m3/s discharge but increased
again at site 4 and nearly triple<l at site 5 at 6 m3/s. The ratio of usable habitat between site 4 and 5
was higher for v-WIJY than for v-WU$, at all discharges. At 6 m3/s, the ratio in v-WUy between
site 4 and 5 was 6.4, while using v-WIIA it was only 3.6.

Figure 8 shows the water depth-based weighted usable volume (d-WUV) for different discharges.
The d-rù/IIA values for site 4 are a little bit lower and for site 5 much higher than the v-lVLlY.
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Table 1: Fish species list (taxa) of micro habitat sampling

Abramis ballerus
Abramis brama
Alburnus alburnus
Aspius aspius
Barbus barbus
Blicca bjoerkna
Carassius auratus
Chondrostoma nasus

Cyprinidae (unkeyed)
Gasterosteus aculeatus
Gobio sp. (unkeyed)
Leuciscus sp. (unkeyed
Percidae (unkeyed)
Proterorhinus marmoratus
Rutilus rutilus
Scardinius

STUDY SITE 5
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Figure l: Schematic map of study site 4 (meandering) and site 5 (channelized).
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Figure 2: Exarnple of the morphologicaUhydraulic conditions in a representative cross-section of
site 4. Dots represent næasured vetocity points (scale 1:100 and l0 times excessive).

Figure 3: Total'lengtly'frequency-plot of Juvenile tish caught by micro habitat point sampling
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Figure 4: Microhabitat use (depth and llow velocity) by juveniles for four dilterent species and
altogether (16 taxa)
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Figure 5: Velocity/depth-plot of micro habttat sampling points

Figure 6: Comparison of flow velocity-based, weighted usable areas (v-WUA) for juvenile lish at
site 4 (meandering) and slte 5 (channeliz:d) at low (z m3/s) and mean (a and 6 m3/s) now
conditions
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Figure 7: Comparison of llow velocity-based, weighted-usable volum€s (v-WUV) for juvenile fish
at site 4 (meandering) and site 5 (channelized) at low (2 m3/s) and mean (4 and 6 m3/s) flow
conditions

Figure 8: Comparison of wâter depth-based, weighted-usable areas (d-WW) for juvenile fish at
site 4 (meandering) and site 5 (channetized) at low (2 mr/s) and mean (4 and 6 m3/s) flow
conditions
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DISCUSSION

Habitat suitability

For the calculation of the WIJA, we chose the most abundant, juvenile fish species as target
organisms. If we compare the species distribution of the juveniles with that of t}te entire fish fauna we
get a better view of the validity of our micro habitat sampling method. Altogether, including other
investigations at the channel, \ile found 43 fish species (adults and juveniles) within the MFK-system
in 1995 (Schmutz & Unfer, in prep). The fish fauna of the MFK channel itself was dominated by 7
species, representing more than 80 % ofthe total catch. These species also occurred as juveniles. The
species frequencies of the juveniles caught by the micro habitat sampling differ from that of the
adults. Three of the dominant adult species also were abundant as juveniles (G. gobio, R. ratilus and
P. marmoratus.). Due to the lack of adults the high densities of Ch. nasus only can only be explained
by their drift from the Danube into the MFK (Schmutz et al., 1994). Base<l on this accompanying
data we assume that sampling methods were sufficient to estimate microhabitat use of abundant
juveniles. Despite the overall high densities ofjuveniles the sampling of about 1,200 points provided
satisfactory data for only 4 species. In order to calculate reasonably eccurate utilization curves for
rarer species, a larger sampling effort would be needed.

In general, an increase in distance from the bank and consequently deeper water depth results in
higher flow velocities. Since we \ilefe able to produce unambiguous habitat use curves for both
velocity and depth, and these t\ilo parameters were independent, both parameters influence
microhabitat choice.

The limitation of usable habitat by flow velocity is physiologically based. Juvenile fish cannot
withstand flow velocities 2 to 7 times Ngher than their body length for longer periods (i.e. Kaufmann
& Wieser, 1992). The cruising spee<l is only a fraction of that and therefore juvenile fish select the
lowest available velocities. On the other hand we caught a fairly high proportion of fish in areas of
higher velocites; this could not be sirnply explained by methodological biases. Sometimes, the
measured velocities used exceeded the maximum swimming capacity of observed fish. We assume
that, in at least a proportion of these cases fish were not resident but drifting. This assumption is
supported by the fact that most of our larval and juvenile fish species exhibit a distinct drift phase
during their early development (SCHMVI7 et al., in prep).

Ch. nasus and G. gobdo show higher utilization indices at higher velocites than R. rarirrs. Trus
agrees to the rheophilous classification of these tç,o species.

Care must be taken in interpreting the utilization curve of P. marmoratus. Due to our sampling
method, fish were câught either in the upper or lower part of the water colurrn but not directly at the
bottom. The bottom-dwelling P. marmoratrJ were obviously attracted to the anode and caught in
places where they normally do not occur. Therefore, we believe thât the comparatively high utilization
values for velocity in the range between 2 and 25 cm/s are overestimated" So we believe that P.
marmoratus is not rheophilous as our data suggest and the ,,semi-rheophilous" classification of Copp
et al (1994) and the ,,indifferent" of Schiemer & V/aidbacher (1992) seenx to be more appropriate.

R. rutilus obviously show the highest preference to low velocities. Even low velocites of 2-4 cm/s
show a use index of only 0.03. Garner (1995) found that within 4 pre-defined velocity caregories, R.
rutilus preferred .null-velocity" areas but also occurred in areas of ,,wea[ medium and strong"
velocities. These data were obtained by visual velocity estimations and therefore the comparability to
our data is limited"

The utlization index in terms of water depth indicates a habitat partitioning. Ch. nasus and G. gobio
mainly use shallow areas 5-10 cm-<teep, P. marmoratas and R. rutilus mainly use 15-20 cm-deep
water. Little is known about habitat partitioning during the early life history. Further studies on this
topic are needed"
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WUA/WIJV

At site 4 the widened profile and the island provide large shallow areas at low flow conditions (2 m3/s
discharge). When discharge increases to 4 m3/s some additional flat areas are flooded but also flow
velocity increases. At 6 m'/s both, water depth and flow velocity are increased resultng in a reduction
of WUV.

At site 5, an increase in discharge results in a decrease of \VUA except in terms of v-V/UV, where
inundated vegetation offers a velocity refuge and hence produces as much habitat as during low flow
conditions. At site 4, due to the small proportion of inundated vegetation in comparison to the rotal
V/UV, this effect is negligible.

Due to the diverse morphology at site 4, the v-Vy'W is up to 10 times, and the d-rWUV up to 3 times,
higher than at site 5 (monotone). Therefore, the differences in usable habitat between site 4 and 5 can
be more obviously demonstrated by the parameter flow velocity. At site 4, in each of the calculated
WUV, the v-WUV is higher than the d-WUV. At site 5, it is vice versa. In site 4 (widened channel),
wâter depth is apparently the more limiting factor than in site 5 (straightened, narrow site), where the
flow velocity is the more limiting factor.

Future analyses will focus in combining the flow velocity and water depth index and comparing these
results with our single-factor-based interpretation. Additional microhabitat parameters, such as
vegetation and woody debris, should also be considered in ongoing studies. Finally, both V/UA and
WUV must be validated as predictors for fish abundance.
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ABSTRACT

We argue that a single scale approach in habitat modelling fails to appreciate the complexity of habitat selection
behaviour by fish, that conclusions from habitat modelling studies are scale dependent, and that this situation limis
managerial effectiveness. Therefore, multiscale analyses are crucial to an understanding of habitat selection
behaviour, for habitat modelling, and for management. We propose a quantitative multiscale technique based on
frequency analysis and randomization to study habitat selection by fish in riverine habitats. The technique can be
used over any range of spatial scales in an environment with irregular boundaries. We illustrate the approach using
simulated distributions and field data on juvenile Atlantic salmon (Salnn salar) distributions, obtained by snorkelling
in North Harbour River, Newfoundland, Canada. We suggest that current habitat models could be improved by a
more explicit use of scale, which would improve assessment and prescription of habitat requirements of fish. Future
habitat selection studies should focus on the identification of scales that are most appropriate to management
questions.

KEY-WORDS: scale / spatid pattern / patchiness / heterogeneity / point panem / habitat selection / habitat
modelling / habitat assessment / juvenile Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) / randomization
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INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognized that tre scde of measurement is one of the most important aspects influencing the results

of ecological sûrdies. Recent publications re'iterate the importance of scale (Wiens 1989, Menge and Olson 1990,

Holling L992, I'evrm 1992, Horne and Schneider 1995). Nevertheless, most empirical ecological studies are

characterized by the use of single or few measurement scales and a rather implicit use of scaling. Often, the
measurement scde chosen is not the result of a quantitative multiscale approach, but is based on the biological

inhrition of the researcher and logistical consEaints. This informal Eeatment of scaling carries over into habitat

modelling and habiet selection srldies, despiæ a general perception of the importance of scaling (e.g. Frissel * al.
19t6, Minshdl 1988).

This informal approach arises from a combination of reasons. The fust reason is that "scde" has numerous
meanings in the ecological liærature. In this paper, we recognise 'scale' as "the resolution within the range of a
measured quantity" (Sctrneider 1994). A second reason could be ur unfamiliarity among ecologists with the
mathematical tools available to deal with scaling, in spite of several publications on the subject (Plan and Denman
1975, Ripley 1981, Greig-Smith 1983, Uptonand Fingleton 1985, Legendre and Fortin 1989, Schneider 1994, Horne

and Schneider 195). A third reason is thæ multiscale analyses generally re4uire large data sets, collected over a
range of scales. This has confined empirical multiscale analyses to studies based on techniques such æ echo
sounding or remote sensing, which generate large amounts of data (e.g. \Veber et al. 1986, Horne 1994).

A number of mathematical tools are available to assess patchiness of fish disributions and æsociations of fish with
habitats at a range ofscales. Some ofthese lools can be used !o cover a fixed number ofscales; others can be used
to exâ'iline a wide range of scales simultaneously.

To assess patchiness at a fixed scale, a variety of indices were developed based on variance to mean ratios, such as
Morisita's index (Morisita 1959), Lloyd's index of mean crowding (Lloyd 1967), or the exponent of Taylor's Power
law (taylor 1961). To assess æsociations of fish with habitats at a fixed scale, correlation, regression, and
frequency analyses can be used. These techniques are generally not applied over a range ofscales, although all can
be. Methods that examine patchiness over a range of scales, rather than a few selected scales, are paûern analysis
(GreigSmith 1983), second-order neighbourhood analysis (Getis and Franklin l9t7) and spectral analysis @att and
Denman 1975). Coherence analysis explicitly examines associations over a range of scales.

None of the techniques mentioned above is suitable for habitat selection studies in riverine habitats. Multiscde
analysx basod on variance !o mean indices, correlation, regression or frequency analysis only provide information
at a few explicitly stated scales (e.9. Dormes et al. 1993). No information is obtained if the scales of the
obserrrations \pere s€t at scales of maximum variance or maximum association. Pattern analysis, second-order
neighbourhood analysis, spectral analysis and coherence analysis could theoretically be used to cover a wide range
of scales. However, the inegular system boundaries of riverine habitats and the sensitivity of the methods ùo low
densities where zeros are conmon @asham 1978, Upon and Fingl*on 1885) limits their use in empirical shrdies.

The inegularity of system boundaries in rivers precludes the use of 2 dimensional spectral analysis or 2 dimensional
coherence analysis, because these methods can only be used for rectangular distribution maps. The irregularity of
system boundaries also limits the use of pacern analysis because of the difihculty of positioning random or nested
quadrats and timits the use of secondorder neighbourhood analysis because of the diffrculty of obtaining boundary
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corrections.

The sensitivity of the methods for low densities precludes inærpr*ation of the data at small spatial scales. This
sensitivity varies for transect and grid system approaches.

Transect and grid systems are characterised by their length, width, resolution and range. When using a transect
approach, it makes sense to use a transect width that is similar to the smallest transect resolution. unless the smatlest
transect resolution is larger than the river width. In this case the Eansect width will equal the river width. Habitat
selection shrdies generally operate at spæial resolutions far smaller than the river width (micro-habitat modelling)
!o several times the river width (macro-habita modelling). To cover this range of spatial scales in multiscale
analyses, the transect width will be small. Because of the small transect width, a transect approach will show a high
(rccunense of zero counts at very small spatial resolutions. This prevents interpretation of the data æ these scales
unless a large number oftransects is sardied.

The analysis of grid based data is also sensitive to zero coun6. However, when decreasing the spatial resolution
of data from grid syst€ms, the occurrence of zeros declines more rapidly than in a transect approach. For example,
halving the transect resolution will double the average number of observations per bin, but doubling the width of
cplls in a grid system approach will quadruple the number of observations per cell. Multiscale analyses æ small
spetial resolutions in environments of low densities will therefore be more efrective when a grid system is used rather
than a transect system.

Because of the irregularity of the boundaries of riverine habitats and the high occurrence of zeros at small spatial
resolutions, there is a need for a method for uralysing patchiness of fish distributions and associations of fish with
habitats over a wide range of spatial scales, from far smaller than the river width ûo several times the river width,
in a grid syst€m approach. In this paper we present a quantitative multiscale approach !o study ttre distribution and
associations of fish with habiats over this range of spatial scales. This method is based on frequency analysis and
randomizatioo. The method will be illustrated using simulated fish disributions as well as field data collected in
North Harbour River, Newfoundland, in 199f. The North Harbour River data will only be used in this paper !o
illustrate the method.

METHODS

Study Site

A selected reach of North Harbour River was shdied. North Harbour River is located on the Avalon Peninsula of
Newfoundlard, Canada (47o11'30' N, 53o37'0" l\D. The river drains 86 km2 of mostly forested land underlain by
Precambrian volcanic and sodimentary rock. The fish mmmunity in North Harbour River is composed of Atlantic
salmon Salmo salar, brook rout Salvulinus fouinatis, brown r;out Satmo tnrrc, threespine stickleback Gasterosteus
aculeattu, and American d, Anguilla rostrota. The river is ûrrther described by DeGraaf and Bain (1986).

The study reach was approximaæly 5 km upstream ftom the river mouth and consisted of a combination of riffle,
run and pool habitats. The length of the sardy reach was 120 m and the average width 9 m. The fish community
at the study siæ is predominantly juvenile Atlantic salmon. Brook and brown trout were relatively rare (( l0% by
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number).

Habitat M4rDing

The habiat mapping was done using mual T-posts as reference points in an XY-grid covering the sudy section.
The entire study reach was mapped in terms of substrate, waær depth (cm), s,ater velocity (cm sec-t) and cover.
In this paper only the depth data are used.

To facilitate mapping, a lrl m PVC frane wæ used. This frame was divided into 4 (50*50 cm) and 9 (33133 cm)
cells with coloured twine. The frame was positioned in the XY-grid using measuring tapes and the reference T-
posts. Next, the habitat observations were done at the centre of the cells within the frame: Substrate ad cover were
mapped with a resolution of 9 obsenrations per square meter. Depths were rnapped with a resolution of 4
observations per square meter. lvater velocities (at æ% of depth and bottom) were mapped with a resolution of
I observation per square meter, without the use of a frame.

Fish Distribution And Habitat

Fish distribution surveys were made on 17 August and 25 August, 194. One survey took approximately 6 houn.
The weather conditions during the suneys were similar. The water temperatures during the course of both suneys
varied from 16 to 21 'C.

Fish were observed by snorkelling in an upstream direction in a zigzag pdem, inænded to minimize disurrbance
of the fish. Observed fish positions were marked using numbered weighB. Dæa recorded when snorkelling
included: species, age class (0+, l+, 2+, >2+i estimated from size), heigbt above bouom (cm), and activrty
(moving, holding position). All fish observed within the section were recorded.

After snorkelling, the numbered markers f,,ere mâppd relative ûo the XY-grid, to the nearest 5 cm. lYater
velocities, snout velocities (cm sec-r), depth, cover and substrate were mapped at the locations of the fish that held
positions.

Both the habitat mapping and the fish distribution surveys were done at a specific water level. The discharge at
this water level was estimated at 0.25 m3 s-r. This lwel wæ chosen because it was the most prevalent discharge
in the summer of 1994.

Daa Analyses

A FORTRAN program was wriÉen to address a series of çestions.
1 .

2.

3.

4.

How are fish positioned relative to each other? This was addressed by computing spatial
auûocorrelations of fish positions.
How are fish of group I positioned relative to fish of group 2? This was addressod by computing
spatial associations between positioru oftwo gloups offish (cohorts, species).
How are fish distributed relative to a prwiously recorded distribution? This was addressed by
computing spatial associations between fish positions recorded on separate surveys.
How are fish distributed relative ûo the disribution of a habitat feature? This was addressed by
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computing spatial associations of fish positions with identified habitat features.
5. How are habitat features positioned relative ûo each other? This was addressed by computing spatial

auûocorrelations of habitat features.

In the following text, these questions will be referred to as
oomponents l-5. The computational flow was similar for each
component, as demonstrated below by 3a slample based on
component 4.

Component 4 compares differences in the habitat surrounding
observed fish positions with the hôitat surrounding computer-
generated random fish positions. This comparison is made
over a range of arnbit radii @igure l).

In the FORTRAN program, the Contact of each observed
individual fish with the habitat feature of interest is calculated
first. Contact is quantified as the percentage occurrence of a
specified class of a habitat variable (e.g. depth class, substrate
class) from s mep of evenly positioned habitat observations.
From this, the average Contact is calculated by averaging the
Contact across all individual fish observations:
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Co.,i:
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vobe,  !  
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average Contact of fish with specified habitat at ambit radius i
total number of fish observed
number of obsewations of specified habitat within distance i from fish position f
total number of habitat observations within distance i from fish position f

To evaluate the observed Contact relative to a random outcome, a randomizod fish distribution is created by
randomly repositioning all fish within the study site for each survey separately. The random distributions were
created using the FORTRAN system-supplied random number generaûor, upgraded using the shuffle procedure @ress
et al. 1986) ûo break up possible sequential correlations. From the randomized distributions, the average Contact
(CJ is calculated for each survey and as an average of all surveys. This procedure is re,peated 500 times. For each
of these 500 randomized distributions, Cor. is compared b C-. From this, p-values are derived that can be used
as selection criteria to æst if the Relative Contact is significantly different from 0, i.e. if the observed distribution
is significantly different from the randomized distribution. Finally, en average C- is cdculated based on all 500
observations of C-. From this, the Relative Contact at radius i is calculated (RC,):

1 * $ 
Jvàtt

n f:i NEjl

( 21 RCI = logro (Ca", )  -  log: .0 (Cr.n, t )
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By calculæing the Relative Contact over a
range of ambit radii, an impression can be
obtained of how fish are associæed with

habitat features over a range of spæial
scales. Figure 2 shows the steps involved
in the multiscale prog[am.

A few aspects ofthe general procodure for
components L,2, 3 atd 5 differ from 4.
For analyses aimed at investigating spæial
autocorrelations of fish positions
(component 1), or analyses aimd at
investigating spatial associations of different
fish populations (components 2-3), Contact
is quançifiod by using fish densities. To
obtain density estimates, the program

creates evenly distributed dummy positions
within the sûdy site. The ratio of fish
observations versus dummy positions is
subsequently used as an estimate of fish
densities.

To faciliane the comparison of separate
suneys for component l, which might
differ in the number of fish observations,
all density estimates are rescaled as a
pereentage of the number of fish obserrred
per suwey minus one. For component 2-3,
all densities are rescaled as a percentage of
the total number of fish observed per
suiley. Ca. will therefore provide an
estimaæ of tbe Conact of an average fish in
a particular group with the other fish of the
same gf,oup (component l) or with fish of another group (components 2-3).

The randomized fish distributions in componenb 2 and 3 are created by randomly repositioning only one of the two

fish groups. For com;nnent 5, the rardomized distribution is created by randomly allocating the habitat observations

to the positions where these habitat observations were made, using sampling without replacement.

Note thæ in a sioation of 2 surveys, 3 ætimatæ for RC are obtained per arrbit radius in components 1, 2 and 4 (one

for each $rvey sepante and one based on both surveys). One estimate per ambit radius is obtained for components
3 and 5.

All analyses are done over a range of ambit radii in hvo ways: at increasingly larger ambit radii (l) and at
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increasingly larger distance slots (2), æ in Figure l. The smdlest ambit radius will differ among analyses, due ùo
differences in resolution of the mapping of the habitat and fish distributions: For associations of fish positions, the
smdlest ambit radius should exceed 5 cm to ensure that at least one other possible fish position is within the ambit
of each possible fish position. For associations of fish with depth, the smallest ambit radius should exceed 36 cm

e/Q*+zfz) to ensure that at leâst one depth observation is within the ambit of each possible fish position. For
analyses aimed æ spatial auûocorrelation of depth observations, the smallest aurbit radius should exceed 50 cm to
ensure that at least one other habitat observation is within the ambit of each habitat observation.

The value of Relative Contact allows positive associations (RC>0), indicating preference behaviour, to be
distinguished from negative associations (RC<0), indicating avoidance behaviour (applications 2,3 arLd 4), and
clumping (RC>0) from random @C=0) and repulsion (RC<O) (applications I and 5). For exanple, a Relative
Contact of I indicates that the average fish observed has 10 times more contact with a particular habitat feature
compared to an average fish of the randomi"ed distribution. A Relative Contact of - I indicates that the average
fish observed has l0 times less contact with a particular habitat feabre compared to an average fish of the
rardomized distribution. The RC is therefore more readily interpr*ôle than the Habitat Preference Indices used
in many hbitat selection studies.

Analyses Done

To test components 1 and 5 against a known situation, a ûotal of 290 fish were evenly distributed by the program
within 6 randomly positioned schools in a 100*100 m area (=group I fish). The minimum distance berween fish
in a school was 1.5 m. The radius of the (circular) schools was 6 m. The Relative Contact wæ quantified at
increasingly larger ambit radii. The Relative Contact was expected to show a minimum at small spatial scales (ambit
radius (1.5 m, RC(O) dueto the minimum fish distance and a maxinum at intermediate spatial scales (ambit
radius = 10r m, RC)O) due !o schooling. The Relative Contact wæ expected to decline to 0 at spatial scales larger
than lOt m.

To test components 2 afr,3 against a known situation, a ûotal of 292 fistr were evenly distributed within 6 randomly
positioned schools in an 100*100 m area (=group 2 fish) in addition to the distribution of the previous example.
There was no overlap betrreen sctrools. The minimum distance befween fish in a school was 1.5 m. The radius of
the (circular) schools was 6 m. The Relative Contact between fish of group 1 with fish of group 2 was quantifred
at increasingly larger ambit radii. The Relative Contact was expected to show a minimum at small spatial scales
(ambit radius (101 m, RC<O) due to the spatial separation of schools. The Relative Contact was expected to
approach 0 æ arrbit radii larger than lOt m.

To test component I against an observed sihration, the spatial autocorrelation of the 0* salmon distribution of both
surveys in the North Harbour river study reach was investigæed. It was expected thæ the RC would be negative
at small ambit radii (< 15 cm) due to spacing behaviour and competitive interactions. At larger ambit radii (15 cm -

2 m) a positive and gradually declining RC was expected due ûo selection of the 0+ salmon for primarily small scale
(< I n1 environmental features.

To test component 4 against an observed situation, the depth preference of the 0* salmon was investigated over a
range of spatial scales (nraximum ambit radius= l0 m) using the distribution data of both surveys. For this, the
depth observations were rescaled into 6 depth classes: class l: depth [Ga] cm; class 2: <Ç81cm; class 3: < 8-16l
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cm; class 4: <16l321cm; class 5: <3241cm; class 6: <64-ol cm. It was erpected that the 0* salmon would

be positively associated with the inærmediue depth classes (1G32 cm) and negatively associated with the shallow

depth classes (G'8 cm) at small spatial scales, as observed in other studies @eGraaf and Bain 1986, Heggenes 190).

At larger spatial scales however (>4-7 m), the reverse was erpected due ûo avoidance of pool areas and selection

for riffle/run areas by the fish.

To test component 4 against a known sioation, the 0+ salmon were randomly repositioned within the North Harbour

river study section for both surveys. Associations of these distributions with depths were investigated over a range

of spatial scales (maximum ambit radius= l0 m). It was expected that the RC would not be siglificantly different

ftom 0 across all spatial scales investigated.

120

RESTJLTS

A ûotal of 977 juvenile salmon, 47 brook trout and
8 brown trout were observed during both surveys.
The distribution of these fish over the study
section was very similar on both days. Figure 3
illustrates the distributions of the 0* juvenile

salmon on 17 August and 25 August, 1994. The
percent occurrence of the depù classes l{ was
7 %, l2%, 26%, 39%, 15% and 1 % respectively.

The proposed multiscale approach detected scale
dependent pattems in the simulated disuibutions
of the schooling fish (Figure 4): The Relative
Contact for the spatial autoconelations of group I
fish showed a Finimum at small spatial scales
(ambit radius < ld m, RC<0) and a maximum
at intermediate spatial scales (ambit radius = ld
to 10t m, RC>0). The Relative Contact declined
to 0 at larger spatial scdes. The Relative Contact
for the spatial associations bet\reen the first and
the second group of schooling fish showed a
minimum at small spatial scdes (ambit radius
< 10r m, RC<0). At larger spatid scales (ambit
radius ) l0r m) the RC approached 0.

lVhen applied ûo field data, the multiscale approach showed that the 0+ sdrnon distribution was not significantly
different from random at small spatial scales (anrbit radii < 0.2 m) (Figure 5). At larger spæial scales the
distribution of 0+ salmon was clumpd EC>O). The RC reactred a maximum at an ambit radius of 0.7 m

@C=0.43). The 0+ salmon were negatively associated with shallow depths ((}'t cm) and positively with
intermediate depths (t-32 cm) u small spatid scales (RC= -0.66 and 0.19 for depth class I and 4 respectively, at
an ambit rdius of 4O cm, Figure 6). Howwer, at large spæid scdes (ambit radii > 4{ m) the 0+ salmon were
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positively associated with shallow depths @C=0.10 and 0.08 for depth class l zû2 respectively, at an ambit radius
of l0 m). The associations were most different from random at small spatial scales. The randomized 0+ salrnon
distributioru were Dot significantly associated with any of the depth classes (Figure 7).
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DrscttssroN

Fish are associatd with their environment over e range of spetial scales. This is because they react ûo their
environment at a range ofspatial and æmporal scales, because ofthe propagation ofeffects from one scale to another
and because of the interaction of biological and physical processes. The selection of sdmonids for specific holding
positions (small scale) with relatively low snout velocities in areas of high current conditions Qarger scale) where
drift is concentrated (Chapman and Bjornn 1969, Everest and Chapman 1972, Fausch and White 1981) is an example
of selection behaviour operating at more than a single spatial scale. The effect of small-scale refuge locations (small
spatial scale event) for rare flood events or ice scour (small temporal / large spatial scale events) for fish occupying
a much larger area Qarge spatio+emporal scale effect) @rman et al. 1988, Fausch ard Braurbles 1991, Pearsons et
zl. 1992), and the process of expansion and contraction, where large scale distributions are influenced by smalt scale
habitat selection processes (MacCall 1990), are examples of the propagation of effects across scales. The river
continuum concept, where a continuous gradient ofphysical conditions influences gradients oforganism distributions
(Vannote €t al. 1980, Statzner and Higler 1985), is an example of the inæraction of biological and physical
processes.

Because organisms are associated with their environment at a range of spatial and tempord scales, a comprehensive
understanding of factors affecting the distribution and abundance of fish can only be achieved by studying facûors
affecting fish distributions at a range of scales, rather tbrn one or even a few selected scales. In addition, multiscale
approaches can potentially serve to integrate knowledge obtained from sodies operating at a wide variety of spatial
and temporal scales, such as micro-habitat studies, macro-habitat studies, stock-recruitrrent studies and movement
studies.

The proposed multiscde technique offers several advantagæ over existing techniques. The technique can be used
over any range of spatial scales in an environment with inegular boundaries. A theoretical disEibution, which is
needed for and greatly simFlifies significance testing, is generated within the program. The technique can be used
to analyze associations of fish with habitats æ well as ùo test for patchiness. The program concept is simple. Results
bæed on various distribution surveys c,an be assimilated inûo the analysis. The results in terms of Relative Contact
are easy !o visualize. The model is easy to adjust for transect data.

Disadvantages of the method are that the analyses require much computing time. The habitat mapping has to be done
at evenly-spac€d positions and is labour intensive. A grid system approach generally assumes that the distributional
h*erogeneity is isodianretric. In riverine hbitats, however, the disributional heterogeneity is likely o be elongated
in the flow direction. A transect approach would be amenable to test if paûerns differ among transect orientations.
Howerrer, the fish distribution in riverine habitats is inherently 2 dimensional rather than linear. In addition, it is
important to note that the study reach has two types of boundaries: a real boundary by way of the strorelines and an
imposed boundary by way of the start and end of the study reach. In the analyses it is assumed that the region
outside the imposod boundaries has a spatial pattem similar !o that of nearby areas within the boundaries. If this
assumption cennot be met, the results should be limitd to the areas that are located at a distance of the ambit radius
of interest from the inposed boundaries. The problem of inposed system boundaries applies to any multiscale
approach, such as specEal analysis, pattern analysis and secondorder neighbourhood analysis.

We have shown that the proposed multiscale approach det€cts differences in patchiness of fish distributions and
associations of fish with habitats at various spatial scales in simulated as well as in field data. Conclusions witr
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respectto patchin€ss of distributionsranged from clumped (RC>O) to random @C=0) or repulsed (RC<O) (Figure

5). Conclusions with respect to habitat associations varied from positive to negative (Figure Q, indicating either
preference or avoidance behaviour r€spectively.

The changes in patcùiness of the 0* salmon distributions across spatial scales were probably due ûo a combination
of habitat selection for small scale environmental features, ûo small scale spacing belaviour and possibly o
competitive interactions u small spatial scales (Figure 5). The 0+ salmon preferred intermediaæ depths and avoided
shallow depths at small spatial scales, but preferred shallow depths at larger spatial scales (Figure 7). This parern
is probably due ûo a combination of avoidance of shallow depths at small spatial scdes, preference for riffle areas
that have a high number of shallow depth observations, and avoidance of pool habitaa.

These resulb show that conclusions with respect to the distribution of juvenile satmon depend on scale. A micro-
habitât approach would lead to the conclusion thæ 0+ sdmon avoid shallow depths and are repulsed. A macro-
habitat approach would lead o the conclusion that juvenile salmon prefer shallow depths and are clumped.

These results inply that the scale of measurement will deterrrine the perceived relative imporunce of a hôitat
variable in habitat selection behaviour. Therefore, Habitat Suitability Indices ard Habitat Use Mices, comrnonly
used in habitat nodelling approaches, rirust also depend on scale. From this, it is obvious that managerial actions
will differ bæod on the scde of measurement of the study used to support muragerial decisions. The resule also
emphasize the fact that interpretation of resuls should be limited to the spatial scales over which the sûdy was
conducted.

A single scde approach in habitat modelling, being it either a 'macro' or "micro" approach, fails to incorporæe the
complexity of habitat selection behaviour. Current habitat models could be improved by a more explicit use of scale.
This would improve possibilities for assessing and prescribing habitat requirements of fish. Future habitat sdection
studies should focus on the identificæion of spatial scales that are tnost effective in oçlaining obsenred fish
distributioru, before exænsive management sûrdies are completed.
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ABSTRACT

Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.) migration was studied from 1992 to 1995 by echosounding and underwater
video-camera in the Moisie River. Hydraulicity in the area is characterized by fast water, laminar flow and a
mean water discharge estimate of 431 m3.s-l lmin-max = 166 - 1095 m3.s-l) for the sarnpling period. When
flow was low, Atlantic salmon rapidly progressed upstream and the peak of the run was stronger and occurred
earlier in the season. When flow was high, the migration slowed down, the peak was weaker and the mn was
spread out through the season. In these conditions, salmon stayed for a longer period of time below major
obstacles. Fish travelled closer to the banks when flow was high, and stayed farther away when low. Summer
floods stopped fish migration but it proceeded again as soon as the highest level was receding. Flow velocity
altered migratory routes used by salmon as well as it's behaviour when moving upstream. Salmon travelled close
to the shore in areas where water velocity was usually lower than I m.s-l, and swam close to the river bed at a
mean height ranging from 15,5 cm to 35,9 cm depending on the discharge. Mean speed recorded during the
study ranged from 0,25 m.s-l to 0,64 m.s-I. Results demonstrated that salmon kept its cruse speed and remained
near the bottom where water velocities were slower when the river water flow are high. Swimming speed
increased as water temperature went up. This study brings new information on Atlantic salmon behaviour
according to flow management.
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INTRODUCTION

Water flow and water temperature are environmental variables that were often reported to influence the
migration of adult Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) (Hayes, 1953; Banks, 1969; Elson, 1969; Alabaster, 1970;
Hellawell, 1976; Jensen et al., 1989). Change in water flow may regulate fish movement, migratory speed and
direction of migration while water temperature is an important factor initiating up or downstream migration of
several fish species (Jonsson, 1991).

Upstream migration of Atlantic salmon has been studied in many ways. Most of these studies were based upon
direct observation of major obstacle like waterfall or fish ladder and upon indirect observation made between
two points in the river course. Data was obtained from the presence or absence of fish from one pool to another,
by using a counting fence (Alabaster, 1970; Webb and Hawkins, 1989), a resistivity fish-counter (Hellawell et
al., 1974; Elson and Tuomi, 1975; Cragg-Hine, 1985) or telemetric survey (Webb and Hawkins, 1989:
Tremblay, l99l). It was stated that relationship based on counting passages over falls or counting-fences
introduces uncertainty as to whether the observed pattern is influenced by the obstruction itself and if a
different pattern might not prevail in its absence (Hellawell , 1976), Few study were based upon direct
observation in stream section were fish move freely and swim naturally.

In this paper, we studied the relationship between the Atlantic salmon run and the water flow and water
temperature in a channel section of the Moisie River between 1992 and 1995. The main objective is to analyse
direct observation on the behaviour of upstream fish during the migration season through the use of
hydroacoustic and underwater camera data.

SAMPLING SITE

The sampling site is located (50"28'N - 68'08'W) 48,6 km from the mouth of the Moisie River (Figure l). The
river course in this area is 145 m wide and is characterised by a laminar flow. Mean depth at high level of water
is around 3 m and flow velocity is about 1,34 to 1,61 m.s-I. The site has a single channel sloping uniformly
from each bank with a hard bottom mainly composed of cobble stones and pebbles with a small fraction of
gravel. Because there is no sport fishing in this area, boat traffic is low and could not likely affect fish
behaviour. The location is also downstream of observed spawning sites for Atlantic salmon (Belzile, 1994),
which reduces the probability that individual fish are turning around up and down or demonstrating low activity
when they move through the sampling zone.

DATA COLLECTION

rWater flow was obtained from a level-flow curve transformation of level-gauge measurements collected by the
Ministère de I'Environnement et de la Faune 15,5 km downstream of the sampling site. There is no major
tributaries between the level-gauge station and the sampling site. Since the water moved at a mean speed of
5,3 km'h-I, there is a slight delay of about 3 hrs between the sampling site and the limnimetric station. Real time
water flow can be estimated with water level data from the sampling site by the following preliminary equation :

(l) Q = 1.697 (H + 3.96)3.3757 $2 = 0,993)

where Q is flow (m3.5-l; and H is water level (m). It should be used with caution since preliminary observations
showed that it slightly overestimated water flow when lower than 250 m3.s-1. Water level was measur€d every
moming around 07:30 hrs with a water level-gauge set in front of the camp. Water temperature was also taken
at the same time every day with a minimum-maximum thermometer fixed on the end of the left shore fence.
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Figure l. Site location (upper panel) and sampling design (lower panel)
of the Atlantic Salmon run studv on the Moisie River.
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FIow velocity was investigated every l0 m through the total width of the river course on August 19, 1994. A
Teledyne No 622-E currentmeter was used with an hand-winch and a streamlined weight to measure river
current from a boat.

The number of f ish, their distance from shore and their diel distribution where obtained daily from
echosounding. A fixed, sampling location designed with side oriented transducer on each side of the river, were
used to collect data (Figure l). Echosounding was done with a dual beam echosounder model ES 2000 from
BioSonics. Two side-by-side transducers set close to both banks made it possible to get intbrmation on fish
direction. The echosounder worked 24 hrs each day from mid-June until the end of August (Table l). Based
on results from 1992 to 1994 population size estimates show that nearly all tracked fish where Atlantic salmon
(Lévesque and Harte, 1994; Lévesque and Proulx, 1993; Proulx and Lévesque,1994; Proulx et al.,1995).

Table l: Hydroacoustic and underwater video camera sampling schedule on the Moisie River (1992-1995).

Sampling period

Year Hydroacoustic Video camera

1992
1993
1994
1995

06/15 - 09/06
06-t2 - 09/07
06122 - 08il8
06/10 - 08/18

07/08 - 07/18
07/3t - 09/06
07/0t -  08/17
06/t8 -  08/r8

Height of fish over the river bed and swimming speed could be estimated from underwater camera data.
Because the water is of a yellow-brown color and often turbid, sampling was conducted only in daytime even if
the cameras were very sensitive. Cameras, one Hitachi (0,003 lux) and one Panasonic (0,02 lux), operated
between 05:00 hr through 2l:00 hr. Sampling periods are given in table l. Images were recorded on videotape
and analysed later through the use of a Panasonic time laps tape recorder model AG-6040.

FLOWVELOCITY

Atlantic salmon travelling upstream swims naturally close to the bottom of the Moisie River (Figure 2). Mean
distance over the river bed range between 15,5 cm and 35,9 cm during the study (Table 2). Results from
previous studies also show that most fish stays close to the bottom, in a range well below mean velocity
(Hellawell et al., 1974).

Average of swimming depth has been drawn on the flow velocity curve to find which water speed Atlantic
salmon prefers when travelling upstream (Figure 3). Swimming depth was estimated with the geometric mean
because fish distribution over the river bed was positively skewed (Figure 2). Flow velocity data was collected at
a high discharge rate (593 m3's-11 to insure that observed values were sufficiently critical to give an appropriate
estimate for this parameter. Only fish recorded on videotape when waterflow was over 605 m3.s-1, the observed
value at the main station (km 33,1), are included in the analysis. Range of flow velocity within which salmon
travels fall between 0 and 0,8 m.s-I, well below the mean velocity at 0,6 H (Figure 3).

Water speed measured near the surface (0,2 H) and near the bottom (0,8 H) at the end limit on both side of the
river where fish was detected, in 1994, averaged 1,56 m.s-l and 1,07 m.s-l respectively. Water flow was over 605
m3's-l most of the time during the salmon run of 1994. These observations suggest ihat fish is moving over the
river bed in area where current is generally lower than I m.s-I. Webb and Hawkins (1989) reported that Atlantic
salmon tended to avoid the areas where velocity is greater than I m.s-l or traversed them by a burst swim.
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Table 2: Depth, swimming speed and shore distance of fish as seen on video and detected on sonar in the
Moisie River, and results from Kruskal-\{allis test (1992 to 1995)

Distance over
Year the river bed

S w i m m i n g

speed
Distance

from the shore (m)
Mean flow
(m3 '5 '1 ; t

Mean water
temperature

t992 28,3 t 17,5 ̂
(n = 55)

1993 23,9 + 8,6 a

(n =22)

t994 15,5 + 9,2 b

(n = 259)

1995 35,9 t r9,4 c

(n = lzl4)

m ' s ' l

0,640 + 0,200 a

(n = 50)

0,509 + o,266ab
(n = 24)

0,452 t 0,l44bc
(n =249)

0,248 + 0,123 d

(n = 100)

nla

38,6 ! l0,l a

(n = 391)

29,5 + 7,8b
(n = 80)

51,3 + 14,8 c

(n = 737)

R i e h t

nla

17,8 ! 2,3 ̂
(n = 1335)

l l , 0 + 2 , 8  b

(n = 760

20,0 ! 4,9 c

(n = 1022)

596,0 + 2t2.6
(n  =  7 l )
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Figune 3. Theoric outline of flow velocity measured at0r2Hr0r6 H and 0r8 H from the surface
in the major fish passage of the Moisie River.

WATER FLO\ry

Fish run

Water flow was signihcantly different (p < 0,05) from one season to another (Table 2). ln 1992, water level was
highly variable, from very high to very low in a short period of time (Figure 4). The water level variation has
much less range in the following season. The water level was very high in 1994 and very low in 1995.

Overall, the migratory run is taking place generally in the same manner every year. It starts slowly in June,
peaks at an optimal level in July and gradually falls down in August to end around the first week of September.
Groups of fish enter into the sample area in successive waves of variable amplitude. Observation shows that fish
begini to be detected at the sampiing site when water flow is under 600 m3's-1. A major downstream obstacle, a

large, long and very rough rapid located between the kilometres 25 and 33, appears to regulate the period of
fish entry into the study area, although the migratory run can be also controlled by photoperiod and water
temperature. Data from sport fishing support this observation as catches increase just down below large rapids
when water discharge is high.

Interseason differences of water flow influence the migratory run schedule. The high water level observed at the
beginning of 1992 and 1994 campaign somewhat delayed the run. In 1995, migration was concentrated at the
beginning of July since water level was very low as it was in the remaining sampling season. Two thirds (67 Vo)
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of the fish migrated upstream before the l0th of July in that season, while only 25 7o (1992),28 Vo (1994) and
46 Vo (1993) of the migration was complete at the same time in the previous years. The 1993 fish migration is
considered to show normal pattern of the run timing.

Intra-season fluctuation of water flow altered events which characterised the salmon run. Atlantic salmon stops
its migration when water level raises abruptly and starts again when it stabilizes or begins to lower. This
phenomena has already been observed in many water courses (Jonsson, l99l). V/hen the water raises flow
velocity increases and drops where the water level reaches it highest point. Steep increases of flow slows down
the upstream migration since water velocity is too high. It migration starts again as soon as the flow velocity
comes into the range in which Atlantic salmon prefers to travel.

Horizontal distribution

Mean distance from both shore to which salmon migrates was significantly different between each year (Table

2). Salmon traveled near the shore where the flow velocity was generally slower (Figure 5). When water flow was
high, as'in 1994, salmon concentrated closer to the shore whereas they tented to be much more spread out
toward the center of the river when it was low, as, for example, in 1995. Similar horizontal distribution of Pacific
salmon species in relationship to water flow and velocity has already been reported before (Gaudet, 1990).

Horizontal distribution in 1992 was directed closer to the main channel than in 1993. This was observed even if
mean water flow was higher in 1992 when compared to 1993, since fish were mainly detected during periods
where water level was low (Figure 4).

Diel distribution

Water flow also influences the diel distribution (Figure 6). Salmon moves upstream mainly by night and in the
morning, with major peaks observed at dawn and dusk. This behaviour is particularly shown in 1993, which was
previously assumed to be a normal run. It is similar to the 1992 diel distribution, even if the mean water flow
was higher. In 1994, fish travelled mostly during daytime since discharge was high and water unusually turbid.
Very few fish were tracked in the afternoon of 1995 as water flow was abnormally low. These observations lead
us to conclude that most upstream movement occurred during the hours of darkness when water is low and
clear. However, during floods and turbid water periods, night time patterns are replaced in favour of a greater
movement during the hours of daylight, Érs suggest by Hellawell et al. (1974).

WATER TEMPERATURE

Mean water temperature was significantly different between the years of the study (Table 2). Temperature
profiles and run timing patterns of salmon migration did not show any clear link (Figure 4). It seems that there
is no relationship between the migratory waves, peak or ditch, with the increase or decrease of water
temperature. However, the first small peak of the run in June always occurred when water temperature increases
rapidly from about lO'C to l4'C. Hellawell et al. (1974) stressed that there was no optimal temperature
associated with movement in his study.

IIYDRAULIC VARIABLES AND 
"'' """NVIOUR

Depth, swimming speed and distance from the shore during migration of the Atlantic salmon in the Moisie
River vary between years, according to water flow and water temperature (Table 2). Mean depth and mean
distance from the shore to which fish were swimming show an inverse relationship with water flow (p < 0,05).
Moreover, swimming speed also appears to be inversely correlated with water temperature.
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Figure 5. Horizontal distributions of fish tracked upstream, Moisie River (1992 to 1995).
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Figure 6. Diel distributions of fish detected upstrcam in the Moisie River (1992 to 1995).

Physical and biological data collected in the Moisie River (temperature, mean daily flows, mean daily distance
of fish from both shores, daily number, depth and swimming speed of fish ascending the river) have been
examined by principal component analysis. This statistical technique allows to determine statistically significant
factors of variation in the data set and to provides correlations (Pearson's) between basic variables and factors,
each explaining a part of the total variability of the data. Thus, basic variables can be ranked in order of
importance depending on which factor it is correlated to. Data matrix is centered and reduced before analysis,
allowing variation of different types of data (count, ratio and continuous scale) to be rigorously compared and
correlated. Varimax procedures have been applied in order to maximize the fitting of the principal components
to the major variability axis of the data.

The first factor of variation explained 44,27o of the total variation of the data set and is directly correlated with
the distance of migrating salmon froq the shore (left side: 0.89; rigth side: 0.78) and inversely correlated with
mean daily flow (-0.81) (Table 3). Therefore, as the .flow rate raises, the salmon swims closer to the shore
(Figure 7).
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Table 3.
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Varimax rotated factor matrix of correlation coefficient from the principal component
analysis.

Factor

Temperature
Flow rate
læftshore distance
Rightshore distance
Daily number
Height
Speed

0,40110
-0,80509
0,88966
0,71796
0,06001
0,30517
-0,40204

0,89954
-0 ,31813
0,00964
-0,1 1096
-0,072r9
0,09539
0.79278

0,1  1895
-0 ,21568
0, I 6800
-0 ,20819
0,93461
0,25573
-0,37672

0,03372
-o.27160
0,07227
o,37142
0,20219
0,89007
0,09125

Percentage of
explained variance 44,2* 23.0* t ^  " ' l

* Broken stick-test; significant (Legendre and Legendre' 1984).

The second major axis of variation is composed of the correlation with temperature (0.90) and swimming speed

(0.79), which indicates that salmon increases it's speed of migration as the temperature raises. This factor

explained 23.0Vo of the total variation of the data set. It can be explain as a fact that metabolism of fish rise with

an increase of water temperature.

The third and fourth factors illustrares a better trend of daily number and height from the bottom respectively

for each particular year of sampling (table 3). However, they cannot be interpreted as well since they do not

reach the minimum level setted by the broken stick test (Legendre and Legendre, 1984). At this level,

variations are only randomly generated. The fact that daily number of salmon is not correlated with daily flow

is not surprising since the number of ascending salmon in a river in a year depends upon the production

conditions in the river and the conditions encountered in the ocean a few years before.

Daily variations in the fish passage were not correlated with changes in discharge or temperature, as previously

report by Hellawell (1976). We have seen before that steep increase of flow reduced migratory activity, but

these events do not happen very often in the season. However, increase of temperature stimulate fish migration.

Mean daily progress of fish carrying a radio-transmitter was significantly correlated with the mean water

temperature between the fish location survied in previous study on the Moisie River, but it only explained a

small part of the variance (Tremblay, l99l).

Our results show a major single mode occurring on July in the pattern of movement that is quite consistent in

their timing from year ro year (figure 4). Overall, our study supports the previous findings (Hellawell et al.'

1974; Hellawell, 1976; Cragg-Hine, 1985; Jensen et al., 1989) which let us concludes that the primary factor in

Atlantic salmon migration is established by a temporal function. The second factor in importance is the

discharge ancl the third one is the temperature. Incident light might have direct link with fish movement but this

environmental variable is probably more influenced by flood as an autocorrelated variable.

8,6
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Figure 7. Result of the principal component analysis illustrated by vector
projection of hydraulic and biogical variables.
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ABSTRACT

Quantitat ive estimates of habitat suitabi l i ty in a stream reach general ly result from the coupling of a
hvdraulic habitat model and a biological model of habitat use. The choice of each of these models has led to

much controversy and discussion. Nevertheless, most habitat studies on lot ic f ish use a determinist ic

hydraul ic rrodel and univariate suitabi l i ty curves. The objective of this contr ibution is to present a new,

alternative rnethod. rvhich relates statistical hydraulic models to multivariate habitat use models for fish.

Stat ist ical hydraul ic models aim at predict ing the frequency distr ibutions of hydraul ic variables such as
velocitl, or \\/ater depth within stream reaches. Their main advantage is the simplicity of their input variables:

dischar-se and average characterist ics of the stream. The mult ivariate habitat use models involved in our

approach take into account the local variability of fish habitat. Based on regression analyses, they predict

habitat suitabi l i ty as a function of the frequency distr ibution of point velocity, water depth and roughness
wi th in  the  loca l  f i sh  hab i ta t .

We demonstrate how these two model types can be related. Indeed, under certain conditions, multivariate

habitat use models developped at the scale of the local f ish habitat remain val id at the scale of the whole

stream reach, i .e. the scale of the hydraul ic descript ion. The result ing model is an attract ive tool to est imate

habitat suitabi l i ty in a stream reach as a function of discharge, which is demonstrated using an example on

two species (barbel, chub) at different life stages in a regulated reach of the French Rhône river.

The main l imitat ions of our approach are due to mathematical constraints associated with the l inkage of the

two modeling approaches, and current difficulties in transfering biological models from one stream to others

because of insuff icient data. Nevertheless, our f irst simulat ions strongly encourage 1) the development of

statistical approaches to describe hydraulic variables, and 2) the study of multivariate habitat use models that

upp l r  to  i r  l r r rge  var ie ty  o f  s t reams.

KEY-WORDS: Minimum flow / Habitat Modeling / Stat ist ical Hydraul ics /  Habitat use models /  Fish
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INTRODUCTION

Several interactive factors influence stream living organisms at various spatial and temporal scales (Orth. 199-5;
Bleed. 1987; Armitage, 1989). Among these factors the hydraulic variables play a central role, because they
are directly affected by flow regulation. Considering that species show significanr preferences fbr certain
values of point velocity, Iocal depth, bottom stress and substrate elements size (Bovee, 1982; Gore and Judy,
l98l ;  Stazner er  a l . ,1988),  the hydraul ic  component  of  the habi tat  is  expected to in f luence species
distribution. These observations led to a wide use of quantitative methods to modeling stream habitat
suitability, such as the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM), which are based on the coupling of a
hydraulic habitat model and biological preference models (Bovee, 1982; Nestter et al., 19891.

The choice of each of these models has led to much discussion (Mathur et al., 1985; Gore and Nestler. 1988:
Osborne et n/.. 1988). In most cases, the hydraulic model is derived from the hydrautic engineering practice
(Nestler et al., 1989:. Bechara et al., 1994\, which is poorly adapted to complex flow simulations espc,cially
under lorv flow conditions (Osborne et al., 1988: Beebe, 1996). These numerical simulations requrre precise
topographic samples (Olsen and Stokseth, 1994), experience (Nestler et at., 1989). and describe the hvdraulic
variables at a spatial scale that generally differs from the scale of the biological model (Heggenes. 1994). The
wide use of univariate suitabil ity curves as biological models (Bovee. 1982) was crit icized for nor considering
the hvdraulic variables covariances and biological interactions (Mathur et at.. 1985; Gore and Nestler. 1988).
and for defining the hydraulic habitat by a single value for each variable, whereas the real habitat ol'species
consists in a distribution of microhabitat conditions (Bain, 1995). Discussion finally concerned the predictive
abil it i , of quantitative instream flow assessment methods (Mathur et al.. 1985; Gore and Nestler, I988). A
major cause of such discussion is that other factors than local hydraulic conditions interact to influence fish
density in stream reaches, making it difficult to validate the instream flow assessment methods by comparison
with fish samples (Gore and Nestler, 1988). Thus, only few validation studies were proposed. generally
concerning salmonids (Capra et al., 1995).

For all these reasons, existing instream flow assessment methods should be considered as evolutionary tools. In
particular' simpler approaches would allow wider applications and accelerare the validation process which
consists' among others, in a better quantif ication of the part plaid by hydraulics in stream ecosysrems
functioning (Nestler et al., 1989; Orth and Leonard, 1990; Orth. 1995). Osborne et al. (l9gg) proposed the
use of re-gression techniques to simulate the evolution with discharge of the distributions of hydraulic variables
(velocity' depth) using unexpensive measurements in representative sections of the reach. One other possibility
to simplify the method is to replace the complex hydraulic numerical simulation by the description of the
hydraulic habitat in the probabil ity domain. Lamouroux et al. (1992) and Lamouroux e, al. 0995)
demonstrated that the frequency distributions of hydraulic variables show common parrerns among different
stream reaches. and can be modeled using simple measurements (Lamouroux, 1995). Such propertres open
interesting perspectives in describing the hydraulics conditions at a given site. However, the question of
coupling such statistical hydraulic models with biological models in order to derive instream flow
requirements methods remains open. Therefore, we present a theoretical model of habitat suitability that links
statistical hydraulic models with multivariate habitat use models for f ish. Because both models propose
solutions to some of the above criticisms but are new and in progress, the method we present should be
considered as a perspective to derive alternatives in instream flow needs modeting. An illustrative example is
given for a French river to demonstrate the potential of our approach, while a detailed discussion on the
material used in the example and the results obtained is beyond the scope of this contribution. In addition, the
advanta-ees and limits of our altemative method are discussed.
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DEFINITIONS

Definition Of A Stream Reach And Reach Elements

In this contribution we refer to a stream reach as several pool-riff le successions (Newbury and Gabour1,.
l99.lt. We define reach elements as spatial subdivisions of the reach. The reach element is the spatial scale at
which the fish habitat use model is developped (Figure l). We emphasize that these reach elemenrs can be
defined at any spatial scale. They can be elements with a fixed surface, or cells of a hydraulic numerical
model. or groups of cells. In any case, the reach is supposed to be a sum of reach elements.

Riffle

Figure l: Plan view of a stream reach divided into reach elements. The tish habitat use model is
developped at the scale of the reach elements.

Definition Of The Habitat Variability Within A Reach Element

In quantitative methods derived from IFIM (Bovee, 1982; Nestler etal., 1989), f ish habitat in a reach elemenr
is described by the mean values of different physical variables such as flow velocity, warer depth, and subsrrare
particles size. In the approach we present here, the habitat is not defined by these mean values, but by the
frequency distributions of the physical variables in the reach element. This approach allows to take into
account the spatial variabil ity of the local habitat which is an essential element for f ish according to the
concept of energetic costs optimisation (Fausch, 1984; Facey and Grossman, 1992). Therefore, each physical
variable describing the habitat is divided into several classes which have a given weight within the reach
element :

Let P; (i = 1...n) be the physical variables, where n is the number of variables describing the habitat.

Let Pi' (.i = I ...ci) be classes of the variable P1, where c1 is the number of classes of the variable P;.

Let w;.1ç (k = I ...r) be the weight associated with the class P1 within the reach element k, where r is the number
of reach elements within the reach. This weight can either be the area or the volume of water whose values of
the variable P; fall in the class Pi;. The choice of weighting a class P,.1 by the area or the volume ir represenrs
depends on the nature of the variable Pi: for example, water depth, mean velocities on a vertical, or substrate
particles sizes are generally variables whose classes are weighted by the area they represent. However, point
velocity classes can be associated with the volume of water they represent. In any case, the weights wijk are
simply derived from the frequency distribution of the habitat variable within the reach element, and the
dimensions of  th is  e lement .
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we define the habitat within the reach element k as the values of wi.;k, which are expressions of the frequency
distriburions of the habitat variables within the reach element (FigurË 2,l.

( l )

Figure 2: The habitat variability in a reach element is described by distributions of habitat variables.

NTULTIVARIATE HABITAT USE MODELS FOR FISH INVOLVED IN OUR APPROACH

we define 11 (k = 1...r) as the suitabil ity index estimated by the biological model as a function of the habitat
rariabil itv rvithin the reach element k. In our approach, we consider multivariate habitat use models that
predict 11 as a Iinear combination of the different values of w;1L (i=1...n, j=l...ci), as follows:

i =n  J=c i
r S i S rr k =  L  L  a i j . w i j k + e n o r

i= l  j= t

rvhere all can be obtained from multiple regression analyses. In Equation l, the index is expressed as a linear
function of the weights of the habitat variables classes. Thus, contrary to a model defining the index as a linear
combination of the habitat variables themselves, the model of Equation I can reflect a preference for
internrediate values of the habitat variables. It is therefore flexible in reproducing various species utilization
niches (Hutchinson, 1957). In addition, it takes into account the covariances of the different weights of habitat
variables classes. because these covariances influence the estimation of the coefficients a;1.

capra (1995) and Pouilly (1994) collected typical data to built such biological models on French streams of
various sizes varying from streams whose dominant fish was brown trout (Salmo ftutta Fario, L. l75g) to
larger streams characterised by barbel (Barbus barbus, L. l75s). Bain (1995) also described means ro
randomly investigate microhabitats with a fixed surface. Analyses of this type of data (pouilly and souchon,
199'1) already indicated that multivariate habitat use models based on the locat frequency distribution of
habitat variables could have better predictive properties than univariate suitabilitv curves.

STATISTICAL HYDRAULIC MODELS

Statistical hydraulic models provide estimates of the frequency distributions of shear stress (Lamouroux et al.,
1992) or point velocity (Lamouroux et al., 1995) at the scale of the whole stream reach. They have been
deYelopped on streams with discharge below bankfull discharge, up to 20 m3/s. Howeuer, they are expected to
remain valid for higher discharges because they are based on dimensionless descriptors àf the reach that
reflect common patterns in streams of different sizes. Their input variables are discharge, mean depth, mean
rvidth' and mean substrate particles size of the reach. These models are based on the observations that the
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frequency distl ibutions of hydraulic variables show constant patterns among very different streams, and
strongll '  depend on the average characteristics of the reach. Ongoing works describe comparable behaviour
concerning the frequency distributions of water depth, which is with stress and velocity the third imponant
hydlaulic variable for l iving organisms in streams (Heggenes, 1994; Lamouroux et al, 1992).

If the evolutions of the average depth and the average width as a function of discharge are known, statistical
hydrar.rl ic nrodels provide estimates of the frequency distributions of hydraulic variables within the reach at
any discharge. For example, Lamouroux (1995) proposed to fit depth-discharge and width-discharge
relationships to power laws (see Leopold et al.. 1964), using measurements of aboul 100 depths and l5 widths
within the reach at 2 different discharges. Thus, using statistical hydraulic models, affordable measurements
nrake it possible to estimate the distributions of hydraulic variables at any discharge, without complex
topographic sampling, without diff icult velocity or stress measurements, and without experience of hydraulic
models cal ibrat ion (F igure 3) .

L e t  W ; ; ( i  =  1 . . . n  ; j  =  1 . . . c ; )  b e  t h e  w e i g h t
leach. Statistical hydraulic models estimate
3 ) .

(surface or volume) associated with the class P1 within the whole
the values of the weights W;; using simple measurements (Figure

STATISTICAL HYDRAULIC MODELS

Iiigure 3: Predicting distributions of hydraulic variables in a reach using statistical hydraulic models.

COUPLING STATISTICAL HYDRAULIC MODELS AND MULTIVARTATE HABITAT USE MODELS

ln this section. we demonstrate that, though developped at a local scale of the reach elements, the multivariate
habitar use models defined in Equation I can be applied at the scale of the whole reach. With this aim in view,

we define a roral suitability index on the stream reach, I, as the sum of the suitability indexes predicted on the
diftèrent reach elements using Equation l. Thus, we have:

Average reach depth = f (discharge)
Average reach width = f (discharge)

Distribution of variable P 1

Reach scale

= f (discharge)

Weights

wir wiz W;;

Distribution of variable P1
= f (discharge)
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( 2 )

Which can be rervritten as:

( 3 )

or  f ina l ly :

( 4

*',* 

) 

* ..,o,

r=Ï
k = l

ai j *,,0.J * ..,o,,*=-{ti'i
i=n  j=c i  (u=r

I=>I ", i  l )
i = t  j = l  \  k = l

t = n

I= I
i - l

J - !  |

I
j = l

u,j .Wij + error

because  fo r  ( i  =  1 . . . n ; j = l . . . c1 ) ,  we  have :

( -5 ) y/ij * i j t

Equation 4 is similar to Equation l, but applies to the whole reach and not to reach elemenrs. Thcrelorc. rhe
multivariate habitat use model defined on reach elements can be applied to the whole stream reach. exactl),as
if the reach was a single reach element. This mathematical property entirely proceeds from the linear tbrrn of
Equation I ' which allows to sum the weights of a given habitat variable class among the diff 'erenr rcach
elements when summing the indexes. Its major consequence is that a suitabil ity index can be calculared firr the
reach as a function of the frequency distribution of the physical variables P1 within the whole reach. Thus. in
order to predict the evolution of this index with discharge in a given reach. it is necessary ro estinrarc rhe
volumes or the surfaces associated with the different classes of habitat variables at different discharges. This is
exactlv the kind of information provided by statistical hydraulic models. Therefore, the coupling can be
perforrned between multivariate habitat use models and statistical hydraulic models following the scheme of
Fi-eure 4.

In Figure 4. statistical models provide the distributions in the reach of hydraulic variables consiclered
independently, i.e. whose covariances are not described. However, our model takes inro account the
covariances between the weights of the classes of hydraulic variables in reach elemenis. because rhese
covariances influence the values obtained for the coefficients aii. Therefore, the computation o[ Equation I
integrates the dependant behaviour of the hydraulic variables, and this information is implicitely raken inro
account when using the biological model.

=I
k = l
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HYDRALILIC MODELS

MULTIVARIATE HABITAT USE MODELS
Developped at the scale of the reach element

Applicable at the scale of the reach

Figure 4: Coupling statistical hydraulic models with multivariate habitat use models.

EXAMPLE ON A FRENCH STREAM

Choice Of Biological Models

The nrultivariate habitat use models of our example were computed using the data of Pouil ly (1994) which
contain biological and physical descriptions of 668 reach elements sampled in three French streams of the
Rhône river basin, the Ain, the Rhône and the Ardèche rivers. The reach elements were defined at a spatial
scale of 5 to 50 m2 (Capra, 1995; Pouil ly,1994). Within each reach element, whose area and volume were
estimated, the fishes were collected by electro-fishing, identif ied and measured. Then, the frequency
distributions of point velocity, water depth, and substrate particles size were measured using approximatively
l0 representative points. The three subsets of data corresponding to the different streams were analysed
together in order to derive habitat use models matching Equation l, because the information on only one
stream fbr a given species was not always sufficient enough to reflect significant trends. For this analyses, two
habitat variables were considered: point velocity and water depth.

Five classes of point velocity were defined ([0,0.05[; [0.05,0.2h [0.2,0.a[; [0.a,0.St; [0.8,-1.in ms-l). In each
reach element k, these classes where weighted by the volumes of water wl lk to wl5k.

Four classes of water depth were defined ([0,0.2[; [0.2,0.a[; [0.a,0.8[; [0.8,-1; in m). In each reach elemenr k,
these classes where weighted by the areas w2lk to w25k.

The total volume of a reach element was noted:

Reach scale

= f (discharge)
Distribution of variable P1

= f (discharge)
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( ( r )

Following the requirements of Equation

v k = wt j t

I, we derived habitat use models as :

; -  <

I
j = l

j=5 j=q

= Iur j .*r j1 + fa2.; .*2jk+ error
j = t  j = l

( 7 )

( 8 )

Ik = vk .  ln(t  + looo dk)

where dp is the fish density within the reach element. In Equation 7, the index I;ç is defined as a l inear
combination of areas and volumes associated to classes of hydraulic variables. Thus, if we double the area and
volunre of a given reach element without changing the frequency distributions of depth and velocity, the
estimated index in this new reach element would also be doubled. Therefore, it is natural to express the index
as a tunction of f ish density, which is independant of the reach element size, multiplied by the area or the
volume of the reach element. The latter was chosen in our example.

A robust computation of the coefficients aij using multiple regression requires that the explicative variables
w;jp and the dependant variable Iç do not have distributions among the different reach elements with isolated
extreme values. Such extreme values in regression analyses strongly influence the estimation of resression
coetïicients, and interfere heavily with the robustness of the regressive model (Saporta, 1978). In our example.
such problems existed but were minimized by i) a log-tranformation of the fish densities in the definition of
the index lp (Equation 7). and ii) the tranfôrmation of Equation 7 in a form independant of volumes of reach
elements. Thus, the coefficients aij were estimated using a multiple regression performed on the new following
expression of the model:

' / ,r= rn(r+rooooo) = 
'{u,,.*,, /"n 

*tËo^r,*r,/o + erïor

Equation 8 reflects better than Equation 7 that the chosen model fits a function of fish density to a linear
combination of the frequencies of point velocity classes, and the areas associated with water depth classes in a
volume unit. Models were derived for two characteristic species of the sampled streams, both restricted to a
given size class: large barbels (Barbus barbus, L. 1758; length > 220 mm), and small chubs (Leacisczs
cephalus, L. 1758; length < 80 mm) (Table l).

Table 1: Habitat use models (Equation 8) coefficients for barbels (length > 220mm) and chubs (length <
80 mm). Regression coeflicients signifrcantly different from zero (p<0.05) are underlined. The variance

explained (r2) and the probability associated with the absence of a linear relation (p) are provided.

species all al2 a13 al4 alS a2l a22 a23 a24 12 D
barbe l  0 .51  l .0 l  l . l2  1 .39  1 .43  -0 .16  -0 .07  0 .01 -0.33 0.05 <0.001

l . l0  0 .21  <0.00 tchub  1 .20  0 .16  -0 .75  - t . 78  -1 .55  0 .48  0 .77  0 .91

The low proportions of variance explained by these regressive models 1r2 in Table l) indicate that it is
difficult to predict fish densities (log transformed) in a reach element in a precise manner. Nevertheless, the
low values of p in Table I demonstrate that the models reveal significant trends in fish response to hydraulic
conditions in reach elements, i.e. they reflect that the probability distributions of density differ for reach
elements whose hydraulic characteristics are different.
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App l ica t ion  to  the  Rhône R iver .

The Rhône in Montel imar (south of Lyon, France) is a stream reach with a highly reduced discharge. The
minit trutt t  discharge is l5 m3/s whereas the narural average discharge was about 1500 m3/s. However. the r iver
ntolphology is close to a natural one, and the f low is organized into several pool-r i f f le successions. The
substrate part icles sizes were visual ly observed in several hundred points, and had an average of0. l5 m. In
addit ion. regular surveys of depth and width distr ibutions performed by the Compagnie Nationale du Rhône
(CNR) rvhich is responsible for the stream management, helped to derive depth-discharge and width-discharge
relat ionships for the reach. For discharges below bankful l ,  these relat ionships were (with 95Zo confidence
limits of the slope coeff icients provided in brackets):

( 9 )

( 1 0 )

ln(Depth) = -0.87 + 0.30 t10.051 . ln (Discharge)

ln(Width)  = 4.4 + 0.14 [ t0 .01]  .  ln  (Discharge)

r 2 = 0 . 9 5 ;  n = 1 1

1 2 = 0 . 9 9  I  n = 1 1

Eqr.rat ion 9 and l0 are l inear forms of power laws l inking depth and width to discharge (see Leopold er n/. ,
I96-1t The high values of 12 in Equations 9 and 10 indicates the appropriateness of power models to describe
depth-discharge and width-discharge relat ionships for discharges below bankful l  discharge. I t  i l lustrates thar
Equations 9 and l0 could have been computed using simple depth and width measurements at two cl i f ferent
d ischarses .  as  suggested  by  Lamouroux  (1995) .

Fol los' ing the scheme of Figure 4, we used Equations 9 and l0 to derive the average characterist ics of the
reach. Then, a statistical hydraulic model (Lamouroux e/ aI, 1995) was used to estimate the velocity frequency
distr ibLrt ions rvithin the reach as a function of discharge. A stat ist ical model for depth distr ibution modeling is
not lrvai lable yeÎ. but depth distr ibutions were measured at dif ferent discharges in the reach by the CNR. Thus,
the  ero lu t ion  rv i th  d ischarge o f  the  we igh ts  assoc ia ted  w i th  the  d i f fe ren t  depth  c lasses  were  d i rec t l y
interpolated from measurements. Final ly, the biological models of Table I provided estimates of the suitabi l i ty
indexcs I associated with large barbels and small  chubs at dif ferent discharges.

I / vo lume  B  I / vo lume C

20 40
Discharge (m3/s)

20 40
Discharge (m3/s)

20 40
Discharge (m3/s)

Figure 5: Suitability indexes (A) and volumic indexes (B) as a function of discharge in the Rhône River,
calculated using habitat use models computed for three streams. Volumic indexes for chub corresponding

to biological models estimated on each stream considered separately are provided (C).

(chub)
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Figure -5 shows examples of simulations for discharges between 5 and 50 ml/s. The suitabil itf indexes I
(calculated for a unit of stream length) increases with discharge for large barbels and follows a bell curve for
snrall chubs (Figure 5A). I is a l inear combination of volumes and areas within the reach. as already discussed
for 11 in Equation 7. Thus. a quality index in a given volume can be computed by dividing I bv the volume of
water of the reach (Figure 5B). In our example, this volumic index increases tbr large barbels. rvhich is the
more rheophil ic species, and decreases for small chubs with discharge.

Error analyses

An essential point when using curves similar to those of Figure 5 is to quantify uncertainty around the curves.
This uncertainty has different sources. First, physical and biological measurements have their own uncertainty.
In particular, f ish samples are biased by the electrofishing methodology (Bovee. 1982). A second source of
uncertainty proceeds from an application of the different models out of their validation field. i.e. rvithout a
strict respect of the basic hypothesis of the models. Finally, a last source of uncertainty is that of the dift 'erent
models. In our example, this last source of uncertainty has three origins: i) errors in calculating the average
dinrensions of the streams (Equations 9 and l0), i i) errors in deriving the distributions of hydraulic variables
using'.statistical models, and iii) errors associated with the habitat use models (Equation 7).

A conrplete estimation of all errors is a very complex problem which is beyond the scope of this contribution.
where the example is given for i l lustrative purpose. However, to give an idea of the order of nragnitude of
errors. we give rapid estimates of the error due to the uncertainty of the chub habita'. use model of Table l.
For this purpose, new suitabil ity curves were derived for small chubs using exclusively the data trom each of
the three sampled streams (Figure 5C). These simulations indicate that the three curves show significant
deviations in value from the general curve developped for the basin (Figure 58). However. the general curve
roughly reproduces the common patterns among the three streams. Although part of these deviations can be
attributed to insufficient available data in each stream, they suggest that our models, as widely used instream
flow assessment methodologies, are not expected to provide precise estimates of species densities in a given
stream: our models aim at reflecting general trends in the hydraulic behaviour of streams and in fish response
to the hydraulic conditions which are common to the different streams. Therefore, the generality of the
biological model among different streams has to be properly tested.

DISCUSSION

Statistical hydraulic models simplify the description of the habitat variables distributions (Lamouroux, 1995).
We have demonstrated that they can be coupled with multivariate habitat use models in order to derive
predictions of the impact on fish communities of discharge management. Using an example. we emphasized
that applications of our modeling approach require that much attention must be paid to the study of errors,
and that the models have been properly validated by confrontation with data to quantify their abil ity in
reflecting significant trends for the whole fish population.

The main limits of our approach are the following: l) Coupling statistical hydraulic models with multivariate
habitat use models dictates that the biological models match the form of Equation l, for mathematical reasons.
'Ihese constraints limit the flexibility in the choice of the model predicting fish suitability indexes. 2) Though
they properly apply to reaches where the discharge is regulated, statistical models require that the morphology
of the stream reach be quasi-natural. They cannot be used in flows strongly affected by civil works. In
addition. part of these models are difficult to validate for high discharges where the hydraulic measurements
are diff icult, and models concerning the water depth are ongoing works. Finally, 3) because the idea of
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introducing sparial variabil ity in the description of the hydraulic habitat is recent, few data exist and do not
describe all possible combinations of hydraulic habitats in a large variety of streams. As a consequence,
nrulrivaliate habitat use models involved in our approach are at the moment hardly transferable from one
strean'r to another without losses in accuracy. Further field samples and analyses are required to find models as
general as possible, whose accuracy is known and predictive power is tested.

Horvever. our approach proposes alternative solutions that answer several crit icisms of widely used instream
florv assessment methodologies. First, statistical hydraulic models do not require long topographic sampling
and srrong experience in hydraulics. Thus, they strongly simplify the method and can accelerate applications
and validations (Nestler et al., 1989', Orth and Leonard, 1990). In contrast to deterministic hydraulic models,
the1, provide estimates of point variables and not of mean cell values. Second, the multivariate biological
rnodels we use take into account the interdependance of hydraulic variables (Mathur et al., 1985). Because
their input is the variabil ity of the local f ish habitat, they respect ecological concepts derived from the
ecological niche concept (Hutchinson, 1957) or energy optimisation theories (Fausch, 1984; Facey and
Gro .s r r r r r i .  l 99 r  ) .

For these reasons, our first simulations strongly encourage l) the development of statistical descriptions of the
hvdrar.rl ic conditions; 2) the study of multivariate habitat use models that take into account the habitat
variabil ity and predict f ish communities in a similar manner for a large variety of streams. More generally,

srarisrical descriptions in hydraulics as well as models of f ish sensitivity to habitat variabil ity can be developped
at various spatial and temporal scales different from those used in our example. Thus. such approaches offer
numerous perpectives of research.
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ABSTRACT

Fish and water management agencies would benefit from a classification system that simplifies relations
between fish communities and physical habitat in riven and streams. A practical method should be simple,
appropriately handle high species diversity, and be transferrable across a wide range of streams. We
developed a habitat classification model based on the microdistribution of fish species and life stages in
seven small rivers and large streams in the Southeastem United States. Fish were sampled using 2-m2 pre-
positioned area electrofishing frames and microhabitat variables (water depth, current velocity, substrate
type, and instream cover) were recorded within the comers of these discrete samples. Fish and microhabitat
data from the l0 sites were analyzed using multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) to determine if
each species was using a distinct microhabitat. A principle components analyses (PCA) was performed on
pooled data from all study sites to generalize species-habitat relations and identify a robust pattem.

A total of 1,578 samples and 13,524 fish were recorded, including 79 species across the l0 study sites.
MANOVA's performed on 59 species indicated that most species showed significant microhabitat
associations; however, some species were less consistent than othen in habitat use across study sites. Species
included in the pooled PCA plot were grouped based on generalized pattems seen in the multivariate habitat
plot and on the species-specific results of the MANOVA models. We identified 5 hâbitat-use assemblages
and their corresponding microhabitats by compromising species-specific precision to identify a simple
multispecies-habitat pattern. The types of habitat used by each of the 5 fish assemblages were: shallow-
fast habitat (e.g., <35 cm, 20.55 cm/s); slow-cover habitat (e.g., <0.20 cm/s, occurrence of structure): deep-
fast habitat (e.g., >0.35 cm, >0.45 cm/s): shallow-slow habitat (e.9., < 0.35 cm, < 0.35 cm/s); and shallow-
coane habitat (e.9., <0.35, gravel or smaller). The five types of habitat provide a simplified species-
habitat model for assessing and managing physical change in streams. Discrete area fish samples were
categorized using the microhabitat classification. Some samples whose attributes fell outside the range of
the five habitat types were considered unclassified habitat and these generally contained few fish. Many
samples fit multiple habitat classes indicating that is probably not possible to develop exclusive habitat
categories for a diversity of fish species. Shallow-slow and shallow-coarse habitat types tended to possess
the most species and highest densities of frsh. These will most likely be the habitats of interest for impact
assessment because studies have shown that impacts to fish are selective and most pronounced on fish using
shallow, shoreline areas of streams and rivers.

KEY-WORDS: Microhabitat / communities / multivariate statistics / habitat classification / divenity /
habitat modeling / Southeastem USA / fish classification / habitat use /
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INTRODUCTION

Natural resource agencies need widely usable tools for assessing the effects of streamflow and habitat

changes on rivers and streams for the purpose of maintaining or recovering indigenous riverine fishes. A

practical method for assessing flow regulation impacts will require some means of handling the high fish

divenity and complex physical structure of many large streams and rivers. One solution is based on

identi$ing a generalized pattem in the relationship between stream habitat and stream fish assemblages.

The development of microhabitat types for fish with a corresponding classification of instleam habitat

(physical variables such as depth, velocity, substrate and cover) types would provide a means to analyze and

predict the effecs of habitat change and flow alteration

Aggregatng species into functional or structural groups is common in ecology (e.g., camivores) and

fisheiies management (e.g., forage fishes) and this practice has been of great practical and analytic value.

Stream fish have been categorized into groups based on common trophic roles (Schlosser 1985)' foraging

modes (Horwitz 1978),life history characteristics (r$/inemiller and Rose 1992), and morphology (Gatz

1979). However, categorizing strqlm fish into groups based on microhabitat use is new, with only a few

studies (l-obb and Orth 1991; Aadland 1993) reported to date. Stream fish respond to changes in habitat

caused by flow regulation, and the effects of flow changes have been identified using pâttems of habitat use

by fish (Sctrlosser 1987; Bain et al. 1988; Leonard and Orth 1988; Kinsolving and Bain 1993, Travnicheck

et al. 1995). This paper presents a generalized assemblage-habitat framework developed using field data

on species-habitat relations from l0 sites on 7 streams with divene fish communities and widely variable

instream habitats and natural flow regimes. This framework extends the practice of classifying fish into

grcups by combining it with microhabitat classification to provide an tool for assessing complex habitats

with high fish divenity.

METHODS

STUDY STREÀMS

Ten study site on seven streams were identified in the Alabama River basin (Alabama, USA) that have U. S.

Geological Sunrey streamflow gages, good water quality, and a diversity of habitats and flow regimes. The

Alabama River basin has a divene fish fauna (more than 157 species) and includes six ecoregions
(Omemik 1987). A wide range of habitat types and habitat dynamics were incorporated in the study by

selecting streams with wide variation in physical structure and flow regime. Study streams ranged from

rocky, high gradient streams with little annual change in channel shape, to strcams with shifting sand

channels that continually changed shape through time. While we tried to select str€ams with roughly

similar mean annual flows (3 - 8 m3/s) , we intentionally selected streams with a variability of flow regimes
(26 - 143 % CYI All of the selected streams haye records of good water quality and no major

environmental degradation.

Field Samolins

Fish and microhabitat data \ryere collected in discrete areas using pre-positioned area electrofishing frames
(Bain et al. 1985). Electorfishing frames measuring 1 x 2 m were placed along six fixed transects selecæd
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to include common instream habitat. Four frames were positioned acmss the transects so that two midstream
areas and two strearn margin areas were sampled. Midstream samples were taken at one-third and two-thirds
of the stream width, and stream margin samples were taken adjacent to the bank and approximately I m off
the bank respectively. Usually 24 samples were taken at a site on a given collection date.

Sampling was conducted at base flow discharges from late May through early September in 1989 and
1990. Fish were collected by electrifying a frame for approximately 20 to 30 seconds using a 750 Wan AC
genentor coupled to a variable voltage (approximately 900 volts maximum) tnnsformer. Immediately
after activating the power supply, a 3.0 x 1.2 m seine with 3.2 mm mesh size was placed downstream of the
frame so that stunned fish were swept into it. With the power active, one person dislodged substrate within
the frame to better capture benthic fishes. When current velocities were negligible, or in areas where a seine
was difficult to set, dip nets were sufficient for fish collection. Specimens larger than 20 mm were
identfied to species.

Habitat parameters recorded at each sample included depth (cm), substrate type (coded). and water velocity
(cm/sec). Each of these measurements were recorded at the four comers of sampled frames. Water velocity
was measured with a trlann-McBimey current meter set at 0.6 water depth (mean velocities for a vertical
position) with a calibrated wading rod. Water depth was also recorded with the wading rod. Cover was
rccorded as the number of objects larger than a pencil's diameter, laying across the frame's perimeter.
Substrate was coded as follows: l= clay (<0.06 mm);2=silt (0.06-0.1 mm); 3=fine to coarse sand (0.1-1
mm); 4= fine to coarse gravel (l-60 mm); S=cobble (60-150 mm): 6=boulder (>150 mm); and 7=bedrock
consistng of hard, flat or uplifted surfaces including hard clay surfaces.

Data Analvsis

Each sample provided habitat attributes and the numbers of each fish species collected. Water depth,
current velocity, and substnte type were analyzed using means of the four observations per sample.
Samples containing no fish were also included in the data analysis. These data were analyzed first as l0
stream data sets and then as one data set with samples from all streams combined. Microhabitat attributes
of occupied samples were correlated with total length of each captured fish by species to determine if
habitat use was related to fÏsh size. Species which showed high correlations (i.e. 12 >0.90) were split in to
two size classes: large and small: the exact break depended on the species.

Relations between abiotic habitat attributes and the presence or absence of fish in samples were determined
using a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). This statistical procedure tested the hypothesis that
multivariate habitat composition was similar among samples with and without a species. Initially the full
null model (all variables) wâs tested and variables were eliminated on the basis of canonical loadings and
changes in the F-ratio statistc for the model. The most concise but effective model for defining habitat was
rcported for each species. If no model wæ significant, the p-value for the full model was reported.
Different models were tested until we concluded that there was no simpler model (fewer variables) that
could distinguish used and unused habitat without sacrificing effective discrimination. If the best model
had only one variable, then it was reported æ an analysis of variance (ANOVA) model. These results were
summarized, along with length and weight statistcs and associated microhabitat statistics, for all common
species collected acrcss the l0 stream sites.
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Principal components analysis (PCA) was used to i[ustrate the position of each fish species in habitat space.
Only species that were found to use a specific microhabitat (significant MANOVA results) werc used in the
PCA analysis. PCA generates uncorrclated, multivariate habitat combinations (principle components) in
oder of decreasing importance (7o of vaiance explained). Eigenvectors reported in each analysis were
used to interprçt the general orientation of imponant components. The important habitat components
(eigenvalues >1.0, total variance >657o) were used to plot sample and species locations in multivariate
habitat space. Species' mean locations in habitat space were determined by weighting each sample's factor
score by the abundance of that species in lhe sample. Species which occurred in less Thm 57o of the total
samples at a stream site were omitted ftom this analysis.

To identify generalized species-habitat pattems, PCA and cluster analyses were applied to the entire data set
(all streams combined) using only specialist species. Specialist were species consistently found to use
specific microhabitats in the MANOVA analyses. Species found to use habitat broadly (no significant
MANOVA models) were considered habitat generalists and as such were eliminated from this analysis.
Microhabitat-use assemblages werc identified using the results of species MANOVA's, the pooled PCA. and
a pooled cluster analysis. Species were separated into habitât-use assemblages based on similarities in
microhabitat specialization. These species were then used as descriptors for our habitat types: i.e., we used
the species present in a microhabitat-use group (descriptor species) to identify (l) the primary attributes of
a habitat type (e.9. shallow-fast and shallow-cover), and (2) the quantitative criteria for defining a habitat
tfæ (e.g., water < 30 cm deep). Criteria were established by visually scanning multivariate habitat space,
with samples containing one microhabitat-use grcup at a time, until the selected rsnge of habitat included a
majority of samples containing the descriptor species. For each quantitative habitat criteria, we were
satisfied with endpoins which captured at least SOVo of samples containing any individuals in a descriptor
group. This procedure was done using a high-resolution color monitor on a Macintosh IIci
microcomputer running an exploratory statistics package (Data Desk@ 1989) with manipulative
multivariate graphical capability.

Once habitat types wer€ dehned, we compared the relative occurrence and density of species by habitat
rype as well as by stream sites. Using species densities by site and by habitat type, we determined those
species which were dependent on a particular habitat type. Dependent species werc those species which
occurred in samples classified as a particular habitat type and whose densities in that habitat werc at least
5O1o of its total density across stream sites. The relationship between fish community composition and
instream habitat composition was then finalized and summarized.

RESULTS

In 1989 and 1990 we collected a total of 1578 samples containing 13,524 fish from l0 strcam sites. The
total number of samples taken at each site ranged from 63 ro 242. Overall, 79 species were collected, but
stream sites varied considerably in species and abundances (15 - 40). Comparisons of habitat attributes
(water depth, current velocity, substrate and cover) among the study siæs indicated that sites with the
higbest mean cover values also tended to have the g€atest mean depths. Stream sites with high mean
substrate sizes (i.e., ranging from gravel-cobble) tended to have low mean current velocities (<30 cm/sec)
and greater habitat variability than the sandy strcam sites. In general, all habitat chafacteristics varied
widely within, and among, the stream sites. MANOVA's performed on 59 species (those in 57o or more of
the samples from a stream site) identified the important microhabitat attributes which could successfully
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predict the presence of a species (a subset of these results are in Table l). Most (51) species had
signifi cant habitat associations.

Table 1. Sample MANOVA results for species that were later classified in group A ( swift, coarse,
shallow and no cover microhabitat) in Figure 1. Habitat attributes are shown that were part of a model
to distinguish used from unused microhabitat. The abbreviations for the extremes of the habitat
attributes are: SH = shallowr FA - fast, and CO = coers€. No significant model is shown by "ns" and a
"-" indicates inadequate data for analysis.

Study (acronym labels)

Species LRN TER HIL1 HIL2 HATI HAT2 OAK UPHI I.JPH2 LRS

Largescale stoneroller
Speckled chub (large)
Freckled madtom
Speckled madtom
Greenbreast darter
Rock darter
Banded sculpin

SH/FA SH/FA STVCO

FA/CO SH
FA/CO - FA

SFVCOÆA - FA/CO/SH FA/SH

FA CO SIVFA ns
FA/CO

FA/SH STVCO
FA/SH - SH/FA/CO

ns SHÆA

c;
CO

CO FA/SH

Scientific names in order are: Campostoma oligolepis, Macrhybopsis aestivalis, Noturus nocturnus,
Noturus leptocanthus, Etheostoma jordani, Etheostoma rupestre, Cottus carolinae.

Generalized Habitat Types

A data set pooled across all study sites included 5l species, 11,442 individuals and 1,578 samples with
associated microhabitat attributes. A PCA of the pooled data yielded two components that incorporated.
about 60Vo of the total variance in microhabitat conditions. The fint component was primarily composed
of cover and current velocity and the second component was dominated by water depth and substrate
coarseness (Figure l). These two components described a two dimensional habitat space in which
microhabitats ranged from fast current with no cover to slow current with abundant cover (component l)
and deep water with fine substrate to shallow water with coarse substrate (component 2). The plot of mean
(specialist) species locations in habitat space revealed a general pattern of stream fish habitat use and the
pooled range of habitat conditions. An atrundance of species were concentrated in shallow microhabitats
with coarse substrate and these varied along the water velocity and cover gradient. Those species which
were located toward the slow, deep, high cover end of the available microhabitats were the sunfishes
(Centrarchidae), small and large blacktail redhorse (Moxostoma poecilurum), mosquitofish (Gambusia
affinis), pretty shiner (Lythrurus bellus) and blackspotted topminnow (Fundulus olivaceus). Conversely
the species concentrated in the swift, coarse, shallow and no cover end of the available microhabitats are
shown in Table l. These two groups might be designated respectively as pool and riffle groups; however,
this view would be oversimplified and would not account for the majority of intermediate species in habitat
space.
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Figure l. Mean species locations (solid circles) in habitat space. The irregular
circles labeled with letters A through E encompass species with similar habitat
use. These species groups were used to define habitat types A through E.

Species included in the pooled PCA plot were grouped based on similarity of mean microhabitat use and
the species-specific results of the MANOVA models (examples in Table l). Species which tended to be
similar in micrchabitat use in the grand PCA plot were characterized according to their significant habitat
associations determined from the MANOVA models. For example, many species co-occurred in shallow
microhabitats and MANOVA models indicated that some of these shallow-water species were primarily
oriented to fast currents (e. 9., speckled madtom) and some to cover. Consequently, subgroups could be
formed within the species group concentrated in shallow water. We minimized the number of species
groups by generalizing the pattems seen in the multivariate habitat plot and MANOVA models.

Species groups were interprcted as descripton of a particular type of habitat (habitat-use assemblages), and
their presence in samples was used to develop quantitative definitions of habitat types. We identified five
habitat-use assemblages by balancing species-specific precision with the simplicity of a multispecies-habitat
pattem. These were: a shallow-fast habitat-use group (habitat type A; letters referenced in Figure l); a
slow-high cover grcup (type B); a deep-fast group (C); a shallow-slow group (D); anA a shallow-coarse
group (E). The habitat types corresponded with important areæ for species in a multivariate habitat space,
consequently there was overlap between some habitat types for specific habitat attributes. A criterion for
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distinguishing deep from shallow habitat in all habitat types was a depth of 35 crn. However, no single
criteria defined slow and fast current speed. Fast current was >55 cm/s and >45 cm/s for hahitat types A
and C, and slow curr€nt speed was S20 cm/s and <35 cm/s for types B and D. For habitat type B, a cover
criterion was defined as present or absent and in type E coarse substrate was defined as à 4 (gravel and
larger).

Distribution of Fish by Habitat Type

Using the criteria for habitat types, we assigred each sample to one or more of the 5 habitat types. or as
unclassified when the habitat attributes of that sample could not be clæsified. The number of samples in
each type of habitat varied among the study sites and in some cases one or more habitat types were absent
at a site. The percentage of samples in unclassified habitat was generally high (26 - 58Va). Habitat type A
comprised the smallest p€rcentage of samples at a site and was absent at one site. The percentage of
samples at a site classified in habitat types B and C was generally less than 25Vo of the total samples.
Habitat type C was absent at two study sites. Habitat types D and E comprised the greatest percentage of
habitat samples at a site, usually including greater than 25Vo of the samples.

A comparison of the number of species and density of fish by habiat type and study site indicated how
fish were distributed among habitats. It is important to note two things when comparing fish-habitat
relations this way. First, because the habitat types are non-exclusive, fish densities in each habitat type are
not different subsets of a whole. Some fish werc counted in multiple habitat types. Second densities were
based on numbers, not weight, hence they tend to be biased toward smaller more abundant species.
However, given that the vast majority of stream fish were small, less than 100 mm, very few species were
affected by this bias. Habitat types D and E had the highest densities and diversity of fish. The number of
species using a habitat type tended to be lowest in habitat A. Habitat types which were well represented at a
stream site (i.e., >25% of the samples) usually possessed high frsh densities.

DISCUSSION

Using study strcams and sites which encompassed a wide range of habitats and flow regimes, we were
successful in analyzing species-habitat pattems in a diversity of stream environments. The study sites
varied considerably in habitat composition with some sites lacking entire categories of habitat. V/here
multiple sites were studied on a single stream, there remained great variation in habitat composition.
Difference in total fish densities varied nine fold among the study sites and species richness more than a
thrce fold.

Most of the fish species captured in enough samples for microhabitat analysis were found to specialize on
some set of microhabitat conditions. Some species were very consistent in habitat use across different
streams. The largescale stoneroller, speckled madtom, and greenbreast darter were consistenty
concentrated in microhabitats chancterized as shallow with fast current and coarse substrate. Longear
sunfish (Lepomis megalotis) were consistently concentrated in microhabitats that had slow current speed
and abundant cover. However, some species had highly inconsistent habitat use pattems among the study
sites. The bullhead minnow (Pimephales vigilox) was found to be concentrated in slow microhabitats at
some sites and fast microhabitats at other sites. Spotted bass (Micropterus punctularus) were concentrated
in shallow water at two sites and this species used no particular set of microhabitat conditions at 4 sites.
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Most of the 59 species analyzeil were intermediate among these extremes and were found to be somewhat
consistent, but not uniform, in habitat use. These results suggest that the range of available habitats at a
stream site has an importânt effect on microhabitat use for most species. Thercfore. the use of a particular
set of criteria to define microhabitat needs for individual species does not appear feasible for species-rich,
warmwaær sueams.

Despite variation in species-specific habitat use among study sites and size-classes, there were some general
pdttems evident. Fish concentrated in micmhabitats with coarse substrate tended to specialize on fast
current and shallow water. Likewise, species that were oriented to cover tended to use microhabitats that
had slow curent speed and fine substrate. Overall, most species tryere concentrated in shallow water with
other important habitat anributes being substrate and current speed. Generalized habitat-use trends allowed
us to identify species grcups or habitat-use assemblages. However, species-habitat trends did not
consistently apply at the family level. The diverse families (Cyprinidae, percidae, and Catostomidae) had
members that were concentrated in specific microhabitats, but as a family they spurned nearly all habitat
types. consequently, coping with the high species divenity of warmwater streams and rivers using
taxonomic levels more general than species does not appear to be a solution.

While habitat-use trends found by inspecting results from ten site-specific analyses suggest some general
pattems, this kind of analysis obscures the absolute habitat conditions associated with any single species.
For example, some species were found to be concentrated in swift samples taken at a study site, but these
results do not provide a basis for defining a generalized velocity criteria for all study sites. We
incorporated absolute similarities in habitat use by pooling all study sites and species in one analysis. Such
an analysis sacrifices precision in identifying species-specific habitat use and eliminates any variation in
habitat use due. to the unique nature of instream habitât at a given str€am site. However, such a compromise
was necessary to produce a generalized panem of fish-habitat relations that could be applied to a variety of
streams and rivers.

The analysis of habitat-use pattems across study sites yielded five habitat-use assemblages which appeared
distinct in their microhabitats. Some species were sûongly oriented to cover, and othen were rcstricted to
microhabitats that werc shallow. Both of these two species groups werc found in habitats that had cover in
shallow water even though our results indicated they were captured there in response to different habitat
attributes. We could not find a way to categorize fish into groups using exclusive types of habitat because
most species used very specific habitat defined by one or two attributes. Therefore, the five habitat-use
assemblages often overlapped on microhabitat attribute which was not exclusive to any one habitat type.
This finding was probably the most unexpected but clear result of this study.

Having identified five habitat-use assemblages, conesponding habitat criteria were identified. These criteria
define the type of habitat that we assume are needed to support each group of fish. The resulting five
habitat types provide a basis for assessing and managing changes in stream habitat in a manner that
emphasizes the most sensitive components of a strearn fish community. Overall, the species group-habitat
type classification represents a simple model of the pattem between fish and habitat in the warmwaûer
stre:rms we studied. By incorporating data from study streans with very differcnt macrohabitat features
and flow regimes, we assume this generalized pattem is robust and potentially applicable to a wide range of
str€ams and rivers.
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Categories of habitat are more useful than categories of fish (i.e., habitat-use assemblages) as a basis for an
impact assessment method. In streams outside those we studied, the species composition will vary, but the
basic habitat types should not. Also, past habitat-based studies of streams with altered physical habitat
(reviewed in Bain and Boltz 1989) suggest that the effects on fish are selective and dependent on habitats
used by a species. The habitat types identified here are few in number for practicality and generality.
Nevertheless, the habitat types included all mean habitat conditions of species that specialized on some type
of microhabitat.

Habitat A was used by species generally regarded æ riffle fishes (as in habitat descriptions of regional
"fishes of' publications) and habitat A was defined as shallow (<35 cm) and fast (>55 cm/s). Habitat B
included slow (< 20 cm/s) current speeds with cover and it was important to many sunfishes as well as other
species. Habitat C was important for a few sucker species and was defined as deep (>35 cm) and fast (>45
cm/s). Habitat D was heavily used by many species in a variety of fish families and was defined as shallow
(<35 crn) and slow (<35 cm/s). Like habirar D, habitat E was heavily used by a variery of species which
occurred in shallow water (<35 cm), but habitât E was also defined as having coarse substrate (gravel and
larger). Microhabitats that were outside the range of the five habitat types rvere collectively termed
unclassified habitat and samples in these habitats generally contained low densites of fish.

Our habitat framework qualitatively corresponds with findings of stream fish-habitat research in the
Midwest (Schlosser 1987; Aadland 1993), Great Plains (Peten et al. 1989: Peters and Holland 1990),
Southeast (Ross et al. 1987), and Northeast (Bain et al. 1988; Lobb and Orrh l99l). It is difficult ro
compare such quantitative studies with ours because of differences in methods, objectives, and analyses.
However, fish-habitat research on the Platte River in Nebraska did employ similar methods and analyses
(Peters et al. 1989, Peters and Holland 1990). In this large, turbid river, slow and shallow habitats (<30 cm
deep, <30 cm/s) contained the majority of fish and species. Another group of fish used shallow and fast
habitats (<30 cm, >30 cm/s). Work by Bain et al. (1988) in a New England river also indicated that most
species and fish were in shallow (mean depth = 30 cm) and slow (mean surface current = 8 cny's)
microhabitats. As in this study, Aadland's (lD3) identified six habitat types with variable habitat criteria
but none of his types overlap. and his clæsification criteria are numerically quite different than ours.
Finally, Lobb and Orth (1991) identified four exclusive habitat types by dividing habitat space (defined by
water depth, curent velocity, substrate, vegetaton) into quadrants. Despite some similarities with past
studies, no previous study has classified fish and habitat using all common habitat attributes (depth. current,
substrate, cover), data from a variety of stream systems with natural flow regimes, and with an analytic
approach that allows non-exclusive habitat types.

While the habitat framework identified some trends in the relations between fish and habitat, the generality
of the framework contributes to some weaknesses. Habitat types that overlapped in space (acnral habitat
conditions) frequently had similar species composition and fish densities because some fish were being
counted in multiple habitat types. The very abundant species ranked among the most common fish in
several habitats because even at relatively low densities they were numerous relative to many specialist
species. For example, the largescale stoneroller was was generally concentrated in very fast and shallow
habitat (habitat A), it was often one of the most common fish in other habitat types. Finally, a few species
that appeared to be descriptors of one type of habitat were later found to be concentrated in another habitat
typ€ at a particular strsrm site. Such weaknesses can be expected in any generalized classification of fish
and habitat. Whether such weaknesses are acceptable tradeoffs for greater utility depends on additional
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research on the applicability of the framework to other streams. and the usefulness of the framework for
identifying the effects of habitat alterations.
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ABSTRACT

Two nerv sampling methods were applied to the collection of data on spawning and rearing smallmouth bass
(Microplerus dolomieui) in the mainstem Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania. Both line-transect sampling and equal

habitat area sampling are believed to reduce problems inherent rvith previous methods of collecting data and

developrng habitat suitabilit-v index (FISI) criteria for use with aquatic habitat modeling. The studl rvas designed to

minimrze the biasing effects of habitat availabiliS'. observer subjectivit-v, and fish disturbance through the use of

equal area sampling rvithin habitat t)?e strata. transect randomization. and direct observation of life stages. A 7.5km

reach ofthe Susqueharura River rvas stratified into five habitat tlpes based on depth, velocitr'. substrate. and instream

cover characteristics. Stratification allowed a controlled distribution of effort with a reasonable assurance that all

available habitat characteristics would be sampled. Line-transect sampling is an effective subsanrphng technrque for

large rivers that allorvs random placement and equal effort allocation within habitat t!?e strata. Dirsct observation of

transects using snorkeling or SCUBA gear ensured accurate location and description of chosen microhabitats. Direct

observation of 8l transects yielded microhabitat data at focal positions of 50 spawning nests. 196 young-of-year

bass. and 129 juvenile and adult bass. Comparison of the Susquehanna River data with habitat suitabilit;- models

currently in use revealed several important differences in habitat use by smallmouth for spauning and rearing. A

close association rvas observed between instream cover and sparvning and fr'' rearing which could have rmportant

consequences for habitat modeling.
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Bl20 - Utilisation des modèles d'habitat

INTRODUCTION

A key component to modeling the relationship between streamflorvs and fish habitat rvith the Instrearn Flou' lncremental

Methodology (IFIM) is information describing the microhabitat requirements of the affected fish species. In the IFIM

context, these requirements are typically described bv measurement of rvater depths. $atcr velocitics. bottom substratc

materials, and cover characteristics at the focal positions where fish are observed. Anal1.'sis and interpretation of these

microhabitat observations produce Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) criteria. The biological responses of fish to stream

habitat (described by HSI) are interpreted with predicted physical responses of the river to changes in streamflou or
surface elevations (by log-log rating, step-backwater, or other hvdraulic models) to evaluate potential changes in fish
populations.

IFIM results can be very sensitive to differences in HSI (Modde and Hardy. 1992). and HSI in tunr are knorw to be

very sensitive to differences in data collection (sampling designs and observation methods. Orth er a/.. 1982. Bovec.

1986) and analysis (curve smoothing, Cheslak and Garcia, l9E8), and in factors that affect fislr habitat selection.

including fish species and size (Probst et al., 1984), fish behavior (Gosse and Helm. 1982). fish species composition
(Schlosser, 1987), season and water temperature (Munther, 1970: Todd and Rabeni. 1989). streanrflou's (Bain el a/..

1982), population densities (Fraser and Sise, 1980), food availabilit-v (Wilzbach, 1985). and habitat availabilitv (Orth

et al.,1982).

The effects of resource availability on use by organisms has been a long-standing problem in the fields of ecologl,'
(Ivlev, 196l; Johnson, 1980), and has been a major topic in the development ofHSI where several urethods have becn

employed to account for these effects (Baldridge and Amos, 1982: Rubin er al.. l99l). Although disagreement occurs
over methods to account for habitat availability rn HSI (Morhardt and Hanson. 1988: Bartholou' aud Slauson. 1990).
most researchers acknowledge the potential biases inherent in HSI and many IFIM studies are required to develop site-
specific HSt data, or to test the transferability of existing data to the localitv in question (Thomas and Bovee, 1993).

This habitat suitability study was conducted on the mainstem Susquehanna River in eastern Pennsllvania at the site of
a proposed dam expansion (Figure l). The proposed development would increase rvater surface elevations of the
Susquehanna by 5m at the dam site and would affect elevations and low-flow depth and velocitl characteristics for
approximately 7.5km kilometers upstre:rm. The large size and unique habitat features of the studl area posed concern
over the applicability of published HSI curves for smallmouth bass {Micropterus dolomieai), rvhich were developed
from smaller streams with different habitat characteristics (Edwards et al.. 1983). The objectivo of this studv n'as to
evaluate the applicability of generic HSI criteria for smallmouth bass spauning and rearing for the Susquehanna study
area using site specific data collected by unbiased sampling methodologies. HSI data u,erc collected in the
Susquehanna according to an equal-area, habitat stratified sampling scheme designed to account for the biasrng effects
of habitat availability. Direct observation of focal positions along randomll' selected strip transects minimized
sampling biases associated *'ith observer preconceptions and measurement biases associated with imprecise
identification of focal positions.

STUDY AREA

The study area included the mainstem Susquehanna River from the existing Dock Street Dam at Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania" upstream approximately 7.5km to the Rockville Bridge (Figure l). Limited sampling was also conducted
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in York Haven Pond located on the Susquehanna l9m

downstream of the Dock Street Dam. In the
Harrisburg area, the mainstem Susquehanna averaged
l.2km in width and exhibits mean monthly streamflows
of 322 to 2,153 cubic meters per second. Despite it's
width, the Susquehanna rarely exceeds 2.5m in depth
during low-flow conditions and much of the river is
less tlran lm deep. The expansive shallows with

emergent islands and low velocities produce dense beds

of aquatic macrophytes (Justica americana).

The study area is a highly productive fishery for
smallmouth bass, and fish exceeding 2kg are not
uncornmon in angler catches. Rock bass (Ambloplites
rupestris), channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus),

walleye (Stizostedion vitreum), and muskellunge (Esox
masquinongy) are otler sought-after gamefish in the
study area. Gizzard shad (Dorosoma cepedianum) is
the principle forage species. The heavily wooded
islands common to the study area provide important
nesting habitats for many species ofherons and egrets
and provide complexity to the aquatic habitat (Figure
l ) .

METHODS

Instream flow needs methodology - B12l

Figure 1. Susquehanna River study area used for
the collection of smallmouth bass HSI criteria.
1989 and 1991.

A minimum of fifty micro-habitat observations per life stage was desired to veri$ published HSI criteria for
smallmouth bass (Edwards et al., 1983). Randomlv selected strip transects were sampled in Mav 1989 and in Ma1' and
August l99l within habitat-type strata by snorkeling or SCUBA diving to identify focal positions of spawning and
rearing smallmouth bass.

Habitat Stratification

The pro-iect area was stratified into five macro-habitat t)?es on the basis of depth, velocity, substrate, shoreline. and
aquatic vegetation components (Figure l). Aquatic habitats were generally classified as deep/slow (shallow pool),
deep/fast (deep run), shalloVslow (shallow run). and shallorv/fast (riffle). Island cluster habitat represenred a
heterogeneous mixture of the above habitats with a relativelv large proportion of shoreline area. Because the project
area lacked water exceeding 2m in depth, a sixth habitat stratum (deep pool) rvas selected from the lower end ofyork
Haven Pond, a Susquehanna River impoundment located downstream of the project area. The inclusion of deep pool
habitat was intended to cover a wider range of possible habitat types and to better represent probable post-proJect
habitat conditions. Stratification allowed a controlled distribution of sampling effort with a reasonable assurance that
all available habitat characteristics would be represented.
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Eoual-Area Samolins

The concept of equal-area sampling is based on the supposition that fish densities rvithin a given habitat rype rvill be

govemed by the suitability of that habitat type. By sampling with equal effort in all available habitat types, pooled HSI

data will be weighted by the fish densities present within each gpe. Consequentll', the habitats that are most suitable

will bo most represented in the pooled data. This methodology is based on several assumptions. including: l) effective

habitat stratification, 2) equal recruitment potential and survival between habitat qpes, and 3) equal observabiliq'

between habitat types. The validity of the second assumption in a reach as large as the Susquehanna stud;" area is

unknown, however average distances traveled by radio-tagged smallmouth bass in the study area \.\'as betrveen 2km and

4km during spring and surrmer months (Environmental Research and Consulting. 1993). and high florvs during the

spawmng season were expected to distribute fry away from spawning area (Larimore, 1975). Equal recruitment

between the mostly free-flowing project area and the impounded York Haven Pond was also assumed. although

potential differences prevent a confident interpretation ofdeep water use by sparvning or rearing bass

Transect Selection

Spawning and rearing observations were made within each habitat strata along randomly located strip transects. The

starting point of each transect was selected by locating random coordinate points on a detailed prqect map. Transect
positions were located on-site by triangulating and rangefinding to geographic features. Each transcct extended 90m to

l50m perpendicular to flow. In 1989, transects were delineated with a weighted cable: in l99l transects were sampled

by following a compass heading.

Field Techniques

After a transect was delineated, a diver wearing snorkeling or SCUBA gear moved slowly along the transect line while

searching for rearing fish or spawning nests. Swift water transects required the use ofheavy dive rveights, a hand-held
grapnel anchor, and crampons (ice climbing cleats) to maintain position. Fish exhibiting an alarmed or unnatural

behavior were not included in the analysis; focal positions of all other fish or spawning nests wcre marked with a

weighted and numbered buov. Size of each observed fish was estimated by reference to an undenvater ruler. All

spawning nests were inspected for the presence of eggs or fry. Fry were classified as sac fry (transparent and benthic),

black benthic fr,v. or black suspended fry.

Focal positions of rearing fish were eye-estimated (height above the substrate). focal positions for all spawning nests
were measured l5cm above the substrate. On transects requiring SCLJBA, focal velocities were measured by the diver
at the estimated focal height with a hand-held pygmy current meter attached to a one meter probe. Adjacent current
velocities were also measured at focal height rwo feet to either side of observed nests. Substrate and instream cover

characteristics rvere evaluated at each fish or nest observation point. Substrate was classified with a continuous code of

dominant and adjacent size class composition (Table l) at the focal position under the observed rearing fish or within

the spawning nest. For spawning observations, substrate was also evaluated approximately one foot adjacent to the

nest. Instream cover, if present, was identified by type with it's distance and direction from the focal position.

After completion of each transect, the boat or wading crew retumed to each marker and measured total depth, mean
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column water velocitv. and focal velocitv (for shallow

observations). Overhead cover and surface turbulence

was also evaluated at each focal position. Additional data

recorded at each transect were diver search rvidth. rvater

temperature, water clarit_v (measured with a Secchi disc).

dive time, transect length and direction. weather

conditions, and river stage (morning and evening).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effort Allocation

High flows and poor water clariw during the springs of

1989 and l99l restricted most of the sampling effort to

the middle third of the river channel, making equalization

Instream flow needs methodolow - Bl23

Table l. Type, size, and code ofsubstrates
used to describe focal and nest positions.
Code includes the two most dominant size
classes, with the percent compostion of the
larger size class (i.e. a code 4.3 is 70%o sand
with 30%o gravel; 6.8 is 207o cobble with 80o/o
boulder. From Bovee and Cochnauer (1977).

Substrate Tvpe Size (mm) Code
Vegetation I
Mud / Clal' <.05 2
Silt .05-.5 3
Sand .5-6.4 4
Gravel 6.4-76.2 -i
Cobble 76.2-304.8 6
Boulder >304.8 7
Bedrock I

Table 2. Allocation of sample effort (in lineal meters of transect)
by year, season, and habitat type.

of effort within the macro-habitat strata

difficult. In 1989, effort was largely allocated

to island clusters and deep pool habitat uas

not sampled. Total spring sampling effort for

the two years was approximatell' 1.250 lineal

meters of transect per macro-habitat type,

although deep pools were somewhat under-

sampled and island clusters were over-sampled

(Table 2). Summer sampling was largely

restricted to l99l due to a heaw algal bloom

which occurred in 1989. Summer sampling

was conducted along approximately 600

meters per habitat t)?e, except for deep pools

Sorine Spawnine Summer Rearins

1989 l99l 1989 l99l Totals

305 94s 0 610 1.860
610 640 0  610 1 .860
9t4 245 0 6t0 t .769
802 488 t52 457 t.899

0 1,067 0 762 1.829
1 , 0 5 9 7 4 t 0 0 1 . 8 0 0

Habitat Tyne

Rifïle

Shallow Run
Deep Run
Shallow Pool
Deep Pool
Island Cluster

and island clusters which were samoled

accordingly to produce a combined spring and 
Totals 3'690 4'126

summer effort of 1.800 meters per habitat tlpe

t52  3 ,049 I1 .017

(Table 2). Spawning and rearing transects u'ere distributed throughout most of the study area (Figure 2) and in York

Hven Pond.

Environmental Conditions

River discharge differed substantially during the trvo spawning survey periods. In 1989. streamflows fluctuated

befween 1.421 and 809 cubic meters per second, rvhereas stages during the l99l survey dropped stcadill'from 849 to

464 cubic meters per second. Water temperatures also differed behveen vears. In 1989, water tenrperatures generally

remained below 20oC. In 1991, a heat wave rapidly increased temperatures from 2loC to 24oC- which appeared to

accelerate both spawning and incubation. The wide range of conditions sampled was considered to irnprove the qualit-v

of the data by increasing the variability of habitats available to spawning fish. Spring water visibilities were typically

onlv one to two meters which restricted the location on non-spawning fish.
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Summer rearing data was collected during stable streamflows

of 105 cubic meters per second and a water temperature of

27"C. Visibility was generalll.' less than three meters and

sometimes less than two m€ters due to suspended organic

matter and turbid inflow along the Harrisburg shoreline.

Smallmouth Bass Spawnine

Fifty nest observations were collected for sparvning smallmouth

bass in the Susquehanna River. Twenty-two nests were

observed in 1989 and another 28 in 1991, two of vvhich rvere

found in the deep water habitat at York Haven Pond (Table 3).

Although transect survey methodologies were not designed to

yield precise estimates ofnest or fish densities (transect search

widths were eye estimated), some comparisons between habitat

Rpes may be informative.

Overall, a mean of 0.63 nests were observed per l00m'in the

Harrisburg and York Haven areas (Table 3). Estimated nest

densities ranged from a low of 0.06/100m' in deep runs to a

high of 1.29l100m' in island clusters. Despite the large

difference in mean densities. transects with no nest

observations were common in all habitat rypes.

Nest Activity

Figure 2. Approximate location of spawn-
ing and rearing transects rvithin the study
area.

Table 3. Total number and mean density (#/1fi)m') of
smallmouth bass nests observed along spring transects,
by habitat type.

Mean Nest Density
# Nests Density Range

The majority of nests observed in 1989 contained

eggs (20 of 22 nests), and no fry were observed. In Habitat Tvne

l99l four nests contained eggs and 2l nests

contained fry in various stages of development lT:
(transparent sac-fry - 2 nests; black benthic fry - I I 

Shallow Runs
Deeo Runs

nests; and black suspended fry - 8 nests). Three of Shailow pool
the l99l nests contained no eggs, fiT, or guarding Deep pool

adult. However, the clean substrate wrthin these Island Clusters
nests suggested recent residence and therefore data

were collected. Adult bass were observed in the Totals

proximity of 12 of 22 nests in 1989 and 13 of 28

9 0.80
4 0.32
l 0.06
l0  0 .6e
2 0 .30
24 t .ze

50 0.63

0 - 2.05
0 - 2.87
0 -  1 .02
0 - 2.58
0  -  1 . 8 0
0  -  5 . 1 3

0  -  5 . 1 3

nests in 1991. The actual proportion of nests with resident adults was probably underestimated due to disturbance by

the diver. The estimated fork length of adult bass found over nests ranged from 15 to 50 cm in l9tt9 (mean=3 l.4cm)

and22ta 35 cm in l99l (mean=27.6cm).
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Instream flow needs methodology - Bl25

Nest Depth

Smallmouth bass nests observed in the Susquehanna ranged in depth from 37cm to l52cm and averaged l02cm in

depth (Figure 3). The two York Haven nests occurred at approximately 260cm deep. Nests were tlpicalll' deeper in

1989 (mean=l06cm) than in l99l (mean= 86cm), possibly

due to the higher flows encountered that year. The

Susquehanna data showed somewhat higher suitability of

shallow water than the HSI curve suggested by the United

States Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS, Edwards et al.,

1983). Nest observations in York Haven Pool rndicated that

deep water can be suitable for spawning, but data from the

Susquehanna and other waters (Surber, 1943; Stone et a/.,

1954; Cleary, 1956; Coble, 1975; Monahan, l99l) do not

veri$ keeping suitability maximum to depths of 175 cm,

or to infinity as suggested by the FWS clear rvater option

(Edwards et al.,1983).

Nest Velocity
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Mean column velocities at nest sites ranged from zero to

58cm/s and averaged 16 cm/s (Figure 4). High flows

during spawning in 1989 produced much higher nest

velocities (mean = 26cmls) than observed in l99l (mean = 
i

8cm/s). Despite the observed difference in mean column 
A

velocities. bottom velocities at nest sites were similar in

1989 (mean= 6cm/s) and in l99l (mean = 4cm/s). The low

and relatively constant bottom velocities measured at nest

sites was largely due to the upstream presence ofsubmerged

cover. Smallmouth bass are known to require low

bottom velocities for successful reproduction (Surber, 1943;

Cleary, 1956; Coble, 1975; Pflieger,1975, Simonson and

Swenson, 1990). Differences in adjacent bottom velocities

measured 60cm to the side of nest cavities in l99l ranged

from zero to l3cm/s (mean = 3cmis), but were generally less than 5cm/s. The distribution of mean column velocities

measured at Susquehanna River nests did not conform to the HSI curve suggested by the FWS (Ed*'ards el a/., 1985),

which indicates much higher suitability for velocities exceeding 25cmls (Figure 4). In lotic systems. however, bottom

velocities at many nest sites may be determined by the upstream presence of instream cover rather than by mean column

velocities over the nest. This imprecise association betu,een mean column velocities and bottom velocittes, of which the

latter is probably most critical for nest selection and success, makes prediction of spawning surtability difficult with

current instream flow methodologies.

s 35 65 95 125 155 185 215 2{5

D€pth (cm)

Figure 3. Depths measured at spawning
nests. with FWS HSI curves.
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Figure 4. Mean clumn velocities measured at
spawning nests, with FWS HSI curve.
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B126 - Utilisation des modèles d'habitat

Nest Cover

All but four of the 50 observed nests (92%) were associated with some form
of instream cover (Figure 5). Most nests (78%) were located unmediately
downstream from the cover element. Cover types used by nesting bass were
aquatic vegetation (46% - mostly water willow), wood1, debris and tree
branches or roots (14%), boulders (24%), and cobbles (8%). Overhead and
turbulence cover were present in 6%o and l8% of all nest observations,
respectively. Nests were typically located in close proximity to the cover
element (mean distance =23cm). Sixty percent of observed nests were less
than 20cm from cover (Figure 6).

Close proximity to cover was found to be an important aspect of nest sites
in both lotic (Simonson and Swenson, 1990) and lentic (Vogele,
l98l) environments. Instream cover rnay provide protection from I)
excessive velocities (see above) or provide security for firl' *
(Liyingstone and Rabeni, 1989) or spawning adults (Cleary, 1956).

gt
q)

+15
c

r* l0

5

0

substrates found within Susquehanna nests

were consistent with those described by the 
l8

FWS HSI curve (Edwards et a1.,1985) and 16

with other studies (Coble, 1975: Pflieger, l'l

1975; Vogele, l98l; Monahan, l99l). ! 
12

Susquehanna nests showed more fines (sitt) Ë to
I

which accumulated in older and recently Ë I

abandoned nests, and several nests were found 6
with eggs attached to water willow roots. 4

Nest Substrate

Gravel uas the predominant substrate type within smallmouth bass

nests, accountmg for 56Vo of the observations (Figure 7). Cobble

was dominant n 12% of nests, vegetation (water willow stems and

roots) in l0o/o, and fines (sand or silt) in the remaining 22%.

Differences in substrate composition within and adjacent to nests are

readily apparent. The difference in nest and adjacent substrates

illustratesthe cleaning ability ofspawning bass,and the need to

account for underlying materials when evaluating substrate suit-

ability (some nests were excavated in 5cm of silt). In general. the

Cobble 87o -"---W

Woody Debris l4-ryo

Figure 5. Percent composition ofcover
types found near smallmouth bass nests.

IkEbG{r(d

Figure 6. Distance measured from small-
mouth bass nests to the nearest form of
instream cover.
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Boulder
24"/"
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Smallmouth Bass Rearing

Length Frequency

Four hundred and fifty-five rearing bass were

observed during spring and summer surveys.
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Observed bass ranged in length from 5cm to 46cm (Figure

8). The dominant size class rvas composed of voung-of-
vear (YOY) bass (5 - l0.9cm); the remaining fish

represented juvenile (i.e. yearling, I l-l9.9cm) and adult

bass (20+ cm). Because juvenile bass were frequently

seen in close proximib, to adult fish. and because
juvenile and adult bass used similar depths and velocities.

these fish were grouped together for further analysis
(YLC+). Similar findings were made by" Orth et al.
(1982). HSI data were collected at focal positions of 196

YOY and 129 YLG+ bass.

YOY or YLG+ bass were observed on all but two summer

transects. Densities of YOY vvere far higher in riffles

than in other habitat types (Table 4). Variability in YLG+

densities between habitat t!?es rvas much less than ob-
served with YOY. Overall densities rvere estimated at l0
YOY/100m' and 3 YLG+/100m'. Qualitative estimares

of YOY densities in Courtois Creek averaged approximatelv one-third of the Susquehanna value (Pflieger. 1975).
however estimated YLG+ densities in the Susquehanna rvere lower than densities reported from manv smaller rivers
(Paragamian and Coble. 1975).

Table 4. Total number and mean density (#/l(X)m') of YOY and YLG+ small-
mouth bass observed along summer transects, by habitat type.

o 6 0

Ir 40

I Spring

i ESummer i

?

I'LG+

juvenile I adult

5 7 9 rr 13 15 17 19 2t 23 2s 27 29 3r+
Fork længth (cm)

Figure 8. Length frequency of smallmouth bass
observed in the Susquehanna River during spring
and summer surveys, 1989 and 1991. Young-of-
year (YOY, <llcm fork lenEh) and juvenile+adult
(YLG+, >lOcm) life stage classifications are
shown..

Rearing Depth

The observed depth

distributions of YOY and
YLG| bass were noticeablv

different. Mean depth of

YOY focal positions rvas

53cm (Figure 9). rvhereas

YLG+ fish were observed at

a mean depth of l3lcm
(Figure l0). Although range

in depth was similar, YOY

Habitat Tvne

Riffles 242
Shallow Runs 54
Deep Runs 2l
Shallow Pool 24
Deeo Pools l0
Totals 351

3 0  1 0 - 5 6  3 4
7  0 - 2 2  4
3  0 - 8  t 7
4  0 - 9  2 7
_ L  0 - 3  2 2
l 0  0 - 5 6  1 0 4

Mean
YOY Density

# YOY Densitv Ranse

Mean
YLG+ Density

# YLG+ Densitv Ranse

4  0 - 8
I  0 - t
2  0 - 5
5  4 - 8
t  z - J

t  o-s

frequently inhabited water less than 30cm deep and were uncorrmon at depths exceeding l50cm. ln contrast. YLG+
were not observed in rvater less than 30cm but were relativelv abundant in the deeper depths. The drstinct shallow
water peak for YLG+ at 35cm is composed of observations from riffle habitats and represents both juvenile and adult
bass.

Comparison of Susquehanna data with FWS HSI curves for fry, juvenile, and adult bass show ferv similarities. Both
FWS curves show lou' suitabilities for depths less than 40cm, where numerous YOY uere observed in the
Susquehanna. The practice of maintaining maximum suitabilities in deeper u,ater for bass fry does not appear valid for
the Susquehanna River. Despite considerable effort in greater depths. ferv fry were found in the presence oflarger
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Figure 9. Depths measured at YOY
focal positions, with FWS HSI curves.

bass. Other HSI studies have also suggested lorv suitability of deeper

le9l ) .
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Figure 11. Mean column velocities measured at
YOY focal positions, with F\ilS HSI curves.
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Figure 10. Depths measured at YLG+
focal positions, with FWS HSI curves.

rvater for fn (Bain et al.. 1982. Monalnrt.
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Figure 12. Mean column velocities measured at
YLG+ focal positions, with FWS HSI curves.

The FWS HSI curves for juvenile and adult bass also appear to under-rate the importance of shallos' \\'ater. where

numerous bass of both size classes were observed holding focal positions in riffle habitats (Figure l0). These FWS

curves were derived from electrofishing data. rvhich might be expected to disturb large fish auav fronr such exposed

positions. Despite the use of electrofishing. Orth et al. (1982) also captured numerous adult bass rn water less than

50cm. The suitabilitv of shallorv water for adult bass may, be enhanced in larger river s1'stents. as manl of the

Susquehanna observations were made hundreds of meters arval' from the nearest streambank cnd its associated

community of predators. Turbulence cover \!as also present at man,v of these shallorv tvater obscr\ations. The FWS

practice of keeping depth suitability at maximum for juvenile and adult bass may be valid for the Susquehanna. Studies

in other large rivers have shown substantial use of deep water b-v adult bass (Munther. 1970).

Rearing Velocity

Mean column velocities measured at focal points averaged l5cm/s for YOY bass and 20cm/s for YLG+ bass (Figures

I I and l2). The frequency distributions were fairly similar. with larger fish somervhat more abundant in faster $'ater.
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The observed similarities were probably due to the relatively large size of the YOY bass. most of which exceeded seven

cm in length. Relatively few YOY or YLGI were found in velocities exceeding 50cm/s. rvhiclr is consistent rvith

findings in other rivers (Orth et al., 1982'. Rankin. 1986: Todd and Rabeni. 1989: Monahan. 199 l). Several studies

have shown that velocities less than 25cm/s are optimum for bass voung-of-r'ear (Bain et rr/.. l9lt2: Simonson and

Swenson, 1990). The FWS curve describing velocity suitabilities for fi1 (Figure ll) matches the Susquehanna data
fairly well until approximately 30cm/s, at which point the FWS juvenile curve shorvs a more sinri!:rr trcnd. Because
bass often select locations behind submerged objects, these fish can find suitable habitat in mean column velocities
thought to exceed critical levels. The observed use of velocities by Susquehanna YLG+ rvas closelv matched b1' the
FWS HSI curve for juvenile bass (Figure l2).

Rearing Cover

Young-of-year and juvenile/adult bass were frequently observed in close association with instreanr cover (Figure l3)

The cover association was particularly strong with the YOY population, where only, 7Yo of obsen'ations rvere made in

the absence of observable cover (Figure l4). In contrast, 48% of observed

None 7oÂ Aquat ic
Vegetation 127"

\ Wood5
6{)

Gle .t{rse &}99 r*Ee xtr#
If,stame ûo Cbiver (crn)

Figure 13. Distance measured from focal positions
of YOY and YLG+ bass to the nearest form of
instream cover.
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Figure 14. Percent composition ofcover
types observed near YOY and YLG+
focal positions.
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YLG+ were observed away from cover. Rock substrates, such as cobbles, boulders, or bedrock ledges, were the most
cornmon form of instream object cover observed near focal positions. Instream vegetation (mostll rvater willow) was
the closest source of object cover for l2o/o of YOY and6%o of YLG+ bass. Woody debris or tree roots were seen near
5-77o of observations. Overhead cover in the form of surface turbulence or overhanging objects was observed at only'
2%o and 6Yo of all YOY and YLG| observations, respectively.

Cover is frequently cited as an important habitat component for smallmouth bass (Probst et at .. 1984, Todd and
Rabeni, 1989). In large rivers such as the Susquehanna, rvoodv debris and other riparian-related cover t)pes are
relatively rare and many fish rely on rock substrates and aquatic vegetation for protection from prcdators or excessive
velocities (Munther, 1970; Simonson and Swenson. 1990).
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Rearing Substrate

Young-oÊyear smallmouth bass were most frequently seen over sand and gravel substrates. but cobble. boulder, and

bedrock were also used (Figure l5). YLG+ bass used a similar range of substrates with a somew'hat greater use of the

fine substrates characteristic of deeper water (Figure 16). Sand and gravel substrates were more dominant in the
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Susquehanna data than found ilr other studies (Munther. 1970: Orth et ol.. 1982; Rankin, 1986: Todd and Rabeni,

1989, Monahan, l99l). The FIWS HSI curves for fi1'and juvenile/adult bass also emphasized higher suitabilities of

larger substrate materials. Some of these discrepancies may be due to the procedures used to classifl' substrate. In the

Susquehanna data, substrate was characterized within a 30cm radius offocal positions, which may not have accounted

for the presence of larger materi{ls further away. YOY, for instance. were seldom found away fronr covei components,

which often included nearby cobples and boulders (Figure l4)..
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ABSTRACT

The regulation by dams and reservoirs of the upper reaches of the Seine and ir major tributaries, the Aube and Marne
rivers, has greatly modified the natural flow characteristics ofthe river by reducing the periods and durations ofrecur-
ring floods. The impacts of these regulation works on the ecosystem are numerous; they mostly affect the structure of
fish communities.

This paper att€mpts to provide elements for more ecological management practices of these hydraulic works, by
proposing modelisation of the reproduction habitat of pike (Esox lucius), a species highly representative of this type of
river and its functionnal relations with the flood plain. Pike favours flooded grasslands, closely linked to the impor-
tance ofannual floods, as spawning grounds. The idea is to use pike as a reference species 1s xdnpt the French version
of PIIABSIM.

The method requires a global assessment of the quality and number of aquatic habitats on the Seine near Pont-sur-
Seine, which are available for the first development stages of pike, and then produce a model to estimate the potential
carrying æpacity or weighted usable areas (WUA) under different flow conditions, by coupling measurements of
water level, flow speed and vegetation cover with pike habitat preference curves. Results have revealed, in terms of
WUd the impacts of regulation structures between 1966 and 1989.

KEY-WORDS: Fish / Habitat / Dams / Management / Seine / Pike
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INTRODUCTION

This paper results from a six month study by a graduate student. The objective of the study was to define a prelimi-
nary ecological reference flow in a river by modeling the habitat of a key species, the northern pike. The biological
cycle ofthe pike, especially the reproduction phase and early stages of developman! requires a variety of specific
habitats such as cut-offmeanders, oxbows, flooded grasslands, eæ. The occuûence and good firnctionning of these
habitats regulate the production and survival rate of pike larv-ae. Pike is an inæresting biological model reflecting the
ecological conditions ofthe river, particularly because it uses the relations between primary and secondary river beds.

Our study contributes to a betùer comprehension of the hydrosystem and assesses the impacts of flow regulation in the
upper reaches of the Seine hydrographic basin. The Seine urd Aube dams and reservoin, in operation since 1966 and
1990 respectively, were designed and commissionned to supply drinking rryater to Paris, to maintain minimum
low-water levels and to control recurring floods. Their curent operation mode induces changes in natural flow charac-
æristics, a decrease of flood durations and, ultimaæly, a generalized disturbance of the hydrosysæm.

This study was conducted in the course of research projects of the "Corridor fluvial" group of PIREN-SEINE; the
global objective of the research projects is to inægraæ the inæractions between the river and the various habitats along
the alluvial plain within the ecological models of the Seine hydrographics.

DAMS AND RESERVOIRS ON TI{E SEINE

Constructed and managed by the "Institution Int€rdépartementale des Barrages-réservoirs du Bassin de la Seine
(IIBRS)", or'Grands Lacs de la Seine (GIS)", these works have a double objective: flood control and maintenance of
minimum low-water flows, while supplying sufficient drinking rryater resewes for the metropolitain Paris, as a
predominant eoncern. These objectives may appear contradictory. In fact, the dams stock water from December to
June (by topping eventual flood peala), and then release water from July to November following a rule of reservoir
ranking (translated by a "filling-flushing" curve). Depending on the operation mode, the flow characæristics of the
river are modified and the natural discharge, to which biological components have adapted, is dismrbed. Esablished
on the upper reaches of the Seine and of is tributaries, Aube and Mame, the dams and reservoirs greatly affect tlæ
natural flow charact€ristics.

KEY SPECIES: PIKE

Pike prefers flooded natural grasslands for spawning. It uses wetlands, ditches, small grass-filled brooks in the alluvial
plains, and cut-offmeanders in contact with the river during winær and spring floods (February to April). Thus, pike
require easy acoess to and from these associated zones. The oocurrenee and proper firnctionning of these zones
regulaæ pike larv"ae production and survival rate. Pike is thus a good indicator of proper lateral water exchanges with
the main river bed.

Therefore, the snrdy of pike rcproduction should inform on the biological potential of flooded plains along the Seine
and highlight eventual misfrrnctions of the river system. This justifies our selection of pike as the reference species.

STUDYAREA

An adequate snrdy siæ was required to validate our method. Pont-sur-Seine is located 150 km from Paris. This siæ
comprises 7 km of river, bordered upstrearn by Périgny-la-Rose and downstream by the town ofNogent-sur-Seine. On
a ten-kilometer segment, the river has rernained largely natural despiæ hydraulic works and farming on
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Figure I : Diegrem of the main potentiel pike spawning grounds et Pont-sur-Seine on the Seine

a portion of the territory. The main river bed remains a flood expansion zone and there is a functionnal lateral compo-
nent of the hydrosystem. Cut-offmeanders, oxbrows and flooded grasslands are abundant. Vegetation along the main
river bed comprises oakwoods, poplar forests, farmlands and grasslands in sufficient proportions to provide adequate
pike reproduction habitats (Figure l). In addition, water quality is considered Sood in the Pont-sur-Seine area.

The total surface area of the plain is approximately 2912tre.,7.3 km long by 4 km wide.

MODELIZATION OF PIKE REPRODUCTION IIABITAT

Modelization of the reproduction habitat of pike, a key species in this type of river environment, was attempted. It
consisted in'dapting the PHABSIM method to a river in its flood plain using pike as a reference species (Figure 2).

The method consists in coupling a hydraulic model and a biological model in order to quanti$, in relation with
discharge values, the poæntial carrying capaclty ofa strearn section for a given species at different stages ofdevelop-
ment (life cycle): spawning, fry, juveniles, adults. In our case, we studied the potential areas adequate for

o Nogent-sur-Seine
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pike reproduction.

Globally, the goal is to provide quantitative assistance for the selection of an optimal reference flow which satisfies
pike requirements while protecting the inûerests of riverfront residents. At this scale, very accurata values are not
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essential; it is preferable to provide values relating to various scenarios in order to find a sound ecological reference
flow.

Pike biological model

A biolqgical model essentially reflects the relationship betrveen relative density of the species and some habitat
variables provided by the hydraulic model. The biological criæria used to establish the pike preference curve were
selected on the basis of a liærature review. The criûeria retained are: nature of the vegetation cover (C), water level (L)
and flow speed (S); although water t€mp€rature is critcal during the embryonic developmen! it was not retained
because it is considered an uncontrollable parameûer influenced by weather conditions. Water quality is globaly satis-
factory in the area; therefore it was not taken into account in the model.

For each value ofthe variables, preference coefficients, berween 0 and I, are attributed.

Yegetation cover

Pike is someho\il an opportunistic spawner and vegetation cover is not of utmost importance at spawning sites.
However a substrate lined with submerged terrestrial vegetaton is prefered over a substrate of tree stumps and dead
wood. These preferences are based on Fortin et al. (1982) who studied the mean egg density laid on different
substrates: grasslands, shrubby and herbacpous vegetation, forest with herbaceous vegetation, forest with a leaf litter,
emerging aquatic vegetatiorL etc.

The maximum preference coefficient is granted to grasslands; for other substrate, values are calculated by a simple
rule ofthree (Iable I and Figure 3).

Teble l.Inlluence ofthe vegetetion cover on the density ofeggs laid (from Fortin; 1982) end preference
coefiichnt.

Vegetetion covcr Egg density(n/m2) Preference coefficient

Grrsslend
Shrubs with herbeceous strltum
Forest with herbeceous vegetation
Forest with deed lerf litter
Emergent equetic vegetetion
Bere or ploughed soil

2. l2to 6.98
3.40 to 4.67
0 t o 2
0+
I to 2.34
0

I
0 .E
0.2
0
0.3
0

Water level

During the first two stages of life cycle, pike is vulnerable to water level variations, especially to level drops threaten-
ing essential habitats. Inrmobile eggs and larvae are particularly exposed. At these stages, pike prefers water levels
between 30 and 50 cm. Conversely, alevins are mobile and prefer water levels between 40 and 60 Cm.

Two curves are drawn to account for these elements (Figure 3), assuming a decrease by 30%of the preference coeffi-
cient for each l0 centimeter layer on either side of the optimal water levels for each stage (Table 2).
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Teble 2.Prefercnce coeflicients of the pike lirst two strges of development for dilferent weter levels.

Weter level (cm)
Eggs/embryos
Alevins

Flow speeds

In its first stages of development, pike prefers slow moving water. According to Inskip (1982), the ideal flow speed
lies betwesn 0 and 5 cm/s. However, speeds between 5 and 30 cm/s are still adequate for efficient spawning and
normal embryos and alevins development. Pike reproduction is hampered by flow speeds above 30 cm/s.

The speed preference cuwe (Figure 3) considers 60 cm/s as the upper limit above which pike spawning does not occur
at the site.

H)rdraulic model

This step consists in defining the values of morphodynamic variables (L, C, S) and their variations within the flood
plain along the main river bed at Pont-sur-Seine, in relation with river discharges.

Re lati ons hip b e tw e e n di s c ha r ge and f o ode d surfac e s

The potential flooded surfaces between immediaæly downstream from Conflans-sur-Seine and Nogent-sur-Seine were
estimatsd for 5 discharge ranges (175, 303, 422,250 and 608 m3/s; frotn several sets ofaerial photographs taken by
IGN in the course of the impact assessment study of the EDF generating station at Norgent-sur-Seine, combined by a
study by SOGREAH (19E3). For each discharge, observed surfaces were plotted on a contour map, scale l:25 000,
and measured with a digital planimeter. The total surface area of the studied plain is approximately 2912 ha 7.3 lon
long by 4 km wide Clable 3).

Table 3.Evolution of flooded surface in reletion with river discharge

0 l0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
0 0.4 0.7 I  I  l  0.7 0.4 0.1 0 0
0 0.1 0.4 0.7 I  I  I  0.7 0.4 0.1 0

Discherge (m3/s)
Flooded surfaces (ha)
o/e of llood plain

250 303
t7t2 23tl
58 79

383 422 60E
2562 26t2 2769
87 89 95

100 t75
0 734
0 2 5

Habitat vaiable e stimates

The flood plain was then divided according to vegetation cover. This produces a mosaic picture made of elementary
zones, called cells, for which the surface and the three variables (C, L, S) are measured at different discharge values.

Vegetation cover was compiled from a l:25 000 cartography done in 1983 by the Muséum National d'Histoire
Naturelle and updaæd by recent observations made by geographers working on Corridor Fluvial (Levassor et al.
1995), and by a ground-truthing experiment conducted at the end of the 1995 summer. Along the main river bed, four
major vegetation covers were identified: grassland, oakwood, poplar forest and farmland. Homogenous zones were
detennined for each tlpe of cover and their surfaces were measured with a digital planimeter. The evolution of flooded
surfaces of each vegetation cover w:rs then measured in relation with river discharge (Table 4). This was accom-
plished by superimposing, for each discharge value, the map offlooded surfaces on the map ofvegetation cover.
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Teble 4.Evolution of gnsslend end popler forest llooded surfices in reletion with river discherge.

Discharge (m3/s)
Gresslend (he)
Popler forest (he)

The relationship between water level and river discharge could not be established only on the basis of the depths
measured at various points locat€d near the main channel and in the flood plain (SOGREAH, 1983). These me:lsure-
ments were extrapolated to the whole plain from the l:25 000 IGN map. Taking into account the topography, surfaces
considered homqgenous in attitudc were delimited around the measurement points. Thus, water level was estimated by
"zones". However, these estimates were in part supported by water level measurements taken on January 7 and 8,

1994, during a peak flood peri{ for a discharge of2E8 m3/s along a transverse transect between Pont-sur-Seine and
Courtavant (Levassor et al. 1994). For each discharge value, a map ofwater levels (l:25 000) was drawn.

Flow speed - Data on flow speed are scarce. Only a few flow speed measurements along the transect between Pont-
sur-Seine and Courtavant are provided by l-evassor et al. (1994). A mean flow spesd of 1.88 m/s was measured in the

Seine secondary bed during a discharge of 288 m3/s. Flow speed can reach 1.5 m/s in the major bed drainage ditches,
which are privileged flow æ<is. Everywhere else along the transect, flow speeds are below 0.3 m/s, not limiting pike

spawning and egg hatching. Conversely, when the discharges exceçd 400 m3/s (SOGREAH 1983), flow speeds are
above the tolerance threshold for the survival of pike eggs.

Because ofthe lack ofdata available, only three classes ofvalues are considered. From 100 to 300 m3/s discharges,

flow speed is assumed to be below 0.3 m/s over most of the flood plain. Berween 300 and 400 m3/s, flow speeds

increase and rcach between 0.3 and 0.6 m/s, limiting pike reproduction. Above 400 m3/s, egg survival and develop-
ment are impossible, with the exception of a few rernote sites protected by dense rugged vegetation.

Model coupling

Data on the characûeristics of the flood plain in relation with the river discharge are processed in a hydraulyc model
coupled with the biological model. The resulting hydraulic parameters are used to measure the surfaces of habitat
usable by fish (Weighted Usable Area = WIIA). For each i cell, defined from similar vegetation cover, WUAi equals
the surface Ai multiplied by the preference coefficients read on the preference curvers P(CD, P(Li) and P(Si):

WUAi = Ai x P(Ci)x P(Li) x P(Si)

For a given discharge, the toal WUA for the study area equals the summation of all WUAi:
WlIAtot=DilUAi

RESTJLTS

This calculation for different discharges provides a WLJA (Q) curve for the study area (Figure 4). Two !V[JA (Q)
curves are drawn, respectively related to the first two stages of development of pike (eggs/embryos and alevins); but
since the two curves are similar, only the first one is used in the model.

100 175 250 303 383 422 60E
0 2t6 235 23E 238 23E 238
0 2t3 590 760 831 834 E56
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Figure a : \ilUA(Q) curve for the study site.

The mæ<imum WIIA is reached for a discharge of 250 to 300 m3/s. The lower limit of 100 m3/s corresponds to the
battkful discharge. Above 400 m3/s, the siæ is not suitable for pike reproduction; water levels and flow speeds at these
discharges do not meet the habitat requirements for pike reproduction.

Optimum discharge

The evolution of grassland flooded surhces in relation with river discharges shows that a rnaximum of 235 ha is
reached at a discharge of 250 m3/s (fable 4). But such a large area may not be biologically essential. Although
mature fish present in the river all year around prefer flooded grasslands for spawning, fish abundance is necessarily
limited in the river and it is likely that there is a threshold beyond which additional flooded grasslands are superfluous.
Pike density assessments in lakes are commonly found in the literature but rather rarely for river populations; also
dara available often include all individuals, adults andjuveniles (table 5).

Teble 5. Pike density estimated in various environments (from J.P. Roat, 1988).

<FWUA caga/embryor
alevin

Location Density (nb/he) Reference

Wisconsin Lekes (Polend)
River Pilice (Polend)
River Pilica (Polend)
Ouluj oki River (Finland)
River Nene @nglend)
River Stour @nglend)
River Frome @nglend)
Mean

6.2 to7 .4
26
l l  to 12
4.5
200
2l to 127
127 to227
5 6 - E 6

Priegel and Krohn (1975)
Penczach Zalewski and Molinski (1976)
Mann and Penczack (1984)
Lind and Kaukoranta (1975)
thrt and Pitcher (1973\
Mann (1980)
Mann (1980)

We shall consider a density of 4.5 adults/ha (adults are 3* years), although this is a low density when compared to
other environments. This value leads to an estimated 189 mature fish at the study site, where the submerged river bed
is approximately 42 la (60 m mean width and 7 km long). Since the sex-ratio is usually I in nature, 94 females are
potentially present. With 8 females/ha of flooded grasslands (Inskip 1982), only ll.8 ha of grasslands are actually
required.
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In fact, about 238 ha ofgrassland are found over the whole study area (Table 4) and the vegetation cover does not

appear to be a limitation factor. For a discharge of 175 m3/s, 216 ha of grasslands are flooded, almost the total
surface. Reproduction habitats are then available for about E0 adult pikes per ha ofriver surface. This value is close

to the mean denstty reported in table 5; it even seems rather high. A discharge of 175 m3/s would ûrus be sufficien!
sincæ the increase in grassland flooded surfaces at greaûer discharges does not imply a proportionnal increase in site
carryrng capacity for spawning pikes.

1æ
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3/8
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3m
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Figure 4' : Comperison of different \ilUA curves
firyUAt : wgter level at -lO o/e , WUArr : r'rter levcl et + l0 e/o)

Sensitivitv analysis

First, the 'weight" of each morphodynamic vairable (vegetaton cover (C), water level (L) and flow speed (S) in the
dra*ing of the W[IA(Q) curve was assessed. For this purpose, we calculated two new WUA curves: a first, WIIA (Q,
C, L) using only C and L; a second" WUA (Q, C, S) using only C and S. The resulting cunes were compared to the
WUA (Q) curve which inægrates all three variables. The WUA (Q, C, L) curve is shaped like the WIJA (Q) curve,
while the WUA (Q, C, S) curve is very differenl particularly for higher discharges. Therefore the "weight" of tre
variable flow speed is low in the development of the WIJA (Q) curve. Conversely, the water lwel variable is dominant
in the calculation of the WUA (Q) at the Pont-sur-Seine site.

We then proceeded with a sensitivity analysis on water levels at + and -10% of the value on the curve. The resuhing
WUA (Q) curve shape are similar to the mean WIJA (Q) curve (Figure 4').

Utilization of discharge time series

A 33-year discharge time series (1960-1993) was compiled from available information in the Hydro database for three
stations: Arcis-sur-Aube, Méry-sur-Seine and Pont-sur-Seine (Figure 5). The geomorphological and rain conditions
are similar all over the Seine and Aube watersheù above their confluence. This situation is expressed by similar
hydrographs at the two stations; the frequency offloods is the same, only the intensity differs. Consequently, floods
recorded at Pont-sur-Seine are "simple floods" (Figure 6).

It has been possible to recreate the discharges at Pont-sur-Seine for the period 1960-1965, from data recorded at
Méry-sur-Seine or at Arcis-sur-Aube. The following linear regressiorui were calculated:

Q@ont)=2.4Q@éry)
Q0on0 =2.2Q(Arcis)
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AEis er Aube (F11501010)
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Py
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Figure 5 : Locetion of gauging stations

The impact of river regulation by the Seine and Aube dams-reservoirs, respectively commissionned in 1966 and 1990,
can be assessed with these two relations, by recreating different çpes ofdischarge series at Pont-sur-Seine between
the two dates:

-natural flow characteristics, simulated by the relation Q@ont) = 2.2 Q(Arcis) which corresponds to the Aube
flow characteristics prior to 1990;
-flow characteristics regulated by a single dam, which corresponds to the actual flow measured at Pont-sur-Seine
since the commissionning of the Seine dam in 1966;
-flow characûeristics regulated by two dams, simulated by the relation Q@ont) = 2.4 Q(Méry).

Ailha t ARCIS 3sr AULIË {t113{,f0ttl) - Arnéc : t9i5
Sclno à IEF/ rur SEINE (H08lmt0) - Arn6r : l!165
I POXTST-SEINE lQlzmlol - Annar: t$ti

Dabhr notDtËJoutn.ll.r= tn n d.ily dirêh.t![

ntr æ1

Figure 6 : Simple tloods recorded at Pont-sur-Seine
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The discharge time series Q(t) are then coupled with the pike WIJA(Q) cuwe to get WUA(Q) time series for a tempo-
ral analysis. Since the period suitable for pike spawning and the first two life stages spans from mid-February to
mid-April, only this period (60 days) is considered (Figure 7).

The resulting Wt A(t) curves indicate strong variations which make difficult direct interpretation in terms of habitat
available to pike (Figure 7). The WIIA(+) time series must be classified and adjusted: for each year, daily \ilLIA

during the period considered are ranked by decreasing order. This representation supplies a measure ofthe time span
(7o) during which a given value of WUA is exceeded, during the period considered (Valentin 1995).

ianuety tebruary march ep.il mai

Figure 7 : E:emple of r WUA(t) time senes in neturd llow conditions - year 1980 -
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I rt 2' 
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Figure 9 : Comperison of renked IVUA(t) curves between 1966 and 1989 for various discherge simulations.
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Because of natural climate variations, these curves are naturally very different from year to year (Figure 8). For

example under simulated natural flow characteristics, the 50 WUA value -half of the maximum WIrA- is reached or
excæeded during 27 days (45% of duration) in the year 1980, while it is reached for only 2 days (3% of duration) in
1970. Thus, int€rannud variations mat be very important.

Nevertheless, the effect of regulation works can be assessed by comparing the resulting curves for the various

discharge simulations (natural, one dan\ two dams) benreen 1966 and 1989. When compared to simulated natural

conditions, a sigrrificant and general decrease of the ranked- WIIA values is recorded for flow characteristics with I
and 2 dams (Figure 9). In additiorL from one suitable year out of two for pike reproduction under natural conditions,
the regulation by two dams results in one suitable year out of five (right end of the curves) and, more important, in
four unsuitable years (left end of the cuwes) inexisant before.

PERSPECTIVES A}ID CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this study was to dwetop a method to assess the evolution of the "physical habitat" of a flooded plain
for a key species (pike) under different flood discharge conditions. Applied to the Seine flood plain at Pont-sur-Seine,
this research may appear academic but, in fact, an ecological reference flow was quantified, which also answers, in
part" strong social concerns.

Of course, there are sweral uncerainties associated with field data. Compared to the microhabitat method (PHAB-

SIM), the level of precision required at this scale is not as high. However, the change in scale implies necessarily to
consider the morphodynamic complexity of the river.

Applyrng this modified PIIABSIM has produced satisfactory results; pike is a suitable species for this adapted
metlrcd.

However, this experiment @ncerns a specific study area and results are valid only in this context. Tryng to apply this
method to other sectors suitable for pike (Mame, Oise...) over the whole watershed remains delicate because of
problematic field data collection.

Finally, the next step is the biological validation. At this scale, it is impossible to obtain a fine validation such as that
done on small streams (Pouilly, 1995). In our case, uncontrolled variability factors are numerous ("dry" 5/ear,
temperature, erc.). Only on the long-tern can we hope to harmonize pike densities with optimized management
practices at dams and reservoirs.
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Perspectives on Two-Dimensional River Habitat Models: the PHABSIM Experience
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ABSTRACT

Despite the apparent superionty of two-dimensional hydraulics, the real advantage of this technologl' lies in the realm of
spatially explicit habitat models. Two-dimensional habitat models will enable biologists to develop "top-doun" habitat
suitability criteria by examining patterns of habitat availability and use at a mesohabitat scale. Spatially explicit models
also allow the calculation of different measures of environmental heterogeneitv, which may explain variations in the
structure and function of riverine communities. An exciting potential use of two-dimensional habitat models is ùe
ability to describe spatial and temporal heterogeneity in a single metric.

Obstacles to the widespread use of two-dimensional technologies include user inertia. lack of biological validation. lack
of a consumer-support infrastructure, and unreasonable expectations. The intended users of this technologl' are
managers and planners, who view new technologres as means to an end, not researchers who see the technologv as an
end in itself. This user community has invested a large amount of time and energv into the use of one-dimensional
methodologies (e.g., PHABSIM) and a certain amount of disinterest or resistance to two-dimensional technologies can
be anticipated. Acceptance of two-dimensional technologies will be facilitated by biological validation and the
development ofa user-support infrastructure. Biological validation is necessary to help decision-makers interpret the
consequences of a change in a habitat metric. If fwo-dimensional models do not provide better biological information
than existing one-dimensional models, there may be little incentive to adopt their use. The existing procedures for
developing two-dimensional models are unstructured and confusing. Managers and plarurers are intolerant of user-
hostile software, and may not attempt to use two-dimensional models unless they are provided with intelligible
documentation, training, technical assistance, and software support. The research and development community should
be enthusiastic about two-dimensional hydraulic and habitat simulation. However, we must be careful to avoid
overselling the technology, making unsubstantiated claims about its capabilities, or fostering unrealistic expectations
among ourselves and our clients.
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INTRODUCTION

For the past two decades, the Physical Habitat Simulation System (PHABSIM) has been the mainstal' of microhabitat

simulationsinthelnstreamFlowlncrementalMethodology(IFIM).Recently,anumberofauthors(e.g.,Leclercetal. 1995;

companion articles in these proceedings) have suggested replacing or augmenting PHABSIM with two-dimensional hydraulic

and habitat models. Two-dimensional models have great potential to become major advancements in the state-of-the-art of

stream habitat assessments. However, there may exist a number of unrecognized obstacles to be overcome in order for the

technolory to advance Êom a tool wrth great potential to an operational reality. Despite a litany of limitations, a host of vocal

defiactors, and a tendenry to be obtuse and user-hostile, PFLABSIM has been a useful and popular river habitat assessment

trool. Our experiences in developtng, supporting, and validating PHABSIM provide a unique perspective with respect to the

opportunities and potential pitfalls involved with the maturation of a habitat assessment technologl. Experience is said to

be a wonderful thing because it allows us to recogrize mistakes when we make them again. The pupose of my discussion

is to share our experiences related to the development of PHABSIM, with the hope that we can take advantage of the

opportunities of two-dimensional habitat modeling, but to recognize our mistakes before we make them-

THE OPPORTUMTIES

Many of the papers presented in these proceedings extoll the advantages of two-dimensional hydraulic models compared to

their onedimensional counterparts. I do not intend to devote much time or space on h,vdraulics, except to agree in principle

with most of the assertions made by the promoters of two-dimensional hydraulic models. It seems intuitive that we should

be able to simulate stream{low characteristics in complex channels much better with trro-dimensional models. Islands and

braided sreams should not present the challenge wrth truo-dimensional models that they do with one-dimensional h,vdraulics.

We can even dispense with disputes over the ability to describe rivers with transects because two-dimensional models do not

need to use them (although wc may have merely advanced this argument into another dimension).

Despite the great poûentlal of twdimensional hydraulic models, I submit that the real advancernent of the state-of-the-art will

occur through the adaptation of two-dimensional habitat models. It is reasonable to expect that two-dimensional habitat

models will provide better estimates of the amount of microhabitat for a target species (e.g., WUA in PHABSIM), simply

because thcy provide a more accurat€ depiction of the stream. If this were the only advantage, however, it might not be much

of an improvement over one-dimensional approaches. The true value of two-dimensional habitat models lies in the fact that

they are spatrally explicit, a characteristic that will allow the use of a whole suite of new habitat metrics.

Spatially Explicit Habitat Models

The definiûon of additional or new habitat types with a spatially explicit habitat model is made possible by habitat mapping

(Figure l). A habitat map can be used to quantiff the area of habitats that are directly important to a species, but it also shows

all of the other types present in the habitat mosaic. We postulate that the mosaic of different habitat types may be of greater

importance in some mmmunities than the abundance of any single habitat type. We know, for example, that there exist many

combinations of habitats that are important to stream fauna: (a) eddy currents adjacent to high velocity chutes (Rinne l99l;

Freeman and Grossman 1993), O) velocity shelters associated with high velocity currents, used by fishes ranging from
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salmonids to paddlefish (Fausch and White 198 I ; Southall and Hubert 1984), (c ) mid-channe I pools or runs that border
pools containing structwal cover. important to smallmouth bass (Rabeni and Jacobson 1993), (d) pools abutting gravellr

riffles, a combination used by spawning redhorse suckers (Kwah and Skelly 1992), (e) connections between floodplain
wetlands and main channel habitats, critical for successful recruitment of endemic species of the Colorado zuver svstem
(Stanford 1994), (0 shallow, low-velociw areas with emergent vegetation adjacent to higher velocit-v riffle or pool habitats.

extensively used by young-of-year fishes (Lobb and Orth 1991, Rabeni and Jacobson 1993, Bovee et al. 1994).

Cache la Poudre River, Site P3
WlocîtY rca'-t

o ,5 30 /t5 60 >60

D  , < 3 o
e l
P l 6 0
t l s o
h  l r u

t Nocon,
t u.bcity sh"tt",
B Overhead/tlndercut
I Abve Watcr

Aduft Bainbw Trout

Discharge = 4 cms

Figure I : Spatially explicit habitat map of a shallow pool in the Cache la Poudre fuver, Colorado, at a discharge of 4
m3/sec. Pattems of occupation by adult rainbow trout (white dots) show an association with the edges of pools, structwal
cover, and high-efficiency feeding stations.

Some habitat combinations might best be quantified by the amount of contact, or edge, between habitat types. The lcngth of
interface, (e.g., between eddy and high velocity currents) mav give an index to the potential for exchange of animals and
resources between habitats. In fact. ùe contact zone between two different habitat types may constitute a unique habitat type
in itself (Ranney et al. 1981, Noss 1983, Lovejoy et al. 1986, Hanis 1988, Yahner 1988, Malcolm 1994), wherein edge
effects near the contact create habitat and community characteristics of neither of the adjoining habitats. Quanti$ing habitat

..;uxtapositron. extent of edges and habitat connectrvity may provide habitat-based measurss of ecosystem function in streams.
but will require spatially explicit habitat models.

The spatial and temporal variabilitv of habitat can be collectively dcscribed within the rubric of patch dynamics ( pringle ct
al. 1988; Townsend 1989). Li and Reyrolds (1994) recognize,fivecomponents of spatial heterogeneity that may be linkcd
toftrncûonal responses ofspecies. (l) thenumber ofpatch trpes, (2) the proportion ofeach typc, (3) spatial anangcment, (4)
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parch shape, and (5) contrast between neighboring patches. The number of patch types is related to habitat diversih'. rvith

more patch tlpes indicative of higher resource diversity. The proportion of each Rpe may determine the dominance or lack

ofcritical resources or habitat types. The spatial disribution of resources may affect species dispersal. colontzation potential.

or foraging efficienry. Patch size and shape reflect the relative importance of edge effects: small, irregular patches u'ill be

more affocted by edge phenomena than large, simple patches. Contrast between neighboring patches mav modi$' the cffects

of edges (either by accentuation or attenuation), affecting the capabilit-v of the species to disperse. Contrast betwecn

neighboring patches may be potentially useful in determining indexes of fragmentation and connectivitr'. In addition. thc

health ofan aquatic community can be affected by the relationships bet*'een aquatic and terrestrial ecotones. bv large-scale

spatial relations among habitats (especially as they affect movement). and by the availabilih' of refugia from harsh

environmental conditions (Schlosser 1995). A few representative examples ofpatch indexes that can be obtained from tu'o-

dimensional habitat models are summarized in Table l.

Table l: Spatially explicit habitat metrics commonly used in landscape ecology'

Habitat Metric Description

Fractal dimension (D)

(Burrough 1986; O'Neill et al.

1988)

Dominance (Dl)

(O'Neill et al. 1988)

Contagion (D2)

(O'Neill et al. 1988; Tumer et

al. 1989; Li andReynolds 1994)

Edge effect

Malcoln (1994)

Describes the complexity of shapes on the landscape. A mosaic of simple
geometric shapes will result in a small fractal dimension, but D u'ill be large if the

landscape contains many complex, inegular patches.

Measures the extent to which one or a few patch tlpes dominate a landscape,

expressed as the deviation ofpatch proportions from the most evenly distributed

mosaic possible). In landscapes dominated by few patch types, Dl will be large,

but in areas containing many equal-sized patches, Dl will approach zero.

Represents the degree to which patches are clumped or aggregated. and can be

used to evaluate anisotropism, or directionality in aggregating pattems.

Contagion is expressed as the probability that a unit of patch b?e, I will be

adjacent to a unit of patch t1pe,7, relative to a maximum in which all adjacenry
probabilities are equal. High values of D, indicate a mosaic of large, contiguous

patches, whereas low values depict a highly dissecæd patchwork.

Can be used to representjuxtapositions (e.g., the length ofedge ofhabitat type x
in contact with habitat type y) or patch complexity (e.9., as the ratio between

penmeter and area of a patch). The area affected by an edge may also be
calculated, so that the edge effect may be considered a habitat type in its own right.

"Top-down" Habitat Suitabiliw Criteria

Historically, habitat suitability criteria for PHABSIM have been developed following a "bottom-up" stratery: data from
observations of individual fish were extapolated upward to represent populations, and even entire species where databases
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were especially thin. The following illustrates the general procedure for developing habitat suitabilitv cnteria for depths

utilized by adult rainbow Eout, according to a bottom-up sampling sEategy (Bovee 1986):

The foregoing procedure seems to have been fairly successfirl for species with well-defrned habitat requirements, such as for

drift feeding salmonids, darters, and other obligate or facultative riverine species. However, accuracy and transferabilit-v of

the criteria suffered when:

l .

2.
3 .

4.

) .

l .

2 .

4.

By snorkeling or other observatronal techmque, 100-200 locations in the stream, occupied by adult rainbow

trout, are marked with a numbered tag or buoy.

The depth at each marked location is measured to the nearest 3-5 cm.

A histogram is developed by tallying the frequencies of adult rainbow trout associated urth each depth

lncrement.

By a variety of techniques (e.g., running means, non-linear marimum likelihood functions. freehand

drawing), a curve is drawn to fit the general shape ofthe histogram

The curve is normalizd such that the mode of the frequency distribution is assigned a suitabiliS.' of I .0 and

all lesser suitabilities assigned proportionately.

The habitat requirements and tolerances of the target organism were extremely plastic.

The habitat reçiunents and tolerances of the target organism were actually determined by the juxtaposition

or interspersion of several microhabitat types (i.e., mrcrohabitat tolerances were plastic, but mesohabitat

requirements were tightly constrained).

The target organism was too rare or widely dispersed to observe a srfficient number of individuals to develop

habitat suitability criteria.

The biologrcal relevance of the habitat information was unlnown or not demonstrated.

By overlaying information about the habitat mosaic with information on species distributions and abundances, it will be
possible to o<amine habitat utilization following a "top-down" stratery. Rather than lookrng for patterns of habitat use one

fish and one variable at a time, anribuæs of commumtv sfucnre and firnction (e.g., species diversity, Index of Biotic Integrity)

canbeuseddirectlyinhabiatassessmcnts. Theuseofmore powerful statistical analyses, such as Canonical Correspondence

Analysis (Palmer 1993) can facilitaæ investigatations of habitat use along a multivariate gradient of environmental variables.

Traditionally, these gradients have consisted offirst-order environmental variables, such as depth, velocity, and substrate
particle size. The use oftwo-dimensional habitat models, however, may encourage the use of "synthetic variables" to generate

a gradient of spatially-explicit rndexes (e.g., contagion or fractal dimension). These spatial indexes may expose relations

between the habitat mosaic and biological characteristics that are undetectable using "typical" microhabitat variables.

A topdown stratery for habitat suitability criteria focuses at the mesohabitat scale, which reduces the need for high precision

sampling techniques (e.g., observing habitat use by snorkeling). Using a bottom-up sampling stratery, it is very important
to avoid disturbing the fish while in the process of observing them. Another diffrcult aspect of criteria development using
the bottom-up strategy is that the cxact location of the fish at the time of sampling must be determincd as precisely as
possible. These resrictions make it very diflicult to sample or observe fish in deep, fast, or turbid water. Some of the most

effective equipmeirt for sampling fish could not be used because it caused excessive disturbance or because it was impossible
to tell exactly where the organism was when it was sampled. A top-down strategy can minimize these problems because
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mesohabitat conditions are relaûed to characteristics of populations or communities, not just to individual fish. The exact
location of the fish at the time of sampling is much less significant with this sampling approach.

Investigating Ecological Ouestions

Since about the mid-1970s, a lively debate has taken place among community ecologists regarding the roles of biotic versus
abiotic factors rn deærmining community struchrc and finction. Grossman et al. ( 1982) described the two antagonists in this
debate as the "determinists" and the "stochasticists." Followrng, is a simplified rynopsis of the debaæ:

l. The determinists hypothesize that biotic mechanisms, such as predation and compeûtion, are responsible
for ditrerent patterns of community composition and fimction (MacArthur 1965: Cody' and Diamond | 975;
Gatz 1979; Moyle and Vondracek 1985). In essence, the deærmuristic argument is based on the observation
that different species ofplants and animals tend to specialize in resource utilization in rather well-defined
niche spaces. By providrng a greator vanety ofniche spaces, it is possible to support a greater variety of
species in a particular environment. In stream ecolory, the determinists offer as evidence the furdings that
the diversity of fish species is corrclated with habitat diversity (Gorman and Karr I 978), that patterns of fish
community structure tend to parallel pattems in stream habitat structure (Schlosser 1982), and that
ditrerenc€s in species assemblages in drfferent parts of a strsam reflect differences in physical characteristics
of the stream (Moyle and Vondracek 1985).

2' The stochasticists postulate that the physicochemical environment is rarely stable long enough to allow a
competiuve equilibnum ûo develop among species. Thus, species abundances are determined largely through
differential responses to unpredictable environmental changes rather than through biological interactions.
These random catasûophes (e.g., floods, droughts, fires) maintain populations at densities well below those
needed for competition to occur with sufficient intensity to affect community structue and function. Dunng
each of these "ecological bottleneck" periods, many individuals will be exterminated and only certain
individuals or species will survive. When the ecological crunch is relieved, resources will be abundantly
availabletothesurvivors(Wiern 1977;Connell l9S0). Insupportof abioticregulationofcommunities,the
stochasticists provide evidence that the highest levels of species diversity occur in environments that
experience moderate rates of intense disturbance (Connell 1978; Huston 1979; Grossman et al. 1982).
Diversity tends to be lower in extremely stable or extremely vanable environments.

Both sides of the determinist-stochasticist debate appear to have compelling arguments. The problem , however, may not
be so much one of competing ecologrcal theories, but ratlrcr, the result of an inability to depict spatial and temporal variability
at the same time. The use of spatially explicit modeling may allow us to develop this tlpe of metric.

The habitat mosaic changes rnstantly whenever there is a change in discharge, so the various indexes ofspatial heterogeneity
will also vary as a firnction of dtscharge. For o<ample, the relationship between discharge and habitat diversity (Shannon and
Weaver 1962) is similar to tlre familiar flow-habitat relationship derived fiom PHABSIM (Figure 2b). The similarity of the
two functions means that variations in habitat diversity can be analyzed over time, using exactly the same habitat time series
techniques that are utilized routinely in the IFIM. A time series of habitat diversity can be constructed using the stream
hydrograph and the relationship berween flow and habitat diversity (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Development of a habitat-divenity time series for the Cache la Poudre River, Colorado: (a) a discharge is read for
the first time step from the hvdrologic time series, (b) the habitat diversity index corresponding to the discharge for the lirst
time step is determined, and ( c) the habitat index is transcribed to the time step on the habitat diversity time series

In a manner similar to the development of a florv duration cun'e (Riggs 1968). time serics data for habitat diversitv can be
arranged and plotted as a habitat-diversity duration cun'e (Figure 3) The duration cun,e allorvs a rclatively quick and easy
nterpretation of temporal variability. With the axes oricnted as tho are in Figure 3, a horizontal line means ùat the habitat
ts extremely stablc, whereas a near-vcrtical line exemplihcs a highlv variablc environment. Several indexes can be used to
depict variability of a trme series. thc coefficient of variatron (thc ratio between the standard deviation and mean), thc ratio
between the habitat values at the l0oÂ aul'd90'Â excecdance probabilities, or simplv the average slope of the duration cun,c
over the range of probabilitre s. The important point is that this tlpe of analvsis cnables thc development of a mctric that
describes the temporal variabilitv of spatial variabilin.
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Figure 3: Habitat-diversigv duration curve for the Cache la Poudre fur'er. Colorado

The ability to assess habitat variabilir-v" rn trme and space may provide valuable new insights into ùe mechanisms b1' rvhrch

populations and communities are regulated. Hypotheses that could be examined using trvo-dimensional habitat modcls

include, for example:

l. Fish and invertebrate commurutres rn structurally diverse streams with stable hydrographs will exhibit a high degrcc
of resource partitioning and wiil contain a large proportion of specialist species (e.g.. Poff and Allan 1995)

2. Sreams that are dominated by one or two large patch types will tend to contain a few specialists species adaptcd to
conditions at the interior ofthe patch, or generalists across patches.

3. Communities in streams exhibiting large temporal variability in habitat avarlabilit_v or heterogcneit]' rvill be domrnated
by generalists and species with high recolonization potential. Species assemblages u'ill exhibrt great flux. but will
be highly resilient following disturbances.

4. Critical resources, as represented by small, unique patches. ma-v be in short supplv uhcrc thc dominancc indcx (D | )
is large.

5. Edge effects are maximized in landscapes having manv same-sized patches.
6. Where the stream is fragmented into numerous patch tlpes and connectrvity is low, acccssibilitv to patch t)?es may

be more important than the amount of critical habitat available to a species.
These are just a few examples of the types of questions that can be addressed usrng spatially explicrt habrtat modcls. Ths most
rnportant point ofthis discussion. however. is that by describing the relationships between habitat rndexes and a population-
or community-level response, we arc essentially validatrng our models as we develop them. Incrcmcntal changcs in habitat
merics should be translatable into some hpe of known biological responsc, which mav help biologists to postulate and test
for underlying ecological mechanisms. Thus, mangement is not the only benefactor of ùrs tcchnology; basic ecological
research should beneht from it as well.

I
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THE PITFALLS

The concepts for two-dimensional habitat modeling have been around for a long time. Trvo-dimenstonal h1'draulics models

hata been available since the early 1970s, and spatially-explicit habitat models in the form of Geographic Information Svstems

(GIS) wsre perfect€d ur the early 1980s. The new aspect is the marriage of the two types of technology' into a coherent habitat

æsessment tool. Before two-dimensional habitat assessments become an operational realiq'. hou-evçr. I believe that several

obstacles will need to be overcome.

The Sunk-Cost lnertial Brakine System

It is a safe wager that most of the participants in this symposium are in the research and development business. With rcspect

to developing an operational technology, it is vitally important to recognize that our clients are planners and managers. not

other researchers. I believe that t}ris distinction is routinely overlooked by people involved in the development of neu

technologies. A researcher might be willing to investigate a new technology simply because it is interesting or it hasthe

potential to become a useful product. To researchers and developers. technological advancement is often an end in rtself To

people in planning and management, however. technolory is only a means to an end. Therefore, if a ne*'technologv is not

reliable or supported" user friendly, and more utilitarian for decision-making than what the manager is currentlv using. it will
probably collect dust on a shelf somewhere.

Over the last decade and a half, hundreds of people have received training in the care and feeding of PHABSIM. The

technology has become institutionalized to the extent that an rndustr-v has developed around it. The industry has learned to

deal with the foibles and weaknesses of PHABSIM and has been doing just hne without a two-dimensional model. These
people are not likely to unbrace twodimensional modeling just because it can produce nice graphics. In fact, two-dimensional
modeling may be considered by some as a threat, especially if it is promoted as a replacement to PHABSIM rather than as
an attractivc altemative.

The Validation Conundrum

The second barrier to the widespread adoption of two-dimensional modeling is "validation," or determining whether thc

output has biological significance. One of the problems we encountered with PHABSIM was tlat the technology had been
on the market for nearly a decade before we got around to validating it. This created two problems. First, ùe absence of
biologrcal relationships made it dilficultto inærpret the output from PHABSIM. Consequently, managers were forced to rely

on policy and nrles rather than on scientific understanding. Many of these policies and rules undoubtedly appeared arbitrary
and capricious to developers and applicants. The second problem that arose from a lack of rigorous biologrcal testing was
thatthemethodolorybecamenrlnerabletocriticism (Mathuretal. 1985; Shirvell 1986; ScottandShirvell 1987). Although
a methodolory should be defendable under criticism and scientific scrutiny, the lack of validation placed the bwden of proof

on the manager who used PHABSIM, rather than on the instigators of the problem. To this day, the number and intensity of
critical articles about PHABSIM tends to increase dramatically just before a major instream flow case goes to arbrtration.
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Recently conducted studies have provided some insights into the biological meaning of PHABSIM output (Nehnng and

Anderson 1993; Bovee et al. 1994). Presumably. these findings are transferable for similar habitat metrics derived from a

trvo-dimensional model. However, if the output from two-dimensional models provides no more or no better biological

information than what we can currently derive from PHABSIM. there may be little incentive to adopt the nerv technolog;'.

Wiù the curre,nt popularity of terms like biodiversity, ecosysûem management. and biological integnt-v, one would think that

twe.dimensional modelurg is predestined to fill the niche of community-lwel analysis. Unfortunately, we are as ignorant today'

about the meaning of a contagion index ûo a community of river fishes as we were about the meaning of weighted usable area

to adult trout populations ten years ago. Cunently, a large amount of energy is being expended in developrng and improving

the hydraulic component of this technolory. A lesser amount of enerry is being directed at the habitat analysis, and less yet

toward tssting the biologrcal relationships. I propose that this emphasis is exactly backward. We alread-v know much about

two-dimensional hydraulics, comparatively speaking. We know considerably less about two-dimensional habitat mapping

and metrics. We know virtually nothrng about the biologcal meaning of these habitat metrics, other than u'hat we have learned

from one-dimensional modeling. I am encouraged that a few small efforts have been initrated in the last year or so, but I

believe that a much broader effort is warranted.

Furthermore, we should simultaneously examine the poliry-relevance of this information to decision-makers. As a concept,

biodiversity seems to be similar to pomography. No one defines it the same, but everyone seems to be able to recognize it

when they see it. Simply because a decision-maker supports the concept of biodiversity does not necessarily mean that he or

she will know what to do with a model that predicts how it will change in response to operational alternatives. The extirpation

of endemic specialist species by rapid-colonizing generalists, for example, would be interpreted by many decision-makers as

"ecobabble." Expressing the same information differently, (e.g., pallid sturgeons and blue suckers will be replaced by green

sunfish and emerald shiners) may be more meaningful to some. To others, the most meaningful information might be that

a particular operational scheme will result in an unpleasant encounter with the Endangered Species Act. As methodology

designers, we must be acutely sensitive to the type of information that will be of greatest utility to the end user.

The Learning Curve Ouagmire

Currently, the most charitable adjective I can think ofto describe the process for developing a habitat map such as th€ one

shovm in Figure I is "Byzantrne." The procedure I followed was probably more intricate than necessary, but it involved six

different software packages, none of which was designed to interface with one another. ln fact, the data could not even be
processed from beginning to end on the same computer. On a user-friendliness scale, PHABSIM is absolutely chummy
compared to two-dimensional modehng (at least, the way I did it).

If a clieirt uses twodimensional modeling routinely, an awkward process for conducting analyses might be ûolerated because
the user will have invested enough time to leam a system, regardless of its complexity. For some users, however, it may be
sweral years between applications, which means that they will essentially have to reJeam the system every time they use it.
Acceptance and use of two-dimensional river habitat modeling will be facilitated geatly if an infrastrucftre for software
development support, and ûansfer is established. Supenor models may go unused if there is no reliable source of inælligible
documentation, training, technical assistance, and software support.
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Enthusiasm

We did several things right dunng the development of PHABSIM. We provided a tremendous amount of naining and
lechnical assistance to our clients. We incorporated clients' ideas and suggestions into our models. Where there uere lapses

in s"vsæm capabilities, we developed work-arounds. In a uord we were enthusiastic about PHABSIM. Normalll'. enthusiasm

is a good thrng, but with respect to PFIABSIM, excessive enthusiams mav have encouraged unrealistic expectations among

ourselves and our client communitv.

One lesson from the PHABSIM experience was that first impressions are extremely important. Users who were successful
r+ith PFIABSIM (defined as anthing from being able to malie the models run to justifurng flow recommendations) the first
time they used it, became loyal defenders of the methodolog Often, these clients insisted on t}re use of PHABSIM. even
in situations where another approach might have been easier or more applicable. In contrast, people who had a bad experience
the first time thev used PHABSIM (even if the difficulty was unrelated to methodologv or software) tended to avoid it
thereafter. Some became outspoken critics of the model. but many others simply could not bring themselves to trust modcl
outputs again.

During the past two vears, I have heard a number of claims regarding the superioritv of two-dimensional modeling. mostll'
from the hydraulics component. Although I believe tlrat most of these claims can ultimately be proven. to date relativslv ferv
have actually been substantiated. For example, consider the claim that less data, or more easily acquired data. are needed for
two-dimensional hydraulic models than for one-dimensional models. In part, the reduced data requirement is based on the
assertion lhat two-dimensional models can produce highly accurate velociqv predictions w"ithout the calibration velocities that
are so time-consuming in PIIABSIM. I have two observations from my limited experience with two-dimensional hydraulics.
First, the premise that calibration velocities are unnecessary has not been tcsted sufficiently in enough different kinds of
streams to rvarrant such a claim. (lncidentally, calibration velocities are not always necessan' in PHABSIM. either). Second,
even if calibration velocities are not necessan'. these data are more than compensated by the amount of bathrmetric data
required for a two-dimensional model. If baùlmetric data can be collected using GPS, sonar, and data loggers, the large
volune is not especially roublesomc Horvever. large volumes of baùymetric data seem problematic if they must be collected
with a total station, or worsc, rvith a level. In practical terms, two-dimensional hydraulic modeling appears to.be most
applicable in rivers that are large enough to support data collection from a boat. In order for it to become operationally
practical in small streams, we must first devise economical methods for collecting bathymetnc and cover-polygon data (e.g.,
the use of low-level stereoscopy or multi-spectral videography) that require a little ground-truthing rather than intensive
surveymg.

SUMMARY

In summary, hvo-dimensional hydraulic and habitat modeling offer great opportunities to further the state-of-the-art in river
habitat assessments. Advancements in hydraulic simulation notwitJrstanding, the greatest opportunities for advancement lie
in the areas of tvvo-dimensional habitat analysis and associated ecological research. Two-dimensional hydraulics allow us to
do things better than we could wrth one-dimensional hydraulics: two-dimensional habitat analysis allows us to do things that
were impossible in one dimension. Opportunities provided by this newly developing technolory include:
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' Application to riverine environments of spatiallv explicit habitat metrics from landscape ecologl'.

' Development of "top-doun" habitat suitabiliq' critcria bl examrnrng pattems of habrtat utilizatron and

availabilit-v at the mesohabitat scale.
' Derivation of new metrics that describe variabililil of habitat in time and spacc. simultaneousll .

' Testing of numerous hypotheses regarding linliages bet$een spatial and tcmporal habitat vanabiliry'and

characteristics of aquatic communities, such as biodiversiS', persistence. and resilcno' to disturbancc.

It is important to remember, that no matter how interesting two-dimensional technology is to the research and development

commuruty, tlre intended end-users are mitnagers and planners. Several barriers exist that will impede the rvholesale adoption

oftwo-dim€nsional technology by the management and planning communitv. If not dealt with skillfulll', these barriers ma1'

actually prevent successful technology transfer:
' User inertia in the form of previous investments in leaming one-dimensional systems
' Lack of biological testing and validation of new habitat metrics.

I Failure to provide a client-support infrastructure.
' Unrealistic expectations resulting from overzealous promotion ofthe technologr'.

This technolory deserves our enthusiasnl but we must discipline ourselves against overselling. It is difficult to get a second

chance to make a first impression.
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ABSTRACT

Reduced discharge in rivers influenced by diversion-type hydropower plants may cause severe ecologic damage. The
residual flow in the diverted segment is influenced by the natural discharge at the diversion weir. the technical and
operational characteristics of the hydropower system, and the minimum flow regulation. An ecological assessment of
instream flow regulations requires knowledge of the relationships between the discharge in a river stretch and the
parameters that influence habitat size and qualir;-. This study focuses on the hydraulic pattem at the river bottom,
especially the temporal and spatial variability ofbottom shear stress and therefore the hydraulic habitat availability for
invertebrates and bottom dwelling fish. The hydraulic pattern at the river bottom depends on river morphology and
flow and can be measured with FST-hemispheres. Calibration functions between FST-hemisphere movement and the
local shear stress depend on the substratum roughness, the flow process at the bottom and the local depth. Habitat
suitability functions showing the conelation between the local abundance and FST-hemisphere-measurement or
bottom shear stress have been found for many taxae. In this study "CASIMIR" (Computer Aided Slmulation Model
for Instream flow Requirements in diverted streams), a set of computer models developped by the author, was used
forthe first time. CASIMIR includes seperate units to simulate flow regimes in river sections affected by hydropower
use, analyse and simulate the variability of bottom shear stress and other ecologically significant parameters, and
simulate hydraulic habitat availability at the river bottom. FST-hemisphere measurements were performed in two
morphologically different river stretches affected by the same hydropower plant at six different discharges in each
stretch. The transformed random shear stress data were.analysed statistically and density functions were found that
describe the spatial distribution of the bottom shear stress. As the pattern of bottom shear stress was measured at
different flows, relationships could be established that describe the spatial distribution of bottom shear stress as a
function of the flow. Results show that shear stress distribution as a function of flow in a river section can be described
by a set ofcurves. The characteristics ofthese curves depend on river section morphology, the slope ofthe energy line
and the thalweg seem to be important. Applying natural or simulated hydrographs in the CASIMIR-unit for bottom
shear stress leads to the temporal and spatial variability of bottom shear stress. lf habitat suitability functions for
selected species are applied with the bottom shear stress model, the temporal and spatial variability of size and quality
of hydraulic habitat can be determined. CASIMIR was then used to investigate the hydraulic consequences of different
minimum flow regulations: constant and dynamic, in both sections, during average, wet and dry years. The influence
of dynamic minimum flow requirements and the channel morphology on the dynamics of wetted areas, bottom shear
stresses and habitat quality for different rheobiont and limnophilous invertebrates were investigated.

KEY-WORDS: / diversion / hydro power plant / instream flow / minimum flow / simulation rnoO"t I river bottom /
bottom shear stress / spatial variability / temporal variability / benthic habitat / habitat suitability / CASIMIR .
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INTRODUCTION

Diversion type hydropower plants may cause severe ecologic damage in the diverted rivers. Instream flow regulations
should aim to reduce or minimize negative ecologic impacts. In Europe simple hydrological calculations based on
percentages of the mean annual flow or the mean minimum flow have been widely used (Giesecke 1994. DVWK
1995). Such approaches have little ecological background. In North America habirat related methods. such as the
"lnstream Flow lncremental Methodology" with its majorcomponent PHABSIM (Bovee 1986), have been widely
used to quantiry habitat availability for certain fish species as a function of the discharge in a river stretch.
Hydropower use is mostly restricted to rivers of tlre Rhitral and Epipotamal. ln these rivers most of the biologic
processes take place at the river bottom or within the substratum (Schwoerbel l97l). A new habitat approach was
developped which includes the temporal and spacial variabitity of bottom shear stress and hydraulic habitat
availability for benthic organisms and bottom dwelling fish. The pattem of hydraulic forces and substratum is an
extremely significant habitat quality parameter for organisms living at the river bottom (Ambûhl 1959. Mutz l9g9).
The hydraulic forces at the river bottom are also responsible for sediment transport or sedimentation of fine materials
and thus shape the surface of the river bottom (Rabeni & Minshall 1977). The temporal dynamic must be considered
since natural rivers are dynamic systems and their communities are adapted to and depend on dynamic florv regimes
(Ward & Stanford | 983, Townsend I 989, Schmedtje t 995). The hydraulic pattem at the river bottom depends on the
discharge and on the river bed morphologv. At a given discharge, FST-hemispheres can be used to nreasure the
hydraulic pattern at the river bottom (Statzner & Mûller 1989, Statzner et. at. l99l)). Under certain conditions FST-
hemisphere-measurements can be calibrated against bottom shear stress (Dittrich & Schmedtje 1996. Jorde 1996).
Calibration functions depend mostly on water depth, substratum roughness and applied placement techniques of the
FST-hemispheres and ground plate. Although heavily discussed (Frutiger & Schib 1993) FST-hemispheres have been
shown to be suitable for the characterisation of the hydraulic habitat an the river bottom. The abundance of certain
benthic species showed greater correlation with the FST-measurement at the sampling points than with any other
factor (Fuchs 1994, Schmedtje 1995).

THE KOCHER CASE STUDIE

Field measurements

The Kocher is a midland river in the south of germany. The
study was conducted in the diverted river bed at the
"Ohmberg"-hydropower station. The diverted section of the
river is 8 km long, has an average slope of 1,4 % and lies
approximately 180 m above sea. The catchment area at the
divenion weir is 1500 km2, the mean annual flow is
approximately 20 ml/s. Figure I shows a map of the site.
Within the original stream bed rwo morphologically
different characteristic river stretches, each with a length of
1000 m, were chosen. Test stretch A (TS-A) is a
straightened section with very long and deep pools between
short riffles. Test stretch B (TS-B) is more narural with
small meanders and short rifÏIe-pool-sequences. The two
TS were choosen to show the influence of river bed
morpholory on the interaction between discharge and shear
stress pattern. First the thalweg of each TS was measured
and monitored and water-level gauges were installed at
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50m intervalls to monitor water levels easily at different flows. Then series of I 00 FST-measurements at ra'doml1,
selected points were performed in both TS at 6 different discharge rates. The rate of discharges could be adjusted with
a gate at the weir. The flow rates during the measurements are shown in Figure 2a and 2b. At each point the water
depth was measured. The gauges and measurements ofthe inundated breadth at each flow every l0 m gave additional
information about the aquatic volume in the TS. Biological investigations were focused on bethic communities.

Results from Field Measurements

Figures 2aand2b show the results ofthe FST-measurements at each flow for TS-A and TS-8. Differences are visible
but further statistical analysation is required for quantification. FST-hemisphere-measurements expressed in FST-
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Figure 2a: Results of FST-measurements at 6 different
flows in TS-A
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Figure 2b: Resutts of FST-measurements at 6 different
Ilows in TS-B

numbers represent data on an ordinal scale. Statistical evaluation of ordinal data is only meaningful for a few
operations such as calculating the median ofa data series. For further evaluation it is necessary to transfer the FST-
data into physical dat4 in this case bottom shear stress. The method of Smith (1975) which has been used by some
authors to measure bottom shear sfess should only be applied with restrictions in most natural streams. In this study
the ealibration functions for the p,/t'o-relation (p, = density of FST-hemisphere i in g/cm3 and t,o = local shear stress
in N/m'?) were derived from series of velocity-profiles over the FST-hemisphere ground plate measured in the Kocher
TS (Jorde 1996). The calibration function that could be derived specifically for the Kocher FST-data was rro = p,r,uo -
0.465. For hemispherel-9 the function r," = 8.45p, - 8.18 was used.

Q = 2170 l/s Q = 53'16l/s

F S T - h e m i s p h e r e - n u m b e r
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Figure 3 shows the results from two
discharges (see Fig. 2b) in TS-B
expressed in frequencies of FST-
numbers (ab) and corresponding local
shear-stress using the given calibration
function (c,d). Two observations can be
made: I ) both series represent
p o s i t i v e l y  s k e w e d  u n i m o d a l
distributions and not (as Fig. 3b would
indicate) a bimodal distribution in the
case of the higher discharge, and 2)
reasonable statistical operations with
FST-Numbers are severely restricted.
The following simple example will
illustrate this. The mean value of two
single measurements, one FST-number
I and the other FST-number 15 (see
Fig. 2b) would be FST-number 8. The
actual mean value of those two
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Figure 3: Results of FST-measurements at 2 different discharges expressed in
FST-hemisphere-numbers and corresponding bottom shear stress (note
different scales on both axis)
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measurements (see Fig. 2d) is actually
approximately 44 N/m2 and thus between FsTJremisphere number 13 and 14. Therefore all further statistical
calculations that are based on the arithmetic mean of the FST-hemisphere-numbers are meaningless.

Statistical evaluation of the field results

A first attempt at describing the measured shear-stress series with 2- or 3-parametric gamma-, Iognormal-, Weibull-
or exponential-distributions did not lead to satisfactory results. In a second step the shear-stress data were divided in
two ranges. Range I included all "0-measurements" (points where the lightest FST-hemisphere number I ist not
moved by the flow are assigned the virtual FST-number 0). Range 2 included all measurements above 0. The threshold
shear-sûess-value between range I and range 2 is the critical shear-stress for the movement of the lightest hemisphere
Nr. I which was calculated from the calibration function to 0.36 N/m2. The no2- goodness of fit tests (Dyck 1980)
showed that the data of range 2 could be very well discribed by 3-parametric lognormal (LN) distributions (Figure 4)
with a threshold value of 0 = 0.36. Figure 5 shows the 2-range-cumulative density function. \ is the share of R,
where the flow is actually "zero", and was set to 0.75 R,. R, ist the part of the measurements that can be described by
the lognormal-distributions. These have the general form

( 1 )  f r  ( r  )

1  ( l n 1 1 - e ) - È . ) ' z

1  2  t n 2

o r ( r - g ) 1 Æ

with 0 = threshold-, Fr = scale- and o, = shape-parameter.
The index t indicates that the parameters are calculated from
the transformed data t, = In(r, - 0). p, is the arithmetic mean
and o, is the variance ofthe transferred data t,.

Figure 4: Exâmple for a lognormal (LN) distribution with
0=4.0, o,=l and p,=14 (after Plate 1993)
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The densitv function of the LN-distribution is:

( 2 1  F r ( r )  =  @  (

with

l n ( t  -  0 ) I t .- )

where tD(x) is the density function of the standard
normal distribution (Plate 1993). The maximum-
likelihood-method was used to estimate the density
distributions for each set of empirical shear stress
data. The results are shown as density functions for
both ranges in Figure 6. The parameters of the
density distributions of range 2 only for both TS-A
and TS-B at 6 different flows and n<^r2 test results
are given in table I (Function values F.1-) have to
be multiplied by R, and then added Rr to obtain functions in Figure 6). For further calculations both ranges R, and R.
are combined. R, and R, represent the portions of the river bottom area belonging to range I and range 2 rvith R, + q,
= I and Ro<R, (Figure 5). Equ. (l) is valid for r >0 and
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Figure 5:  Div is ion of  the data into two ranges.  Range 2 can be
discribed with LN-distributions F.(t), F'.(t) is related to the
whole range.
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Figure 6: LN-distributions for range 2 data ̂ t 6 different flows in TS-A and TS-B (parameters see table l)
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From each ofthe densitiy functions f,(t) or their distribution functions F,(r) the relative frequency ofa certain range

ofbottom shear stress can be derived. For these "hydraulic niches" which have a lower value tu and an upper value to.

the portion of the whole unit area I with a bottom shear stress between r, and to can be derived from function R('):

T r )( s )

and

and

Integration of the function Rlty between r = 0
âfld r = - will be l. Those factors R must be
multiplied by the entire inundated area, A(e),
to obtain the actual river bottom area that
belongs to tlre specific hydraulic niche. That is
the spatial variability of the bottom shear
stress at a certain flow Q in an investigated
river stretch. Several approaches were used to
find the general pattern of flow and shear
stress distribution influenced by the specific
river bed morpholog5r. The one that gave the
most reasonable results is shown in Figure 7.
A linear interpolation between the values of
f,(r) at two investigated discharges Q, and

Q,*, leads to a plane H1q,'1 from wich any
portion R between some ru and rô at a certain
flow Q,,, can be calculated by:
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Figure 7: Calculation of the spatial variability of bottom shear stress at
a (time dependant) discharge Q1,y frorn data of 2 in- vestigated discharges
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Multiplication of \tt,,t.) by the inundated area Ao,,, leads to the general real area pattern of bottom shear stress as a
function of flow. This information over the entire investigated flow range can be understood as a general "flow-shear-
stress-model". All further investigations of temporal variability can be performed using these models by combining
them with discharge time series. The time series used can be natural hydrographs, duration curves or, as in this case.
simulated hydrographs for the diverted river stretches influenced by a hydropower plant.

SIMULATION MODEL CASIMIR

"CASIMIR" (Computer Aided Slmulation Model for Instream flow Requirements in diverted streams) is a set of
computer models developped by the author (Jorde 1996). It consists of serial modules: GAMA (registratiol of
measured FST-values, calibration functions, statistical evaluation), WASKRA (simulation of hydropower plant.
natural flow curves, head-flow-
re lat ion curves,  turb ine
characteristics and minimum
flow regulation), TAUSIM
(combining the flow-shear-
stress-model with time series of
flow and thus calculating the
temporal and spatial variability
of bottom shear stress) and
HABIM (combining results from
TAUSIM with habitat suitabiliry
curves of selected species for
habitat quality and availability
simulation). As WASKRA
simulates the hydropower plant and
calculates the head, plant
discharge. turbine efïciencies,
energy output, and hydrographs
for the diverted river stretch it is
also used to assess economic
impacts of minimum flow
regulations. Any kind of
minimum flow regulation,
constant, time dependent or
dynamic can be simulated by
WASKRA. The hydrograph for
the diverted river stretch is used
to calculate the temporal
variability of the shear shess
pattern.

GAMA and TAUSIM are used
for practical computations of the
shear stress pattem as described
above. Figures 8 and 9 show the
shear stress distribution as
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functions of flow in both TS-A and TS-8. A linearly increasing discharge between the minimum and marimum
investigated flow in each TS was used forthe simulation. The hydraulic range of natural-type TS-B is much larger
than the one of regulated TS-A. Also, in TS-B areas with "zero flow" decrease much faster with rising discharge. The
variability of bottom shear stress seems to follow certain rules which resemble sets of curves. The characteristics of
those curves depend on the river bed morpholory. At this time it is assumed that, besides the mean slope of the eners/
line, the thalweg has a most significant influence on tlrose curves' characteristics. However, parameters could not be
clearly established.

SIMUI,ATION INVESTIGATION AND RESULTS

CASIMIR was used to simulate the impact of
seven different minimum flow regulations
including the status guo, constant, time
dependent and natural-flow dependent damped
regulations. Three hydrologically different
years were used, the average year 1986, a wet
(1987) and a dry year (1989). Results presented
in this paper cover only the average year. The
impact of the different morphology on the
pattern ofbottom shear stress should be shown
and consequently the impact on hydraulic
habitat size and quality at the river bottom for
some selected species. Out of seven different
minimum flow requirements three will be
shown as examples. Altemative I (MF-l) is the
status quo. Approximately 50 l/s run over a
small fishway at the diversion weir or seep
through under the weir. The flow at the beginning of TS-A is between 50 and 60 Vs. At the beginning of TS-B the
flow is approximately 130 Vs higher due to seepage losses from the canal. Higher discharges occur only during natural
discharges above l5 m'/s. These are the existing conditions for the past 70 years. Altemative 2 (MF-2) is a damped
dynamic regulation where the minimum flow released at the diversion weir follows the natural flow at a certain
damping rate to cause some natural dynamic in the diverted river bed. Alternative 3 (MF-3) is also a damped dynamic
regulation but on a higher level. The regulations MF-2 and MF-3 are shown in Figure 10.

Bottom shear stress oattern

The temporal and spatial variability of bottom shear stress in TS-B for the average year 1986 under MF-l (Figure I l)
and MF-2 (Figure 12) conditions clearly differ. MF-l causes a very monotone shear stress pattem during periods
where the minimum flow regulation is ruling. The range of bottom shear stress reaches only 3 N/m2, and only a very
small portion of the river bottom shows higher shear stress values. The total inundated area is about 16000 m: with an
average breadth of 16 m, 70% ofthat area is "zero flow area". Weir overflow periods cause a rapid change in shear
stress pattern with shear stresses increasing to over 50 N/m2. The inundated area increases to over 20000m2. The end
of weir overflow periods causes a rapid change back to MF-l conditions within a day or two. There is an extreme lack
of natural dynamics. MF-2 causes a much larger range of occuring bottom shear stresses up to more than 50 N/m2
over small areas. Approximately 50 % (8500m2; of the inundated river bottom are subjected to slrear stresses and
there is an area of about 2000m2 affected by a "natural dynamic" of being more or less frequently drowned or dry.
Higher minimum flows (MF-3, no Fig.) cause higher dynamics in slrear stress but reduced dynamic in inundated areas.

Écohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Figure l3 shows the results of MF-2 in the regulated TS-A. The range atrd dynamics of boftom shear stresses arc làr

less developped and there is very little dynamics of inundated area because the river bed is very urrilbrnt. 
'l'he

simulation of wet and dry years showed that the hydrologic regime in combination with the MF-regulatiorls causes

different frequencies and periods of dynamic processes or disturbances. Dry periods in combination with constant MF-

regulations can cause extremely unnatural conditions in the diverred river bed when the power plant is srlitched off

because tlre available flow is less than minimum turbine capacity and the entire discharge runs over the rveir.

Hvdraulic Habitat Oualiw and Availabiliw

Benthic organisms seem to react to overall forces at the substratum. These can be measured with FST-hc'nlispheres

(Schmedtje & Dittrich 1996). Other parameters, such as mean column velocities, have a roughness dependcnt rclation

to these forces and should therefore (from a hydraulic point of view) not be used as benthic habitat paralnL'ters tlnless

geometric roughness parameters are included. Three benthic species have been selected as exarnples lbr h1'draulic

habitat simulation to assess the biological impact of the investigated MF-regulations. These are a limnophilotrs lccclt

Helobdella stagnalis, and two caddis fly larvae, Ps),chomia pusilla and Rhyacophila cf. dorsall.s (Figrrrc' l'l).'lit

calibrate.FST-hemisphere based suitability curves in a habitat-qualit-v-bottom-shear-stress relation the r,,,r'P,-lirrtctiotr

for the investigated river stretch must be used for the habitat suitability curves as well. These "preferencc ctrrvcs" cittt

then be combined with the shear stress pattem to obtain the ternporal and spatial size and qualitv of availablc h1 clratrlic

habitats.

Figures 15 to 17 show the results for each

investigated species at MF-l and MF-2

conditions. Helobdella stagnalis (Figure 15)

finds perfect hydraulic conditions over a very

large area, particularly during MF-l

controlled periods. MF-2 or weir overflow

conditions reduce its hydraulically suitable

habitats considerably but there are still large

areas remaining which offer best hydraulic
conditions. During short weir overflow
periods the animals move possibly deeper into

the substratum. The hydraulic habitat

availability lor Psychomia pusilla (Figure l6)

under MF-l conditions show a few hundred

m2 within TS-B with acceptable or good

hydraulic conditions. MF-2 conditions result

in approximately double the area of suitable

hydraulic habitats (compared to MF-l

conditions), but still about 75% of the

inundated bottom area are hydraulically
unsuitable for psychomia pusilla. The third
considered species is the extremely

' own data

0 5 1 0 1 5 2 0
FST-hemishpere-value

Figure l4: Habitat suitability curves for 3 benthic species derived from
Kocher data and after Schmedtje(I995). a,b and c are the paramcters of
the function f(x)=x tr.".
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rheophilous Rhyacophila cf. dorsalis (Figure l7). In the Kocher sampling sites it was found only at very few locations

within TS-B riffle sections. The simulation shows that habitat availability is during MF-l conditions extremely

restricted in terms of qualiiy and of size. Habitat quality remains below 30olo over the entire domain and suitable

hydraulic habitat is available only on approximately 300 m2 (that is less than 2o/o of the inundated area). MF-2 causes

a significant relative improvement in available habitat, however still on an extremely low level compared with the
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other two species. Weir overflow periods reveal the hydraulic habitat availability during discharges of 5-6 mr/s. This
was the maximum investigated discharge and therefore the diagrams show that pattern during weir overflow.

Figure l5: Temporal and spatial distribution of hydraulic habitat suitability classes for ÀIeIa bdella stagnalis in TS-8,
minimum flow regulation MF-l (left) and MF-2 (right).
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Figure 16: Temporal and spatial distribution of hydraulic habitat suitability classes for Psy chomio pusilla in TS-8,
minimum flow regulation MF-l (left) and MF-2 (right).
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Figure l7: Temporal and spatial distribution of hydraulic habitat suitability classes for Rhyacophila cf. dorsalis in TS-8,
minimum llow regulâtion MF-l (left) and MF-2 (right).
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For all species the MF-2 flow fluctuations in TS-B do not considerably affect habitat size and quality. Only very large

fluctuations (comparison MF-l conditions, MF-2 conditions, weir overfiow) cause significant changes of the available

habitat. Nevertheless, there is some dynamic and local disturbance due to the alternations of inundated area in TS-B

which also also result in a local shift of certain hydraulic niches within the river bed. The morphologically higltly

variable TS-B flow fluctuations under MF-2 conditions cause a higher temporal and spatial variability of the flow

pattem at the river bottom than in the regulated TS-A. TS-A requires much greater discharges to developp sinrilar

patterns. Hydraulic habitat simulations showed that the diversion of water causes an extreme distortion of available

hydraulic habitat in favour of limnophilous species, and that this distortion can be compensed only to a small degree

by minimum flow regulations.

From the simulations with CASIMIR it is concluded that minimum flow regulations have only a limited capacir-r- to

improve hydraulic habitat availability for rheophilous benthic species in both investigated river stretches. ht tlre

regulated section flow fluctuations cause only reduced heterogenity and dynamics in boffom shear stress pattern. lt

is therefore important to adapt minimum flow regulations to river bed morphology and eventually improve river bed

morphology if high ecological standards are desired.
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ABSTRACT

The present paper describes the basis of a large-scale analysis tool to assess the influence of hydraulic and
tnorphological variations on river habitat. The methodology mainly concerns the assessment of changes due to
natural/artificial floods in mountain areas. It joints the techniques usually applied by river morphologists with those
used by biologists, with the common aim of preserving natural habitats when designing and managing hydraulic
structures. lt mainly consists of interfacing a hydro-morphological model and a habitat evaluation model.

Floods are short-term events having strong impacts on river networks, they produce both acute effects on the
acquatic communities, by means of exposure to strong concentrations of suspended solids and high velocities, and
long-term effects on the river habitat, related to the induced morphological changes and further 1ong-term channel
evolution. The effects on the riverine communities vary with the season in which the flood occurs, due to the
presence of different development stages, like egg incubation and juveniles. Moreover the natural river regime
itselfhas seasonal features. For this reason the same natural/artificial flood can be lethal, tolerable or even positive,
(lack of water, high water temperatures...) depending on the moment in which it occurs.

KEY-WORDS: macrohabitat I river habitat / Alpine Region / mountain river / flood / suspended solids / river
morphology/sui tabi ly index/st ress index/cover / t ransverseprof i les/predict ionmodel  /BrownTrout /Grayl ing
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tlre habitat of a river stretch is governed by climate, surronding environment, quality of the water, as well as by the
physical attributes of the water course. Any alterations of the hydro-morphological parameters, such as water
tlepth. velocity field, sediment transport, river bottom composition, as well as any changes of the chemical and
physical characteristics of the water, transform the river habitat. Besides, hydraulic and morphological variations
rnay also influence parâmeters like water temperature and oxygen content, which contribute to the definition of
river habitat.

River planirnetry, as well as river cross-sectional shapes and substrate evolve continuously. This dynarnic
behaviour is related to both sediment transport and bank erosion processes. River morphology is therefore strongly
dependent on the hydraulic and sedimentologic characteristics of the water course and is influenced b1, several
factors, such as geology, vegetation cover and climate of the river valley. Morphological changes can be very slou,
and therefore detectable only by means of long-term observations, but also relatively fast, even sudden. tn the last
case thev are related to flood events. Human interventions, such as deforestation, soil protectrol, river
Inallagement. reservoir operations, sediment extraction and others, are ahvays responsible for modifications of the
hydfarrlic and rnorphological characteristics of the river. As an example, peaking reservoir operatrons are
conrparable with natural floods and can cause strong short-term changes, while the presence of tlre reservoir itself
is responsible for long-term channel evolution through near-dam erosion and incision ofthe river bed.

A prediction tool for river hydraulic and morphological behaviour is therefore important for the study. of river
habitats. This is expecially true for mountain and piedmont rivers, where the hydraulic and morphological
perturbations are the most limiting factors for the riverine habitat, usually being other factors, like organic water
pollution, of a minor relevance. Such a tool could also be adopted for the analysis of the consequences of hurnan
interventions and for the selection of solutions and management policies which minimise the impact on river
habitats.

Already existing tools for the analysis of river habitats are mostly related to the Instream Florv Incremental
Methodology (Bovee, 1982, 1995) and have proved to be particularly adapted for detailed studies of short river
reaches' These models are based on the assumption that the morphology of the water course remaips constant and
catr be applied for a limited range of water discharges. The study based on a wider range of discharges would
requireanenormousamountof f ie tdobservat ions.  Besides, thesemodelscannotbeusedtoest imatetheef fectsof
peaking hydrological events, such as floods, which lead to strong variations of the water discharges and of the
morphological and substrate characteristics. This is due to the impossibility of carrying on measurements during
those events.

The need to perform spatial and temporal large-scale studies on rivers in the Alpine Region, taking into account
both the hydraulic and morphological variations, led to the development of a new model, named HAFIMo, for the
analysis of macrohabitats, to be used in combination with an already existing hydro-morphological model,
MORIMOR (Di Silvio & Peviani, 1989, l99l). MORIMOR ia aone-dimensional model with mobile bed, which
computes sediment transport as bed and suspended load. The output of the hydro-morphological model is a part of
the input of the habitat model. The integrated use of both models has been designed to evaluate macrohabitat
variations throughout a whole hydrological year, with particular enphasis on the study of the consequences of
flood events.

Cross-stream variations of the physical parameters, like velocity and water depth, are responsible for the diversity
of river habitat and therefore they cannot be neglected. For this reason the model HAFIM6 uses transverse profiles
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lbr the description of cross-strearn distributions. Since the hydro-morphological nrodel is one-dimensional and
tlrelelbre col'tlputes cross-sectional averaged values, post-processing procedures to estimates cross-stream
variations are needed for the evaluatiorr ofriver habitat.

The quality of the habitat is quantified by nreans of habitat suitability criteria based on the organisrns adopted as
lriological indicators. For the study of peaking events also the acute effects on the riverine comrnulities are
estinrated. The exposure to high suspended sediment concerrtrations is evaluated my nreaus of a "stress index".
Also velocity peaks and tlreir effects are considered. Besides the model takes into account the different life stages
ol' l'ishes (reproduction, incubation etc.), by means of calendars describing their typical biological year. Ttre
inrplication is that for certain species, such as Brown Trout and Grayling, the consequerrces of the salre hydro-
rlrorphological event depend on the period in which it occurs. This allows for a better definit ion of river
ll l i l t tagenlent policies, regarding for instance reservoir operations, water widthdrawals and sediment extractions,
rvit lr the ainr of preserving river lrabitat.

tr'igure l: Typical pattern of Alpine rivers

2. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF ALPINE RIVERS

Front the hydraulic and morplrological point of view, mountain and piedmont rivers lrave a strorrgly dynarnic
behaviour. This is rnainly due to their typically steep discharge hydrographs and to the strong time-variations of
ar' l lott l l t and gradatiorr of sedirnent inputs. Mountain rivers rnainly lrave coarse beds arrd steep longitudinal slopes
rvith alternating pool/r'iffle patterns. Their planimetry is alnrost straight with only a few bends, w6ich are mainly
lelated to the geological characteristics of the valley. Piedrnont rivers have rnilder slopes and typically braided
Patterrrs. They flow within an alluvial braid belt which participates in conveying water durilg high flow conditions.
Floods in tnountain and piedrnont rivers are characterised by extreme peaks of velocity and suspended solid
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concentrations. In piedmont areas one of the consequences of floods can be river bed aggradation, mainly caused
by deposition of fine sediments. Figure I shows a typical pattern of Alpine rivers.

Alpine rivers mainly present low temperature waters with a high oxygen content. The organic and industrial
pollution is generally low. For what primary producers are concerned, the biological community is represented,
alnrost exclusively, by peryphiton. This, together with the organic debris falling into the water, is the alimentary
basis for tlre primary consumers, and in particular for the macrobenthic invertebrates. Secondary consumers are
some species of macro-invertebrates and fishes. In the Alpine Region fishes are represented by a low number of
species, rnainly belonging to Salmonids, which require cold, well oxygenated and running waters. Macrobenthic
invertebrates are represented by groups which are well adapted 1o stream currents, but exigent in terms of water
oxygenation, such as Plecoptera, Ephemeroptera and Tricoptera.

3. PROPOSEDMETHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology consists of: i) the simulation of a certain hydrological event with the hydro-
rnorphological model MORIMO& ii) the evaluation of its consequences on river macrohabitat and riverine
communities with the habitat model HAFIMO. The appticability is restricted to large-scale studies of mountain
and piedmont rivers in the Alpine Region. The scheme of the interfacing of the two models is presented in Figure
2 .

3. I The hydro-morphological model

The lrydro-morphological model MORIMOR has been especially designed for large-scale simulations (basin scale)
of river networks in mountain areas. It is one-dimensional and time-dependent, for every computational cross-
section and at any time-step, it simulates: hydraulics, sediment transport (bed and suspended load, granulometries)
and channel morphology (water depth, longitudinal slope, bed level variations), taking into account
discharge/width relations (based on observations). In case ofrivers having compound sections, the model can treat
a channel subdivision.

The code is based on a one-dimensional mathematical description of motion and continuity of water and sediment.
The sediment is assumed non-uniform. The set of theoretical equations, reported in Di Silvio & Peviani ( (1991) is
numerically solved using a finite differences approximation. Besides the upstream and downstream boundary
conditions, the model allows for lateral and internal boundaries, which can represent phenomena like rocky bottom,
water and sediment inputs.

The irnplementation of the model requires the topographical and sedimentological descriptions of the drainage
system (planimetry, cross-sections, grain size distributions of the bottom material) and the definition of initial and
boundary conditions (granulometry and amount of sediment inputs, discharge hydrographs).

3.2 The habitat model

River habitat is described by means of two types of physical parameters, those resulting from the hydro-
morphological simulation: velocity, water depth, granulometry of substrate, suspended sediment, bed level and
longitudinal slope; and those deriving from direct measurements: temperature, cover and curvature of the river axis
(ternperature can also be computed by means of an independent model).
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Tlre habitat ntodel HAFIMO evaluates habitat quality and its variations as a function of the hydro-morplrological
Paranleters. Water tenlperature and cover also contribute in quantifying habitat quality. The model also estimates
thc eftècts of peaking conditions on the acquatic conrmunities.

Rrn
Rs

a
s

WUAHQ STI

- j 2 t

Figure 2: Sheme of the interfacing MORIMOR-HAFIMO.

Evuluation of Habitat Quality

Macrohabitat quality is quantif ied through the aggregation of the results obtained from tlre analysis of the
paranreters describing the rnicrohabitat. The river reach is divided in cells, each ofthem characterised by a certain
rnicrohabitat. The physical parameters of the cell are compared against the habitat suitabil ity criteria fora particular
ot'ganisnr. chosen as biological indicator. Each species has its orvn requirements, with respect to habitat
clraracteristics. and therefore the result is species-dependent. The values of each parameter (florv velocity, water
deptlr. substrate, water temperature, etc.) are associated to a Suitabil ity Index, SI, ranging between zero (unsuitable
value) and one (optirnal value).

A Conrpotrnd Suitabil itv Index for a certain bioloeical indicator can be defined as:

CSI  =  (S In ,XSIe2XSIe3) . . . (S Ie" )

ln rvhich Slnr.. . .Sln,,  are t lre Suitabi l i ty Indexes relat ive to parameterl . . .  parameter n. respectively. CSI can be
resarded as the weight to be attr ibuted to each cel l  for a whole habitat qual i ty evaluation. Tlre sum of al l  cel ls in
tertns of \ \ /et area. mult ipl ied by their weight, in terrns of habitat qual i ty, gives a "rneter" with whiclr to "measure"
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habitat quality of the river reach as a whole. The result is a fraction of the wet area of the whole river reach, A,
which can be regarded as the available habitat for a certain species, and is called Weighted Usable Area:

WUA = t AiCSI.

In which A, is the area of cell i and CSI, is the Compound Suitability Index for cell i. This is the same approach as
that adopted in the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (Bovee l9gz, lgg5).

In order to allow an easy comparison among river reaches of different sizes, a dimensionless paranreter He is
defined:

HQ = WUA/a

The typical river segment to be studied with the proposed methodology has a length up to 25 km. The river
segment is divided into reaches having length up to 250 m. Every river reach is assumed uniform. In transverse
direction.the cross-section is divided in l0 cells.

For every biological indicator, the model applies the suitability criteria of the life stages which can be fou'd at the
'noment corresponding to the given physicat conditions and computes:
- for each river reach in which the river segment is divided: duration curves of He and wuA and rinre-

dependent values (the critical parameter is also indicated);
- for the whole river segment: averaged values of He and WUA.

3.2.2 Estimation of the efiects of acute conditions

fn case of peaking events' such as floods and flushing of reservoirs, it is important to quantifo habitat quality
before and after the event, but it is also necessary to estimate the effects of the acute conditions, which are present
during the event' Acute conditions, such as high concentrations of suspended sediments and trigh velocities, canhave catastrophic effects on the biological community.

In general the effects of suspended sediments on the living organisms are a function of concentration and durationofexposure' The effects on macrobenthic invertebrat", 
"un 

b", durnages oftheir tissues due to the erosive action ofsuspended particles, suffocation, and catastrophic drift. The effecis on fishes can be summarised as follows:Behavioural: modification ofthe behavioural characteristics; ^szà-ze thal: physiological stress, damage oftissues;Lethal: mortality, size of population reduced.

Newcombe & MacDonald (1991) defined a stress Index, which can be used to express the effects of suspendedsediments on the organisms:

STI = ln (C*D)

in which C = Concentration (mg L-l ) and D = Duration (h).
For the different biological indicators the effects of the exposure to suspended sediments have beenexperimentally determined (though not exhaustively) as a function of the Stress Inàex.

Besideds that, high flow velocities can cause a catastrophic drift. The severity of the effects depend on value andduration of the extreme conditions and on the resistance of the organisms. For example, fishes (juveniles and
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adults) can better resist, because they can swim and find recover in zones were the velocity is lower. In the

rnodel the maximum velocity having a duration of at least two hours is compared to the resistance of the

different biological indicators. The critical duration of two hours has been arbitrarily chosen assuming that for a

nrinor duration fish could resist (i.e. finding recover).

The estimation of the effects of suspended sediments and high velocities concerns only the study of events

occurring on short time-scales (days), like floods and peaking reservoir operations, for which the required

computational time-step duration has a maximum of ten minutes. Acute conditions cannot be averaged on longer
time intervals, like the computational time-steps required for studies on longer time-scales (order of magnitude of
several days).
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Figure 3: Schematisation of transverse bed levels variations by means of transverse profiles.

3.2.3 Post-processing of computed hydraulic parameters

Tlre idro-morphological model is one-dimensional and therefore for each parameter it computes one single
averaged value per cross-section. This is a strong approximation for the simulation of river hydro-morphologic
behaviour. Moreover transverse variations proved to be of basic importance for the description of river habitats.
This is true, for example, when establishing whether for a certain species the river reach is suitable for colonisation:
if average conditions are unsuitable, near-bank conditions can be acceptable. Transverse variations of velocity are
decisive in case of extreme events: even when the average value is above the resistance limit, certain fishes (adults

or juveniles) can still resist close to the river banks, where the velocity is lower. For this reason the model
HAFIMO is provided with transverse profrles which can approximate the cross-sectional distribution of stream
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velocity and water depth- Transverse profiles are based on equilibrium hypotheses and are strictly valid only in
theoretical cases. Their range ofvalidity is therefore restricted to those cases in which the real channel is not too far
from the theoretical one.

For uniform channels' velocity and water depth variations are assumed to follow a profile whiclr takes into
account: i) the typical cross-sectional distribution ofvelocity and water depth in straight channels, which presents
lorver values close to the river banks and maximum values close to the channel centre-tine, by means of a parabolic
profile; ii) the influence ofchannel curvature, which is responsibte for the typical triangular shape ofcross-sections
wlren the flow is subcritical, by means of a relation derived for fully developed bend flow Crosato (1990). The
adopted transverse profiles are schematised in Figure 3. The concentration of suspended solids and the
granulometry of the substrate are assumed uniform in the cross-section.

3.2.1 Biological indicators

The biological indicators which are adopted in the model HAFIMO are chosen among both fishes and
ntacrobenthic invertebrates. Fishes are represented by the Brown Trout (Salmo trutta), which is the dominant
species in alpine rivers, and by the Grayli ng (Tlrymallus thymallus), which is the characteristic species of piedmont
reaches' Both the Brown Trout and the Grayling are intolerant to water quality alterations and to hydraulic and
ntorphological perturbations. Adults of Brown Trout have a marked territorial behaviour and require, more than
any other species ofTrout, the presence ofcover. on the contrary the Grayling is a gregarious species and do not
treed cover' Both species eat prevailingly macroinvertebrates. The biological calendars indicatini the life stages of
these fish species are given below.

Table 1: Brown Trout (Salmo truUa)

adult

ni le

incubation

reproduction

ffi = presenr

fry

incubation

reDroduction

ffi = presenr

rAN IFEB ;naen lern luev l ruN lrur leuc lsen lo. ,  lNov loec

Table 2: Grayling (Tlrynallus thymallus)

JAN I FEB lrr len lapn
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Macrobenthic invertebrates are represented by the orders Plecoptera, Ephemeroptera, Trichoptera, Coleoptera and
Diptera, which show rnodifications, in terms of abundance and relative distribution, to habitat alterations. Besides
also two species of macroinvertebrates, Ephemerella and Hydropsyche, are adopted as biological indicators.

For the Browtr Trout and the benthic macroinvertebrates, the adopted Suitability Indexes are based on the work of
Gowan ( 1984) and of Raleigh et al. (1986), for the Grayling on the work of Hubert et al. ( l985). Due to rhe lack of
significant European contributions, all the tables adopted in the model HAFIMO are based on North American
data. Therefore their applicability to European cases requires further studies.

The effects of suspended sediments on the chosen species have been summarised in tables, based on the data
reported by Newcombe (1994). For the Brown Trout data proved to be scarce, and therefore they had to be
integrated with those regarding the Rainbow Trout. The effects on Grayling had to be extrapolated from data
collected for the Arctic Grayling. The study is far from being finished, observations on European species and
environment. and further studies are needed.

3.2.5 Cover

Cover can be described as: hiding-place, refuge from predators, refuge from adverse conditions (high stream
velocity). Cover can be provided by the presence of a boulder, a trunk of a tree, roots, a hole, etc. During peak
conditions cover can be also the near-bank area where velocity is lower. Cover is defined in terms of usable
area, that is in m2.

The presence of cover increases with the granulometry of the substrate and with the water depth. In general the
availability of cover varies with the discharge and therefore cover is a parameter of difficult estimation.
Furthermore it requires field observations, since it cannot be computed by means of a hydro-morphological
model and it should be evaluetad for every river reach.

Cover is a parameter of high importance for the quality of habitat. This is especially valid for the Brown Trout,
for which it is one of the parameters to be taken into account for the habitat description. Cover has also a
general role of decreasing the severity of the effects of extreme conditions and in defining microhabitats
characterised by low velocities. Often, in preliminary model tests, stream velocity has proved to be the critical
parameter for the habitat and sometimes this result was not realistic. Mountain and piedmont rivers have indeed
high values ofaverage velocity, but, on the other hand, they present also strong channel irregularities (small bends,
holes, stagnation areas caused by instream obstacles, like boulders) where the velocity is lower and where the
presence of some less-resistant species is evident. Those channel irregularities can be compared with the area
trsable as cover. They cannot be predicted by models and cannot be reproduced by means of transverse velocity
profiles. Taking into account the transverse variations of velocity is anyway the first requirement, but this
sotnetirnes still gives unrealistically critical results. For this reason in the proposed methodology cover has been
introduced in the estimation of SI" (Suitability Index for velocity) through the following expression:

SI,: SI* (Ai-Ai")/Ai + Ai"/Ai

ln which A, is the wet area of cell i; A," is the area usable as cover in cell i (for simplicity cover is assumed
uniforrnly distributed in the cross section); SI* is the Suitability Index based on the value of computed velocity in
the cell and valid for the area (A,-A;"); SI, is the revised Suitabil ity Index. The above relation implies that a
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Ssitabil it), lndex equal to ole (optimal) is assigned to the area A,". The Weiglrted Usable Area with respect to

velocity increases and has a minimum value equal to that of the area defined as cover'

The proposed relation gives the possibility of estimating the effects of drastical changes of cover availabilitl'. rvhich

can derive from rivercanalisation, bank protection works etc. It allows also for a Inore realistic detenninatiotr ol 't lrc

effects of peak velocities during floods. ln this case cover is assumed to take tlre role of refugefrom adverse

conditions. lor juvenile and adulrs of fish only (it is assumed that the other life stages, eggs and fi'1'. and

nracroinvertebrates cannot swim and therefore do not easily benefit from refuge areas).

Figure 4: River with a compound section, subdivision in parallel channels.

4. APPLICATIONS

The study of river lrabitat changes regards short- to long-term simulations, in which the hydro-morphological

parameters and habitat quality are computed at every time-step. Short-term simulations (duration of days) regard

natural/artificial flood events. Medium-term studies (duration of months) regard a whole hydrological year or

season, rvhich can be based on averaged, measured or hypothetical hydrological data. Long-term simulations

(duration of tens of years) generally regard environmental impact studies. ln this case the evolution following

human interventions should be compared with the initial conditions and with the natural trend. The short-medium-

long-ternr rnorphological evolutions are reproduced by means of the hydro-morphological model. The comparisons

are based on the analysis of habitat quality for a whole hydrological year, a single event, or the most critical

situation.

When the river has a typical cornpound section, with a main stream and lateral channels (Figure 4) the wlrole

clrannel can be divided into sub-channels. The model MORIMOR computes all the hydro:morphological

parameters for every sub-channel. Every sub-channel will then be treated separately for the evaluation of habitat

quality. ln this case it is not advisable to apply the transverse profiles as described in Section 3.2.3, which are valid

only for uniform channels.

The possible applications of the integrated model are:
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- the study of the effects of natural floods on habitat quality and on the biological communify;
- the study ofhabitat quality evolution throughout a whole (ordinary or exceptional) hydrological year or a

season:
- the study of the effects of peaking reservoir operations on habitat quality and on the biological communityl
- tlre study ofthe effects on habitat quality ofriver canalisation and bank protection works;
- the study of tlre effects on habitat quality of sediment extraction (deliver) from (into) the river channel;
- the study of the effects on habitat quality of river hydraulic regime modifications (water withdrawals,

reservoir operations) and optimisation of water management policies with respect to the minimisation of
the irnpact on river habitats;

- the study of long-term habitat modifications, due to slow hydraulic and morphologicat evolutions.

5. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS AND DISCUSSION

The developrnent of the presented methodology is still at an initial stage. Up to now the integrated rnodel
MORIMOR-HAFIMO has only been tested on hypothetical cases. Applications on existing rivers are needed for
further improvements and calibrations.

The applicability of the adopted North American data to European cases must be assessed.

Habitat diversity cannot be neglected, and therefore cross-sectional variations must be estimated. Discussion is still
open about ltow to take into account cross-sectional variations of velocity and water depth investigating the more
cotrvenietlt shematisation. This can result from theoretical transverse profiles and from field observations. Field
measuremeuts are therefore needed.

Tlre need of vertical profiles for the estimation of the near-bottom velocity (important parameter for microhabitat of
invertebrates) is also under discussion.

A preliminary conclusion at this stage of development is that the role of cover is of great importance for the
definition of habitat and for the consequences of high velocities on the riverine communities. Unfortunately this
parameter is difficult to estimate. A sensitive analysis of cover estimation is needed. Standard criteria for its
estirnation are also needed. Discussion is still open about how to take into account the influence of cover on
defining macrohabitats, also in relation to velocity, and on decreasing the effects of velocity peaks.
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ABSTRACT

Lake Saint-François is the first fluvial lake downstream of the Great Lakes; this complex fltrvio-lacustrine system

reaches 8 km in its wider part, and extends for over 50 km. Aquatic macrophytes are abundant partially because of

water level stabilization and increased nutrient loading from the Great Lakes. The influence of plants on flow

modification during summer is very important and with a magnitude similar to ice in winter. In Lake Sainç

François, emergent plants and especially submerged species have to be considered in order to simulate accurately

hydrodynamic conditions.

Spatial distribution of plant species is linked to their instream flow preferences. This aspect is well shown by the

occunence of growth forms representing adaptation to abiotic conditions. Several abiotic variables are of impor-

tance: light penetration, wave energy, current velocity, nutrients in substrate and substrate physical characteristics

are, at different levels, controlling the species and their biomass.

Field characterization of macrophytes was performed using echosounder transects in association with a submersible

video camera. This technique allowed us to calibrate the echofacies for species identification and relative.propor-

tion, plant height and density. Eleven main assemblages were recognized on 83 different echofacies. These assem-

blages appear to be strongly correlated with abiotic conditions.

A basic interpretation key was set up in order to describe plant distribution over the entire lake. A precise

bathymetric map has been built from a 292 0n points hydrographic database. Species, relative proportion, density

and plant height were then interpolated between transects. These informations were used for adjusting the

Manning's friction coefficient for each assemblages. Simulations of the flow fields with plants and in absence of

plants show a contrasted pattern. During the summer (with plants), the flow is mainly concentrated in deep

channels where velocities are clearly increased by approximately 20Eo, compared to spring-fall simulation (without

plants).

KEY-WORDS: Two-Dimensional model / Macrophytes / Aquatic plants / Habitat modeling / Lake Saint-François /

St. Lawrence River / Manning's coefficients / Hydrodynamic model / Physical habitat / Finite elements method /

Québec / Canada
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INTRODUCTION

Context

Lake Saint-François is a complex fluvio-lacustrine system that has been submitted to important modifications
associated with industrialization. Politically, this part of the St. Lawrence River plavs the role of a border; it is
shared by two Canadian provinces, Ontario and Québec and by New York state (Figure l). Lake Saint-François is
the first fluvial lake of the St.Lawrence River, downstream of the Great Lakes. It is an important widening of the
river. The lake has a maximum width of about reaches almost 8 km on its larger part. and nearly 50 km in length.
covering a total area of 233 km2 lAllan 1986; Lonain et aI. 1993). The mean flow discharge of the river at
Cornwall is 7500 m3/s, creating strong curents responsible for the lack of stratihcation in the lake.

Morphologically, Lake Saint-François can be subdivided in three main parts (Figure 2): a multi-channel riverine
reach with large islands forming an archipelago at its upstream part; a middle part which presents the aspect of a
sub-fluvial breaded reach, with deep channels and shallow water flat zones; and a lacustrine section on the
downstrgam side where mean depth stands around l0 m with a 2l m deep navigation seaway. This complex
morphology strongly determines the flow distribution over the lake. Water levels are heavily regulated for naviga-
tion purposes, by hydropower stations located upstream and downstream of the lake. The pristine regime used to
allow a 60 cm annual variation of the level. Regulation reduced this interval to less than l2 cm on an annual basis
which favoured luxuriant submerged plant growth.

The lake is covered with ice during winter, a factor which contributes to particular flow pattems during this season.
Figure 3 illustrates the seasonal energy slope of the river in relation to the presence of ice during winter. The river
increases its water level difference between upstream and downstream to compensate ice resistance and to allow an
efficient flow transit through the system. Similarly, during summer, aquatic plants grow on area where physical
conditions are acceptable or suitable for them. This results in a transient reinforcement of the flow pattems already
present in the lake due to its morphology. Figure 3 also depicts this influence. For hydrodynamic modeling
purposes, taking into account the aquatic plant resistance to flow is an absolute necessity in order to provide
reliable results for application related to river enhancements, or for waste disposal and to water quality manage-
ment.

This research focuses on the modeling strategy adopted to represent the distribution of aquatic plants and the effect
of plants within a finite element hydrodynamic model, taking into account that the relation between plants and flow
is non-linear from a modeling point of view. In fact, plant distribution is dependent on the flow field to grow and,
at the same time, plants slow down the currents due to their resistance, thus contributing to the establishment of
their own suitable microhabitat. This work is the first step toward a microhabitat modeling of aquatic plants.

This project was realized in the context of a multidisciplinary research program entitled "Ecosystem Recovery on
the St. Lawrence", a multiuniversitary initiative lead by the Research Institute for Environment and Economy of the
University of Onawa and funded by the Canadian federal government "Three Councils Ecoresearch program".

This article presents successively the theoretical background behind plant suitable microhabitat modeling and its
basic application in the cartography of aquatic plant distribution, hydrodynamic modeling and its formal aspects
related to flow resistance, validation considerations, some of the numerical tools involved in the project, and
f,rnally, some hydrodynamic results, unfortunately not yet validated.
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Figure 2: Bathymetry of Lake Saint-François
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Figure l: Location of Lake Saint-François (St. Lawrence River) (After Morin et al. 1994).
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Figure 3 : Seasonal evolution ofthe energy slope in relation to ice and plant resistance in Lake Saint-

François (After Morin et al1994)

TOWARDS SIMULATION OF THE SUITABLE MICROHABITAT OF AQUATIC PLANTS

Plant ecology and abiotic factors

One can distinguish two main groups among aquatic plants, those which float freely with currents, and those which
are rooted in the substrate. The second group have a significant influence on the currents by resisting to the flow.
This second group splits again into three classes (Sculthorpe 1967;Wetzel 1975): plants with floating leaves (0.5 m
<depth < 3 m), plants emerging above the water surface (depth < 1.5 m) and submerged plants growing to almost

any depth where light penetrates. For hydrodynamic modeling purposes, only the last two really play a significant

role on the main water body. From an ecological point of view, the emergent plant constitutes the ecotope between

terrestrial ecosystem (eventually wetlands) and the hydrosystem.

The submerged plants were classified by using a distinction based on the growth form (Figure 4): canopy-producer,
erect-form, rosetrc-form, bent-down form and bouom-dwellers. The canopy-producers concentrate their photosyn-
thetic biomass near the water surface and their stems can reach 4.5 m. Erect-forms have long stems which can
reach 4 m but are not forming canopy. Rosette-forms have their photosynthetic biomass located close to the
bottom, their maximum length is 1.5 m but they do not reach the surface. The bent-down form is typical of an
environment dominated by currents, their height is less than I m but could reach 3 m in length. Finally, bottom-
dwellers are less than 0.5 m in heieht and form dense mat.

This classification is much more helpful to modelers than any other because it is more closely related to abiotic
conditions (Chambers and Kalff 1987). For example, canopy-producers rue growing in nutrient rich substrate while
bottom-dwellers are favoured by low-nutrient substrate. The growth form could be considered as an adaptation to
the abiotic conditions since rosette-forms are resistant to wave action and the bent-down forms are adapted to fast
currents. Chambers and Kalff (1987) and Chambers (1987) mention that some species sharing the same growth
form have also comparable abiotic preferences for light (depth) and nutrients (substrate). Inversely, similar abiotic
conditions would generate similar growth forms, a principle that allows to start habitat modeling from physical
conditions as independent variables.

Spatial distribution of macrophytes is related to their instream flow needs (or preferences) and consequently, to
abiotic conditions in the water body. Figure 5 depicts the complex network of relationships that governs the
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interactions between submerged plants and their habitat in the aquatic environment (after Morin 1995). The main
variables which contribute to habitat selection by plants are the substrate (in relation to nutrients availability), light
penetration (turbidity & depth), wind stresses and waves (or, more simply the wind fetch), flow velocity, substrate
(in relation to rooting) and seasonal water level variations, riverbed slope, etc...

Figure 4: Schematic representation of aquatic plants growth forms

Figure 5: Conceptual representation of relationship between aquatic plants and their microhabitat

Role of abiotic factors

According to Duarte and Kalff (1986), riverbed slopes can affect plants microhabitat selection by indirectly influ-

encing thickness of sediment, grain size and stability of deposits. Wave dissipation is also related to this factor

(Duarte and Kalff 1988). In general, macrophytes seem to prefer slope conditions inferior to l5%o. An adequate

Numerical Field Model can easily provide the spatial distribution of this information in the flow domain.
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Waves play a significant role in habitat suitability for plants. In fact. they apply mechanical stresses on them. but
they also contribute to seed propagation (Keddy 1982). Waves affect directly the sedimentary dynamics within

shallow water zones. When not controlled by current velociries, grain size and substrate composition are strongly
correlated to wave energy dissipation on riverbed (Hakanson 1977; Keddy 1982, Pettigrew and Kalff l99l). Plants
can also contribute to wave damping (Kobayashi et al 1993; Camfield 1977\. ln absence of a wave model, the
wind fetch can be used in order to roughly estimate this factor. Again this data can be generated by spatial analysis
within terrain morphology analytical tools.

Light penetrarion is related to turbidity and depth. It determines the maximum depth in a particular water body at

which plants c€m grow (Dale 1986; Spence 1982; Wetzel 1975). The capacity to assimilate light energy varies from

a plant category to another, a characterisic that determines their distribution (Chambers and Kalff I 985). Depth is
provided directly by coupled NFM - hydrodynamic models. Turbidity may be interpreted as a global property of
water bodies within a river (accounting for tributary plumes), or simulated with a sedimentation model able to
calculate the concentration of suspended load.

Current.veloci4r or turbulence can inhibit macrophyte growth by breaking leaves, uprooting, or making rooting
difficult. Presence of currents reduces plant biomass and diversity without regards to substrate composition
(Chambers et al l99l). Virtually, no plant can grow in water bodies with velocities higher than I m/s. However,
macrophytes can modify the flow distribution by offering resistance to flow (Pettigrew and Kalff 1992). This resis-
tance depends on the total surface of leaves. Hydrodynamic models can predict precisely current velocity as long
as the resistance is well accounted for in the model parametrization.

Nutrients can also be a dominant factor for plant species distribution (Anderson and Kalff 1986). Sediment is the
main source of nutrients to plants, over direct assimilation in the water column (Barko and Smart 1980; Carignan
and Kalff 1980). As for currents, macrophytes contribute to sedimentation processes by reducing velocities and
facilitating deposition of fine material which usually carry adsorbed nutrients, and their own or-9anic matter after
senescence. This effect results in increased habitat value for plants (Chambers and Prepas 1994: Pettigrew and
Kalff l99l). The nutrient content in substrate is related to wave action and to current velocity (Chambers and
Prepas 1990) implying that nutrients are associated to fine particles, and that this type of material serrles in
protected areas (Wilson and Keddy 1985).

Substrate composition, as previously stated, plays significant physical and chemical roles for plant habitat selec-
tion. Penetration and anchoring of roots necessitate a light and stable substrate. Thus, zones subject to erosion are
not favorable conditions as plant microhabitat (Madsen and Adams 1989). Finally, water level variation has an
important influence on macrophytes by exposing their structures to the air or to freezing.

Macrophytes in Lake Saint-François

In Lake Saint-François, macrophytes appear to have benefited, both in terms of diversity and biomass, from
increased sources of nutrients related to human activity, and from water level regulation for navigation and hydro-
power generation (Owen and Wile 1975). The creation of very favourable abiotic conditions for plant growth were
caused by I ) constant depths by stabilization of water levels, 2) alteration of current velocity by dredging, 3) reduc-
tion of ice scouring, 4) and by the anthropogenic increase of nutrients. The actual equilibrium in submerged plant
composition includes mainly species listed in Table l. Scirpus sp. is the most abundant emergent plant observed in
the fluvio-lacustrine zone.
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Table 1: List of most abundant species of submerged macrophytes in L. Saint-François and growth form

Growth form Species

M -v riophv llum s p i catum

Elodea canadensis

Ce ratop hy llum de me rsum

Potamo geton ric ha rdsoni i

Heteranthera dubia

P otamogeton pe ct inatus

Alisma gramineus

Vallisneria americana

Nitella sp

canopy-producer and erecl

erect

çrect

erect

erect

bend-down and erect

rosette

rosette

bottom-dweller

Field characterization of macrophytes

The influence of macrophytes on flow varies for each species, depending mainly on their total surface area. There-
fore, a precise knowledge of their spatial distribution is a necessary condition for accurate flow simulation. The
approach proposed herein for macrophytes mapping is an adaptation of one proposed in Fortin et al (1993) and
Boudreau et al. (1994). On October 1995, the maximum growth phase for plants for that year, several echosounder
profiles were obtained on transects (Figure 6) during a five day field campaign to provide the basic information for
setting up the macrophytes map. Ponctual controls with a submersible camera were performed regularly during
echosounder recording, especially at echofacies changes. Positioning was done by a DGPS providing a reliable
spatial referencing output. Plant taxonomy has been verified by Norman Dignard (Min. Énergie et Ressources,

Québec) on samples collected in the field.

An interpretation key of the specific response of echosoundings to particular patterns of plant association and
growth forms was built by adapting Fortin's approach and it was calibrated with camera observations. Species
composition, rough species proportion, plant height and relative evaluation of density were extracted from each
assemblages. A total of eleven plants assemblages, when refined with relative proportions, density or plant height
compose a grand total of 83 distinct echofacies. Some examples of echofacies and corresponding interpretation are
depicted in Figure 7.

Macrophytes mapping: an "educated" interpolation task

We know that the most important factor for the occunence of aquatic plant is light. Light intensity is function of
turbidity and depth. Close to a sampled area, as turbidity remains constant, one can argue that light intensity is

only a function of depth. Similar logics can be applied to other abiotic variables. Therefore, the use of a precise

bathymetric map was essential, in order to allow for a precise interpolation between transect. We used a
bathymetric map with I m depth isocontour intervals at a scale of l:15 000. This map was drawn directly with a
Delauney triangulation procedure from an extensive data base (see below Numerical Field Model or NFM).
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Figure 6 : Echosounding transects on

Lake Saint-François (August 1994).
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Between the transects, plant distribution was estimated by using an interpolation procedure accounting for the
visual interpretation of relevant abiotic variables available in the NFM data base. Rules goveming the habitat
selection by plants according to their growth form were also exploited. Provenance of these rules came first from
the literature. But, it was mostly associated with a quick "learning curve" that took place while analyzing echofa-
cies - vs - abiotic variable. A relatively small amount of the total echofacies data set was necessary to calibrate this
conceptual interpretation and interpolation key. Depth, riverbed slopes, rough estimation of flow field and shelter
effects, substrate composition, wind fetch and a rough estimation of nutrient distribution which participate to the
application of the key are components of the NFM.

Just to give a brief idea on spatial distribution of plants, assemblages with Vallisneria atnericana as dominant

species are found in areas with waves as the dominant abiotic factor, Myriophvllum spicatum assemblages are

mainly related to nutrient rich substrates, Potamogeton pectinatus is found in areas dominated by currents. and
Nitella sp. is present where other plants have difficulties to grow, mainly in deeper parts.

MODELING PLANT INFLUENCE ON HYDRODYNAMICS

Two-dimensional (2-D) hydrodynamic model

Briefly, as stated in Boudreau et al. (1996), the hydrodynamic model provides dynamic drying-wetting capabilities,
an essential feature to deal with natural watercourse processes where the lateral flow boundaries move continuouslv
with flow discharge or tides (Leclerc et al, 1990a, b). As with every 2-D horizontal model, velocities are vertically

integrated (mean value). The model uses a "non-conservative" mathematical formulation (velocities and water

levels as primitive state variables) based on St-Venant, or shallow water equations. It also uses a finite element
(often called TIN for Triangular Inegular Network) spatial and numerical discretization scheme which is reputed to
provide the best interpolation method to reproduce adequately the held data within the Numerical Field Model.

The 2-D model in use in this research covers the entire range of forces and accelerations which occur in the natural

flow equilibrium, e.g., local and convective acceleration, gravity (surface slope), riverbed, plant and ice resistance,
wind stresses, turbulent shear stresses and compression, and Coriolis force.

Data representation: choosing a dieital support

Explanatory variables can be provided through direct field sampling, and/or by predictive hydrodynamic models.

For modeling purposes, all data sets must share a topologically homogeneous support (e.g., the same grid) to facili-

tate the computation tasks involving more than only one set. The Finite Element interpolation Method (FEM)

proposed herein is comparable to generic Geographical Information Systems (GIS). In the case of field data. repre-

sentation of information on a common digital support implies an interpolation procedure. The result constitutes the

Numerical Field Model (NFM) obtained from the transfer of measured variable to the common data support.

Coupling hydrodynamic model with plant resistance

Resistance to flow by plants was the object of several studies (Haslam 1978; Manz and Vy'esthoff 1988; Marshall

and Westlake I 990, among others). Logarithmic velocity profile which usually characterize turbulent shear layer in

open flow must be applied carefully in plant resistance dominated flows. Within the hydrodynamic model
(Boudreau et al 1994), resistance of riverbed, ice and plants are being represented by a Manning's type formula.
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(f) ,,=4#L
'Where 

ri represent the i'r'(according to x, y coordinates, I = 1,2) component of resistance. p water density,5'

gravity, n the Manning roughness coefficient, Vthe velocity module (vertically integrated). ai the i'l' component of

the velocity vector, and H the total depth.

This formula, very classical, thus relates quadratically resistance to velocity and a roughness coefTcient, which is

similar to "drag" type formulas. Bottom and plant resistance cumulate their influences according to a vectorial

behavior.

T  x  =  Txm*  116  and  T \  =  T ,n+  Tû

Where r6and r,n are respectively bottom and macrophyte resistance modules.

As for the n for substrate (nr ), one currently relates this parameter to local mean rugosity or grain size. Concerning

the pararnetrization of the plants (Manning's n" ) in the formula, it is necessary to take into account the main

characteristics of plants which contribute to the resistance. Species, seasonal growth phase, density and relative

area coverage in plant associations were the variables considered by Boudreau et al. (1994). Because there is a

directly proportional relation between the total surface area ofa plant and its resistance to flow. there is also a direct

relation between plant resistance to flow and its height. In the actual work, plant heights have been measured and it

is used in the Manning's coefficient calculation.

(2)

(3) ni = C1Q) Pi(r) Dn,t(x,y) (o^L) ni,^u,
0<Pr ( r )< l

w r t n  
o < D i ( , r , 1 ) < l

Where ni represents the i'i species contribution to resistance, n,r,*o, the maximum value provided by the species

in the highest density, for its maximum height observed and during the maximum growth season, C/t) is a growth

phase factor varying between 0 and l, /ri the local plant height at the maximum growth phase, lri,u, the maximum

maximorum height observed for a species, P1(r) the ratio of a species within an assemblage. and D{x,1") a density

factor related to relative area coverage ofthe assemblage.

D,(x,y) allows to modulate the spatial influence of plants according to its physical distribution. P;(r) permits to take

in account the percentage of the i'A species in the assemblage and finally, the ratio Ah** allows a modulation of the

friction coefficient with plant height. Combination of Ci, Pi and Di=1,0 and a height /ti colresPonding to maximum

growth phase generates the maximum influence of the species considered.

Consistently with (l), (2) and (3), n^i for several plants (Number=M) species within an association cumulates

quadratically to express to total influence ofthe considered association n,.

(4)

Numerical Field Model (NFM)

Bathymetry in Lake Saint-François was characterized by the Canadian Hydrographic Service for navigation

purposes. 292 ffiO measurement points were available in a digitized "field sheet" form, thus providing very

M

n2^=ln i ,
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convenient and precise estimation of riverbed morphology, and of geomorphologic features. This information was

mobilized by a Delaunay's triangulation procedure as representation and interpolation tool, and used for setting up

the hydrodynamic FEM (mesh). The result of this procedure is the Numerical Field Model. Accessibility to inter-

active visualization tools is necessary to set a NFM, especially if it uses the Finite Element Method. Geographical

Information System can also be used for similar analysis.

ForLake Saint-François, aFEM was setup with the proposed methodology; the resulting mesh includes 27 618

triangular T6 elements (six interpolation nodes providing a quadratic approximation of variables) and thus. 57 468

nodes. Such a mesh generates more than 130 000 unknown variables which are solved by the algebraic resolution

of flow equations. Nevertheless, this amount of data is much less than the original bathymetric data set.

Parametrization of plant resistance

One needs a reliable map of plants including their growth form and density and an estimation of nin,tx in order to

implement the proposed roughness algebraic closure. Our approach consists in four main steps:

o First estimation of plant distribution using a transect-based echosounding field characterization of plants;
. Simultaneous measuring of flow velocities for calibration and validation of hydrodynamic model;
. Bio-interpretation of transects data with respect to macrophytes preferences - vs - abiotic factors, educated

interpolation between transects in order to set a map of plant growth forms;
. Calibration of roughness coefficient by using flow distribution measurements;
. Validation of hydrodynamic model.

We will see later how the predicted velocity values, together with other abiotic field data sets obtained in the field

will be mobilized as independent variables in order to model mathematically the macrophytes distribution.

Field current measurements for calibration and validation

For calibrating and validating plants roughness parameters, velocity measurements were collected along the

transects by using a ADCP (Acoustical Doppler Current Profiler). l5 m0 measurement points, each offering the

vertical velocity profile every 25 cm, resulted from this effort. For providing spatially homogeneous velocity data

with regard to hydrodynamic model, a vertical integration of these profiles was required. Again, the huge size of

this data set required the development of the proper tools to manipulate readily the information. The graphical

package that resulted is called DOPPVISI. Distribution of velocities can be visualized either in plan or in vertical

sections.

Dealing with roughness

Classification of the flow domain with respect to plant distribution and roughness allows the closure of the hydro-

dynamic model on the resistance parametrization. Table 2 shows the value of Manning's coefficient for each species

and growth form at their maximum density, and for their maximum height. The values of Manning's coefficients

used herein are modified from Boudreau et aI (1994). They were used to represent resistance of plants in Lake

Saint-Pierre, another fluvial lake of the St. Lawrence River system. This range of value was calibrated and

validated on this lake by using a data set of 150 single velocities measurement points. Validation on Lake Saint-

François will be much more precise taking into account the huge amount of data provided by the ADCP. As this

activity is still in progress, the final results will be part of future communications. Figure 8 shows the distributed

value of the plants roughness coefficient according to our parametrization scheme.
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Table 2: Classification of plants roughness coefficients scheme used in Lake Saint-François.

Species (growth form) Manning's Maximum
coefficient height (m)

(2."*)

EMERGING
M y riop hy I lum s pi catum ( cano py )
My riop hy I lum s picatum ( e rect )
Ce ratophy llum de me rsum
Elodea canadensis
Heteranthera dubia
P otamo geton ric ha rdsonii
Vallisneria americana

0,200 surface
0,200 surface (4,5)

0,100 1.5

Potamogeton pectinatus 0,030 0,8
Nitella sp. 0,020 0,5
Alisma sramineus 0.020 0,4

Figure 8 : Map of plants resistance as indicated by the global roughness coemcient : n.

0,150 3,0

0,080 1,0
0,750 1,7
0,070 I,6
0,060 r,2

Manning
:0 ,202
= 0 ,175
= 0 ,149
= 0 ,123
ffi o,osz
H o,ozt
= 0,045
" 0.028

A
IN
t

-
5km
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RESULTS

In order to demonstrate the contrasting flow patterns of the lake in presence of vegetation - vs - plant-free flowing

conditions, e.g., late fall or early spring periods, Figures 9 and l0 depict velocity results of two hydrodvnamic

model simulations obtained with similar conditions, except for plant presence, in the model. Flow discharge

through the model was imposed the average value of 7500 m]/s. In these figures. only a part of the flow field

Iocated within the middle part of the lake is shown. This detailled view shows very distinctly local differences

between the two simulations.

The maximum values of simulated velocities are within the plant-free deepest zones of the lake in the summer.

Also noticeable are the numerous abrupt direction changes in currents. The structuring effect of plants on flow is

dramatically demonstrated by these simulations. Already well-structured by a contrasting bathymetry, current

patterns in Lake Saint-François are amplified or inhibited by the distribution of plants. Similar observations were

made in Lake Saint-Pierre bv Boudreau et al (1994). both in the field and in simulations.

DISCUSSION

Numerical modeling of complex flow fields like Lake Saint-François is a difficult task which involves a series of

disciplinary knowledge form very distinct domains. Hydraulics, botany, hydrography, computer engineering, field

work and numerical methods are the principal source ofknowledge and know-how involved in such a project. The

present work, as previously stated, has not yet completed its field validation phase for hydrodynamics. Proofed-

results will be published in the final version of this article in a refereed joumal.

The next challenging step will be to undertake the macrophytes microhabitat modeling for predicting plant distribu-

tion and biomass without using echosounder data. Rules derived by previous researchers and expertise obtained

from echosounding interpretation will be exploited to produce a predictive mathematical model of plant distribu-

tion. Basic abiotic data will be provided through the NFM database. Validation of plant distribution model will be

periormed with some part of the actual data set and with new field characterization.

CONCLUSION

This work is a first step towards a predictive model of aquatic macrophytes habitat. Biomass, growth forms and

possibly plant species appear predictable by this mean. Macrophytes of Lake Saint-François have been mapped

using echosounder transects in association with a submersible video camera. Plants distribution between transects

were interpreted using a basic habitat model in the form of an interpretation key using distributed abiotic variables

as provided by a Numerical Field Model. We have extracted, from echosounding data, plant species composition,

proportion, density and height. These heuristics were used in the estimation of the Manning's roughness

coefficient.

Hydrodynamic simulations performed with friction coefficient for plants show that macrophytes tend to concentrate

the flow in the main channels. In the future, we believe that plant microhabitat simulation will allow a rapid

description of plant distribution and biomass, and consequently, improve the precision and the rapidity of field

modeline.
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Figure l0: Simulation of flow velocity with summer model. Notice: field-validation in proeress
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Figure 9: Simulation of flow velocity with spring-fall model. Notice: field-validation in orogress
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ABSTRACT

Many habitat modelling and instream flow studies are undertaken at the reach level (over a few hundred
metres), yet for management purposes, these results must be extrapolated to longer sectors of river (over a
few kilometres). In order to do this with any degree of certainty, a knowledge of the habitat rypes present
and their extent throughout the river is essential. This paper describes the application of a methodology for
defining representative reaches and transects for use with subsequent PHABSM analysis on the River Tavy,
Devon. The habitat mapping procedure was undertaken to identify the habitat types that must be sampled as
part of the PHABSIM fieldwork and enable subsequent extrapolation of these results. Three sectors of river
were identified based on existing hydrological information. Six typical mesohabitat types' present in the
river were proposed (i.e. cascade, chute, riffle, shallow glide, deep glide and deep slack). Each sector was
then habitat mapped to record the location and extent of each type. Transects were positioned where a
change in mesohabitat type was evident or at l00m downstream from the last transect, whichever was the
closer. Instream measurements consisted of channel and water width, maximum depth, maximum velocity
and identification of the substrate sizes present. This resulted in the identification, measurement and
mapping of 179 transects along 9km of river. These data were analysed to confirm the relevance of the
habitat typology and assess the maximum velocity and depth characteristics of each type. The data also
allowed the identification of the proportion of the river length and surface area occupied by each of the six
mesohabitat types. Mesohabitat composition of the PHABSIM reaches currently being used to evaluate the
impacts of flow regulation on habitat availability was based on these results. Reach specific results can then
be extrapolated along the relevant sectors to ensure management is applied in the appropriate places.

KEY-WORDS: Habitat Mapping / mM IPHABSIM / Mesohabitat / Sector Scale / Reach Scale / River Tavy
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INTRODUCTION

With a growing demand for water resources, an array of techniques have been developed to assess the impact of
flow variations on instream habitat availability. These methods range from (l) simple'desktop'methods, such as
the Montana method (Tennant, 1976) that rely on an historical flow record, (2) 'mid-range' methods that utilise a
small degree of site specific information (e.g., Wetted Perimeter Method; Nelson, 1980) to (3) the more complex
'biological response' or'incremental'methods (e.g., Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM); Bovee. 1982)
that require detailed fieldwork across several transects under different flows, computer-based hydraulic simulation
and habitat simulation. Most of these techniques were originally developed in the USA, but with the declining
flows, increasing demand for water and the recent drought (Marsh et al., 1994), these techniques are now being
utilised on an increasing scale in the UK (Petts and Maddock, 1994; Perts et al., 1995). In particular, the IFIM has
been tested to UK conditions (Johnson et al., 1993) and is beginning to be used to determine water resource
maragement decisions (Maddock and Petts, 1995).

The Importance of Scale in River Channel Assessment

In addition to each of these methods having different data requirements, many are applied over alternative sparial
scales. It is widely accepted that the scale of approach ro river investigations varies from the microhabitat level up
to the catchment scale as shown in figure I (Frissell et al., 1986: Petts, 1994). A river may be considered across a
spectrum of scales which can be ordered into a hierarchy, each with a different degree of sensitivity and recovery
time. Therefore, such a system not only defines the structural components of a river, but also recognises that the
relative importance of factors controlling the short-term and long-term behaviour of streams changes with spatial
scale.

>1oskm2gi

I 
o,.#î,'n"t$;,

Spatial
scale

I
I

. ro-Jn',

Type

Patch
Short

Low Sensitivity

Figure 1: A functional classification of rivers based on scale (after Frissell et aL,1986; and Petts, 1994)
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Sectors and Reaches

As far as IFIM is concerned, two levels of assessment have been advocated that lie inbetween the extremes of
scale (Bovee '1982). Firstly the river may be divided into SECTORS (typically a few kms in length) which are
defined by variables that instigate changes in hvdrology and/or water quality, e.g., attributary confluences or the
location of significant abstractions or augmentations. rù/ithin, each sector, water quality, sediment load, and
hydrological regime are seen as largely invariant berween sites. Secondly, each sector is divided into REACHES
(typically a few hundred metres in length) on the basis of local variations in channel morphology or river-margin
vegetation. Variations between individual reaches within a sector relates to local conditions (bank sediments,
riparian vegetation etc.). on this basis, typical Physical Habitat Simulation Model fieldwork (pHABSIM - the
computer based element of the IFIM) involves measurement at the REACH level, whereas management
recommendations are more appropriate at the SECTOR level. Therefore extrapolation of results from the reach
level to the sector level is necessary (Maddock et al., 1995,1.

Habitat (or'liveable space') can be defined as the local physical, chemical and biological features that provide an
environment for the instream biota. It is affected by instream and surrounding topographical features, and is a
major determinant of aquatic community potential. There is considerable evidence to suggest that both the quality
and quantity of available habitat affect the structure and composition of resident biological communities (Hynes,
1968: Ward and Stanford, 1979; Meffe and Sheldon, 1988; Calow and Petts, 1994). Spatial scales in rhe context of
habitat range from the 'macrohabitat' 

to the 'mesohabitat' and 'microhabitat' level (Bovee, l9g2; Kershner and
Snider, 1992).

Macrohabitat

At the broadest scale, the environment is relatively stable and biota are determined by the overall features of the
region, its topography and altitude and its geomorphic/land-use partem. This in turn produces a broad partem of
hydrology, temperature and chemistry. These features are called macrohabitat features; they determine the
longitudinal distribution of various species (Bovee, 1982) and are akin to the drainage basin, type and sector scales
discussed earlier. However, longitudinal zonation does not explain how stream reaches influence assemblages.

Mesohabitat

The distribution of habitat types within reaches has not received as much attention in the literature. Bisson er a/.
(1981) and Rosgen (1985) focused awareness on habitats as channel units by creating typologies based on
hydrological and geomorphological features, followed by an examination of fish distributions 4mong these habitats
(Bisson et al., 1988)- At this scale of approach, habitat features of different river sections such as average flow
velocity, morphological type (e.g-, riffle, pools) and bankside cover are deemed influential. Typical mesohabitats
used in these studies include riffles, cascades, pools, glides and runs. The omission of this level of approach in
many studies has been reiterated more recently by Kershner and Snider (lgg2). They stressed the need for
instream flow studies to accurately characterise the mesohabitat characteristics of channel sectors based on
objecti ve, repeatable criteria.
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Microhabitat

Habitat also includes the distribution of hydraulic and structural features comprising the actual living space of the

organism at a much smaller scale called microhabitat (Bovee, 1982). For instance, the exact positions chosen by

resident salmonids appears to be related to small scale physical characteristics, especially depth, velocity and

substrate (Lewis, 1969; Shirvell and Dungey, 1983). Brown trout were found to prefer distinct velocities

according to whether they were feeding or spawning and chose similar microhabitats regardless of the available

habitat in different rivers (Shirvell and Dungey, 1983).

The Need for Habitat MaPPing

It has long been recognised that to enable reach specific PHABSIM results to be applied and extrapolated to a

longer sector of the river, it is necessary to undertake a'habitat mapping' or'reconnaissance level' survey at the

sector level first (Bovee, 1982; Rabeni and Jacobson, 1993). However, many studies have neglected this initial

sector level analysis and reaches have been selected on a professional judgement basis rather than on quantitative

data. This in turn leads to difficulties in extrapolating reach results with any degree ofcertainty to larger stretches

of river. Habitat mapping surveys incorporate a mixture of qualitative assessment and physical measurement to

create a record of the form of a river based on field observation (Bisson et al., l98l). They are designed to

standardise the types of habitat observations that may be routinely made by geomorphologists or stream ecologists,

but not usually recorded in such a disciplined way. The need, succinctly described by Thome and Easton (1994)'

relies on information for:

l) the provision for scientific and repeatable observation and interpretation of channel morphology and instream

habitat,
2) the supply of useful information for developing schemes to rehabilitate and restore geomorphic features in

engineered streams in addition to highlighting those that need to be conserved in natural systems. This

information can then be used to aid the classification and definition of mesohabitat types.

Habitat mapping involves walking the appropriate sector of river, identifying mesohabitats, noting their location

and extent, and measuring their physical attributes, e.g., water width, depth, velocity etc. Deciding on a

classification of mesohabitat types should be completed before commencing the fieldwork. This can either be

based on professional judgement; taken from the various sources available in the literature (e.g., Bisson et al.,

1981;Rosgen, 1985;Modde etat., l99l)oramixtureof both. Refinementof thetypologymayalsobenecessary

after completion of the fieldwork in order to incorporate river specific circumstances. In other words, some types

may be merged to simplify the typology if the original method was more complex than necessary (e.9., combining

intermediate glides with deep glides to give a single deep glide category). Others may have to be sub-divided to

account for variability within the stream not recognised by the original types (e.g., subdividing pools into plunge

pools, lateral pools and scour pools). These decisions must take account of the tradeoff between creating a

typology that has too many mesohabitats and is cumbersome to apply, and one that has too few and may omit an

important category of mesohabitats. Re-classification can be achieved via professional judgement or more

objective approaches (Jowea, 1993).

This information can then be used to identify the longitudinal distribution and total lengtl/area and proportional

length/area of each mesohabitat within the study sector. Subsequent analysis enables the mesohabitat composition

of the PHABSIM reaches to be defined using the same criteria as the habitat mapping approach. This in tum

facilitates a comparison between the types present within the PHABSIM reach and those evident in the sector as a
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whole so that the representative nature of the PHABSIM reaches can be critically assessed (Johnson and Elliott,
1993).

Habitat mapping methods place the emphasis on using minimal.time and effort to cover long stretches of river and
therefore must forego some of the level of detail and accuracy that is associated with more quÉrntitative techniques
applied at the reach level. Nevertheless, by including an element of physical measurement they provide a grearer
level ofprecision than subjective intuitive assessment and allow field analysis to be undertaken at the sector rather
than reach scale.

The following section describes the application of habitat mapping on the River Tavy in order to:-
. characterise the mesohabitats present within discrete sectors,
' identify the longitudinal distribution and proportions of these mesohabitats within each sector. and.
' identify the appropriate mesohabitat composition of the PHABSIM reaches within each sector

HABITAT MAPPING ON THE RTVER TAVY

Catchment Characteristics

The River Tavy is an upland stream situated in south-west Devon, U.K. The headwaters rise in the Dartmoor
National Park on the western flank of the Dartmoor Granite plateau and flow in a southerly direction to plymouth
where the river drains into the English Channel. Flows are monitored at Ludbrook gauging station where the
catchment area upstream is 197.3km2 and average daily flows are 6.04 m3s-l (figure 2). Land-use is dominated by
moorland, rough grazing and low grade agriculture.

Definition of Sector Boundaries

River flows are regulated by a series of abstractions and augmentations. Water is abstracted at Tavy Cleave to
Wheal Jewell Reservoir; and at Hill Bridge to Bennets Reservoir. Both reservoirs feed Mary Tavy Hydroelectric
Power Station which discharges into Cholwell Brook, a tributary of the River Tavy. Water is also abstracted from
the river near Tavistock where it supplies Morwellham Hydroelectric Power Station and is discharged into the
neighbouring River Tamar.

Sector boundaries were positioned at the location of significant abstractions, augmentations or tributary
confluences. Therefore, water quality, sediment load and the hydrological regime are largely invariant within each
sector. Three sectors were identified and are defined in table l.

Table l: Sector boundaries

Sector No. Bou

Nat Tor (NGR:SX546822)

Confluence with Wapsworthy
Brook (NGR:SX531803)

Tavistock town centre

Downstream

Hill Bridge (NGR:SX532804)

Confluence with Cholwell Brook
(NGR:SX509784)

Confluence with the River

Sector I
Sector 2

Sector 3
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Figure 2: Location of sector boundaries and PHABSIM reaches within the River Thvy catchment

Habitat Mappin g Fieldwork

Each sector was habitat mapped by a combination of visual assessment and physical measurement. Habitat
mapping was undertaken during periods of stable'medium'flow between 24th - 3lst October 1995. Initial
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fieldwork involved identifying, measuring and mapping the location of six different mesohabitats present along the
river (see table 2).

Table 2: Definition of mesohabitat types

Mesohabitat
Depth Velocity

ranse (m) ranse (m,/s) Descrintion

CASCADE highly Steepest gradient. Steplike bed profile,

.variablc........ .w.ith..bçdre.ck.as.s.ubs.tralp.
> l

CIIUTE highly
variable

> 0.45 Steep gradient with broken water
surface and rapid flow velocities. Often
bedrock or boulder substrate
constraining wetted channel during low

flow
Relatively steep water surface gradient,

coarser bed material than local vicinity,
some broken water. Usually of limited
extent with deeper water evident both

ups!rea.m. .and. .d.qwnstrçam...
Relatively smooth, low gradient water
surface compared to riffle.
Differentiated from deep glides by max.

d-epth. yalue,..V. i.siblç. flpw.cl.carly.ç.y!dent.
Relatively smooth, low gradient water
surface differentiated from shallow

I lide- by.{pp11.>Q.5m..
Smooth, low gradient water surface
f)een with l itt le visihle flnw

RIFFLE < 0.5 > 0.9

SHALLOW
GLIDE

< 0.5 <  1 . 3

DEEP
GLIDE

> 0.5 > 0 . 2
< 1.05

DEEP
SLACK

> 0.5 <o.2

TypicaVimportant mesohabitat types present were identified before fieldwork began. Habitat mapping is a
technique that is designed to cover relatively long stretches of river in a short space of time. Inevitably there is a
tradeoff when identifying the habitat types that will be mapped between the time taken to identify them and the
level of precision. In other words, a system with too many types would make the mapping process too slow to
cover long reaches, whereas too few types may fail to identify important habitats. The six types identified here
were considered to provide a suitable balance between these two extremes.

The habitat mapping process was achieved in the field by starting at the upstream end and noting the first
mesohabitat type and location. Instream measurements were then conducted to validate and clarify mesohabitat
identification. The location of each transect was either at a position where a change in mesohabitat was evident or
at lfi)m downstream from the last transect, whichever was the closer. For example, in sector 2, the upstream end
was delimited and the transect defined as a shallow glide (as water depth was less than 0.5m and visible flow was
clearly evident). The first change in mesohabitat type occurred at 28m downstream where visual assessment
indicated depth had increased. Instream measurements confirmed this and the transect was defined as a deep glide.
Measurements of channel width and water width were recorded to the nearest l0 cm and maximum depth across
the transect was recorded to the nearest cm. Maximum velocity across the transect was identified to the nearest
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0.01m/s using the E.F.S. Flowvane. This instrument was used to provide a rapid estimate of flow velocity and is

designed to work within error bounds of +SVo. A subjective assessment was made of the substrate sizes present

based on the percentage in each Wentworth (1922) size. class. These measurements were then repeated at the next

transect downstream and the distance inbetween each transect noted.

Final definition of transects into one of the six mesohabitat types was carried out by a review of the instream
measurements and the subjective categorisation in the field. In certain circumstances the classification relies
heavily on the visual assessment whereas for other categories the instream measurements prove more influential.
For example, chutes and cascades were apparent from the bank and classification of these mesohabitats is
primarily based on the visual assessment. Instream measurements in this case provide secondary/supportive
evidence. Shallow glide transects may have similar depth and velocity characteristics to some chutes and riffles
but the overall hydraulic conditions were clearly different and classification can be made based on visual
assessment. Alternatively, the approximate boundary between 'shallow' and 'deep' in terms of glides is very
subjective and more difficult to identify from the bank. The final boundary was arbitrarily defined at 0.5m and
classification of these transects was achieved through the instream measurements for each. Therefore in this case,
the classification relies more heavily on the physicat measurements in addition to the visual assessment.

Habitat Mapping Results

The entire survey involved the identification, measurement and mapping of 179 transects along a total of 9km of
river. From these data, the total length and mean length of each mesohabitat type for each sector was calculated
and is shown in table 3. However, these results are based on the length characteristics, and the PHABSIM output
calculates usable habitat as a function of area. Therefore, to concur with this format, the habitat mapping length
data were multiplied by the water width data to calculate the percentage of the total sector area in each mesohabitat
type. Pie charts have been produced to illustrate the relative significance of each mesohabitat based on the length
and area characteristics for each sector (f,rgure 3). However, the area values could not be calculated for sector I .
Many cascades and chutes had no data for water width due to the inaccessible nature of the river at these transects
and hence only length results are shown.

Shallow glides represent the most dominant mesohabitat type in all three sectors. In sector I chutes (197o) and
deep glides (107o) are also prevalent. Deep slacks (67o), riffles (57o) and cascades (47o) are less frequent. Sector 2
is also dominated by shallow glide (3l%o) with deep glide (287o), chtte (217o) and deep slack (187o) also
significant. Riffles (207o) are the second most important type in sector 3, followed by chutes (177o) and deep
glides (167o). Deep slack and cascade are present but rare (3Vo and l7o respectively). Based on this proportional
data, the mesohabitat composition of the PHABSIM reaches were identified.

DEFINING TIIE MESOHABITAT COMPOSITION OF PHABSIM REACHES

Transects were selected to sample the mesohabitats present within each individual sector. The number of transects
representing each mesohabitat type within the PHABSM reaches were chosen to produce similar 7o weightings to
those present within the sector as a whole. This study aimed to identify representative reaches. Mesohabitats
represented by less than 5Vo of the total habitat length/area for that sector were considered to be 'rare'and hence are
not represented by the PHABSM transects in this case. It is recognised that these rare mesohabitat types may in
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fact be important for some species and a study wishing to identify 'critical' rather than 'representative' reaches may

also need to sample these types (e.g., when wishing to protect the habitat of rare target species).

Table 3: Mesohâbitat composition of sectors and number of transects used in each representative

PHABSIM reach

total mean total

Mesohabitat length length area area
type (m) (m) (m2) (m2)

7o of no. of

total PHABSIM

in transects

sector in reach

7o weight
in

PHABSIM
reach

Difference

between

sector &

reach Vc

Sector I
cascade
chute
riffle

shallow glide

deep glide

deep slack

88
490

l 3 l
t440
250

154

29
3 l
J J

53
2 l
39

r -

1 9 2
5 l

5 6 7
f 0 2
6 l

l 5
8

54
l 5
8

À

J

2
5
2

TOTAL 2553 100l 3100

Sector 2
cascade
chute
riffle
shallow glide

deep glide

deep slack

20
752
4 l

894
861
535

20
58
4 l
t )

62
54

400

5 l l
447

798

628
s66

I
2'l

I

3 l
28
t 8

t 7

J-)

J J

l 7

400
6637
47

9571
8796
5661

4

4
2

2
5
I

TOTAL 3103 3 1 5 1 2 100t2100

Sector 3
cascade
chute

riffle

shallow glide

deep glide

deep slack

26.5 43r
48.5 8238
50.1 9241
59.1 20M9
61.6 7686

48 1568

53
728
551

l30l
616
96

2t6

549
840

9 l l
169
784

I
l 7
20
43
l 6

l 8
l 8
46
l 8

2
2
)
2

I
2
J

2

TOTAL 3345 47213

The mesohabitat composition of each sector is shown in table 3. For each sector, the proportion of the sector
length/area is identified, followed by the number of transects used to represent each mesohabitat type within each
PHABSIM reach. For example, a total of 13 PHABSIM transects were identified in sector I to sample the
mesohabitats present. This number representing each type was chosen to provide a weighting that approximated to
that in the sector as a whole. The selection also took into consideration the tradeoff between incorporating
additional transects and the time required to collect the representative sample and was chosen to provide a
workable balance between the two. The 7o weighting based on the PHABSIM transect is also shown followed by
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the difference in 7o weighting between the sector and reach scales of assessment. The % weighting based for each
mesohabitat type in the PHABSIM reaches is no more than 5Vo different than that for the sector as a whole.

Different total numbers of PHABSIM transects were chosen for each reach depending on the complexity of the
proportional weightings and the diversity of the mesohabitats present. For example, fewer transects were needed
in sector 3 because the proportions ofthree ofthe four types present had similar weightings (chute, riffle and deep
glide) and each one could be represented by two transects within the PHABSIM reach.

After PHABSIM data collection, calibration and simulation, transect-specifîc output (e.g., discharge versus
weighted usable area relationships, habitat-time series and habitat duration curves) will be combined for each
reach to produce composite results. These results can then be applied from a management perspective at the sector
scale with a knowledge that the PHABSM output represent the mesohabitats present with the sector as a whole.

CONCLUSION

This review has attempted to reiterate the need for sector definition and habitat mapping to be completed before
detailed reach-based habitat assessment work in order that results can be extrapolated with a greater degree of
certainty. The method has been applied as the first stage of a PHABSIM study that is examining the impact of
flow regulation on the River Tavy, UK. It is recognised that the identification of the mesohabitat types may be
flow dependent, and work is ongoing to resurvey each sector under three flows that span the flow regime to
address this question. The habitat mapping technique inevitably contains some subjectivity in order to identify the
mesohabitat types, but instream measurements help to keep this to a minimum. It is an approach designed to cover
relatively long stretches of river in a short time and so to fulfill this criteria, cannot involve highly detailed
assessment and measurement. Further research will attempt to utlilise cluster analysis on the physical
measurements (e.9., depth and velocity) to further reduce the subjectivity used to classify each mesohabirat type.
This may be particularly applicable when defining the depth boundary between 'shallow' and 'deep' glides and the
velocity boundary between deep glide and deep slack. Nevertheless, the application of sector definition and
habitat mapping as the first stage of assessment will enable PHABSIM reach results to be extrapolated along the
relevant stretches of river to ensure that management recommendations are applied in the appropriate places.
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ABSTRACT.

Habitat modelling is a still evolving field with development of new methods for analysis, characterisation of

new parameters and addition of new species in the studies. This leads to frequent changes in the modelling

tools, as new changes are implemented. In an traditional modelling environment frequent changes can be time

consuming to implement, and they can also lead to maintenance problems in a model not designed for this type

of incremental development. This paper describes a general object-oriented toolkit for development of habitat

models for rivers based on a generalized grid structure. The toolkit has a strong focus on code reuse and

extendibility, features which are important when we want tools for rapid application development and a high

demand for future extensions. The paper looks at the background for the development and the elements in the

framework and their collaboration in the total system structure. The use of the framework in model

development is shown, with the implementation of the new version of the River System Simulator Habitat

model used as an example.

KEY-WORDS: Object-orientation / Habitat modelling / Frameworks / Impact assessments / Program

development / River System Simulator I Habitat I
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I.INTRODUCTION

During the recent years habitat analysis has been done in several Noru,egian rivers as a part of impact assessment

studies. New research also provides new methods and new criteria's for the analysis. In the future the field of

habitat analysis will broaden as more subjects and parameters are included in the study. For example the

Norwegian habitat model in the River System Simulator (Killingtveit et.al. 1994) has undergone several changes

ovçr the last years as new methods and lotic parameters are characterised. The changes in the model structure can
be an complex process, it is in most cases necessary to involve computer programmers to do this job. This is an

unfortunate situation, since it slows down the developmenUtesting process. It would be an advantage if the models

\vere made to allow fast prototyping and development of new methods without deep knowledge of the underlf ing

system structure. In a model that allows this form for "incremental development", hydraulic engineers and
biologists can take more part in the development and testing than what is the case today.

To solve problems with continued changes and new developments there is a need for a tool that supports these

requirements in a better way than the existing one. The requirements for the Habitat Modelling Framervork

development project is described below:

o Create a tool that facilitates changes in structure and methods easier than today. Basically the analysis arrd

calculation method should be completely separate from the components describing the topology and structure

of the river in question.
e Create an open system where scientists with little knowledge of the internal implementation can use the toolkit

to test out new methods and teories.
. It must be possible for the user to define parameters used in the analysis without changing the storage structure

and the parameter retrieval mechanism.
. Simplifu maintenance and further development of the models.

To fulfil these requirements we decided to create a general toolkit for construction of habitat models, as part of a
general frameworks for hydrological and hydraulic modelling under development at the Department of Hydraulic
and Environmental Engineering, NTNU (Rinde, 1996 Alfredsen et.al., 1996). This tool was then used to
implement the Habitat model with the existing set of analysis methods and a set of newly proposed analysis
methods. An added benefit was that the 3D hydraulic model SSIIM (Olsen et.al., 1994) now was easily interfaced
to the habitat analysis methods.

We used object oriented methods to construct the toolkit. This gives both technical advantages when creating a
system that have a high demand for extendibility and reuse, and it gives the user ofthe system a natural way to
create the system model since the components found in a habitat model fits well into an object model.

2. OBJECT.ORIENTATION AI\D O.O. FRAME\ryORKS

The use of object-oriented analysis and design techniques is growing strongly among computer programmers
around the world. The key concept of object orientation is to model the world with objects, each object represents
a real world component. The component is defined by it's representation (state) and methods that responds to
messages sent to the object or perform internal operations in the object. The representation is controlled by state
variables, in most cases hidden from the user inside the object. The methods are a set ofprocedures and functions
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that the object understands. A user of the object will see only the message handling methods, thereby avoiding to

have to deal with the diffrculties of internal representation. This gives the programmer the opportunity to change

the internal representation and implementation without having affecting the public interface against users of the

object.

The object definition is found in a class. The class describes the representation and the methods ofan object. In a

program there can be several objects of the same class, everyone with an unique identifier. For example, if rve

model a river we will most likely divide it into several reaches represented as individual objects. Each river reach

will be of the same class, but the objects used in the model will have a unique representation defined by it's

internal state variables like cross sections, roughness coefficients and slope. Each river reach will have the same

set of methods for calculation of hydraulic and habitat data, and they will pass message to each other w{ren e.g.

water are transported from one reach to the next.

In a model, we use collaborating objects to represent the real world system we want to simulate. These objects are

grouped together in a structure where they communicate to each other through message passing. As long as u'e

keep the message interface of the objects consistent, we can change objects with similar functionality without

having to deal with the other objects in the structure. Another important aspect is the objects abilit-v to inherit both

representation and functions from other objects, a mechanism that can be used to specialise subtypes.

Ifwe extend our river reach example from above, we can define lakes, reservoirs, channels and other objects

found in a real world watershed and group them together in a structure. The objects will have methods to calculate

internal states and to send water to the next module in the system. We will also use inheritance to specialise the

different components, lake and reservoir objects will both inherit from a storage object that holds their common

information.

A common tool in software development is libraries of functions that perform specified tasks. This concept is

brought a step forward in object oriented methods where toolkits named frameworks are currently developed and

used in several areas. A framework is a collection ofobjects that can be reused to create whole or part of

applications. The main difference between a framework and a library is that in addition to being a library of

components, the framework also defines co-operation among the objects. The user can extend the framework by

inheritance and reimplementation of key functions (Booch, 1994). Frameworks are commonly used in

programming of databases and graphical user interfaces.

3. DESIGN OF THE HABITAT MODELLING FRAMEWORK.

3.1 Analysis of the oroblem domain.

To be able to create a solid and usable framework, a thorough analysis of the problem domain is necessary. This

analysis forms the base for the construction of the framework. The main result of the analysis is to identify the

objects of the system, their roles in thc model and the messages that they will need to respond to. To identify the

system components, a traditional object identification approach is used. To describe the interaction between

objects and the message flow, the Object Oriented Role Analysis and Modelling (OORAM) technique is used
(Reenskaug, 1996). A role describes a specific task that an object performs in the system, and we will often see
that a single object can take several different roles. Ifwe look at our reservoir object from the example in chapter

two, it will in one view of the system have the role as a data storage unit providing the user of the system with all
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necessary information about the resewoir. In another view of the system it will have the role of a water transport

element, performing a routing operation.

Our problem domain is divided into three separate areas: system stntcture, analysis methods and simulation

control. In addition objects concerned with datahandling and data structuring will be a part of the toolkit.

Svstem structure

S  t r  r i o  n

R  i v  c  r  r c  a  c  h

Figure l: River reach

Figure I shows a typical river reach. A part of this reach is selected for habitat modelling. This river reach is

further divided by transects, each transect has a set ofpoints where data is collected. The stretch is called a

station in the Habitat model. The station is divided into a grid of cells in which habitat analysis is done. Figure 2

shows examples of different grid stnlctures. The boldfaced terms in the above sentences are potential objects

describing the structure of the system. These six objects form the general stmcture part of the system.

Figure 2: Possible grid conligurations, a:Transect defined (After Bovee, 1982), b: SSIrM grid (After Olsen
et.al. 1994), c: triangular grid (After Ghanem et.al. 1994)

Ecohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Analvsis methods

Each object can hold a set of methods for analysis. One of the requirements for the framework is that these
methods should be separated from the structural information. We must thereby define these separately, and then
associate them with the structural objects. We can for example have habitat analysis methods connected to the
station object and volume calculation connected to cell ob_jects.

Simulation control

The last part of the main system is the controller. The controller creates the system structure, assigns the methods
and controls the simulation seouence.

System interaction

Analysis of the system interaction is done using OORAM (Reenskaug, 1996). We start by looking at the main
system as a whole, then we break it down and analyse each of the system components. Figure 3 shows the
collaboration of main roles in the svstem.

Each of the main roles will have one or more role-models on a lower level describing the different tasks that each
component of the system must perform. Each object in the model can have different roles depending on the
context it operates in. Definition of the different roles of an object is important also when we want to create a
proper abstraction. If one object has too many roles we may consider to create subobjects by using inheritance.
Figure 4 shows how the station object both has a role as a data storage unit and in another view of the model it
calls the different analysis methods connected.

When all roles are defined the role-modelling concept goes on with work scenarios and message maps. These
define the interaction between the objects and the necessary message handling that must be provided in each
interface. As an example Figure 5 shows the transactions done when the simulation control object issues a
simulate message. The roles found on figure 5 is a result of the combination (called synthesis in OORAM) of the
two views shown in figure 4.

3.2 Framework Desisn

The habitat modelling concept is based on analysis ofa defined river reach. The river reach class is defined in a
general toolkit for hydraulic/hydrological modelling. It will therefore in the future be possible to connect the
habitat model directly to other models that work in the scope of the general framework. To allow connection to
other hydrological and hydraulic objects, the river reach class is derived from a general hydraulic class, which sole
purpose is to work as a hook for connection ofdifferent objects.

The station is defined as a class related to river reach. This class must be overridden by the user of the framework,
and a selection of functions must be reimplemented to create and operate the actual station.

The model works on a grid structure, where each cell is analysed, e.g. for weighted usable area. The grid may be
defined in three dimensions. To store the cell information and to navigate the grid, a special datastructure, a
cellcontainer is developed.
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D  a t e  v i e w

C  o n t r o l l c r

Figure 3: Main roles in framework
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C  o n t r o l l e r

Figure 4: Station object roles
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Figure 5: Scenario and stimulus response view of role models iu ligure 4. The views describe the detailed
transactions of the combined role model.
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The cell object is used to store references to data for the cell and to store the grid cells geometrical information.

The cell only contains references to data, no actual datavalues are stored in the cell. This is important if we later

want to use a different implementation of cell, or if we want to change the datastructure without changing the cell

itself.

One of the key fetaures of the framework is to separate the structural information from the analysis methods. This

makes it possible to change the analysis methods without having to change the structural objects. This is done by

using a technique called the strategy design pattern, described by Gamma et al. (1995). This is a general method

to separate processes from process users. Figure 6 shows an object diagram explaining how this technique is

applied in the framework.

Strat€gy priciPle

Figure 6: Definition of strategy design pâttern, and it's use in the framework

The framework provides the user with an interface to the controller. There are two main tasks in the controller,

creation of the system structure and control of the calculation loop. Both these task must be implemented by the

model developer.

A habitatmodel of this type normally generates a large amount of data from the run. To handle the flow, storage

and retrieval of data a data handler is used. The data handler supports timeseries, two dimensional (x,y) data and

three dimensionat data. There is no code for data storage in the calculation methods. When a analysis method

needs data, it sends a request to the data handler. The data handler cunently supports SQL database and file

storage.

Figure 7 shows the complete system structure of the framework.

5. EXAMPLE OF USING TIIE FRAMEWORK TO CREATE A IHBITAT MODEL

The River System Simulator (KillingWeit, 1994) program system contains a habitat model which was based on the

earlier RIMOS model (Vaskinn, 1985). In order to meet the needs of the scientists doing habitat analysis, a major

upgrade of this model was necessary and has recently been implemented. To simplifu this upgrade and to prepare

the model for future extensions, the Habitat Modelling Framework (HMF) was used.
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FigureT:Classdiagramforthehabitatmodell ingframework

The current Habitat model is based on calçulations with the hydraulic model Hec-2 and some additional hydraulic

modules. This version of Habitat is based on extemal use of those programs, but a future version will include all

hydraulic modules as internal calculation methods. In this version the station object is generated using data from

the external hydraulic models. This station object handles all grid initialisation and memory allocation'

All analysis methods are derived from the calculation method class. The base calculation method class contain the

connections to the cell grid and the data handler. Table I list the analysis methods currently available in the

Habitat model.
Table l: Analysis methods defined in the Ilabitat model

Habitat Maps Map of the river reach with colour codes describing the

habitat values of the different cells.

Habitat Classification

Curves

Habitat area as a function of discharge, classifred as good'

indifferent or unusable.

Habitat Timeseries Timeseries of habitat based on discharge-habitatarea relations

and discharge timeseries.

tileighted Usable Area PHABSIM method (Bovee, 1982)' This method computes a

suitability index for each cell and multiplies it with the cell

area. The total weighted usable area is then computed by

addins all cell areas together.

Weighted habitat maps and

classification curves,

Maps and classification curves where parameters are

weighted together into one.

HabitatValue = dw*f(d)+vw*f(v)+sw,rf(s).

dw,vw and sw are respectively weights for depth, velocity and

substrate. the fO function gives the suitability index
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To create a new habitat analysis or hydraulic method involves setting up some common parameters. A method
generator program is created to do this for a standard method, so the procedure for generating a new method is as

follows:

l. Use the method generator program to create the method shell. This shell contains the necessary links to the grid

and the data handler. This function also generates the code that traverses the grid and retrieve data. The user

should then implement the analysis part in the simulation method. Data storage is done by requesting a neu'

data storage unit from the data handler, fill data into this and then return it to the data handler.

2. A function to create the method in the model is automatically created and stored in the method factory. The

method factory is based on a technique for automatic object generation, defined by Gamma et.al. (1995)

3. Call the appropriate factory function in the controller to create the new method.

The main task of the controller is to create all parts of the model and to control the simulation loop. All creation is

done by using the object factory (Gamma et.al. 1995) to create all objects, and then calling the initialisation

function of each of them. The simulation loop control can be handled in several ways, it can be coded by the user,

it can follow steering parameters defined by the user or it will execute all connected methods in the order the1,
where instanciated. The last is used in the default controller, but the controller can be overridden ifthe user has

specific needs. In the Habitat model a special controller is made that uses a control parameter block to create and

execute the methods that the user wants to run. The parameters can be configured in such a way that the model can

run interactively.

When the controller is made, all the main parts of the model is ready. Figure 8 shows the system structure for the

HMF based habitat model.

C o n t r o l E l a s e  
- ,

c . . . 1 .  '

C , . . t . . n d  o o h n . d

-értr.,no '---'-

Figure 8:Class structure for the Habitat model
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The SSIIM model (Olsen, 1996) has been used in several areas for hydraulic calculations. The model is based on a

three dimensional grid structure, similar to the one used in the framework. The Habitat model was created to take

advantage of the detailed simulation capabilities found in SSIIM. To integrate SSIIM. a SSIIM specific station

class was derived, and the creation function was reimplemented so that it creates the station from SSIIM data. The

habitat analysis methods are similar to the ones made for the Hec-2 based habitat model. no changes are necessary

to make the methods available on the SSIIM generated data. This example illustrates how use of framework allows

the users ofthe system to change a part ofthe system (here the station object) without interfering with the other

parts. Ifnew methods are necessary to take full advantage ofthe new data available in SSIIM these can be added

as derivations of the calculation method class, still the original methods will be unchanged.

Figure 9 shows an example of results produced with the Habitat model.

ffiCdL.no{($.tdFr-t
$rdû Gr.o!, ddy.û€ Ë'o.4

Figure 9: Examples of results produced by the Habitat model

7. CONCLUSION

A general object-oriented framework for creation of habitat analysis models has been created. The framework

offers high degree of code reuse, adaptability to user defined problems and an open extensible system where new

methodologies can be easily incorporated. The framework is based on a river reach divided into a rectangular grid

structure.

New research in the field of habitat modelling required upgrades to the Habitat model in the River System

Simulator. To simpliff future extensions and to create a model that can be changed by users not familiar with the

Ecohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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entire model structure, the framework was applied to the implementation. The use of the framework also made it

possible to include hydraulic data from the 3D hydraulic model SSIIM into the Habitat model.
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ABSTRACT

The Environment Agency (covering England and Wales) has developed, tested, and
implemented a new survey methodology, based on recording the physical structure of
channel, banks and adjacent land use of 500m stretches of river. It has been applied to a
stratified random sample ofwatercourses tkoughout the UK and by December 1995 records
from over 3400 had been compiled onto a National computer database.

One main purpose for data collection was the development of a classification of river habitat
quality as a measure of wildlife value, its carefulmanagement being a statutory duty of the
Agency. The aim was to compare the expected structure of natural sites with modified
equivalents (commonly managed by resectioning for land drainage or flood defence
purposes), the difference between expected and observed used to assess "naturalness".

The approach adopted was to interrogate channel substrate composition and flow related
biotopes (for example, riffles), chosen as a key component of channel habitats, of semi-natural
sites (n:944) to establish relationshipsbetweenthese and a set of stable descriptors (not
affeaed by human management). Relationships were established with solid and drift geology,
altitude, slope and distance from source and height of source. Thresholds for each were
developed which together provided a simple set of rules for describing the substrate
composition for these sites. These combinations were subsequently combined into 4 substrate
groups. Differences of flow biotopes within these 4 were used to separate these further into
a series of9 river types, each describing a distinct semi-natural character.

The data for semi-natural sites were used to generate predictions for new sites, for each type.
To validate these they were applied to a sub-set of semi-natural sites (n:236), each of which
had been allocated to its respective type but excluded during construction of the prediction.
Tested predictions for dominant zubstrate combination was correct on average 75% (n:236).
Sigrrificant differences in the abundance of selected flow biotopes were observed in 33% of
cases (n:27). Further work will identifu the most accurate predictions for each type and these
will be used to measure the distance from "naturalness" of modified sites, which will feature
as part of the scoring system for wildlife value as part of a modification index.

KEY-WORDS: River structure / prediction / naturalness / channel substrate
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INTRODUCTION AND AIMS

The England and Wales Environment Agency (EA) has a statutory duty to further wildlife
conservation and therefore an operational requirement for a classification of river habitat
quality. The River Habitat Survey (RHS) methodolory for field data collection was developed
by the EA to provide site information for this development.

Papers are currently being prepared which describe the River Habitat Survey method (Fox el
al,1996, in prep) used to supply data for the analyses presented in this paper. This paper
covers the dwelopment and preliminary validation of a model to predict the natural structure
for British rivers, and describes the range within a series of river types. Further papers will
use a wide range of predictions in the assessment of habitat quality.

Some contempoiary approaches to classification use predictions for "naturalness" against
which degraded sites are scored, a low score indicating a high degree of modification, for
example RIVPACS @iver InVertebrate Prediction and Classification System) system
developed in Britain by the Institute for Freshwater Ecology (Wright et al., 1993). Here,
invertebrate presence is prediaed from a series of environmental variables and sites are scored
by comparing their performance against this. A similar approach was desired for RHS, the
considerable dataset of sites from across Britain offering semi-natural sites from which
predictions could be developed.

Much work has been done, for example Schumm (1977), describing river morphology and
processes by dividing catchments into stretches or segments where physical character,
described by channel substrate, flow types, channel and bank habitats and geomorphological
features, are approximately similar. These divisions have often been used for descriptive
purposes and have been applied to individual catchments. Some work has been done into
inter-catchment comparison (Hack, 1957). This work indicated that bed material size is
similar at sites on different catchments when these are classified according to their geology,
slope and distance from source.

These ideas were used to develop and produce a predictive capability for natural structure of
British rilatercourses. The approach adopted was to interrogate the least modified surveyed
sites (termed semi-natural) to build predictions for selected habitat features, the occurrence
and abundance of which could then be compared at modified sites. To link unmodified and
modified sites data for a series of background variables (for example, slope) were provided.
The selected habitats at semi-natural sites were linked to and described by these and a
presumption made that at similar slopes at modified sites any observable differences in flow
biotopes or substrate could be attributed to modification.
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METHOD.

The RHS field data collection methodology comprises a four page form prompting surveyors
at the river-side to answer standard questions, many appearing in the form of a tick-list. Field
data collected at each 500m site produces approximately 400 separate records ofhabitat and
structural features including predominant substrate of bed and banks, and flow types. The
most important features of channel (substrate and flow types) and bank are collected from I 0,
lm wide transects spaced at 50m intervals along the survey site. This method was adopted
aftertests from prwious experimental work within the project indicated that this intensity of
collection provided a adequate measure of site diversity without significant data redundancy
@ox e/ a/., in prep). Larger and rare habitat features, for example the presence of cascades
and waterfalls, are recorded oncp in a "sweep-up" for the whole site. Riparian land use is also
collected at this scale. Information in the sweep-up is recorded as absent, present or extensive
(where abundance exceeds 33Yo of the available area).

Features were as closely defined as possible to reduce between-surveyor error and published
and tested definitions used to increase confidence of applicability. For example, substrate are
sized using an amalgamated Wentworth classification (Wentworth, 1922), ie., Boulders
>256mm, Cobble 64-256mm, Gravel/Pebble 2-64mm, Sand 0.06-2mm and Silt <0.06mm.
These were expanded to include clay (cohesive), bedrock and peat. The amalgamation was
agreed through field trial which indicated a few difficulties, for example, in confidently
recording differences between gravel and pebble.

By April 1996 the survey had been applied to over 3400 sites in the UK, comprising 2 sites
per l0km2 in England and Wales and I per 10 km2 in Northern Ireland and Scotland. The
stream order of a sample of surveyed sites (n=1521) sites was calculated and compared with
a national suwey of stream order generated by Smith and Lyle (1979), both using the Strahler
method (Strahler, 1964). The proportions in each category were very similar, suggesting that
this dataset is a representative sample of UK watercourses.

To complement field data collection a series of background variableswere collected for all
surveyed sites. These represented those variables which would be least affected by human
management and included solid and drift geology, valley slope, altitude, distance from source
and height of source. Standard methods were adopted and published maps used, a geographic
information system has subsequently replaced this method. The resultant data was stored on
MIMTAB.

A simple algorithm was developed and applied to the data to select the semi-natural sites to
remove those where channel realignment or bank reinforcement will have modified habitats.
i I 80 sites were selected representing approximately 35% of the data. Investigation indicated
that these data over-represented the "upland" and steep slope channels within the data where
land value or access reduced the desire for modification. Twenty percent of these sites were
selected (n=236) and reserved for validation of the model subsequently developed, leaving
944 sites used within prediction development.
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Channel substrate were selected from the field data to represent the core habitat component
of watercourses. A number of reasons are given. Firstly, the practical consideration of
attempting to interpret results rules-out the use of a large data set. Secondly, given a sub-set
was necessary, channel substrate and flow biotopes produce key habitats themselves (Moon,
1939) and have been shown to be closely associated with others (Leopold et al.,1964;
Wolman, 1990; Padmore et al., 1995). Thirdly, the Environment Agency has little direct
control over riparian land use, hence conservation effort focuses on channels.

Analyses first concentrated on the development of predictions for substrate. The first step
was to identi$ and describe the variæion in channel zubstrate using the background variables.
Relationships between the background variables and channel substrate were established
through a series of parametric and non-parametric tests.

Two very important results emerged from initial work. Firstly, a shortJist of the best
background væiables were identified which described differences in channel substrate. These
were solid and drift geology, altitude, slope, distance from source and height of source. Of
these, solid geology was the most important, it was the only one which described the absence
ofcertain substrate. Secondly, some mixture of substrate was recorded at almost all sites, a
single zubstrate was recorded only 20Yo of the time, usually two were recorded at 3 or more
transects. Hence, emphasis was placed on mixtures of two substrate.

These results dictated methods used for describing channel substrate variation. As solid
geology was the best single descriptor for channel substrate each of the 73 solid geologies
represented within the 944 sites was interrogated alone. To further describe substrate
combinations within each geology, relationships with other background variables were
investigated within each. A series of simple rules were constructed defining thresholds for
other background rrariables, a cluster analysis was undertaken @uclidean distance minimum
variance) to assist this process. Nne approximately distinct substrate clusters were identified
from the 944 sites and these were numbered (by decreasing substrate size combination) for
this exercise.

The thresholds were used to help identi$ small groups, termed "sets", of sites with similar
substrate composition. This work fully considered the within-geology variation, between-
geology variation had not been studied. It became clear than the combinations of substrate
within the sets were similar and that agglomeration of sets could be achieved. For this the
mean occulrence for each substrate was generated for each ofthe resultant sets and these
were subjected to a cluster analysis @uclidean distance minimum variance) to investigate their
similarity. The total variation explained by different numbers of clusters was investigated to
guide the process of agglomeration. Resulting from this, and using the cluster analysis
rezults, each set was characterised by the mixtllre of their two most common substrate. These
were then amalgamated into 4 substrate groups. The occurrence of substrate was then tested
on the sample data set. Two methods were used. Firstly, that either of the predicted dominant
substrate were indeed dominant at "new" sites, and secondly, that either of those two
substrate were present.
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This concluded the description ofdifferences between substrate, attention then focused on
flow biotopes. The occurrence of glides, rapids and cascades at sites (as recorded in the
sweep-up) within each of the four substrate groups was investigated using ANOVA. Three
treatments for each flow biotope were tested (absent, present and extensive) with slope,
altitude, distance from source and height of source. Investigation of variation within each
indicated that differences occurred and could be correlated with some of the background
variables. Accordingly, the four groups were split creating 9 semi-natural river types.

The predictive capability was then tested. Predictions for the flow biotopes were generated
for each of the 9 types. The rules for definition of the river types were then applied to the
validation data and the predictions were applied using Chi-squared tests. The success of
prediction is expressed by the variation between the abundance ofthe selected features in the
population with that of the sample, the null hypothesis being that the sample distribution
matched the population.

RESULTS.

The decision to interrogate all solid geologies individually was justified on the basis that solid
geology described the greatest amount of variation in substrate composition of sites.
Table I illustrates this, showing the occurrence of different substrate categories for 5 solid
geologies. This shows that some substrate are very rare or absent from some solid geologies,
also note that at least two occur at a majority of sites in each geology. This indicates the
prevalence of substrate mixes at sites.

Table 1: Showing the occurrence of substrate
(expressed âs a perc€ntage), by solid geology.

Solid Geology Bedrock
Number

Boulder Cobble Gravel/ Sand Silt Clav Peat
Pebble

34
1''

8 1
94

l0E

I J

z)

38
56
0

0
0
0
0
0

l 3
6
8

28
3 l

4 l
40
32
33
0

7 t  5 8
67 85
70 58
67 56

3 8 6

80
60

15  I
56 20
59 24

Hence, each produced a slightly different substrate "fingerprint". The other background
variables provided generally fewer significant relationships with substrate. The occurrence of
significant results between these and the otherbackground variables (for the same set ofsolid
geologies as introduced in Table l) is shown in Table 2.

Kruskal-Wallis tests were undertaken on the differences between substrate occurrence to
illustrate that the occurrence of drift geology deposits describes some differences in
substrate composition of watercourses running through them. This non-parametric test
used as the distribution of substrate in highly skewed to the left. Using the exam-ptes
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shown above, within solid geology 72 (a sedimentary deposit of the silurian period)
significantly more silt (ps0.05) is found in watercourses running through atluvium drift
deposits than those without drift. Also, for solid geology 8l (a sedimentary deposit of the
carboniferous period) significantly more graveVpebble is found (ps0.05) in watercourse
running through areas without drift than through peat deposits. Also, for this geology,
significantly more cobbles (p<0.05) are present in channels running through boulder clay
deposits than through peat.

Table 2: Showing the occurrence of significant relationships (p<0.05)
between background variables and substrate, by solid geology.

Solid Geology
Number

Drift Altitude Slope Dist from lleight of
Source Source

X
X
X
X

X
X
x

34
72
81
94

108

Correlations between substrate abundance and the other variables were generated to
investigate whether these describe more differences in substrate composition (these continual
variables were transformed to normalise them; the natural log of altitude, slope and distance
from source and the square root of height of source were used). Significant relationships were
found" these too are illustrated in Table 2. This shows that increasing altitude of sites within
solid geology 108 (a sedimentary deposit ofthe Palaeogene period) is significantly positively
correlated with graveVpebble and negatively correlated with silt. Increasing slope is
significantly positively correlated with abundance of bedrock and boulders and negatively
correlated with abundance ofgraveVpebble in geology 81. Increasing distance from source
is significantly positively correlated with abundance of boulder and negatively correlated with
abundance of graveVpebble within geology 34 (granite). Increasing height of source is
sigificantly positively correlated with bedrock, boulder and cobble and negatively correlated
with silt within geology 94 (a sedimentary deposit of the Jurassic period).

These illustrative results show that the background variables describe further the differences
between substrate found at sites than solid geology alone. Their descriptive capability is not
consistent across all geology groups and therefore was not treated as describing the same
effect at one value (for example, all rivers with slope greater than 50m per km will have
cobbles and boulders). Hence, thresholds did differ between solid geology in order to
maximise variance explained.

The number of sites with each solid geology varied, those geologies which are rare in Britain
or whose watercourse have suffered a high proportion of modification were poorly
represented. Of the 73 geologies represented, 48 had l0 or less semi-natural sites. Hence,
whilsr it was possible to illustrate statistically the relationships between background variables
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and substrate within geologies represented by a large number of cases, the use of this
technique in the definition of rules was confounded for most by small sample size. Therefore,
many represent expert interpretation, based on an understanding ofthe underlying nature of
the data and ofthe effects described by the background variables (eg, high slope describes
larger substrate). A typical screen display is shown in Table 3. Substrate abundance at sites
is represented by the number of transects where each was recorded as predominant, results
of the cluster analysis are also shown (down the right margin).

Table 3: showing typical substrate composition of sites
(expressed as number ofrecorded transects)

with same solid geology, ordered by increasing slope.

Slope Bedrock Boulder Cobble
m/km

GraveV Sand Silt
Pebble

Clay Cluster
results

2
2
6

t4
15
27
27
35

0
I
0
0
0
,)

0
0

0
I
0
0
2
6
2
5

I
J

J

8
8
2
7
5

3 0 6 0 6
5 0 0 0 4
4 0 2 0 6
2 0 0 0 4
0 0 0 0 3
0 0 0 0 2
0 0 1 0 3
0 0 0 0 3

This table shows the influence of slope on substrate combination and indicates a split at slope
>lsm/km, above this value all sites are dominated by some combination of boulders and
cobbles. Similar thresholds were identified for each stable descriptor and applied to each solid
geology to identi$ sets of sites within each with similar substrate composition. For example:

Solid Geology = l0 & Altitude>160<490 & Slope <50m/km

This simple algorithm describes a set of natural watercourses which are characterised by some
mixture of boulders and cobbles in their channels. Such rules identified 326 sets used slope
as tluesholds in their definition most frequently, 42 times, altitude 28, Distance from source
22, dlifr. geolory 16 and Height of source 14 times respectively. The rules agglomerated the
944 sites into a series of326 sets.

Whilst the definition of the within geology variation was considered during this process the
betrveen geology variation was not. Many of the resultant sets were very similar and the 326
were condensed. The creation offour groups based on substrate was based on the results of
a cluster analysis of the substrate fingerprints for the 326. Figure I shows the distance level
between clusters resulting from a cluster analysis of the substrate of the 326 sets.
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Figure I Showing the cumulative percentage variance explained
within groups identified by cluster analysis (Euclidean distance

minimum variance) on substrate of semi-natural sites.

Attention focused on the creation of around 4-6 groups, explaining approximately 70-80%
of the variation. Investigation of the combinations of substrate within each of the 326 sets
revealed that in 210 sets (71%) only one or a combination of two substrate was dominant
(combined mean >5 transects). These represented mixtures of bedrock and boulder, boulder
and cobble, cobble and graveUpebble and graveUpebble, sand and silt. Hence, four groups
were created around these mixtures and each set was allocated to one using a series of simple
algorithms. The remaining sets comprising small numbers of rarer combinations, for example,
cobble with bedrock or silt with sand, were allocated to the nearest appropriate group. Group
I comprised sites dominated by graveUpebble and/or silt and/or sand. Group 2 comprised
sites dominated by graveVpebble and/or cobble; group 3 comprised sites dominated by
boulder and/or cobble and group 4 comprised sites dominated by bedrock and/or boulder.

Tests ofthe predictive power ofthe 4 groups were made using the 20% of semi-natural sites
put aside before prediction development. Two tests were conducted. Firstly, the presence of
either of the two expected dominant substrate was tested and was found to be present in 88%
of cases (n=236). Secondly, that one or other of the expected dominant substrate were
dominant was found to be true in77Yo of cases.

The results of the AI'{OVA of flow biotopes within each of the four groups showed that slope
produced the greatest number ofsignificant relationships. Increasing slope was observed to
be highly significantly positively correlated (p<0.01) with increasing abundance of cascades
and negatively correlated with abundance of glides within all four groups. Whilst other
background variables provided similar results, especially altitude and distance from source,
significant results were not observed for all groups.

The 95oÂ confidence intervals for slope for each level of abundance of cascades (absent,
present, extensive) generated by the ANOVAtests provided clear indication of breaks within

I
!
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the four groups. Divisions were created within each between the relatively high and low slope
sites at thresholds which would clearly put any site in one or other abundance category. Nine
river gæes were created from this and a brief description for each is provided in Table 4. Co-
incidentally, and resulting from the high conelations between slope and distance from source,
the nine have distinct size differences. A size descriptor can be linked to distance from source
as channel width as measured at the site is highly significantly positively correlated (p<0.01)
with distance from source.

Table 4. Showing the mean and standard error of mean for slope and
distance from source, with substrate mix of the 9 river types.

River Slope Substrate mix Distance from source
mean (SEmean

v. low
low
low
high
low
medium
high
v. low
high 40.20 (4.93)

mean SEmean)
I
7

3
.t

5
6

8
9

0.e7 (0.04s)
6.s6 (0.60s)
s.82 (0.237)

36.01 (2.47)
8.34 (0.s47)

24.63 (0.831)
88.30 (10.80)
l .8 l  (0 .34s)

graveVpebble-sand-silt
graveUpebble-sand-silt
cobble-gravel
cobble-gravel
boulder-cobble
boulder-cobble
boulder-cobble
bedrock-boulder
bedrock-boulder 6.98 (0.92)

nvers
streams
rivers
streams
rivers
streams
streams
rivers
streams

24.99
8.37

14.73
J ..+Z

16.56
4.91
3 . 3 6

24.99

(2.r4)
(0 58)
(r 07)
(0.44)
( l  e3)
(0 7s)
(0  4 l )
( le .e)

A series of probabilities ofoccurrence ofcascades, rapids and glides where then generated
for the nine types and these where tested against the sample population from the validation
data set to test whether the predictions were robust when tested on "new" semi-natural sites.

A total of 27 Chi-squared tests were conducted (9 types x 3 biotopes) and significant
differences between the sample and the population were observed in 9 cases (33yo), three for
each biotope. Further predictions for other features will be generated and tested to expand
the range available.

DISCUSSION.

The system appears to be able to predict substrate combinations with considerable success.
The prediction of flow features is less successful, the fact that sites were grouped principally
by their substrate composition is probably a factor here. The results presented in this paper
are preliminary, further predictions will be generated and tested and a suite of the best for
each type developed. These will be taken forward into the process of building a classification
of modificatior\ signiûcant differences in habitat features between semi-natural and modifred
sites attributed to management. These changes should prove the level of habitat change
consequent with management for flood defence and land drainage purposes.
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A number of considerations need to be addressedin presenting these results. The predictions
are built from the semi-natural sites. Totally unmodified sites comprised approximately 20oÂ
of sites surveyed, this was considered too small and minor bank modification was accepted
(one transect per bank only) to increase the selection. It was recognised that this decision was
not based on evidence that habitats had altered by this, however, extensive field experience
suggests that major habitat modification would be unlikely.

The influence of some of the background variables, especially geology, slope and distance
ûom source, on channel substrate is accepted (Hack, 1 957). For others, particularly altitude,
the relationship is apparent but not immediately explicable, is seems likely to be a surrogate
for other effects, perhaps climate. Also, the high degree of correlation between the
background variables may suggest that altitude is a surrogate for slope. Altitude was used
because it helped describe variation in substrate composition. No attempt wa.s made to
describe and explain some relationships, especially those shown by drift geology, this was not
a central demand of this work. It was suffrcient to know thev existed and how they effected
substrate.

Cluster analyses were frequently used to indicate and assist development of associations
between sites and background variables, The results were interpreted closely to establish the
basis upon which clustering had occurred and from this strict algorithms developed upon
which groupings rÀ/ere implemented. The level of transparency of working introduced by this
lead to a clearer understanding of the synthesis of the system.

The oveniding importance of solid geology in determining substrate composition was shown.
The interrogation of sites by geology reflected this but lead to problems of dealing with small
sample sizes. Whilst the general relationships between channel substrate and the other
background variables was established this could not be proved statistically at this scale.
Hence, the tlresholds for most sets were determined using best judgement. It seems unlikely
that further survey will completely eliminate this problem, a wider definition of semi-natural
would increase site numbers but with a consequent concern over the introduction of modified
site character.
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ABSTRACT

Recently, the request for ecological aspect in river improvement works become^s gradually stronger in order to offer

higher quality of natural space to people. We adopted the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology(lFlM) to

determine a conservation flow for freshwater fishes in Japan. Hydraulic variables(velocity, depth, and substrate) for

pale chub(Zacco platypus), dark club(Zacco temminckii), and river lizard goby (Rhinogobius flunineus) are utilized

to derive a habitat suitability funclion for target fishes observed in 1994 in Oto River. And we surveved water

temperature and cover(i.e. shadowed area on water surface by trees along the riverside) during the summer in 1995 to

enhance the IFIM model by introducing the relationship between these two habitat variables and density of target

fishes. To apply the IFIM model to the study reach, we developed a one-dimensional mathematical model for a

gradually varied flow. We derived accurate and objective habitat suitability functions between number of captured

fishes and hydraulic variables(velocity, depth, and substrate) and found that cover was closely related to density of

target fishes according to each habitat style. However, water temperature data during one day were not sufficient to

explain a relation with density of target fishes. Variation in WUA(Weighted Usable Area), which shows a quantitative

estimate of fish habitat, is found out to be approximately proportional to density of target fishes and a conservation

flow for frqshwater fishes in summer in Oto river is evaluated about 4m3lsec by a one-dimensional mathematical

model. This paper provides possibility to determine a conservation flow for freshwater fishes in Japan.

K-EY-WORDS : IFIM, Conservation flow, habitat suitability function, macro-habitat variable, WUA, gradually

varied flow
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l. Introduction

Until recently river improvement works have been executed placing emphasis on two main objectives. that is flo.d
control and water resources development. However, recentlv the request for preservation of riverine ecologv to offcr
higher quality of open space becomes quite strong. Based on a social need, a new concept of nature-orinled river
improvement works is introduced by the Ministry of Construction in Japan. But quantitative measures t{r çy'lun1s
ecological conditions in natural streams are far from completion. The Instream Flow Incremental Mcthodotogv
0FIM) is one method to evaluate a riverine habitat by ecology, specially fishes, which was developed bv Aquatic
System Branch of the National Ecology Research Center in u.S.(Brookes. 1988 ; Gore. 19g9;Nestler cr al. l9g9:
orth and Maughan. 1982 ; Petts and Maddock. l9g4). while the IFIM is useful ro predict the eff'ect of river
improvement works and evaluate alternatives, it is still needed to determine utilization criteria of habitat variables
objectively and precisely' And also improvement in a simulation technique is necessary to predict velocitv an6 4cpth
more accurately in natural streams. In general, one-dimensional hydraulic simulalion models are used t6 prcdict
velocity and depth in IFIM until recently. The velocity simulated is verv sensitive to weighted Usable Arca(wuA) in
IFIM(Milhous et al. 1989). However, its velocity by one-dimensional mathematical model is ofren inaccuratù. To
predict velocity more exactly in IFIM, two-dimensional mathematical model(Ghanem et al. 1994) :rnd thrce-
dimensional mathematical model(olsen and Stokseth. 199.1) were developed. In this study, tirsr we analvzed
utilization criteria of habitat variables based on several methods and found out a most suitable objcctivc mcthod for
each target fish and each season. Secondly, influence of water temperature and cover was discussed to consider the
relationship between fish habitat and macro-habitat variables(i.e. water temperature and cover). Finally, wc
determined a conservation florv for freshwater fishes in Japan by using a one-dimensional mathematical model. And
we are developing a two-dimensional mathematical modet for predicting changes in velocitv and depth accurately
under a specified discharge based on shallow water equations lo improve the IFIM model.

2. Study area

oto river(34'75'N, 137'10'E) which flows from east to wqst in okazaki City, Aichi prefecture in Japan, is a
tributary of Yahagi river(Figure 1). This river has specific discharge of 0.032m%ec&m2 and catchmenr area of
z7''rlsrr2, and water course length is about 34kn. The bottom srope of this river is 1./2,000-r/g00in downstream of
ohira weir and 1/400 in upstream of Ohira weir. The annual average rainfall for recent 5 years is 1,219mm. water
quality was not so good. BoD was 2.0mg/l in upstream but over t.^r,t in downstream(River Department, Aichi
Prefecture, Japan. 1995a).

3. Target fishes

The study reach in oto river was from the junction with otoko river to the junction with yahagi river(Scc Fig. 1). 10
stations were selected in this study reach where each station was selected to include one pool and one riffle. The
investigation for fishes were done for these stations during 1994 by capture, diving, and marking. oto river supported
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By the correlation coefficient between lhe relative

ftequency of captured fishes and each suitability index

of utilization criteria obtained by four method, we

determined a best utilization ctiteria of habitat variables

for each target fish and each season. Figure 4 shows

utilization criteria of velocity for pale chub in summer

for each method. BEPM(D=20crn) was the method to

determine uti.lization ctiteria of velocity at depth = 20cm.

There were differences in the suitability indices of

utilization criteria for each method, specially in

120-160cm/sec. In this case, univariate polynomial

method was a most suitable method to determine

utilization criteria of velocity in summer (the correlation

coefficient was 0.999). A most suitable method to dete-

rmine utilization criteria of habitat variables for each ta-

rget fish and each season were presented in Table 1.
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Figure 4 : Utilization criteria of velocity for pale club

in summer for each method.

Table I : Most suitable method to determine utilization criteria of habitat variables

for each target fish and each season in Oto river.

Fïshes

pale chub velocity

depth

HM

HM

UPM

BEPM(v=80cm/s)

UPM

TLM

dark club velocity

depth

substrate

river lizard goby velocity

depth HM

substrate BEPM(v=80cm/s)

UPM

UPM

UPM

UPM

HM

UPM

HM

UPM

HM

UPM

UPM

HM

UPM

UPM

UPM

BEPM(v=40/s)

HM : Histogram Method, TLM : Tolerance Limits Method, UPM : Univariate Polynomial Method, and BEpM :
Bivaiate Exponential Polynomial Method.

5. Relationship between macro-habitat variables and fish habitat

Water temperature and cover are macro-habitat variable that almost does not change transversely but changas in the
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In case of univariate polynomial method(Bovee. 1986 ; Gore. 1989 ; L,ambert and Hanson.1986) and bivariate

exponential polynomial method(Bovee. 1986; Gore. 1981 ; Gore. 1989; Lambert and Hanson. 1986 ; Shirvell and

Dungey. 1983), utilization criteria of habitat variables is obtained by solving the polynomial equation and the

exPonential polynomial equation for each method. Equation(l) is the basic e4uation for the univariate polvnomial

method and it is solved by least square method. The best equation was selected by the maximum coefficient of

determination twice adjusted for degree of freedim(R/z). Equation(2) is the basic equation for the bivariate

exponential polynomial method with or without interaction item and its best equation is also selected by R/n. The

partial differentials of SI in equation(2), that is Ut%*= Ut)'U" = 0 , are calculated to determine the value of X and

Y that represented preferred habitat conditions.

(1)

(2)

SI=A0+A1 *X+ A? *{2a A? *)ç3...

Sl = sxp (A0+A1*X+A2*Y+A?*X2+A4*yzaAs*;ç*9

where, SI = suitability index, X and Y = habitat variables, X*Y = interaction between X and Y, and A0,A1,... =

coefficient.

Figure 2 shows utilization criteria of velocity for pale chub in summer by univariate polynomial method(UPM). This

utilization criteria was eighth order equation and R/2 was 0.969. Figure 3 shows utilization criteria of velocity and

depth for pale chub in summer by bivariate exponential polynomial method(BEPM). This utilization criteria had

interaction item and R/2 was 0.517.

1.0

x
o

,E o.e

s 0.4
U)

0.0
80 r?I

Velocity (crn/sec)
200

Figure 2:Utilization criteria of velocity for pale

chub in summer by UPM.

4.2 Comparison with utilization sriteria for each method
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a diverse fish community and 29 species were observed. By utilizing a report of fish habitat in Oto river(Okazaki

work office, Aichi Prefecture, Japan.1.994), we selected 3 species as target fishes to represent existing natural

situation ofOto river. These target fishes were observed at all stations and in all seasons through a year except winter

when the target fishes were rarely observed, that is pale chtb (Zacco platypus), dark club (Zacco temminckii\, and
river lizard goby (Rhinogobius flumineus\.

Yahagi river

Oto river

Upstream
sr.1

sr.4 Otoko river

Do$nstream Ohira weir

Figure I : Location of study sites on Oto river

4. Utilization criteria of habitat variables

To determine utilization criteria(or utilization function) of habitat variables(i.e. velocity, depth, and substrate)
objectively and exactly, we utilized four methods based on Histogram Method, Tolerance Limits Method, Univariate
Polynomial Method, and Bivariate Exponential Polynomial Method.

4.1 Consideration four methods to determine utilization criteria of habitat variables

In case of histogram method and tolerance limits method, the histogram of frequency of captured fishes is utilized. In
histogram method, we determined utilization criteria of habitat variables by only connecting the middle point of each

bar on histogram(Bovee. 1986). And in tolerance limits method, utilization criteria is obtained by assigning suitability

index to the specified boundary of the frequency of captured fishes(Bovee. 1986 ; Thomas and Bovee. 1993). For

example, suitability index of utilization criteria of 1..0 is assigned to 5OVo of frequency of captured fishes, 0.5 is
assigned to75Va,0.2 is assignedto5OVo, and 0.1 is assigned to95Vo.

0 2
Fæ k m
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longitudinal direction" although velocity, depth, and substrate are micro-habitat variables that may change

sigrrificantly in both transverse and longitudinal directions in rivers(Nestler. 1989). We surveved water temperature

and cover in summer in 1995 to enhance the IFIM model by introducing the relationship between macro-habitat

variables and fish habitat.

5.1 Water temperature and fish habitat

We selected seven stations(from station 3 to station 10) in the study reach and measured water temper:rrure at two

point, one was in riffle where the water depth was about 10cm and the other was in pool at the depth of l00cm from

thewater surface, at each station. We repeated the measurement three times a day(10 : 00-11 : 30,12 : 00 - 13 : 30.

14 : 00 - 15 : 30). Figure 5 shows variation of water temperature and density of target fishes. Station l0 was locatcd

at uPstream end of the study reach. It was very difficult to capture the fishes in Station 7 because the watcr dcpth
there, was about 6m, From figure 5, the difference in water temperature in pools was 1.1"C and variation of '*,ater

lemPerature in riffle(the difference in water temperature was 2.8"C) was not related to density of target fishes. Watcr

temperature data during one day were not sufficient to explain a relation with density of target fishes.
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trïgure 5 : Water temperature and density of

target fishes in summer in Oto river.

5.2 Cover and fish habitat

Iïgure 6 : Concept ofcover(from River

Department, Aichi Prefecture, Japan f995b)

We measured cover(i.e. shadowed area on water surface by trees along the riverside) by two qlmeras which providcd

streo image of cover at the same station with the measurement of water temperature during the summer in 1995.
Station 4 and 7 were nùt measured. And by utilizing a reoprt of investigation for vegetation distribution in Oto river
(River Department, Aichi Prefecture, Japan. 1995b), we also measured cover from the lengths of vegetation
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community along riverside and the lengh of vegetation community from waterfront toward river on both banks for

each station, that was measured cover by direct survey. Figure 6 shows the concept of cover. Table 2 shows measured

cover by a camera system and measred cover by direct survey in Oto river. The whole measured cover by a camera

system was lower than measured cover by direct survey because error due to measurement methods in a camera

system was very sensitive to the results. The variation of measured cover by a camera system in upstream was closely

related to measured cover by direct survey. However, measured cover by a camera system in downstream was not

related to measured cover by direct survey because measurement error in downstream due to wide river width had

effect on measured cover in a cirmera svstem.

Table 2 : Measured cover by a camera system and measured cover by direct surrey in Oto river.

Station st.3 sr.4 sr.5 sr.6 sr.7 st.8 sr.9 sr.l0
Area(m2)

Measured cover by a

camera system/Area (7o )

Measured cover by

11,550 11,570

direct survey/Area (Vo) 12.59 16.53

1.69

11,880

0.78

20.o4

9,970

3.84

L5.72

Lt,290

o.74

15.54

3,950 3,400

3.04 6.59

15.90 63.27
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Figure 7 and 8 show rate of cover(measured cover/area) and density of target fishes(number of captured fishes/area).

Pale chub inhabitated in riffIe, where the length of riffle in station 10 was about 56m although average length of riffle
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was about 210m in this study station and ate the algae lived in sunny place. Therefore, the density of pale chub was

not related to cover. However, dark club inhabited in upstream and under the trees along the riverside and ate

terrestrial insects from the trees and aquatic insects from the upstream. The density of dark club was closely related to

cover. River lizard goby also was related to cover. The decrease of water temperature due to cover had effect on fish

habitat(Barton and Taylor, 1985). In this study, however, water temperature data were not enough to discuss a

relation with cover.

6. Evaluation of a conservation llow for target fishes by a one-dimensional mathematical model

To apply the IFIM to the study reach, a numerical simulation is necessary. RHABSIM(Riverine Habitat Simulation),

that is an extensive conversion of PHABSIM(Physical Habitat Simulation), is used to apply the IFIM to rhe target

stream. RIIABSIM is a control program based on serveral modules : HYDSIM is one module for computing water

surface levels and simulating velocity patterns. To predict water surface levels in HYDSIM, logJog regression model,

channel conveyance model(or a uniform flow model), and step-backwater model(or a gradually varied flow model) are
used(Payne. 1994). In this study, a one-dimensional mathematical model for a gradually varied flow is developed.
Equation(3) was the governing equation of gradually varied flow(Chaudhry.1993). By standard step method, we
simulated the water surface levels for a specified discharge.

(3) #=,," #*.##,,0-$r
where, Io=slopeofchannelbottom,n=Manning'sroughnesscoefficient,e=discharge,R=hydraulicradius,cr=

velocity-head coefficient, B = channel width, A = section area in channel, and g = gravity acceleration.
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For the water surface level simulated, we predicted velocity and depth. And by using these and substrate, we
calculated Weighted usable area(WUA) at each station for each target fish and each season, which WUA is a
quantitative estimate of fish habitat(Nestler et a1.1989; Orth and Maughan.L982). Figure 9 and 10 show variation of
WUAt which was divided by area and density of target fishes in summer in Oto river. WUA was closely related to
density of target fishes except station 10 where the meandering part was about 120o. One-dimentional methematical
model may not be appopriate to predict velocity and water depth in meandering part in natural streams.

r 2 3 4 5 6 7

Discharge(CMS)

-+- pale chub <- river lizard goby

Figure 11 :Relationship between normalized WUA and discharges for target fishes

in summer at station S(Arrow represents conservation flow for target fishes.

These computations are repeated for each discharge of interest to make the relationship between WUA and discharges.
From this relationship, a conservation flow is evaluated for each target fish and each season. Figure l.l. shows
variation of normalized WUA according to the change of discharges for pale chub and river lizard goby in summer at
station 5 where was the typical station in Oto river. A conservation flow for pale chub was the same to that for river
lizard goby. From this figure, a conservation flow for these fishes is evaluated about 4m3lsec in summer in Oto river
by a one-dimensional mathematical model.

7. Undergoing research work

Figure 12 illustrates a typical example of the contour lines of the bed level in Oto river reach. From this figure, it is
clear that the river shows meandering with riffles and pools between main levees which also show heavy meandering.
Therefore, the variation in streamwise velocity is iarge within a cross-section. Consequently it may not be appopriate
to estimate the velocity and water depth for the IFIM using a one-dimensional mathematical model. lt follows that a
two-dimensional flow model is to be developed to reproduce the distributions of velocity and water depth in the river
reach.
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There are many ways to solve the depth-averaged velocity and water depth simultaneously. We are now develping a
two-dimensional mathematical model for flow in rivers of complex geometry with special attention on the less grid-
dependency of the calculated results. The model solves the shallow water equations together with the lc - € model,
where Æ and e stand for the depth-averaged turbulence kinetic energy and its dissipation rate. We use the finite
volume method to descretize the basic equations and the SIMPLE algorithm to obtain the converged solutions of
velocity and deplh. The calculated results will be reported soon elsewhere.

E. Conclusion

We are able to conclude that first, a most suitable objective method to determine utilization criteria of habitat
variables for each target fish and each season was obtained. In case of pale chub in surnmer, univariate polvnomial
method was a most suitable method for velocity, bivariate exponential polynomial method was a most suitable method
for depth, and histogram method was a most suitable method for substrate(See Table l). Secondly, cover was closely
related to density of target fishes according to each habitat style. However, water temperature data during one dav
were not sufficient to explain a relation with density of target fishes. Finally, WUA was approximately proportional to
density of target fishes except in a meandering part. And a conservation flow for freshwater fishes(i.e. pale chub and
river lizard goby) was evaluated about 4m%ec in summer in Oto river by a one-dimensional mathematical model.
By this study, we showed possibility to determine a conservation flow for freshwater fishes in Japan.
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ABSTRACT

The Comal River in Southem Texas, USA is a unique aquatic resource formed from natural springs of the Edwards Aquifer
and represents one of two locations where the endangered Fountain darter (Etheostomafontanelles)is found. In order to
preserve and recover this species, the instream flow reçirernents must be determined and maintained. This paper highlights
thc application of advanced spatial data acquistion techniques, integration of 2dimensional hydraulic modeling and
multivariate flow dependant species criteria within the framework of the InsEeam Flow Incremental Methodology (IF11,1;
ln particular' we highlight the application of an innovative combination of a shallow water hydroacoustic anay combined
with differential Global Position System (DGPS) survey equipment to delineate the spatial domain of the Comal River
system. These data were utilized to construct a 3dimensional finite difference grid which was developed through specialized
krigging methods. This grid served as the map basis for delineating existing aquatic vegctation beds and the spatial
distribution of substrates. The finite element grid was used to develop a one-dimensional water surface elevation model
for the system and a 2dimensional velocity simulation model. Stratified random sampling procedures were used to collect
seasonal fisheries data which were analyzed by multivariaæ techniçes to construct dartcr presencey'absence equations based
on hydraulic characteristics. The complete modeling framework was subsequently used for pred.iction of darter
presence/absence at tlvo different simulated flow rates.

KEY-WORDS: Instream Flow Incremental Methodology/ Habitat Modeling/ 2-Dimensional Hydraulics/ Hydroacoustics/
GPS/ lmpact AssesmenU Endangered Species..
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INTRODUCTION

The lnstream Flow Incremental Methodolory (IFIM) represents a conceptual framework for the evaluation of impacts of

altered flow regimes or the assessment of instream flow requirements for target species @ovee, 1995). The IFIM broadly

considers the evaluation of the critical physical, chemical, and biological elements which may afïect the flow dependant
responses of target organisms in a particular system. Although the IFIM maintains an opcn architecture in terms of the

specific analysis tools utilized, historically applications of have centered on the use of the Physical Habitat Simulation
Systern @IIABSIM) (Milhous, 1989). PHABSM focuses on physical habitat as thc limiting factor and generally ignores

other elements such as temperature or water quality. PHABSIM in particular has relied on the use of l-D modeling

techniques to simulate rvater surface elevations (WSEL) and velocities to predict the quantity and quality of fish habitat

based on ùe target organisms prescribed suitabilities to depth, velocity and channel index (i.e. substrate and cover). With

the resurgence of "more ecologically-based" assessment methods, new tools are being evaluated for data acquisition,

hydraulic simulations, and habitat modeling options (e.g. Orth, I 995; Bain, I 995; companion articles in these proceedings).

We explore the use of IFM in light of sweral of these new analysis tools and modeling approaches to develop an assessmcnt

Êamework for irstream flows for the endangered Fountain darter in the Comal fuver System. Given the limitcd spacc, lve

briefly outline the overall assessment framework applied in this study and then higNigbt the use of innovative linkages of
hydroacoustics and GPS to acquire data amendable for one-dimensional and 2-dimensional hydraulic simulations. We then
dcmonstrate the use ofthese tools to generate hydraulic model outputs which are used for assessing changes in the florv
dcpendant quantity ofdarter habitat based on multi-variate prediction equations for darter locations under simulated florv
conditions.

BACKGROUI{D

In general, the application ofIFM requires a delineation of the critical factors allecting the target organism(s), subsequent
delineation ofthe these factors in thc field, development, calibratioq and validation ofappropriaæ models, application of
these models under altemative flow regimes, and negotiation or selection of an appropriate instream flow @ovee, 1996).
ln terms of the Comal River and the endangered Fountain darter, available life history infonnation suggests that the type
and location ofvegetation, temperature, dissolved oxygen, and velocity determine suitable conditions for habitat. Based
on this information, a study was undertaken to broadly meet the following objectives: l) characterize the aquatic
environment within the Comal River; 2) develop suitable flow dependant "suitability criteria" for darters; and 3) evaluate
flow ranges for their quantity and quality of darær habitat in order to recommend insueam {low needs for the protection and
recovery of the species. Figue I shows the overall IFIM assessment framework in light of the specific habitat requirements
of darters and conesponding modeling components to meet the overall study objectives articulated above. In particular, we
highlight the data acquisition, hydraulic modeling and integration of modeling components in this paper.
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1O WSEL Modeling for 2O Calbntion

Figure l. Model Flowchart

First, one area of current research focus is the application of 2-dimensional hydraulic models in place of the existing one-
dimensional hydraulic simulation routines in PHABSIM (e.g. Leclerc et al., 1995). Hisûorically, the application of one-
dimensional hydraulic models required the simpliSing assumption that water flows perpendicular to each cross section
within the river channel. Unforttrnately, complex channel geomefies act to sreate velocity vectors that cannot often be
modeled adequately in a l-D simulation environment but can be represented by 2- or 3-dimensional hydraulic simulations.
Use of these later models however, require accurate delineation of the spatial environment which in tum may allow more
realisuc multidrectional velocity components and thereby enable more sophisticated habitat evaluations. Traditional survey
methods are standard practice in gathering l-D cross section and river morphometry data. The ability and requirement of
2-D models for more spatiallyvaried geometries croates the need for evaluation of new methods in data colloction. Recent
advancements in global positioning s'/stem (GPS) technology and the innovative use of dual fiequency transducers in sonar
applications have evolved to meet this need (Gubala et al., 1994). The use of GPS coupled with sonar allows for rapid,
accurate and o'ûernely interuive data collection and is one aspect highlighted in this paper. Secon4 historical applications
of IFIM have relied on habitat modeling in PHABSIM which employ suitability index curves. These curves most often
represent a univariate response gradient to depth, velocity and substrate based on fish observations. These c'rves are
utilized to evaluate the simulated hydraulic properties at each discharge to derive and estimate of the quantity and quality
of available habitat (i.e. V/eighted Usable Area (WUA)). Recent research in habitat modeling approaches has emphasized
the development and application ofmulti variate analyses of biological criteria for use in insEeam flowEssessments (Orth,
1995; Bain, 1995). These approaches attempt to incorporate more variables which can account for critical factors in
determrning the locatiorq quantity and quality of habitats or species locations for target organisms. In this study we utilize
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this approach to develop prediction equations for darter presence./absence as an alternative to more classical suitability index
curve habitat modeling as used in PI{ABSIM.

Comal River System

The Comal River qystem is located inNew Braunsfels, Texas, USA (Figure 2). Springs ûom the &lwards Aquifer originate
along the northem and westem boundary ofthe system and create Landa Lake where water exits to the east to form the
Comal River. The mean discharge for the Comal springs from 1928 to 1972 has been estimated to range between 7.8 m3/s
to 8.3 m3/s (Edwards Underground Water District; 1974, Buclcrer and Shelby, 1990). Declining spring florvs have been
tied to groundwater withdrawals within the recharge basin to meet municipal, industrial, and agricultural demands.

MATERIALS AI\DMETHODS

Global Positioning system (GPS) and Hydroacoustic Data collection System

A custom hydroacoustic set, coupled with differential global position system (DGPS) surveying equipment was designed
and configured specilically for determining morphomeries of smalt, shallow river systems, such as the Comal River and
Landa Lalçe. A sonar signal processor controlled dual vertical beam transducers (200 kJlzll.5o and 28 kIIz/35o), acquiring
data at a ping rate of 6 times per second. The ASCII data sheam Eansmitted ûom the hydroacoustic set was comprised of
two identical and instantaneous streans from each ûansducer, including depth (recorded to the nearest 3 cm), bottom
reflectivity, roughness and biomass indices (recorded to the nearcst 1.0 decibel over a 0-120 scale) and a ho<adecimal
checksum for quality assurance (QA) puposes. The conrbination of these hydroacoustic parameters permitted the inferencc
of bottom type along with detailed morphometry for hydraulic modeling purposes.

Differential Global Position System (DGPS) surveying technology was used to tag hydroacoustic data with horizontal
positions. A pair of Trimble Pro-)(Lûn units, equipped with 4 MB RAM TDC-I data loggers were used in this capacity.
One unit, designated as a base, was located in close proximity (less than 1.5 kilometers) to the active rover. Maintaining
a short distance between the base and rover enhanced precision by minimizing baseline ddft. This paired DGPS system
acquirçd and stored differentially corrected data at a rate ofonce per second. The data acquisition rate was matched
precisely with that of the hydroacoustic set to eliminate interpolating bias. The raw data stream consisted of the frrll set of
DGPS variables (UTM time, horizontal position, notes/attributes and precision estimaæs) along with the frrll suite of
hydroacoustic data (depth, roughness, and hardness). River and lake levels did not vary enougb to afrcct quality of depth
measurements over the 6 days of data collection.

DGPS was also used in combination with other traditional forms of IFIM and surveying work to rectify all measurements
to a single coordinate system. Known benchmarks and landmarks, as well as channel transect locations werc tagged with
DPGS positions and later imported into a GIS database for image processing and analyses. 95 perccnt of the data acquired
in the field was deærmined to be within 0.75 m of actual locations on the grourd" Approximaûely 4,000 data points collected
simultaneously ûom the combined DGPS and hydroacoustic arrays and the supplemcntal rover data were subjected to a
variety of analyses to assure quality and completcness. Approximately 2% of the raw data were ccnsored during this QA
check due to second echoes and transienc. Verification and limited ccnsorship of the raw data n'as conducted on siæ during
the field data collection period.
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1km

Landa Lake

Old Channel

Power Planl

Figure 2: Site Layout and 2-D Modeling Subarea

Data Reduction and Analvsis

Once an appropriate raw database was collected and verified, a bathymetric image was developed for display and digital

import into CAD and hydrologic flow models. This process required thc translation of the irregularly spaccd raw data sets

into regularly spaced finite difference or finite element grids, as shown in Figure 3. Inærpolating algorithms, such as linear

or quadratic kriggrng and cubic spline radial bias functions were used to accomplish this task. The general grrdding

procedure entailed an iterative application of appropriate methods and parameûers until the most representative surface

(MRS) had been created. The MRS is defined as the inærpolated matrix which least deviates from the raw data. An

estimate of the variance between the observed data and the mathematical representation of the surfacc was used as the
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Step 1. Sonar/GPS data
gathering track through
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Figure 3: 2-D TIN Generation Process
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numeric meEic for this analysis. Ths final MRS was rectified to a lnown elevation by combining the GPS/sonar horizontal
locations and rvaær depths with surveyed water surface elevations (WSEL's) th,roughout the system. The MRS was stored
in a 0.9 x 0.9 meter format. The regularly spaced GPS/sonar depth data was thcn matcd to the WSEL's obtained by
traditional surveying methods. This created the topography of the lake bed for use in modeling other flowrates. Bank and
island borders were resreated from GPS tracls umlked by the researchers. Additional information such as distance to shore
measurements were also recorded during GPS/sonar data collection. This data supplemcntcd the GPS walked system
boundaries. Bank and island elevations wcrc assumcd to be represeirtcd by thc local WSEL plus a vcrtical offset.

1 -D Mode ling for 2-D Calibration

The 2-D tool used required an input beginning water surface elevation (WSEL) and flourate (Q). Since WSEL-e
information only existed for one to two profiles, depending on the reach subsection in questioq intermediate WSEL-e
information had to be modeled for use in the 2-D model. For this purpose, classical t-D modeling valid for WSEL's, rvas
performed. The MRS showed its value in its use in the l-D modeling when the tight 0.9 m spacing of the GPS/sonar data
MRS was used for modeling cross sections (generated from the MRS) evcry 3 m along the channel. ïhus, an accurate I -D
calibration tool for the 2-D model was able to use existing GPS/sonar generated morphometric data.

2-D Solution

The 0.9 x 0.9 m grid spacing of the MRS proved to be too data intensive for the 2-D tool being used due to computational
memory requirements. The computer used was an SGI krdigo 2 workstation with l2S MEG RAM with scratch file space
demands in excess of 270 Megabytes. To solve this problem, an alternative gridding procedure was employed. After the
GPS/sonar data was converted into a regular grid, the regularly spaced data set was broken into three distinct data sets with
gridnodespacingrangingfromtheoriginal 0.gmuptoacubicsplinesmoothedtopographyof3m- Atight(l.2xl.2m)
river bank was used for purposes of boundary delineation along with a looser (2.9 x2.9 m) rivcr/lake botùom grid. The
scale of the river and lake bathymetric changes was small enough to allow these grid spacings. This data set was used to
create a triangulated inegular network (TIN) by automated computational methods. Thc 2-D model being used
recommended a geometry in which no grid cell was greater than 50% larger than a bordering grid cell. Consequently, the
TIN was 'relaxed', a process in which the gdd cells are automatically resized and the grid node locations interpolated in
order to çreate a more uniform cell size. The altered TIN was subsequently used for the solution of the followine 2-D
equations, resulting in 2-D water surface, depth and velocity profîles.

The 2-D model used solves the depth-integratcd equations of fluid mass and momentum conservation in two horizontal
directions (Hydraulics Laboratory, I 990):

( l )

(2)

# ", * * #., *. r* + # 7 4 -zu,,ine * 1{u, *,ti - *cosrr, = 0

*. " ** I. t #. r# + # ? 4 - zu,,inô * fttu, *, \+ - Lsinq, = 0

a!*!gn1.9(,r)=o
or ox dy

(3)
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where u = depth-integrated horizontal llow velocity in the xdirectioq
t: t ime,

x = distancc in the x-direction,
v = depth-integrated horizontal flow velocity in the y-directiorL
y= distance in the y-direction (lateral),
g=acceleration due to gravity,

h = water depth,
ao = elevation of the bottom,
€o: normal turbulent exchange coefficient in the x-direction,
p = fluid density,

e, = tangential turbulent exchange coeflicieirt in thc x-directiorq
o = angular rate ofearth's rotatiorl

Ô = latitude,

C : Chezy roughness coefficient,

{ = coellicient relating wind speed to stress exerted on the fluid,
Va = wind velocity,

{ : angle benreen wind direction and x-axis,
€,* = tangential turbulent cxchange coefficient in the y-direction, and
e,, = normal turbulent exchange coefhcient in the y-direction.

Darter habitat was consequently evaluated based on bosom velocities according to the following equations (Chulich 1995).
The equation with the larger value determined the presence or absence of darærs:

Absent=-L.7-2.2log(velocity ot 15 cm above bottom)

Present=-3.4-4.3 log(velocity at 15 cm above bottom)

Fisheries Collection and Anall,sis Methods

A sratified random sampling procedure was employed to samplc 3 meter areas in uniform meso-scale habitat t1çes using
a drop net struchre during the summer, fall, winter and spring of 1994. For each collection location, a compleæ depletion
sample of all fuh species was accomplished and fuh t)rpe, numbers and lengths were recorded. At eac,h location, vegetation
type, height and aerial coverage, substrale, mean colurnn velocity and velocity at 15 cm above the bottom, \ 'atcr t€Nnperature,
conductrvity, pH, and dissolved oxygen were recorded Vegetation type, height, aerial covcrage, and substrate were also
noted for all adjacent 3 meter cell areas at each sample location. Macroinvertebraûes and smaller fish were preserved in the
field and identified in the lab. Subsequently, vegetation mapping of the entire Comal River was undcrtakcn at I meter
resolution using GPS sumey eçipment and rcctified to 16s sxfuting finite element grid described above. A total of 352 fish
collection records were analyzed using a variety of parametric and non-parametric statistical procedurcs to dwelop
statistically significant regression equations for predicting presencæ/absence ofdarærs @quations 4 and 5). In additiorl
data analyses generated prediction equations for density cstimates based on an expanded set ofcell attributes such as
vegetatlon type, density, temperature, etc. However, given spacc limitations, only the presencc/absencc equations are
evaluated in this paper and the density prediction equations are not considered. A complete descriptien ofthe sampling
procedures and analytical methods can be found in Chulick (1995).
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RESTJLTS

The system wide depth contours based on the GPS linked hydroacoustic data are illustrated in Figure 2. A typical river

section representing approximately 150 meters used in the hydraulic modeling from the middle portion of Landa Lake is

shown in Figures 3 and 4. The use of 150 meter sections in the analyses was mandated by limitations of the array sizes of

the finite element programs and corresponding computational burden as noted in the methods section. Corresponding 2-

dimensional hydraulic simulation resulc for this same o<ample area are shown in Figure 4 for flowrarcs of 3.5 and 6.4 m3/s.

Figure 4 also illustrates model results from thc application of the multi variate prediction equations for the evaluation of

darter presence/absence at the two dillercnt flow raûes. The lower modeled flowrate caused some drying of the channel

bottom along the right side (looking upstream) of the island which resulted in a loss of darter habitat in that area. Several

deep pools did remain, however, which provided limited darter habitat according to the prediction equations. The higher

6.4 m3/s florwate allowed the water level to rise and fill the right channel, although velocities at the lower end of the channel

proved too high for darters. Bottom velocities on the upper left side ofthe island proved too large for darters at both

flo*rates. The lower left area of the modeled subsection had low velocities and was deep enough to be darter habitat. The

difference between the two flowrates' effects on darter habitat is particularly visible in this area. Vectors shorvn in Figure

4 indicate water velocity direction but not magnitude.

The results shorvn in Figures 3 and 4 clearly reveal that the high data density obtained from the hydroacoustic sampling

procedure results in a well defrned spatial geometry that is ideally suited for use of 2-dimensional hydraulic simulation of

complex flow pattems over relatively small spatial domains. Furthermore, integration of these hydraulic model results lr"ith

the multi variate species response equations indicates a high degree of spatial sensitivity of changes in the hydraulic regimes.

DISCUSSION

Study results clearly show the utility of linking GPS and hydroacoustics for obtaining high quality data over relatively large

spatial domains. Data collection time was reduced from weeks to days while vastly improving lake and river system

coverage at spatial resolutions on the order of I to 3 meters. This method of data collection was also shown to be ideal in

terms of integrating vegetation mapping over the same spatial domain which incorporates a kcy element of the habitat

requirements of darters. Limited field validation (currently in progress), has shown that the GPS/sonar data provided

accurate spatial dependant channel geometries that permit linkages to both traditional l-dimensional and the new 2-

dimensional modeling tools in IFIM applications. Analysis software developed as part of this project permitted thc

exlraction of ldimersional cross section profiles of the river channel at any arbitary locaton for usc in modeling the water

surface profiles for input to the 2{.imensional hydraulic simulation routines and are compatible with existing hydraulic and

habitat analyses of PILA.BSIM.

The high density spatial characterization of the river channel also results in improved spatial charactcrization of the

hydraulic regime (i.e. velocities) based on the application of 2-dimensional hydraulic simulations. The lower modeled

flowrate of 3.5 m3/s resulted in velocity reduction and some drying out of the darter habitat areas, as reflected in the 2-D

solutions. Consequently, darter habitat changes between the two flowrates. Water's edge boundaries were produced on a
I - 3 meter scale, which aided in small scale delineation of darter habitat. Incorporation of submerged spring orifices (not

illustrated) produced realistic velocity nets and is potentially critical in modeling these areas within Landa Lake for the

habitat needs of salamanders which are spatially tied to these locations. The exteruion of thc hydraulio modeling to 2.

drmensional flow patùems is considered criûcal in terms of accounting for the complex flow patûerns associated with spatial
variations in the channel characteristics.
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Figure 4. 2-D Velocity Vector Solution and Darter Habitst Prediction

The application ofthe multi variate derived darter presence/absence and density equations also showâ a high degree of
spatial sensitivity under simulated discharge conditions. The sensitivity ofthese predictions is directly related to the high
density delineation of the spatial grrd system and use of the resultant 2-dimensional hydraulic model outputs. Field
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validation for both the hydraulic simulation ofvelocities and predictions for both prcscncc/absencc and density ofdarters
is currently targeted for the srrnmer of 1996 duing projected low çpri4g flom ôre to drought and ground watcr abstractions.
Another important aspect of this project was the dcmonstration of the linkages of these data acquisition and analysis tools
within the existing IFIM framework based on readily available cost competitive equipmeirt and commercially available
software systems. This should provide encouragement for other investigators and consultants to consider the application
of these types of tools and modeling procedures in other instream flow applications.

CONCLUSION

The IFIM provided and o<cellent fianrErrork for the dcvelopmant ard application of innovative data acquisition and analysis
tools to model the flow dependant charactcristics of the Comal River for Fountain darters. The usc of the GpS/sonar
methods for gathering topographical data for river systems was demonstrated to result in a quick, efficient, and accurate data
collection stratery. The use of 2-dimensional hydraulic modeling of velocities based on the resulting finite element grid is
considered a substantial improvement over existing l-dimensional velocity simulation methods and is directly related to the
intensive spatial data derived in project. The GPS/sonar data collection method can bo used for traditonal l-dimensional
modeling, resulting in spacing of cross sections that is dramatically improved over raditional suwey methods. Incorporation
of a multi variate statistical model forprediction of darter presence/absence within the IFIM framework was illustrated and
was demonstrated to have a high degree of sensitivity spatially to changes in the simulated hydraulic characteristics
associated with changes in discharge. This is again attributed to the linkage between the spatially explicit delineation of
the channel geometries and use of 2dimensional hydrarlic simulations. Reduction in the accuracy of the spatial delineations
of the channel geometries is anticipated to reduce the rrlty of use of 2dimensional hydraulic simulations since these models
are highly dependant of the characûerization of the spatial domain. The more complex the channel characteristics, the more
inænsive the data requiranants are likely to be to accurately simulate the hydraulic characteristics using this class of models.
Acquisition of the type and extent of spatially explicit channel characteristics and associated model output from 2-
dimensional hydraulic simulations also provide expanded access to more innovative use of spatially explicit habitat metrics
derived from landscape ecology (see Bovee; Hardy; these proceedings).
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ABSTRACT

Quantrtative description of spatral habitat pattems is often at the heart of ecologrcal research in aquatic svstems. especialll
for analyses of ph1'sical habitat. A common approach for describurg physical habitat is tessellation. or the discretization
of the channel into cells of approximatell'uniform size, and assigning each cell an average value for velociq, and other
characteristics. More irurovatrve methods mav use spectral analysis or fractal drmension to cha.racterize underlving patterns
tn spatrally complex geological features such as channel bed forms. Unfiormnately. all of these methods lose information
because they either force continuous data into a gnd framework, assume that it has the form of a finite series of harmomc
firnctions, or assurne that complext-v is constant over a range of scales. Understanding aquatic processes would improve
ifinformation about the scale offeatures in a charurel could be preserved throughout the analvsis rnstead ofbeing discarded
tluough simplt$.ing assumptions as the first step in habitat analysis. We present methods, based on fractal geometry,, that
characterize complex spatial data sets with minrmal use of assumptions or simplifuing approximations. Our approach
identifies domrnant features tn a set of coordinate data, locates the positions of such channel features in the cross section,
and quanti-ûes how feahres of different scales relate to one other. We apply this method to mathematical constructs having
lsrown charactenstics. such as Cantor sets arra,r,ed in two dimensions, to verifu the efficary and rigor of our approach. We
use this method to describe the scale of domrnant features in Missouri River cross sections and compare cross sections
before and after regulation to demonstrate holv a fractal geometry analysis using our methods can quantifu changes in
physical habitat patterns. Conventional methods are not able to descnbe theses changes since they carurot identi$
significant scales or how features ofdifferent scales are organized to compose the channel bed form. Improved description
ofcomplex shapes should lead to urcreased rmderstanding ofaquatic processes in general, and in particular, the way aquatic
organisms relate to physical habitat.

KEY-WORDS: Fractal/ Mandlebrot/ Aquatic/ Scale/ Habrtat/ Cantor SeV Sine wave/ Pattern/ SpatiaV Andrle
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INTRODUCTION

Milne (1991) eloquent\ states that "landscape structure affects thc sprcad and disturbance and regulates the movements
of resources. organisms. and energt'." Houever. spatial relatronships rn aquatic habitat studies are usuallv based on
englneerlng approximatlons or methods having restrictive assumptions that rnadequatelv describe the spatral structure
within ril'er channels. For example. a finite element approach o[ discretizing spattal data rnto cells. u'hile r en' useful for
quantirying bulk flow or material transport. misses informatron that e\lsts at scales smaller than the cell size
Consequently, it is unpossible to quannfr physrcal habitat across the range ofscales necessan'to descnbe habitat utilization
for different comrnunities in aquatic svstems or to completelv descnbc processes that ma-\ occur across a range of scales.
Large individuals. such as adult salmon, respond to features larger in scale than do caddisflies. Simrlarlr'. the scales at
wtrich organic matter is stored and transported through an aquatic st'stem mav be quite different from the scales required
to predict watier surface elevations. Relatively new methods to characterizc complex geologrc features also have restrictive
assumptions. Spectral analvsis requires that the underl-"-ing spatrat structures can be dcscnbed using a finite senes of
harmonic functioru, and the fractal dimension assumes that spatial complesrtl is constant across a broad range of scales
Figure I illustrates spatial mformation loss dunng discretrzation of a Cantor "cross section" (described later) as an examplc
of how information is lost during spatial approximation

We present a modified method. based on fractal geometrr'. that characterizes spatial data rvith minimal use of preconceived
aszumptions or sunpli -rng approxrmations. The method incorporates and burlds on trvo important methods of analyzing
data, the fractal dimension (Mandlebrot. 1975)and the angle measure technique - AMT (Andrle. 1994) Our approach
identifies domrnant features in a set of coordinate data. locates the positions of such channel features in the cross section.
and quantifies how features of different scales relate to one another. We apply this method to mathematical constructs
having known characteristics. such as Cantor Sets arrayed in hvo dimensrons. to verifu the efficacy and rigor of our
approach. We use this method to describe the scale of dominant features in Mrssoun River cross sections and compare
cross sections before and after regulation to demonstrate horr a fractal geometr-v based anall'sis using our methods can
quantifu changes in physical habitat patterns.

SPATIAL ASSESSMENT USING FRACTAL GEOMETRY

An understanding of our method for describing spatial pattem requires a bnef discussion of fractal geometry. Complex
shapescanbeclasslfiedrnlothreecaûegories: pure fractals, statistical fractals. and multifractals. A pure, ormathematical,
ûactal object is comtnrcted by repeating the same shape at increasrngly smaller scales. An example of a pure fractal is the
Cantor Set (Figure 2) This set has a repeated pattern of removing the middle third of the current line segment that
compleæly deærmrnes its complor shape. Few naturally occurring geologic features can be characterized as pure fractals.
However, manv geologic features and biotic structures can be categorized as statistical fractals and multifractals. A
statistical fractal has poruoru that, upon magruficatiorl look simrlar, but not exactly like a larger portion of the object. For
example, a tree appears to exhibit the same pattern ofstem and branches at different scales although the pattem is not
identical cl'er all scales. In conrast, a multifractal feature is charactenzed bv drfferent spatial pattems across the complete
range of scales. Multifractal models occur commonly ur the earth sciences because geologrc data are often characterized
by limitod spatial correlation. River cross sections are later sho*n to be multifractal geologic features, probably because
erosional and depositional processes that form river channels are not drstributed uniformly laterally or longitudinally.

Mathematical and statistical fractals both have a fractal dimension. Dç. which rs less than the topological dimension of the
object. The fractal dimension identifies the rate at which the complevtv of the object changes with scale of
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observation. Mandlebrot and fuchardson developed the M-R plot as a simple means of identi!'ing Dr for a partrcular
object. In its simplest form. an M-R plot is created by measuring the outline of a geologrc feature or other shape wrth a
series of rulers of different lengths and plotting the number of times a ruler fits by the ruler's size. When plotted on log
paper',thedatadeærminesDrasthenegativeslopeofthebestfitlineplusl(Middleton, lggl). ForamatJrematicalfractal.
Di holds over all possible scales. Dr applies to a statistical fractal over a wide, but not rnlinite. range ofscales. and a
multifractal object has sweral fractal dimensions over its range of scales. The M-R plot is easilv applied to pure fractals
such as the Cantor Set whrch has D =0.63 (Figure 2) or statistical fractals such as the coastline of Great Britain ç'hich has
Ù = 1.52. For mulnfractals, the M-R plot is generated over the entire range of scales to identifu breali pornts u'tuch mark
changes in the fractal ùmensron. These breaL?oins determine the subsets of scales for u'hich individual M-R plots can
be made.

The fractal dimeruio4 D, is a usefrrl metric to describe the general spatial complexitv of a fractal ob.;ect Horvever. it does
not indicate the manner rn which features of different scales are related to one another. nor does it prol'ide anf information
on the locaûon of feahres of different scales. One encormters difficulty in using algorithms dedicated to calculatlng fractal
dimensions to identi! domrnant or characteristic scales. Consequently'the fractal dimension bv rtself cannot prol.ide
sufficient information to sen'e as a framervork for descnbing or understanding aquatic processes. In addition. nver cross
sections are generally multifractal features, so that a single fractal dimension may be inadequate to describe spatial pattems
in river cross sections. We provide enhancements to the M-R plot to improve its abilit)' to deprct aquatic spatial pattems
and demonstrate the use of the Angle Measurement Technique (AMT) as a tool to provide supplemental information to
the M-R plot for aquatic spatral anall'ses.

An alûemative method to performurg a fractal anallsis that lacls some restrictive assumptions of a simple fractal dimension
is the AMT of Andrle (1994). Unlùie the fractal dimension, the AMT assumes that geological structures may have
domurant feamres that can be described over one scale or a limitod range of scales. For example. one of the dominant scales
in a gravel bed sfream would be approximated by the average diameter of the gravel substrate. The inputs rnto AMT are
the coordinates of a curve digitized from a map and the scales, S, used to calculate the angles. A t-lpical AMT analysis
involves the following steps. First the program randomly chooses an initial startlng point. A, from which it finds the rwo
digrtized points, B and C, that are S distance from A. Let 0 = (180' - IBAC), or 0 is the supplementary angle to BAC
(Figure 3). This process s repeated 500 times for each scale, and the mean angle is calculated for each scale, S. The mean
angle and S values are written to a file from which one can graph mean angle by log(S). Signrficant scales are identified
as peaks in the mean angle by log(Scale) plot. Anùle contends that the more complex a curve is, the greater the mean angle
measure because the mean angle is a measure of how much the path of a scale along the drgitized curve differs from a
straight line. Thus, a characærisûc or dominant scale of the curve would have the greatest mean angle measure. Significant

scales are identified by the smaller pealis in the mean angle plot. Lack of discernible dominant or characteristic scales
indicates that the curve is a statistical fractal.

Computation of the M-R plot can be improved by using multiple, randomly selected points to reduce the bias of starting

at the lefonost point. Typically we measure fonvard from a randomly selecæd starting point and store the number of fits

and then reposition the scale at the same randomly chosen starting point and measure backwards to the left of the curve
and add the number of fits in this drection to those that had been stored. For this same scale, we repeat this process wrth

9 more randomly chosen starting points We determine which of these l0 starting points is best for this scale b-v comparing

the scaleinduced error in measunng the curve from that point.
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Figure l: Cantor Section I with grid
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Figure 3: Supplementary angle using AMT
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Figure 4: Sum of squared error in measuring algorithm

We define error much like mean squared error in least squares linear regression. i.e., the sum of squared vertical difference

betrveen the path the scale makes and the cun'e (Figure 4). This sum is drvided by the number of fis that the scale made

across the curve flrom that positron

A simrlar error term is used to associaæ domlnant or characteristic scales as identifred by the AMT analvsis urth horizontal

position along the cun'e. We arbrtranll' consider a scale to "exist" along a horizontal portion of the curve if its sum of

squared error n that intersection is less than l/3 its length. Exrstence plots indicate the presence of specific userdefined

scales with a horizontal lure. Gaps rn the line indrcate that the scale does not "exist" at that lateral position in the cun'e.

Once ùe horizontal positrons of drfferent scales are rdentrfied then the nestlng pattern (how different patterns are imbedded

within each other) can be descnbed.

We also improve the AMT bv deærmimng the relative vertical and horizontal components associated w'ith the mean angle.

For each angle BAC, the supplementary'' angle provides a measure of the change rn its path that a scale must make to fit

the curve, The mean honzontal and vertical values result from brealung vector AC rnto its component vectors. We

determure the overall significant scales n the curve as well as the scales that are sigruficant ur the horizontal and vertical

directions. We will illustrate the utilitv of our approach rn three cases--pure fractal. non-fractal. and multifractal.

APPLICATIONS

A Cantor cross section is constructed by taking a lrre of lengh 243 units and drviding it rnto three equal segments. The

middle segment is rarsed to herght deærmined by ( I ), rvhere k is the current iteration, and vertrcal lines of length determrned

by ( I ) join the three segments together This process is repeated 5 trmes and the resulting cross section is shoun in Figure

5

a l
J

We performed a souiunty analysis b;- srvrtchrng the order of the raised segment to the lust (Cantor Section 2 - Figure 6)

and third positrons (Canor Sectron 3 - Figure 7) We also anal-""zed sine waves with drfferent amplrtudes but equal period

of 50 unis to document the performance of the methods on srmple. non-fractal shapes . We analvzed river cross sections

to illustrate the value ofa fractal analvsis for evaluatrng spatial rmpacts ofriver regulation. These cross sections depict
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the Mrssouri River at river kilometer 1263 3 at two discharges (170 and l4l6 cms) and under regulated and unregulatcd

conditions (Figures 9- I 2).

N"ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cantor Sections

Table I srrnmarizes our analyses of these secuons The variables provided are fractal dimension. cntical scalc. mean angle.

sigrificant scales, horizontal change, and vertical change. Mean angle is a measure of complexr$' of the cun'e and is the

mean angle associated with the critical scale. Significant scales are the scales associated with lesser pealis on the AMT plot.

Horizontal change is the average change rn the honzontal duection that the critical scale makes rn fitting the cun'e. and

vertical change is the average change in the vertrcal direction of the cntical scale. The fractal dimensron rs inadequate to

differentiate among these three different curves because thcy- differ only rn the order of the features and not in the size of

the feahx.es. However, we distrnguish between the sectron rvith the central feature and the secttons rvith thc large feature

at the end through the mean angle and signilicant scales and inspection of the exlstence plots.

The AMT s able to provide information to quantitativel-v distinguish among the different Cantor sections Note that the

mean angle is much greater for section I than sections 2 and 3 which have the same mean angle. Section I has the largest

feature in the middle, so the honzontal distance that scales can spread over is much shorter than in Sections 2 and 3. Thus

the supplementary angle for these sections is smaller. The criticat scales are the same for Sections 2 and 3 because lhe

patteming of the features is the same for these sections. Scales of approxrmate length 4. I l. and 36 are common to all

three, and these are the heights ofthe shortest and most frequent features.'For Section l. I 19 rs srgnrficant because it is

the height of the central feature wtuch determines the depth of both ma.;or voids. Scale I 19 is not sigruficant in Sectrons

2 and 3 because it can fit trvice in the larger main void. In sections 2 and 3, a scale of 60 is significant because it can hit

exactl). at the midpoint of the second largest feature (Figure l4). Scales of length near 108 are sigru{icant because the;-

marli the end of the tvvo adjacent feahres having a height of 40 uuts. A scale of this size will have to go in almost a stnctly

vertical dgectron !o continue to follow the curve from point ( 108,40). In all the sections. a scale must change more in the

vertical direction rather than the horizontal. but Sections 2 and 3 allow more change in the horizontal direction than sectton

I does. SecAons 2 and 3 have a wider main void than section I does, so this follows. Note that the nesting pattem of these

sections which malies them distinct is evident from the existence plots (Figures l4-16).

Table l: Comparison of Cantor Sections

Cantor section I Cantor Section 2 Cantor Section 3

Fractal Dimension t .25 t.29 1 .28

Critical Scale 3836l l 6

Horizontal Change 4 l38

Verf ieol  Chanqe .89 .85
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Figure 7: Cantor Section 3 Figure 8: A portion of the sine waves
used for analysis

The utility of these methods to describe spatial pattems is reinforced by our analvsis of a familv of sine waves
(Figure 8 and Table 2). The greatest fractal dimension s for the sine wave that is approximately half as deep as rt is wide.
The dimension is small for those waves that are virtually vertical. such as the one with depth of 1600 units or vrrruallv
honzontal, such as the one with depth of 20 units because the fractal dimension measures how much the curve is filling
the space in which it resides and not by its excursion. Analysis of the waves also identifies a problem associated rvith the
use of the fractal dimeruion. The penmeter-nrler relationship used to calculaûe the fractal drmensions rs similar to the error
reduction obtained by approxiruûng the penmeter of a circle by a senes of polygons that increase rn therr number of sidcs
(e.g. tnangle, square, pentagon. etc.). A plot of perimeter-ruler relationships based on these polygons will generare an
M-R plot with a fractal dimension of 1.0 even though the circle is not a fractal object. While this answer is correct in a
stictly mathematical serue, it also indicates that the M-R plot not onlv describes the behavior of the line but also includes
perirreter-ruler relationships because the integral of a portion of the M-R line provides an estimare if the area of the
polygon for that scale. Consequently, the M-R plot confounds perimeter-area information along with perimeter-ruler
information. The "straight-line" behavior of the M-R plot is partially determined by area-perimeter relationships. The
AMT deals only with the excrrsion of the perimeter line and is not drectly influenced by perimeter-area relationships and
consequently provides a much more sensitive indicator of spatial pattern, Note that the AMT provides considerable
detailed information about each of the sine waves. The critical scale corresponds to the wave height wtuch is twice the
amplitude. The amplitude lenglh marked a plateau point for the AMT curve for the deeper slne waves because scales
larger than the amplitrrrde can fit only once on a decreasrng portion of the wave which leads to high supplementary angles.
As the curves became more peaked the mean angle increases. Also, the percent change of a ruler in the horizontal
direction decreases as amplitude increases.
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Table 2: Comparison of Sine Waves
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9 l39130.73t t 7

95.2976 t45.57t . t 2

.9723100 158.381 0 850

99. t 21961 .05t00 r66.57

l 0.06376t 0 3 t73.22

l 003758 t76.61t .02400

800 t476 178  33

We present a partial anall'sis of Missouri fuver cross section data as an example of how fractal geometry techniques can
be employed to gain an understandrng of spatial patterns ln aquatlc systems and how river regulation can impact these
patt€rns. A more complete analysis of changes in the Missouri Rrver can be found in Latlia et al. (1994) and Nestler et al.
(1995). One location on the Missouri River was gaged (Table 3) under unregulated conditions at 170 cms (W06H) and
1416 cms 0iV50H) andregulated (1992) conditions at 170 cms (W06E) and 14l6 cms (W50E). At the lower discharges,
those portions of the cross section that are abve water were eliminated for both the plots and the analysis. Regulation has
considerably altered the spatial pattern of the Missouri River. First, the present river at low flow has considerably great1r
depth than under historical {lorv conditions(compare rvater surface reference hnes in Figure 9 and l0). The reasons for this
pattern are unknown but speculations are provided rn Latia et al. ( I 994). The histoncal conditions are characterized b-v
the presence of more dominant scales in both I 70 and l4 l6 cms, and more incised bottom relief as indicated by increased
mean angle between exrsturg and histoncal conditions. A probable conjecture is that river regulation, in the form of
inæmrptrng the downstream transport of sediment has resulûed in a simpler bed form in which vertical relief and features
of certain scales have been elimrnated or modifid. Quannfyurg ttrese changes provides a template upon which a wide array
ofbiotic and physical factors can be explored and explained.

As a first step in applying fractal concepts to better understand aquatic processes, we characterize each cross section
condition by scale and discharge (Figures 17-20). Each plot is obtained by summing the cell-by-cell discharges associated
with each dominant or characteristic scale as identified in Figure 13-16. Clearly, this relationship is cumulative, since a
Iarge scale can include the discharge ofsmaller scales. The comparison of high flow conditions between historical and
existing conditions provides considerable insight into the effects ofriver regulation. The degradation ofthe existing
channel, probably caused by intemrption of sedrment transport by upstream dams, has resulted in the loss of sigrrificant
overbank {looding. Consequently, the tustorical condrtion presents a diverse range of nested scales that convey considerable
discharge (Figure l7) whereas the exrsting high florv conditions restrict flow to either the main channel or relaûvely small
features as the water surface elevation risesjust enough to cover some overbank areas (Figure l8). As a.result, exrstrng
high flow conditions are characterized b1' flow conditions that are generally concentrated in either numerous small scale
features or a few larger featues. Manv more insights result from this analysis and will be detailed in future papers. We
have included here only the most salient points as the purpose ofthis paper is to demonstrate the efficary ofour tool.
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Figure l?: Discharge Plot for 1V06E

Figure 19: Discharge Plot for W50E

Table 3: Comparison of Missouri River Transects
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Figure lE: Discharge Plot for \il06H

Figure 20: Discharge Plot for W50H
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CONCLUSIONS

We present a selectjon of fractal geometry tools that can be applied to better understand aquatic processes. These tools
are shown to accurately describe spatial patterns rn sensitivity studies employing Cantor sections and a family of sine
waves. Cursory application of these tools to river cross sections demonstrate their abilit-v to detect and charactenze bed
form changes that are difficult to detect using more conventional methods. These methods can probably be applied to a
variety of aquatic processes to improve both our understandrng and management of these syst€ms. We will conduct
shrdies in the future to apply these concepts to achieve greatÊr comprehension of aquatic proc€sses. Major parts of the
method presented herein have been included in two patent applications submined to the U.S. Patent Office.
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ABSTRACT

Many hydraulic and water quality models commonly employed by engineers to simutate environmental conditions in
steams ard reservoirs can also be employed to describe physical habitat impacs of impoundment or stream regulation.
These models can vary in complexity from relatively simple onedimensional (longitudinal) sæady-staæ models such as
HEC-2 or QUAI2E tc time-varying one- or two- dimensional models such as UNET, CE-eUAL-RIVI, or CE-eUAL-
w2' Hydraulic ard water qulity ouput from these models can be directly linked to irutream flow models. we present
example applications in which hydraulic model or water quality output is indirectly coupled to PHABSIM, a software
package often employed by biologiss to corduct irstream flow studies. Examples include: l) time-varying water quality
model to predict the downstream water quality and physical habitat effects of altered flows associated with peaking
hydropower operation on the main stem Missouri River; and 2) time-varying water quality model used to predict the
dowrsteam impacts on physical habitat resulting from hydropower upgrade/uprate on dams located on lhe Cumberland
River System. In both these examples, combining hydraulic and water quality model output with the pHABSIM system
created a foundation from which engineers and biologisa cân interact more efficiently to evaluate the effects of reservoir
operations on in-pool and downstream aquatic resources.

KEY-WORDS: Irstream Flow Needs/ IFM/ PHABSIM/ Habitat Analyses/ Physical Habitat Modeling/ Stream Impact
Assessment/ Flow Requirements/ Maintenance Flows
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INTRODUCTION

Impact *sessrrent stdies lhat describe the environmental impacts of major water resources development usually cover
several mljor topic areas including channel sability-capacity and inpool and downstream water guality studies, in
addition to insneam flow studies. Channel stlability studies are commonly conducted dowrutream of dams or in flood
conveyance charnels ûo determine if the flow capacity of a stream has changed as a result of sedimention, erosion, or
baltk sloughing. Water Wality snrdies are commonly conducæd to determine the effects of flow alterations on nutrient
dynamics or waste assimilation. Irstream flow studies are conducted primarily by biologiss to determine the effecrs
of flow alterations on physical and chemical habitat for aquatic biota. From both a ptanning and imptementation
perspective, ûrese diverse slrdies may involve different teams of professionals that may not understand or appreciate how
lhe tools employed for oræ strdy objective may $pport, supplement, or even enhance the efforts in seemingly unrelated
sntdy effors by other æams of professionals. Consequently, efforts may be duplicated across several different studies
with a resultant decline in quality across all studies. In this paper we describe how tools that are commonly employed
in flood routing, waær qlality, ard water diversion snrdies can be linked to tools that are commonly employed to conduct
insteam flow studies determining the impact of flow alterations on aquatic habitat.

Supplementing the data needs for insteam flow studies with data from other parallel study efforts requires a basic
undersarding of ûre steps involved in conducting instream flow studies. Instream flow studies are usually individualty
ailorcd to meet ûre specific rEeds ad reçiremens of each application. However, in very general terms, instream flow
sÛdies usually mirror concepts familiar to ecological modeters that specialize in impact assessment in that modets are
used to predict environmental impacts of project atlernatives on key variables and thus facilitate trade-off analysis
between environmenal ard economic impacs. The most commonly employed program library for executing an instream
flow snrdy is the Physicat llabiat Simulation System (PHABSIM System). A variety of options and pathways that vary
considerably in ùreir trearnent of biological ard hydraulic simluaton is available within the system (Milhous et al. l9gl,
Milhous et al. 1989). However, an instream flow study typically consists of the following seven steps (Nestler et al.
1989):

l' Categorize poæntial impacs of water resources projects into major components (i.e., water quality, channel
morphometry, flow, etc.)
2' Describe the component parts, often using a marriage of concepts found in open-channel hydraulics, hydrology,
sediment transport, aquatic ecology, and environmental engineering.
3' Describe ûre existing shte of the system in terms of key driving variables and response variables (flow regime, rotal
habitat, or minimum daity dissolved oxygen level)
4' Modiff values of one component (e.g., the shape of the channel or the flow regime) based on field measurement or
analytical or simulation techniques
5' Evalute impcs over a range of values for the component being evaluated (incrementally change a driving variable
and observe the incremental response of the sysæm)
6' Repeat the evaluation, changing values for other components of impact on the water resources project.
7. Based on the evaluations, prepare assessments/recommendations for the water resources project.

Note in the above seven steps that steps one through four involve many of the same tools or steps that are commonly
employed in engineering studies to simulate channel stability/capacity flood routing studies, and water quality studies.
Sæps one througtr four provide the major opportunity to supplement rhe technological base (primarity the
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hydraulic/hydrologic information) of an instream flow snrdy with information from other major study elements. Usually

the biological base of an instream flow snrdy cannot be supplemenæd with information from other str,rdy elements.

The mst flexible approactr for conducting the hydraulic portion of an instream flow study divides the problem into two

sæps (Milhous et al. 1989):

l. Predicting water surface elevationdischarge relationships (e'g., Figure l)

2. Predicting flow patærn (depths and velocities) across a transect once lhe water surface elevationdischarge

relationship is known (e.g., Figure 2).

wlynr (M)

Q (cMs)

Figure l. Deærmining the stagedischarge relationship either by measurement or simulation is the first step in

performing the hydraulic portion of an instream flow study. (A) As river flow through this hypothetical cross section

increases from discharge Ql o Q2 ard ttren o Q3, ùe river water surface elevation (stage) increases from Sl to 52 and

ttren to 53. (B) Graphical representation of tne stagedischarge relationship.
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Figure 2. After the stagedischarge relatiorship has been determined, ttre next sæp in performing ttre hydraulic portion

of an irstream flow strdy is o determine the lateral flow pattern; that is, to describe the velocity distribution, Vl o V9,

across the transect for a specific discharge, Qi. Depths can be easily determined by subraction because both ttre waær

surface elevation and the bonom elevations are known (from the steps presented in Figure l).

The most common interface benreen an instream flow study and other elements of impaci assessment involves the first

step. Prediction of the stagedischarge relationship is a common element of almost all river impact studies. It is

relatively easy to import sagedischarge information into an instream flow study.

METHODS

The following examples illustrates how an instream flow study can benefit from the technological base provided by
parallel studies. For this example, the hydrodynamic and water quality model, CE-QUAL-RIVI, was tsed o predict

tp extent of downsfeam water quality changes associated witr different operational alternatives for two dams, one on

ûrc Missouri River ard one on the Crunberland River. In both examples, RIVI was used to predict time-varying sage-
discharge information at nodes ttut coincided with ùre locatiors of transecs to describe fish habiat dynamics. The sage-

disdurge information uas passed o the PHABSIM System where it was used to predict a lateral depth-velocity pattern

of zufficient detail that it could be used to simulate fish habiat. In both ùese cases, ùe addition of the time-varying

stage-discharge information corsiderably enhanced the information trat would normally have been available if the
hydraulic simulation modules in PHABSIM only were employed.

CE{UALRIVI is a onedimemional (longitudinal) hydrodynamic and water quality model for riverine systems. This
model was develo@ for higtrly unsteady flows, but can be used for steady flow conditions. CE-QUAL-RIVI comists
of two components, RMH, the hydrodynamics module, and RIVIQ, the water quality module. RIVIH predics the
hydrodynamics necessary to drive the waEr quality model. This includes discharge, area, ûop width, and stage data for

each rpde in the reach for each time-step in the simulation. RIVIQ then takes this information and predicts over time
the concentation of twelve different waær quality constituents, including temperature. Implementation of CE-QUAL-
RIVI requires the following steps:

1. Channel cross-sectional data
2. Set of boundary conditiors and initial conditions.

iicolrydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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3. Meæorological daa.

4. Set of a number of different model coefficients and exponents.
5. Model calibration.

The CE-QUAI-RIVI model and PHABSIM system, when coupled together, can be used to determine the effects of
peakirg operation on tailwater habibt. RMH, the hydraulic code of CE{UALRM, can be executed to creare srage-
discturge pairs needed for ûre IFG4 program which is part of the PHABSIM system. The IFG4 program then generates
a distribution of velocities and depths across the cross section, one distribution for each stagedischarge pair at a
preselecæd interval ( daily or hourly values). Afler predicting the velocity and depth distributions across a cross section,
the IFG4 program passes this information to the HABTAT program (another PHABSIM module) in which the cell by
cell conditions are evaluated relative to the criteria of the target life species. The result of HABTAT is the amount of
available weighæd useable area for each targeæd species for each specific discharge.

RESTJLTS

Figures 3 ard 4 present the information ùat was available for evaluation after the PHABSIM system was linked to ûre
RIVI model. Figure 3 strows sagedischarge plos for two cross sections that are generally,similar in shape. One cross
section is immediaæly dowrstream of a dam, and ttre other is 32 kilomeærs downstream of the dam. Note in Figure
3 ûat he RI. model was able 1o cap[rc the attenuation of the peak flow and the increase in the low flow as the power
gerrcration wave moved downstream of ûe dam. Figure 4 represents an example using a dynamic flow model. Note
ûtat in simulating habiat under dynamic flow conditioru, the axes are different than under a steady-state analysis. Rattrer
than ùe ordinate representing discharge, it represents discharge at regular time intervals. An instream habitat analysis
uhg a dynamic flow model presents habitat as a function of time and disance and not as a function of discharge only.
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Figure 4' This plot presents adult brown trout habitat over a period of 60 h in a river ùeto* a peaking hydropower
project The periods of high habiat value correspord to periods of nongeneration. The habitat minima (troughs centered
at hours 24 and 48) occur during periods of maximum generation.

DISCUSSION

In some cæes, it may be necessary to link the PHABSIM system to a dynamic flow model to generate hourly habitat values
ôr each ransect Also, in some situations, it is important to know how the habitat varies along a stream as a power wave
from a hydroelecnic project movæ dowrstream. It may also be necessary to anatyze each transect for habitat because florv
maychange substantially as the releases move downstream of the dam. Furthermore, it may also be necessary to includc
a temporal component in the habitat analysis because the habitat requirements of some aquatic species exhibit diumal or
seæonal changes' The advantage of the analysis presented in Figure 4 is that it is the most accurate possible description
oftime-varying habitat available to aquatic organisms under dynamic florv conditions. That is, flow conditions that aquatic
biota are subjected to are more accurately portrayed than if steady-state hydraulics were being used. The analysis is
sulficient for the elfects of different altsmatives to be completely assessed. From such an analysis the worker can determine
not only habitat values at flow extremes, but also determine how habitat changes over intermediate flow values and the rate
ofhabitat change over different parts ofthe generation cycle.
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TOWARDS THE NOTION OF TROPHIC VALUE
Concepts and approaches

The brown trout example (Salmo trutta)
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ABSTRACT

The concept of trophic value for brown trout requires notions of availability and transtèr closely related to the
predatory behaviour of this species, to the behaviour of potential preys and to flow dynamics. In order to supplement
simulation methods for carrying capacify in regulated streams with additional elements, a lirst study of feeding and
prey drift was undertaken in a river section under legal minimum discharge where hydrological stability is strong.
The objectives were to determine the mechanisms affecting drift structure and food intake by fish. Improvements
were made to field digitalization and to the ùift study design. The drift longitudinal gradients observed in two 1ow
series have repercussions on sub-populations densities and conditions. High turbulence is a liniting factor in prey
selectivity. The trophic value approach for a given river section for brown trout must necessarily combine an
estimate of the flow diversity and an assessment of the biological potential if solid comparisons are to be made.

KEY-WORDS: Trophic value / Brown trout / Feeding / Drift study / Flow Divenity / Reference Discharge /
Regulated River.
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INTRODUCTION

When defining artificial diæharge characteristics, carrying capacity simulations tbr salmonid populations try to

answer the several questions raised in the past 20 years on minimum flow requirements (Bovee and Cochnauer,

1977; Bovee, 1978). More recently, in France, adaptations were brought upon the method to test the potential of

multivariaæ analyses (Souchon et al. 1989: Souchon, I 994).

The physical pararneters used in the general model of distribution per development stages include other implicit

informations (food type and availability, growth, tenitoriality) for all postæmergence stages. However. as noted by

Iwine er al (1987), how can we detect that a salmonid population is more limiæd by trophic factors than by the sum

of useable habitats ? Are there comparable biological functions between natural situations and regulated streams ?

What can be transfered from natural conditions to regulated conditions? On what basis shoultl we assess.

comprehend and compare lotic hydrosysæms? And how can we integraæ a trophic value in simulations and

discussions prior o decision-making?

ln a recent review, Orth (1995) higtrlighted our incomplete knowledge: "a major dilemna in instream tlow

assessments is our immature capabilites for considering the indirect effects of flow on multiple rophic levels". He

concluded that more research is needed, associated with the evaluation of minimum flow requirements. exploring

various paths: "l) Research on the efficacity of meso-scale analyses can provide more guidance on predicting the

divenity and abundance of habitats. 2) Research is needed to more clearly demonstrate the indirect effects of flow in

altering food web. 3) Habitat suitability criteria must be more rigorously æsted and linked to sonle measures of

individual fihess."

For these reasons, we have initiated, several ye:m ago, rcsearch on the uophic value for the brown trout (Sc/nro

trutta). We opæd to assess the mechanisms of prey availability to trout populations under regulated discharge

conditions. Artificial hydrological conditioru are selected according to legal evolution in France (Merle 1996). This

option reduces the probability of climaæ biases and allows an approach specific to given flow characteristics with the
following objectives:

- validate the hypothesis of a drift spatial structure related to a specific flow configuration.
- test these hypotheses on fish food intake.
- study the trophic performances related to the distribution of individuals.

Our goal is o provide information complements to currently used salmonid habitat simulations under artificial

discharge characteristics. A primary objective is to evaluate the role of flow on predation mechanisms aftbcted by
hydrodynamic changes over a river bed reach.

The fint part of this paper proposes a global reflexion on the needs of references and the evolutons of habitat
modeling, important for each specific case. The second part presents the preliminary results of new approaches
adapted to a lotic system and to brown trout.
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CONCEPTS

The notion ofûophic value

The term trophic in ecology refers ûo "everything conceming the circulation of food within ecosystems" (Ramade,
1993).

Essentally, tlrc trophic value is a relative notion since the concept may apply at different levels (specific or global)
and at various perceptions of the trophic structur€ (nutrients, primary productivity. benthos or fish procluctions).

In France, Lf,ger (1937) intrcduced the concept of biogenic capacity. The objective then was to adapt fish stockings
ûo the estimated food carrying capacity of the river. But, although a minimum biological database has been compiled.
this topic has yet to be explored in depth, especially in a global perspective of sound fish management (Maisse and
Baglinière, l99l).

The abundant litærature in the last c€ntury has demonstraæd that brown fiout shows a great ecological plasticity

@agtinièrc and Maisse, 1991; Grcenberg, 1994) and very oppornrnistic feeding habits (Stankovitch, 1992; Neveu,
1991). The trout's basic ethology (feeding, reproduction, migration, territorialify) is well known through the life
cycle. Feeding behaviour in a lotic environment is mostly based upon predation on drifting preys. with a varying low
rate of benthic feeding (Bachman, 1984).

Applied to brown trout the trophic value of a siæ equals the number of preys the species can catch. while the trophic
potential conesponds to the total number of preys at the site. Our approach aims at developing an estimation method
of ttrc trophic value for brown trout, based upon information on the tmphic potential combined with flow
organizaton and diversity.

Three types of information are essential on-site benthos populatons, availability of potential preys (drift and
mobility) and diet compositon.

The other component of the approach is the relatiornhip between hydmlogy and biology in a concept of biodiversity,
in order to elaborate a functional reference system to comparc different situations.

Selecting a functional reference sysæm

The diversity of hydrarùic conditons within a river reach, a fundamental factor of trophic value, regulates both the
distribution of the various organisms (lrophic potential) and the dynamics of exchange (drift) between different meso
habitats in the reach.

ùte of the poblems facing the determination of a regulated discharge is the absence of a functional reference, which
would allow the classificatjon of any river reach according to its natural potential, within a global scheme of
biocenotc structure acceptable by all.

With this positionning achieved, it would become easierto pmpose sound management objectives for a given system.
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The scientific difficulty is not technical but cultural, because it refers to the first of three fundamental principles in

ecology proposed by Thienneman (1920), that of biocenotic diversification related to the variety of habitat

conditions: "The greater the diversity of the conditions in a locality the larger is the number of species which make up

the biotic communify".

The difficulty is not technical because the modem mearn of data collection and analysis (hydrology, hydraulics and

biology) and the modeling methods take into account the time-space basis essential to an ecosystemic overview.

It is cultural because the idea is not to find what is going well or bad, but to position the system in functional terms,

relating to Ïfe forms which are, or were, present at some stage of an hydrological cycle.

Following the notions of zonation (Huet, 194$ Illies and Botosaneanu, 1963), the notions of ranking of hydrographic
networks (Shreve in Gregory and tl/alling, 1973), ttrc concept of biocenotypes (Vemeaux, l9'l}, rhe various

methods for the classification and simulation of lotic systems tend !o take inûo account the structure of their

functions.

In accordance with the logics of continuum and stability in a dynamic equilibrium as developed in fluvial
geomorphology by leopold (in Grcgory and tl/alling, 1973), and applied to the structural and functional

organization of lotic communities (Vannoæ et al., l98O; Newbold et al., l98l), it appears interesting to supplement

the notion by developing a concept of biodivenification combining hydraulics and biology and to test it in an
operational and sectorial approach.

The objective is !o create a step-by-step characterization method, excluding in tlrc first step general biological
organization such as longitudinal zonation and biogeography.

The scientific community agrees that, between the excesses of extreme phenomena, the ecological equilibrium and the
biodivenity of lotic systems are the oonsequence of seasonal fluctuations of river discharges (Ward and Stanford,
1983; Bayley, 1991). The permanent balance between flood discharges and dry-weather discharges has a long-term

effect on the morphology of streams and on the associated biocenosis.

In our concept, the fint step is to grade the structuring determinisms, beginning with the fint deærminism which
characterizes a river, water flow. Indeed. hydrodynamic behaviour during annual cycles on a river reach determines
spatial distributions, æmporal sequences, and consequently the existence and balance of the various life forms linked
or not ûo the presence of current.

Figure I illustrates the basic concept of biodivenification in nurning water. It r€presents the biological reference
discharge around which the peak of the biodiversity maintenance theoritical curve is found in the "intermediate

disturbance hypothesis" (Connell iz Ward and Stanford, 1983).
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Figure 1: Theoritical diagram of biodiversification as a function of discharge in a river reach.

In this local context, biological potentials depend upon the various aquatic supports, whose presence and survival are
the consequences of hydrological events in the local geological context, and the causes of spatial and instantaneous
diversification in the reach's flow. Theæ potentials are apparent mostly in terms of density, as a function of other
determinisms in the system.

Thus, the determination of the maximum hydraulic diversification is only the fint step of other functional
declinations (support density, temperaturc regimen, benthos structure, etc.).

Determination of a Reference Discharge

This concept is not new and was developed in the coune of impact assessment studies of hydroelectrical works in the
early 1980s, as the "Biological Reference Discharge", (BRD) by Dumonr and Rivier (1981).

According to Thienneman's fint principle of ecological divenity, we can assume that the discharge value offering the
largest biological divenification is the discharge providing, in terms of spatial disnibution, the widest range of
hydraulic variations within the river reach. The problem resides in defining the standard measure to identity the
discharge value which, in a given river reach, offers the greatest divenification of life forms linked to water flow. In
our early research, we had opted for a minimum of three velocity ranges of flow facies : F1<0.3 s1/5 ; F2 = 0.3-
0.8 m/s ; F3 > 0.8 m/s. A flow velocity measwement is statistica[y oriented by the river bed geometry. Hydraulic
diversity is greatest when three classes ar equally represented. A similar approach is found in the flow velocity
separaton method, with polygons of meso-habitat common types (Orth 1995).

When applied to an hydrological cycle, the determination of a BRD reveals the system's potential in generating
predominant lotic or lentic phases. The BRD value may also measure the range of diversificaton phase occurences in
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terms of duration. frequency, continuity, and according to seasons. Applied directly at a fixed regulated dischargc. it
locates the biodiversification hydrodynamic potential in the meso-habitat web.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two research domains had ûo be addressed: river morphology modeling and drift study technique.

Numerical Terrain Model (NTM)

In recent years, [æ Coarer and Dumont (1995) have developed a method to digitalize the lotic space. The technique
combines a spatial gdd (triangular base sFaight prisms), a curvilinear identification and a generation of cross-
profiles, perpendicular to the river discharge. It also offers a varied topological management (grid, polygors.
transverse, facies) which ultimately allows coupling with a biological model at various perception scales. Coupling
with water level calculations has not been atrempted, but the method offers potential links with various hydraulic
softwares.

Drift study

Statzner et al (1984) and Brinain and Eikeland (1988) have reviewed the topic. We also conducted a preliminary
assessment in which we selected our tactics and methods for the drift study (Suard and Dumont, 1989). Drili is a
complex phenomenon combining daily fehaviour diversities, seasonal biocenosis variations and short term climatic
influences. The objective is to integrate the proper space and time scales in determining the trophic value.

The drift study used electrical pumps with vortex effect and a two-inch inside diameter inægral intake. Each
submersible pump has a rigid suction pipe, of equal diameter, approximately 1 meter long. Aerial filuation out of the
weued bed is conducted from a 70 mm diarneter flexible force pipe. Flows are continuously recorded by ultrasound
rate-of-flow meters (Ultraflux, UFT 321 or Dgisonic P) with sensors located on rigid sections of the force flow
transit. The pump rate (6 or 10Vs depending on the model) was selected in order that sucton speed is always much
higher than natural on-site flow velocity.

The immersion of the suction point is calibraæd at the upper limit of the mean bonom roughness and is facing the
general flow direction. Unless wanted, the immenion point is located away from the surface or from any substrate. A
velocity profile is measured vertically to the suction point prior to pumping. When starting pumping operarions, a
visual control is performed in slow conditions to detect an eventual vortex at the intake and to adjust the position of
the suction point.

There are several advantages to this system: no clogging, accurate monitoring of the flow, easy time splits, no needs
for frequent wadding in the river after installation, facilitated location of suction point.

Trouts and stomach contents

A Fulton condition coefficient (K. FULTON = 100*WL3) is calculaæd from individual trout length and weight
measurements. Somach oontenB are collected by stomach forced washes on anasthetized fish. This technique is
more efficient than oonventional stomach purnping (Neveu and Thibault, 1977). The pressure, generated by a garden
spray, is direcæd in the stomach by a small rigid cannula. The flow separates the preys and forces them in ;he mouth.
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Ttrc stomach content is then collecæd in a small sieve and presewed in 4Vo formalin ln the laboratory, stomach
contents are dried on a filter by a vaccuum pump and are weighed to the nearest 0.1 mg. The repletion coefficient
equals tlle relative proportion (Vo) of the stomach content weight on the totâl weight of the fish.

STI.JDY AREA

Ttc studied reach is located on the Durance River, immediately below the Serre-Ponçon dam (southem Alps. alritude
650 m). The dam, of a 126O million m3 capacity, is the deviation head of one of France largest hydroelectrical worlis
(power production = l7O7 MW) which charurels over a distance of 200 km the waters of several drainage basins to
the Mediterranean Sea. The minimum legal discharge is in the order of l/40 of tlre interannual module, or 2.1 m% in
the study area where the lowest natural discharge recorded wæ around 17 m%.

The proximity of the dam (3 km), associaæd with a reservoir feeding the deviation canal (capacity of 250 m3/s),
provides the river reach with a great hydrological and morphological stability, and induces a low range of
temperature variations (average I l"C) caused by the turbining of deep waters. Unretained flood flows are very rare
and short-lasted (July 1983, May 1986, October 1993). The result of these overall conditions is a fine sedimenr
accumulation when lateral tonBnts, some of which are temporary, carry fine amounts of suspended matters: large
aquatic vegetation beds may develop over short periods of time (Chara sp. and Ponmogeton spp.).

PRELIMINARY REST.JLTS

Preliminary results on drift and trout feeding are presented. They repreænt a first global ovewiew of a dara ser
presented in a stage report by Rogue (1995) and being cunently analysed in the course of a third cycle research
project. A study is plarned for a five-year period (1995-1999) and will comparc the micro-habitat simulation
predictions with the response of a salmonid population after the implementation of a minimum legal discharge on a
pyrcnean river (Aude).

Comparison befween simulation and obsemed distribution of trrouts

Using the numerical model described above, we compared the micro-habitat simulation with the actual distributions
of fish captured by electrical fishing in July 1992. TfÊ, NTM was derived for the whole river reach, and 54 fishing
z)nes were sampled (Carrel et al., 1992). A fishing zone coresponds to a flow facies sub-unit. The mean sampling
surface is I 16 m2 and the mean time fishing effort is 9.2 mn.

For each zone, a habitat value using preference cunres (Souchon et aL,1989) was calculated for each development
stage (alevins, juveniles, adults). Trout densities per zone were compared for three size groups (TRl<100 mm, TR2
= 100 to 200 mm, TR3>200 mm) based upon the global population stmcture.

Wilcoxon comparison tests were conducted after weighing resulting values by the maximum value in each variable
(development stages and TR classes). Each of the three æries present a highly significant difference (p < 0.01).
Therefore, the hypothesis of a global distribution model to simulate a carrying capacity cannot be used under the
current conditions at the studied river reach. Several explanations are possible, including a trophic limitation caused
by an important substrate clogging and a weak minimum legal discharge.

In order to address tlrc trophic aspects, we have examined the following points.
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Drift and flow facies

Several experiments were conducted during April 1994 ra verify the spatial structure of the drift and to combine trout

feeding data (zones A, B, C. D, E) ar two locations (l and 2) separated by 500 m and having different flow

characteristic sequences (Figurc 2).

- lncation l: a longitudinal set of 4 pumps installed in a pool-riffle sequence were operated at nightfall (8:30 !o

10:30 PM, coded LIDN) and at sunrise (5:30 to 8:00 AM, coded LIND).

At the same location, a transversal set of two pairs of pumps in the upstream portion of the riffle was used to

compare the drift near riverbanks and at mid-channel (10:00 to 12:00 AM, coded TID). Pumps I and 4 were located

nearshore in a straight line with pumps 2 and 3, respectively.

- l.ocation 2: a longitudinal set of 3 pumps in a riffle end-lotic nrn was operated at nightfall (8:30 to 10:00 PM,

coded L2DN).
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Figure 2 : Fish sampling sites A, B, c, D, E and drift pumping series, Ll ND, Ll DN, Tl D, L2 DN
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Each data set is compiled from a continuous monitoringl the cumulative results are presented in Table I :ui:

o drift density: number of individuals per unit of volume filtered. This measurement comparcs the concentrations of

potential preys.

r Drift flow: number of individuals per unit of surface and per unit of time. The area filtered is estimated by the

ratio benreen the mean pump flow and the front velocity at suction point. This measure assesses the ftequency of
potential prey passages in a given field of vision for a frxed observer.

Table l: Global drift data

front velocity m3 filtered

mis

drift flow

ind/mn/l00cm2
drift density

ind/m3

Site l - LIDN
pump I
pump 2
pump 3
pump 4

0.08
0.55
0.55
0.93

35.2
30.4
28. l
20.3

34
45
g

65

2
l 5
2 l
36

Site 1- L1ND
pump I
pump 4

0.08
0.93

39.0
t t . t

0.3
4

6

Site l - TID
pump 2 (unchanged)
pump I nearP2 and riveôank
pump 3 (unchanged)
pump 4 near P3 and riveôank

0.55
0.20
0.55
o.24

27.5
33.7
24.7
17.9

62
J J

70
5 l

20
4
23

Site 2 - L2DN
pump I
pump 2
pump 3

0.59
0.22
0.30

25.9
14.8
27.0

4 l

3 l

23

l4

4

4

At location I, tlrc nighfall longitudinal data (LIDN) reveal an increase in drift density in an upstream-downstream
gadient. ln terms of drift flow, the gradient is amplified by the conecton for surface filtered.

At suûise (LIND), the gradient is apparent only at the drift flow level; the dritl densities, much lower than at
nighfa[, are similar at ttrc distant pumps (pl and p4).

In ttrc TID day time study, a gradually increasing longitudinal drift gradient is also recorded between pumps p2 and
p3. The gradient also occun near the riverbank between pl and p4. An increasing transversal gradient is clearty
showing ftom the riverbank towards mid-channel for each pair of pumps (pl and p2, p4 and p3). However this
transverse gradient is less apparent in the downstream portion of the riffle.

At location 2, there is a decreasing upstream-downstream gradient in drift density. In terms of drift flow, the front
velocity, higher at p3 than p2, compensates a lower drift density.
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Disnibution of fish and feeding pattem

Fishing zones werc selected on the basis of their relative locations in the local geomorphology (Table 2).

Table 2: Physical parameters in zones A, B, C, D, E.

Zone A T.oneB ZoneC ZoneD ZoneE
Geomorphologic transition

position riffle-pool
transition transition

riffle riffle-run riffle-runriffle

Mesohabitat at 2.6

m3/s shallow pool slow riffle slow riffle medium oool shallow pool

Surface (m2) 221 2æ 320 162199
DEPTH (m)

mean
median

0.s8
0.59

0.23
o.2r

0.38
0.35

0.76
0.76

0.65
o.&

VELOCITY (m/s)
mean
median
lower quartile
upper quartile

0.30
0.27
0.22
o.37

0.23
0.51
0.25
0.70

0.48
0.48
0.36
0.60

0.3s
0.34
0. l5
0.52

0.47
0.47
0.28
0.59

ROUGHNESS (mm)
mean size
range

150
100-r070

120
80-340

210
140410

260
170-550

140
90450

According to the drift study, zones A, B and C are located in an upstream-downstream increasing drift gradient while
zorrcs D and E are in an upstream-downstream decrcasing gradient. Zones A, B and C have significatively different
depth and velocity. Tsne B is the most heûerogenous in terms of velocity and is the shallowest. Tane D and E are the
deepest and are locaæd in a transition between riffle and run.
Table 3 summarizes the trout biological panmeters per a)ne. Because of technical difficulties, repletion data from
zorp C werc not simullaneous to data from zones A and B.
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Table 3: Biological data in zones A, B, C, D, E

Zone A Zone B ZoneC ZoneD ZoneE
TROUT (Salmo tutn)
Trout nb
nb/I00 m2
g/100 m2

26
t 2

872

t 7
8.5
274

40
12.5
576

l 3
6.5
29r

34
2 l

ttu
LENGTH (mm)
mean
median

178

183
t41

r26
L &
r55

160
168

160

132

WEIGHT (g)
mean
median

57
28

47
M

74
60

3 l
l 6

47
34

K.FULTON
mean
median

r.o2
1.04

0.81
0.83

0.92
0.90

0.97
0.97

1.08

1.04

REFLETION

mean

median

(a) comparable data
0.69' 0.40'
0.55 0.40

(b) comparable data

0.620 0.glo

o.27 0.53
0.32
0. l8

Biomass and density are greatest in zone E. Tnne A is æcond in biomass and is equal to zone C in density. Zones B

and D have similarly low biomass and density. These observations suggest a higher trophic value in zones E and A,
which is also apparent in condition coefficients of individuals.

Globally, the Spearman Rank Correlation (Table 4) benveen variables indicate that there are no significant
correlation between repletion rate and weight or length, nor benveen the condition coefhcient and weight or lenglh,
while there is a weak significant conelation between the condition coefficient and the repletion rate.

Table 4: Spearman Rank Correlations (coeffiaent, significance leve[) in biological data.

Length Weight K.Fulton Repletion

Length
Weight
K.Fulton
Repletion

I
0.9768
-0.1610
-0.1054

<0.0001 0.07
| 0.74

0.0294 l

0.24
0.46
0.009

-0.0664 0.2317 r

Repletion and condition may be considered as good indicators of the state of individual fish within the population.
The significant correlation between repletion and condition is more surprising and, at the same time, more interesting
because it shows that fish with the best condition factors ate more. It is surprising because this correlation is
observed on only one meal, and because the simultaneous sampling allows !o comparc repletion between zones A and
B, and between zones D and E. Figure 3 illustræes these trends.
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BROWN TROUT - Repletion BROWN TROUT - K.Fulton

A B C D E A B C D E

Zones zones

Figure 3. Notched Box-and-Whisher Plot for Repletion and Condition (K. Fulton) Data.

The weaker Fophic performances in zone B are interpreted as an evidence of lower efficiency in catching preys.

Contiguity with zone A suggests that drift density conditions are very similar. Turbulence becomes a limiting factor

for trout food selection.

DISCUSSION

Preliminary results of an integrated project combining a drift study and a trout feeding study in a regulated river

reach indicate that the ddft is strungly related to the topography of the river bed and to flow sequences, and that
individual trouts integraûe the physical parameten and the trophic conditiorn of their distribution sites. The

integration of environmental conditons is reflected in both fish densities (abundance and biomass) and individual

condition factors. It is likely that these results are æsociated with the territoriality of the species.

The hydraulic transition immediately below riffles (zones A and El has the highest trophic value in the studied
regulated discharge conditions. Conversely, the downstream portion of the riffle (zone B), where velocity is most

heterogenous and turbulence is greatest. has the lowest trophic value.

Riffles act as production and injection sites towards the lower reaches of a fraction of drifting benthos. L,ongitudinal
gradients of drift densites and drift flows can be very important according to the time of day. a normal situaton in

any drift event, and according to the nature of tnnsitions in meso-habitat sequences. Therefore. determining the

trophic value for trout necessarily implies a simultaneous assessment of hydrodynamic divenification and of benthic

stock structure and availabilitv.

Data is not yet sufficient to draw firm conclusion on the tnophic functionning of a trout population subjected to

strong artificial discharge constraints. However, the meso-habitat approach, combined with an assessment of the

hydrodynamics of the studied river reach, seems to be an interesting approach for the determination heærogeneity of

the trophic value. A strong spatial heterogeneity of individual condition factors may induce a non-saturation trophic

index. Assessing the trophic value of a site for brown trrout must necessarily combine frrnctions of benthos
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availability and prey selectivity to the determination of hydraulic characteristics. because these notions depend jointly

on the nature and quantity of potential preys, and on the quality of flow diversity.

In the mid-term. it appears feasible to assign. for given regulated discharge conditions. a trophic value to a river

reach based on data on meso-habitat sequences and hydrodynamic divenity within these sequences (transt'er

velocities, tuôulence level, substraæ densities). Current knowledge, combining detemrinistic and stochastic modeling
(grid elements, velocity domain) is sufficient to initiate this research. Assigning an absolute trophic value is a morc
complex initiative. Site-specific biological data will be rrceded to assess food availability in temls of potential prey

vulnerability to brown trout.
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ABSTRACT

Increasing complexity of physical habrtat typically results in inoreasing biological diversity.
However, measuring habitat complexity and resultant biologcal pctential in freshwater aquatic
systems has been limited by practical constraints. I{ec€nt t€chnological advances have provided
tle means to measure and assess the relatioruhips between aquatic habitat complexrty and
biological pot€ntial.

Usrng an innovative, high-technology m€thod, finely-resolved morphometric data was collected for
l2 l-kn sectiqu ofthe Willamette River, Oregon, USA. Electronically linking an advancBd
hydroacoustic array with Different Global Position System (DGPS) survey devices allowed for the
efficient collection of precise posrtion and depth data over a broad spatial domain. Rawposition
and depth data obtained for each reach were transformed into regular finitedifference grids
through inærpolating kriggurg techniques. The complexities of each reach were assessed by
developing spatial rnetrics, such as fractal dimensions and coefficients of variatiqr. Results from
the 12 study reaches ofthe Willamette River reveal a relationship between complexrty (derived
from the coefficient of rariation) and drstance upstream. Addrtionally, reach complexity indices
relate positively with biological indices ob,tained through ind€p€ndent investigatims.

KEY-WORDS: SONAR / GPS / Bathymetry / River / Habitat / Oregon /
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INTRODUCTION:

In response to an April 1990 Mandate from the Oregon (USA) Joint Lægeslative Emergency Board"

the Oregur D€partn€nt of Environmental Qualrty (ODEQ) formedthe Willamette River Technical

Advrsory Steering Commitee (WRTASC). The WRTASC was charged wrth developing a

comprehensive study to provide the necessary æchnicat and regulatory understandrng required to

prdect and enhance habitat and water quality ofthe Willamette River. One phase of the resultant

Willamette River Basin Waær Quality Study (WRBWQS) included assessment ofthe physical

habitat deûned by channel morphometry.

Biological communities in rivers develop in response to both water qualrty and the physical

atribgæs ofthe system. We attempted to quantify the physical habitat of the nver to develop to

bemer understand the linkages beùneen fish assemblages and its physical corponents. By

characterizing the physical habitat, a better understandrng of the factors that urfluence community

compositim and populatron sfundencs among differenrt reaches is developed.

Evaluatim ofhabitat quality is also an important component for assessme,nt of ecological integnty'

Physical habitat çality was qualitatively assessed in test reaches of the Willamente River durng

field sarnpling activities m 1992-93 Cletra Tech, 1992; 1994). This qualitative assessment was

used to evaluate ecological integrity of benthic and fish community samples. However, the

qualitative natre ofthe habitat assessm€nt limited the interpretation of these data. Given the

changes in the physical habitat that have occurred in the Willametûe River basin and the

inportance of tho nparian habrtat to the inægrity of aquatic and terrestrial biota, development of a

more quantitative habitat assessmert prcÊocol was deemed necessary. Development of a

quantrtatiræ protocol will increase the comparability of data collected from different sources and

will reduce uncertainties associated with erraluating the relationship between biological assessment

metrics and habitat quality.

Habitat assessm€,lrt is the evaluaticm ofthe structure ofthe sunounding habitatthat influences the

quality ofthe \ilater resource andthe condition ofthe aquatic communrty. An assessment of the

habitat is the btended to asses human-induced perturbaton to the physical structure of the habitat.

The uhim6e goals of habitat assessm€nts are varie{ but the irnmediaæ objective is tlpicallyto

document the relative qualrty and/or quantity of habitat available to fish within a given reach

(Simursm, et al., 1994). A "macrohabitat" assessment of physical habitat, as is used herein, uses

several parameters from a site to arriye at an overall assessment of habitat conditims or

availability for that sit€. Individual parameters are selected that represent specific components of

the habitat structre. The integratron of the information derived from those param€t€rs allows for

a holistrc assessm€nt. Because some paramet€rs are likelyto be interrelated and may be highly

correlated, it is necæssary to test the degtee of correlatiur and, thus redundancy, in the parameters.

Channel morphology is determined bythe flow regime ofthe river, local geology, land surâce

form, soil and human activrtres. Meandering channels tend to have a grcder variety of habitaa

than artificially slraigbt€ned channels, urhich generally have rmiform cmditions (Simonsm, et al',

1994). Dirrcrse habiat generally supports more species, a greater variety of lifestages and higher

abundance of ûsh. River reaùes made up of a series of cornected geomorphic channel units

(macrohabitat units) that can generally be described by visual determination. Habitat units include
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bends, rifles, nms, pools, islands, dams, log jans, etc. The pooVrifile or nrn/bend ratio are
measurem€nts int€oded to be rnade by dividing the average distance bawea riffles or bends by the
average river wiûh. These parameters assume that a stream with rifles or bends provide more
dirærse habitæth* a straigbt or uniform depth sueam. These parameters could nd be assessed
within the siæ lengths examrned in the Willamette River as all of the siæs could be described as a
single geomorphic unit, a nrn. Due to this uniform natue of the macro habitat study unrts of the
Willam€ûe, corplexity analyses were based upur detaild bathymetric data. This manusoript
focuses upm the innorræiræ methods and analysis techniques developed to compare the physical
babitat of 13 reaches oftle mainstem and primarytnhtrary ofthe Willarnette River.

METHODS:

Twelw mainstein and one tribrrary segment of the Willamene River were scheduled for detailed
bathymetric analyses, the basis for physical habitat conpansos Cfable l.). The bathym*ric data
were collected attle same 13 sites as andher suiæ ofhabitat coryonents, collected over several
yæars. These data wero collected in February aud March of 1995 rryhen river stage was at it's
highest. This made it possible to rnap sectios of the river that would have been to shallow for
operatim of a mdorizod craû during the Summer or Fall.

Table 1.) Site locstions for bathymetric study sections. Location coordinates are provided in
degree decirnal-minutes and rçreseut the doqmstream starting point of a l.Okrn reach.

SAMPLINGDATE STATONID RIVERMILE LATITI.JDE. N LONGITUDE.W

02t22t95 w06 6 45d34.72m 122d44.72m
02122/95 wl7 t7 45d26.93m 122d39.26m
02t22t95 w25 25 45d2l.5lm 122d36.50m
02t22/9s w49 49 45dl6.E9m 122d57j2m
02t25t95 w58 5E 45d12.24m 123d02.85m
02t25t95 w77 77 45d01.56m 123d04.46m
02t25t95 w93 93 44d51.92m l23dOE.E5m
02/25/95 wl13 l l 3 ,Md4l.03m 123d07. l5m
02/25/95 wl30 130 44d34.69m 123d14.55m
03/Mt95 wl45 145 44d25.46m 123d13.45m
03/6t95 wl50 150 41d2239m t23dt42tm
03/07t95 wl90 190 44d01.44m 122d57.65m
03t07t95 Mc27 1,127 4,1d03.37m 122d49.75m

A Global Positiqr Sysæm (GPS) base sta:tion was established in the vicinity of each ofthe study
sectims. A secmd "ro\ær" GPS was fixed in a motorboat and linked to a data logger, connected
directlyto a hydroacoustic array (SONAR; Gubala, et al., 1994). The sqrar used a narrow beanL
hrgh frequencytransducer, adjusted to work optimally within each river segment. The combined
sqrar/GPS system provided simultaneous positiæ and depth informaticm precise to within 0.5m
(x,y) and 0.05m (z). A study reach was transecled using a diagmal search patem efending from
bank to ba*. Eech river reach was passed over a secmd time in order to better define the
thalweg. Generally, well over 1,000 individual depthfuosition measurements were made m each
reach.
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The position and dçth data were doumloaded on-site andthepositio data were immediately

"diftrentially cnrrected" to enhance x"y precision. The raw bathymetric data were then reviewed

for conrpleteiress and accuracy. Due to the high resolutio ofthe instrumentation, spurious data

was periodically encounered (ess that 2%ù daeto *second echo" phantoms. These frlse signals

were easily censored throug[ used of forward and bachnard auto-regressive techniques. Computer

aided continuous surâces were generated for the study siæs using a finite diftrence gnd densfty of

20-50m (depmding upon the domain size).

Several measures of spatial variability associated with depth were calculated for each site Clable
2.) The data were corrected for difference in water depth during diftrent sanrpling trmes. In

additim to the standard suiæ of statrstical metrics, fractals were calculated at each site to further

evaluate spæial conrplexity. Fractals are mathematicaVspæial measures of similarity in geometric

pafi€rns (Mandelbrd, 1983; Burough, 1986).

RESULTS:

Bathymetric maps for four ofthe thirteen study reaches are presented in Figures lad. Depths and

size have been scaled according to the range in each reach to provide the best visual effect.

Horizontal position urformation is georeferenced by the Universal Transverse Mercator GffM)
system (Muùrcke, 1978). Therefore, tle position and orient*ion of each pld is corsistent with

the actual river oriotation. The sùrdy reaches generally decrease in d€pth as qre progresses

upstream Clable 2.).

Table 2.) Statisticd meesures of river depth (in feet) associated with each sample reech on the

TVillamette River.

To quantifrthe physical conrplexity of river segments, we conprûed variouis measures of spatral
variability associated with depth (Iable 2.). Presurnably, greaær corylexity of physical habitat
results in more niches/refuges for fish and other aquaic biota to grow and reproduce. Since oly
single measures of aquatic habitat were compile in previous studies, it was necessary to reduce the

RIVERMILE MEA}J MA)qMIJM STDDEV co. oFvAR FRACT. DIM.

6 45.8 74.6 t4.7 32 0.59
t7 59.2 lo l . l 27.3 46 0.31
25 33.9 63 10.9 32 0.31
49 34.6 65.4 15.3 44 0.45
58 lE . l 40.1 9 50 0.59
77 E 15.7 2.9 36 0.E7
93 l0 23.4 5 .1 5 t 0.62
l l 3 7.3 I1 .3 2.2 30 o.47
130 12 22.5 4.2 35 0.5
145 4.3 t4.7 3.4 77 0.5
150 6.E t9.7 3.5 5 t o.2
190 5.6 16.3 3.4 60 0.54
tvl27 4.7 19.6 3.5 74 0.75
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Figures 1a-d: Wllamette River Sections 6, 49,93,190
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bathymAric data into x singls measurem€nt or index. The statrstics ofphysical complexity

condense the rrast amount of digrtal informæiqr on river depth into values that can be more easily

cornpared amorg sites. Qualitative assessments of habitat can also be performed by visual

examination of the bxhymetric maps.

The major statistics were generated from the digital bathymetric data files. A small subset of these

parameærs are presented in Table 2. Two key parameters, indicative of river complexrty, are the

coefficient of nariatim (CD andthe fractal ùmensiqr (FD). The CV (std devimean)r100)

pres€ots a unitless measure ofdispersion and can be easily compared between sites. The FD also

presents a dimmsimless parameter that indicates the degfee of smoothness of a natural surface.

Typically these indices vary from 0-2, indicating greÂtat landscape complexrty with increasing

values. A descriptim ofthe means of calculating this parameter is found in Mandelbrot, 1983

The two basic indrces (CV and FD) rçresenting reach complexity provrde conflictrng results. The

CV indicates that complexity gaerally increases as me progresses upstream. However the FD

. indicates maximun complexity at sites W77 and Mc27 with low correlatio to river mile.

However, the FD statistics can be heavily influenced by the contouring intervals for these sections.

Efforts are in progress to provide more consistent FD indicBs for these readres.

DISCUSSION AIID CONCLUSIONS:

lilillame$e Rirrcr complexity, rcpresanted most reliably bythe coefficient of variation for each

reach, generally increases with the distance Êom the mouth. Cqrsidered with other habttat

parameters, listed in Table 3., reach cornplexrty conrprised about l0% of an overall predictirrc

habitat score, derived from an independent study ofthe same reaches Cf€ffa Tech, 1995).

krdividual ranking and sconng of habitæ param€ters was derived from a stepwrse muhiple

regressim analysis. The total scores in Table 3. also show a general trend increasing with distance

upstream. This is no surprise as readr complexity, also increasing upstr€am, was the single best

predictor oftotal habitat score (l= 0.977',taalmodel 12= 0.9992). Most ofthe predictive

variables included in the total habitat soore were also correlated tightly with complexity, defined by

the coefficient of variatim. The additiq paramet€rs enable the habitat score to classifu a wider

range of river cmditions with increased sensruvtty.

Analysis of habitat scoring and assessment by reach requires cmsiderably more work to refine the

predictive capabrlity ofthis orrcrall approach. However, the m*hod by which the bathymetric

data was obtaind presented and manipulated exemplifies an effective new procedure for analysis

of large riven: SONAR/GPS. Visualizing the precise physical hâbitat of individual reaches or

entire systems allons for a much more thorough understandmg ofthe system attributes potrntially

cmtrolling biologicat dirænity. The precisim and cost<ffearveness ofthis mapping procedure

permits it's dçloyment over a wide range of aquatic systems.
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Table 3.) Habitet paremeters used in determining totd habitat scores for the Willamette
River. @efer to Tetra Tech, 1995 for parameter details).

River Bed o/o Embed- 7o Alone o/o Ctrannel %
Mile Subsbate Fines dedness Shore width Canopr
6 ) I J 0 l0
t7 l6 I 0 0 6
25 l0 I I 0 16
49 l l I 7 16 t2
5t l 3 7 ) 6 6 l 6
77 l3 7 7 l3 6 5
93 l5 5 3 7 ) t7
l 13 l l 5 5 l l 0 l3
130 l l 2 2 2 ) l 6
145 t7 7 u 7 6 5
150 l3 ) 9 I t t 2
190 l9 20 t3 4 )
M27 20 9 l l t2 l6 l7

Reech %Bank Bank % 7o Ground Total
Comole{tv Vesetâtion Erosion Disturbed Cover Score

6 6 4 t7 f 6 5t
t7 t J E 9 l l 63
25 E 6 t7 5 T7 E2
49 9 t4 l4 l l l 9 l l5
58 11 l3 I t2 l 3 103
77 13 20 IE 20 l 9 l4r
93 t2 2Q l0 t2 17 t23
l l 3 10 20 IE 2Q IE l3l
130 t l 3 l3 20 l5 to7
145 t2 l 3 l 5 6 9 108
150 l l l4 IE ) 9 t2l
190 l4 l4 10 17 u 13s
1,i27 20 20 20 t4 t2 170
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ABSTRACT
Habitat-hydraulic models simulating habitat productive capacity for fish have met with limited

success. A variety of reasons related to habitat structure have been invoked to explain this, but the

limitations of hydraulic modelling have attracted little attention. An important aspect is what spatial

scale is relevant for hydraulic data collection in the field, and the model simulations. We tested the

hypothesis that hydraulic field sampling procedures and modelling scale per se affect results, even if

the same fish habitat data and similar basic hydraulic models are used.

We compared the IFM, the EVHA and the HABITAT habitat-hydraulic models on the same 5.56 km

long and 12 to 35 m wide river segment in Newfoundland, Canada. The segment was mapped

longitudinally for meso-habitat types, and 54 habitat reaches consisting of riffle (3OVo), run (257a),

glide (20Vo), flat (9Vo) and pocket water (16Vo) were identihed. All three models are based on the

same habitat variables for simulating fish habitat. Data for fish habitat use were collected by direct

underwater observation of fish, and simultaneous registration of available habitat. Data are for 127

brook trout and 193 Atlantic salmon fry and 186 parr.

Hydraulic field sampling procedures and thus spatial modelling scales are different between the

models. Hydraulic data for the IFIM model were collected from, on average,40 verticals in_f4
rransects stratified across and along the entire river segment, and at one flow (high; l0 m"s 

').

Stratified transect selection was based on habitat type, and only one transect was used per section to

represent selected habilat.reaches. A partial data set from 3 transects were collected at moderate (6-7

*3.-l) and low (l.5mrs-l) flow. Water surface elevations were collected at all transects at all flows.

Data for the ElHg model were converted into EVHA format from data surveyed for the HABITAT

model. at l.5rs-r. Data for the HABITAT were collected from 4 sub-segments selected as

representative. Each segment included one habitat type. In each segment from 12 to 16 stratified

transects were spaced, and hydraulic data recorded from. on average., 30 stratifred verticals on each

rransect. Complete data sets were collected on two (1.5 and 7.5 mrs-l) contrasting water flows. This

allows for a higher spatial resolution in the EVHA and HABITAT models on selected sub-segments,

while the IFIM models covers the entire segment studied, but with lower resolution.

Habitat-hydraulic modelling results were in general similar between the IFIM and EVHA with respect

to curves of suitable habitat versus flow, but there were differences between tha ItABITAT and

IFIMÆVHA. This is attributed mainly to different biological models, while hydraulic models

performed similarly. WIJA curves gave less information than separate suitability curves for habitat
variables.
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INTRODUCTION

Reasonably predictive models have been developed for microposition choice by fish in streams (e.g.
Hughes 1992, Hill & Grossman 1993). However, habitat-hydraulic models simulating habitat
productive capacity have met wilh limited success. A variety of reasons have been invoked to explain
this, notably that biotic factors or all relevant hydraulic factors are not included, interactions between
variables are not or only poorly simulated, fish may select habitats differently depending on spatial
and temporal scales, or limiting temporal events may reduce production below capacity (e.g. Orth
1987, Heggenes 1996). Surprisingly, the limitations of hydraulic modelling have attracted less
attention. An important aspect of ecology that is often overlooked, is the relevance of spatial scaling
(Wiens 1989). Spatial scale may be particularly relevant for hydraulic data collection in the field, and
model simulations, as suggested by the greater success of microhabitat models. If different field
sampling designs or modelling scales produce different results with respect to productive capacity.
more focus on hydraulic models is warranted.

The objective of the present study was, therefore, to test the hypothesis that hydraulic field sampling
procedures and modelling scale per re may affect results. To do this, we compared habitat production
capacities simulated by three habitat-hydraulic models, the IFM, the EVHA, and the HABITAT. The
hydraulic models are basically similar, and the same fish habitat selection data were used.

STUDY AREA

Pinchgut Brook is a major tributary of the Harry's River on the west coast of the island of
Newfoundland, Canada (Fig.l). Harry's River has a drainage basin of 640 km2 and a mean annual

Figure l. The study area and location in Canada.

flow (MAFI of 26.5 m3s-r while Pinchgut Brook has a drainage area of I19.0 km2 with a MAF of 3.9
m's't.We compared simulations from the three habitat hydrauiic models on the same 5.56 km long, 12
to 35 m wide (mean 16.9 t SD4.l) river reach (Fig. 2). The segment was mapped longitudinally for
meso-habitat types, and 54 habitat reaches consisting of riffle (30%), run (25Vo), glide (207o), flat
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(9%) and pocket water (16%) were identified (Fig. 2). Anadromous Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar)
and anadromous and resident brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis)ate the dominant species in the
stream.

Figure 2. The study reach in Pinchgut R. with habitat reaches and transects.

MATERI.ALS ANDMETHODS

Fish habitat selection

Fish habitat selection data were collected by equal-area sampling within reach and habitat type strata.
Separate reaches were delineated based on changes in gradient and distribution of habitat types. An
upper reach, of lower gradient and consisting of predominantly glide and flat habitats and with
preponderance of spawning gravels, was distinct from the lower reach which was higher in gradient
and consisted of riffle, run, and pocket water habitats. Equal area sampling of the five habitat types
ensured that available microhabitat combinations are equally represented in the development of
suitability and preference criteria (Modde and Hardy 1992).

All three models were based on the variables mean water (column) velocities, water depths, and
subtratum particle size for simulating hsh habitat. Data for fish habitat use were collected by direct
underwater observation (by snorkeling) of fish across transects. Transects were established across the
width of the riverperpendicularto the flow. Surface area covered was approximately 325 m2 in each
habitat type. Dives were completed by the same two snorkelers , 22 in all during the period August 22-
29, 1995. Each dive lasted approximately 25 minutes and were completed during daylight hours.
Underwater visibility was about 5 m. Water temperatures were always higher than l4 oC (14 to 2l 0C)

and flows ranged from 0.81 to 1.33 m3s-r. Additional snorkeling was completed to provide additional
data on brook trout for suitability criteria. This involved establishing 20 m long transects parallell to
and at distances of I to 5 m from the shore with effort distributed equally among habitats.

On encounter, the diver observed the fish for up to 5 minutes to confirm that it was holding a position
of its own choice. Data registered by the snorkeler include fish species, length (cm), position (height
off substrate), and activity (yes/no). Fish position was marked with a lead flag, and measurements
were subsequently collected for mean water column and nose velocity (cms-' ; Marsh-McBirney
FloMate 20(X) electromagnetic flow meter), total water depth (cm), habitat type (above), dominant
and subdominant (percentage) substratum particle size (organic, mud, silt, sand (0.06-2mm), gravel
(3-59mm), cobble (60-250mm), boulder (>260mm), and bedrock within a 20 cm radius of the fish
holding position, and the presence/absence of cover was noted. If present, cover was identified and
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classified as instream (substrate type, vegetation or organic debris, turbulence), surface turbulence, or
stream side overhanging vegetation. Habitat availability data were also collected at all transects.
Based on simultaneous registration of available habitat (total water depth, dominant and subdominant
substratum particle size, mean water colunrn and bottom water velocity, and cover) in stratified
verticals at 2 m intervals along each transect, habitat preferences could be calculated (Jacobs'
formula; Jacobs 1974).

Habitat suitability curves, based on polynomial curve fitting to frequency histograms of fish habitat
use data, were developed for IFIM and EVHA for the variables depth, mean water column velocity,
and substrate for two size classes of Atlantic salmon (< 5 cm, frylunderyearlings, n = 19l; and > 5 cm,
parr l+ through 3+, n = 185). The selection of polynomial model was evaluated by goodness of fit
(r'), the relative reduction in error for each order, residual errors, and by subjective 'fit' to the data
distribution. The polynomial curves were smooted at the tails of the distributions and normalized.
Habitat preferences, classifred as suitable, indifferent and unsuitable based on relative differences in
availability/usage histograms, were developed for HABITAT for the same habitat variables, but for
s i z e c l a s s e s ( 6 c m a n d > 6 c m f o r A t l a n t i c s a l m o n a n d < 9 c m a n d 2 9 c m f o r b r o o k t r o u t a s
identified by regression anlysis (below).

Habitaçhydraulic modellin g

The Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM) was developed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) in the late 1970's and have enjoyed widespread application in the United States
(Stalnaker et al. 1994). The IFIM process is managed by the PHABSM (Physical Habitat SlMulation)
system which is a series of computer program modules which link stream channel hydraulics with
aquatic habitat utilization of frsh (and other organisms). In this study, modelling was completed using
RHABSM, a PC-DOS computer software application that was developed to reduce complexity of the
PHABSM and widen the application of the methodology. There are a number of hydraulic models
within IFIM including WSP (a step-backwater method), MANSQ (uses Manning's equation to predict
water surface elevations), and IFG4 (uses rating curves to develop water surface profile and accepts
output from other models). In this project, hydraulic simulation was accomplished using the IFG4
module. This model requires a complete set of hydraulic measurements at one flow (usually the
highest), and 2 additional sets of water surface elevations at contrasting flows.

Habitat models within PHABSM normally incorporate the variables depth, mean velocity, substrate,
and (occasionally) cover and are usually expressed as habitat suitability functions (curves). A
composite habitat suitability, determined from the univariate curves using a variety of functions
available within the RHABSM software (e.g. straight multiplication, geometric mean, lowest limit,
weighted average), are then used to calculate cell by cell values in each hydraulic transect. Weighing
factors for each transect are then used to determine weighted usable area (WUA) for the study reach
at a given flow by combining the results from all transects. The output from PHABSIM is an
incremental relationship between flow and useable habitat (WUA) generated for various species and
life stages of importance. The RHABSIM software also allows for spatial habilat maps of suitability
(ifthe critical reach approach is used) and habitat time series can also be developed.

Ttre EVHA model was developed since 1985 by Cemagref, Laboratoire d'Hydroécologie

Quantitative, based on the PHABSIM procedure of IFM, and in a FC-rffindows version (Ginot and
Souchon 1995) as used in this study. The hydraulic model, a stepbackwater one-dimensional model
with lateral calculation of velocities, is modified from FLUVIA (Baume and Poirson 1984) with
Limerinos equations (Pouilly et al. 1995), shown to be more accurate for high+o-mediûm streambed
roughness (Trocherie 1987). The model requires one set of hydraulic and topographic field
measurements. The surveyed flow (SD, usually within SF/5 to lOxSF of aimed flow, should be
relatively low (Ginot and Souchon 1995). The habitat model is similar to the RHABSM option with
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straight multiplication of suitability coefficients (depth, mean velocity, substrate), which is multiplied
by wetted area of cell to obtain cell WUA. Normal output are spatial habitat values for cells of one to
all transects (maps), longitudinal and lateral profiles of habitat variables, curves for WUA, wetted
area, mean depths and velocities versus flow, and habitat time series (Capra et al. 1995, Valentin et al.
1996).

The HABITAT (Harby and Heggenes 1995) in the River System Simulator was jointly developed by
SINTEF Norwegian Hydrotechnical Laboratory and Norwegian Freshwater Ecology and Inland
Fisheries Laboratory. It needs input from registrations of substrate, water depth and water velocities
preferrably on three contrasting water flows as well as input from the hydraulic model HEC-2 (US
Army Corps of Engineers 1982). Mean water velocities from HEC-2 calculations are converted to
water velocities for a cell of the river transect using measured values and linear correlation. The HEC-
2 describes stationary streamflow and is used to calculate the friction described as Mannings n.
Simultaneous observed values of discharge, water velocity and water level at each cross-section are
required for calibrating the HEC-2 model. The deviation between observed and calculate values is
minimized by adjusting the Mannings coefficient (French 1986), which in HEC2 includes all energy
losses. In this study, deviation in depth was on average tl.7cm and *3.5cms-t for mean velocity.
Biological models within HABITAT are usually expressed as habitat preference functions based on
usagey'availability and separately for each habitat variable. Spatial habitat suitability maps, habitat-
suitability-versus-flow-curyes and timeseries of total available habitat suitabilities are normal output
from the model. Calculation of WUA using real weights for the habitat variables is also possible.

Hydraulic field sampling procedures and thus spatial modelling scales are different between the three
models. Hydraulic data for the IFIM model were collected from, on average, 40 verticals ip J4
transects stratified across and along the entire river segment, and at one flow (high; l0 m's-';.
Stratified transect selection was based on habitat type (Fig. 2, Tab. l), and only one transect was used
per section to represent selected habitat"re4ches. A partial data set from 3 transects were collected at
moderate (6-7 m3s-l) and low (1.5m's-t) flow. Water surface elevations were collected at all
transects at all flows.

Table 1. Study segments selected for the three models, with cross references.

Habitat type Reach number
(length, m)

IFIM
transect
number

No. of
HABTTAT
transects

EVIIA
transect
number

Run 15 (47\ t2t2
Riffle 22 (66\ I 6l 6
Pocket water 23 (55). l 6t 6
Glide 5r (60)

Data for the EVHA model were converted into-E{HA format from data surveyed for the HABf[Af
model, with surface elevations collected at l.5rs-r in order to aim at modelling from 0.5 to lOrs-r.
Hydraulic data from all transects contained lateral distance, depth, mean velocity and substrate.
Topographic data were constructed after digitization of maps of the transects, with
upstream/downstream limits of representativity located mid-between two consecutive transects.
WUA's were first obtained for the four reaches (Tab. l), and for the entire reach weighted by the
length ofeach habitat reach.

Data for the HABITAT were collected from 4 sub-segments selected as representative for the run,
riffle, pocket water and glide habitat types, and all segments were associated with IFIM transects
being studied (Tab. l). Each segment included only one habitat type. In each segment from 12 to 16
stratified transects were spaced, and hydraulic data recorded from, on average, 30 stratified verticals

l 5l 4t 3
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on each transect. Complete data sets were collected on two (1.5 and 7.5 m3s-l) contrasting water
flows (ll-16 September and 16-21 October 1995, respectively). This allows for a higher spatial
resolution in the HABITAT model on selected sub-segments, while the IFIM models covers the cnrire
segment studied, but with lower resolution.

ln each segment we collected longitudinal profile (elevation) of transects relative to rhe benchmark.
bottom profile (elevation) of each transect, water surface elevation (minimum 2) for each tran.secr on
either side of the river or across river if necessary, and in each stratified vertical we collected rotal
water depth, mean water column water velocity, substrate particle size, and cover type.

RESULTS

Fish habitat selection

Data were collected for 76 and 52 individual brook trout (mean total length 8cm+SD4, range 2-20cm)
and 370 Atlantic salmon pan (mean TL 5.4cmtSD3.0, range 2-l5cm). There were significant
differences in habitat use between species (Kolmogorov-smirnov and Kruskal-Wallis tests, p<0.0-5).
Atlantic salmon occupied deeper (mean 30cmlSDl6) and more fast flowing (mean 23cms-'+SDlg)
habitats compared to brook trout (depth: mean 24cm*SDll, mean water velocity: mean l8cmsr+SD
l3). Brook trout used finer substrates than Atlantic salmon (Fig. 3).

5  2 5 4 5 6 5 8 5

llean water veloclty (cm!.l)

60

8so
o
3 c o
3*
q,

o 2 0

,[ 
to
0

tËË
o E S

Figure 3. Differences in habitat use between Atlantic salmon (solid bars) and brook trout (open
bars) for water depth, mean water velocity and dominant substrate in Pinchgut Brook, fall

1995.

Fish length significantly affected habitat use within species (stepwise linear regressions, p<0.05).
Smaller fish were primarily associated with the slow water habitats (glide and flat) while larger fish
were more in the faster water habitats (riffle, run, and pocket water).
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Suilability curves (based on use) for Atlantic salmon dernonstrated similar use between fry and parr
for depth, velocity and substrate, but with parr tending to utilize slightly deeper, faster water ouer
coarser substrates (Fig. a). The difference in habitat use between age classes were less than
demonstrated in some other studies (e.g. deGraaf and Bain 1986, Morantz et al. 198?, Heggenes
1990), and may reflect the fact that changes in habitat use is a gradual and continuous proceis. A
similar trend in usage of deeper, faster water over coarser substrate was also apparent witn increasinc
size of brook trout. Habitat use by brook trout were generally nanower than for comparable sizi
groups of juvenile Atlantic salmon.

o
I É

o
I . r

o s-

Depth (cm)

o
I û !

Vêloclty (cm s-1)

Figure 4. Habitat suitabilities for young-of-the-year (solid line) and larger parr (dotted line) of
Atlantic salmon (left) and for small (solid line) and larger (dotted line) brook trout (right) for

water depth and mean water velocity in Pinchgut Brook, fall 1995.

For calculation of habitat preferences (Fig. 5), the in situ hsh data were divided into small (< 6 cm,
young-of-the-year, n=262) and larger pan (> 6cm, n=108) for Atlantic salmon, and brook trout 2-9cm
(n=51) and larger (n=25). Because number of fish observations was limited, data were pooled to make
preference values morc robust by using relatively large unit intervals for depth and mean velocity
(Fig. 5), and by categorizing them into unsuitable, indifferent and suitable.
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Figure 5. Habitat preferences for young-of-the-year (solid bars) and larger parr (open bars) of
Atlantic salmon (upper) and for small (solid bars) and larger (open bars) brook trout (lower)

for water depth and mean water velocity in Pinchgut Brook, fall 1995.

Suitable-habitat-versus-flow curves in three models

All the models produce a high number of different outputs and in different formats. For model
comparisons, we made an effon to standardize as much as possible ouput on variables which appeared
to be sensitive to changes in model assumptions; water depth and mean water velocity, and for riffle
habitat and the entire studv reach.
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For entire study reach
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Figure 7. Modelled water depth and mean water velocity suitabilities for entire study reach, for
two size-classes of Atlantic salmon and brook trouÇ and with increasing discharge in Pinchgut

Brook fall 1995; a) IFIM, b) EVHA, and c) HABITAT.
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DISCUSSION

The IFIM and EVHA may be directly compared as the biological components are the same and the
hydraulic components similar. There is however an important difference in the spatial scale and field
sampling design in that the IFIM results are based on 2-4 transects per habitat type in different reaches
along the entire study reach, and EVHA on 12-15 transects in each of a few selected reprcsentative
reaches. The trends in WUA for both species and size groups are similar between the two models,
indicating considerable robustness in the hydraulic models. Different spatial scales, field sampling
design or hydraulic models (IFG4 or stepbackwater model) were not responsible for great changes in
WUAs. Therefore, the results suggest that in this study on this type of rivers (quite small, straight, and
structurally sirnple, i.e. suitable for one-dimensional modelling) the results of the two approaches are
similar. This may not be true for more complex morphologies (Leclerc et al. 1995). The result may
also suggest limited sensivity in the one-dimensional hydraulic models to small-scale morphological
structures relevant to fish habitat use.

The 'representative reach' in EVHA is similar to HABITAT and is also one of several field sampling
methods that can be employed in an IFIM study. An important caveat to the above conclusion relates
to the choice of'representative reach'. Because ofthe magnitude ofresults from our study, we have
necessarily limited the comparison to 'combined' results (all transects) and riffle habitats. In all
models there were substantial differences in V/UA between habitat types. This suggests that (i) it is
important to consider the quantity and distribution of habitat types in any practical habitat-hydraulic
study and (ii) the selection of a 'representative reach' to model a reach containing different habitats
may not be desirable.

The results for the HABITAT model were different. The biological input was based on fish habitat
preferences (and not use only as in IFIM and EVHA) and used real weights. This allows for the use of
multivariate models and 3-D suitability curves in the biological modelling. Also the presenration of
results is different and more complex. However, it provides more information and more
comprehensive interpretation of results. In terms of preferred depth and velocity habitat, the
HABITAT indicated optimal flow at higher discharges than the WUA-curves from IFIM and EVHA.
WUA curves produced by HABITAT were in general similar to those from IFIM and EVHA, but
indicated optimum at somewhat higher flows than did IFIMÆVHA. There was, however, an
important exception for large salmon. The HABITAT indicated no clear optimum flow for large
salmon, it increased and stabilized with increasing discharges. This is most likely to be explained by
the differences in biological models. Therefore, biological models seem to be more important iri
generating differences between IFIM, EVHA, and HABITAT, than hydraulic models.

In rivers with more complex morphologies, two-dimensional hydraulic models have been suggested as
more suitable (Leclerc et al. 1995). However, while the required fieldwork and logistics increase
considerably from lD to 2D models, there is little difference between 2D and 3D models in this
respect, except for computational time. Three-dimensional models will give much more information
using only a little bit more resources than 2D models. We therefore suggest that future improvements
in predictive hydraulic modelling will be with three-dimensional models.

Space and time limited the inclusion of results on (i) spatial habitat maps, (ii) time series analysis, and
(iii) between habitat comparisons. This will be pursued in future collaborations.
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A,BSTRACT

The purpose of this paper was to present a concrete example of habitat simulations for the fish assemblage

in the Garonne river (average discharge 200 m3/s) near Toulouse (France). This example reveals how the

technical problems of adaptating habitat simulation methodologies in large rivers has been solved. The first

of three points discussed is a description of a new tool for acquiring hydraulic data on a non-wadable river,

that is compatible with previous data calculation used in classical fish habitat simulation (Phabsim, EVHA).

In this case, an Acoustic Current Doppler Profiler ru was successfully used to measure depths and velocities

on cross-sections ; it was limited to a minimum water depth of 0.8 m, due to the 1200 kHz frequency used

in this study. Secondly, this study illustrates the linkage of physical data at different flows with multivariate

fish habitat models. Global habitat models were available for l3 lifestages from 5 species (representing 70

7o ofdensity ofthe total assemblage): barbel (Barbus barbus), gudgeon (Gobio gobio), chub (Leuciscas

cephalus), bleak (Alburnus alburnus) and roach (Rutilus ruti lus). Thirdly, the authors propose an

interpretation for habitat at two levels : a classical separate target species interpretation or a new procedure

mixing several stages and species, that compares the difference between predicted fish assemblage with

reference fish assemblage. We show that it is possible to simulate the potential habitat for the whole fish

assemblage with individual species models. The relative weak number of species in french rivers, due to

historical biogeography, makes it possible. We also propose an approach that simulates the physical

behaviour of the stream on vestiges of morphological units, which thus provides potential rehabilitation.

The habitat simulation agrees qualitatively with the known habitat use of the species. The range of flows

which seems to structure fish assemblage on an annual scale approximates the interannual average
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minimum flow. We also discuss the different objectives for river preservation or rehabilitation, depending

on the actual ecological status of the hydrosystems.

KEY-WORDS : large river, extension of Phabsim methodology, Garonne river (France), fish assemblage,

ecological status, fish habitat, Acoustic Current Doppler Profrler rM, EVHA software.

INTRODUCTION

During the last quarter of this century, a greater awareness developed of the necessity to manage riverine

ecosystem in a more holistic manner (Petts er al., 1989 ; Rabeni, 1992). The dominant reductionist

philosophy, which promotes a case by case management of lotic hydrosystems, is contring the holistic

management. However, the application of integrated management remains problematic for several reasons :

l) there is insufficient knowledge on the dynamic functioning of hydrosystems ; 2) integrated management

these evaluates ecological impacts of water development with less precise quantification than in morc

tiaditional engineering ; 3) policy makers lack a sound comprehension of integrating ecological

requirements. There is a need for more comprehensive methodologies dealing with symbolic biological

targets like fish, which could become a measurable "witness" of the efficiency of the management optlons.

The simulation of the change in fish habitat as a result of flow changes are example of how integrated

management can be achieved. This became a major challenge for ecohydraulics research starting in 1975,

when permanent conflicts on quantitative water use and relicensing hydroelectric powerplants arose in

several countries. Tools which combine hydraulic simulation and fish habitat requirements have preceded

safe theory and knowledge on fish habitat and population dynamics (Gaudin et al., 1995). Nevertheless,

people working on minimum flow assessment greatly appreciate methodologies widely used (Reiser er a/.,

1989 ; Armour and Taylor, 1992) like IFIM including PHABSIM (Stalnaker, 1979 ; Bovee, 1982 and

1986) and clones (RSS, Killingtveit and Fossdal 1994 ; EVHA, Ginot 1995). They accepted temporally the

coarsness of the tool and their helped by their concrete questions to improve several points of the

methodology. As pointed out by Stalnaker (1993) and others (Orth, 1987 and 1995; Pouilly and Souchon,

1995), more effort must be made towards including biological explanations and the validity of fish habitat

simulation. In this field, the prediction of the spatial well being of complex fish assemblages in large rivers

appeared to be specially difficult. This is complicated by inadequate physical description of rivers, where

cost effective field data collection (depth, velocity and substrate) are difficult such as in non-wadable rivers.

To deal with diverse fish assemblages, different solutions have been proposed :
- selection of limited target fish species (Bovee, 1986) in a wide range of habitat needs, representative of

major habitat-use guilds (Leonard and Orth, 1988 ). Minimum flow assessments could be based on the

intermediate guild between edge-dwelling and fast-water guilds (Jowett and Richardson, 1995),
- selection of species on the basis of economical (salmon, brown trout) or symbolic consideration
(Hippopotamus amphibius) (Gore et al. 1992).

The difficulty with numerous species and life stages is to objectively choose the weighting criteria berween

them. One needs choose a good compromise between the needs of all species ? Leonard et at. (1987)

proposed for rivers the flow that provides the maximum habitat for the most critical limited habitat of all
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the species lifestages throughout the year. This could be acceptable for a case expertise, but we still lack of

validation criteria, in particular what habitat threshold or duration act as bottlenecks responsible for

temporal building of the fish assemblages ?.

This paper presents a concrete example of habitat simulations for the fish assemblage in the

Garonne river near Toulouse (France), which addresses the problems of adaptation of Phabsim types of

methodologies in large rivers. Three points were presented :

(l) description of a new tool for acquiring hydraulic data on a non-wadable river, that is compatible with

previous data calculation used in classical fish habitat simulation (Phabsim, EVHA),

(2) illustration of the linkage of physical data at different flows with multivariate fish habitat models,

(3) proposals an interpretation for habitat at two levels : a classical separate target species interpretation or a

new procedure mixing several stages and species, that compares the difference between predicted fish

assemblage with reference fish assemblage.

METHODS

Site description :

Garonne is the major river in South West of France. The head of the basin takes place in Pyrénées

mountains. Upstream from Toulouse, a large tributary called Ariège joined Garonne. After this confluence,

the mean annual discharge is 200 m3/s (Sormail 1989), and the river exhibits a nival hydrological regime.

Several upstream dams regulate the discharge and provide irrigation waters. As a result, the low flow during

the summer for l0 consecutive days declines to 40 m3/s (Sormail 1989). There is only one channel in this

area.. Downstream from Toulouse, dredging activities during the last 30 years lowered the river level from

its historical less of 2 meters. Most of the alluvial substrate has desappeared, and the natural sequence of

morphological units has been modified. The river bed is now dominated by molassic paving, and the

typical riffle units have been largely eliminated. It is in therefore remaining areas that we choose to analyze.

This allows us to infer what could be the effect of susbtrate and discharse restoration.

Habitat description survey

Two replicate samples sites were established in the first l0 km downstream from Toutouse. These site

locations were chosen to represent a maximum of habitat conditions and substrate in the remaining natural

areas. The general procedure is the same as the transect description procedure described in Pouilly er a/.

(1995, adapted from Bovee 1982). The mean water depth was more than 0.8 m, which permited us to use of

the Acoustic Current Doppler Profiler (ADCP, RD Instruments compagny rM, San Diego California-USA)

based on water depth and current velocity. Six transects were chosen in site I and seven in site 2. Each

transect was performed perpendicular to the major direction of the flow. They were described by ADCP

during 4 surveys. For an average of 100 m width, it took approximatively five minutes for one boat

survey.The margin of the transect was localised precisely by a laser theodolite, and ADCP was able to

determine the boat trajectory with an integrate compass and an estimation of the boat speed. When the
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ADCP could nol measure the margin of the transect becausc of t<n shallow. water depth. then w,e used the
propeler method for determining velocity and depth (OTT-CZ propeler "). Each transect was described b1.,
several cel ls defined by upstream and downstream representative l imirs and b-v a mean width of I  meter
( l0O t l0 cel ls for a u' idth between 100 and 120 meters). F;rch cel l  save lhe local hydraul ic concl ir ions
corresponding to the measurements taken bv the current propeler or the mean of the four survev done by
the ADCP. This procedure gave the topographic and hydraul ic information necessary to use EyHA
software ro evaluare fish habitat (Ginot and Souchon 199-5).

How the ADCP works (Gordon lg39)

Thegear iscomposedof  acy l inder (d iameter  22cm.  he ighr  6ocm.  we igh t  23  kg)  wh ich  suppor rs
four transducers. and by an electronic interface (deckbox) cornpacted to a conlputer. The four transducers
were oriented at an angle of 30o relat ive to the vert ical and in 90o azimuth incrernents. The transducer
cyl inder is instal led vert ical ly on the side of a boat and kepr enoush (arouncl l5 cm) to ensure that bubbles
do not get under the transducer faces when the boat is underwav.

ADCPs transmit short acoustic pulses along narrow beanrs on one frequencl..  Several gears erist.
each with one frequency adapted to one water depth range. Lower frequencies produce greater range
whereas higher frequencies produce finer resolution. We used the frequenc;- of l20o kHz which is a4apted
to a water depth of 0.8 to 20 meters. The ADCP processes and records the echoes from successive volumes
along the beams to determine how much the frequency has changed. The difference in frequency between
transmitted and reflected sound is proportional to the relative velocitl, between the ADCP and the small
particules in the water that reflect sound (plankton, suspended sediment). This frequency shift results from
the Doppler effect. Each transducer provides a measure of water depth and computes velocity in a series of
contiguous cells (one every 25 cm depth). Using four transducers produces a three dimensional velocity
vector for each cell and cross check the data quality. The software associated with the deckbox produces
real time results which allowed us to determine that the ADCp w.as working correctly.

The hydraulic model

Calculations of depth and velocity for a wide range of flows was made using an hydraulic model
based on Limerinos formula (Ginot and Souchon 1995 : see also Pouil ly et al.  l99s for a detai led
description of the model). This model is available on EVHA sofrware developped at Cemagref Lyon (Ginot
and Souchon 199-5).

Estimating species lifestages habitat

Habitat models were available for 13 lifestages from -5 species of rhe assemblage, a1 of which were
examined (Table l). They representTo vo of density of rhe rotal assemblage (pouilly and Souchon 1995).
and correspond to the available fish habitat models. Barbel (Barhus barhus) and gudgeon-(Gobirt gohir)
are benthical and rheophilic species. Chub (Leuciscus cephalusl and bleak (Alburnus alburnus) are
ubiquitous for velocity. Roach (Ratrlzs rutilus)isa lenitophilic species. The species were divided in rwo or
three lifestages based on the naturar breaks of size frequency histograms.
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The fish habitat models were developed first in the Rhône basin (667 microzones, Pouilly, 1995). One

hundred and twenty seven electroshocked microzones from the Garonne river were also available (Pouilly

and Souchon, 1995). In order to offer a broader range of habitat conditions sampled, we have decided that

it was better to pool the two data bases and to work with general habitat models for the 794 microzones,

Habitat simulation for one discharge and one species lifestage was computed using two types of

information :

- the local values of current velocity and water depth, derived from the hydraulic model, and

substrate description,

- coefficients from the multiple regression between species lifestage density and values of current

velocity, water depth and substrate. This biological model is based on multivariate coefficients and has been

developped following the procedure described by Pouilly (1995).

Habitat expressed as Potential Usable Area, was then estimated by the formula :

PUA(i) = I Ai * ( C(i,d)*Di + C(,v)*vi + C(j 's)*Si + Cste(i) )

w i t h :

PUA(i) = Potentially Usable Area for the species lifestage j

Ai = Area of cell i of a transect of a station

Di, Vi, Si - value of depth (d), current velocity (v) and substrate (s) in cell i

C(,d), C(,v), C(,s) = regression coefficients of depth (d), cunent velocity (v) and susbtrate (s) for

the species j

Cste() = regression intercept

PUA(j) could be summed by transect or by station. Because of standardized densities in the regression.

PUA corresponded to density coefficient rather than to real densities. The PUA were estimated for different

discharges, furnishing an evolution of the potential habitat for the lifestage species versus discharge.

General interpretation at the assemblage level

The evolution of the potential habitat versus discharge could be estimated for each of all the

lifestages of the 5 principal species of the assemblage. It resulted many different shapes of habitat

evolutions stage by stage, which compromised a simple interpretation of all these informations.

An actual reference of the fish assemblage was established in a more natural reach of the river l0 km

upstream from Toulouse (Pouilly and Souchon 1995). One possible interpretation on potential habitat was

to search which discharge in the two replicate sites produced the closest estimated assemblage to the

reference assemblage. By doing this, we hypothesized that habitat is a major determinant for shaping fish

assemblages in flowing waters (Horwitz, 1978; Jowett, 1992 ; Souchon, 1994).

The proposed interpretation was estimated by the sum of the square of the difference between the estimated

and reference proportion of each lifestage species in the assemblage (Table l) :

w i t h :

Prox(Q) = E (Pe(Qj)-Pr(i))2
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Prox(Q) = proximity between the estimated and reference assemblage for the discharge Q

Pe(Qj) = relative proportion of the species lifestage j in the estimated assemblage for the discharge

a
Pr() = relative proportion of the species lifestage j in the reference fish assemblage of the Garonne.

RESTJLTS

Physical description versus discharge for each site

Figure I gives an example of depths and current velocities from the four ADCP surveys on a transect. The

results were consistant and it was possible to average data for each elementary cell.

The hydraulic modeling was performed between 20 and 300 m3/s. For the two sites, this range of discharge

included severe low flow and the mean annual discharge (Sormail 1989). Table 2 shows the principal

characteristics of the stations for these discharges.

Site I was 415 meters long and was analysed by six transects. The mean channel slope was 0,0001.

Transects l, 2, 5 and 6 correspond to fast, shallow channel, whereas transects 3 and 4 were deeper and

slower. This station was straight and this corresponded to a symetrical transverse section for all the

transects.The water depth and the wetted area increased continuously with increased discharge, with a slow

and down after reaching 85 m3/s.

Site 2 was 610 meters long,, with a mean slope was 0.0005. It was analysed by 7 transects. Transect 7

described a long downstream riffle, with a slope of 0,0011. This riffle constituted a sill which made the

upstream deeper and slower. Transects I and 6 represented a fast flowing channel, whereas transects 2 to 5

were deeper and slower. Station 2 corresponds to a river curve with a symetrical transects. The water depth

and the wetted area increased quickly from 20 to lfi) m3/s, but remained stable because of a steepside

transversal section.The slope and the steeps of station 2 had faster velocities than in station I (Table 2).

Species lifestages' potential habitat

The shape of the curves of PUA versus discharge was quite similar in the two stations for the 13

lifestages (fi9. 2a and b). The habitat conditions for small fish, lifestages I (except for roach), decreased

with increasing discharge. The maximum PUA for these lifestages were between 20 and 50 m3/s. The

habitat conditions for lifestages 2 and 3 of bleack and barbel, and the lifestage 3 of chub and roach,

increased continuously with increasing discharge and sometines decreased round about 100 m3/s. Their

maximum PUA corresponds to 300 m3/s (maximum simulated discharge). The habitat conditions for

lifestages 2 of chub were the same as the lifestages I results. The habitat conditions of lifestage I and 2

increased continuously with discharge at station l, and decreased (after 100 m3/s for lifestage I and after

60m3/s for lifestage 2) in station 2, which was faster than station I (Table 2).

Higher discharge rates in station one favored large individuals of chub and roach, whereas higher discharge

in station 2 favored lifestaee two of barbel.
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Species lifestages' potential habitat for a remaining riffle

Lifestages I of all species and lifestages 2 of roach and chub had a maximum PUA at discharges
between 40 and 55 m3/s, which decreased quickly (fig. 3). This favored lifestages 2 and 3 of barbel (the
more rheophilic species), which agrees with what is known about the habitat behaviour of the species,
especially for the feeding areas (Baras, 1982).

General interpretation at the assemblage level

The difference between the estimated and the reference assemblage was very typical for the riffle of
station 2. It shows a large decreased (closer to the reference assemblage) between 35 and 60 m3/s (fig. 4).
This difference was similar, but unpronounced for all of station 2. This conrrasts with station I where the
difference increased continuously with increased discharge.

DISCUSSION

Hydraulic data

This study provides an example of how the hydraulic description of large river may be described with the
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler. This method provides fast and practical way to obtain sound data (fig.
l). The major problem met with this technique is the choice of the site locations. The water depth limitation
(min. 80 cm) makes it difficult to represent all habitat conditions. As a result, riffles and shallow areas could
be underestimated. Only one riffle could be described (transect 7 station 2), which represented fast velocity
conditions and a natural morphological unit. Current research tries to improve shallow water measurements
in this process. The ADCP is usefull to produce the elementary geometry for basic lD hydraulic simulation
in Phabsim family softwares. The ADCP better represents the longitudinal dimension because of the
rapidity of the measurements. It appearss also compatible with new 2D hydraulic modeling (Leclerc et al.
1995) and offers the possibility to check physical parameter simulations at different discharges. This
method buttnecises Stalnaker et al. (1989) optimism, that physical sampling is feasable in non-wadable
rivers.

Fish habitat models and simularions

Poor data quality and non availability of fish habitat models could limit the application of phabsim

methodologies. For example, Gore and Nestler (1988) recommended working exclusively with regional
based fish habitat developed on a regional basis . Therefore in the Garonne river, we used general models
with aggregated data from two different geographical basins. For practical management, it is preferable to
quickly mobilise the best available knowledge. In this case, we used a general habitat model that produces
interpretable and useful results in terms of potential habitats' relationships to flow. However, it is not
possible to develop fish habitat model in each Phabsim application. Nevertheles, general habitat models can
also yield coherent predictions of fish population in a wide range of hydroecoregions (Brown trout, Salmo
lrutta fario, France ; Souchon, 1994).
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We used multivariate models to counter criticisms about the non-independance of key variables (Mathur el

al., 1986). In our research, the models consider average physical conditions for velocity, depth and

substrate in sampled habitat zones. We believe that the models could be further improved by introducing

(l) the diversity of local adjacent habitat, (2) such parameters like cover, which can be treated with

multivariate approaches. It is also obvious that the progressive incorporation of complexity and marginal

habitat use by fish (Conder and Annear 1987) will improve the models'accuracy.

The lifestages' evolutions of potential habitat were similar for all the small fish, while the larger fish had

different evolutions corresponding to their own habitat preferences. However in their early development, all

these species have the same habitat preference for shallow and slow water (Copp, 1989 : Poizat, 1993 ;
Pouilly, 1994). Larger adult fish, such as barbel, more rheophilic of these species, preferedhad habitat

conditions in the faster locations and especially in the riffles. This contrasts with the more lenitophitic

species such as roach, which favours in the slower locations. The others two species (chub and bleack) are

more ubiquitous. Habitat conditions for the bleack are the same for both stations and are in the middle

scale between roach and barbel. Habitat condition for lifestage 3 of the chub had the same evolution as the

roach. The habitat simulation agrees qualitatively with the known habitat behaviour of the species.

Definition of river management goals and associate habitat simulation strategy

The more precise and explicit the management objectives, the easier it is for scientist to provide sound

reseach data to resource managers. The ecological status of the river is the major criteria to consider, given

the growing inclusion of environmental goals in national legislation. More precedence is given to purely

fisheries considerations. A usefull typology can be described in four categories :

(l)- Excellent ecological status, where a preserved hydrosystem is in a quasi pristine state with presence of

unique biota. Protection rules would need to be very strict. Total perservation is the goal ;
(2)- Reversible ecological status, where the river can still be restored to approximate original conditios. This

would require restoration to recover an original situation ;
(3)- Degraded ecological conditions, where original conditions cannot be restored. The river could be
rehabilitated to a better ecological status ;
(4)- Severely degraded ecological status, where the most that can be done is prevent the system from

further critical degradation.

For this typology, it is important to have a good knowledge on the fish assemblage reference sensu National
(USA) Research Council (1992) to evaluate the potential of restoration and to provide a point of

comparison to judge the effectiveness of the management plan. This reference could be historical
(unfortunately in very few situations), or existing preserved reaches in a river or a similar regional stream.

In this study no historical fish assemblage reference exists. The comparison was made with an actual

reference to an existing reach with active morphodynamic and unaltered substrate. A more degraded

dowstream reach of the Garonne river was impacted by a project of flow regime modification, therefore we

selected replicate habitat study stations in the less degraded reach in order to offer two possible

interpretations : the potential of rehabilitation through morphological improvements (i.e. substrate refill)
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and the potential of rehabilitation through flow regulations, which will not degrade the actual state. This

does not allow usto compare observed fish assemblage with simulated potential habitat.

For the choice of the target fish species, we propose an interpretation at the total assemblage level.

Nevertheless, others biological models have to be developed to complete the actual possibility with l3

lifestages and species, for instance 70 Vo of the total average fish density. We think that it is both possible

and desiderable to develop future fish habitat models for a maximum number of species, which is therefore

considered as an utopia by Bayley & Li (1992) for tropical area.s. In temperate areas such as Europe, the

relative low number number of fish species, makes perhaps this an achievable goal. If a model focusses on

fish species with known habitat requirements, such as salmonids, the importance of the rare, endangered,

ecological key species (Thyus and Karp, 1989), could be underestimated. In assemblages with numerous

species, the fish habitat guild procedures âppear to offer a good compromise (Leonard and Orth, 1987 ;
Bain and Boltz, 1989).

The fish habitat interpretation at the assemblage level

More biology (Stalnaker, 1993) or a better ecological view (Orth, 1987 and 1995 ; Pouilly and Souchon,

1995) in interpretation of f ish habitat requires developments of new weightings factors between the

different lifestages and species of fish along with an integrated representation of river response versus flow.

Because biological models were not developed on a seasonal pattern and because we did not analyze the

hydrologic cycle, we compared the results to a global observed result (i.e. the mean assemblage

composition). Leonard et al. (1986) used an optimization matrice to identify the flow that provides the

maximum habitat for the most critically habitat limited lifestage. This procedure assigns the same weight

for each species/lifestages, regardless of dominance. As the result, we used the reference assemblage for

comparisons and we searched for the discharge which gave the most closed estimated assemblage. This

procedure compared the results of all the species lifestages. The most interesting results showed that (l)

only the remaining morphological unit produced a predicted assemblage closest to the reference one and

(2) the pluriannual average monthly low flow produced the best approximation of the global strucrure of

the fish assemblage. This record for the Garonne cyprinids fish assemblage, is similar to previous

observations on salmonids communities, especially brown trout (Souchon et al., 1989; Jowett, 1992).

Our procedure presuppose that all the the biological models have a similar accuracy. If one of them was

less accurate, the estimation error made on one species lifestage would affect the estimation on the

assemblage. Table 1 showed the accuracy of the models used. Additionally some portions of the stream

may have physical conditions at high flows very different from the conditions where the habitat models

were validated. According to Gore and Nestler (1988), error is introduced when habitat changes are

projected for discharges that are different from those used when the suitability curve was developed. A

sensitivity analysis could help to avoid missinterpretation, by checking different stages during the

simulation procedure (i.e. depths or velocities ranges) ; this is possible when using some convivial softwares
(EVHA ; Ginot, 1995).

It is possible to describe the physical conditions of fish habitat in large non-wadable rivers. The future

challenge is to interprete habitat simulation in a broader ecological perspective. We have shown that need to
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be addressed questions based on definition of management objectives, as well as how to choose a reference

that provides a sound interpretation of the potential fish habitat versus flow. Progress must be made in

validating biological models for dynamic comprehension (i.e. habitat times series) (Capra et al. 1995

;Pouilly and Souchon, 1995), interpretating habitat results, and validating the biological use of habitat

simulation methodologies.
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Tl!t_" t :.Species life-stages relativ_e proportion in Garonne reference assemblage (Pouilly and Souchon
1995) and multiple regression coefficients and characteristics

Species size range relative deptn
life-slage (mm) proportion coefficient coefficient coefficient intercept coelficient slope
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Bleack 1 t30 - 801 15.,

Bleack2 180 - 1201 0.1

Bfeack 3 1120 - 0 .2

Barbel 1 t30 - 1101 28.6

Barbel  2 1110 -  1851 2.5

Barbel 3 1185 - I . ô

C h u b 1  t 3 0 - 1 1 0 1  1 6 . 1

Chub 2  1110 -  1701 O.2

Chub 3 1170 -

Roach l  t30-901

Roach 2 190 - 1501 0.9
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o.00287
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0.859
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0 . 6 1 1

0.887

0.937

0.999

0.955
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0.746

T^able 2:_Hydrodynamics characteristics of two stations and two typical transects described in river
Garonne. These characteristics were estimated for two discharges (2Ô-and 300 m3/s) by the hydraulic
models of EVHA software (Ginot and Souchon 1995) and from data which comes from ROCp survev
(Gordon 1989).

ty mean
(*100 m2) (m) (m3/s) (m3/s)

mean wl
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area max. mean
(m)

Station I

Station 2

Riffle
Tr.7 -  sta.2

Deepchannel
T r . 4 - s t a .  I

70 l l0 40.8 62.t  3.8 6.0 1.5 2.9 0.78 1.58 0.24 0.98

100 r30 81.2 105.6 4.0 5.5 1.0 2.0 0.96 2.O9 0.25 t . t4

95

75

120 t3.2 23.4 0.8

5.3

1 . 9 0.96 2.rO 0.58 r.46

0 .16  t . r z  0 . t2  0 .77

t . 2o.4

3.42.03 .19.76.9135
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Figure I : Examples of depths and cunent velocities measured during four ADCP surveys on a transect on
Garonne river near Toulouse for a discharge of 210 m3/s.
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SPATIOTEMPORAL USE OF TIIE RIFFLEÆOOL T]NTT BY IISH IN A BRJTTAT{Y BROOK
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ABSTRACT

Electrofishing surveys as well as direct observations were conducted in Kerlegan brook, Brittanl,.
Pool and riffle fish communities were sampled by day and by night in October. The only species exhibitinc a
diel pattern of macrohabitat use within the riffle/pool unit rvas brown trout (Salmo trurra L.). Trout used
riffle and pool during daylight and aggregated in pool at night. Minnows (Phoxinus phoxinus L.) selected
pool and sculpins (Cottus gobio L.) riffle when loach (Nemacheilus barbatulus L.) r'r,ere present in both
macrohabitat types.
Direct observations on riffle indicated a peak of activity at dusk or during dusk and night for sculpins all
along the year, but no diel habitat change could have been recorded for this benthic species.
Results on trouts have pointed out a daylight or day and night activity all throughout the season. and
significantly aggregated in the pool at night from May to October. Spatial distribution in the pool differecl
between active and resting trout, mainly in relation to cover, back-eddy and main water current.

KEY-WORDS: Salmo trutta / Cottus gobio / Fish Community / Riffle / Pool / Diel Shifts / Seasonal Shifts /
Behavior / Functional Habitat.
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Habitat use by fish is one of the topics in freshwater ecology which has experienced the greatest
development for the last two decades. For Blondel (1979), "habitat" denote l- the set of each environmental
condition that is needed and used by a species, and2- by extension, the favourable areas where the species is
living. This second level refers to large spatial scales where geographic limits of population and species
distribution are drawn. Physiology, adaptative and colonisation abilities are preponderant factors to explain
this distribution. On the contrary, surrounding habitat conditions which lead the fish to choose a specific
place in the channel refer to smaller spatial scales. Even inside an hydrologically stable habitat, fish will not
always keep the same position, and their habitat choices will mainly depend on their activity. Salmonid

streams are characterized by highly heterogeneous flow conditions, from macrohabitat (such as the

riffle/pool unit) to microhabitat (focal point conditions). So even with short displacements, ftsh can easily

experienced very different habitat conditions. If at the beginning most of the studies on carrying capacities

of stream were deconnected from studies on diel or seasonal activity of fish (except for spawning), more and

more results are now published on the subject (Harris et al., 1992; Kwak el al. 1992; Nickelson et al. 1992:

Milner et al. 1993). How€ver, there is still a lack of knowledge about the behavioral cues governing the

relationships between fish and their habitat.
The aim of this study was to describe diel fish habitat change inside a riffle/pool unit in a Brittany brook, and

to follow diel and seasonal variations in riffle and pool use by the two predominant species, brown trout

(Salmo trutta L.) and sculpin (Cottus gobio L.).

STI]DY AREA

Kerlegan brook is a tributary of the River Scorfi Brittany, France (Figure l). Its total length is 7.2 km, and

it drains an area of 20.4 km2. Gradient is 13 m.km-l and the substrate is a mixture of gravel and sand, with

pebble and small blocks in rapid areas. Brittany has a temperate oceanic climate, and mean maximum and

minimum water temperature reach lToC in july and 4oC in December.

l0 km

KERLEGAN

SCORFF
RIVER North

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

Êcohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec

Figure l: Study site
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METHODS

In the last kilometre before the confluence rvith Scorff river, three pooliriffle units (see Table I for
macrohabitat description) were electrofished with a Héron (direct current electrofisher. 200 *'att continuous
output). A special design of prepositioned nets allowed the partition of each unit in riffle and pool
macrohabitats just before electrofishing. In October, two of these units were electrofished during daylighr (at
least 3 hours after dawn) and one by night (at least 3 hours after dusk). Two rveeks later the opposite
sampling (2 units by night, I unit by day) was realised. At night, the sampling area was lighted rvith a 100
watt halogen spot. Two removals were made to assess electrofishing efficiency by Carle and Strub's nretfiod
(Carle & Strub, 1978). All fish were anesthesied, mesured and trout were individually marked (pit-tag). For
trout. 3 life stages were assessed from body length (Young-Of-the-Year (YOY), One-Year-Old (OYO). and
older trouts). They were confirmed by scalimetric analysis.

Just upstream these three units, direct observations on fish use of space and behaviour rvere made during a
complete 24 hours cycle in a pool for trout and in a riff le for sculpin (Table 1). Thirteen obsenarions u,ere
made, 9 during true night or day (about every 2.5 hours) and 4 during twilight (2 at da*'n and 2 at dusk spaced
by half an hour). The day after, the experimenter confirmed the results by 3 checking chosen in order to
confirm the tendencies observed. A special attention was paid to conduct all the observations during
moonless n ight .

Table l: Main characteristics of the study site.

electrofishing (October) observations d i v i ng

riff le pool  r i f f le  pool
Total length (m) 2 4 2 6 6 l l

Mcan width (m) 2 . 62 . 72 . 4 2 . 9

Mean depth (cm) 24 from 13 (July) from 30 (July)

to 22 (January) to 35 (January)
Mean velocity (cm/s) 1 A

I I 4 from 20 (July) from 3 (July)

to 39 (January) to 16 (January)
Mean substrate pebble, gravel sand, silt

and stones and stones

pebble, gravel

and stones

sand, silt

and stones

In the pool, the diver equiped with a 20 watt waterproof lamp, progressed from the downstream to the
upstream end in 20 to 30 min depending on the number of trout seen. The three life stages (YOY, OYO, and
older trouts) were visually assessed by the diver. Fish were counted, their activity (feeding or resting) and
associations with cover (underbanks, stones, macrophytes), back-eddy or main current were noted.

In the riffle, the observer lied down on a board set across the channel above a 2 x 2 m metal square. This
square wâs divided into 25 quadrants which were checked successively from bank to bank beginning at the
upstream end. Using a 20 watt halogen lamp directed throught a clear plastic sled (size: 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.1 m).
the observer located all sculpins seen during 2 successive checking taking l5 to 20 min each.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Pool and riffle observations were conducted at the same time in April (not in riffle), May, Jul1,, August,
October and January.
Hypothesis about the use of macrohabitat (riffle or pool) by different life stages and species by day and night,
were tested using non-parametric Mann-Whitney or Wilcoxon tests.

RESULTS

Electrofishins Survevs

Comparing fish densities in the 3 units (pool + riffle), the first electrofishing had no effect on the other two
weeks later (p>0.05, Mann-Whitney test). Similarly, differences between day and night densities on an entire
unit (riffle + pool) were not significant (p>0.05, Mann-Whitney test).

A total of 8 different species were caught, but only densities of sculpin (Cottus gobio L.), minnorv (Phoxitrtts
phoxinus, L.), trout (Salmo trutta L.) and stone loach (Nemacheilus barbatulus L.) were big enough to be
considered. For these 4 species and 3 life stages of trout, differences in densities between riffle and pool by
day, riffle and pool by night, and between day and night in riffle, day and night in pool, were all tested
(Table 2).

Table 2: Mean densities caught by day and
night in riflle and in pool for each species.

Arrows are added when differences are significant
(Mann-Whitney test, p<0,05).

r i f f le  pool

Scu lp ins day

night

6.63  €  0 .97
5 . 5 7  < _ ù  1 . 5 7

Minnows day
night

0 <+ 1 .99
0.02 <|..-+ 2.03

Loaches day
night

0 . 3  6
0 .62

0.42
0.66

YOY trouts day
night

0.02
0

0 . 0 8
0.05

OYO trouts day

night

Older trouts day
night

0.04
0 €

0 . 1 2
0 . 1 8
0.04
0 . 0 8

All trouts I  0 .17
* o < +

day
night

0.24
0 . 3 1

Comparing day with night densities for each macrohabitat type (vertical arrows, Table 2), there were no
significant differences for sculpins, minnows and loaches. Significant differences between day and night
densities in riffle were found for all trouts summed. If at a global level, this tendency existed for all life
stages, it was significant only for One-Year-Old trouts. Comparing now riffle with pool densities for day and
for night (horizontal arrows), sculpin densities were always significantly higher in riffle. On the contrary,
minnow densities were always significantly higher in pool, whereas no significant preference appeared for

Ecohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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loach between riffle or pool. During daylight, all life stages of trout used both riflle and pool, and there were
no significant differences in densities between the two macrohabitat types. At night, trout left the riffles, and
densities significantly increased in pools (except for YOY).

Results from marking survey showed that trouts never changed from one unit to another, and an average of
66Yo of marked trouts were still present in the same unit two weeks later (Table 3). Inside one unit. all the
fish caught in riffle by day have been first caught or will be recaptured in the pool of the same unit by night,
exept for one fish in the second unit.

Table 3: Number of individuals marked during
the first sample (beginning of the arrows) and
the number of these ones recaptured 2 weeks
later (end of the arrows).

day  n igh t

Uni t  I pool

riffle :7:
Unit II pool

riffle

' - - - r -  I
1 0

Unit III pool

riffle :zi
Pool Diving Observations On Trouts

OYO trouts were the most numerous, older touts and YOY being 3 to 4 times scarcer (Figure 2). Number of
OYO was maximum in July, August and October and then dropped in January. From May to October,
significantly more OYO were seen at night. Changes in number of older trouts were similar to those for OYO
all along the year, exept in April when a maximum of older trouts were se€n at night. Differences between
day and night mean numbers of trout seen were significant in April and August. YOY were observed in pool
from July to January, but there were no significant difference between day and night (p>0.05, Mann-Whitney
test ).

YOY trouts

[-J day

I night

Oct. Jan.

Figure 2: Mean numhers of Young-Of-the-Year trout (YOY)
seen in the diving pool by day and by night at each sampling date

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Apr. May Aug. Oct

Apr. May Jul. Aug. Oct.

Figure 2: Mean numbers of One-Year-Old (OYO) and older trouts seen in the diving pool by day
and night at each sampling date. * : significant differences between mean numbers seen by day

and by night (p<0.05, Mann-Whitney test).

ln average on the 24 h cycle, lower proportions of active trout were recorded in August and October
(differences between life stages behaviour being small, all life stages were summed, Figure 3). Percentages of
active trouts reached 25-30 % in April, May, July and January by day. Nocturnal activity was only observed
from April to July, and maximum activity was recorded in April. No specific increase of activity was
recorded during twilight.

When resting (Figure 4a), trouts were always lying on the bottom of the pool, keeping still in low velocities,
either positive or negative (back-eddy). On a 24h cycle, 60Yo of resting fish were under cover, with minimum

I night

n day

Apr. May Jul. Aug. Oct. Jan.

Figure 3: Proportions of fish in activity in the pool by day and
by night at each sampling dates.
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cover use in May (32Yo) and maximum in July (76%). When active (Figure 4b), trouts were free-swimming
and feeding on drift in the main current of the pool. Only one trout having a foraging behavior (srvimming
around in the pool) was observed in the pool in August. Back-eddy was sometimes used for drift-feeding in
April, May and July. Percentage of cover use when feeding by day' was maximum in August and October.
Trouts were then mainly under macrophytes (Ranunculus sp.) and underbanks. All along the 1,ear.
underbanks were the most cover type used (55%) by resting fish, whereas they used both macrophytes (56%)
and underbank (44%) when they were feeding on drift under cover (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Trout dispaching among the different cover types
in the pool (day+ night and sampling dates all summed).

Riffle Observations

Sculpins are very closely associated with the substratum and with their stone shelter. Direct observations in
the wild supposed a supplementary illumination which obviously disturbed the fish when it was flashed over
one or two min. Under these conditions activity could not be assessed at an individual level. Because sculpins
spend most of their time under shelter (Gaudin, l98l), we assumed that the number of sculpins entirely
visible during observations corresponded to active fish. Inter-seasonal comparisons cannot be made since *e
ignore how many fish were actually present on the riffle. At a nycthemeral scale (Figure 6), significantly
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Figure 6: Mean numbers of sculpins seen in the 24 h cycle at the different
sampling dates. The horizontal lines indicate the mean (for all the sampling dates)
and the arrows indicate the series which significantly differ (p<0.05, Wilcoxon test)
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more active fish were seen in average at dusk ail along the year (p<0.05, Wilcoxon test). Variations in the
number of fish seen (Figure 7) between day, dusk, night and dawn were respectively the same all along the
seasons except for October when night reached the level of activity measured at dusk. However, no diel
variation in sculpin distribution within the sampling area was found. The onl.v- tendency concerned the lateral
distribution throughout the quadrants all along the year. The right part of the riffle uas almost never used
(4% in average) for an area covering 20% of the sampling surface, whereas a high proportion of sculpins
(38%) were seen in the left part of the riffle (20% of the sampled area). The only habitat variable fbund to
explain this lateral distribution was the higher proportion of loose pebbles and stones in the left part of the

riffle. Concurrently, pebbles and stones were more embeded in sand in the right part of the riffle than

anywhere else.
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Figure 7: Mean numbers of sculpins seen during the 24 h cycle at each

sampling dates.

DISCUSSION

Results of electrofishing surveys in October have shown a spatial preference befween riffle and pool in
minnows and sculpins. Minnows were only present in pool whereas sculpins densities were higher in riffle. For
this reason, there was a sharing of the space between the two species, already observed in larger stream by

Jones (1975). However, densities of sculpins in pools were not negligible (1-1.5 ind/m2;. Eu"n if they are
known to select areas with coarse substrate (Greenberg and Stile, 1993), numbers of studies outline the wide
range of depth and water velocities used by this species (Gaudin and Caillère, 1990; Greenberg, l99l; Copp,
1992). In our study, sculpin preferences for riffle could have been emphazised in October by the presence of
small individuals (< 40 mm), which were 1.8 times more numerous in riffle than in pool. Because of
favourable coarse substrate (Greenberg and S'rile, op. cit.), or strong predation on larval in pool, riffles might
be better nursery areas for sculpins. The spatial segregation within the riffle/pool unit did not include stone
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loach. This species would prefer silt substratum and low velocities (Baglinière and Arribe-Moutounet, 1985).
Even if the area concerned by these conditions were much larger in pool compared with riflle, densities were
not higher in pool in this study. However, another parameter could have played a role in loach distribution.
According to Welton et al. (1983), loach strongly select weed against gravels or pebbles. Yet, in our study
aquatic macrophytes (mainly Ranunculus sp.) covered 40%oof the surface in riffle when it covered only 5%
in pool. The two factors (silt in pool and weed in rifile) might have compensated each other.

At a nycthemeral scale, there were no macrohabitat shifts between day and night for loach, sculpin and
minnow. This result confirms previous snorkling observations on macro and microhabitat used by sculpins
during day and night (Roussel and Bardonnet, in press). According to riffle observations, most of the sculpins
entirely visible, were counted at dusk. This agrees with previous results on a dark-activity released by light
reduction at sunset for sculpin (Andreasson, 1969). However, if locomotor activity was restricted to dusk in
May in Andreasson's study, it generally kept on going at a high level throughout the night for the other
seasons, which happened only in October in our study. Other studies onCottus sp. confirmed a night activity
(Gaudin, l98l; Greenberg and Holtzman, 1987), but underlined the possible change in rhythmic activity
according to density or trophic conditions. No specific areas were chosen throughout the quadrants during
dusk compared with the other time of the day. Sculpins are known to have a small home range and to spend
most of their time under cover (Downhower et al. 1988; Greenberg, l99l). Experimental (Gaudin, op.cit.) as
well as field resutts (Greenberg, op.cit.) show that sculpins have a high residency rate spending most of their
time under or close to their stone shelter. Then, even at the smatl spatial scale we worked (0, 16 m2) no
habitat change was revealed.

Water depth is considered as one of the most important factor affecting spatial distribution of salmonids in
stream in autumn (Egglishaw and Shackley, 1982). In natural stream, spatial segregation exists between
Young-Of-the-Year in shalow habitats and older trouts in deepest ones (Baglinière and Arribe-Moutounet,
1985; Kennedy and Strange, 1986). Our observations showed that YOY appeared early in pool (July).
Besides, in October, no significant difference was found for YOY densities in riffle and in pool. Then, the
progressive spreading from shalow to deepest areas by YOY would have began sooner in this study compared
with Elliott (1986) who observed YOY in pools only in winter.
Distribution of One-Year-Old and older trouts within the riffle/pool unit changed between day and night. In
October, both riffle and pool were used by day, whereas most of trouts were in pool at night. This tendency
has been already observed for OYO in an experimental study (Roussel and Bardonnet, 1995), but only 25%
of individuals in average were in riffle during daylight. Differences in riffle use between the two studies could
be explained by the absence of shelter in the experimental study.

Diving observations in pool confirmed that the number of trouts in the pool was significantly higher at
night, and this was true from May to October. Trout used the pool almost exclusively as a resting area in
August and October, whereas 25-45% of active trouts were observed in the pool the rest of the year. There
are few studies on seasonal variations of brown trout feeding activity in the wild under our latitudes: Bachman
(1984) observed a summer decrease of feeding rate. However, there were changes in density at the pool scale
with a large decrease in winter which could be an explanation for the difference in the level of activity in
winter. At a nycthemeral scale, feeding activity was essentially diurnal, even if some individuals were
observed free-swimming at night in spring and July. Nocturnal activity has been already reported for brown
trout (Clapp et al., l99l), which have a special ability to feed under very low light level (Robinson and Tash,
1979). Obviously, our observations never showed a clear inversion in diel activity pattern as recorded
between summer and winter in northern streams (Eriksson, 1973; Mûller, 1978; Cunjak and Power, 1986;
Heggenes et al.,1993).
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Use of cover in the pool concemed mainly resting trout, with a maximum of cover use in July. However,
active trouts also use cover but only during low waterflows (July, August and October). Brown and Mackay
(1995) have also reported a higher cover use in summer and fall for cutthroat trout (Oncorhltnchus clarki).
Use of underbanks was high for active and active trouts. Aquatic macrophytes also provided a good shelter
for active trouts in summer.

Within the pool, spatial distribution of trout depended on their activity. Most of drift-feeding trouts were in
the main current of the pool, whereas half of the resting ones lied on the bottom of the back-eddy. Then, a
diel use of an infra-facies habitat (like back-eddy or main current), already observed under experimental
conditions (Roussel and Bardonnet, 1995) was confirmed by this field study. Within the entire riffle/pool
unit, diel movements from pool to riffle have to be related to feeding activity (Bridcut and Giller, 1993;
Roussel and Bardonnet, 1995). Then, the diel habitat change between feeding and resting position is
perceptible at different scales: the macro-scale which refer to the habitat type (riffle or pool in this study)
and the meso scale which refer to the main hydraulic events (vein of rvater current, back-eddies). The micro-
scale (microhabitat) was not studied here. It has been largely investigated since almost 20 years. A previous

study has emphasized how the variables of these different scales interacted on the diel habitat choice of one-
year-old trout (Roussel and Bardonnet, in press).
Spatial heterogeneity befween riffle and pool, and inside the pool provide a set of habitat condilions, which
authorized the achievement of diel activit ies without large displacement. For this reason, riff le/pool unit in
brook can be considered as a "functional unit" since trout found in it all the habitat conditions to realize the
whole of  thei r  dai ly  behavior .
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ABSTRACT
Microhabitat selection data from spatio-temporally heterogeneous streams must be interpreted in the
light of site and time, and particularly the spatial scale, range and dimensions studied. Salmonids in
streams select holding stations based on 3-dimensional microgradients 1cm3) in relevant habitat
variables. Traditional hydraulic models are one or 2-dimensional and simulate average hydraulic
conditions within large areas relative to the fish. Tests have indicated limited generality for habitat-
hydraulic models in predicting fish habitat selection and/or production capacity. The critical focus has
often been on a presumed inability of the habitat models to incorporare and model relevant variables
in habitat choice by fish. However, spatial dimensions and scale in hydraulic modelling may also be
important. It may be too coarse-grained to incorporate important ecological information derived from
fish microposition choice, which was the problem investigated here.
Micropositions occupied by young Atlantic salmon, Salmo salar, and brown trout, .!. trutta, in streams
are characterized by relatively low snout water velocities, but close to a fast current. To test
consistency in and modelling of microposition choice, behaviour and position of 725 fish were
recorded by direct underwater observation at a particular location and moment in time, at particular
spatial scales and ranges. Fish positions were located to the nearest cm3 within a heterogeneous 122 m
fong river section representing about 2000 - 3600 m2 or 355 -3745 m3 depending on waterflow within
the studied range of 3 - 4 m3s-r. To reduce environmental noise in the data, observations were
implemented over an ll-day period with stable flows and weather conditions. A microposition
selection model was developed. A numerical model for 3-dimensional simulation of water flow in
rivers with large roughness elements was developed for the same river section. The geometry of the
section was measured by random stratified sampling in the field with 2061 data entries.
Vy'ater velocity measurements were used to validate the model performance. We compared our 3D
micro-model with a conventional habitat-hydraulic model, by simulating habitat suitabilities at water
flows of 2 - 5 m3s'r. The results indicated differences between models based on simulations of water
velocities and depth. Optimal flow was about 3.5 m3s-' for the conventional 2D model, while it varied
little in the studied flow range for the 3D model. This is attributed both to differences in hydraulic and
biological models, e.g. depth dimension and snout velocity. The results are discussed in the context of
spatial dimension and scale problems associated with conventional hydraulic modelling.

INTRODUCTION

Optimal foraging theory suggests that foraging behaviour in animals maximize potential net energy
gain, although such behaviour may be modified by risk (e.g. Hart 1993). Streamliving salmonids are
ideal examples of such behaviour. Because their foraging behaviour translate into spatial requirements
(e.g. Hill & Grossman 1993), this is of relevance in habitat-hydraulic modelling. In streams juvenile
Atlantic salmon (Salm. salar) and brown trout (Salmo trutta) m inly feed by holding station against
the current and dart out to catch food items drifting past in the current. Consequently, potential net
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energy gain of a holding station is determined through micro water velocities (energy gain = drifting
food items; energy cost = holding position in the current and intercepting food items), i.e. spatial
requirements at or close to the holding station. Thus, studies of trout and salmon habitat selection in
streams have consistently demonstrated that of all studied habitat variables, the fish are most selective
for low snout water velocities, presumably to reduce energy cost of holding position in the current (e.
g. Heggenes et al. 1996).

This is the ecological basis for reasonably predictive models of microposition choice by fish in
streams (e.g. Hughes 1992, Hill & Grossman 1993). On the other hand, habitat-hydraulic models
simulating habitat productive capacity have experienced less success. One obvious reason may be the
lack of congruence in spatial dimensions and scale between fish habitat selection and hydraulic
models. Fish observations are made on a certain location and time, and on certain spatial and temporal
scales. Conventional hydraulic models use relatively large spatial scales and are one or 2dimensional.
They simulate average hydraulic conditions within 'cells' of several m2 or more. Fish, however, select
holding stations also based on 3dimensional microgradients (cm3). Thus, inability of hydraulic
models to simulate conditions in three dimensions and on a smaller scale known to be relevant to fish,
may explain part of the hitherto limited success. Based on ecological theory, incorporating 3-
dimensional modelling on small spatial scales would be appropriate.

Therefore, the objectives of our study was, first to develop a 3-dimensional model able to simulated
hydraulic conditions on small spatial scales known to be relevant to fish. A second objective was to
test the ecologically based hypothesis that there would be discrepancies between 3dimensional
habitat-hydraulic modelling on a small scale and conventional 2-dimensional modelling on a large
scale, leading to different descriptions of habitat suitabilities. We did this by investigating how habitat
suitability changed with water flow, by conventional hydraulic modelling and compared to 3D
microposition modelling. If discrepancies were found, this would pose a serious problem to habitat
modelling, if not, this would be of theoretical interest, but not call for adjustments in the conventional
habitat modelling approach.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The 19 km long River Gjengedalselva, a third order soft-water stream, is located on the central west
coast of Norway. It has a drainage area of l?l km2. Mean annual discharge is 12 m3s'1, but the water
flow regime is highly variable due to snowmelt and precipitation, with mean low flows in late winter
(January-May) and during dry summer periods around l-2 m3s-r, and high floods in spring and fall
often up to 100 m3s'r (maximum 240 m3s'r). Atlantic salmon and brown trout were the only fish
species observed on the studied river section. One l22m long river section (Fig. l), consisiting of a
pool, run, riffle, and rapid representing a range of habitat-hydraulic conditions available to the fish,
was chosen for study.

Fish microhabitat selection
Behaviour and microhabitat selection by young Atlantic salmon and brown trout were recorded by
direct underwater observation using a dry suit, mask and snorkel. Daytime observations were during
an ll-day period (4-15 September 1995), between 09.00 and l8.00hours, when underwater visibility
was 7 meters or more, and weather conditions and water{low (3-4 m3s't) werc stable. This was done to
reduce possible effects of uncontrolled environmental effects on fish behaviour (waterflow, light,
temperatures). All snorkeling work was done by the same diver. Each dive started at the downstream
end of the section, and the diver moved slowly upstream in a zigzag fashion to randomize any bias
associated with nearshore or midstream observations. On encounter, a fish holding station was
observed for up to 6 minutes to establish fish species, study its behaviour and make sure it was
holding a microposition of its own choice. If so, species, behaviour, total frsh length (tlcm) and
height above bottom (+lcm) were determined by the diver. Snout position was marked with a
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Figure 1. Depth contour map of the section in R. Gjengedalselva with numbered transects for
conventional modelling. Flow from right to left.

coloured lead weight with a flag. Later, distance from river bank and nearest transect (tlcm). snout
water velocity (+lcms-l), surface water velocity lcms-l), mean water velocity lcms-l;, 

""â,"i"fwater depth (+lcm) were determined. A direct reading Hôntzsch Flowtherm sensor FT25GFA fitted
with a 1.8-cm diameter vane wheel was used to measurc velocities.

Hydro-physical modelling
Data on actual waterflows were provided from two gauging stations in the river (22 and I I years of
data, respectively). Flows are greater than or equal to annual mean flows less than 40Vo of ihe year
(<3ovo in winter), indicating short time periods with very high runoff and correspondingly iong
periods with low. Data on topography were collected by in situ surveying of 206l verticals, u-nâ *".Ë
used to describe the river bed in the Sediment Simulation In Intakes with Multiblock option (SSIM)
3-dimensional hydraulic model (Olsen and Stokseth 1995). The data were also used tà describe the
topography of l0 transects for conventional habitat modelling with the HABITAT (Harby and
Heggenes 1995) in the River System Simulator (RSs). Addirional topographic data were collecied in
4 transects for conventional modelling (Fig.l). Also water velocities were measured on two
contrasting water flows, 2 and 5 m's-I, in these 4 additional transects. The velocity measurements
served as input in the conventional HABITAT model, as well as for validation of the SSIM model.
Water velocities (cms-l) were measured 0.05 and 0.10 m above the river bed, and at 0.6 x total depth.
We used an OTT flow meter with vane wheel diameters of 5 and l0 cm, and over a 40 sec. period.
Water surface elevations were measured at 2 and 5 m3s'r for calibrations of the HEC-2 pS ermy
Corps of Engineers l99l ) in the HABITAT and calibration of the initial water surface calculations in
the SSIM.

In the conventional habitarhydraulic model, HEC-2 simulates steady flow. The results from HEC-2
serve as input for the HABITAT model, together with transect data for water depth, mean water
velocity and substrate, and fish preference data.

The 3-D SSIM model was used to simulate water depths and velocities with high spatial resolution.
The program solves the Navier-stokes equations with the k-epsilon model on a three-dimensional
almost general non-orthogonal grid. The grid is structured. A control volume method is used for the
discretization, together with the power-law scheme or the second order upwind scheme. The SIMpLE
method is used for the pressure coupling. The solution is implicit, alio over the boundary of the
different blocks. This gives the velocity field in the geometry. The velocities are used when solving
the convection-diffusion equations for different sediment sizes (Olsen 1995, Olsen and Stokset[
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1995). The biological model for suitable fish habitat is based on the same variables as for HABITAT,
in addition to snout water velocity.

We used a grid of 50x30x6 grid-lines in the i- (parallel to the flow), j- (perpendicular to the flow) and
k-directions (depth). This corresponded to 7105 cells for habitat-hydraulic modelling. To investigate
possible influence ofspatial resolution, we also used a grid of99x29x5 = 14355 cells.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Model calibration
Calibration of the HEC-2 normally means adjusting the friction, described by Mannings formula
(French 1986), so as to fit calculated water surface elevation with observed values. Calibration results
(Fig.2) indicated best fit in the area between transects 0 to 6 and 12-13, while fit was poorer in the
high-gradient and more hydrodynamically complex area 7 to I l. The SSIIM calculations were closer
to the observed values (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Calibration results for the HABITAT and validation of the SSIM compared to
observed values.

Due to preliminary technical and practical problems, we were only able to compare mean water
velocities for two transects and at a flow of 2 mrs-r. In the low-gradient (pool) transect 4 observed
mean velocity was 0. I 13 ms'r, which was close to 0. I I ms-r calculated by HABITAT and 0. I 19 ms-r
by SSIIM. In the more high-gradient (riffle/rapid) transect 8 conesponding values were 0.341 ms"' for
observed, and 0.38 ms'r and 0.342 ms-r for the HABITAT and SSIIM, respectively. Thus the SSIM
calculations were closer to observed values than were the HABITAT calculations particularly at
higher gradients, and suggesting more realistic hydraulic modelling in more complex situations.

Fish habitat selection
During I I days of intensive observation, microposition and habitat data were collected for 602
individual young Atlantic salmon (mean total length 8.6cmtSD2.4, range 3.5-l6cm) and 123 brown
trout (mean TL 7.lcmtSD3.Z, range 3.5-20cm) (Fig. 3). There were signifrcant differences in habitat
use between species (Kolmogorov-Smimov and Kruskal-Wallis tests, p<0.05). Relative to brown
trout, Atlantic salmon selected holding stations with higher snout water velocities (median 2 and 5
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cms''; respectively), closer to the bottom (median 8 and 2 cm; respectively) and in deeper rvater
(median 37 and 65 cm), i.e. more in the midstream areas (Fig. 3). Trout occupied areas closer ro the
river banks.
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Figure 3. Microposition selection by ffi2 Atlantic salmon (solid line) and 123 brown trout
(darted line) for snout water velocity, height above bottom and water depth on a l25m section

in Gjengedalselva R.

In calculation of preferences for habitat-hydraulic model simulations we focused on Atlantic salmon
which provided more data, and pooled data to make them more robust by using relatively large unit
intervals for depth and mean water velocity, and by categorizing (micro)habitat variables into
preferred, indifferent and avoided (Tab. I ).

Table l. Preferences for (micro)habitat variables for Atlantic salmon in R. Gjengedalselva

(Micro)habitat
variable

Preferred Indifferent Avoided
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Snout water rælocity (cms-l)

Snout water velocitv 0 - 9 l 0 -  1 5 > 1 5
Mean water velocity 15 -22 t - 1 4 , 2 3 - 2 6 0 .>26

|  -24 .>90Total water depth 5 0 - 8 5 2 5 - 4 9 . 8 6 - 9 0
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Comparison of 3-dimensional and 2-dimensional models

While the conventional 2D modelling could be easily done on a computer, the 3D modelling proved ro
be demanding and timeconsuming with respect to computer resources. Thus results are reported for a
limited range of environmental conditions.

Mean water velocity
The small-scale 3D and the conventional larger scale 2D models were compared by simulating
suitable (micro)habitat versus flow, i.e. for the variables snout and -"- *at"i velociiy and depth
(Fig. 4)' It is important to point out that trends are more easily comparable, while thé 2D model
quantifies habitat as area and the 3D as volume. Simulations of suitabte mean water vetocities were
different between the two models. The conventional model showed a clear optimum at 3.5 m3s't with
about 45Vo of total river section area as preferrcd, while the SSIM indicated much less (about 20% of
total volume) and also little variation in preferrcd mean velocities. Similarly, with respect to
indifferent mean water velocity habitat (Fig. 4), the conventional model indicated a low of about 20Zo
of total area at 3.5 m3s-r. In contrast, ttre SSUtvt model suggested decreasing volumes representing
indifferent mean velocities with increasing flows (from 6O to 35%). Only wittr respecr to avoided
mean water velocity habitat was there reasonable agreement between the two models. Because the
biological models are identical with respect to mean water velocity prcferences (Tab. l), this striking
discrepancy between the predictions of the two models may be attributed to differences in their
respective spatial scales and hydraulic models.
Simulations of water velocities in the SSIIM are derived theoretically. The small-scale field data
(including velocity measurements from more points than the HABITÀQ are only used to validate
model performance. The conventional HABITAT only simulates one mean velocity per transect, and
assign velocities to cells based on proportional linearity with field measurements. Which model is
more realistic remains to be demonstrated, but theoretically the SSIIM is because of its smaller scale.
From a management point of view, the two models suggest very different solutions to the sarne
problem.

The investigated flow range of 2-5 m3s'r may seem nanow. However, the greatest changes in habitat
conditions tend to take place at the lower flows which we therefore chose to investigate.

Depth
We found considerable differences also with respect to both quantity and trends in simutated suitable
water depth habitat versus flow (Fig. a). The conventional 2D model show decreasing prcferred
depths with increasing flow, from 40Vo of total area at 2 m3s'r to 25Vo at 5 m3s-r. On the ither hanO,
the 3D model indicated a stable volume of about 45% within the simulated flow range. Indiffercnt
depths were more similar, yet the 2D model suggested a slight increase and the 3D a decrease. Again
trends in avoided habitat were the same, an increase with increasing flows. As with mean water
velocities' the biological inputs of depth preferences are identical. Again, this suggets that the
differences are cartsed by diffent spatial scales and calculation procedurés in the hyd-Àtc modets.
The water surface levels in the two models are almost identical. However, simulatiôns in the SSIM
include more small-scale and detailed data on the bottom topography, while the conventional
HABITAT have no data from between the transects. Therefore, it is tifetyitrat the SSIIM simulations
are more realistic. The difference in scale amounts to differences in trcnds and quantified suitable
depth habitat.

Snout water velocities
As might be expected, the SSIM indicated a relative reduction in suitabte snout velocity votumes
with increasing flow (Fig. 4). As flow increased, the suitable habitat contracted to a thin layer close to
the bottom and smaller votumes close to the river banks. This is consistent with field observations
(e.g' Heggenes et al. 1996), with increasing velocities salmon are found in closer association with the
river bed. As flow decreased, the relative velocity differences in the vertical dimension incrcased. We
speculate that this suggests greater bias for habitat-hydraulic modets, which are based on calculation
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2D HABITATmodel.

of mean water velocities, at lower flows. Small-scale 3D models incorporating snout velocities are
likely to become more realistic when the relative velocity differences in the vertical direction
increases, usually at low flows and./or when stream morphology is complex. An assessment of suitable
minimum flow is often the problem we try to address by using habitat-hydraulic modeling.
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We did an exploratory test of the influence of spatial resolution per se by doubling the number of grid
cells in the flow direction in SSIIM simulations for the 3.5 mts-' flow. The results (Fig. 5) suggested
no important changes in predicted habitat suitability for snout water velocities, which presumably in
the most scale sensitive habitat variable. This may suggest that the SSIM simulations close to the
river bed (and river banks) are not precise enough for microposition modelling. This can be improved
by using more topographic data and a porosity option (Olsen 1995). Olsen and Stokseth (1995) found
reliable SSIIM results also close to the river bed using this approach. Also, in this modetling we did
not include biological modelling of a nearby fast current (providing food, above)

Figure 4. Modelled snout water velocity suitabilities for Atlantic salmon parr at 3.5 m3s'r
waterllow in R. Gjengedalselva september 1995. Simulations for 3D small-scale SSIIM model at

normal and doubled grid are compared.

If the two model approaches were used independently to find an optimal minimum flow with respect
to Atlantic salmon habitat and for the investigated river section, the conclusions would have been
differcnt. The 2D larger scale HABITAT model clearly indicated 3.5 m3s-r as an optimum flow, both
considering mean water velocities and depths. In contrast, the 3D small-scale SSIIM indicated little
variation is preferred mean velocities and depths within the investigated range of flows (2-5 m3s-t).
Also considering indifferent habitat, a lower optimum flow appears to be the better solution.
Simulations of preferred snout water velocities would support this conclusion. V/hich solution is the'correct' solution, i.e. which model is more realistic? It seems obvious that 3D small-scale modelling
has greater potential for realistic modelling, but it is yet in its infancy. One step is to refine modelling
procedures, e.g. with respect to porosity and topography. A particularly interesting aspect is the
potential for more sophisticated biological models, e.g. incorporating scale and time. Another step is
of course to test the model predictions with in situ field data.
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ABSTRACT

A two-dimensional (2-D) application of juvenile salmon habitat modeling is presented. A reference srudv site on the
Moisie River, where a projected water diversion has been proposed, was chosen to implement the application.
Validation of the model and implications for instream flow requirements recommendations represented the key issues
of this research. The retained validation procedure which had to be adapted to a large river context is based on the
aptitude ofthe habitat suitability indexes (HSI models) to reliably represent the habitat selection behaviour by fish. It
also focusses on the use of distinct biological data sets to implement the comparative analysis between observations
and predictions, and on the use ofreliable physical data provided by a 2-D hydrodynamic model based on a Triangular
Irregular Network (TIN). A brief description and a discussion on the use of this particular "firnite element" modeling
tool are given. Comparison with the l-D approach and their appropriate use among different flow management or
habitat enhancement contexts is also discussed. Apparent inconsistencies in HSI established for different years and
hydrological conditions are presented and discussed in relation to instream flow recommendations. Results of the
validation procedure are included together with a description of the consequences of the use of this particular
validation strategy on instream flow requirements recommendations. The expected output of these recommendations
would be an "attenuated habitat regime" with a more sustained availability of juvenile fish habitat.

KEY-WORDS: Two-Dimensional model / One-Dimensional model / Model validation / Juvenile habitat / Atlantic
salmon I Salmo salar I Habitat suitability indexes / HSI / Triangular Irregular Network / TIN / Hydrodynamic model
/ Physical habitat / Finite element method / Spatial validation strategy / Instream flow requirements / Habitat selection
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INTRODUCTION

Context

The Moisie River flows into the gulf of St. Lawrence on its northem shore at approximately 20 km west of Sept-Îles,

Quebec (50" 12'N,66'05'W; Figure l). The Moisie River watershed drains an area of 19 248 knr. which is

characterized by a dominant Precambrian bedrock covered by acid soils and a boreal forest dominated by black spruce

Picea mariana, balsam fir Abies balsamea and white birch Betula papyrifera. The mean annual discharge of the river

at its mouth is 436 mYs, reaching maximum in spring and minimum in late winter. The most common fish species is

the Atlantic salmon (salmo salar), followed by the brook trout (salvelinus fontinalis) (Leclerc et al' 1995;

Boudreault et al, 1989).

Hydro-Québec, a public hydroelectricity utility, has undertaken studies on the energy potential ofthe drainage basin of

the Sainte-Marguerite River, a neighbour of the Moisie River. The preliminary planning scheme includes the

diversion into the Sainte-Marguerite River of 74Vo of the discharge of the Aux Pékans and Carheil Rivers, two

upstream tributaries (Figure l). This would represent a 42Vo reduction of the annual average discharge of the Moisie

River at the confluence with the Aux Pékans and l3.4%o at the mouth of the river.

Figure I : Moisie River waûershed and location of Taoti study site
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A major concem of these studies was to determine a minimum recommended flow for the preservation of Atlantic

salmon habitats, which motivated the development and application of two-dimensional rearing and spawning habitat

models (Boudreault et al, 19891' Leclerc et al, 1995). More recently, complementary habitat model validation studies
appeared necessary to increase confidence in the tools, in particular, forjuvenile habitat modeling. Different aspects of

the methodology, in particular, the sensitivity of the habitat model to an increase in the precision of the physical

model, and the representativeness of habitat preference curves with regard to the spatial distribution of juvenile fish
population were identified as important concems. The first concem was more methodological as it did not represent a
key element of decision for the project. The second aspect related to model validation has been identified as a strategic
issue by regional pressure groups which participated in the public hearings on the project.

The validation issue

The most common validation strategy for habitat model relies on the functional relation between two data sets:
simulated habitat availability - vs - fish biomass. The suirable fish habitat availabilit.v (Weighted Usable Area: WUA)
is established for limitative phases of the life cycle of fish and for critical flow discharges, usually low flows. The

biomass is usually estimated for the corresponding phase and spatial scale, i.e., the river reach under study. to insure

the homogeneity of the two data sets. However, this procedure is very costly to undertake as it requires an intensive

monitoring of total biomass over several years. In fact, the relatively high degree of uncertainty related to both data
sets leads to large intervals of confidence of conelation computations and the only way to reduce the uncenainties is to
increase the sample size. It is also possible to raise the precision of each data set by either increasing the field effort or
by using a better physical habitat model. When successfull, this classical strategy offers the highest degree of
confidence with regard to the habitat - flow discharge relationship as it is based on an explicit relation with biomass.
However, due to the cost of such a validation effort, it is only affordable on small rivers.

Despite the difficulty of applying this methodology, some authors successfully found such habitat - discharge - vs -

biomass relationships using the PHABSIM modeling approach: Capra (1995), Nehring and Anderson (1993), Jowett
(1992), Souchon et al (1989), Bovee et al (1988), Gowan (1984), and Orth and Maughan (1982), for instance. Some
others did not succeed in frnding such relationship: Conder and Annear (1987), Scott and Shirvell (1987) and Shirvell
and Morantz (1983),. This does not invalidate the methodology because the failure may be attributed to several factors
such as the intrinsic uncertainties of the different data sets, insufficient sampling effort and corresponding large
confidence intervals. One can also invoke the failures to satisfy underlying model hypothesis, e.g. optimal occupation

by fish, tenitorial behaviour, or representativity of Habitat Suitability Indexes (HSI). The non-limitative role of
velocity, depth and substrate variables in habitat definition is proposed as an explanation for failure by Conder and
Annear (1987). Morhardt and Altouney (1988) and Fausch et al (1988) consider that the plant cover on banks, a
variable that is not usually considered by classical models, plays a significant role on habitat quality. Obviously, one

can argue that this factor is mostly significant for streams. Again, this statement does not invalidate the methodology,

it simply points out the weakness of a model neglecting a significant variable. Baltz et al (1987) consider that
temperature should be included as a basic variable to improve the model. Again, they point out the representativity of
retained variables. Finally, Bourgeois (1992) and Bourgeois et al (1996a) consider that some model validation failures
might be attributed to the intrinsic limitations of PHABSIM paradigm to represent spatial heterogeneity of physical

variables, and consequently, the physical habitat.
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A validation strategy adapted to a large river

For juvenile habitat model validation on the Moisie River, we were confronted to major constraints while choosing a

proper strategy. The rivergabarit (discharge usually >150 mr/s; depths often >1.5 m, velocity often > 1.5 m/s. etc...)

restricted the use of electro-fishing to determine either the biomass or absolute densities. Usual validation strategies

based on WllA for a critical flow - vs - biomass could not be undertaken efficiently and affordably. An altemate

strategy was then developed in order to validate the fish habitat suitability model (HSI) by correlating directly the

habitat value and a relative abundance determined bv divers observations.

This approach does not determine a critical flow for fish populations, but at least, it increases the confidence in the

IryUA-discharge relationship as estimated with the retained HSI, and it predicts a probable hsh distribution tbr a grven

flow range. In absence of a clearly identified "critical minimum flow" for juvenile frsh populations during the rearing

period, the determination of a guaranteed minimum flow will then be based on the maintenance of close-to- optimum

conditions as demonstrated by the WUA-discharge relationship. Such a rational would then consequently lead to a

decrease of summer flow discharges during wet years (as a result of the diversion) and a corresponding increase

during dry years (release from the storage reservoir via the diversion dam). This approach to flow regulation can be

interpreted as a "low peak attenuation strategy" resulting into a higher and more sustained habitat availability.

METHODOLOGY

Moisie River habitats : rational of reference site selection

The river reach which has been selected for habitat studies is called Taoti and it is located 207 km upstream from the

Moisie River mouth and 90 km below the proposed diversion. It is only accessible by air. The complete rational for

selecting this site has been presented in Boudreault et al (1989) and in Leclerc et al (1995). The main criterias were :

presence in great abundance of spawning areas and ofjuvenile habitats, best overall quality of habitats within the

river, sensitivity of the site to the flow reduction by the proposed diversion. The retained site has the following

dimensions : 1020 m lenght and -300 m average width. Mean summer discharge stands around 168 mr/s and the

projected diversion would reduce it by 33Vo without flow release. Geomorphologically, the site is a typical

shallow-water breaded reach. Figures 2aand2 b show site maps for bathymetry and substrate classification.

Sampling : physical data

Two field sampling campaigns were conducted in 1994 and 1995 for physical characterization. The first one allowed

to record the bathymetry along transverse sections with a total amount of l2 000 measurement points which provide a

very good estimate of the morphology. Positioning was obtained by using a transit while depths were measured by

echosounder (Hydro-Québec, 1995). Substrate size and composition were characterized by visual interpretation over

576 patches (9 m2 area each) as described by Bourgeois et aI (1996b). Local percentage of coverage by each of 5

characteristic substrate sizes (boulders, cobbles, pebbles, gravel, sand) was estimated over the patches. Extrapolation

over the entire river reach was obtained by a meso'scale visual interpretation procedure (delineation of homogeneous

areas). A DGPS (Differential Global Positioning System) was employed successfully in 1995 (Trimble ProXL

instrument) for positioning.

Among physical variables that need to be established in the field for hydrodynamic model implementation, one can

mention stage-discharge relationship at the upstream and downstream sections of the study reach (used for driving
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boundary conditions within the two'dimensional model); position of the dry-wet limits (wetted-area) for two distinct

flows (135 and 160 m3/s) to validate the drying-wetting capabilities of the hydrodynamic model; velocity

measurements (vertically integrated) for discharges of 86 and 197 mr/s ; and water level corresponding to 8l and 197

mt/s flows (both data sets used for hydrodynamic model validation purposes).

Figune 2 : Taoti study site: a) depth for a dischage of 197 mr/s ; b) substrate classification (mean grain size);

c) biological sampling stations; d) finite element mesh (FEM)

Samoling : bioloeical data

Observation of the presence-absence and number of juvenile Atlantic salmon (0', l*, 2*) was realized by snorkeling

identification on patches of9 m2. The observed number ofjuveniles in each patch was later translated into a "relative"

density for the validation procedure. The main goal was to acquire a data set representing the relative fish distribution

over the study site (Bourgeois et al, 1996b). Figure 2c depicts the biological sampling effort by showing the patch

distribution on the site. Local velocity and depth were also measured at each patch. These values were not used in the

physical modeling because of the high heterogeneity of the data set with respect to flow discharge. Measurements

were done at each fish location (for presence offish), or at the patches center (absence).
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The summer of 1995 was characterized by of a very severe drought possibly critical for fish population (probability of

once every 50 years; discharge of 50-60 m3/s typical of the end of August and relatively high water and air

temperatures). These particular conditions provided a very contrasting flow state with regard to fish habitat

distribution under more usual discharge conditions. Therefore, this rare situation in 1995 is susceptible to increase the

reliability of the habitat model validation exercice due to the fact that the fish's preferendum was established in 1988

during a previous study while flow discharge stood around 130-160 m3/s (Leclerc et al,1995: Boudreault et al, 1989).

Two-dimensional (2-D) drving-wetting hydrodynamic model

A complete description of ùe 2-D hydrodynamic model used for this study is available in Leclerc et al (1990a,b) and

Boudreau et al (1994). A more specific description of the tool for habitat modeling purposes is provided in Leclerc er

al (1994, 1995, 1996). Briefly, this model provides dynamic drying-wening capabilities, an essential feature to deal

with natural watercourse processes where the lateral flow boundaries move continuously with flow discharge or tides.

As in every 2-D horizontal model, velocities are vertically integrated (mean value). The model uses a so-called

"non-conservative" mathematical formulation (velocities and water levels as primitive state variables) based on

St-Venant, or shallow water equations. It also uses a finite element (often called TIN for Triangular Irregular

Network) spatial and numerical discretization scheme which is reputed to provide the best interpolation method to

reproduce adequately the field data within the so-called "Numerical Terrain Model" (NTM). Finally, the program

offers the possibility to deal with transient flow processes (e.g., tides) but this feature is not currently used for rivers

which usually have a quasi steady-state behaviour.

Physically, when compared to one-dimensional (l-D) solution tools, this category of models offers more reliable

results for use in habitat models. In fact, complete 2-D models cover the entirc range of forces and acceleration that

occur in the natural flow equilibrium, i.e., local and convective accelerations, gravity (slope), bottom, plant and ice

resistances, wind stresses, turbulent shear stresses and compressions, and Coriolis force. The calibration procedure

is also simplified as it only relies on a local functional relationship between substrate or macro-rugosity sizes and

roughness coefficients (Boudreau et aI, 1994; Leclerc et al,1995). Therefore, this parameter does not depend on flow

discharge as in l-D models which set this parameter as a global flow dependent transverse section property instead of

a local (x, y) property.

Figure 2d shows the discretization mesh of the Taoti site which comprises 5 841 triangular elements and 12 227

computation nodes. Such a mesh size is necessary to represent adequatly the field data variability, especially,

bathymetry. But the NTM is still a model and consequently, it needs to be validated. However, as the mesh

construction has to be performed by using automated meshing tools (like the MODELER developed at INRS-Eau) to

achieve the job readily, one should be carefull with high level of automation. In fact. the tool should offer the users a

minimum of visual control over the field data transfer process. Figure 3 depicts a validaæd computed flow field for a

discharge of 86 m3/s, a low flow state. Notice the dry areas identified automatically by the model during simulation.

The most usual range of summer hydrological conditions (55-300 m3/s) represenæd by fourteen different flow-events

was simulated for habitat modeling purposes.
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Habitat suitability models

Different sets of HSI curves were developed for salmon parr rearing habitats. Each one takes into account the
availability of physical conditions within the river to identify frsh's preferenda instead of simple utilization curves
(Bovee, 1986). Two biological models were established, each of them comprising the suitability curves (basic indexes)
for velocity, substrate and depth, and a global index computed by a geometric mean of basic indexes, as follows:

IG = Ii/' IbH. I's

Iv, In and /5 are respectively basic indexes for velocity (V), depth (H) and substrate size (S); a, b and c represent
weighting factors, the sum of them equals 1.0. These factors (Table l) were obtained from a principal component
analysis (PCA) and were determined from the relative contribution of each variable to the explained variance.

Velocity (m/s)
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i ' ' ,0 .2
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i?:
.  ; ' ;
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Simulated-----+
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Figure 3 : Velocity module for a discharge of 86 mr/s and measur€ment-prediction comparisons

The first model (M-88), targetted for biological validation purposes, was based on 1988 biological data obtained from
several study reaches in the Moisie River (Boudreadtet al, 1989), and on more usual hydrological conditions than in
1995. Following recommendations by an independent scientific steering committee which controlled the final
parametrization and use of these curves in 1989, some adjustments were made to them, especially at the extremes of
variable ranges in order to give back some habitat value to physical conditions pertaining to these ranges. This
approach was implemented to obtain a more conservative habitat model for all conditions. The adjusted parts of the
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curves are indicated on Figure 4. The physical variables that were considered then were mean velocity (4 a), depth (4

b) and mean grain size (4 c). The second model (M-1995) was set up using the same procedure with 1995 data
(Figure 4). As opposed to M-88, no adjustements were made on these curves. One can readily note that not all the HSI

curves are consistent over the years. This result is probably explained by the significant difference between the

hydrological conditions in 1988 and 1995. The discrepancies between the two models and their consequences on

habitat availability will be discussed larer.

Table I shows the different sets of weighting factors used for computing the habitat value through weighted geometric

mean. Again, one can observe some discrepencies between the different sets of parameters. When compared, M-88

and M-1995 point out to an increasing importance devoted to velocity and substrate by fishes in 1995 when

hydrological conditions were more severe.

Table l: Weighting factor for global index (IG) computation

Habitat model Data set for PCA
Velocity factor

a

Depth factor
b

Substrate factor

c

M-88
M-95

1988

1995

0.39
0.53

0.4
0.09
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0.38
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Figure 4 : Salmon parr Habitat Suitability Indexes for a) velocity; b) depth; c) substrate m€an size

Concepts of the validation method

Relative abundances of juvenile fishes were correlated to corresponding local habitat value taking into account the
particular daily discharge during the biological survey. Local values of physical conditions were obtained from the
2-D hydrodynamic model by interpolating the velocity-depth results between the available simulated flow fields.

Strictly, the highest confidence in the validation procedure is obtained by using the 1995 biological data set to validate
M-88. This is highly suggested by a basic rule of model validation which states that a model developed (calibrated)

with a given data set (set A, 1988 survey) can not be validated with the same data. This implies the use of distinct data
sets (8, 1995 survey) obtained preferably under different conditions, to avoid a potential "totology". That is why,
herein, the best validation exercice is provided by comparing 1995 relative fish abundance to habitat value computed
from suitability curves determined from the 1988 survey.
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A second rule that has to be considered in validating models is related to the homogeneity of data sets to be correlated.
Ideally, the two data sets should share l) the same units, 2) the same spatial characteristics (scale and location) and 3)
the same temporal characteristics (duration period, time of occurence). When the model aims to establish a causal
relation between an independent variable (habitat value) and a dependent one (fish distribution) the units may be
distinct. In the particular case of the Moisie River, the two latter principles were strictly observed. N{oreover. in order
to increase the independence of the data sets under comparison, physical values of fish habitat were established from
the hydrodynamic model instead of from direct observations within the patches.

A similar comparison exercice were conducted by using M-95 to evaluate the sensitivity of distinct parametrizations
within the habitat model. This sensitivity analysis was based on the habitat availability (WUA) response to different
models with respect to discharge. In 2-D finite element models, functional relationships between WUA and discharge
can be defined from spatial integration of the flow domain with respect to local habitat value (lG) for each discharge.

(2) wuA= [  tc6,ùdA=l_AE. IGE
Flow domain NE

Where AE is the considered triangular element, NE the total number of elements within the mesh.

RESULTS

Physical model validation

The validation procedure for hydrodynamic models compares observation - vs - predictions for different variables,
usually velocities and water levels. This procedure is based on the verification of the agreement of two
unit-homogeneous data sets. Our experience of validating hydrodynamic models has led us to consider also the
discharges (imposed to the model - vs - realized through the resolution process, and mass conservation within the
model) and the lateral flow boundaries agreement (observed - vs - simulated). Herein, only the global agreement
metrics will be reported.

For the fourteen different flows under consideration (ranging from 55 to 30O m?s), disagreement between imposed and
computed discharges stands at around 2.4Vo (0.9Vo upstream limit; 4Vo downstream limi$. The mass conservation,
i.e., the difference between computed discharges at the upstream and downstream limits, is ùen achieved with a 4.3Vo
mean discrepancy. The better agreement for upstream limit is related to the fact that it corresponds to the upstream
discharge boundary condition. The stage-type boundary condition imposed at the downstream limit is a necessary
scheme to ensure "unicity" of the solution. The discharge calculated therein produces poorer results. Nevertheless,
such an agreement is considered very good.

As for the lateral position of flow limits, the validation procedure is performed by direct comparison of predicted and
observed locations. In general, a good agreement reveals that bathymetry has been well accounted for within the
NTM, especially along the banks, and also that the water surface level was well predicted. Again, the validation is
event-dependent. Two discharges were considered for this comparison: 135 and 160 mls. No metrics are available to
compare the data sets except visual interpretation. Generally, very good agreement was achieved, especially when the
bank slopes were steep. When horizontal flat zones are considered, only a small disagreement between measured
bathymetry and NTM, or between water level data sets can lead to rapidly increasing discrepancies. Moreover, it is
very difficult, both in the model and in the field, to evaluate homogeneously this information. This happened in a
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single area (less than 5Vo of the total boundaries) within the simulation domain where the habitat is not considet€d

good for juveniles due to small grain size, low velocities and sahallow water (Gibson, 1993). The consequences are

then negligible for fish habitat estimates .

For velocities, two discharges (86 and 197 m3/s) were considered for a total amount of thirty local observations
(Figure 3 for 86 m3/s). Vertical homogeneity of data sets is assured by vertical integration of velocity, both in the field
(average velocity at 0.8 and 0.2 x depth), and in the model (vertical mean as state variable). Horizontal scale of
homogeneity is more difficult to achieve as the velocity is measured very locally while the simulation results represent

more of a regional value. Nevertheless, a mean absolute deviation of 8,8Vc was achieved as a result which is

considered a very good agreement. Moreover, 83Vo of comparison points stood within a l57o deviation limit while

only two points showed poorer results.

A similar exercice was conducted for water levels. Usually, the agreement is very good in 2-D models and this
statement was again confirmed by discrepancies exceeding rarely +10 cm, even at the upstream limit where the
imposition ofboundary conditions is achieved through discharge alone.

Two-dimensional habitat distribution

Application of 2-D habitat modeling gives as a basic output a precise spatial distribution of habitat value for each life
stage. As a result of the use of accurate 2-D hydrodynamic model and of the finite element method to reprcsent
distributed variables, very contrasted and nuanced habitat maps can be drawn readily. Figure 5 depicts a typical map
of salmon parr habitat (M-88 model) for a close to optimum discharge of 130 m3/s. One can readily observe that, for
this discharge, most of the Taoti study site is formed of very good pan habitats (/G >0.7), the best values being
located close to upstream and downstream limia of the flow domain. One can also note that the habitats situated in the
middle zone are characterizedby a patchy structure.

Sensitivitv of habitat availability (WUA) to HSI model

To illustrate the sensitivity of WUA to frsh preferenda, Figure 6 depicts results for parr when using M88and M95.
The typical behaviour of these curves is classical : a quick increase of habitat availability with discharge below an
optimum value, an optimum flow value and a slight decrease with discharge within the flood range. One can notice
also that the WUA estimated from M88 is significantly higher (2-5Vo) for the most usual flow range (>125 m3/s). Tlris
behaviour is related to the fact that this model attributes a higher value to the higher range ofphysical conditions as a
result of both, the analysis of the 1988 data set, and the adjustements made by the scientific steering committee.
Nevertheless, the global aspect of these curves is very similar as they remain almost parallel. In fact, the optimum
WUA values stand around the same discharge, and increase or decrease of habitat availability with discharge occur
within the same flow ranges. Therefore, once converted into Instream Flow Needs, discrepancies between the different
models in use for the study would not lead to contradictory conclusions. The recommendation for minimum garanteed
flow at Taoti site was 135 nf/s (Boudreault et al, 1989).

Habitat model validation

Figure 7 shows the ultimate result of the validation exercice of juvenile salmon habitat nrodel on the Moisie River. On
this histogram, one can see that habitat value (lG), as computed by M88 model and predicæd values of physical
conditions, is represented as the independent (explicative) variable, and the apparent densities observed in 1995
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(number of parrs I area of patch) play the role of dependent variable. One can observe readily that juvenile salmon

express a growing preference for better and better habitats. One can also observe that the relation seems to adopt a
parabolic behaviour, i.e., the preference level for an increasing value of habitat does not progress linearly with this
variable. This suggest that when integrating linearly the flow domain with respect to habitat value (equation 2) to

compute l4zUA, small values of /G are likely to provide an overestimate of habitat availability. Other explanations

may also be adopted: either the habitat can be under-utilized, or the observer under estimates the fish presence

especially when the fish distribution is much diluted within the observed patch. Nevertheless, none of these

interpretations contredicts ùe fact that the fish chooses the best habitats and that the M88 model, which was

parametrized with a data set (1988) conesponding to very different physical conditions, succeeded in predicting

habitat selection by fish for the 1995 survey.

Habitat value
r  1 .0
=0.9
=0.8
= ô 7
t!ï;_{ '' '

ffi 0.4
L!o.t
' 0 .0

200 m

Figune 5 : Parr habitat map for the MEE model and a close-to-optimum discharge of 130 m3A
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DISCUSSION

On the validation strateg], and consequences on the decision rational of instream flow reouirements

The validation strategy adopted for this large river raises ttre following questions : what exactly has been validated,
and what are the consequences on the decision rational ? As pointed out at the beginning of the paper, the adopted
procedure does not lead to an explicit relationship between a "critical flow" (as represented by its corresponding
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WUA) and the fish biomass. Such a relation is ideal to set appropriate recommendations of minimum flow
requirements, because it reveals the limiting role of habitat on fish populations. In fact, it constitutes the strategic
component of the decision rational by anchoring the recommendation in "hard facts".

In our view, the procedure proposed herein permits to validate the I/S/ model itself (together with the weighting
factors) which represents the main component of the habitat model. Even il by doing so, a relation between habitat
and biomass is not defined, that does not mean that it does not exist. The question is how to set appropriate and
conservative recommendations for flow management ? Our attitr,rde has been to recomm€nd the maintenance of "close
to optimal" hydrological conditions in the river as "minimum flow requirement" rational. On the one hand, this
approach maximises the habitat availability, especially during naturally dry summers. On the other hand, the diversion
itself contributes to the habitat maximization by reducing the extreme sumrner floods during wet years, thus
maintaining habitat conditions closer to the optimum. The result of this approach would then be a habitat low peak
attenuation and a sustained high level of habitat availability.

Obviously, additional recommendations have to be proposed for the other critical life stages of fish, e.g., maintenance
flow for spring clean up fine material of riverbed, minimum flow requirements for spawning (fall), egg incubation (end
of winter) and upstream migration periods. This was done carefully and reported in Boudreault et at (1989). However,
these subjects were beyond the scope of this paper.

On the two-dimensional modeline approach

There would be a lot to mention on the use of a two-dimensional hydrodynamic modeling approach to spatial habitat
analysis. We will only note that such models seem necessary to estimate precise values of physical variables in time
and space and as a function of flow. In order to apply the proposed validation strategy, such models appear essential
to provide independent local (fishwise positionned) and flow dependent physical data sets to estimate habitat value. In
fact, the hydrodynamic model is not only a full part of the habitat model, it is a component of the decision tool and, in
this sense, it has to be validated together with the habitat model.

'Wherever 
it is possible to define a "critical WUA" - vs - biomass, a classical PHABSM l-D model is probably

suff,rcient to set flow recommendations as this approach succeeds in representing the general habitat trends with
respect to flow (Bovee, 1996; these proceedings). But our belief is that the l-D approach, even deterministic with
respect to physical conditions, achieve this goal statistically through spatial representativity. However, it can hardly
provide accurate, local sensitive habitat values, or be extrapolated to deeply modified physical conditions that would
result from habitat enhancements or highly reduced (or increased) flow conditions. This interpretation limits the use of
l-D models to reach-scale and obsenable flows dependent state variables, e.g. WIJA.

In more complex situations, use of 2-D modeling will provide consequently natural analyzing capabilities and features
to planners to set more appropriate recommendations for fish habitat protection. Moreover, our experience of 2-D
modeling - vs - lD demonstrates that the cost of 2-D applications is probably comparable, if not cheaper than l-D in
relaûon to field effort and validation procedure :

' no need to characterize inænsively flow velocities, only some validation results are necessary;
' bathymety can be measured randomly instead of systematically on cross sections;
' consistent roughness coefficients with local value of substrate size, resulting into a single step calibration

procedure.
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On the reproductibility of suitability curves : consequences on the habitat availabilitl, and IFN rational

It has been stated that suitability curves may vary from one year to another within the same river reach . Nickelson er
al (1992) and Baltz et al (1991) concluded to similar statements. One can speculate on the causes of this behaviour:
failure to satisfy underlying hypothesis of optimal occupation, intrinsic uncertainties related to the methodology of
suitability curves determination, etc... Again the question that can be raised is related to the consequences on the
recommendations of flow rcquirements for fish. It has been observed that even if the curves do not seem consistent
over the years, some characteristics remain the same, especially the optimal value of each single variable. In fact, even
ifextreme ranges ofphysical conditions are given different habitat values, this register does not play a significant role
tn the WUA estimation over a river section characterized by rich habitats. We also observed that even with distinct
habitat suitability models, the behaviour of habitaçflow curves does not seem very much sensitive, remaining parallel
(same slope and WUA optimum). This results in the same interpretation, relatively, for gain or lost of habitat with
respect to flow alteration. Consequently, flow recommendations should not suffer from apparent inconsistencies.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the size of the Moisie River imposed the choice of an alternative strategy for validating the juvenile

salmon habitat model. This strategy was based on the demonsftation of the appropriateness of using 1988 M88
suitability curves to estimate habitat availability with respect to flow. Technically, the use of a two-dimensional
hydrodynamic-habitat model was required not only to apply habitat modeling to a huge river but also to achieve the
validation strategy itself, by providing accurate fishwise located and flow dependent physical values to habitat
computation steps. It has also been demonstrated that, even with apparent inconsistencies in suitability curves over
years and different hydrological conditions, basic characteristics of the curves (e.g. optimum value) lead to a
successful demonstration of the appropriateness of using the M88 model for defining juvenile salmon habitat.

As for the decision rational, the difficulty in defrning a "critical" flow for population of juvenile salmon imposed the
modification of the usual approach to recommend minimum flow requirements. It has been decided to focus on tlre
maintenance of optimal conditions, especially during dry years when the modified flow in the river would be
maintained even higher than natural conditions. During the wet years, the result of upstream flow diversion would also
increase the habitat availability by reducing ttre high velocities and depths without a significant reduction of the wetted
area. This approcah can be interpreted as a "habitat low peaks attenuation strategy".
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ABSTRACT

PHABSIM is a widely used habitat model in North America and an important tool for fish habitat management. The
model was applied to establish a relation between Weighed Usable Area (WUA) and discharge for juvenile Atantc
salmon (Salmo salar) in Catamaran Brook, New Brunswick.

The objectves of our study were to assess ttre model's sensitivity to the input of physical parameters (water depth,
velocity, and substrate), as well as to bias introduced by the simulation model and the variability in the location of
transects. The uniqueness of our study design lies in an approach by habitat-type, and by the use of certain tests such
as the bootstrap technique, in order to beÉer quantify the sensitivity of PHABSIM for A0antic salmon.

Results of the sensitivity analysis showed that the model was not sensitive to random errors introduced in water depth
and velocity, or for substrate measurement done by different observers. However, the number of transects and their
locaton were responsible for most of the variability in predicted habitat with variability increasing as discharge
increased.

In general, PHABSIM is a robust model. This can be attributed to the considerable number of points used in the
model to establish a relation between WUA and streamflow. Just like for any other model, it is still necessary to be
aware of PHABSIM's limi6 and to have sufficient knowledge of the area where it is being applied.

Key Words: habitat, modeling, A0antic salmon, PHABSIM, sensitivity analysis.

l. Contribution No. 29 of the Catamaran Brook Habitat Research Project.
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II{TRODUCTION

With an increasing number of conflicts between water and aquatic resources users, it becomes mse and more
important to establish instream flows to protect ttE level of life of these aquatic ecosystems. To this end, the Instream
Flow Group of the U.S. Fish and Wilrllife Service <bveloped the Instream Flow Irrcrcmental Metlro<lclogy (IFIM:
Bovee, 1982). This method is among the most sophisticated for simulation of fish habitât and has widespread
applicaÙons in the field of environmental impaa $udies (Beecher, 1990). The maju component of IFIM is the
PHABSIM model (Milhous et a1..1989), which is used by engineers, hydrologist and biologist to establish a relarion
between discharge and the physical habitat at different life stages of variors species of fish.

Tfte PHABSIM model is most often used to make recommendations regarding instream flow requirements (Reiser et
al., 19891 Armour and Taylor, l99l), however, it has also been used in modeling physical habitat to link porential
available habitat with starding stocks of fish (Fausch et at., 1988). Desptte ûle widespread use of PHABSIM in
instream flow issues and habitat modeling, a considerable number of authors have criticized or questioned certain
aspects of this model (Mathur el al., 1985; Morhardt, 1986; Scon and Shirvell, 1987; Gore and Nester, 1988).

Fausch et al. (1988) indicaæd that most habitât models used rhus far, irrcluding PHABSIM, did not allow for
parameter sensitivity or confidence intervals. For instance, only a few studies have reported results on sensitivity
analysis pertaining !o PHABSIM. One such studies tested Ùle choice of different aggregation techniques of input
parameters and the biological data traosformation in the development of preference curves (Morhardt, 1986). In
fact, ttrc use of different aggregation techniques can have a profound influence ttr lVlJA{ischarge while tlË type of
biological datâ transformation will effect the slrape of the suitability index (SI) curve. Mortrardt (1986) also tested
ttp model's sensitivity to the location of transects and to the number of data points along ttrcm. Given the
considerable number of data points for each transect, PHABSIM was not found ûo be to sensitive to the variability
introduced by random errors of depths and velocities. This particular test consisted of a Monte Carlo simulation
technique using t307o errors in velocities andl,l}To errors in depth, which indicated that ttE model was qûte robust
ûo tlEse parameters. However, the rrodel seemd more sensitive tro the location of transects although not quantified
by Morhardt (1986).

Bartz (1990) verified PHABSIMs sensitivity to several possible rourines for tlp hydraulic simularion (e.g. IFG4,
WSP or MANSQ, the ctroice of aggregation techniques and the choice of habitat pref€rence curves. The tests were
perfmrned on different size streams; large (30 m%;, average (3 m%) and smalt (0.3 m%). As Morhardt (1986), tE
noted that the model was sensitive to the ctroice of aggregation techniques and suggested the use of site specific
habitat preference curves.

In a study by Gan and McMatron (1990) very different quantitative estimates of 1VLIA were obtainecl by tlre
permutation of the various options in the hydraulic and habitat simulation moùrles of PHABSIM. If results from
hydraulic simuladons can be veriûed by field measurement, techniques for validating habitat results are few, heme
the acceptance of these results must rest on the rcalism of the biological assumptions that are made.

fuiother important aspect of habitat modeling is the impact of mesohabitats and the different sequences of these
mesohabitats which can influence fish @uctivity (Ikrshner, 1992). In the present study we will refer to these
mesohabitats as habitat types which consist of a short segment of stream with a relatively homogenous habitat such
as riffles, runs and flats.
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The objective of the present study wits; a) to calculate the differences between the actual habitat using ûeld data for
water depth' velocity, and substrate (d, v, s) compared to a calibrated simutation model; b) to test the sensitivity of
PHABSIM to its input parameters (d, v, s); c) !o determined the variability of ttle WIJA curve within each habitât
types using a resampling technique; and d) to deærmined trrc effects of pooling together different tlpes of habitats.

Although many studies &alt with the sensirivity of PHABSIM (Barrz, 1990; Morhardr, 19g6; Gan and McMatron.
1990)' few have used the approach and comparison by habitat types as well as poourg different habitars together in
the analysis. comparisons were made using certain tests which better quantifies the sensitivity of pHABSIM for
Atlantc salmon (Salmo salar).

METHODOLOGY

Study area

This study was conducted within the Catamaran Brook Habitat Research Project. Initated in 1990, the Catamaran
Brook project is a long-term (15 yrs) multi-disciplinary research study of a small stream catchment of 50 kn2
(Figue l) in the Miramichi River system which is well known for its Atlantic salmon population. With a primary
focus on the aquatic biota (particularly salmonid fishes) and thet habitats, the broad objective of the study is to
quantify the effects, if any, of tmber harvest. The Atlantc salmon is the most coûunon fish species in Catamaran
Broolq with anadromous adults entering the brook to spawn in late October and early November. Brook trout are the
most common fish species in the headwaters sûeams and in Catamaran Lake (Cunjak er at., 1990).

To monitor discharge two hydrometric gauge are in operaton at Catamaran Brook, one at mid-basin (Mirtclle Reach)
with a drainage are of approximaæly 25 kn2 and the other gauge is at the mouth (I-ower Reach, 50 kn1. The mean
annual flow (MAF)' at the Middle Reach was estimated at 0.686 mt /s or 754 mm of runoff, while the MAF of the
whole basin is approximaæly 1.2 m%. Data on high and low flows show that the 2-yeu flood is in the order of 6
m3/s, whereas the 2-year low flow is at 0.06 m3/s in the Middle Reach.

In the present study, our sites were located in the Middle Reach, and consisted of 30 transects (10 in flat, l0 in run
and 10 in riffle habitat). of these 30 transects, 6 sets of 5 adjacent tansects were located in each habirat types for
comparative purposes. The six sites consisted of 2 flats, 2 riffles and 2 runs with each 5 adjacent transects. It should
be noted that the length of each habitat types was different as the transects were selected to include the fuu habitat
units (e.9. from the start of the riffle ûo tlte end). The total length of stream when habitat types were pooled was
90.8 m' Figure I shows the location of the study sites, as well as a plan view of the Middle Reach of Catamaran
Brook

PHABSIM Simulation

Three different field surveys were conducted during a high (between 2.6 m3/s to 3.6 m%), a medium (0.4 m3ls) and a
low flow period (0.17 m'/s; for which depths and velocities were measured. The characteristics of these parameters
as measured during the surveys are shown in Table I (Bourgeois, 1992). Substrate informaton was collected during
a separate survey using three different observers and two identification techniques; the pebblecount technique
(Kondolf and Li, 19E2) and a visual estimaton (Bovee, l9g2).
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FÏgure 1: Map of Catamaran Brook basin strowing the strdy reach and sampling sltes for the application d
PHABSIM.

To establish the rclation between habitât and flow for each of the six habitat types, a habitat simulaton using
PHABSIM was carried out for 13 differcnt flows ranging ûom 0.1 o 3.5 m%, inclucling three calibration flows.
This provided the weighted usable arca (lvuA) vs. discharge curve for each site.

The tlabitat-discharge rclation was calculated for nrro life stage of Atlantic salmon young-of-the-year (yOy) and
parr based on HSI curves developed by Morantz et al. (1987). A verification study \r,as conducted to test rhe
appIcability of these curves ûo Catamaran Brook @ourgeois et at., lgg16).

Exoerimenal Design

Since direct measurements of depth, velocity and substrate were available for the three calibratiôn flows, it was
possible to calculaæ ttæ lvuA dircaly without the hydraulic simutation of PHABSIM. These calctlations were
carried out to determined the bias inhoduced by PHABSIM <luring the simulation at the calibration flows.
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Table 1: Characteristics of waûer depth and velocity as measured in Catamaran Brook.

Habitat-type Parameter
Qhigh(3.0m%) Qavg (0.5 m%)

max avg
Qlow (0.15 m3/s)
max avgavg

Flats 1.07
l .19
0.85
1.87
1.07
1.58

0.52
0.42
0.37
o;t6
0.36
0.70

0.83
0.88
0.51
r . t7
0.79
1.09

0.3s
0.18
0.20
0.42
0.24
0.35

0.75
0.54
0.42
0.95
0.66
0"63

0.31
0.07
0.14
0.20
0.20
0 . 1 6

Riffles

Runs

<lepth (m)
velocity (m/s)

deptrt(m)
velocity (m/s)

&pth(m)
velocig (m/s)

To determine the WUA directly, a computer progmm (CALCV/IJA) was written in QBASIC (Microsoft, lggg)
which uses the measured values (v, d, s) in tlp field, and the habitât preference curve was used to calculate thc
MJA-discharge relation for the calibnation flows, knowing the area for each cell.

The importance ofa sensitivity analyses in habitat modeling has been discussed by previous researchers (e.g. Reiser
et al., 1989, Morhardt, 1986). The first analysis dealt with the bias introduced by the hydraulic simulaton when
applying ttte PHABSIM model. The second analysis consisted of studying the sensitivity of the WUAdischarge
curve to random errors introduced in velocity and water depth measurements. Three different siûes were selected for
this analysis to represent the tt[ee different types of habitats mentioned above and these included; Middle Flat 2
(MF2), Middle Riffle 2 (MRI2) and Middle Run 2 (MRU2). A Monæ Carlo simutation technique was used ro
generate random errors of up to + lOVo lor water depths and !3OVo for velocity measurements. According to
Morhardt (1986)' these values represent typical exûeme case of measurement errors fu such physical parameters.

To effectively study tlte sensitivity of PHABSIM to enors introduced in water depths arul velocities, differenr
scenarios were considered The first consisted of inroducing random errors to depths and velocities independently,
rvhile the second approach consisted at intoducing enors to both parameters. The above mentioned CALCWUA
program was capable of simulating random errors on depth and velocities when calculating the WUAdischarge
curve and 100 such simulations were carried oul

The sensitivity of PHABSIM to substrate wæ also tested in the present study. Since the substrate data used by
PHABSIM was measured visually and codified in discrete values according to Bovee (1982), ttrc habitat simulation
lvas run using measurements from three different observers, and then compared- In additon, the pebble count
techniçe, as described by Kondolf and Li (1992), was used to quantify substrate by the same three different
observers. This analysis will permit a comparison of substrate identificaton technique and ttre possible variability
introdtced by different observers.

The visual substrate measurement technique consists of identfying the predominant substrate of a cell by a code
which corresponds to a habitat preference (from 0 to l) for studied species at different life stage (Bovee, l9g2). This
code may differ according to ttte judgment ând experience of the observen. The pebble count technique consisted of
randoutly selecting a number of rocks within each habitat types and measuring their size (Kondolf and Li, 1992).
The habitat preference for substrate was calculated by knowing the size of rocks randomly selectett in each cell, and
compared to preference curves from Morantz et at. (19g7).
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The last sensitivity test performed on PHABSIM wæ ûo determine tlle effect of rransects within each habitat rypes
(e.g. in a riffle) on the WlJA-discharge results. This analysis provides information on the variability of the WIIA
curve given the variability betlrreen transecB. The calculations were carried out using a boots@p tectnique approach
@fron and Gong, 1983) which consisted of resampling transects within each habitat types. The bootstrap technique
cotlsist of randomly seleoing WUA values (with replacement so that the same Eansects coild be selecæd more than
once) for the 5 snrdied tansects of each habitât types. The resampling technique was carried out for the range of
flows studied with PHABSIM. By calcularing rhe totâl habitat (wuA) for each sites for 500 simulatons, variability
was analyzed in the form of a coefhcient of variation (%).

RESTJLTS

WUA - discharse relation

The rWUA-discharge curve was similar between salmon parr and YOY when all habitat types (riffles, flats, and runs)
were pooled together (Figure 2). The maximum WUA for YOY was found at a discharge of approximately 0.5 m%
with a value of 1760 m'l1000m, while parr have maximum WUA at a somewhat higher flow of approximatÊly 0.75
m3/s at 194? m2l1000m (All, Figurc 2). The flow with maximum WIJA will be referred to as tlp optimal habirât
flow. For low flows (<0.25 m3/s), ancl high flows (>1.0 m3/s; the available habitat declines very rapidly with morc
WIJA available for YOY at lower flows, in contrast to more WUA for parr at higber flows. The diflerence in WUA
between YOY and parr is small at low flows, howeveç the maximum WIJA difference between parr and YOY wæ
fcxrnd at flows of approximately 2ffivo of MAF (i.e. 1.5 m%) with a differencn of 307o less available WUA fa
YOY.

It was observed from the analysis by habitat types (Figure 2) that riffles have more available habitât for YOY at
optimum habitat flows (0.5 m3/s, Figure 2a), while runs showed the least WIJA. For YOY, rhe flats showed similar
results to all habitats pooled together. Æûlot|gh riffles produced maximum WUA for YOY, they also have the least
WIJAduring low flows (Figure 2a), therefore riffle becoming the limiting habitat during low flow. Runs on the other
hand have mme WUA for YOY at higher flows than other types of habitat, although the habitat is quiæ |jmiæd at
those flows. During a low flow siûration, flats showed the highest values of rWIJA (Figure 2a).

In the case of parr, the results are different as most WUAdischarge curves show similar shape regardless of hâbitat-
types (Figure 2b). In fact, the preferrcd habitât for parr was the flâts $,ith 4O9o mûe VyIJA at optmal flow
compaxed with ttte riffles, the least preferred habitat. Moreover, at optimum habitât flow, WUA for parr in rif,fles is
crlny l42Om2ll000 m (Figure 2b) compare<l \rrith 1987 m2/1000 m for YOY salmon (Figure 2a). As was the case of
flats for YOY, the runs showed WIJA for salmon parr similar to all habirât types pooled together (Figure 2b). The
rcsults suggest that run habitat provides more average flow and depth conditions compared to other habitat types.
This diversity of flow ancl depth conditions was also observed in a greater diversity of fish species (R. Cunja[ DFO,
pers. comm.).

When WlJA-discharge curves were plofred for each sites, mse variability between same habitât type was observed
and ttp riffles showed the most homogeneity between sites. In general, flâts and runs have mæ WUA for parr than
fm YOY while the riffles have prefened habitat for YOY and showed less variability between sites.
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Figure 2. Results of PHABSIM simulations for Atlantic salmon YOY and parr in the Middle Reach of
Catamaran Brook.
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Sensitivity of PHABSIM to bias in modeling

WIJA values were obtained for all calibration flows using direct on-site measurements of water depth, velocity and

substrate and zubsequently compared with WLJA obtained by PHABSIM for the same flows' The WUA values

using on-sit€ measurements werc calculated using CAI.CWIJA and ttre differences in percentage (or bias) are shown

in Table 2. A positive bias indicates more wlJA predicæd by PHABSTM than by on-site measurements' Morc than

half of calibraæd flows (24 of 36) strowed a positive bias (table 2). The overall absolute bias was calculated at

7.5% wrth a minimum value of 0.07o and a maximum differcnce of -34.3Vo. It is worth noting that the most

important bias was observed for rnedium to higtEr flows, and only positve bias was observed for medium flows

(Iable 2). For low flows the overall bias was calculated at onl! 4'87o'

Table 2: Calcglatcrt differenæ (1o\ inpredicted salmon YOY and parr traHtat between PIIABSIM and æhnl on-

site nææuænnnts of &pths, vdocities and substrate rsing CALCWUA for calibration flows; low (0'15'0'17 m3/s),

nredium(0.440.S/ nfls) ana nign (2.G3.6 m3/s).

Site LOw

Parr
Mediutt High Low

YOY
Medium High

MFT
MRIl
MRUl
MF2
MRI2
MRU2

9.4
-13.3

1.5
0.4
-6.4

4.5

5 .1
l l .4
20.1
2.2

12.7
9.3

3.3
-18.6

6.0
-2.2

0.0
0.5

9.9
:1.4

4.3
-2.6

0.2
-1.4

1 .5
15. I
18.8
1.6
8.3
8.2

8 .1
-!+.3

10.4
-10.1
-1.4

t.7

sensitivity of PHABSIM to erors in water depth and velocit), measurements

A seoord sensitivity analysis was canied out to determined the variabitity introduced in the WUA-discharge curve

as a rcsult of possible errors introduced in waær depth and velocity measurements. Typically, errors in such

parameters can be in the range of I lOgo for depth, and -3O 7o for velocity. Table 3 shows, for the three sites MF2'

MRI2 and MRU2, ùp calculated variability in percentâge given enors introduced for three different cases: a t l07o

error in water depth only, a + 3OVo error in velocity only, and a combination of tlo%o error in water depth with

tSVo ertu in velocity.

Ttp results indicated thât the overall variability in WUA as a result of enors intro<luced in velocities and depths were

low Cfable 3). The calculations were carried out using a Monte Carlo simulation teclurique with 100 simulation. The

variability was calculated in percentage using quantiles of 16 and 84 7o of VfLJA to estimate the coefltcient of

variation.

Most of the variability were found to be lower than 87o, and gerrcrally decreased with an increase in stream flow

(table 3). The overall variability with the different scenario in errors introduced in both water depth and velocity

showed a low variability of approximately 39 7o.
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In general, the variability due to errors in water &pth is less than for enors in velocities (Table 3). When considering
low flow, most of ttp variability in WIJA was found to be a result of velocities rather than water depth range ftom
4.8 to 7.5 % (Table 3; velocity tN Vo andlow flow). Thus, tlre PHABSIM model is not very sensitive to waær depth
and velocities, probably due to the number of sampling points (over 20 points for each ransecg.

TaHe 3: YOY habitat sensiliyity analysis of PHABSIM ûo error introduced in vdocities and depth nrcasurcrpnb
uing a Monte Carlo tedrniqræ (1(X) simulatiorc). Variability is exprcssed using a cocfficient of variation in
percÊntage.

SITE Low
Uscturge
Mediun High

MRIjZ
ME}
MRU2

MRI2
MF:Z
MRU2

MRrl
MIq}
MRU2

5.6
4.8
7.5

4.1
2.3
3 .1

6.5
5.6
6.7

1.5
0.9
l . l

2.0
t .7
0.9

2.3
2.0
1 .3

Vdocid€s (+jÙVo)
4.6
1.2
3.0

Depth (r107o)
1.0
t.7
1.6

Vdocities (807o) and depth (*.l07o)
5 .1
2.2
3.2

Sensitivity of PHABSIM to subsEate measurements techniques

The sensitivity of PHABSIM to substrate was caried out by calculating WUA-discharge relations for two substrate
identification techniques: visual measurements, and the pebble count technique. These two substrate identification
techniques were applied by three independent observers for three different sites: MF2, MRI2 and MRU2 (Figure 3).

No significant differences were observed between æchniques except for site MRU2 (YOy) wlrcre the results by the
pebble count technique showed more consistent results than the visual estimation (Figue 3). Most of the variability
of rWLJA was found for YOY rather than pan, which could be a functon of habitat suitâbiuty curves. Ttre observed
difference lies within the YOY subsmte habitat prefaence curve which diffen significantly between gravel and
cobble, while for par both gravel and cobble have the same habitat preference at unity (see Morantz et at., l9g7).

It can be concluded that PHABSIM is not very ænsitive ûo substrate measurement techniques specially for lower
flows in Catamaran Brook Most of the variability in WUA results were found for yoy (MRU2 and MF2), while
the best results fm both YOY arul parr were found in riffles.
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Figure 3. Results of PHABSIM simulations for various substrate identification techniques in
Catamaran Brook.
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Sensitiviry of PHABSIM to transects selection

A resampling technique (bootstmp) was used to observe the sensitivity of PHABSIM to transects selectjon. In many
application of PHABSIM, only one transect is chosen within a specific habitat type. In our study, five transects were
used and a resampling technique provided information on the variability in habitat within each site. Using the WUA
values calculated by PHABSIM, each transect was randomly resampled with replacement to reconstinræ ùe totâl
habitat of each site. This resampling was repeated for 500 simulatons at each of the six sites, by habitat type (Rats,
runs, and riffIes) and for all habitat types pooled together in the case of YOY salmon (Iable 4). The variability was
calculated using the 5th and 95th quantile around the median value (assuming a normal distribution) and was
expressed as a coefhcient of variation.

The overall variabilify of WUA per sites (resampling with five transects) was calculated at 15.6 Zo, ranging from
8.4 7o (MRU2) to 23.6 7o (MRII, Table 4). It was interesring to note that the riffles showed more variabiliry in
WUA' with mean values of 23.6 Vo and 17.3 % for MRII and MRI2, respectively, and 14,5 Vo when pooled by
habitat type. In conLrast, runs showed the least variability in WUA with values of 9.5 Vo and 8.4 7o for MRUI urd
MRU2' and 7.0 Vo when pooled together (Table 4). In general, the variability in WUA as a tuncton of discharge
increased at higher flows. Also the variability decreased when sites were pooled. In fact" the mean variability between
sites was in the range of 6.4 vo to 8.2 vo for flows less than 0.51 m3/s (last column in Tablc 4). For flows greater
than 1.5 m'/s 1or 200 Vo of meanannual flow), the variability in WUA was found to be greater than 8Zo. This shows
the advantage of pooling sites together in order to lower the overall variability in WUA. It was noted that the
variability in transects location was slightly higher than those observed by rurdom error introduced in water depth
and velocity.

Table 4: Sercitivity analysis of PHABSIM to tràrsects lrraton using resampling ûectrnique (boobfap) with S00
simulatiors, by site, by pooling habitat tygs, and for the whole studied reach Variabilty is expressed
using a coefficient of variation in percentage.

a
(m3/s) MFl MF2

SITE
MRI1 MRI2 MRUI

HABITAT.TYPE
Flats Riffles Runs REACHMRU2

0.07
0.15
0.35
0.40
0.5r
0.75
0.89
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
Mean

9.8

9.3

17.1

18 .9

21.9

26.5

26.7
25.0

26.1

24.5

26.9

30.5

28.7

22.4

9.7
4.7
7.6
8.0
8.0
9 . 1
9.5
8.9
10.6
10.5
13.8
19.6
24.7
I  l . l

16.8

r7 .3
16 .6

r7 .7
r8.2
19.8
21.5
22.5
23.6
3 1 . 1
35.3
36.0
3 1 . 0
23.6

9.8

12.5

t2.0

1  1 . 8

I  1 . 5

I  1 . 6
10.6

I 1 . 6

16 .3

22.5

27.4

32.8

34.7

17.3

7.4
4.0
8 .3
9.0
9 .8
8 .7
8 .7
8.4
tt.4
13.9
14.4
r2.5
12.8
9.5

13.0
10.4
5.4
4 .1

1 . 6
1 . 2
0.8
5.6
9 .1
13.8
t7 . l
19.0
8.4

7.4
5.7
9 .1
10.4
rt.4
13.3
r3.4
13.4

t2.9

14.2

l6 . l

20.2

2r .7
13.0

9.3
10.1
9.7
9.9
10.5
t2 . l
I 1 . 6
r  1 .9
15.3
18.4
21.6
23.5
24.7
14.5

8.0 8.2
5.7 6.6
4.8 6.4
4.9 6.9
4 .9  7 . r
4 .8  7 .1
5.5 7.O
5.6 7.5
6.6 8.4
8.9 8.9
9.5 9.3
10.6 l0 . l

10 .6  11 .6

7 .0  8 .1
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DISCUSSION

This study enabled us to assess the physical habitat of Atantic salmon in tlrc Catamaran Brook using thc PHABSIM
m&t. Application of the model provided us with a relation between the Weighæd Useable Area (WUA) md
discharge. The sensitivity of the model parameters was investigated, with lests and analyses being done on tluee
habitât types found in Catamaran Brook (i.e. riffles, runs and flats).

The results stnwed that as a general rule, WUA was at its maximum when the flow is near the mean annual flow
(0.6m3/s) regardless of habitat type. This is similar to recommendalions made by Tennant (1976), who suggested
between 60 and 100 7o of mean annual flow as optimal for fish habitâL

In addition, the discharge at maximum WIJA (optimal habitat flow) was found at a higher flow for parr than for
YOY, which is to be expected as parr needs greater water depth and are able to tolerate faster water velocities. lt wa.s
also noted that runs and flats were more favorable habitats for parr, while riffles are preferable for YOY.

The results from PHABSIM were compared to actual habitat (W"UA from on-site data) to estimate tlte bias
introduced by the modeling. The overall absolute bias was calculated at 7.5Vo and more than 65 70 were of gnsitive
bias, indicating that the PHABSIM model provides a higher habitat vatue than acfual measurements. The maximum
biases were also observed at medium flows.

The reason for the maximum bias occurring at medium flow lies within the calibration of velocities for which mOre
weight is given to the lower and higher value leaving the middle velocity with a greater positive bias. Generally,
when applying PHABSIM for instream flow requirements studies, the important portion of the WUAdischarge
curve is at low flows which showed low biases between CALCWIJA and PHABSIM (Table 2).

The sensitivity of PHABSIM to its input parameters demonstrated the model's robustness for measurements errors of
lÙVo in water depth and 307o in velocities. These errors resulted in variations of approximatÊly 4Eo (expressed as a
coefficient of variation) in the WlJAdischarge curves. This is comparable with results found by Morhardt (1986),
which indicaæd approximately 87o variability for ttre mid portion of the WUA-discharge curve.

The analysis of the model's sensitivity to substrate identification demonstrated that when using two different
techniques (visual measurements and pebble counts) with three different obeervers, tl€ variability of the WUA curve
was small. Differences in WUA was smaller for low discharge which is probably due to a greater homogeneity of the
substrate in ttp central portion of ùe stream. Fines and vegetation were mainly found at the edges of tbe stream
which contributed to some variability in WIJA values for higher discharges. Of the different habitat type, the riffles
provided the best results for both YOY and parr, again probably due to a better homogeneity in substrare which is
often observed in riffles.

PHABSIM was also tested for the sensitivity to the location (or selecton) of transects. Based on a resampling
technique it was found that the variability increased with discharge. Also the variability in ûansect location was
slighty higher than tlnse observed by inroduction of random enors to water depth and velocity.

The present study showed by rcsampling tansects that the variability can be reduced when sites of similar habirat
types rvere pooled together. Further reduction in the variability wæ also realized by pooling different habirat types ar
the rcach level. In general, more variability was observed in riffles while ttre least variability c-ould probably be
achieved by including more transects with less cross-sectional data or by considering a twodimensional modeling
appoach such as suggested by læclerc et al. (1995).
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In conclusion, ttte PHABSIM model is robust. This was noted by Morhardt (1986) who attributed rhis to Ûre
considerable number of points used by ttr rnodel to establish a relation between WUA and streamflow. Despiæ all
the criticisms it has drawn, the PHABSIM model remains a powerful tool. But like any other model, we must identify
its limits, continue to test it and improve it and especially, to have a gmd knowledge of the system it is applied to. In
such a context the PHABSIM model can be very useful in helping to resolve potential conllicts involving the
management of water resources and fish habitat.
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ABSTRACT

Spatially intensive channel morphology, water surface elevations, and velocity distributions at multiple discharges were
collected over a 0.5 kilometer reach of the t ogan River. A 2-dimensional hydraulic simulation model (RMA-2) was
calibrated to a flow rate of 7.7 m3/s and used to simulate a range of flows. Spatially dependant depth and velocity enors
were examined at two observed discharges. Depth enor magnitudes ranged between 0.0 and 0.4 meters and were hi_ehest
in areas of complex channel geometries. This was attributed to differences between the finite element mesh and measured
channel elevations. Velocity errors ranged in magnitude between 0.0 and 0.9 m/s with the greatest errors associated spatially
with complex channel geometries. A variable number of regularly spaced cross sections were used to represent l-
dimensional river hydraulics typical ofPHABSM applications. Study results showed that regularly spaced cross secrions,
24 meters' apart closely approximated the twodimensional hydraulic simulations. tncreasing the number of cross sections
(up to 180) did not substantially improve model agrbement. Reducing the number of cross sections however, resulted in
increased differences. Adult brown trout habitat was compared for the one-dimensional cross section analyses and the 2-
dimensional hydraulic simulations. Predicted relationships in Weighted Usable Area (WUA) were very similar using both
approaches and suggest that differences between using l- and 2-dimensional hydraulic simulations diminish rapidly with
adequate characterization of the stream channel using cross sections. Our study results also indicate that proper
characterization of the spatial domain in the finite element mesh is critical for proper hydraulic simulation results using 2-
dimensional hydraulic models. These results arc discussed in light of data requirement, hydraulic modeling constralnts, and
predictions ofchanges in the quantity and quality offisheries habitat.

KEY-WORDS: Open Channel FloV Instream Flows/ Onedimensional Hydraulics/ twodimensional Hydraulics/ Spatial
Error Analysis/ comparative Evaluation/ Brown Trout Habitat Modelinc.
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INTRODUCTION

The most used, accepted, and debated instream flow assessment tool is the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology
(IFIM) (Reiser, 1985;Lamb, 1989;GoreandNestler, 1988:OrthandMaughan, 1982;Mathuretal., 1985;Shirvell, 1986;
Scott and Shirvell, 1987). Aside from this debate, an integral part of the IFIM is a set of hydraulic and habitat models
referred to as the Physical Habitat Simulation System (PHABSIM) and is utilized to evaluate the quantity and quality
of fisheries habitat as a function of discharge (Milhous et al., 1989; Bovee, I 995). A central feature of PHABSIM is the
use of a variety of l-dimensional hydraulic simulation routines that rely on cross section data of the river geometry. water
surface elevations at different discharges, and observed velocities to calibrate these models. The calibrated hydraulic

models are then utilized to simulate the hydraulic attributes of depth and velocity over a user specified range of

discharges. However, the application of the one-dimensional hydraulic models in PHABSIM obtains a simplified picture

of the actual hydraulics, which is not always considered sufficient (Ghanem, 1995). In particular, PHABSIM calculates
velocities at a cross section by dividing the river into independent cells and then solves Mannings equation in terms of
velocity for each cell for a specified discharge. The calibrated Mannings n value at each cell (or vertical) is determined
from a single set of measured velocities across each cross section. When modeling a river with cross sections that may
be anywhere from ten meters to many hundreds of meters apart, detailed velocity information throughout the spatial
domain within the channel cannot be obtained. Although selecting a large number of cross sections over very small areas
(i.e. a few meters) will likely improve velocity prediction capabilities, use of one-dimensional hydraulics is still limited
in its ability to accurately predict flow about complex channel geometries which have significant two and three
dimensional characteristics. Additionally, the cost and time constraints in operational instream flow studies typically
preclude collection of cross sections at this level of measurement scale. Recently, because of the advances in the
capabilities of computers, models for twodimensional hydraulics are becoming more widely available and application
of 2dimensional hydraulics within the area of instream flow assessments are now occurring (Leclerc, 1995; companion
articles in these proceedings). However, the benefits of these models need to be addressed in terms of the data
requirements and estimation of anticipated hydraulic simulation errors within natural channels compared to applications
using more traditional l-dimensional hydraulics. In this paper, we explore hydraulic simulation errors using 2-
dimensional hydraulics within a natural river channel and compare these results with more conventional I -dimensional

hydraulic simulations using cross section data. We also evaluate the study results in light of operational instream flow
studies.

Material and Methods

Study Area

A 0.5 km reach within the Logan River in northeastem Utah, USA was chosen for the comparison studies. The reach starts
30 meters below First Dam, upstream of the Utah State Univenity Water Research l-ab (UWRL) and continues downstream
for approximately 500 meters below the dam. The width of the Lpgan River throughout the reach ranged from approximately
l0 to 20 m and has a gradient of approximately I percent. The majority of the substrate is made up of cobble and boulder
with some small areas of gravel. The study reach has four classes of habitar run (57Vo), drffle (l4%o), turbulent (16%o), and
pool (137o). The three dominant species of fish include mountain whiteirsh (Prosopiumwilliamsoni),albino rainbow trour
(Oncorhynchus nytiss), and brown trout (Salrno trutta).
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Data Collection Methods

Field data was collected within the Logan River during the summer and fail of 1995. Channel geomerry dara was
collected roughly in the manner outlined by Ghanem (1995), such that the river can be represented by a finite elemenr
mesh which inærpolates geometry between collection points. The spatial domain within the Logan River was measured
over approximately a lxl meter grid within four 25 meter long sections corresponding to key hsheries habitat areas. In
addition, cross section profiles were placed roughly every 20 meters down the tongitudinal axis of the river channel between
each of the intensively sampled spatial gdds. Additional sampling occuned rhroughout the river using an inegular
systematic point sampling procedure where channel geometries varied substantially between cross sections. At each spatial
domain data point, bed elevation, mean column velocity, and substrate characteristics were recorded. The water surface
profile within the reach was also surveyed at the time the field measurements were collected. These measurements were
made over flow rates corresponding to high (summer) and medium (fall) flows.

2-Di mensional Hydraulic Modeling

The Logan River was modeled with a single finite element mesh rather than smaller portions since the RN{A-2 model
used in the study is designed for far-field problems (Thomas and McAnally 1985). Additionally, the finite element mesh
was extended upstream and downstream ofthe measured spatial domain in order to place the boundary conditions awav
from the area of study as suggested by Ghanem ( 1995). This extension of the mesh also helped in the stability of the
solution, in addition to keeping the boundary conditions some distance from the study area. The process ofcalibration
and selecton of boundary conditions was simplified by computing water surface profiles using a one-dimensional water
surface profile model HEC-RAS. The IIEC-RAS computed water surface profiles were used as a guide for calibrating
the two-dimensional water surfaces in RMA-2 for the range of flow rates represented by the collection data. The RMA-2
model was calibrated at a flow r:tte of 7 ,7 m3/s by adjusting the Manning roughness values based on delimited substrate
characteristics and by variation in the spatial magnitudes ofthe turbulence exchange coefficients. The calibrated model
was then used to simulate hydraulic conditions at an observed flow rate of 4.2 m3/s.

Habitat Modeling

suitability index curves for adult brown trout currently in use by the utah Division of wildlife Resources for conducting
PHABSM analyses within the State of Utah were used to compute the combined suitabilityateach spatial coordinate. Only
depth and velocity curves were utilized in the analyses. The combined suitability index values were used to compure the
associated Weighted Usable Area (WUA) over a range of simulated discharges using the 2-dimensionat hydraulic
simulations.

For this study, different densities of l-dimensional hydraulic cross sections from the finite element gnd at longitudinal
spacings which ranged between 2.4 to24 meters. The ldimensional cross sections were derived from the finite element
mesh by spacing 15 points across the mesh perpendicular to the direction of flow. The hydraulic properties at each cross
section were derived from the solution of the 2{imensional model output at a flow rate of 4.2 m3ls. The corresponding
hydraulic cell attributes (i.e. depth and velocity) were extended over the spatial domain by replacing all finite element grid
point values corresponding to the area of the mesh one-half the distance between a jacent cross sections. This approach
was used to approximate the application of PHABSM habitat modeling techniques within the study reach. The subsequent
l dimensional hydraulic Properties for the reach for each set of cross section densities were used to compute the WUA for
comparison with the 2-dimensional model output at this same flow rate.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2-Dimensional Hydraulic Model Calibrations

The slope (0.01) of the Logan River, in this reach, was considered to be at the upper limits for application of the RMA-2

model. Several of the sections were found to have high instabilities in convergence of the solution at the high flow rates

which we related to conditions which were approaching critical flow. The RMA-2 model used in this study is not

designed for critical flow conditions. However, adjustments of the turbulence exchange coefficients at the calibration

and simulated lower discharges was sufficient to obtain convergence in the solutions. It is our belief that application

of a different hydraulic model that is capable of handling critical of super critical flow conditions such as the Federal

Highways implementation of RMA-2 may be necessary under similar or more extreme field conditions. Overall

however, calibration of the model and delineation of the boundary conditions based on output from the HEC-RAS model

was considered adequate in this application.

Measured Depths and Velocities Compared to the 2-Dimensional Model Output

Given the space limitatons, representative results will be provided from a section of the l,ogan River in order to illustrate

study findings. Figure 1 provides an example of the depth error contours over this section of the study area at the

calibration flow of 7.7 m3/s and simulaæd low flow of 4.2 m3/s. Figure 2 provides the associated velocity error contours

at these same discharges. Depth and velocity enors were computed by comparison of the spatially dependant difference

between measured field values at both the calibration and simulated flows. A total of 136 depttt and velocity comparisons

were made within this reach at a flow rate of 7.7 m3/s while 150 points were used at a flow rate 4.2 lnls. Figure 3

provides the frequencies associated with the magnitudes of the depth and velocity erors at these two flows for this same

reach of river. These results indicate, that for this study, the overall frequency in magnitudes of the errors in both depth

and velocity varied marginally between the two flow rates. The spatial distributon of these erors however, varied

substantially between the two simulations (compare Figures I and 2). The magnitude of the errors were also greater than

previous work obtained by l-eclerc (1995) in an application of 2-dimensional hydraulics using a different model and may

be a function of the higher gradient of this river and/or associated with problems in the use of the RMA-2 model under

near critical flow conditions.

A close examination of the spatial distribution of the depth and velocity errors between the two modeled flows shows

that the greatest errors between observed and simulated velocities is associated with areas having the greatest depth

errors. The depth errors are a direct result of compromising the spatial representation of complex spatial geometries

within the channel in the construction of the finite element mesh. We found that during trial calibraton runs, the size

and spatial representation of mesh elements in highly heterogenous channel topographies significantly affecæd model

stability and resulting model velocity predictions. In this application, we often sacrificed the spatial heterogeneity of the

finite element grid and to reduce mesh size for processing and improved model stability in obtaining a solution. Stability

issues were related to elimination of significant differences in mesh element size between adjacent spatial areas which

decreased model stability. We therefore implicitly sacrificed depth accuracy in highly heterogenous regions of the

channel. The net effect, was to inflate the frequency of higher magnitude velocity enors within these specific regions

of the spatial domain as illustrated in Figures I and 2. Clearly, this type of compromise should be carefully considered

in future applications.
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Figure 3: Frequency of Depth and Velocity Errors

Comparison of Habitat Modeling

The depth and velocity contours resulting from the solution of the 2-dimensional hydraulic model for the entire
study reach at a flow rate of 4.2 m3/s are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The corresponding spatial representation of
depth and velocities using l9 cross sections at evenly spaced intervals of24 meters are also shown in these Figures.
Although a typical field application of PHABSIM would not normally employ such a high density of cross sections,
these results are presented to make several key points. Fint, the overall pattem of depth and velocity heterogeneity
within the entire study reach is generally preserved given this spacing of cross sections within the channel at this
flow rate. Placement of fewer cross sections within the reach substantially reduces the agreement between the two
approaches while increasing the number of cross sections only marginally improved the agreement with the 2-
dimensional model output. For example, we found that increasing the number of cross sectons to over I g0 did not
substantially improve the comparisons between the 2-dimensional hydraulic simulations compared to the
representation using the spatially extended l-dimensional values using 19 cross sections. This result is potentially
rnisleading however, given the use of a single flow rate in these comparisons, since the flow dependant changes in
the velocity magnitudes and their spatial distributions are marked (see Figures z and3).
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We expected that more significant differences between these two approaches would exist if the flow dependant
changes in velocity were considered in these comparisons between the l-dimensional and 2-dimensional hydraulic

simulations but was not bome out by our study results. The simulation of WUA over a range of discharges using the

2-dimensional hydraulic model output and the corresponding spatial extension ofthe associated l-dimensional

hydraulic properties for increasing density ofcross sections is provided in Figure 6. It is not surprising, given the

close agreement between the depths and velocities in Figures 4 and 5 that the resulting predictions of WUA from

these comparisons are in close agreement (Figure 6) for all cross section densities. We again note, that with fèwer

numbers of cross sections (i.e. 6-10) these results would begin to depart significantly. These results would support

the concept that the differences between applications of l-dimensional and 2-dimensional hydraulic modeling of

habitat based on suitability curves are relatively insensitive between the two approaches given adequate coverage of

cross sections. An opposing view ofdifferences between the use of2-dimensional hydraulics in habitat modeling
using both PHABSM based suitability curves and a mechanistic based bioenergetics model can be found in Ludlow
and Hardy (these proceedings). A more detailed treatment of these comparisons are in preparation (Hardy and

Tarbet, manuscript) which compares l-dimensional modeling of habitat using PHABSIM, based on stratitled random

sampling and systematic sampling approaches compared to the 2-dimensional model results.

Figure 6: Weighted Usable Area For mesh and different numbers of cross sections
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Conclusions

We found that calibration of the RMA-2 model was problematic in the Logan River given the high gradient and
spatially complex changes in channel geometries. Spatial accuracy in the representaton ofthe channel geometries to
facilitate computational limitatons as well as model instabilities directly affected both the magnitude and spatial
distribution of the depth and velocity errors. Our study results highlight the importance of careful delineation of
complex geometries in terms of meeting a desired data quality objective in the hydraulic simulations. Although
stable solutons of the hydraulic model werc obtained which generated complex flow patterns over the spatiat
domain, the range and magnitudes of the velocity enors may not be acceptable in light of applied instream flow
assessments. Choice of an altemative hydraulic model (e.g. Ghanem, 1995; Iæclerc, 1995) which can accommodate
high channel gradients with critical or supercritical flow conditions has the potential to rcduce the observed depth
and velocity errors. We felt that it was encouraging in some respects, that the magnitude of the depth and velocity
errors remained fairly constant (i.e. consistentbias) between the two evaluated discharges. This further suggests that
improving model calibrations using a better dehned finite element mesh in complex areas of the channel in
conjunction with the application of a more robust hydraulic model is likely to reduce the observed errors. Our study
further suggests, that with an adequate characterization ofthe spatial domain using cross sections and more
conventional l-dimensional hydraulic simulations, differences between l-dimensional and 2-dimensional hydraulic
modeling of habitat converge based on use of PHABSIM type suitability curves. This particular study result does
not address the efficacy of using this type of habitat modeling approach, and linkages of the 2-dimensional hydraulic
modeling with alternative habitat modeling approaches suggest more pronounced differences can be found (e.g. see
Ludlow and Hardy, these proceedings). We feel, that under typical PHABSIM applications using limited number of
cross sections, that "improved" modeling based on 2-dimensional hydraulic simulations are possible. However

,based on our research in the Logan River, we suggest that this "improvement" will be contingent on accurate
delineation of the spatial domain and that application of these modeling tools to sparsely interpolated spatial data
will likely result in large depth and velocity errors.
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PROBLEMS \ryITH THE USE OF IFIM FOR SALMONIDS AND
GUIDELINES FOR FUTURE TTK STUDIES

David J. Bird

National Rivers Authority, South Western Region, Manley House, Kestrel Way, Exeter EX2 7LQ.
IIK

ABSTRACT

The objectives of the lnstream Flow Incremental Methodology @IM) are appropriate for addressing a wide
vanety of water resource management problems. NRA South Western Regron has used the technique rn
recent studies and is interested in expanding its use toaddrtional ecologcal types of river. Concerns have
been identified in this review regarding the modelling of habitat selection data by the Physical Habitat
Simulatron System (PHABSM to predict flow requirements. These diffculties are summarized below:

* Situations where physical habitat is not the primary regulating factor for populations
* lnappropriate choice ofspeciesÂife stages
* lnadequate attention glven to habitat scale effects
* Ignorance ofthe relative importance and interaction of habitat variables
* Samphng error in habitat variable measurements
* Unrealistic interpretation of habitat suitability cnteria.
* lnappropnate transferability ofhabitat suitability cnteria
* lnappropriate choice of PHABSM reach
* Ignorance oftemporal habitat variation

Many ofthese issues can be addressed in properly designed studies. Detailed, field based habitat selection
studies should be restncted to critical periods and life stages (e.g late summer juveniles) and should be
supported by carefully chosen criteria from the literature for other periods and life stages. These critena
should be transferable to a variety of streams that share the same ecological attributes.

KEY-WORDS: PHABSIMIFIMWUA/habitat suitability criteria/salmonids/coarse fisMife stage/habitat
van able/transferability/habitat availability
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INTRODUCTION

The Instream Flow Incremental Methodology GFIM) is a technique developed in the US (Bovee, 1982) to
resolve the conflict between oflstream and instream uses ofwater. A set ofhabitat suitability critena are
cdlected fa taget species based on the microhabitat vanables depth, velocity. substrate and. in some cases.
cover. These 'curyes' are fed into a suite of computer progranrmes called Physical Habrtat Simulatron
(PHABSM which calculates the amount of physical habitat available at different streamflows.

There are 3 main categories of habitat suitability curve. Category I curves are subjectively based on experr
judgunent ofhabitat requirements fiom visual assessment of reaches (e.g. Chaveroche and Sabaton, I 989),
other IFIM studies (see Thomas and Bovee, 1993), or knowledge of life history strategres (Armitage and
Ladle 1989). Caræcry 2 curves are derived frqn field based studies of habitat use (e.g. Cunjack, 1986; Bird
et al., 1995). Category 3 curves express habitat preference by factoring out habitat availability from the
category 2 function (e.g. De Graaf and Bain, 1986; Heggenes and Salfveit, 1990; Greenberget al., 1991)

IFMhas been used by the National Rivers Authority (NRA), to investigate the ecologcal implications of
summer lovr flow conditions in recent years. Applications have initially focused on chalk streams and utilized
forthefirstt imeintheLJI(,habitatsuitabil itycurvesbasedondirectobservationoffish(Bird etal.,1995)
ln order to expand this work to other ecological types ofriver the NRA requires a cntical review ofthe
limitations ofIFM so that best practice procedures can be devised.

PROBLEMS

Situations where physical habitat is not the primary rcgulating factor for populations

Habitat selection studies will not be appropriate in reaches where other factors limit fish populations. Food
availability (Gbsqr et al., 1984; Orth, 1987; Ensign et at., l99O), the proximity of spawning areas @enson.
1953; Solomon and Templeton,1976; Beard and Carline, l99l), water quality @gglishaw and Shackley,
1985; Degeman et al., 1986), competition (Hegge et al., 1993) and predation Mttelbach, 1986; Greenberg,
1992; Gotcæitas and Godin, 1993) can all act as regulatory factors. Changes in the abundance ofa fish
populatim in a stream reach should also be cleaty distinguished from temporary redistribution (Kraft, 1972;
Mûhw et al., 1984). Habitat suitability curves should instead be developed in unexploited streams (Orth,
1987) at ryproximate carrying capacity @ovee, 1982). Models such as Habscore (Wyatt el a/., 1995) could
be used routinely in planning habitat selection studies to check that habitat is limiting and that carryrng
capacity conditions exrst.

The term used to express quantities of physical habitat in IFIM studies is'weighted usable area'(WUA).
Several investigators have tested WUA predictions fiom PHABSM modelling against stock abundance to
veri$r that physical habitat is limiting (Conder and Annear, 1987; Irvine et at., 1987; Gan and McMahon,
1990). The success ofpredictions has varied widely in different studies (Fausch el a/.,1988; Shirvell, 1989;
Jowetl 1992; Nehring and Anderson, 1993). IFM is, horvever, a tool for predicting impacts of flowchanges
on available habitat rather than on stock size (Gore and Nestler, 1988). Stock size is influenced by many
additional factors (see above) and no holistic model is currently available to account for this in impact
assessments. Consequently, WUA is unlikely to consistently relate to stock size in all situations. Indeed,
Cryraet al., (1995) present amethod where stock level information is used to validate model predictions of
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limiting habitat events. This approach is encouraged in future studies.

Inappropriate choice of species/life stages

Ilabita evaluatiuts ideally would account for the precise needs of all life history stages of the species in the
stream conrmunity. Unfortunately, this degree ofaccuracy is often precluded in practice by knowledge and
resource limitations (Garcia de Jalon, 1995). The sensitivity of the target species/life stage to habitat
conditions (Sale et al.,1982) should therefore have an important bearing on the necessary accuracv and
precision (and therefore cost) ofhabitat suitability criteria. For most species, habitat requirements change
throrghort the life cycle and therefore habitat 'bottlenecks' (i.e. physical factors that act to limit populations )
will afect life stages most dependent on the habitat in short supply @lliott, I 994). Development of accurate,
high precision, microhabitat based suitability criteria for fryljuveniles is often more appropriate than for
adults for the following reasons:

* distances between resting and feeding areas are shorter (Ilelm et al., 1 982). This ensures that microhabitat
measurements are relevant to requirements.

+ individuals often exhibit sedentary behaviour. This increases sensitinty by precluding rapid dispersal in
response to short-ærm llow changes Q.ùehring and Anderson, I 993), reduces fright bras, and facilitates the
use ofstatistically pure random sampling designs (Bovee, 1986; Bird et al.,1995)

By contrast, precise determination of the relative value of each habitat type can be difficult in the case of
mae mobile adult salmonids (Clapp et a1.,1990). It is suggested that lower precision criteria (e.g Category
I curves) are used for this life stage.

The development of high quality suitability cnteria for spawning is encouraged grven its importance as a
limiting frctor. Such criteria do exist (e.g Shirvell, 1 989) but not to the same extent as fryljuvenile cntena.

Inadequate attention given to habitat scale effects

Mqe attention needs to be given to spatial scale in habitat selection studies (Johnson, 1980; Shirvell, I 986.
Boæk andRahel, l99l; Simonson, 1993; Vondracek and longanecker, 1993). Unfortunately, microhabitat
data are often collected over a range ofhabitat types but then combined for suitability curves without regard
to the habitat related selection differences (Heggenes, l99l; Vondracek and Longanecker, 1993). The
resfrictiqr of microhabitat meâsurements to the focal points occupied by fish is a major weakness of IFIM.
The locatjor ofenergetically profitable positions are very important for salmonrds (Fausch, 1984; Shirvell.
1989; Rincon and Lobon-Cervia, 1993). Mcrohabitat gradients should therefore be measured at fish
stations. Bain et a/. (1985) provide a useful methodolory where mean substrate (index of coarseness) and
the standard deviation (index ofheterogeneity) were computed fiom dominant categories recorded along a
sectioned rope. There is scope for extending this method to other variables, particularly water velocity.

Ignorance ofthe relative importance and interaction ofhabitat variables

Disagreement exists over the relative importance of the different variables and there is often no regard to
inæractions between variables despite the fact that it may invalidate the simplistic limiting factors approach
@owlby ard Ro[ 1986; Gbson, 1993; Elliott, 1994). Cover, for example, is important but is often excluded
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from IF|\it studies due to modelling difEculties created by its many functions and interactions with other

variables (Hartman, 1965, Dollofr 1986; Bugert et al., l99l).

Multivariate staustical techniques should be used mae widely to discriminate berween selected variables and

associated ones (Capen, 1981, Kessler and Thorpe,'1993). h additron, development of multivanate

suitôility functions expressing interactions (Orttr and Maughan, 1982, Voos, l98l; Bullock et al., l99l)

should receive more attention.

knpdant biol%.ical interactions can be accounted for in modelling by creating habitat qualiry strata of one

independent variable (often suitable q unsuitable) and using other independent variables as continuous value

functions. Intervals ofa continuous variable can also be grouped and heated as discrete variables. These

conditional criteria are particularly useful in describing behaviourat interactions concerning cover and

substrate @ovee, I 986; Williamson, 1994).

Sampling error in habitat variable measurements

Sampling enor may be created by detiberately sanpling where the quarry are exPected to occur (e.g. Morantz

et al., 1987),on where sampling efficiencies vary significantly over the range of each habitat variable (Orth

et al., 1982). This drspro'portionate smpling efrort is virtually impossible to detect @ovee, 1986) but could

be alleviated by developing mesohabitat specific curves. Inaccuracies are also introduced where fright bias

gr the capture method impedes the deærmination of focal points. This will usually be higher for more mobile

fish (e.g adult life stages) and for more active sampling techniques (e.g. electnc fishing) (Williamson, 1994).

Sampling techniques should be carefully matched to mesohabitats. For example, although diving

observations are generally suited to pool and deep glide mesohabitats, random point electric fishing will be

more appropriate in many rifles, chutes and shallow glides (Heggenes et al., 1990).

An adequate sample size is important to obtain adequate precision levels for criteria and to facilitate fitting

a function to the observed frequenry distribution. The required sample size can be estimated from the

variance of srnples (Williansor, 1994) ardis typically, 150 to 200 observations @ovee, 1986; Williamson,

1994). Estimates below 150 could reflect restricted habitat availability, suggesting thæ a more diverse study

reach should be used (Williamson, 1994).

Unrealistic interp retation of habitat suitability criteria

The mathernatical interpretation of suitability curves by IFIM @ovee and Cochnauer , 1977 ; Bovee, I 986)

is flawed as it implies that fish are found with certainty at locations exhibiting modal levels of occurrence of

a habitat variable (Scott and Shirvell, 1987). The probabilistic interpretation ofcurves is extended by

multiplyng werghting factors for two or more habitat variables together to calculate WUA @ovee and

Cochnauer, 1977;Bovee, l986; Scott and Shirvell, 1987). Usingthis convention, several combinations of

depth, velocity, and substrate can give similar levels of WUA. In reality, however, the quantities ofavailable

habitat will probably differ significantly (Mathur et al., l98y'.) due to variations in the importance of the

habitat variables (see above).

The assumption that small areas of optimum habitat have the same productive capacity as large areas of
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suboptimal habitat (Scott and Shirvell, 1987) ignores habitat fragmentation effects (Baldes and Vincent,
1969; Heggenes et al., 1994). Consequently, in streams with hrghly variable flow regimes there are few core
habitat areas but pools are more stable and provide low flow refuges (Heggenes et al., 1994).IFIM also
interPrets non-occupied areas or penods of low WUA to have little value for the fish population. Fishenes
may, however, benefit indirectly through factors such as food production or provision offlushing flows for
spawning (Shirvell, 1989). The method by Capra et al., (1995) is again recommended as an rnterpretational
tool (see above).

Inappropriate transferability of habitat suitability criteria

The importance of transferability of criteria has been shown empirically by comparing PHABSIM outputs
using sensiuvity analysis. Williamson (1994) re-examined data by Waddle (1992) to test depth and velocity
cnteria for adult brown trout from two separate studies (Raleigh et al., 1986,Thomas and Bovee, 1993)
He found significant differences in the habitat limiting flows and concluded that habitat descriptions were
more sensitive to selection ofsuitability criteria than to hydraulics. Similar results were also obtarned by
Willis (pers. comm.) in a southem chalk stream. One set of generalised category I curves (Armrtage and
Ladle, 1989)andtwosetsofchalkstreamspecificcategory2curves(Johnson etat., 1993:Birdera/.. 1995)
were tested. Outputs using the chalk sEeam criteria showed close convergence and correlated with the habitat
recogrution ofsites. By contrast, convergence and correlation were absent when the category I curves were
tested.

Adequate consideration should be given to habitat availability in the development of suitabilitv criteria
(fleggenes et al., l99l; Wrlliamson, 1994). This is because fish will tolerate and adapt to suboptimal habitat
when prefened habitat is in short supply (Heggenes and Salweit, 1990; Taylor, l99l; Heggenes, 1994) An
approach that could be taken to æcount for this is to develop mesohabitat specific habitat suitability criteria
(see above). The perceived absence of 'universal'responses to habitat variables (Ileggenes and Salrveit,
1990) has prompted the US Fish and Wildlife Service (IJSFWS) to strongly recommend that the
ransferability ofcriæria are validated before use. Nonparanetric statistical methods for transferability testing
have been developed by Thomas and Bovee (1993) and USFWS suggest that, at the very least, criteria are
cntically evaluated by fisheries biologists.

Although preference functions match habitat use against availability, they too can be highly stream specific
(fleggenes, 1990; Williamson, 1994), and have some undesirable statistical and mathematlcal properties.
When both the use and availability distributions simultaneously enter the limits of their distributions there
is a risk of misrepresenting actual preference simply because of the small probability ratios involved
(Morhardt and Hanson, 1988; Williamson, 1994). Attempts have been made to alleviate these problems.
Wrlliarson (1994) suggests applyrng nonpararneûic tolerence [nuts to recalculate utilization and preference
curves using only frequency values falling within the tolerence levels established. Greenberg et at. (1994)
produced Dvalue preference criteria using Jabob's (1974) formula but simplified the modelling of habitat
quantities by using discrete preference, indifference and avoidance categories.

A major rfifficulty in the application of IFIM is the seasonal shift in habitat use (fummer et at., 19g4:Baltz
et al., l99l Maki-Petays et al., 1995). Dumal variations in habitat use have also been observed in response
to shifu in activity (Campbell and Neuner, 1985; Fraser et al., 1993) Despite these considerations, curyes
based on daytime preferences for feeding during summer (Morantz et at., 1986; Moore and Gregory, l ggg)
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are often extrapolated to recommend stream flows throughout the year (Shirvell, I 986). This erroneouslv

implies that behavioral adaptations to changing microhabitat availability and other factors (e.9. temperature)

do not occur (Vondracek and Longanecker, I 993; Heggenes, I 994)'

Curve development has been recommended under intermediate seasonal flow conditions when microhabitat

diversity is perceived to be greatest @ovee, 1986; Gore and Nestler, 1988). Unformnately. the ommrssion

of high and low flows for that period will not account for the behavioural switches that are known to occur

(Heggenes, 1994). These range fiom downstream displacement, movement to pools or stranding at low flows

to sheltering behind large substrates at high flows (Heggenes, 1994). This agarn suggests that projections

to discharges substantially different from those for which the suitability curves were developed are invalid

(Gore and Nestler, 1988).

Transferability of criteria may be inappropriate because the nature and intensity of competition and./or

predanon differ between source and target streams (Hindar et al., 1988; Gbson et al', 1993).ln sympatnc

situations it is often difficult to determine whether species are using preferred habitat or are displaced to

suboptimal habitat by a more dominant species (Cunjack and Green, 1983; Hearn, 1986; Bird et al., 1995

Heggenes et al.,1995).In non-saturated environments where biotic effects are at low levels (e.9. Heggenes,

l99l) habitat criteria are likely to be narrowly defined and will consequently have low transferability

(Thomas and Bovee, 1993). To broaden curves it is necessary to choose streams with a sufficiently high

standing crop to force individuals into suboptimal locations (Thomas and Bovee, 1993).

Inappropriate choice of PHABSIM reach

A 'critical reach' habitat mapping approach has been used in UI( studies with transects placed in close

proximity where impacts are perceived to be greatest (e.g. Johnson et al., 1993). There is a need to introduce

more extensive habitat mapping approaches @etts and Maddock, I 994, Williamson, 1994) to account for

mesohabitat availability in rivers where affected reaches are less discrete. Bird and Maddock ( I 996) identified
'representative reaches' on the River Tavy based on the proporhonal availability of mesohabitat types tn

overall impacted sectors. This method provides the access advantages ofthe critical reach approach, is

economical on transect requirements, but is more representative ofriver conditions.

Ignorance of temporal habitat variation

Examination of temporal water flow regimes has received insuffcient attention (Heggenes, 1994), despite

the fact that habitat bottlenecks do not operate continuously (Orth, 1987). Responses ofpopulations to

dischage changes may involve a signifrcant time lag (Conder and Annear, 1987). Without extensive analysis

ofor.rtputs the potentiâl exists for intentional manipulation of results by users (Gan and McMahon, 1990).

Identifinng the Êequency and duration ofhabitat bottlenecks for vulnerable life stages should be key tasks

in instream flow assessment (Sale er a/., 1982; Stalnaker et al., 1994; Capra et al., 1995). Habitat

bottlenecks defined in terms of WUA should also be compared with fluctuations in stock abundance

(Stalnakerera/.,1994;Capraetal.,1995).Forexample,theavailabil ityoffryhabitatinthefirstmonths

oflife was the biggest indicator ofyear class strength for trout in Colorado streams (Bovee, 1988).
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Despite the wide range ofproblems, particularly the ditrculty in obtarning accurate suitability criteri4 IFIM
should still be regarded as a key tool for addressing water resource problems. It should be recognised that
tlere are presently no superior alternatives to IFM. In addition, IFIM presents biologlcal informaûon in a
format suitable fu incoporation into the wat€r resources planning process. It is therefore recommended that
IFMis encouragedin UK studies, but with better designed habitat selection and impact assessment studies
that address the main problems (see below).

Detailed field based habitat selection studies should be confined to critical periods and sensitive life stages
and follow the guidelines below:

* A diverse sample of pristine sites at approximate carrying capacity should be selected by expert
judgement and habitat evaluation methods such as Habscore.

* Mcrohabitat cnæria should be stratified into mesohabitats (e.g. riffles, pools, glides) to account for scale
effects in habitat selection.

* The firll range offlow conditions within critical periods should be sampled to account for behavioral habitat
switches.

* Mcrohabitat gradients at fish locations should be quantified, particularly water velocity shear zones.
* Improving the use ofcover as a habitat variable is a challenging oblective that should be considered in

separaæ R&D investigations.
* The relative importance and interaction ofhabitat variables should be assessed by

multivariate statistical analysis.
* Statistically pure sampling designs should be used with sample sizes large enough for criteria to meet

precision requirements.

Liæræure based habitat selectjon criteria will be dequaæ fo non-critical periods and less sensitive life stages
provided tbey are carefully screened for transferability.

The selection of reaches for PHABSM should involve habitat mapping and be appropriate to the
investigatiur. Tempoal habitat variation shcnrtd be analysed to identi! habitat bottlenecks and these should
be validated by fish abundance data ifpossible. Sensitivity analysis should be used to compare the diferent
types ofhabitat criteria and the effects ofvarious flow setting scenarios.
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A FTJLL-SCALE TEST TO VALIDATE THE CONTRIBI/TION OF TFF ilItrU PROCEDTJRE

IN TITF' CHOICE OF A GUARANTEED FLO\ry DOWNSTREAM HYDROSTATIONS
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ABSTRACT

French law lays down the minimum values required by guaranteed flows downstream hvdroelectnc plants to

ensure tJrat the aquatic envrronment has favourable conditions to the life, circulation and reproduction of species in

rivers.

However, tlre sites are extremely varied with physical and biologlcal characteristics, and water uses that differ to a

greât extent. It therefore appeared useful to check that the choice ofa guaranteed flow met the objectives sought,

Among the evaluation tools available, the IFIM procedure ("microhabitat" methodology in Frotch) is increasingly

used to propose a flow which takes into account the quality ofthe fish habitat. It appeared necessary to validate

the pertinorce and limits of the information provided by this procedure and, more generally, of the study protocols

used to daermrne guaranteed flows. To do so, measurements are required following the settrng up of the thus

determined flow.

A national "guaranteed flows" working group has been set up by Electricité de France to establish this operatron

feedback for a number of sites which will be subject to guaranteed flow increases, on the occasion of the renewal

of their licences.

The document describes the approach adopted by the worhng group, the choice of eight experimentation sites, the

present hydrobiological state of these sites, the results of the IFIM procedure for each of them and, finally, the

measurement Protocols chosen to ensure monitoring following the establishment of a new guaranteed flow.

KEY-WORDS: Guaranteed flow / Habitat / Salmonids / Hydropower.
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I.INTRODUCTION

Since 1994, a great many licences for hydroelectric heads have been in the process of renewal. By the ,""ear 2000,

138 facilities will be concemed.

An impact study has bean provided for each renewal document. The choice of the guaranteed flow is the focus of

attention in these studies. It has to reconcile two requiremorts: draw the best energy part fronl the danr and make

sure that, for the aquatic environment, the conditions are favourable for the life, circulation and reproductron of the

aquatic species, while complyng wrth prevaihng regulations. Although the consequorces of the setting up of a

guaranteed flow have been well grasped from the economic stândpoint, the knowledge of tJre ecologcal aspect still

has to be furthered.

An approach has therefore been proposed by EDF, in partnership with other organizations concenred bv these

issues. Its purpose is to validate the methods for the selection of the guaranteed flor,r'. by taking advantage of the

effective increase of the guaranteed flow on the occasion of the renewal of the licences

IL APPROACH

Of the methods available for the determination of the guaranteed flow, the Instream Flow Lrcremental

Mahodology (IFIlvI, "microhabitat" methodology in French ) is increasing used to propose a flow that takes into

accountthe quality of the fish habitat. It has been validated with regard to its principle (fish habitat preferarces)

and implementation (information to be collected), for Salmonids.

The first objective of the approach is to validate the IFIM procedure a posteriori, through the ecologrcal

monitoring of the effects of the increase in the guaranteed flow on a certain number of sites. This feedback should

also make it possible to reinforce and perfect the overall approach and the study protocols conducted to determine

the guaranteed flows.

A working group has been set up to:

- propose a study programme to be carried out, while specifuing the meîhodologcal choices,

- select national sites,

- ensure the validation of sciartific work,

- provide a significant contribution to the knowledge of rivers with "rqulated" flow.

It is made up of rçresentatives from public organizations (Ministry of the Environment, Ministry of Industry,

Water Agencies, Conseil Supérieur de la Pêctre, EDF) and scientific institutes (Cemagref, Ecole Nationale

Supérieure dAgronomie de Toulouse).
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Itr. CHOICE OF SITES

The choice of the sites must reflect the diversity of the situations encountered in EDF's hydroelectnc generation

plants: diversity of rqrons and hydrological conditions, diversity of annual mean flows, diversity of hydro power

schemes, etc.

The criteria selected for the choice of sites are as follows:

- annual mean flow and hydrological rgime,

- variability of the flow in the blpassed river stretch,

- characteristics ofthe bypassed river stretdt and particularly accessibility,

- possibility of an indicator station,

- knowledge of fishing pressure (possibly fish reserve sector),

- absence of limiting factors (solid transport, quality of water, pollution, etc.),

- presence of incenûve factors (high salmon resource, stability of guaranteed flow, etc.).

- local context-

- existing data.

Of a total of 99 impact documents, a first sorting, carried out on criteria conceming exisûng data, absence of

pollution, accessibility, fish quality and local context, led to the selection of 23 sites. The flow cnteria (average

mean flow and extent of the increase compared with the present situation) have limited the selection to 12 sites.

Following an inspection and daailed evaluation of the sites, the choice of the 8 sites was made (Table l)

IV. CHOICE OF A STIJDY PROTOCOL

The choice of the sites was made in part with the knowledge that had already been acquired previously, on the

various factors likely to modifu the fish populations: quality of water, hydrological and thermal reglme, trophic

level, habitas offered to living organisms, dc. These data, most of which were collected during the site impact

study, are sometimes fairly dated, carried out according to different mdhodologies and their accuracy may be

insufficient to reach the level of lnowledge of the ecosystem required by the objectives of t}le study

Before monitoring the fish populatrons subsequent to the increase of the guaranteed flow, it therefore became

necessary to provide a phase for the drawing up of an initial state of the sites, which describes, with equal quality

for eactr of them, the biological potentialities of the bypassed river strd.ch in the present situation, i.e. a guaranteed

flow set at ll40 of the average mean flow for the past fov years.
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Table l: Choice of 8 experimental sites

e -.ao {low Present guaranteed Length ofbypassed

River in m3/s llow in m3/s river strech

Vcrney

L'Eau d'Olle

Isère 4 0.100 7.5 km

Pont-Haut Isère 2.75

La Roizonne

0.070 5 k m

Rorv et St Martin Loire 2.9

Le Lignon du Forez

0 075 3.5 km

and 3.3 and 0.085 and 2 km

Bionnay Haute Savoie 6.7

Le Bonnant

0.170 0.7 km

St Gcorges Aude 6.3

L'Aude

0.192 4.1 km

St Lary

La Neste d'Aure Pwârbs

Hautes 6.6 0.300 5.7 km

Beyrede ÉIarces 20

La Neste d'Aure Pwénees

0 .5 5 k m

Fontan Alpes 6.2

La Roya Maritimes

0.2 3.7 kn

A basic protocol for the monitoring of a site has been developed. It specifies the measurements needed to

describe the present hydrobiolqgical state and to monitor the evolution of the environment after the increase of the

guaranteed flow. Its desigrr has been an opportunity to formulate a fairly large number of recommendations and

rules for the droice of measuring stâtions, the nature of the studied parameters, the analysis methods to be

implemented and the frequenry of the measurements.

Duration of studies

The studies are planned for a period of about 5 years: the first year is devoted to addiûonal studies needed to

specify the initial stâte, the next four years must make it possible to reach an aquatic envtronment state

represantative of the neu, hydrological rqime.
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Study statrons

The choice of study stations is particularly important. The stations located m the bypassed river stretch are

selected to be representative of the dominant units shown by the morphodynamic study of the overall bypassed

river stretch. Their number varies according to the heterogeneity of the sites studied (from I to 3). A statron must

contain the tlpes of habitat of the sector that it represents and, if possible, proportionally to their importance in the

overall bypassed river stretch. Its largth is generally l0 to l5 times the width of the low-water bed.

Furthermore, study staûons outside the blpassed river stretch were sought, which make it possible to have

comparison elements. Of the hydropower schemes chosen for this study, it is not always possible to have a

reference staton, located on the same river but in a natural regime and providrng a marker on the natural

biologlcal potantralities of the river. When this was not possible, it was nevertheless decrded to morutor an

indicator station, located outside the bypassed river stretch, but subject to the same contingencies, especially of a

hydrologlcal nature, as this river stretch.

Hydroloey and Physico-Chemistry

A good knowledge of the hydrology of the blpassed river stretch is necessary, particulary inflows and overflows

(dates, duration and values). Excçtional hydrologlcal events, flood or extended low water level, are useful in

explaimng a posteriori t}re responses of a site in terms of biomass.

Thermal monitoring will be performed on a continuous basis throughout the duraûon of the study in order, for

example, to show the limited growth of trout in comparison with durable cold temperatures. A set of

measurements at the low water level is scheduled to check the physico-chemical quality for years n+3 and n+4.

Bioloey

An invantory will be made of invertebrates accordrng to the IBGN protocol (Afrror, 1992) for years n+3 and n+4

so as to have qualitative data. The sorting and determination of invertebrates will be carried out separately for

each habitat sampled. Biomass measurements will make to check whether the trophic value is limiting or not.

A fish inventory is made each year throughout the study in order to monitor the development of the fish population

tn each station. The inventory of spawnings is carried out each year so as to monitor recruitment and determine

whether the number of spawnings is limiting. fu no site is a fishing reserye, it was requested to "freeze" the

present situation conceming the halieutic management of the sections studied, for the 5 years of expenmantation.
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Morphodynamic state

The IF114 procedure applications are performed in compliance with the protocols recomntended by Cemagref and

the Researctr and Development Division of EDF (cf chapter VI)'

A check will be carried out on the same stâtrons as during the initial study, in year n+3 or n+4, througlr â entlre

IFIM procedure application with a description of the substrate and npanan v€etation:

- in the bypassed river stretch, for the value of the new guaranteed flow.

- in the indicator and/or referenc€ statlon, for a flow value that is as close as possible to the one correspondtng to

the initial study.

V. PRESENT HYDROBIOLOGICAL STATE OFTHE SITES

ln order to have initial states of similar quality, two t)?es of additional investigatiorls are performed.

- specific meâsurements for the purpose of supplementing nissing data or checkrng a point specific to a slte. such

as the improvement of the physicochenucal quality of water after the installation of a sewage plant'

- systematic measurements, on all the sites, according to standardized protocols, for critena at the base of the

study, i.e. habitat conditions and fish populations.

Fish inventories

For each site, a fi.rll exploration of the bypassed river stretch was performed so as to determine the morphody'namtc

characteristics and establish a sequencing of differents morphodynamic units. This represents the first phase of the

implementation of the IFIM procedure since it serves to select the represurtative morphodynamic turits and

therefore a station or stations whidr contain them (see Chapter VI).

In this study, this phase was also a major stage for measurements on biologtcal compartments and more

particularly for fish. It was decided to carry out frsh inventories on dre same stations as tiose chosen for the

measurements of hydrodynamic characteristics.

A specific moryhodynamic description of electric fishrng stations was made. The langths and surface areas

prospected are a function of the respective size of the various pattems. It is thus possible to express the btomasses

measured by homogeneous sections and observe the distribution of the various trout size classes for each type of

morphodynamic unit.
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Dersity Number/ l0 ares
RAD Riffle
CAS BAI Cascade - pool

Fry Juveniles Adultes

trigure 1: Erample of results obtained for difrerents morphodynamic units

in the Vemey bYPassed river strech

(data from the Lyons Regional Delegatron, Conseil Supérieur de la Pêctre).

Thus one is able to show the distribUion in differenr habitats of the three sets: fry (size < 120 mm), juverules and

adults (size > 180 mm) for the pres€nt guaranteed flow for the stations of the bypassed river stretch and also for

the upstream staûons.

For the time being an icthyological invantory was performed, according to this protocol, on each of the sites

during the low water period.

Inventory of spawnins.s

The presance of reproduAion areas in the bypassed river strdch facilitates the establishment of a balancæd natural

fish populaûon. When one works on study stations which represant a cÆrtain linear of the wâterway, the selected

r€presentative units may not contain idenûfied spawnings, whereas the overall bypassed river stretch provrdes

effective reproduction areas. When the distribution is unlcrown, which was the case for 5 of 8 sites, it was decided

to make an inventory of common trout sPawnings (Salmo trutta L').

The common trout reproduction period begins rn late autumn and continues into winter. The common trout choose

very specific habitaa for rçroduclion. The pooi-riffle interfaces are typical areas of trout reproduction. However,

in many mountain rivers, there are ferv pool-riffle altemances. The most used pattems will therefore be flats and

riffles ( Baglinière, l99l), (Delacoste et al., 1993).

2,O

r,50

I,m

0,50

0.m
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A spawning inventory protocol applicable to all the sites was developed by ENSA Toulouse and the Montpellier

Regional Deleg.ation of the Conseil Supéneur de la Pêche. The results obtained on the Pyrenees sites (St Lary.

Beyràte) and on the Aude (St Georges) show that the trout in these seçtors use reproduction habitats that are quite

similar to those seen in other sites in the Pyrenees (Delacoste, 1995) with a pnonty to flats (depth: 30 cm, velocitl,':

20 cm/s, gravel from 0.2 to 5 crn in diamd.er). The gravel surface areas available seem to condition the extent of

the reproduction.

ESpawning density /  100 m

trigure 2: Example of average spawning densities per type of morahodyn"miç rrnit on the Beyrède site

(data from ENSA Toulouse)

The present hydrobiological states of 6 of 8 sites have now been completed. Over and above the simple raw

analyttcal results, the special care taken by the many specialists on these sites provides a fine analysis of the

frurctioning of each ecosystem.

VI USING THN Aq|{ PROCEDI'RE FOR THF CHOICE OF GUARAI\ITEED FLOWS

Mahodolosy

Many studies have been conducted over the past fevr years in France to validate and choose a satisfactory

implemurtation of the IFIM procedure. This mehod consists in describing and simulating the aquatic space

available according to the flow and in evaluating a potential habitat capacity. It is based on biologlcal models

expressurg the relations beween the presence or relative density of a fish stage and several variables making up its

habitat @ovee, 1982), (Souchon et a|.,1989), (Sabaton and Miquel, 1993).

The application of the IFIM procedure must respect a precise protocol making it possible to obtain the values and

graphic supports pertinent for the analysis. It therefore appeared necessary to accurately define the implementation
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of this protocol. The applicatron protocols recommended by Cemagref and the Research and Development

Dvision of EDF ( Sabaton d al., 1995) were tested and the results prove to be higNy compaûble. Both protocols

are based on major joint guidelines. Each one may be broken down into 5 major stages:

- investigation ofthe river,

- choice of the represantative units wluch wrll be specrfically studied,

- morphodynamic measurements with one or more flows and hydraulic modelling

- hydraulic-biology coupling by calculation ofgrades offish habitat quality,

- results analysis.

Tl.e two approaches mainly differ by the hydraulic modelling used. Cenragref implemotts a one.dimensional rnodel

which requires only single.flow mërsurements. EDF's Research and Development Division uses a simplified model

based on meâsurements with several flows. This is made when it's possible to control, dunng data acquisition

campaigns, in the sector studied, which is generally the case downstream hydroelectnc plants.

Two sites have been studied by applyng the Cemagref protocol and four by using the EDF Research and

Developmort Divi sion's protocol.

Implementation

Other than the publication of the two above'menûoned protocols, special instructions have been given so that,

regardless of the protocol selected, the presant value of the guaranteed flow (l/40 of the annual mean flow) is

charactenzed by in situ measurements. For cases where the EDF Research and Development Division's protocol

was applied, measurements for at least a flow value higher than l/10 of the annual mean flow were performed.

It should also be noted that the habitat was studied as well, for a single flow value (close to the minimum average

monthly flow) on the upstream staûons (indrcator or referarce)

Analysis of results obtained and droice of tested suaranteed flows

The results of the IFIM procedure studies canied out on six sites for the moment, have grven rise to a series of

curves representing the variation, as a fiurction of flow, of the Weighted Usable Area (WUA) per morphodynanuc

unit, per station and for the whole sector concemed for the three developmart stages of the fario trout.

Thus we have a first analytrcal stage making it possible to compare the present hydrobiological state of the site

with what it nught be with other flows and to make assumptions about the changes that would be provrded if the

guaranteed flow were to be increased.
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Horrever, to choose the guaranteed flows to be teste{ it became clear that it was necessary to lay down common

principle of assessment wtrich take into account the objectives of the approadr, i.e.:

l- Measure the response of the fish populations to a flow increase,

2- Compare this response to the forecast potantial developments according to the habitat curves and try to

explain any differances,

3- Test the sersitiviW of the method.

When the flow increases, the arulysis of the curves often shows flow ranges where the WUA vanation is high

plateaus and maxima. It is thus possible to propose choices to check the response of the fish poptrlatrons to flow

rncreases in different WUA development cases (hiSh \VuA increase, WUA value stable according to flow).

WUA variations with the flow can therefore be commented upon and analysed accordrng to the other resr"rlts

collected on the same site, such as hydrological regime, fish data, minimum water levels which allow the free

crrculation offish throughors the area, available shelter surface arqts, etc.

An example of this type of analpis is givan bdow for the BeyrÈde site:

. All the stations have high fry dauities compared with those of adults wluô therefore seem to be pcralized by

the present flow conditions. It was consequently agreed that the objectrve of increasing the gturanteed flow

would be to improve the receiving capacity of this stage.

\ I

-
adult
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fry
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Iigure 3: Nomcd rilUA of the firlt blaassed river stretch xçsslding to the guaranteed [ow

for tùe three devdopment stages of the fario trout (with intermediatc inlows = 0r5 Éf/s)
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. For fry and juveniles, the figure 3 shows that the maximum WUA rs obtained for a flow of about I m3/s. At

this flow, the WUA reaches 85% of the maximum value for the adult. However, the value of l 5 m3ls

provides a notervorthy gain of the WUA for the adult stage (wluch we wish to favour). wrthout excessivelv

penalizing the two other stages. Frnally, at 2 m3ls, the WUA would be reduced by 5 to l0% for fry and

juveniles with an increase ofjust l% for adults.

trn conclusion, it would appear worthwhile to test at BeyràJe the value of 1.5 m3/s whrch corresponds to a sizeable

improvement of the quality of potential habitât for adults (progressing when the flow increases) likely to bnng

about an appreciable response of the adult populations while maintairung good conditions for the young stages

(regressing when the flow increases).

T'his assessm€nt common mode will continue to be specified dunng the study. For the time being, rt sen'es to

ddermine the flow ranges in which the flows to be experimorted will be selected for the other sltes.

VII MONTTORING AFTER INCREASE OF THF GUARANTEED FLOII'

As stated in the defrnition of the basic protocol, the monitoring of the evolution of the aquatic environment will

take place over a four-year period, the time requred to reach a state of balance after the change of the guaranteed

flow, with a particular e,ffort made in the third and fourth years.

The results of the fish inventories confronted with the hydrologrcal evolution of the srte should make it possrble to

show an improvemant in the development of the fish population ln tlus very particular "regulated" flow context,

an effort will be made to show the existence of a relationship baween the WLIA calculated by the IFIM procedure

and the fish biomass observed.

The experts who monitor eadr of the sites will have the possibility of defining more specific investigations which,

as the study progresses, will appear to be necessary with intend to obtain a reliable conclusion on the response of

fish fauna to the flow increase.

DISCUSSION AND PROSPBCTS

The increase of guaranteed flows subsequent to the renewal of a number of licences is an opportunity to make a

"full-scale" check of the pertinence and sarsitivity of information provided by the IFIM procedure to test the

response ofthe aquatic ecosystem to a variation in the guaranteed flow and help choose a flow to be guaranteed

downstream of a hydropower plant.
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Many developments are under way to speci$ the field of use of the IFM procedure (Pouilly and Souchon, 1995).

The purpose of the approactr undertaken here is to reinforce the use of this method in the particular field of

experimentation conceming river stretches with "rqulated" flow. In this context, the necessary conditions seem to

be presant to obtain a relationship between WUA and the biomass of a fish population.

The criteria taken into account on the experimental sites, to choose the flow to be tested over a four-year period for

the purpose of validatrng the IFIM procedure, concem only the aquatic ecosystem. They can therefore be differed

from those used for the final choice of the guaranteed flow of a site and which may satisfo many other objectives:

meeting water requirements, economic effe<is, Ac.

The approach accompanied by a working group bringrng together all the shlls from various fields provides the

scienûfic stringency of this approactr and is an opportumty to federate Efforts to further the implementatron of

studies and the use of results. This has already made possible progress in the measurement protocols used and the

result assessment mode.

In the long-term, the goal of this work is to provide a pertinent decision-aid tool that will help improve the dialogue

between those in charge of the operation of hydroelectric facilities and the entities responsible for overseeing

compliancæ with the general objectives of lgislation conceming water.
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ABSTRACT

Water transfers into the River Wear, north-east England, are mâde to support a stâtutory Minimum
Marntained Flow (MMF) of 2 m3 s-1. The transfer release policy has been based on the need to avoid
extreme sumrner low flow conditions which in the past have resulted in reducæd levels of oxygen and fish
krlls in the nver. However, transfers result in sudden and marked increases in flow and may themselves
represent hydrological disturbance events which perturb the river ecosystem. This paper describes the use
of PHABSIM to assess the relative impact of low flow conditions and water transfer drscharges on
invertebrate commr.rnities at a site on the Wear.

Prevtous PHABSIM applications have used habitat surtability data for targa species to model the effects of
flow change. The river management implications of using this species-specific approach are discussed. A
method of generating habitat suitability indices based on the requirements of whole invertebrate commurities
is descnbed. The method uses TWINSPAN and DECORANA to delineate community groups; locality-
specific substrate, depth and velocity data are ûren used with invertebrate community sample information to
produce habitar suitability indices.

PHABSIM output for the invertebrate community sr.goests that transfers do not result in gross alterations to
the availability of suitable habitat. Time series analysis of a 43 day transfer release d€tected no marked
increase or decrease in weighted usable habitat at the study site. The augmantation of flows tfuough the use
of transfers does however help avoid habitat loss which occurs as discharge drops toward or below the 2 m3
s-l Àrflrf.

KEYWORDS: PF{ABSIM / habitat suitability indicæs / invertebrate commturities / water transfers /
usable habitat / River Wear
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INTRODUCTION

The need to abstract water for industrial and potable supply without threateiing river ecology is a central
problern in water resource management. kr England and Wales the *atutory mechanisnr for ansunng rn-
river flow needs are met is the Minimum Maintained Ftow (MMF); a specified drscharge below which flows
must not fall. MMFs have been widely criticised as a mechanism for managrng river flows (Pdts and
IMaddoch 1994): many were established by 'rule of thumb' and relate to histoncal industrial and agncuiltural
demands which may no longer be retevant (Gustârd et al., 1987). Specific critrcrsms arise because MMFs
tend to be purely hydrologlcal in derivation, based on a fixed perc€ntage of average flow statistics

Petts and lv{addock (1994) emphasised the need to link the disciplines of hydrology and ecology in
prescribing river flows and introduced the idea of Ecologlcally Acceptable Flows (EAFs). This fonns tire
basis of the IFM mehodology and the associated model Physical Habitat Simulation (PHABSIM)
PHABSM models changes in in-stream habitat in response to flow alterations, tlre prediaed charrges
allowing assessment of the flows required to achieve a desired ecological goal. PHABSIIT{ is now a lqgal
requrem€nt in many states in USA for establishing ecological in-stream flow needs dunnq environmental
lmpact assessments (Bovee, 1982). It is currortly being used to assess the mrnimum flow requirernents of
some UK rivers although to date has been applied to only a small number of systerns, pnncipally targeting
fish species in streâms in southem parts of England (Johnson et a\.,1993; Newman. 1995)

The River Wear rises at over 600 m a.s.l. in the Pennine uplands in northem England and florvs eastrvard
tnto the North Sea (Figure l). Flows in the Wear are augmanted by inter-basin transfers of water from the
Kielder system which allow water abstractions for industrial and potable supply to conrinue during summer
droughts. Transfers are used intermittently to ensure the Wea/s 2 m3 s- I MMF is not raolated. Transfer
releases can more than double receiving flows and result in tenfold increases in bed velocity in some parts of
the ctunnel (Gbbins, 1996). These flow changes are known to result in short-term alterations to the
distribution and abundance of some invertebrate species in the river (Archer and Gbbins, 1995).
Conversely, the role of a 2 rn3 r-l minimum flow in maintaining in-streâm habitats has never beeir
tnvestigated. This paper uses PHABSM to assess ttre effects of a transfer made in the summer of 1994 on
in-stream habitats usirrg community based invertebrate habitat suitability indices. The method of producing
the commturity-level indices is described and some of the advantages over single species PHABSIM
modelling are discussed.

STTTDY AREA

The River Wear lies between 54 and 55 oN and has a catchment area of 1174 km2 (Figure l) The geology,
topography, climate and hydrology of the catchment have been described in detâil elsewhere (Gbbins el a/.,
1994). The westem Part of the catchment is upland in character, with landuse dominated by open moorland.
Eastward, and with decreasing altitude, the catchment become progressively more urbanised.

Mean dailyflows in gpper parts of the catchment are around 3.5 m3 s-l lst"nhope), while in lower pans
they increase to 14 m3 s-l (Chester-le-Street) (Figure l). The Wear is generally considered 'flashy' due to
the dominance of peaty soils and steep channel slopes in the headwaters. Seasonal pattems in evaporatron
give rise to late summer and early autumn low flows, despite the retatively high raurfall over this period.
The lowest recorded flow for Stanhope is 0.235 .3 t-I, recorded in September 1959, and that for Chester-
lestred 2.287 m3 s-1, recorded in July 1984. It is over suctr periods that transfer releases from the Kielder
system are made at Frosterley to support the instantaneous MIvIF which is measured at Chester-le-Street.
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Releases are variable, with their magnitude and duration depending upon prevailing climatic conditions. ln
some ye{rrs releases are not necessary; in other years they extend over several months (Table I ).

Table l: Volurnes and rates of transfer from the Kieldcr system to the River Wear, 1984 to 1995.
Vol'mes are in millioa m3, discharges are in m3 s-l

1984 1985/8 1989 1990 l99l 1992 1993 1994 1995

Total volume released
Number of transfer days
Average transfer flow
Max. transfer flow
Min. receiving flow

7.83 5.27
r45 105
0.62 0.58
0.87 0.84
0.48 0.35

1.04 t .20
46 38
0.26 0.36
0.37 0.87
0.36 0.50

0.30 2.48 4.01
l8 56 93
0.46 0.48 0 43
0.46 0.96 0.96
0.93 0.30 0.27

0.50
35
0.  l7
0.42
0.43

NI
Nil

Mean daily flow at Frosterley: 4.17
Mean daily flow at Chester-leStreet: 14.60

A study site was selected at tle nearest gauging station downstream from where transfers enter the nver
The site (Witton Park) is l8 krn downstream from the Frosterley transfer release pourt and has a mean daily
flowof7.78*3t-1. It isrepresentativeofmuchofthemiddlesectionoftheWear: extensivecobbleioebble
bars, a lightly wooded riparian zone and limited marginal plant communities.

Figure l: The River Wear catchment showing sampling sites and tbe Kieldcr transfer systenL Witton
Parft is site 5

A Cauging srar ion
a Stanhopc
b Wiuon Park
c Sunder land Br idge
d Chesrer-le-streer

a Sampl ing srar ion ( l -6)
.--- Kieldcr transfer runncl
-.-.- ftiyç1 Wear catchment

North
Sea
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METEODS

Hydraulic Modelline

Since this paper focuses principally upon the possible use of invertebrate commwrity suitability indices, only
a summary of hydraulic aspects are grven. Hydraulic datâ collection and modelling compon€nts of the work
used standard techniques for the application of PHABSIM in the UK (Johnson et al., 1994). Data were
collected bgween June and November 1994 with simulations based upon calibration flows at 1.480 m3 s-l
(Cal l), 25.988 rn3 t-l lCal 2) and 20.0 *3 .-l (Cal 3). Velocity data were tâken at Cal I as rhis was
nearest to the MMF.

Changes in habitat availability occurring around low flows were of primary interest since this is when
Kielder transfers are made. The simulation range was kçt at the lower end of the range of historical flows
recorded at Witton Park. This was because of the principal rnterest in low flows but also because cf the
difficulties of extrapolating well above calibration disctrarges. Thus, habiut predictions were made for
flows behreen 0.25 and 25 m3 s-1.

Habitat Modellinq

The invertebrate community suitability indices were constructed in two stages. First, a number of
communities were delineated on the basis of 220 hck samples taken during 1993 and 1994 from six sites
along the Wear (Figure l). Sampling locations at each site were identified by random selection of localities
within a 5 m2 gnd placed over each of frve separate riffles. For each srte, a srngle sample was collected
from each riffle on eadr of nine sampling occasions. The sites were positioned throughout a 44 km length of
the river; they included both upland and lowland sections as well as localities up and downstream of the
Kielder release point. Second, â târget commurity was selected from these (see below) and the distribtrtion
and abundance of its component species analysed with respect to the depth, velocity and substrate
characteristics of sampling points. The physical habitat and invertebrate data for this second stage were
collected on 18 July and 3 August 1994 at four of the sites. Immediately prior to each invertebrate sample
being taken, velocity, depth and substrate data were collected at each locality. This process generated a
total of 40 one minute hck samples (four sites, five replicates per site, two dates), with each sample
comprising the whole invertebrate community and physical habitat data required by PHABSM. The
commuity indices were calculated from this informatior.

Delineating Community G roupi ngs
\\e 220 invertebrate samples from six sites over 1993 and 1994 were first classified using TWINSpAN
fifill' 1979a). The two years' data were analysed separately to generate endgroups for all the species
records. The andgroups produced by TWINSPAN were thqr checked to see if any species were classified
together in each of the two years. These consistent species groups represented subsets of the original
TWINSPAN andgroups.

The second stage involved plotting all of the species data for 1993 and 1994 on DECORANA Glill 1979b)
ordinaûons. Species subsets identified by TWINSPAN were linked to produce polygons on the
DECORAIIA plots for eactr year separately. Further species were tlen added to the each subset, this time
based purely on their ordination position. This involved adding specres which were part of îhe original
T\MNSPA}I group in only one of the two years but fell inside the boundaries of the subset when plotted on
the ordination in both 1993 and 1994. Finally, species whose ordination position in both years indicated
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gr€ter affinity with particular subsds than suggested by the iniûal TWINSPAN classification were
included in the community grouplngs.

The process essentially identified groups of species selected by both TWINSPAII and DECORANA as
being associated with each other over a two year period at sites over a 44 krn length of the river. Where any
differences occurred, the DECORANA restrlts took precedence. This was because DECORANA looks at
the distribution of all the species pres€nt in the samples and their abundances to identify groupings whereas
TWINSPAN is based solely on the distribution of indicator species. The final commurity groups are listed
in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 2. Species numbers used in the Figure relate to those in Table 2.

The ordination arranged species principally along DECORANA axis I (horizontal axes in Figure 2) and
suggests site affinities. For example PHABSM commrurity group I comprises many non-insect taxa
associated with the most downstream site 6. Groups 3 and 4 are made up predominantly of mayflies and
stoneflies for.nd at upstream sampling sites. Group 2 was selected for PHABSIM modelling. It is a
taxonomically diverse group with individual taxa primarily found in the mid- and upper-seaions of the
Wear. Group I was dismissed since it is an association of species not present or rare at Witton Park.
Groups 3 and 4 comprised small numbers of often scarce species; numbers of individuals available for
generatlng habitat suitability indices would therefore be relatively small if these groups were selected for
modelling.

Table 2: Species groups identified for Physical Habitat Simulation CHABSIM) of a site on the
River Wear

Group 1 (species no.) Group 2 (species no.) Group 3 (species no.) Group 4 (species no.)
Pisidium sp.(3)

Asellus aquaticus (lO)

Sphaereum sp. (4)

Gammarus pulex (11)

P rodiames a ol wac e a (6 5)

Erp op de I I a o c t ocul ata (8)

Cricotopus sp. (71)

Microtendipes sp.(86)

Polycelis Jelirn (l)

Paratargttarsus sp. (8a)

Leuctra ge niculata (26)

Pottastia longrmana g (67)

Ephe me re I la i gni ta (21)

Hydropsyche pe I luc idula (47)

Leuctrafirsca (27)

Ecdyonurus dispar (20)
Dicranota sp. (55)

Simuliidae (91)
Po lype di lum lae teum gt.(82)
Sympsiocladius (85)
EubieJeiellia sp. (77)

Mithrogena

semicolorata (17\

Perla bipunctata (30)

Rhyacophila dorsalis
(40)

R- obliterata(42\

Dinocras cephalotes (29)

Caenis rivulorum (24)

Hydracarina sp. (12)
Protonemura

meyeri (25)
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Flgure 2: Detrended Correspondence Analysis (Hill,1979b) ordinxlisl ofinvertebrate species
found at six sites on the River Wear, 1993 and 1994. Species numbers are given in Table 2; those

spccies comprising community group 2 are highlighted.

Calculation of the habitat suitability values for community 2 used the 40 invertebrate kick samples with the
velocity, depth and substrate information for each. Hâbitât suitability indices were ganerated for commumty
2 in the same way as for individual species described by Bovee (1982). Rather than the abundance of a
single species, the combined aburdance of the individuals comprising species from community group 2
('community abundance') formed the basis of the curves. For eactr habitat variable, suitability takes into
account the utilisation of a given value as well as the overall availability of localities (i.e. samples) with that
particular value. Thus, suitability is expressed by utilisation divided by availability.

Rather than continuous variables, each habitat variable was broken down into catq,ories and-suitability
values for community 2 assigned to eacfi. Values were then rescaled to the range 0-l to produce the final
habitat suitability curves (Figure 3). These values were input to PHABSIM as though representing a single
target species.
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Substrate category

Habitat suitabiliÇ indices for a macroinvertebrate community found at sites on the
River Wear over 1993 and 1994.

REST]LTS

Figure 4 shows a plot of total available habitat area at Witton Park over the simulated flow range. In tenns
of this 'potential available habitat', maximum habitat area is provided at the highest flows. Figuie 5 shows
usable habitat over the simulation flow range for invertebrate community 2. 'I\e 

actual Weighted Usable
Area (WUA) values predicted by PHABSIM have been rescaled as in Petts and Maddock (1994) to show
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relative changes in'weighted usable habitat'. Optimum discharge is reached around 15 m3 s-l with no gross

reduction in suitable habitat at the higher ard of the simulaûon range.

---t-F

l 0  l 5

Discharge

20

Figure 4: The relationship between discharge (m3 s'l; ând total or'potential' available in-stream

habitat 1m2; at Witton Park on the River \ilear

Can the shape of the curve c:tn be interpreted in the context of the site and the community ? Community 2 is
made up predominantly of animals characterisûc of riffle habitats: stoneflies, mayflies and simulids.
Although Figure 3 shows an optimum velocity of betrveen 0.21 and 0.3 m s-1, these animals were aburdant
in samples from habitats within the mid and higher velocity catçgories. This is reflected in a quite evan
drstributron of suitability values up to velocities of 0.8 m s-1. Increasing discharge at Witton Park is
accompanied by increasing potentially available habitat as shown in Figure 4. It is also likely to be
accompanied by increasing frequency ofhigh velocity arezrs; a process illustrated by Soulsby et al. (1995)

who showed how mean and maximum velocities in both nffle and pool habitats on the Wear increase with
increasing discharge. So, the tolerance of this gror"rp of taxa to relatively high velocities may result in
habitats suitable at higher discharges. Only above 15 m3 s-l does usable habitat bqrn to
diminish.
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The relationship between discharge (m3 s-l; and weightcd usable habitat for
invertebrate community 2 at \ilitton Park on the River Wear
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Of the three habitat suitability curves for commwrity 2 @igure 3), that for dçth is the least discriminatrng.
It suggesæ little or no preferance for depths within the observed range although the zero value for a mid-
range category may influence the weighted usable habitat curve. Because of the rescaling process, a zero
sutability corresponds to the depth with the lowest observed community abudance, rather than a conrplgte
absence of animals. A sensitivity analysis was tlerefore turdertaken by substituting a suitability value of
one for all depth catq3ories other than zero depth which was assigned a suitability value of zero. Thrs
retatned the apparant insansiûvity of the community to depth but removed the possible influence of the
single, mid-range zero value. Results of this are shown in Figure 6. The optimum discharge and overall
shape of the curve remain, as do the minor peak on the rising limb. This suggests that the depth suitabrlrty
values are not having a major influence on the weighted usable habitat curve and that the hydraulic
characterisûcs of the site may be responsible for the smaller peaks and troughs.
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trÏgure 6: The relationship betwecn discharge 1m3 s-l; and weighted usable habitat for
invertebrate commlnity 2 at witton Park on the River wear. The curve is based on similar habitat
suitability data to trïgure 5 except that the community has been given an equal preference for all
observed water depths other than zero depth.

Figure 7 shows the result of a timeseries analysis of weighted usable habitat during the summer and early
autumn of 1994 for invertebrate community 2. This is based upon mean daily flow data from the Witton
Park gugrng station tlÂbitat values are all relative to the optimum which occurs at arould l5 m3 s- l . The
figure shows relatively low values for most of this period, although usable habitat increased dunng
September as flows increased as a result of rainfall. The period when Kielder water was being transferred
to the Wear is also shown The magnitude of the release was variable, rangtng from 0.25 to 0.96 m3 s-l
with an average of 0.65 .3 t- I . Figure 7 suggests that relative to the optimum, transfers resulted in only a
mrmmal increase in usable habitat at Witton Parlq 18 l<rn downstream from the release point. However
without transfers habitat values would have progressively fallen during July, reaching a minimum of less
than 0.1 in the latter part of the month.

DISCUSSION

This paper did not set out to provide a critique of the whole PHABSIM modelling processr such- anaryses
are readily available elsewhere (Mathur et al ,1985; Scott and Shirvall, 1987) Rather, by looking at a
group of invertebrates which are abundant and widespread in the Wear, it has begun to develop a method of
rmprovrng the value of PHABSIM predictions to river managers. PHABSM provides an ecological basis
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for flow managem€nt decisions (Petts et al., 1995) and the present research has provided an opporturuty ro
apply the system to low flow issues on the Wear.

' Træsfq rdqæ
<----------..->

With ûow sryport

Figure 7: Chlnges in weighted usable habitat for invertebrate community 2 at Witton Park, River
Wear, between 0l/06 anù3O/O9194

Armitage and Ladle (1991) discussed the problems of developing habitat suitability indices for individual
invertebrate species. They acknowledged that:

'the most accurate esrimates of habitat preferences are derived Jrom detailed analysis oJ distribution
patterns with respect to spectfc variables measured at the point at which afaunal sample is taken,.

(Armitage and Ladle, I 991 . pp. 88-89)

Accçting that such techniques are time consuming and costly, they suggested 'cruder estimates' have to be
used. They presented invertebrate suitability curves based upon Institute of Freshwater Ecology datâ which
were used to develop the RIVPACS software. These field data were collecled for the purpose of site
classification and so the sampling method did not take into account within-site distribution pattems. Also,
some ofthe curves simply conveyed pres€nce and absence information, rather than abundance, and took no
account of habitat availability. These shortcomings were aclnowledged by Armitage and Ladle whose
report represented the first attempt to develop indices for invertebrates in the uK.

Producing suitability indices for invertebrate species, incorporating utilisation and availability data, usrng
d€tailed point sampling methods remains problematic. At the species level, where abundance values may be
low, relatively small differences in aburdance between points being sampled can dramatically alter the shape
of the curves. At a particular sampling point, a species' abundance may be misrepresented for a number of
reasons. First, anomalies may result from differences in sampling effrciancy between different habitats for
that species. Second, a single species may be slightly more or less abundant at a point for reasons other that
the physical habitat; the absence or presenc€ of a predator for example. For a single species, seasonal
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pattems of larval abundance may result in ctranges which are indepurdent of the suitability of samphng
location. Chance ev€nts may also influence the abundancB of a particular species in a particular sample.
Overall, the less abundant the targd species, the greater influence such factors are likely to have on the
suitability curyes. This issue becomes particularly important given that managem€nt is frequently targeted
at rare species which, by definition, are less abundant than others in the commwrity

From a river management point of vierr, species-specific invertebrate modelling may be of limited value:
flow managemant stratqies based upon the requiremants of a single invertebrate species are difficult to
justifu politically. Rare species are preferable in this respect, but the shortcomings outlined above remaur
problematic. Also, habitat requirements of adult stages may be equally or more important than those of the
aquatic larvae; for example some dragonfly (Odonata) species require extensive terrestrial areas over which
to forage (Ilammond, 1985). For these reasons it may be preferable to attempt to develop suitability curves
for groups of co-occurring species. Chancæ or sampling-related differences in the combined aburdance of
animals making up a community are likely to be proportionally less influential, while the position of river
managers becomes more defensible.

rffeighted usable habitat predictions using suitability data for an invertebrate community consisting of
stonefly and mayfly species, Simuliidae as a group, two chironomid taxa and the tipulid Dicranota sp. were
produced for a reach of the Wear at Witton Park. These data were used to illustrate the impacts of Kielder
transfers. Only a small increase in weighted usable habitat was evident from the time.series plot over the
1994 transfer period. There was no evidence of the transfer having a negative impact on usable habitat,
sudr impacts may have occurred if, for example, extensive areas of the site became too fast-flowing for the
targ€t corununity. This is consistent with the results of previous work: Gbbins (1996) showed that the
1994 transfer release did not result in alteraûons to invertebrate commuruty structure along the Wear,
including Witton Park. However, Figures 5 and 6 suggest that by augmenting flows, transfers do help avoid
the gross reductions in available habitat (i.e. to less than half the maximum) which occur at Winon park at
flows below approximately 3 m 3 s-I. Figure 7 illustrates conditions in l994,where transfers maintained
weiglted usable habitat at a fairly consistent level over a month period when otherwise it would have fallen
to below onetenth ofthe maxmum.

On arerage, flows at Witton Park are approximately half those at the Chesterle-Street MMF point. Thus
even when flows at Chester-le.Strt arc slightly above 2rn 3 r-1, with Kielder releases therefore not
necessary discharges at Witton Park result in weighted usable habitat values which fall below onÈquarter
of the maximum (Frgures 5 and 6). This suggests that the current MMF still results in marked habitar toss
in middle sections of the Wear such as Witton park.

As with all PIIABSIM applications, it is important to emphasise that setting flow at an optimum level does
not imply that biomass of a target species or community will be maximised. Other factors may be limiting
and numerous studies have shown the poor relationship benveen predictions of optimum habitat and fish
biomass (Orth and Maughan, 1982; Shirvall and Morantz, 1983). Moreover, Scott and Shirvall (1987)
revrewed PIIABSM studies and forurd than none were able to demonstrate a relationship baween changes
tn Weighted Usable Area and fish production following hydrological disturbance. Despite their importance
to river biota, ctranges to sediment transport processes whidr result from flow rqime alterations are often
overlookod by river managers (Carling 1995). If marked changes in a rive/s flow regime are made on the
basis of PHABSM weighted usable habitat predictions, site specific sedimentary conditions on which the
predictions were made may change. Therefore it does not necessarily follow that changrng flows will
opûmise habitat availability. None of the community weighted usable habitat curyes have been validated
by subsequent field observations of community distributron or abundance pattems on the Wear. Such
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analyses need to be undertaken before flow management decisions based upon PHABSM are taken.
Clearly problems with PHABSIM exist and acceptance of its predictions needs to be ternpered by an
understanding of its limitations.

Invertebrate communiûes were identified using classificatron and ordination techniques widely used in
ecological studies to show associations of species or samples (e.g. Weatherley and Ormerod, 1987; RuE er
al., 1990). Simple hck sampling teclrniques were then used to look at the occurrence of the targe
commuity in localities with different physical ctraracteristics and to ganerate habitat suitability indices.
More daailed sampling programmes could improve upon the indices presented in this paper. Also,
multrvariate methods may allow an assessm€nt of the relative importance of the three physical habitat
attributes; this could then be considered in the habitat modelling component of PIIABSM. Heggenes
(1994) discussed the relative importance of depth, velocity and substrate to brown fioll,.. Salmo trutta and
atlantic salmon S. salar in goveming distribution pattems ln the absence of altemative data, the three
habitat attributes were assumed to be of equal importance for Wear invertebrates. Habitat suitability
tndices drawn up for several taxa are likely to be less sharply defined than for a single target species srnce
the habitat requirements of each taxa will differ to some extent. The ferrer the number of species included,
the more discriminating the curves are likely to be. This wilt affect the WUA curves produced by
PHABSIM.

The use of community level data does not n€ate any of the more fundamental criticisms of PHABSM. For
example, shortcomings related to simplificatrons in the hydraulic models or the use of just three habitat
variables to represent 'niche' remain. Nonetheless, the findings of this preliminary study suggest that a
community level approach is feasible and represents a potentially usefirl contribtrtion to low-flow
investigations. Work on the Wear with respect to Kielder transfers and the developmant of an Ecologically
Acceptable Flow rqime using PHABSM is ongoing.
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ABSTRACT

This paper examines emerging trends in applied instream flow assessment methods within the context of an ecologically
based assessment framervork in light of the challenges imposed by the spatial and temporal domains of aquatic eçosystems.
I rvill attempt to highllght wùat I consider the more promising ûechnologies, modeling, and analvsis approaches that represent
workable tools to meet the needs of practical applied instream flow assessments. To this end, I will touch on measurement
techniques and technologies used to characterize the spatial domain ofriver s-vstems, analysis tools for characterization of
the hydrodynamic elements of rivers in both the spatial and tcmporal domains, and frnally tools and approaches which
integrate the biological elements at the individual, population and communitv levels. Much of my view of the futgre of
habitat modeling remains an abstraction, in that integration of all the pieces has yet to be accomplishd field validation
remains to be demonstrated, availability of an integrated analysis framework (i.e. computer software system) is not yet
available, and a clear framervork for selection and application ofspecific tools has not been developed. Horvever, in
presenting this particular vierv of ùe future, I hope to stimulate a broader collaborative effort between biologists, engineers,
and resource managers that continues to move the state-of-the-art forward. This effort should not consider the plurality of
methods or analltical procedures as competing approaches, but rather as representing a tool rich environment upon which
researchers and practitioners can draw to provide scientifically based quantilications in support ofmanagement decisions
which must protcct and enhance our aquatic ecosystems.

KEY-WORDS: Habitat Modeling/lv{ulti-disciplinary Assessments/Instream FlowsÆuture TrendsÂ.I-Dimensional
Hydraulics/Bioenersetics Modeling,rRemote Sensing/.
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IT{TRODUCTION

From the perspective of an individual aqr.ratic oganisrn (e.g., macro-invertebrate, fish), river ecosystems create a temporalll'

and spatially variable physical, chemical, and biological template vithin which an individuat can exist if it possesses the

proper suite of physiological, behavioral, and life history traits @offand Ward, 1990; Orth, 1986). This can lead to the

vierv that organisms have a multi-dimensional niche of environmental conditions (e.g., envelopes of velocity, temperatwe,

salinity) and resources (e.g., food, space) within which a viable population can be sustained (May and MacArthur, 1972;

pianka, 1974; Colwell and Futul,rna, l97l). The short or long term success of individuals and hence populations or

community dynamics can be limited by single and/or combinations of the physical, chemical, and biological components

oflhe river ecosystem which have deærmuustic, periodic, and stochastic characteristics across both the temporal and spatial

domains. This dynamic inærplay between factors and responses at the individual, populaûo4 and community levels

ultimately deærmines the complexity and therefore to some ext€nt the stratery(s) of assessing impacts or status of resource

statJes. The challenge, is to develop a practical level of understanding of these complex relationships between organisms,

populations, communities, and the dynamic inærplay over both the spatial and temporal scales of the environment. Once

a sufficient understanding of ùese processes and linkages exis! we can begin to refine or develop tools/methods u'hich can

be applid u,ithin a rational framework to predict the effects of management actions (Chovanec et al.,1994;Mvhar et al.,

1995; Beanlands and Duinlier, 1984; Orth, 1986).

Efforts directed at the evaluation ofinstream flow requirements to protect aquatic resowces has already resulted in the

development and application ofa large nunrber ofmethodologies over the past several decades and continues at an elevated

rate today. Excellent reviews of many of the techniques developed and applied within the United Staæs (and elsewhere)

can be found in Reiser et al. (L989),CDM (1986), EPRI (1936), and Gore (1939). A broad area ofresearch within the

"discipline" of insteam flow assessments is focused on modification or exteirsion of existing methodologies, while other

efforts are being directed at development and application of new tools. This is driven to some extent by the current

ecoqystem management objectives ofresource agencies and a growing consensus among both researchers and practitioners

that the disciplinary basis upon which the fundamental science and analytical procedures are developed, validated and

applicd in instream florv assessments needs a broader ecological perspective (Orth, 1995; Stanford, 1994). This has lcad

to rescarch focused on the development and application of tools and assessment frameworks aimed at a more quantitative

characûerization of the factors controlling fisheries resources rather than continued application of tools for evaluation of a

single target species from the limited perspective of physical habitat. This includes research on trophic level dynamics,

process oriented delineation of flow induced changes in the physical and biological components of the aquatic environment,

and in the development of broader based ecological frameworks for the evaluation of impact assessments or restoration

eftorts in aquatic ecosystems (e.g. Johnson and Law, 1995; Johnson et al., 1995 Heame et al.,1994; Capra et al.,1995

Leclerc et at., 1995; Addley, 1993; Nehring and Anderson, 1993; Muhar er o/', 1995).

Thc objective of this paper is to hig$ight key historical research efforts as well as the emerging tools that permit thc

delineation and modeling of key physical and biological elements of aquatic ecosystems. The research and associated

modeling tools discussed in this paper arç consid€red to be "pre-adapted" in that they should allow the integration ofresults

at the individual, population and community levels in habitat modeling efforts in order to assess the spatial and temporal

aspects of insream llow requirements and/or impact assessments in river systems. In additiotl, I have focused on tools and

modeling methods which should permit some latitude in terms of whether one approaches the problem of instream flow

assc:ssments from a process oriented framework or from a broader scale regional p€rspgctive. It is clear that more than one

vierv or approach rvill be necessary given the nature and issues ofinsEeam flow questions facing practitioners.
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AN ABBRJVIATED R.EVIEW OF IIABITAT MODELINGAPPROACIIES

Many applied instream flow assessment methods that have directly *ternpted to incorporatc the biological requirements
of species relied on information obtained at the individual organism lwel as a basis to model the quality and quantitv of
habitat @ovee, 1995). The nost widely publicized metbodologr ernploying this approach is the Insream Flow Incremental
Methodolory (IFIM) and inparticular one of it's major components the Physical Habitat Simulation System (PHABSIM).
This approach primarily focused on the delineation and evaluation ofindividual "preferences" for dept[ velocitl', and
substratdcover for a handful of target species and life stages, This type of approach inherently requires that the physical
or spatial domain of the river system be measured anùor modeled so that the biological criteria can be used to evaluate the
relationship between flow and habitat (e.g. Bovee, 1982; Nestler et al., 1993; Orttr, 1995). The incorporation of the
temporal variability of habitat was primarily approached from the inægration of hydrologic time series and habitat versus
discharge relationships to generate habitat time series @ovee, 1995). This tlpe of approach is not necessarily deficient as
long as the target species and life stages have well defined habitat requirements which are lnovm or can be measured and
uùen the physical characteristics of tlre trydrarlic regime in the rivcr can be measured and simulated in a competent manner
and only physical habitat is limiting. Although the efficacy of this basic approach for use in applied instream flow
asscssments has received criticisms (e.g. Orth and Maughan, 1982; Mathur er a/., 1985; Shirvell, 1986; Scott and Shin'ell,
1987), its utility in a number of applications has clearly been demonstrated (e.g. Nehring and Anderson, 1993; Bovee et al.,
1994; Jager et al., 1993; Jorvett, 1992). Some of the more interesting recent research aimed at extending this basic
mcthodology has concentrated on the integration of 2-dimensional hydraulics (Leclerc et al.,1995), extensions of habitat
time series to incorporate time dependant thresholds (Capra et al.,L99l),incorporation of h,vdraulic and habitat impacts
due to seasonal changes in aquatic macrophytes (Hearne et al.,1994), and in the developmenl field validation, and testing
of the ransferability of habitat suitability crrves (Thomas and Bovee, 1993; Waite and Barnhart, 1992; Kwak et at., 1992
Bozek and Rahel, 1992; Hubet and Rahel, 1989; Bæher et a1.,1993; Beecher, 1995).

Other pertinent research within the broader arena of instream flows has focused on the delineation of key life history
characteristics in terms ontogenetic shifu in habitat use under natural and induced flow variability (fleland et al.,1995;
Bardonnet and Gaudin, 1990; Bardonnet et a1.,1993; Crisp and Hurley, l99l), the relationship between flow and macro-
invcrtebrate communit-v {namics (Lancaster and Hildrew, 1993; Gore, 1989; Jowett et al., L99l; Weisberg et al.,1990),
and the importance of trophic level dependancies between macro-invertebrates and fish (Filber and Hawkins, 1995;
Bevelhimer, 1996; Weisberg and Burton, 1993; Easton and OrtlU 1992; Roell and Orth, 1994). Efforts emplolng
mæhanistic individual based bioenergetics, physical habitat based approaches utilizing population models, and multi-variate
statistical approaches have also produced encouraging results (Addley, 1993; Jager et a1.,I993;Bovæ et a1.,1994; Hill
and Grossmarq 1993; Joweft, 1992). This has included resuls based ur linking community level distributon and abundance
with spatially explicit delineations ofthe habitat mosaic at the meso-scale (Aadland 1993; Dibble and Killgore, 1994; Bain,
1995; Jowett 1992). Abroader view ofthe river corridor as an integrated ecosystem has also provided excellent research
on mcthods and frameworks for delineating the process driven linkages between flow, sediment transport, channel structure,
and the ripanan community (Hillet al.,l99l; Nillson et al.,l99l:, Rabeni and Jacobson, 1993; Stromberg and Patten, l99l;
Stromberg, 1993). Although not covered in this paper in order to save space, other efforts critical to instream florv
assessments have included work on the development and inægration of water quality and temperature modeling with existing
physical habitat modeling programs.

This overview has purposefirlly been neither exhaustive nor as broad as the liùerature permits, and is intended to highlight
some of what I have considered to represent key clements of the physical, and biological processes and concomitant
analytical approaches that are amendable to incorporation into a systematic inægrated frame$'ork for applied instream flow
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assessments. It is clear, that more process oriented methods that can be demonstrated to represent critical linkages between

thesc processes and responses at the individual, population and community levels can only improve our existing science.

This includes application of techniques that represent morc of a community approach based on broader spatial scales.

However, this implies that tlre current focused research within lryùolory, hydraulics, and biolory needs greater collaborative

efforts in orderto identify and then quantfy the importance of and linkages benreen the physical, chemical and biological

elements of the aquatic ecosystem in light of the need for practical, cost efrective instream flow assessmots.

THE FUTTJRE OFIIABITAT MODELING

Even a casual reading ofthe referenced work and the more extended literature available indicates that the direction(s) ofthe

future for habitat modeling will ûo a large o<ûe,nt be dependant on the perspective one takes at the onset of the journey. That

is, can practical instream flow assessment methods be developed ûom a consideration of community fimction at the meso-

scale habitat level, a broader scale approach using basin wide multi-variate regression models, or an increrrental botùom-up

approach based on empirical and/or analltical modeling ofthe component physical, cheneical, and biological prosesses.

Since this is a multiple choice qræstiorl I would submit that "all of the above" is the correct respoilie and will be dependant

on the nature of the specific instream tow question(s) (i.e. regional versus siæ specific). Of course, other more insidious

constraints such as time, money and politics are likely to ptay a role. In order to provide a rational ûarnework for

presentation of my view on the future of habitat modeling I have opted to loosely use the paradigm of the Instream Flow

Incrcmental Methodolory (IFIM) as a basis for discussion. This has the advantage of using a widely familiar framework

which ernploys an insremental approach to problem solving represented by a series of discrete but inter-related steps. I have

chosen to focus on three areas broadly represented by the processes of data collection, hydraulic analyses, and

habitaVspecies modeling. Within each of these tbree broad conccptual elements, I have elucidated speciûc approaches and

modeling techniques, that I feel represent viable near term solutions to tbe dwelopment and application of "habitat

modeling" within the framework of applied instream llow assessments. I have purposefully left out other elements of the

IFIM such as study desigr and negotiation in order to focus more on the "tools" rather than on the process or framcwork

Data Collection

At the core of this (or perhaps any) approach is the assumption that the aquatic environment can be delineated into

meaningful habitat mosaics (or types) which preserve their inherent variatiorL or lack thereoi with changes in discharge.

It also implies that one can relate the importance of these habitat mosaics and their flow dependant charactcristics to the

biological needs of the individual, population or community. Clearln the delineation of the spatial domain across scales

that may range from less than a maer rrlrcn concerned with macro'invertebrates to tens of meters or many kilometers when

considering fish posæ a sigrificant challenge. This is cspecially tme in ligbt of the desire to improve the linkages between

ficld data and application of 2- and 3-dimensional hydraulic models or in the potential use of landscape ecologr metrics to

describe and relate the importance of the spatial characteristics of the habitat mosaic as discussed below. In this sectioq

I rvill explore the use ofwhat I have roughly considered "remote sensing" æchnologies and use ofother technological

advancements that are rapidly approaching data acquisition capabilities to measure across these widely divergent spatial

scalcs in an integrated fashion.

Delineation of habitat within instream flow assessments has classical$ relied upon linear habitat mapping using simple

habitat dæuiptors such æ ruL pool riffle, glide, etc. @ovee, 1982), to more complor habitat descripton depc,ndant of the

physical forming processes for each habitat type @ossgen, 1984; Hankin and Reeves, 1988; Hawkins et al., 1993;

Kershner and Snider, 1992). Some techniçes have relied on the development and application of more quantitative metics
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at lhe meso- and maçro-scales based upon a combination of physical attributes such as slope, channel stability, sinuosity,
channel qpe, hydraulic properties, and habitat formation process which have been shown to be correlated with observed
distribution and/or abundance of fish species (e.g. Rossgerl 1984; Hankin" 1984; Hankin and Reeves, 1988; Bain, 1995).
Recrnt work has also attempted ûo link meso-scale habitat features with reproducible hydraulic characteristics at the micro-
habitat level (Danehy, 1994; Jowett, 1993). The approach discussed here, starts at the reach level characûerization ofthe
meso- or macro-scale habitat types from a surface perspective and continues with the delineation of thc subsurface
characteristics of the hydraulic attributes at the micro-habitat level.

Delineation of the Surface Spatial Domain

One ofthe more likely techniques for use in the delineation ofthe type and spatial extant ofmeso-scale habitat features is
thc application of remote sensing technologies. Key factors ûo any remote sensing application should include cost, time, and
ability to acquire data at appropriate spatial resolutions. Satellite imagery with existing platforms may be well suited where
spatial resolutions ofbetween l0 and 30 meters are appropriate such as in large rivers but is not considered practical for
most "normal" instream flow studies. Aerial photography and aerial multispectral videography however, can achieve
resolutions on the order of 0.5 to l0 meters and are more appropriate for the smaller spatial domains of many rivers and
streams. One advantage of aerial photography is its high spatial resolution compared to saælliæ or videography systsms,
horvever it lacks the inhersnt advantage ofdigital multispecEal attributcs as well as taking prolonged periods for receipt of
the imagery for use in near real time field applications. Recent advances in digital cameras and camcorder technologies
houever, ma)' overcome these inherent disadvantages of classical aerial photography. Use of aerial photography for habitat
mapping and other integrated applications is well known and therefore will not be discussed further.

Recent advancements in the technology of videography sysæms and its emerging use in natural resource applications
horvever, deserves some treaûnent. Use of multispectral videography for the delineation of the spatial extant and type of
aquaûc habitats in river systems has rapidly increased over the past few years. Reccnt work, has included the delineation
of meso-scale h1'draulic features in both turbid and clear water systems (Anderson et al., 19931' Panja and Hardy, 1995;
Pnja et al.,1993;Hudy et al.,1994), the empirical determination of changes in meso-scale habitat features as a frrnction
of discharge interpreted in light of fish community use within specific habitat types @anja and Hardy, 1995; Hwdy et al.,
1994; Gilver er al.,1995; Snider er al.,1993), the prediction ofspecies distributions (Hardy and Shoemaker, 1995), and
mapping of sediment distributions important for spawning salmonids (Crowther et al.,1995; Gilver et a/., 1995).

Multispecral videography is capable of providing near real time digital imagery at a variety of spatial scales ranging from
0.5 to l0 meters per pixel ground resolution over extensive river reaches ofseveral hundred kilometcrs. The number of
spectral bands can range from I to 20 depending on the system and needs of the particular application. This technolory also
has inherent advantages based on its digital format which permits classification of habitat types using image processing
techniques and is directly compatible with existing GIS software systems. Most existing systems are also linked directly
to GPS to permit geo-referencing of the imagery to a standardized map base.

As an illustration, Figure I provides an example of a gpical 3-band false color composite from a multispectral videography
imagc of a river using filter sensitivities in the green, red and near-infrared bands of the spectrum. The corresponding
unsupervised classification for fisheries habitat is also provided in Figure l. It is apparent that the computer based

classification is quite functional in the representation of the spatial distribution of meso-scale features which can be
augmented by ground based delineations. As notd this type of image classification permits the empirical delineation of
habitat t]?es over ranges ofdischarge which can be linked to lisheries collection data by habitat type.
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Figure l. Example of a 3-band false color composite image and corresponding computer based classification of

fisheries habitat using multi-spectral videography.
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The rse of GPS druing field sampling in conjrnction with printed imagery has also beeir shown to be of valuc for ûeld crews
inthelocationofsamplingareasforgroundbasedmeasusments. Anotberimportantfeatrueoftheuseofthistypeofdigital

imagery is for long term change detection in support of monitoring prograrns since temporal data sets can be directly
rectiûed as time dependant overlays using GIS. This can permit bottr the quantification of changes in surface area of specific
habitat types but also in tracking these changes over thc longitudinal spatial domain. An added benefit of this gpe of
imagery is the ability to quantitatively assess riparian species composition and distribution along the river corridor using

the same imagery (Redd er a/., 1993). Furthermore, since this tlpc of imagery is compatible with most commercially
available GIS software systems, it can also be utilized to derive a variety of spatial based physical and biotic metrics
commonlyused in landscape ecolory such as fractal dimension, dominancc, contagion, habitat diversity, relative evenness,
and edge effect. The opportunities for use of thcse types of analytical metrics derived from the delineation of the spatial
domain over relatively large reaches of a river system which preserves the finer scale spatial heterogeneity ofmeso-habitat
characteristics is obvious and has great potential to examine the linkages between functional responses of individuals,
populations, or communities with the spatial heterogeneity of the habitat mosaic (e.g. Bain, 1995; Aadland, 1993).

Delineation of the Subsurface Spatial Domain

Another rapidly developing field of "remotc sensing" with applicaton potential for instream flow assessments in river
systems is the integration of differentially corrected GPS and hydro-acoustic anays for obtaining channel morphometries,
apparent roughness or substrate characteristics, aquatic vegetation distribution and densities, and development offinite
element grids for n-dimensional hydraulic and habitat modeling (Gubala et a1.,1995; Tetra Tech, Inc., 1995; see Bartsch
et al.; Tarbet and Hardy; and Ludlow and Hardy, these proceedings). Real time mapping of the subsurface spatial domain
employing these systems are capable ofachieving x-y resolutions of 0. l5 cm and elevation data ofbetween l5-30 cm given
60 second wait times. Even under tlpical field applications in medium to large river systems data acquisition can still
achieve l-3 meter spatial accuracy while acquiring data over extensive longitudinal spatial domains covering several
kilometers or more per day. The reader is referred to companion articles in these proceedings cited above for examples of
this t1'pe of data in order to conserve space. Data quality objectives, time, and cost basically dictate the spatial accuracy
thresholds rather than a speciûc limitation of the æchnolory. OfterL the application of these technologies at high discharge
rates is an advantage over more classical field measurement techniques and the subsequent data can be used in simulating
hydraulic characteristics at lower discharges of interest. Another important consideration is that data obtained from these
types of systems can also be integrated with either classical meæurement techniques using total stations, laser levels and
multispectral videography imagery for use in both hydraulic modeling and GIS applications. The integration these tlpe
of data using GPS allows for the rectification of imagery and subsurface profiling data to a standardized map base in GIS
systems or for navigation by field crews to specific locations for additional ground based measurements such as fisheries
collections (e.g. Hardy and Shoemaker, 1995).

Subsurface profiling in shallow water conditions where hydro-acoustic sampling may be limiæd (i.e. I meter or less) hæ
been dernonstated with the use ofpressure tranducers coupled to velocity probes, total station reflectors, and differentialty
corrected GPS. These efforts have been demonstrated to provide a valuable tool for applications in streams having
restrictive spatial domains and in direct integration with spatial sampling employing hydro-acoustics in large river domains
(Harby, personal communication 1996; Hardl unpublished field data 1996). This gpe of technolory can provide a rapid
method for the characterization of the 3-dimensional river geometry while permitting the collection of the micro-habitat
velocity profiles and results in data amendable to n-dimensional hydraulic modeling and calculaton of spatial metrics as
noted above. The use of under water video hæ also been demonsfæed as a valuable tool in the quantification of the particle

size disribution of the surface sediments in deep water habitats (IPC, 1995; Hardy, unpublished field data) and have been
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collccted uith the use of GPS for direct linkage with the trydro-acoustic profilingtechnologies. Use of this technique employs

a standardizcd measurement scale which permits the characterization of the particle size distribuûon while viewing the video

imagcry on the computer screen.

In cssence. thc abiliqv to characterize the surface and sub-surface spatial domains over a variety ofspatial resolutions in

srrcams and rivers using existing technology has been clearly demonstrated and should permit the development and

evaluation oftools or modeling approaches which can bettÊr define the linkages between physical and biological processes

and responses at the individual, population or community levels.

N-dimensional Hl,draulic Simulations

As illustrated above, recent advances in ùe ability to acquire cxtensive spatial data on the geometries of rivers has the

potcntial to greatly improve the application of existing one-dimensional and more advanced 2- and 3-dimensional hydraulic

simulations. I rvould suggest tttat use of existing one-dimensional hydraulic simulation models versus 2- or 3-dimensional

modcls is not a question of one approach represanting a superior method" rather that we have a richer set of tools from which

to choose. It is also evident, that in context, one still is required to make a conscience and justifiable selecûon of the

appropriate tool(s) to meet a given study objective(s). I believe that more extensive rcsearch on defining the tradeoff

betrvcen data requirements versus obtaining some prescribed level of error in the velocity simulations using l-, 2-, or 3-

dimensional h1'draulic models needs more critical assessment. However, my general view is that moving from the existing

one-dimcnsional hldraulic simulatiors to use of 2-, or 3-dimensional models is intuitively better and allows a more rational

linkage of the hydraulic simulations with the 3-dimensional spatial representation of the channel characteristics over micro-

to meso-habitat scales. The reader is strongly encouraged to examine Bovee (these proceedings), for a particularly poignant

vierv of 2-dimensional hydraulic modeling within the context of practical instream flow assessment frameworks given his

expericnce in the development of PHABSIM. Given the current trend of research to evaluate 2-dimensional hydraulic

simulations as evidenced by articles in these proceedings, some of its anticipated benefits warrant further discussion.

One potential advantage of using two-dimensional hydraulic simulation models is that they do not necessarily require the

measurement of velocities tlroughout the entùe spatial domain. These class of models generally require that the bormdary

conditions be specified at one or both ends of a simulated reach which requires either an estimate of the discharge an initial

velocit-v disribution across the channel and the relationship between stage and discharge (i.e. onedimensional hydraulics!).

The advantages of not requiring extensive velocit_v measurements is likely to be realized only as long as an accurate

delineation of ùe variation in spatial roughness can be obtained along with an accurate delineation of the channel geometry.

This has obvious advantages over existing techniques employing one-dimensional hydraulic simulations where extensive

vclocity collections and calibrations are required. Our research using 2-dimensional hydraulic models indicaæ that the

accuracy of simulated velocities over the spatial domain is highly dependant on the accuracy ofthe delineated steam

geometry and characteristics of the finite element grids used in the model (e.g. Tarbet and Hardy, these proceedings). As

noted in the prcvious scctioq the ability to acquire spatially explicit data over large spatial domains is technologically

feasible, and on-going research is addressing the issues of computational stability and accuracy in spatial velocity

simulations given data density dependant representations ofstrearn geometry and frniæ elernent grid characteristics. The

trade-offbehreen the amount of data collected or required will undoubtedly be a flrnction of the data quality objectives of

a particular application. One of the more important areas of research that must be addressed before the use of 2dimensional

hydraulic modeling can hope ûo receive more widespread accepunce within existing insteam flo\r' programs is the validation

of model accuracy, data collection requirements, model calibration guidelines, and practitioner training programs. Setting

these issues aside, both the frnite element grid representaton of the channel and rcsulting velocity simulations which
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inherently incorporate the complex flow pattems arising from complex channel geometries can be used for integration of

either classical habitat modeling approaches such as in PHABSIM (e.9. Leclerc et al., L995), mechanistic based

bioenergetics approaches (e.g. Ludlow and Hardy, these proceedings), or to compute a variety ofspatial and biological

metrics which take advantage of the hydraulic poperties over the spatial domain as a frrnction of discharge (e.g. Bovec, these

proceedings). Although the utilization of these "improved" modeling capabilities holds promise to bettcr defrne and

represent linkages betrveeir the hydredynarnic properties ofrivers and resulting responses at the individual, population and

community levels, it remains yet to be conclusively demonstrated or validaæd over a wide array of systems.

Existing use of 3-dimensional hydraulic models in applied insFearn flow assessments is not so much limited by it's data

requirements as by the access to raw computing power by practitioners. Practical field level applications will continue to

rcquirc access to super computÊrs and high end work stations until desk top work stations or PC based architectures improve

substantially. If the current rate of hardware development as evidenced over the past decade continues, then this may be

a reahty within the next decade. Dernorstration of the utility of 3dimensional hydraulics in the developmort and application

of new modeling approaches however is srongly encouragd since "pre-established" modeling capabilities and use in

assessment framervorks will facilitate their inægration into mainstream applicatons when the hardware becomes more

rvidely available.

Another area of research in hydraulic modeling is the need to provide more quantitative assessments of the predicted changes

in substrate characteristics and meso-scale habitats under proposed flow regimes. The ability to make accurate forecasts

of the changes in both the sediment size distribution and resulting changes in meso-scale habitat characteristics has

important implications in assessing insfeam flows and habitat restoration efforts. It is one thing to be able to make accurate

delineations of the existing river geomeby and spatial predictions ofvelocity distributions and yet another to predict how

the river geometry and substrate characteristics are likely to change under an alæred flow regime. These changes in both

sediment size distributions and larger scale changes in meso-habitat characteristics have profound implicatons on

invertebrate community distribution and abundance as well as in the quantity and quality of fisheries habitat. This aspect

of modcling habitat in applied instream flow assessments is in this authors opiniorq poorly represented by documented

meùods, validated analytical tools, and a framework for their integration in insneam flow applications. With the emphasis

currently being given to shear stress and invertebrate community dynamics (Davis, 1986; Statzter and Higler, 1986;

Statzner,1988)theabilitytoincorporatethisaspectofhydraulicmodelingiscritical.

Species and Habitat Modeling

The biological importance of accurate delineations of the type, location and extent of habitat feahres has been recogrrized

by a number of investigators in river systerns (Rinne l99l; Frecman and Grossman 1993; Fausch and White l98l; Southall

and Hubert 1984; Addley 1993; Stanford 1994; Lobb and Orth l99l; Rabeni and Jacobson 1993; Bovee et al.,1994). In

fact, thc dclineation of the contact zone behveen two (or more) habitat types as a spatial metric or attribute may constitute

a unique habitat 5pe in itself (Ranney et al. 1981, Noss 1983, Lovejoy et al. 1986, Harris 1988, Yahner 1988, Malcolm

1994). Clcarly, spatially explicit models can be utilized for the development and testing of habitat metrics derived from the

landscape ecology literature that are now receiving more afiention in the aquatic community. These metrics describe various

aspects of spatial heterogeneitythat may be linked to functional responses of various species or community dynamics such

as species dispersal, colonization potential, foraging elliciency, predator avoidance and species replacement (Li and

Reynolds 1994; Bain, 1995; Aadland, 1993; Jowett" 1992). Some of the more commonly applied menics that may be of

value include fractal dimension @unouglq 1986; ONei[ er a/., 1988), dominance (O'Neill et al., 1988), contagion (O'Neill

et al.,1988 Turner et al.,1989; Li and Reynolds, 1994), habitat diversity and relative evenness (Shannon and Weaver,
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1962; Pielou, 1969; Romme,1982), and edge efiect (Mdcôho, 1994).

Many of these important struchrral or spatial metrics related to habitat tlpes can be characterized by the amount of contact

or edge between habitat q/pes or the length of inærface or contact zone between two different habitat t1çes and should be

accessible uing the integration of the surface and sub-surfacp spatial delineation tcchniqucs and hydraulic modeling tools

described in this paper. Use ofthe q<tensive spatial data sets obtainable with the technologies described above, permits the

application of a variety of statistical techniques that have already been shown to be extremely useful in defining gradients

ofenvironmeltal variablæ, such as depth and velocity, heterogeneity ofhabitat patch size, persistence ofhabitat types over

ranges of discharges and other biologically sigrificant response axes (e.g. JowetÇ 1992; Bain, 1995; Changeux, 1995;

Bamardet a1.,1995; Milneret a1.,1995). Ana\nes rsing these indices can often expose previously unknor.vn relationships

betwæn the habitat mosaig cornnunity stucûre, and iu firnction A key elanent in these approaches will be tle acquisition

of species, populatioq and/or community level use of spatially delineated habitat qçes which as described above, should

be facilitated by the inægration of remote sensing of the surface domain in conjunction with the sub-surface profiling of the

rivo and output from l-,2- or 3-dimersional hydraulic simulations. These techniques have some level of appeal in that therv

explicitly atûempt to integraæ the physical and biological attributes of systems in terms of the sysæms potential to support
an individual target species, population or community. The ability to link these types of analyses with predictive tools in

terms ofhydraulics, channel changes due to changes is llow and/or sediment dynamics and the corresponding changes in

spatial composition and distribution ofmeso- and macroscale habitat mosaics however, has yet to be widely demonstrated.
Linkages of this nahre usingprocess drivenmodels forkey physical and biological elements should be considered as a high
priority for on-going research.

Another emerging direction in habitat modeling involves the development and application of individual based bioenergetics
models (e.g. lager. et a1.,1993; Addley, 1993; Rose and Cowe4 1993; Van Winkle et a1.,1993; Hill and Grossman, 1993).

One of the more appealing aspects of these efforts is the potential ûo bypass the site specific requirements of suitability index

cunres that currently plagues applications using PHABSM. These models are also appealing in light of the explicit linkages
to and inægration of tophic level dynamics. The integration of ontogenetic shifu in habitat use, which includes diel shifts
behveen spatial locations rvithin the channel or in flow dependant changes in habitat use will represent important advances
for these modeling efforts. This requires an accurate characûerization of the spatial domain in conjunction with improved
hydraulic simulation of the velocity characteristics. These efforts will also require better tools for the modeling of the
seæonal changes in steam temperaûrc and in particular the associated changes in macro-invertebrate densities. This may
also include the incorporation of flow depandant changæ in macro-invertebrate and larval drift in altered flow environments
as well as utilization of decision support systems that would allow the incorporation of linear dominance hierarchies of
multi-species assembledges.

Analysis of the Temporal Domain

The most commonly applied temporal domain analysis to date has been the simple use of habitat time series based on the
inægration ofthe hydrologic time series and habitat versus discharge relationships ofparticular species and life stages. A
number ofmetrics based on percent exceedance ranges have been proposed or some variation on this theme @ovee, 1995)
however, the linkage of these metrics and limiting conditions or long tcrm viability of the fish community is generally
lacking. Recently, concepts ernployed in the anal5nis of hydrologic time series such as nm sum lengths have been proposed
(Capra et al.,1995) as well æ development of more inægrative aspocts of the limiting population component bæed on
habitat availability over time (Bovee, 1988; Nehring and Andersoq 1993; Bovee et al., 1994). More inægrated trophic
level considerations have also been proposed and attempt to directly inùegrate the time dependant interactions between
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habitat availability and trophic level inæractions (see Orth, 1995). To this author, this area ofresearch focus is critically

lacking in terms of delineatingthe appropriate linkages baurcen magnitude, duration, 3a6l timing of specilic habitat quantity

and quality and expected responses at the individual, population or community levcl.

STJMMARY

Available technologies such as multispecral videography and aerial phoûography are likely to provide access to surface level

spatial delineations of aquatic habitat tlpes that are relevant at the individual, population or community level for use in

daiving empirical relationships berween habitat availability and discharge. Application of these technologies for similar

instream florv questions are currently well represented in the literature. These techniques also provide access to the use of

GIS for resource characterizations, impact assessments and long term monitoring data. These techniques also provide an

excellent opportunity to acquire data over o(ensive spatial dornins that are likely to provide valuable linkages to land scape

ecolory metrics uihich may help understand the dlnamics in the habitat mosaic and individual, population and community
responses to flow alterations in river Exst€ms. Tecbnologies also orist for the characterization of the sub-surface topography

of rivers at highly accurate spatial scales using GPS linked hydro-acoustic arays which can be integrated with depth
trarsducers and velocitymeters usingmore conventional sumeyingtechniques. This technology can be employed to acquire
data over many hlometers of river per day and provide a direct linkage to both the computation of kcy physical and biotic

metrics of ecological importance as well as providing the data for use in one-, 2- or 3-dimensional hydraulic simulations.
Another key element of these two technologies is that data for use in support of ground based fisheries and habitat
measurements can be obtained in near real time. Both of these technologiæ are also compatible with GIS systems commonly

utilized today in resource planning. The practical application of two- and 3-dimensional hydraulic simulations is also an

important contribution to existing insteam flow assessment methods. Potental advantages are directly related to the spatial

data generated from the use ofhydro-acoustic array sampling ofthe bed topography and the lack for extensive collection
of velocity profiles rvithin the river. Current trends in the use of trophic level based modeling using bioenergetics is also
and important direction in the future of habitat modeling. The incorporation of more quantitative assessments of the
temporal domain in habitat time series is also important and fuhre research on the critical evaluation of habitat duration

and thresholds for stutainingfisheries populations is likely to be critical in applied instream flow assessments. Clearly, the

most important aspect of the future for habitat modeling is the greater collaborative efforts between hydrology, hydraulics

and biolory in more holistic research frameworks aimed at a better quantification of the important process driven

characterization of the stream environment in light of demonstrable flow dependant responses of macro-invertebrates and

individual fi sh, populations, and communities.
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BIOENERGETICS MODEL FOR DRIFT.FEEDING BRO\ilN TROUT
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ABSTRACT

A bioanergcic model and EXCEL computer programme has been developed for drift-feeding brown trout. The model
can be used to predict trout growth and the anergetic profitability of feeding from invertebrate drift rates and water
temperature. Drift rates for user-defined time periods are stratified into 3 mm sizeclasses with accompanylng mean
dry weight and energy value. The model estimates anergy inuke and expenditure within a semicircular foraging area
the size of whidr is proportional to fish size. The foragrng area includes optronal velocity differentials whiclr trout
utilise for energetic advantage whan feeding. Energy expenditure on swimming and on body processes are estimated
from published metabolic equations, rnainly from the studies of J.M. Eiliott. The bioenergaics model has potential as
an environmental impact tool, or as an aid for hypothesis generation in studies of fish growth in rivers by identiffing
key factors potantially driving growth. It is intended to be used to assess feeding and growtlr conseqrrences of changes
in water ternperature and clarity and invertebrate commtnities which can occur with human impacts on flov, water
quallty and land-use.

KEY-WORDS: bronm trout / bioerergetics / modelling / growth / feeding / invertebrate drift / temperature /water
clarity
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INTRODUCTION

Changes in land-use, and installation of hydraulic structures, can alter flow, water ternperature, chemical and

substrate composition and clarity of rivers, and the taxonomic and size compositim of invertôrate communities

(Ward, 1976; Armitage 1984; ScCt 1994). Thee changes have inrportant consequenees for the gfowth rate of fish

and the size structure of fish populations.

Bioeiergetics models cor.pled with foraging models are proving usefrrl for studying fish growth end food consumptiqr

and for predicting the e,ffects of clranges in qrvironmental and food variables, althouglr most studies have been qr

lakes (Ilansei et at., 1993). Bioeiergcics models treat fish grourth as a joint fiurctiqr of food consumptiqr and

t€mperature (He{Â,iû and Johnson 1992; Elliott 1976a). They are esscrtially mass-balance eqr.ratiors in whi& the

energy in consumed food is partitioned into is various fates: mdabolism, waste products and grorrttt (Ricker l97l).

Foraglng modds can estimate food consumptiom; relaturg fish foraging bdraviour, Pr€y d€nstty and size, and, for

visual foeders, prey capture depardance on water clarity (Vinyard and O'Brien 1976; Breck 1993).

Trout have flexible feeding bdraviours but feeding on invertebrate drift predominates in moderate to swiftly flowing
rivers @actrman 1984; tlayes and Jowett 1994). hrvertebrate drift rate is a more direct mEasure of food available to
tror[ than is benthic invertebrate biomass and is easier to incorporate into a foraging model. Drift-feeding trout
maximise net energy intake wtrile minimising energy expenditure by feeding from sheltered positions into faster water
wlrere drift, rates are higlrer (Fausch 1984) and by selecting large prey from the drift (Bannon and Ringler 1986).
Energetics models have been used to predict selection of drift-feeding positions for brown trout and cher salmonids
(Fausch 1984; Hugh€s and Dill 1990; Hqlres 1992).

Badrman (1982) proposed a concçtual growth model for drift-feedirg salmonids based on optimal foraging theory
predicting that growttr and size should be timited by the finite energy availabilrty set by the mean drift density for any
river. The metabolic rate of salmonids increases exponatially with size, water velocity, and tenrperature @liott
1976a; Brâ. and Glass 1973), whereas the mean supply of drift increases only linearly with water velocity (Ellioft
1967; Fausdr 1984). Consequatly, growth rate must decline with age and, for a givan river, the crerry available
from drift will limit the maximum size, urless the trout migrate to more fbod ricfl hebitats or are able to switch to
altemative prey with greater energy retum. With increasing body size, maabolic, and reproductive dernands with age
troû must eat larger and larger prey if they are to continue to grow. If large invertebrates are not well rçresented in
the drift then large trout should be energetically disadvantaged, resulting in a population with a truncated size
distribution.

The primary objective of this study was to develop a bioenergetics modd for the gro 'th of drift-f€€ding brorn trout
wttich incorporated drift size structure and tror.rt foraging across velocity shears. The modd was required to estfunaæ
growth rate over the lifuime of an average individual and energaic profitability of feeding in relation to trout size. It
was deræloped with the intention that it would aid the understanding of invertebnæ - trout grorrth rdatiutships in
rivers and be usefirl for predicting the effects on growth of dranges in drifr rate and size compositiqr and on dranges
in water tenrperature and clarity.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

Conceptual Framework of the Drift-feedinc Bio€ners€tics Model

The biocrerg*ics model for drift-feeding brown trout is conrposed of a foraging modd, an energ*ics model
comprising a suite of creryetics equations, and an annual gronth model (Fig. l). The foragùg modd uses
invertebrate drift density and size composition (3 mm sizeclasses), water temperature and darity for a series of user-
defind time periods (weeks - months) to calculate rate of food intakg and apportior time speit foraging versus

position at the focal point. The oûput from the foraging modd, and water t€mperature, is usod by the
crergetics modd to calculate daily enerry intake, balance the crerry budgc, and calcrrlate grorÂrth over each time
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period. The annual gror*th model then integrates
reproduction costs after maturity.
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growth over the time periods for eadr year accounting for

PREYI'ENSITY
rnd

SI'ZE COMPOSITION

trïgure l: Components of the bioenergetics model for 6dft-fæding trout

Drift.-feedine Forasine Model

Geometry of the Foraging Model

The foragtng area of a drift-feeding trout can be approximated by a semicircle around the trout which is positioned
close to the bottom of the river at its focal point bdund a velocity refuge - such as a rock (Fig. 2). The semicircle
should be visualised as a two dimensional cross-section perpendicular to the current, looking upstream. The radius of
the sernicircle, the foraging radius, is rçresented by FR. fu drifting invertebrates are carried into this semicircle by
the currant, the trout rises upward and,/or sideways to intercæpt the prey and then retums to its focal point. Lateral and
vertical velocity differentials (velocity shears) are optional in the model. To accommodate trout feeding across a
lateral velocity differential the semicircle is divided into three strips with the prey capture areâs in eactr strip
represanted by CAp . The mean column water velocjties (at 0.4 x depth) of each of the capture are€rs are rçresentod
by mVel l-j, and the focal point velocity (at 0. I x depth (Flayes and Joweft 1994)) is FpVel .

The mean velocity of the water column at t}re trout's position (mYel) is calculated using the following equation for
the optimal swimming speed of a general salmonid (Stervart (1980).

(l) mYel, = 0097. lVÆtr . e$'uo'r ')

where I is water ternperature and Z is weight G). Predictjons of this equation matched very well with mean column
velociûes for adult brown trout in Ne{ , Taland rivers (}Iayes and Jowct 1994) when temperature was fixed at l3'C,
the optrmum temperature for growth of brown trout (Elliott 1994).

For the lateral velocity differential option, one of the adjacent mean column velocities assurnes the same value as the
mean column velocity at the trout's position (i.e., mVel) and the other adjacent velocity is calculated by applying a
velocity differenûal to mVel2 of 0.13 m/s/m operating over the distance 0.66FR (from }Iayes and Joweit (1994)). For
the vertical velocity differential, FpVel is calculated by applyng a velocity differential to mVel2 of- 0.6 m/s/m
operaûng over the distance 0.4R - 0.lR where R is nvice the fork length (in metres) (from flayes and Jowec (1994)).
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Ifgure 2: Cross-section ofthe foraqing area, looking upstream, showing how the foragi"g space is divided to
characterise velocities above and edjaccnt to the troutts focat poinL CArc = capture areas, mVell-l : rlGâlt

s6lnmn velocities, FpVel = focal point velocity, FR = foraging radius.

To calculate the foraging radius (FR), I used a concrptual model of the geom€try of prey intercçûon developed by
Hnghes and Dill (1990) for arctic grayling (Fig 3) For a drift-feeding fish to capture a drifting prey the fish must
see the prey and inærcçt it before the prey is swept downstream. This model assumes that the fish begins
intercepting the prey as soon as it sees it and then travels at its maximum sustainable swimming sperd (WIAX).T1rc
distance at which the fish first sees the prey is the reaction distance (RD) and the prey drifu at I', the water velocity in
the foraging area. The model assumes the fish crptures the prey before it crosses a line perpendicular to the focal
point (D - Ë). The above assumptions mean that the foraging model will retum minimum prey câpture times and
foraging costs.

Using the above model, Hughes and Dill demonstrated that the relatjonship betweer FR and RD, VMAX, and Z can be
derived as follows. When line sqment /C = FR , the time taken for the fish to travel this distance (Forage tjme : FT)
will be the same as the time taken by the prey to travel the line segm€nt BC (prey time : PI), and the fish will catclt
the prey just as it crosses lne DE. To travel AC relative to the stream-bed, the fish must swim l8 relatjve to the
water. AB: RD and BC: V.TP and, since PT = FT: RDIVMAX, by substitution BC : V-RDIWAX. Therefore,
using Pythagoras' theorem :

FR= ,l M' - (Y . RD IYMAX)2 where:

no, =(tz. P\(t- r<-+z'ru))l roo (in m) (fromHughes and Dill 1990)

vMAX =(le .zt. Fro'o)/ loo ( in m.s'r) (from Jones et al.1974)

and where V : mYel2 , FL : fo:,*- length (cm), and PL: the lengh midpoint of prey size-class t (nun).

Using Equaûons 2 4 the foræing radius can be calculated as a continuous firnction of fork length, which is
compatible with modelling growttr where predicted size at the end of a givan time period becomes the input for
calculating cqrsumption and growttr in the next time period. Note that the foraging radius is depcdart on water
velocity an{ throWh the reaction distance, on prey size and fish size. Therefore, the foraging radius increases with
both increasing prey size and fish size (because of the greater eye diameter and retinal acuity of larger fish), and with
decreasing water velocity.

The foraging radius will also be influenced by water clarity because the reaction distance of visual foraging fish
varies with light irt€nsrty and turbidity (Vinyard and O'Brien 1976). I have not ya included water clarity as a
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continuous finction of reaction distance in the bioeiergetics model
coarse estimate of the influence of water clariw can be obtained
clarity of inærest.
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bû I plan to do so in the Ârture. In the interim a
by tnrncating the reaction distance to the water

Flgure 3: Gcometry of prey intcrcepfion, as seen from above. z{ is thc fishes focal point, AB is its reaction
distance to the approaching prey, and z4C is the maximt'm forasing radius. Thc fish will see the prey at B and

must intercept it before it crosses the line DE (After Huglres and Dll, 1990)

Rate ofJood innkc

The above foraging model is used to calculate rate of food intake, or consumption (C). Consumption is calculated for
each of a series of 3 mm prey sizeclasses, providrng they fall wrthin the minimum and maximum prey sizes selected
by trout.

Maximum prey size is limited by mouth gape and minimum prey size is set by foraging cost benefit relationships and
gill raker spacing (Wankowski 1979; Bannon and Ringler 1986). Minimum and maximum prey sizeclasses were
calculated as ratios of prey size to fish fork length ddermined by Wankowsh (1979) and used for drift-feeding
browntrotû.byBannonandRingler(1986) (minimumpreysize(nun):0.l ls.FL,maximumpreysize:
1.05.FL.4.3; (FZ in cm) wfiere the value 4.3 is a prey langth:diamaer raûo).

Rate of food intake is int€ratd over ûe eight prey sizeclasses in the three prey capture aras (CAyj.) using the
following formula modified from Huglres and Dill (1990):

(5) C =à?4CAr .4nVel1 . PCt . PW,.3600 (in g.r't).

where CA1 is the capture area for the prey sizeclass i , nVe\ is the mean column velocity (in m.s-t; in CA1, pCl is
the concentration of prey sizeclass i passing within C\,, and PWl is the dry weight of prey sizeclass i.
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Apportioni ng fo raging ti me

Foragrng costs, calculated later in the anergetics model, are split beween total prey interception time and time spant

maintaining station at the focal point. The proportion of timl sp€nt foragng (FTsum) is intqrated over eig[t prey

size-classes in the three prey etpture areas using the followrng formula:

(6) FTsum= 
à À 

CA, o mlslt ' PC,' FT

tvhere FT: RDIVMAX @q,ù^aon 2 proof). The proportion of trme spant at the focal point is l'FTsum'

Eners€tics Model

The energt budget

The energetics model was based on the followrng anergy balance equation (Ricker l97l) solved on a daily trme stç

for the average individual :

( 7 )  M = C - F - U - ( R , + R , + R r )

where ÀB is the energy accumurlated for growth and reproduaion, C is consumption (expressed asdaily energy

intake), F and U are the energy losses in iaeces and urine, & and & are the enerry requirerneits for active and

standard metabolisnr, and Ra is the anerry required for digestion (including specific dynamic action).

The primary source for the components of the energy budget (other than C) is the series of studies by Ellior on

eiergetics of brown troû (summarised in Elliou 1976a, 1994). Elliott's energetics equations were derivod for 5 - 300

g brown trow in tanks. These equations are extrapolated to larger trout in my bioarergetics model. Extrapolation of

bioanergCics equations ornside the sizeranges of fish upon whrch they are developed can introduce errors but is

commonly done in bioeiergetics modelling (Ney 1993).

The units of the anergetic equations arc eallday and cal/tr. The components of the bioenergcic equation not obtainable

from Elliott's' papers were obtained from other sources including studies on rainbow troû and salmonids in general.

Elliou's arergetic equations are multiple rqression equations utilising power fimctions of either or both water

ternperature and weiglrt of the form:

( 8 )  X = a . W b t . e b ' T

wlrere X rçresents a cornpon€nt of the energy budget and a, b t , and ô2 are tenperature dçeidant constâttts.
An equation for R7 (ncluding specific dynamic action) for brown trout could not be found. Instead, Ra was

calculated as a constant 15% of C. This value falls between the range for rî7 rçorted for salmonids (9.5 - 19.0o/o:

Jobling l98l; Preide 1985).

DaiSt energt intalæ

ConsumptiorL calculated in Equation 5 as the rate of food intake (in g.s't ), is used to estimate daily enerry intake.

The size and number of meals per day and the satiation time per meal are calculated from the raæ of food intake (C),

applied to the foraging hours (daligtrt), and the rate of gastric evacuation using equatoms in Ellidt (1972, l975a,b\.

n"ity **u*ption is Ae product & O" size and nurnb", of meals per day,-converted to €nerry imake (cal.day )
using a average prey enerry value.
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Foraging cos|o

Total satjation time (summed for all meals) is split by the proportion of tme spent foraging (FTsum) and the

proportion of time spent maintâining station (l - FTsum). Foraging costs are then calculated from the followirg

equation combining standard (from Ellion (1976a)) and actjve metabolism (from Stewart (1980).

FC = (4.126 . W0'7v o ,0'tez'r . e23Æv ) | 24 (in cal.h-t)

where V : VMAX for theûme spent foraging and V = FpVel for the time spent maintaining station. Activity costs are
s€t to zero wtren the fish is satiated and during the hours of darlsress.

Annual Growth Model

The drange in energy (ÂB) over each time period esûmated by the energcics model is converted to weight using an
esûmate of energy dansity for brown trout. For trout greater than 810 g I used 1780 cal.gt (from Lien 1978) and for
smaller trotrt I used the following equation from Elliott ( 1 976b) for energy density.

(10) ED = 751.9 c ,0 
3t2'K c ly$ 

0n 
where K (condiûon factor) : lOO.Iy I FLj

Rçroduction costs were obtained from a study of the anergy budget of a Norwegian lake populaûon of brown trout
(Lien 1978). Lien found that the €nergy content of mature trout was reduced by an average of 46% (males 44%,
fernales 48oÂ) after spawning including losses in gonads and body tissue. Body weight only reduced by l8%, with the
difference betwe€n this and anergy content made up by water balance.

The above estimates for energy and woght loss are used in the annual growth model to adjust growth for
rçroduction losses. Providing weight exceeds the mature woght (defined by the user) at the end of the currqrt growth
season, the model reduces Â.B by 46% and W by l8%, placing the hypothetical trotrt in energy deficit for the next
growth seâson. This energy deficit must then be md before energy is available for growth. Arurual growth is
integrated from growth over each time period and repeated for l 2 years.

MODEL DEMONSTRATION

Demonstration Data

The data used for the modelling demonstration below were collected from the Maruia River, South lsland, Nerv
Taland. Drift rates for 3 mm invertebrate sizeclasses, water temperatures, and foraging hours, are givan for five
ûme periods covering approximately a nine month growth season (fable I - 3). Mean dry weight for each prey size
class (midpoint )was:0.084 mg(1.5 mm),0.5196 mg(4.5 mm),  1.437 mg(7.5 mm),4.190 mg(10.5 mm),7.556 mg
(13.5 mm), 13.800 mg (16.5 mm), 16.960 (19.5 mm). To dernonstrate the effect of alteringthe size structure of prey,
drift rates in Table 3 have been modified from those in Table 2. Invertebrates greater than 13.5 mm have been omiued
and drift rates for the 1.5 mm and 4.5 mm size'classes have been increasod to keç total biomass for each ûme period
t}re same as in Table 2.

For each modelling nrn, iniûal weight of trout was I g both vertical and lateral velocity differentials were chosen,
weight at maturity (for reproduction costs) was 1200 g and prey €nergy content was 4400 cal. gt dry weight
(approÈmating a range of drifting invertebrates (Cummins and Wuycheck l97l). The bioanergetics model is
programmed in EXCEL Vsual Basic.
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Teble l: Physical deta for the five time periods used to model trout growth

Time period No. days Foragrng hours TemP 'C

9
l 3
l 6
l 5
l 0

Time period Invertebrate size class (mid potnts)

I
2
3
4
)

57
58
28
63
63

t 2
l 5
t 7
l6
l 3

Table 2: Invertebrate drift ratcs (No. m') for the 6vs fime periods used to model trout growth

19.516.5r3 .54.5t .5 7 .5 10.5
I
2
J

4
)

1.455
t.179
3.933
3.691
1.769

0.603
1.202
1.281
1.530
0.313

0.259
0.368
0.363
0.631
0 . 1 l 7

0.208
0.109
0.028
0.094
0.043

0.025
0.046
0.003
0.007
0.0174

0.020
0.029
0.01 I
0.005
0.006

0.005
0.005

0
0

0.003

Table 3: Modified inveÉebrate drift rates (No. -t ) for the five "ne 
periods used to model trout growth

Time period Invertebrate size class (mid pornts)

4.51 .5 7.5 10 .5 1 3 . 5 16.5 19.5
I
2
3
4
5

3.600
4.081
4.818
4.101
2.558

0.951
t.673
1.424
t.596
o.441

0.259
0.368
0.363
0.631
0 . 1 l 7

0.208 0.025
0.109 0.046
0.028 0.003
0.094 0.007
0.043 0.0124

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Modelline sc€narios

To dernonstrate how the bioanergcics model can be used to investigate the impact of physical and ecological
perturbations to rivers, three scenarios are modelled: l/ the influence of clunges to invertebrate size structure, 2l the
influence of water clarity, 3/ the influence of water temperature.

Both the drift size structure and wat€r clarity have a strong influence on the predicted growth trajectory and on
maximum size. Growth is dçressed mainly in older fish, with growth rates during the first three years relatively
unatrected (Fig. 4). This pattem arises because trotrt need to eat larger prey as they grow, and because both prey size
and water clarity play a large role in limiting the reaction distance (and foraging area) of larger trout. WeiSht
declines after abou. age six because drift rates of large invertebrates are insufficient to meet the combined demands of
maint€nance and reproduction.

Water temperature is a primary variable driving growth in the bioenergeics model so it is not surprising that ctranges
in tecnperature can have a profound effect on growth (Fig. 5). A reduction in water ternperature of 3oC over all time
p€riods reduced predided maximum size by 1.6 kg (Fig. 5 A D). Growth is also sensitive to dranges in the langth of
the groring season, reduced by one month in this example (Fig. 5 A E). Changes in water ternperature and length of
the growing season influence the growth at all ages, unlike reduaions in the size of prey and water-clarity which have
most impact on larger fish.
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I

Year

fqure 4: prcdicted grorvth curycs for trout f66rling on 1.5 - 19.5 mm drifting prey in nnlimitcd water clarity

(l) -d water clarity : 1.5 m (C) (fables l, 2), and on 1.5 - 13.5 mm prey in unlimited water clarity @)
(Iables l,3).

Year

ngure 5: Predicted grorrtù curr'ycs for trout feeding on 1.5 - 19.5 mm ùif6ng prcy in 'nlimited water clarity
(A), with reduced weter tcmperaturc (D)' and with reduced growing pcriod @).

DISCUSSION

Bioeiergetics models are attractive because they provide a way to link fish growth with underpinning physical

variables and lower trçhic levels. They allow fiurctional responses of fish to be modelled, promising a better

wrderstanding of how and wtry growttr might clrange under altered habitat and food conditions than is possible wrth

correlative models.

I believe that the strength of the bioenergetics model for drift-feeding brown tror.rt lies in its ability to integrate

physical and ecolOgical impacts over the life time of trout through the medium of growtll and that it allows relative

comparisoru of growth trajectories. It has pæenûal as an environmental impact tool, or as an aid for hypothesis

ganeratiur in studies of fish growth in rivers, being able to identifu key factors potentially driving growth. ln addition

to predicting grourth curves the bioeiergaics model can also be used to investigate the eneryaic profitability of drift

feeding for various sizes of trout. The energetic profitability of drift-feeding declines with decreasing mean size of

invertebrates and with increasing size of trout (cf. Fig. q.
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However, there is strll much work to be done before the model can be confidcrtly used in a predictive sense. The

model has not yet been tested. Corroboraûon is needed bcween measured and predicted growth' ideally in a range of

rivers covering the extremes of food and temperature (flansen et al. 1993; Filbert and Hawkins 1995)' I am curratly

turdertaking a study comparing predicted with measured growth on a Nal 7Ælarrd rirær. A sensitivity analysis is yet

to be undertaken on the model param€ters @artell et al. lg86;Hartman and Brandt 1993; Ney 1993)'

Obtaining an accurate estimate of mean drift rate probably presants the biggest practical hurdle for using the model.

Drift rates can be highly variable althougtr a seasonal patem often dominates the tenrporal variation (Stzwrcr et al'

1984; Sagar and Glova 1992). Nevertheless, in modelling trout growth, drift size structure may dominate over drift

rate at least in daermining the shape of the growth curve. If this is true then for some applications a rough estimaæ of

drift rate may be sufficient. If estimating accurate drift rates proves too costly than it would use,firl to consider

relationships between drifting and benthic invertebrate darsity and size composition with a vierr to substitWing

benthic invertebrate sampling for drift sampling.

The drift foragurg model employed in the bioanergetrcs model makes the assumption thât all prey passing through the

trout's foraging area are captured unless the drift rate exceods handling capacity. This is probably unrealistic,

especially for small trout whidr feed on small invertebrates with high drift rates, and could lead to overestimation of

growth. Moreover, water clarity is not adequately modelled at present. A refinement of the model is planned wttich

will incorporate capture e,ffciencies and fi,rnctional relationships between these and waær clarity and light intensity

(cf.Ware 1972; Vinyard and O'Brien 1976; Ringler and Brodowsh 1983).

It is unclear whdher population density needs to be considered whar applying the bioeierg*ics model. High
population darsity has generally been considered to rdard trout growth @achel and Ldren 1978) but more receitly

this vievr has bean quesûoned @reall and Ringler 1989; Elliott 1994).

The bioarergetics model is intended for drift-feeding brown trout. Although brown trout and other stream trout feed
primarily on invertebrate drift @achman 1984 ) their diet can vary widely dçcrding tryon the habitat (Fausch l99l).

Other foraging models could be constructed to include altemative feeding stratgies (cl rilemer and Hall 1974; Breck
1993) and coupled with the other cornpon€nts of the present model.

Adjustmart of groudr for rçroduction losses is treated fairly coarsely in the bioenergetics model. rilith eadt
spawning the trorfi's crergy content is roduced by a constant perc€ntage. This takes no accoult of potertial tradeoffs
between growth and rçroduaion and differences beween populations (Wooton 1985). Lhfortunately, studies
estimating complete rçroductive losses in salmonids are rare.

Gven the assumptions and approximaions rmderlying the bioenergetics model, and the lack of testing at this stagg
there is clarly a long way to go bef,ore it can be used with confidence in predictive applicatiurs. This model therefore
should be seen as a first approximation in a process of model testing and refinement.
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A biological model was developed with the main objective of calculating annual survival between life-stages of
juvenile Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) in Catamaran Brook, a small stream basin (50 km2) in the Miramichi
River catchment of New Brunswick. Six years of data (1990-1995) were used in the model. Input variables
included: daily fish counts and measurements of parr (3-4 age classes), smolts, and adult salmon at a fish-
counting fence near the stream mouth; biennial quantification of all habitat-types along the watercourse; fish
density estimates by electrofishing at 30 sites; estimates of young-of-the-year emigration via stream drift.
Continuous recording of stream discharge at several locations in the basin provided data to assist in
interpretation of survival estimates.

Results indicate that annual inter-age survival for juvenile salmon in their first 3 years in the stream averaged
between 34Vo and 377o. Survival from egg deposition (after correction for losses due to predation and retention
/ non-fertilization) to smolt production was between 0.5Vo and 0.6Vo which is low relative to the estimates from
many other studies. Potential errors in the computation of the model are discussed such as inaccurate counts of
spawning adults during high autumn streamflow, density-dependant factors, and underestimates of fry (0+)
abundance by electrofishing in the first year of the project. Another explanation for low survival, especially
between egg and 0+ summer densities was the low winter streamflow in 2 years. Survival was five times higher
(2.9Vo) when winters characterized by low streamflow were excluded from the calculation. Apparently, the low
winter flows affected survival of pan (range = 23 - 32Va) as well as eggs (16 - 25Vo).

' Contribution no. 30 of the Catamaran Brook Habitat Research Proiect

KEY-WORDS : Atlantic salmon / juvenile / population model / survival / winter / emigration / egg / production
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INTRODUCTION

The modeling of Atlantic salmon population dynamics has been carried out by researchers for many years and
in a variety of locations (Meister, 1962; Elson, 1975; Symons, 1979: Chadwick, 1982; Kennedy and Crozier,
1993). Often, the main objective has been to estimate smolt production (i.e. the number of juveniles migrating
seaward). However, even among the more complete models (e.g. Chadwick, 1982; ; Kennedy and Crozier,
1993) with long time series and accurate counts of smolts (output) and egg-laden spawners (input), accounting
for inter-annual survival and emigration of pan, and habitat-specific production is rarely attempted.

The main objective of this paper is to evaluate the survival of juvenile Atlantic salmon in Catamaran Brook, the
site of a long term (15 year) multi-disciplinary research study of a small stream basin (50 km2) in the
Miramichi River catchment of New Brunswick (Cunjak et al., 1990:1993). This survival rate is based on counts
of salmon moving upstream and downstream in the system, as established from captures in the trap of the fish-
counting fence, and from densities derived from mid-summer (July) electrofishing surveys. Specifically, the
model evaluates survival (and emigration) separately for each juvenile age-class (0+ to 2+), after accounting for
habitat-specific and reach-specific population abundance, to ultimately compute a composite egg to smolt
survival for each spawning cohort in Catamaran Brook. A unique feature of the model is that it takes advantage
of a greater variety of physical (hydrological) and biological data than are typically available for other streams
and population models. These data permit a more detailed interpretation of inter-stage survival estimates as well
as providing the basis for explaining discrepancies. Further, it is sensitive enough to permit modifications in the
general pattern of inter-stage survival, as deemed necessary based on the identification of new and pertinent
information from the project.

STUDY AREA

Catamaran Brook (46052.7'N, 66006.0'W) is a third-order tributary of the Lirtle Southwest Miramichi River in
north-central New Brunswick, and the site of a long-term fish habitat research project (Cunjak et al. 1993;
Cunjak 1995). The length of the main watercourse is 20.5 km with a mean slope of l.27%o (Cunjak et al. 1990).
Mean annual discharge is approximatety I cms ; mean daily water temperatures are generally <200C in mid-
summer (Cunjak 1995); ice cover forms by early December and persists until mid-April.

Atlantic salmon are the most common fish species in the lower 10-12 km of the stream; further upstream
salmon distribution is generally limited by numerous beaver dams which persist for many years after
construction, and by an impassable barrier to upstream migration (waterfall) at approximately river km 16.
Smolts typically emigrate at age 3 (Cunjak 1995).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The basic steps of the model are shown in Figure l.

Step I - Annual Egg Deposition

The number of eggs deposited in redds (nests) by spawning female Atlantic salmon is the basis for subsequent
production of juvenile salmon (fry, parr, and smolts). Annual egg deposition is dependent, therefore, on the
number, size, and fecundity of spawning females entering Catamaran Brook.

The number of spawners is determined at the fish-counting fence located near the mouth of the brook.
However, the exact number is not possible each year due to problems of high water and avoidance of trapping
by some adults while the fence is not operating. Estimates are made of the number of female spawners based on
an annual correction for trapping efficiency (Table l) and the proportion of females already identified in that
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year's spawning population. Estimates were made separately for the grilse (small, l-sea-winter salmon) and the
large, multi-sea-winter (MSW) salmon. Trapping efficiency values ranged from a low of 50Vo in 1990 (when
the fence was situated in a poor location and often inoperable) to between 90Vc and 1007c thereafter (Table l).

Table 1. Trapping efficiency factors estimated for different life-stages of Atlantic salmon moving by the fish-
counting fence in Catamaran Brook. Estimation for smolts was made using mark-recapture estimates from

1991-1995.

Year Spawning Adults Smolts 1+ Parr 2+ Parr

I  990

r99l

1992

t993

t994

r  995

50Vc

90Vo

90Vc

95Vc

1007o

907o

7ÙVc

7ÙVc

86Va

80Vc

87 Vc

807c

65Vc

65Vc

S l V a

7 5Vc

82Vo

7 5Vo

7ÙVc

7j%c

86Vo

80Vc

87 Vc

8O7c

The individual weight of spawners was evaluated using the fork length data (from the counting-fence), and the
regression equation from Moore et al. (1995) computed for Miramichi River salmon and expressed as follows:

Weight (g) = 0,000007 * Fork l"ngth 1*-; 
3'069

The estimated fecundity of Atlantic salmon spawners in Catamaran Brook was based on the relationship derived
from adult females sampled in the Little Southwest Miramichi River (M. Hambrook, DFO, pers. comm., 1994).
These values were 1385 eggs/kg for grilse, and 1387 eggs/kg for MSW salmon.

A correction for egg loss from retention in the body cavity and non-fertilization during release at the time of
spawning was assumed to represent a 57c reduction in potential egg deposition. A further reduction of potential
egg deposition was based on egg predation by juvenile Atlantic salmon parr (mainly precocious parr) during
spawning (Table 2). These values were then applied to the estimated number of l+ and ?+ parr in Catamaran
Brook each autumn (see below) and the estimate for eggs removed by predators then subtracted from the total
egg deposition.

Table 2. Predation of eggs by Atlantic salmon parr sampled November, 1994, in Catamaran Brook

Parr Age Number Vo with Eggs in Stomach Average Number of Eggs

per Stomach

0

5 . 0

6 . 2

0

9 . 1

9

l l

5 0

0+

l +

2+ 52.O
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of salmon population model
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Step 2 - Estimation of Annual Abundance of Juvenile Salmon. by Age-class

In order to determine inter-stage survival, it was necessary to calculate the annual abundance of each age-class
of salrnon in Catamaran Brook. This step involved two components :

(i) separate estimates of abundance for 0+, 1+ , and )2+ salmon parr based on densities derived from
electrofishing in summer (July) in different habitat-types and stream reaches (see Cunjak et al., 1993). Because
the population of 3+ parr wasn't differentiated from the 2+ pan during the electrofishing surveys, they were
pooled (hereafter referred to as 2+ parr). These population estimates were subsequently extrapolated to similar
habitat-types within each reach according to the frequency and surface area represented by each habitat-type
throughout the length of stream. The cumulative area available for the juveniles was calculated b;' habitat-type
using field data collected during the 1993 habitat surveys for the entire length of Catamaran Brook. Four
different habitat-types were considered, (flats, pools, riffles and runs). A total of 120,7fi) m' was surveyed u'ith
the proportion of flats, pools, riffles, and runs estimated at 16 Vc, 8 Vc, 40 Vc, and 36 7c, respectively;

(ii) corrections were made to the population estimates (above) by accounting for losses from natural mortality
(e.g. overwintering, predation) and from emigration (measured as net downstream movement at the counting-
fence) for each age-class (Figure l). First, the annual net downstream migration of parr was estimated.. For each
year, we used the months of May to June of the same year and July to November of the preceding year, because
electrofishing surveys were always made in July. Distribution within each age-class was obtained using length
frequency distributions calculated using summer (Juty) lengths. In general, the length intervals corresponded
to : ( 5.0 cm for 0+ parr; > 5.0 and < 8.8 cm for l+ parr; ) 8,8 cm for 2+ parr. For recently emerged salmon
fry (<35mm fork length), from mid-June to early July, emigration was based on 1994 and'1995 counts of
drifting fry captured near the stream mouth using fine-mesh drift nets. For 0+ parr after July, and for each
successive age-class of parr, the number of net downstream emigrants was estimated at the counting fence
between each summer's electrofishing surveys (i.e. from July to June of the following year).

Step 3 - Annual Production of Smolts by Age-class

The annual estimate of smolt emigration from Catamaran Brook is based on numbers obtained at the counting-
fence (May - June) and corrected for trapping efficiency (Table l). Efficiency ranged from 70 Vo to 87 Vo as
determined from mark-recapture experiments in the brook (Cunjak et al., 1993).In 1990, no test was made so
efficiency was arbitrarily estimated as707o, the same as for 1991, before improvements were made to the fence-
trapping design. Ages assigned to smolts were based on scale analysis.

Assumptions

There are four basic assumptions for the model :

1. The first is the absence of (significant) migration into or out of Catamaran Brook when the counting fence is
not in operation (December to April).

2. The second assumes that densities obtained (by electrofishing) for different age-classes in the study sites were
related to a specific habitat-type and reach, and can be extrapolated for a similar combination of habitat-type
and reach. The electrofishing efficiency is also assumed to be similar among sites and between years.

3. All adult females will spawn and thus egg deposition is not overestimated.
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4. The last assumption refers to the emigration of pan. The fence trapping efficiency for l+ palr was fixed at
-5 7o less than for smolts (Table l) because capture efficiency is reduced for smaller sized fish (Cunjak er a/.,
t989). Trapping efficiency for 2+ parr was assumed to be similar to smolts because of size overlap. Estimates
of movement were inaccurate for 0+ parr because of spacing between conduit (6.5mm) in the fence and trap.

RESULTS

Fence counts of migrating salmon were a major component of the model. These data were especially important
to the dependability of the survival estimates because the accuracy of the female spawner count (and egg
deposition) is the first-step in the procedure (Figure l). The average proportion of females among the adult
spawners (1990 - 94) was approximately 16Vo for the grilse and 757o for the multi-sea-winter (MSW) salmon.
The estimated number of adults moving into Catamaran Brook to spawn (Table 3) ranged from 56-166 grilse
and 24-80 MSW for an average of 172 adults for the period, 1990 to 1995. The estimated spawner count for
1990 was the highest during the 6 years of study (Table 3) despite the fence being inoperable for several
periods in the autumn due to flood conditions and eventually being washed-out during a major storm event in
late October prior to the completion of salmon spawning. The low fence efficiency (Table l) which accounted
for the high number of spawners seems justified based on the abundance of 0+ salmon throughout the river in
l99l (highest population abundance estimated).

Table 3. Annual counts of Atlantic salmon adults (moving upstream) and smolts (moving downstream) at

the fish-counting fence in Catamaran Brook, 1990-1995.

FENCE COUNTS CORRECTED COUNTS FOR FENCE EFFICIENCY

YEAR Smolts Grilse MSW Smolts Grilse MSW

l 990
t99l
r992
r993
1994
r995

8 3
7 9

127
ro7
5 6

l l 8

2 8
4 8
67
44
24
7 2

1 6 6
8 8

t 4 l
l l 3
5 6

l 3 l

5 6
5 3
74
46
24
80

760
I 165
2 135

426
887
933

l 086
| 664
2 483

5 3 3
l 020
I 166

Average I 051 47 l 325 1 1 6

The number of smolts counted at the fence annually, corrected for trapping efficiency (Table 1) varied from
533 smolts in 1993 to 2483 smolrs in 1992 (Table 3). Except for 1991, 3 years old smolts were the most
abundant age-class for this life-stage. On average, for 1990-95, the percent representation by smolts aged 2-4
was 24Vo,74Vo, and 2.0Vo.

The number of viable eggs in Catamaran Brook, after correcting for predation and losses due to retention or
non-fertilization, varied from approximately 100,000 (1994) to 500,000 (1992) with an average of
approximately 300,000 eggs (Table 4). The low 1994 value reflected the low number of spawners that year
(Table 3). The combination of few spawners and the large number of 2+ parr in the river (from the l99l
spawning cohort, Table 5a) likely resulted in a relatively high egg predation (Table 4) which represented
approximately 25Vo of potential egg deposition compared with a 5-year average closer to 107o.

Ecohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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The population of juvenile salmon present each year in the river was estimated for 0+, l+ and 2+ salmon parr,
using calculated densities by habitat-type and reach in order to calculate age-specific abundance for the entire
stream (Table 5a). The summer (July) abundance of juvenile salmon in Catamaran Brook averaged >105,000
individuals per year from 1990 to 1995, and varied from a low of approximately 45,000 in 1995 to a high of
approximately 164,000 in l99l (see Table 5a for age-specific abundance, by cohort). The 1995 esrimare also
reflects the low number of spawners in 1994 wich resulted in the lowest O+parr evaluation for the project. The
second lowest O+parr estimate was of 56,000 in 1990. That 1990 estimates of 0+, l+, and 2+ parr abundance
were the lowest of all years sampled (Table 5a) suggests that electrofishing efficiency may not have been the
same in subsequent years. This might explain some of the high inter-stage survivals calculated (see below). By
contrast, electrofishing in l99l-1995 seems to have yielded dependable numbers of parr when comparing river
population estimates with independently derived fence counts in subsequent years. For example, 2+ parr were
most abundant in l99l (n=10,360 , Table 5a) and these parr produced the highest smolt count, in 1992 (Table
3). The lowest number of parr in the stream (1992) produced the fewest smolts ever to have emigrated from
Catamaran Brook, in 1993 (Tables 3 , 5a).

TABLE 4. Annual egg production in Catamaran Brook

Eggs In Spawning Correction For Egg Number Of Viable Eggs

Year Female + 95o/o c.i. After Spawning2 Predation (x95%o c.i.)3 At Start Of Winter

1990

1 9 9 1

19g2l

1993

t994

Averager

304817 t  13805

415159 + t2953

539935 ! 9429

304787 + 6749

15626t + 5627

344t92 + 8581

28957 6

39440r

5 1 2 9 3 8

2 89548

148448

326982

23t19

44092

3 n 6 0

37349

40506

35245

266457 ! 12067

350309 + 10929

481778 + 8413

252199 t 5584

107942 t 3887

291737 ! 7274

Number and confidence limits estimated with stratification weighting based on the female weight estimates.
5% ofthe total number ofeggs were considered retained in body cavity or unfertilized.
Based on the95o/o confidence limits (c.i.) of eggs in spawning females.

Parr emigration, after correction for the efficiency of the counting fence (Table l), was significant with annual
averages of >1000 l+ parr and <300 2+ parr (Table 5a). 0+ salmon demonstrated a strong tendency to
emigrate in the spring (June) soon after emergence from the gravel (1990-1995 average. = 14,000 fry) with
significantly less emigration thereafter. (Table 5a).

Survival was calculated according to the formulae shown beneath Table 5b. For example, the egg --r 0+ survival
is the sum of 0+ parr in the stream in summer (July) and the 0+ emigrants (June) in relation to egg production
(Table 4) from the preceding autumn. This survival estimate varied from between l6.5Vo and 57.7Vo, with an
average of 35.3Vo (Table 5b). The 0+ -+ l+ parr survival averaged 37Vc among years; l+ -+ 2+ survival
averaged 34Vo (range=26-49Vo).
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Table 5a. Production and emigration of juvenile Atlantic salmon in Catamaran Brook.

Cohort Number Parr in River
(spawning) of Eggs

Emigrating Parr Smolt
Production

0+ l+ 2+ 0+ l+ 2+ 2+ J+. 4+

Spring Fall Spring Fall S pring Fâll
( A )  ( B )  ( C )  ( D )  ( E )  ( F )  ( c )  ( H )  ( r )  ( . f  )  ( K )  ( r . )

I  9 8 6  7 8 4

l 9 E 7  3 9 3 8  - t 0  4 9  3 0 2  7 3 0

1 9 8 8  2 1 0 8 3  1 0 3 6 0  4 7  1  - 4 5  r a 3  ' 7 6  g 3 4  7 1 1 2

r  989 3 t426 21907 5480 10102 550 1426 343 I  6  455 7  |  389

1990 266457 t31702 29859 8240 2193t 829 415 305 8 350 144 748

l99 l  350309 74728 23692 974t  12414 470 264 443 4e  672 272 I  l2 l

1 9 9 2  4 8 1 7 7 8  6 8 3 2 9  2 3 5 8 9  6 t t 2  1 1 3 7 8  4 3 0  5 7 2  l l 2 3  - 8 1  i l 5  4 5

1993 252199 122'150 24427 20440 '1'12 -128 1095

1994 tO7942 14755 7'730 424

Ayerage 291737 '13948 24093 7312 14004 579 503 544 I t  286 Z9S l03l

Table 5b. Inter-stage survival (oÂ) of Atlantic salmon in Catamaran Brook. 'AVGI' refers
to average survival computed from column averages in Table 5a; 'AVG2' refers to Table

5b averages.

Egg -+ 0+ 0+ -+ I + l+ --+ 2+ 1+ -+ 52+ 2+ -+ S3+S4+ Egg -r l+ Egg + S

M) (N) (o) (P) (Q) G) (s)
1  9E6

1981 18.8
19Et 48.4 4.4 23.5
19E9 75.6 25.5 0.3 7 .7
1990 51 .7 23.t 27 .9 0.5 9.5 I 3.3 0.4 t 8
t99l  24.9 32.3 42. t  1 .2 r2.4 8.0 0.5t2
1992 16.5 35.6 26.8 0.2 5.9
1993 56.8 19.9 I1.3
1994 20.8

AVGI 30.1 33.3 30.4 r.2 14.2 r0.0 0.557
AVG2 35.3 37.3 34.4 t.3 14.4 9.6 0.465

M - ( B + E ) / A ;  N = ( C + G ) ( B - F ) ;  O = ( D + I ) / ( C - H ) ;  P = I V ( C - H ) ;  Q = L / ( D - J ) ;  R = M x N ;  g = ( R x P ) +
(RxOxQ)
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The high survival values of 75.6Vc (0+ -+ l+) and 49.4Vc (l+ + 2+) in Table 5b are believed to be the result of
poor electrofishing efficiency in 1990 which led to an underestimate of the denominator rerms in the respective
calculations.

The egg -r l+ parr survival averaged l}Vo (range = 6Vo - l37c). Finally, a global survival from egg ro smolt was
calculated using a composite equation (Table 5b). For the two cohorts where all the intermediate rates are
available (i.e. spawning years 1990 and l99l), the overall survival from egg to smolr was 0.42Vc - 0.51 Vc
(average = 0.47Vo).

DISCUSSION

The average egg - smolt survival of 0.47 Vo calculated with the model was lower than other estimates for
Atlantic salmon. In the Bec-Scie, Jupiter, Saint-Jean and Trinité rivers in Quebec, where scientific surveys were
conducted for 7-15 years, the average survival rate varied from 1.2 to 5.4 (F. Caron, DEV/, euebec. pers. comm.
1995); in Newfoundland rivers, Chadwick (1982) estimated an average egg - smolt survival of l.7Vc; and,
Symons (1979), in summarizing the work of Elson (1975) and Meister (1962), esrimated egg - smolt survival
as 0.6Vo - 6.2Vo. Only Crozier and Kennedy (1993), who reviewed the data for two Irish rivers, nored a similar
survival of 0.4Vo but only during the worst years in these rivers.

Factors influencing survival estimates can be related to local environmental conditions, density-dependent
factors, adequacy of the model's assumptions, and the reliability of input variables. Environmental factors such
as water temperature and stream discharge are known to affect survival of juvenile Atlantic salmon (Frenette et
al. 1984; Gibson 1993). For example, Chadwick (1982) noted significant inverse correlations of egg - smolt
survival with cold winters and low streamflow in Western Arm Brook.

In Catamaran Brook, the winters of 1991192 and 1992193 were significantly colder , with lower srreamflow than
the winters of 1990191 or 1993194 (D. Caissie, DFO, pers. comm.). Coincidentally, these rwo cold winters had
the lowest egg - 0+ survival as well as the lowest inter-age parr survival. Estimation of egg - smolt survival, after
excluding data from the winters of l99ll92 and 1992193 results in an average egg-smolt survival of 2.9Vc,
similar to the survival found in other Atlantic salmon rivers. More years of data are, however, necessary ro
substantiate the possible 'winter bottleneck' to survival in Catamaran Brook, and the importance of density-
independent factors in affecting salmon survival.

Density-dependent factors may have influenced the low egg - 0+ survival of the 1994 cohort in Catamaran
Brook because of the high density of spawning in the lower 0.8km of stream below a beaver dam. The
combination of greater egg predation risk, super-imposition of redds, and the proportionally greater 0+
emigration (in June) may have combined to reduce the 0+ population estimate in July relative to egg deposition
the previous autumn.

Regarding the reliability of input variables, the capture efficiency of electrofishing is likely not constanr since
factors such as experience of operator and conditions during sampling (i.e. weather, streamflow, etc.) could
influence results. This would seem to explain the apparent underestimation of juvenile salmon (all ages) during
the 1990 surveys which, in turn, inflated the survival estimates for each subsequent age cohort. Similarly the
high water conditions in the autumn of 1990 reduced the efficiency of capture of spawners at the fence which,
therefore, affected the accuracy of the egg deposition , a very sensitive variable to the estimation of smolt
survival because it is the initial step in the model's computations. A new location for the fence and a more
efficient trap design have reduced the problems with data collected after 1990.
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In conclusion, salmon survival to the smolt stage appears to be relatively low in Catamaran Brook. This seems to
be due to a combination of density-dependent and density-independent (environmental) factors acting in
certain years, but particularly influencing winter survival. Inaccuracies in input parameters from the first year of
study may also have influenced the estimates. The impact is especially obvious because there are relatively few
years of data but should be minimized as more data (years) are incorporated into the model. Finally, the model
promises to be a useful tool in understanding the population dynamics of Atlantic salmon in Catamaran Brook
over the remaining years of the project because of its unique characteristic of treating inter-age survival and
incorporating age-specific emigration rates in the equations. These factors, together with the available physical
data (temperature , discharge) should provide a sound basis for monitoring and interpreting population change
in the near future.
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{BSTRACT

In most European large rivers, populatons of formerly dominant rheophilic fish species like Chondrostonta la.sus
have declined drastcally. Engineered structural changes have led to a serious decreæe of necessuy habitats.
especially of early fish stages which have very niurow habitat requirements that change over a short period of
time. The culrent velocity appears to be a key abiotic factor in determining habitat selertion of rheophilic fish. On
one hand, water culrent acts as a limiting factor for microhabitat use, as hsh cannot tolerate velocities above a
critical value (Stahlenberg and Pecknan, 1986). On the other hand, salmonids can select water currenls wlùch
optimize their energy balance. Due to the lack of information about critical and energy-optimizing water velocilies
for 0+ cyprinids during ontogeny, our aim was to investgate l) if rheophilic cyprinids are able to optinùze their
energy balance witlt the water current and 2) which critcal water currents they can tolerate during ontogeny. Our
laboratory experiments were conducted in a flume where the water velocity as well as the fype. size and density of
prey were varied. The foraging behaviour of three size classes of nase (15.2 x.0.98 mm TL, 19.6 t 0.78 mm TL
and 24.5 t 0.68 mm TL) wæ filmed and video recordings were analysed with an Image Analysis Software on a
PC. Selected par:rmeters of the "optimal foraging models". e.g. consumption rate and capnre success of prey
were determined. Additionally, critical water currents were measured: l. nul benefit water velocity, 2. nul
consumption water velocity and 3. maximum sustainable wâter velocity. The capture success was nearly lU)Vo in
relatively slow water curents and tlren drastically declined at high water velocities. No distinct optimum tretween
energy intake and water current was observed within the investigated size range of fish. Nevertheless, we
determined a profitable range of water curents which increased in the course of ontogeny, and swimming costs in
early larvae were higher in proportion to the maximal energy intake (a positive net energy gain was registered
between a range of 0 and 7 cm s-r in 15 mm TL nase and between 0 and 15 cm s-l in 20 and 25 mm TL nase).
The three defined critical water velocities did not differ fiom each other in early larvae of nase. In bigger nase,
maximal sustainable water velocities were significantly higher than the nul benefit and the nul consumption water
velocities. At the latter two last velocities, fish are unable to feed and obtain a positive energetic gain even if they
are not submitted to "wash-out". The maximal sustainable water velocities of nase linearly increased with fish
size and coincided with the velocitjes at which C. nasus larvae were dislocated (wash-out) in the Danube near
Vienna. Based on data from the literature, maximal sustainable water velocities may depend more on the shape of
the fïsh body than on species-specific life history patrems.

KEY-WORDS: young of the year, energy balance, optimal foraging, critical swimming speeds, consunrption,
capture success, drift feeding, Chondrostonro nasus, stream fishes.
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INTRODUCTION

Although theophilic cyprinids were very common in most European rivers, many populations have declined
drasticafly and are severely threatened fl-elek. 1987). One example is the nase, Chondrostoma rrasas L., a
common rheophilic cyprinid species. Several studies have revealed that engineered structural damages led to a
drastic decrease of necessary habitats, especially for 0+ fish (Copp and Penâ2, 1988; Spindler, 1988; Copp,
1989; Schiemer and Spindler, 1989; Olivier et al., 1995). Young fish srages are particulary wlnerable and have
very niurow habitat requirements that change over a short period of time (Schiemer et aI., l99l). In order to
reestablish the populations, it is necessary to concentrate on the ecology of early stages which represent a critical
period in fish life history (Kamler, 1992).

Changes in river discharge associated with flow regulation can negatively affect fish populations (Bunr and
Mundie, 1986; Pens, 1994 in Shirvell, 1994). Higher water velocirjes, locally or generally procluced by
engineering measures, can act as a limiting factor for nûcrohabirat (Stahlberg and Peckmann, 1986). Early stages
are t}re most wlnerable to "wash-out" by high water (Heggenes and Traaen, 1988). Several authors during rlrc
last decade have devoted interest to investigating water velocity tolerance of fish (Brett, 1964; Houde. 1969:
Brett and Glass, 1973; Ottaway and Clarke, l98l; Ottaway and Fonest, l9g3; Irvine, l9g4; Heggencs and
Traaen 1987; Stahlberg and Peckmann, 1987; Facey and Grossman, 1989; Kaufrnann, 1990; Meng. 1993:
Young and Cech, 1994). Better swimming performance increases feeding efiiciency, escape responsc. and
maintenânce of station against a current (Beamish, 1978; Webb, 1984, 1986 in Young and Cech 1994). Some
studies concerning mainly salmonids indicated an increase in water velocify tolerance of fish with trody size
(Brett. 1964; Houde, 1969; Otaway and Forrest. 1983, Heggenes and Traaen, 1988, Meng, 1993). Only lèw
studies have concentrated on critical water cunents of cyprinids (Kaufmann, 1990) but most of these havc
neglected ontogeny (Fricke et al., 1987; Stahlberg and Peckmann, 1987) Many ofthese previous srudies defined
critical water velocites as the maximal water velocities that can be sustained by fish. Nevertheless, it is also
important to determine critical water velocities with regard to energy intake. Even if water velocities are
insufficient to expose fish to "wash-out", they can still be too high to permit feeding and can therefore limit
growth rates. Furthermore, some energy models revealed that salmonids can select water currents which optimize
their energy balance (Fausch, 1983; Bachman, 1990; Hughes and Dill, 1990; Hill and Grossman, 1993). The
selected positons in the water curent apparcntly offer the best trade-off between swimming costs and supply of
drifting food, both of which increase with water velocity.

Due to the poor information about critical and energy-optimizing water velocities for 0+ cyprinids during
ontogeny, we addressed the following questions: (l) Is the rheophilic cyprinid Chondrostonw nasas able to
optimize its energy benefit during ontogeny with regard to water current? (2) rWhich critcal water currents can
be tolerated by the nase during its ontogeny? We distinguished ûrce types of oitical water velocities; in additjon
to classical maximal sustainable water velocities , we also measured velocities at which feeding ceases (nul
consumption water velocity) ancl æ which net energy gain becomes negative (nul benefit water velocity).
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Fish and Prey Cultures

Larval nase were obtained by artificial fertilization of adults caught in a tributary of the Danube River (river lun

1905). The eggs were put into well-oxygenated circular black tanK at a temperature of 16 0C. In our

experiments, three mean fish size classes were used: 15.2 : 0.98 mm TL (3rd larval stage); 19.6 + 0.78 mm TL
(5rd-6rd larval stages): and24.5 * 0.68 mm TL (lst juvenile stage). Larval and juvenile stages were defined

according to Peiâz (1974). Two types ofprey ofdifferent size classes were used to test fish foraging bchaviour:

Artemia sp. nauplii (0.7 mm r 0.08 SD) and Daplnia nngna (0.99 mm + 0.08 SD, 1.52 mm * 0.68 SD).

Artemia prey were cultured in 5J glass beakers in a saline solution of 307oo at 25'C. Daphnia nwgna was

cultivated in 750 I plastic containers at temperatues btween 18 "C and 22'C. Daphnic were fed on ycast and a

culture of green algae. Different size classes of prey were produced by sequential sieving tfuough a set of sieves.

Prey sizes were checked under binocular microscope.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the technical installation. CD: Cunent Directon; Cl: Camera l; C2: Camera 2;

FA: Feeding Apparatus; M: Monitor; PC: Personal Computer.

Experimental Design and Processus

The experiments were conducted in an artificial stream channel measuring: 300 x 50 x 50 cm (Figure l). It

consisted of a closed water circulaton system driven by a power motor. Two 500-watt halogen lamps were

placed above the channel. Water temperanrre was maintained at 16 0C and water depth at 10 cm. The flow rate

could be regulated as desired. A calibration engine capacity-water velocity wæ established in each volume of 100

cm3 of the total channel volume. Two different water speed meters were used: a mechanical one (Ofi: modcl C2

from 5cm s-r to 2 m s'r) and an electronic one (Mini Flow S/N l0l8l, Coastal Leasing, Inc.) to-measure slower

water velocities (< 5 cm s-t;. A smaller volume of the channel was delimited in order to study the foraging

behaviour of the young nase. From pilot observaùons, a volume of 7500 cm' was found to be sufficient to ensure
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the animals' freedom of movemenl Specific concentrations of prey were introduced into the experimental channel
by a I cmdiameter Nbe leading from a 20-l feeding apparatus situated upstream. From this pipe, the debit of
water flowing into the channel could be controlled and, ultimately, Îhe number of prey passing ùuough the
channel during a certain interval of time. The tests were repeated with three p,rey numbers per unit of time and
vertical surface: Artemia: -200, -560, and-2733 ind.s'r m'2i Daphnia: -55, -l13, and -333 ind.s'r m'2.

Experimental fish were starved 24 h before the experiments and were introduced in groups of 8 individuals at
least half an hour before the beginning of each test (the older the fish, the more time they require to adapt to
experimental conditions). These fish groups were changed for each test in order to avoid a learning effect.
Feeding behaviour was filmed with semi-professional video equipmenl Two cameras were used, one filming in
the vertjcal plane (Sony color video: model DXC-327 P) and one ûlming in the horizontal plane (Grundig

camecor LC 460 SC). The former was connected to a JVC video cassene recorder (mo<tel BR-5822 E), while the
latter had an incorporated recorder. The two cameras were linked by a synchronisation cable ûo make each image

conespond in the two planes. A light signal wæ given at the onset of each experiment The test duration was 7
minutes. The recordings were analysed with an Image Analysis Software (Optimas) on a personnel computer.

Energy Balance

Some former models showed how salmonids can optimize their energy balance with regad to water velocity:
a) model of Fausch for brook trout, brown trout and coho salmon (1983):

( l ) P = D - S

where P = potential profit; D = available drift energy (D = l/8 fl rt g, where r is the feoding radius of two borly
length and E is the drift energy rate at modmum velocify into the feeding radius; S = swimming cost (focal-point
water velocity measured at the fish's head (Steward, 1980 in Hill and Grossman, 1993).

b) model of Hughes and Dill for grayling (1990). Following Fausch, these authors proposed another model which
takes into account water depth, the shape of the fistr's reaction field, variations in water velocity within the fish's
foraging area and the influence of water velocity on the fish ability to capture prey:

(2)  NEI = GEI 'SC

wtpre NEI = net energy intake rate in the foraging space. This space is described with a series of 25 cm strips
exûending from the water surface to the stream bed and characterized by water depth and velocity. Çf,t = gross
energy intake (GEI = l''= t 11 =-s CA1 . V, . PCi . PE; where CAi; is the deftned capture area, \ is the average
water velocity in strip j, PC; is the concentration of prey size class i and PEi is the energy sontent of prey in size
class i); SC = swimming cost (BreÉ and Glass, 1973).

c) model of Hill and Grossman for rainbow trout and rosyside dace (1993). These authors also estimated the
potential energy benefit of a microhabitat by measuring food abundance and prey capture succ€ss at a given
velocity. In addition to Hughes and Dill's model, they calculated from this potential energy benefit ttre inorganic
components of prey and subtracted the energy associated with the insoluble and indigestible portions:

iicolrydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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(3 )  E '  =  B , 'C '

where E^ = net energy gained from holding position at velocity xl B. = benefit obtained at that velocity (B . = I, _
(Rsor + F + U); I, = A. . S. where A' is the energetic value of prey available at velocity x and Sr is the capture
success for velocity x' Rsoe is the specific dynamic action, F is the ingestion rate and U is the excretion rate
(Rice et al., 1983 in Hill and Grossman, 1993)); C, = swimming cost (Facey and Grossman, 1990).

d) The energy balance we determined is bæed on the last-cited general equation where Ex (net energy gain) is the
difference between Bx (gross enagy gain) and Cx (swimming cost) at the specific water velocify. In the three
above-cited models, fish net energy gains were calculated by the estimated energy content of drift passing in their
foraging area predicted from the maxintal reactive distances and the fish's visual field. Following Fausch (lgg4),
Hughes and Dll (1990) integrated prey capture success in their models and Hill and Grosman (1993) the
utilisation efficiency (deduction of R5pa, F, U). we obtained the net energy gain from directty observed
consumption minus swimming costs. The total prey ingested per fish and minute, accurately counted fronr the
video recordings' wils converted into energy content (21 J mg-'dry mass for Daphnia sp. (Richman, lg5g;
Cummins and wuycheck. l97l) and 24.7 J mg-r nauplii Artemiq sp. (Paffenhôfer, 1967)). Non-assimilable
fractions of energy ingested (30vo) were deducted ftom the total (ware, lg75; Elliot, lg76; Keckeis and
Schiemer,l992). Values for steady-state swimming costs in increasing currents were taken ftom the literature
(Kaufmann, 1990).

Additionally, the following variables were determined:
- hey capture success : percentrge of successful prey strikes in increasing water curents.
- Consumpton: nunlber of prey ingested per minute or energy content of prey ingested per minute.
- Maximal consumption: maximal mean value of consumption expressed in energy.
- Critical swimming speeds in the current : L maximal sustainable water velocity: water velocity at which fish
cannot maintain their position in the water. This was measured by progressively increasing water velocity until
the animals failed to swim for ât least two minutes, which is the time required to reach a steady exercise
respiration level (Kaufmann' 1990). Fish were considered as washed out when they were caught on a screen
situated ât the downstream end (Heggenes and Traaen, 1987). The young hsh often lay on the bottom where the
culrent was minimal due to hydrodynamic drag. If they rested more than 5 minutes, this was scored as failed
(Meng' 1993)- 2. nul consumption water velocity : water velocity at which fish no longer fed for at least l0
minutes but were still able to swim. 3. nul benefit water velocity: water velocity at which fish net energy gain
became negative.

Data analysis

one-way Anova was used to determine significant differences in capture successes, consumption and critical
water velocities of the nase in different combinations of factors (water velocity, fish size, prey type, size and
density). A normal distribution- and a variance homogeneity-test were carried at prior to this.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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RESULTS

Caprure Success (CS)

The relationship between capture success (CS) and water velocity for two fish sizes is shown in Figurc 2. The
data obtained at the thrce prey densities showed no significant difference and therelbre the data lrom all
experiments were pooled. In both size clæses, CS declind significantly with increasing warer velocity (p <
0.001). In small fish (15.2 + 0.98 mm TL) capture success remained high up to a velocity of 6 cm per sec.on<I
and then decreased drastically to 0 at 7.4 + 1.28 SD cm per second. In contrast, CS in bigger fish (19.6 * 0.71t
mm TL) diminished more gradually and reached 0 at 14.3 + 1.56 SD cm per second. This represents a rwo-fold
increase of the range in which prey can be caught from early larvat ro late larval stages. In still water. CS was
not significantly different between the two frsh size classes (p < 0.03), rhe values approaching 100. Largcr tish
had significantly higher CS (p < 0.03) under flowing water condirions. A significanr effecr of prey stze on
capMe success was obs€rved at higher water velocities (Fig 2 b). CS of bigger fish on I mm Daphnic an<t 0.6
mm Artenùa nauplii was similar up to a velocity of 6 cm per second, but CS on snraller sized prey was
significantly higher at more rapid current speeds (p < 0.001).

Consumption

Consumption, expressed as prey items ingested per unit of time or in ternrs of energy. was significantly
dependent on water velocity (Figures 3 and 4; p < 0.001). As an example, Figure 3 illustrares tlrc relarionship
between consumption at different prey numbers and water velocities for 15.2 t 0.98 mm TL ùsh. At the two
lower prey densities offered, consumption was almost constant up to 6.0 cm s-t before sharply declining to o at a
velocity of 7.4 + 1.28 SD cm s't. At the highest prey density, maximal consumption was observed at a warer
current of 2.5 cm s'r, and then declined to levels similar to those at intermediare food concentrations. prey
availability also had a significant effect on the level of consumption. Food inrake at the lowest prey density (200
ind. s'r m'2) was significantly lower than consumption at the two other concentrations (p < 0.001).
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Figure 2: Mean capture success versus water velocity in two size classes of nase. a: 15.2 +- 0.98 mm TL; b:
19.6 + 0.78 mm TL. Mean Capture Success on different prey types are compared for the second fish size class:
A: Artemia sp. nauplii of 0.6 mm; B: Daphnia magna of I mm. The arrows show the water currents at which
Capture Success declined to 0. Vertical bars represent + standard deviations (n = 6).

Figure 4 exemplifies the effect of prey type on consumption of 19.6 t 0.78 mm TL fish ar different warer
velocities. Consumption of both prey types was high between 0 and 6 cm s-t before decreasing contnuously to 0.
Although a lower number of Daphnia (Fig. a b) than Artemia nauplii (Fig. 4 a) was ingested by the hsh at each
water velocity, the energy gained from the bigger Daphnia was significantly higher (p < 0.001).
Maximal consumption of nase during ontogeny (size ranging from 15 to 55 mm TL) under differenr current
conditions are shown in Figure 5. The values represent consumption on those prey types and sizes where
maximal energy uptake could be observed. In each size clæs of fish the vatues were relatively constant in a
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certain range of water culrents and then declined drastically to the nul consumption water velocity. Maximal
consumption increased significantly with size (p < 0.001) and decreased with water velocity within each size
class of fish. The velocity at which no consumption was observed generally increased with fish size, although the
values for 20 and 25 mm fish were rather similar.

45
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345678
water velocity 1cm s-1)

Figure 3: Mean consumption versus water velocity in early larvae of nase (15.2 r 0.98 mm TL) at three
different prey numbers. A: -200 Artemia nauplii min-r m'2; B: -560 Artemia nauplii min-r m'2; C: -2733
Artemia nauplii min-l m'2. vertical bars represent t standard deviations (n = 6).

Energy Balance

Table I summarizes energy balance with regard to the water current in three fish size classes. Figure 6 illustrates
this energy balance for the two size classes of næe. For comparison, consumption in terms of the assimilated
ftaction (C*; net energy gain) arut swimming costs are expressed as a percentage of maximal energy values
obtained at each fish size. The net energy gain showed a maximum at an intermediate water velocity of 2.5 cm s'r
in 15 mm fish and of 6 cm s't in 20 mm fish before decreasing to zero. Late larval stage of fish could feed in a
range of water velocities that was about twice æ large æ early larval fish (0 to7.2 cm s-t versus 0 to 14.3 cm s'r.
The point at which C.*. and swimming costs were equal determined tlre nul benefit water velocity. This was
reached at6.7 ! 0.15 cm s't lmean t standard deviæion) by 15 mm nase and at 13.8 t 0.01 cm s-t by 20 mm
nase. At this point' swimming costs corresponded to 25% of the maximum energy gain in the first case and to 15
% in he seoond case. This indicated that energy lost due to swimming oosts represented proportionauy more
energy for the early larval stage.
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Figure 4: Mean consumption versus water velocity in late larvae of nase (19.6 t 0.7g mm TL). a: Mean
consumption on 0.7 t 0.08 mm Artemia sp. nauplii; b: Mean consumption on 0.99 + 0.0g mm Daphnia magtn.
Vertical bars represent t standard deviatons (n = 6).

Critical Water Velocities during Ontogeny

Figure 7 and Table 2 summarise the relationship benveen fish size the three critical water velocities (CWV)
measured during this study: nul benefit water velocity, nul consumption water velocity and maximal sustainable
water velocity (MSWV). Each of the CWV rose significantly during ontogeny (x0.001). A sreep increase
between early and late larval stages w:ts observed, whereas the slope diminished between late larval and early
juvenile stages. It appeared that the tfuee CWV were nol significantly different in the l5-mm-sized nase (p >
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0.05). At larger sizes, the nul benefit water velocity and the nul consumption vetocity were atso not signilicantly
different, but the maximal sustainable water velociùes were significantly higher (p < 0.008 lirr 20 mnt TL and
p<0.002 for 25 mm TL).
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Figure 5: Mean maximal conzumption yersus water velocity in 4 size classes of nase. A: 15.2 + 0.98 nur TL;
B: 19.6 + 0.78 mm TL; C: 24.5 + 0.68 mm TL; D: 55 + l.(){ TL. Vertical bars represent + srândafd deviations
(n = 6).

DISCUSSION

Several models have predicted habitat seleoion of adult salmonids with regard to their energy optimizaton in the
water curent (Fausch, 1983; Hughes and Dill, 1990: Addley, 1993; Hill and Grossman, 1993). Neverrheless, rhe
loowledge for early larval and juvenile stages of both cyprinids and salmonids is poor. Addley ( 1993) atrempred
to apply a model to young fish but failed to predict optimizaton in their habitat choice. Defining habitat criteria,
especially for young fish, is increasingly important in the field of river management and restoraton proiects. In
order to establish an energy model for Gr fish of one dominant rheophilic clprinid species in many European
rivers, we analysized and quantifted some ofthe most relevant factors and their changes during ontogeny.
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Table l: Energy balance in three size classes of nase. Consumption (C), gross energy gain (assimilated portion
of consumption: ce.), swimming costs (SC; Kaufmann, 1990) ancl energy benefit at different water velociùes
during ontogeny. Prey use.d''. Artemia sp. nauplii (0.6 mm) in 15.2 + 0.98 mm TL TL næe, Daplnia magna of I
mm in 19.6 + 0.78 mm TL nase, Daphnia nagna of 1.5 mm in24.5 t 0.68 mm TL nase. Mean r- SD.

mean mean w.
TL vel.

(mm) (cm s-1)

cc
(prey ind.-' min''1 (m..1 ind.-' min't)

C""". SC net en.gain

(mJ ind.'' min-') (mJ ind.'r min'r) (mJ ind.-1 min-')
15.2 0.6

1s.2 2.5

15.2 6.0

15.2 7.4

19.6 0.6

19.6 6.0

19.6  1 ' t .0

19.6  1  1 .4

24.5 0.6

24.5 6.0

24.5 11.0

24.5 14.7

Capture Success

' 1 ô  E î  *  (  l , l

1 4.00 t 4.1 5
8.77 * .2.19
0
4.40 * 0.72
5 .10  t  1 .53
2.06 t 0.86
0
4.43 t 0.84
2.88 * 0.39
4.10 x.0.72
0

23.27 x 11.33

30.91  t  9 .16

19.36  t  4 .84

516.06 r 84.57

598.16  t '179 .71

242.39 x 101 .34

0

1 657.43  t  31  5 .1  7
'1076.71 *. 145.76

1532.81  x .270.63

0

16.29  t  7 .93

21.64 x 6.41

13.55 t 3.39

0

361.24  t  59 .20

418.71  *  125.80

169.67 t 70.94
ô

1 160.20 * 220.62
753.70 r 102.03

1073.00t  189.00
U

3.43
3.59

6.55
7.94

1  1 . 1 0
19.63
28.53
16.25
20.70
32.73
47.34

12.86  t  7 .93

18.06  t  6 .41

8.20  r  3 .39
-6 .55

J C J , J U  t  5 V . Z U

407.61  t  125.80

150.04  t  70 .94
- z a t . J J

1143.95  * .220.62

733.00  t  102.03

1040.27 r 189.00

Prey capure success (CS) of fish depends on many intrinsic and extrinsic factors. The degree of appetite, for
exanlple, determines the motivation to succe€d in the prey attack (Dunbrack and Dill, 1983). The fish we tested
were starved for about 24 h before the experiments; thus, a high motivation to attack prey could be assumecl. The
ability to capture prey has been proved to increase with fish size (Minelback, l98l; Warzenk),cK 1989; Health.
1993). Also a learning effect due to repeated exposures of the same individuals to the prey can significantly
improve capture success (Winfield et al., 1983, Scott, 1989), which can be neglected in our invesrigations
because we used independant samples. lmprovement in the visual acuity during ontogenesis can be explained by
the growth of eye and the development of signal integraton, e.g. the optic tertum (Wanzenbrick, 1989). The
development of the musculanrre during ontogeny will also allow the fish to swim and reach the prey faster,
consequently increasing the probability of capture (Nyberg, 1971). Whereas CS clirl not differ between lare larval
(15.2 + 0.98 mm TL) and early juvenile nase (19.6 * 0.78 mm TL) in still water, the bigger fish were more
successful in their prey attack under flowing water condiùons. This can be explained by the fact that detecribility
of prey items is likely to be highest at low velocities and lowest ar very high velocities (Gendron and Stacldon,
1983; Wilzbach, Cummins and Hall, 1986). The nase is apparently a fish species that is relatively successful in
its prey capture, even during the first stages of its development. Different CS between fTsh species ha; been
demonstrated by Wanzenbôck (1992) for roach (Rutilus rutilus), bleak (Alburnus albuntus) and blue bream
(Abramis ballerus). On the other hand, Hill and Grossman (1993) found that capture success was size- rather
than species-dependent æ far as trout and dace were concerned.
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Furthermore, environmental factors play a major role in fish capture success. Because CS is limitect try the rate
of muscle contractions, it is probably directly correlated with temperanrre (Hill and Grossman, 1993). In our
investigation, the temperature was maintained constant at 16 0C, which has been found to be the optimal
temperaturc for nase growth (Kamler et al., 1996). Capture success is Ngtrly dependent on prey characteristics.
It varies significantly with prey type, size, width and shape (Scott, 1989; Wanzenbôck 1989; Heath, 1993; Hill
and Grossman, 1993) as well as with its crypticity (V/ilzbach et al., 1986). locomotor activity is onc major
factor controlling the initial vulnerability of prey to Fedation in still water (Scott, 1989; Heath, 1993). In
flowing water, Scofi (1989) observed tltat the drift of prey organisms suspended in the water column was
sufficient to induce fixaton by the fish, and when dead prey were placed in the area, they were fixed with the
same efficiency as live prey. We therefore consider that the Artemia sp. nauplii and Daphnia nurgna we used as
prey presented no difference in escape ability under flowing water conditions. Additionally, maintaining station in
the cunent involves large energy costs and also limis the time available to examine prey; it is therefore unlikely
that fish in flowing water will specialize, unless food concenrrations are very high (Scott, 1987). The dilferenr
prey concentrations offered in our investigation did not induce any signifTcant variations in the CS, suggesting
that the nase is equally efficient in its prey capture at low and high foo<l availability. We observed that prey siiæ
has a relevant effect on CS in nase exceeding 20 mm only at high water velocity. This is probably duc to the
higher handling times induced by bigga prey, as shown by Shoener (1969), Minelbach (1981) and Wanzenb,r.tk
(1992). High water velocities do not allow hsh to spend much time for handling rapidly <lrifting prey. Water
velocity is a relevant environmental factor that influences capture success. As slnwn by Dunbrack and Dill
(1983) and Hill and Grossman (1993), we observed CS to be virtually 100% in relatively slow warer if ttre prey
are not too small or too large and then to dramatically decline at high water velocitjes.

Consumption

In contrast to the prediction of the model from Hill and Grossman (1993), consumption and thus net energy gain
at different culrent speeds revealed a different panern in young nase (< 25 mm totâl lengttr). The above-cited
authors observed a dome-shaped curve Qow energy gain at low and high currents, and a maximum gain at
intermediate curent conditions). Our data showed that larvae and early juveniles achieved high consunption
rates over a range of water velocities without significant optima. Above a size-dependent critical velocity,
consumption decreased drastically to zero (Figure 5). One reason for this difference may involve the
methodology. In the mentioned shldy, consumption and ultimately the net energy gain were indirectly estimated,
i.e. calculated ftom a combination of observations of capure success in different currcnt conditions and drift
densities measured under field conditions. In tle present work, consumpton was directly obtained from lhe
number of ingested prey times their energuic value. A second potential reason is the low range of water cunents
that can be sustained by young fish, e.g. frrom 0 to 7 cm sec't in early larvae and incrcasing to 0 to 4O cm sec't in
late juveniles (Figure 5). We assume that early larvae have to be nexible within ttp very narrow range of water
culrents which they can tolerate in order to achieve sufficient energy benefit required for their high growth rates.
However, a comparison of the maximal energy intake at optimal velocities of young trout ând dace (Hill and
Grossman, 1993) revealed values similar to our observations. The maximal consumption of 55 mm nase was
approx. 7500 mJ ind.-r min{ at a velocity range of l0 to 30 cm s-r; young trout of 66 mm oonsumed l10l/2 mI
ind.-r min-r at an optimum velocity range of 8 to 18 cm s-r and dace of 6l mm consumed 9518 mJ ind.i min'r at
an optimum range of 7 to 16 cm s'r.
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Figure 6: Mean energy balance versus water velocity in two nase size classes. a: 15.2 + 0.98 mm TL; b: 19.6

+ 0.78 mm TL. The percent values are in reiation to the highest observed consumption value. The data for

swimming costs were taken from the literature (Kaufmann, 1990). The arrows indicate the nul benefit water

curents. Vertical bars represent standard deviations (n = 6).
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18 20 22

TL (mm)

Figurc 7: Mean critical water velocities yenrus fish size. A: nul benefit water velocity; B: nul consumption
water velocity; C: maximal sustainable water velocity. Vertical bars represent standard deviations (n = 6).

Energy Balance

The primary objective of this study was to investigate whether 0+ nase are able to optimize their net energy gain
with regard to water culrent. Although no distinct optimum between enagy inrake and water current was
observed in fish < 25 mm, it appeared that the profitable range of water cunents increased during ontogeny. This
increase is due to morphological and physiological ontogenetic development (e.g. visual, muscular development,
increase in swimming performance and metabolic capacity). The relationship between energy intake and water
velocity has been discussed above. On the other hand, routine and active respiraton rates increase with water
velocity and decline with bo<ly weight (Kaufmann, 1990). In early larvae of nase, swimming costs significantly
influenced ttp net energy gain. They represented up to 25% of the maximal energy value. The costs of transport
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in early larvae are higher compared with later stages because of the dramatic changes accompanying the
development of early life stages (Kaufrnann, 1990). In bigger nase (> 20 mm TL), net energy gain was not
significantly influenced by swimming costs. The swimming costs we used from the literature (Kaufmann, 1990)
were derived for steady-state swimming conditions and did not account for the costs involved in unsteady state
swimming activities such as accelerating and decelerating. Webb (1982 in Addley, 1993) has shown that
unsteady swimming is more energetically costly than steady swimming. We should therefore expect swimming
costs to be slightly higher when considering unsteady swimming activities. These costs during prey capnrre can
be included based on time budget and reactive d.istance analyses and will be presented in the near future.

Critical Water Velocities

The second of our main objectives was to determine the critcal water velocities (CWV) of the nase and to fintj
out whether significant d.ifferences could be detected between ttre three distinct CWV we previously defined. e.-c.
the nul benefit water velocity, the nul consumption water velocity and the maximal sustainable water velocitv
(MSWV). Because early larval nase could tolerate only a very narrow range of water velocities, the tluee cwv
did not signilicantly differ. on the other hand, the bigger nase (between 20 and 25 mm TL) toleratect a range
about twice as large. In tlris case, maximal sustainable water velocities appeared to be significantly lrigher rhan
the nul benefit- and the nul consumption- water velocities. It is therefore important to consider the latter two
velocities as critical water velocities for late larval and early juvenile stages. Atthough only a few centimeters per
second separate them from the maximal sustainable water cunents, they can be relevant physiologically and
erologically. Even if water velocities in available river habitats do not exceed the MSWV and thus do not submit
fish to "wash-out", they should also fit in a cunent range which allows fish to feed and obtain a positive net gain
of energy for growth or other activities. e.g. escaping from predators. In addition to the maximal sustainable
water velocities, the nul benefit ancl the nul consumption water velocities should rherefore be taken into account
æ criteria for ecological management from the point of view of fish habitats.

Table 2: Critical water velocities in larval and juvenile nase. Means r standard deviations (n = 6).

mean TL nul benelït water velocitv
(mm) (cm s'r)

nul consumption water
velocity 1cm s-t)

maximal water velocity
(cm s-t)

t5
20
25
36
46
56

6.6 t 0.2
13.7 r 0.0
14.0 t 0.2

7.4 x. 1.3
14.3 r  1.6
14.8 t  1 .8

8.1 t  0 .6
13.3 t  0 .4
16.8 r 0.8
20.2 x.5.6
?3 .2x .2 .3
27.3 x 4.2
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Figure 8: Comparison of the ma:dmal sustainable waûer velocity of nase ver$rs lish size, with maximal

sustainable waier velocities tahen from the literature. A: M. saxatilis at 17 0C (Meng, 1993); B: C. nasus at
20 k) (present study; N = 30); C: at l8 oC (StaruUerg and Peckrnann, 1987); D: P. flavescens at 13 0C (y = -

0.769 + 0.116 x, 12 = 0.772) (Houde, 1969); E: S. vitreum viteum at 13 0C 
0 = -0.2t9 + 0.100 x, 12 = 0.712)

(Houde, 1969); F: R. rutilus at 20 0C (y = 0.5+O + 0.026 x, 12 = 0.964) (Kauftnann, 1990); G: C. nasus (y =

0.834 + 0.012 x, 12 = 0.831); H: O. nerlu ît 15-20 0C (y = 1.380 + 4.247 x, 12 = 0.885) (Brett and Glass, 1973):

I: overall regression (y = -t.+28 + 0.il2,r2 = 0.96).

Maximal Sustainable Water Velocities

Better swimming performance increases feeding efficiency, escape response, and maintenance of station against a
curent (Beamish, 1978; Webb, 1984, 1986 in Young and Cech 1994). Figure 8 synthesises the maximal

sustainable water velocities picked ft,om the literature for æveral species and those we measured for the nase

during ontogeny. Although the graph summarizes different species (e.g. salmonids, cyprinids, gasterosteids) with

different life history strategies and different temperailre preferences, it is surprising that a general trend between

sustainable water current and fish size could be observed. Perhaps the shape oftTp fish body is more relevant in

this respect than the species-specihc life history patterns. The MSWV increases steeply betweenJ0 and 20 mm

fish length, and then the slope of the relationship diminishes. A lineæ increase of MSWV within each
investigated size range of each species was observed- Our data on Chondrostoma nasus frt well into this general
relationship (Figure 8). As far as smaller fish size classes - between 15 and 30 nrm - are conceme( we obrtained
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very similar MSWV for the nase as for the roach (Kaufmann, 1990), although the former one is a rheophilic

cyprinid while the laner is a limnophilic cyprinid. The MSWV of the bigger nase (55 mm TL) were slightly lower

than those of O. Nerka given in Brett and Glass (1973). Maximal sustainable water velocities estimated

from the laboratory experiments coincided with the water velocities at which C. nasus larvae were

dislocated (wash-out) in the Danube downstream from Vienna (Schiemer et al., 1996).
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ABSTRACT

A multivariate statistrcal arnlysis was performed to assess relationships behveen a group of habitat variablcs

(hydrologrcal. phl,sical. chemical and biological) and the variaûon of trout biomass ur thirteen stations along alpine rrvcrs

We analvzcd six different rivers located in the northem and eastem part of ltalian Alps.

Vanous nver data rvere collected both from histoncal records and experimental surveys camed out ovcr a pcnod

of trvo lcars in latc summer. We collected information about river basin feahrres, channel morphometry'. nver hrdroloE.

habitat structure, phvsical. chemical and biologrcal charactenstrcs. Salrnonid population rvas estimated by electrofishing.

Prncipal component analysis was usefi.rl to sort out all relevant vanables. After r,ariable selection. *'c calculated

ùe best regression model usrng two statistics: Mallorvs' Cp and R: ad.;used for degrees of freedom. Selection nrcthod

consisted in calculatrng all possible regressions from a subset of urput variables. The best model tumed out to be the one

wrth six variables: reach elelatioq reach mean gadienL channel w'ldth. mean annual flow, benthic invertebrate abundancc

and drversitv. Thc model explalred 89% of rrariation in fish abundance expressed as biomass per unit area of stream (kgltu)

Trvo habitat variables, reach elwation and mvertebrate abundance, explarned 79%o of vaiation ur trout biomass
(variables transformed in natural logarithms) and inverûebrate abundance alone explained 77oÂ of response vanrmcc

Vanous statistical indices uere calculated to waluate model qualit_v and robusùress. In addition, for each vanable urcluded in

the selected multiple regression rve calculated the regression coefficient sigmficance level, the variance inflation cocfficicnt
(VIF) and the parhal conelatron coefficient with fuh biomass.

In addition to statrstcal tests we conducted a sensitrvity analysis to determine how much the model slope uould

change due to independent variable measurement errors. Two different analyses were carried out: the former used a

theoretical formula to estimate model parameter bias: the latter u'as based on automauc calculation of thousand diffcrcnt

regressions usrng data matrices, modified according to \anable measurement enors. It lras then possible to calculaûc

arithmetlc mean and standard deviation of model coefficients ûo obtain an estimation of effects of measurement errors on thc
model. These effccts tumed out to be comparable to errors rn parameters estimates due to ordinar-v least squares statisics

The study demonstrated that it is possible to srnpli$ habitat quality waluation uslrg a subset of cnvironmcntal
variablcs and it should be particularly useful in river management issues. The vanable mosty conelated to fish population

tumed out to be benthic invertebrate abundance that. somehow, summarÈes many relevant fish habitat charactcnsûcs
An aralvsis to ven$ model predictive value is still in progress.

KEY-WORDS: nver habitat / stream fish / trout biomass / multivanate statistics / multiple regression / scnsitir,rw analvsis
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INTRODUCTION

As river habitat protectron has been gettmg more and more important rn recent ve:us. \\'e apphcd a scncs of
models ûo estimate Italtan nver habitat value and its modificatioru due to water resource management. In thc last dccadcs
many methods have been develo@ to assess flow requircments at various level of complexS. Thcr rangc from purclv
h1'drologtcal methods. such as Montana (Tennant, 1975) or Ba,rær (1961) methods, that use data related onlv to river
discharge, to methods tlrat rntegraæ various river charactenstics, such as the Instream Florv lncremental Mcthodolqgl'
(Bovee, 1982), that uses both hydraulic and biological rlata. Furthermore there are models to predict fish abundurcc that.
developod for specific purposes, have bæn recently employed also to assess the unpact ofchangrng florv on fish population.

Fish quantrfication is a very usefirl tool to convert a nver habrtat value into an economical value. that could be
helpful in decision making sessions about conflicting $,ater uses. For this reason we developed a model to prcdict salmonid
abundancc (biomass per unit area kg/ha) in Italian mountaln nvcrs starting form measurable charactcnstics of thc
environment. In particular, our attention has been focused on gsttlng a precise and simple regression model ln othcr rtords.
lve tricd to develop a model that explarned as much biomass variatron as possible and used, in the meantune. a sclcctron of
all relevant variables based on ume and money constralns. We follou'ed Habitat Quallt) Index (HQl) proccdurc
'philosoph1". that was developod by Birurs and Eiserman (1979). HQI author's interesting ideas sere to usc input r.anablcs
of sweral !vpe, from basin characæristics to chemical and biological factors. and to apply statistical critcna to obtarn a
reasonable regression model.

METHODS

Study Sites And Input Vanables

Trout habitat was measurcd in tturteen stream reaches belongurg to six different rivers along the Alps (northcm
Italy): nvo of them are located in the easæm part of the Alps, the others in the central part of alpine cham.

Selected stream reaches range from an aluude of 150 m a.s.l. up to 1850 m a.s.l. and are sub;ccted to drffcrcnt
levels of human exploitalion . Some of thern are localed in almost undisnrrbed areas (no villages, no hydraulic structurcs. no
fishurg activiues, lrmted land use), rryhile othen are highly modified bv water and land uses. The length of stud1, starrons is
ofthe order ofmagnitude of 100 n\ varyrng from 50 to 300 m dependurg on the amount of stream needed to adcquatel),
sample available habitat.

Input variable selection was camed out at two levels that could be addressed to as qualitative and quantitative
approaches. From the qualitative point of vrew, we used literature and experts indications to identiô/ vanables closcly linked
to fuh abundance @aran et al., 1993; Binns ard Eisennan, 1979; Fausch et al., l98E; Joweu, 1992). After this selectron,
we applied multivariate statistlcal techruçes to choose a subset of variables particularly suitable in describrng ltalian trout
biomass variation.

River habitat variables can be divided into various categories dependurg on the scale of measurcment and nvcr
charactenstic rypology they describe. In particular, it is possible to identify six different variable types (Fausch el al . l98tt).
I . river basu: variables (zuch as mean altitude or catchment ara,); 2. morphologrcal variables (such as r.l,ater levcl slopc or
reach width); 3. hydrologtcal variables (such as mean annual flow or water depth); 4. habitat structure vanablcs (such as
cover or erodurg banks percentage); 5. biologcal variables (such as invertebrate abundance or velocity prefcrencc factors),
6. physical and chemical variabls (such as water temperature or dissolved oxygen concentration).

In our model we wanted to include at least one variable belongurg to each of the above catcgories in ordcr to
describe river habitat from the micro to the macro scale. In the meantime we had to limit the number of nput variablcs duc
to relatively small sample size (ttrirteen measurernent stations), to maintain a reasonable number of decrocs of frccdom.
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Another lrnportant consideration we kept in mind in choosurg input vanables was the ease and the expensc of m..suring

habitat variables, since many river characteristics are generally difficult or costiy to evaluate .

All these needs deærmined the following input v'ariable selecûon (able l): l) stream reach altitude (m a s I ). 2)

water level slope (7o); 3) sream reach width (m); 4) mean arurual flow MAF (mls); 5) discharge that in the avcragc is

equalled or exceeded 95% of time, Qnr.r. (m3/s;; 6) sream flow variation rndex calculatod as the ratro benveen pcak and lou

flow, SFV; 7) cover perc€ntage (7"); 8) macre'invertebrale abundance (number/m2); 9) macro-utvcrtebrate drvcrsitr: l0)

maximum water temperature (oC); I l) rutraæ concentration, NO3 (mgil).

Table 1: Input variable initial set
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Data Sampline

Experimental campargns were carried out over a period of two years during summer montls onlr' (Juh and

August) Reach altitude was read on topogpphical maps, whereas mean water level slope and reach r.l'idth rvcrc dctcrmincd

in the field by mears of a geodimeær. Hydrological variables (MAF, Qe5./. and SFV) were estimaied from hrstorical rccords

of nver flow. Cover perc€ntage was judged visually by three different expert operators; noûe that, even if uc tncd to bc as
precise as possible, this measunng method is intnnsically affe,cted by large enors (Hqgle et al., l99l). Macro-invcrtebratc

population was sampled to get abundance and diversrty following ùe Habitat Qudrty Index procedure (Bnru. l97ll) Notc

that in this case variable diversity is diferent from Shannon index (Shannor\ l9a9). Temperature values u'crc eiùcr
calculated from hrstorical records, where available, or measured dunng experimental surveys. Nitraæ concentratlon \\'as

determined by analysing water samples collected in the field.

Salrnonid biomass was estimated by electrofishing, repeatng the sampling procedure three times for cach statlon
Collected data were elaborated following Zippin's method (Zipput, 1958). Trout species (Sa/mo trutla farto, Salmo tnttra
marmorants, hlmo trutta fario x marmoratus, and Thymallus thymallus) and size-ciass were recorded. Evcrv agc classcs
were considered in the analysis in order to estimate total fish biomass actually present in the stream reach.
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Multivariate Statistical Technioues

Small sample size was the first problern we had to cope wrth. In fact we selected eleven variables for a total of

thirteen otrservaûons, w{rich resulted in small degrees of freedom. We then utillzed principal component analpis to test the

possibility of discarding some of initial input variables.

To obtarn the b€st rçgression model we developed a computer code to calculate all possible models by usng all

subset regressions and chose the best one using two criterions: nf aajustea and Mallows' Cp statistrcs (Helsel and Fltrsch

1992). The former is the fraction of variance o<plained by the model (coefficient of determination) adjusted for degrees of

freedom in the model (R'") Th. latter is desigred to obtain a regression model that o<plaurs as much variance of response

vanable as possible, by including all relwant variables, and tlrat minimizes the variance of resulting esumates, by keeping

degrees of freedom large. The best model was then chosen by maximizrng R2" and minimizing Mallows' Cp. In case of

similar value of R2" and Cp, the model with the least number of variables or that includes the less expensive variables should

be chosen.

Once u'e chose the regression model, we tested its qualrty venfyrng regression coefficient sigruficance. residual

normality and heteroscedasticity. In a multiple linear regression it is also important to measure multi-collineariw of

explanatory vanables. In âct multi-collinearity results in many undesirable consequences in regression equations. such as

instability of slope coefficients and unrealistic srgns of coefficients. To measure multi-collinearit-v rre used the variancc

inflation faaor VIF; that is related to the confidence inærval widù ofj-th regression coefficient (Weisberg, 1985).

Moreover input variables were classified depending on their role in the model and their parttal conelation

coefficient with salmonid biomass (Steel and Tonie, l98l).

Observed and predrcted response values were compared fitting a regression line and testing u'hether the slope

drffers sigmficantly from one.

After selecturg and testrng the regression model, we felt the need to determine how much slope coefficients r.l'ould

change if the habitat variables were changed by an amount reflecûng measurernent errors. This is a prime issue in models of

this kind because river habitat vanables can be higNy affectod by measur€rnent errors.

To conduct the sersitivity analysis we followed two different approachæ. The first one was basod on theoretical

considerations (Weisberg, 1985). As knowrl one assumption of least squnres estimator is that predrcton are fixed values

measured without errors. When errors do occur in the predicton least square regression is not stnctly correct. Yet it is

possible to calculaæ a diagnostic to decide ifcalculated fitting is seriously different from the 'ideal' one, trat is the regression

with predictors not affect€d by measurement errors.

If X is the observed matrix of predicton, affecæd by measuremeirt errors, and X* is the 'true value' matrix; then

X=X*+D where D is a matrix of errors. Hodges and Moore (1972) showed that:

E(tr)-p.c (xrXI'Sp

where E(p") is the expected value of the regression coefficient calculated from the X matrix, p is the regresslon coeffrcient

from 'true value' matrix X* and S is the matrix of measurement error variances. Thus fining a regression model with input

variables affected by measurement errors gives biased estimates of slope coefficients. Clearly (XrX)-rSB cannot be precisely

calculaæd because the value of p is unlnown. Yet it is possible to give an estimation of its value expanding p^ in a Taylor

series about D=0 and discarrdrng higher order terms. Hence we were able to calculate a firstorder estimate of rçgression

coefficient bias due to measurement errors.

The second approach we followed in the sensitivity analysis was a pragrnatic one. We calculaæd onc thousand
multiple regression using one thousand different data matrixes obtained changng input variablc values by a randomly
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chosen amount within measurement error range. We then calculated arithmaic mean ard standard devratron of regression

coefficicnts to quanti$ the variabilrty of regression results caused by measurerrent errors.

All statistical calculations were implemented in FORTRAN language using IMSL libraries (IMSL, l99l).

RESULTS

As mentioned above, the first problem we had to cope with was the limited number of degrees of freedom. We

then searched for useless lanablæ applyrng pnncrpal cornponent analysis to standardized lnput data. The first trvo prurcipal

components explained abr:rut 66%o of rariance. From figure l, that shows first two component weights, it is clear that in thrs

çtse cover percentage did not contribute in explaining rteta variability (lovv weight value for both fust and second

component); we then discarded rt from further analyses.
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âbundancê
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component 1

Figure l: Plot of two first component weights from principal component analysis on untransformed variables

To identify the best multiple regression, we calculated *" and Mallows' Cp indexes for alt possible multiple
regressions from a subset of ten input variables (altiurde, slope, MAF, Qssz, SFV, invertebrate abundance and diversity,
NO3). In the overall we then automaûcally calculated 2r0 regressions, incluùng the constant model. Results of this analysis
are reported in table 2 and figure 2, where it is possible to compare R2" and Cp values of the first trvo best regressions for a
given number of input variables.

The best model was regression number 17 with nine wriables: altrtude, slope, width, MAF, Qqs"a, SFV,
invertebrafe abundance, water temperature and rutrates. It had nevertheless several undesirable features: first of all it
included a great number of variables, resulting in a model costly to be applied and, in the specific case, with small degræs of
freedom. Moreover regression coefficients were not always sigmficantly different from zero and variance inflation factors
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were generally very high (for all included variables MF is greater than l0 with a value as hrgh as 59). lt resultcd in a
regression model that was unstable and not statistically significant.

Table 2: R2. and Mallows' Cp for several multiple regressions based on ten untransformed variables

starting from ten untransformed input variables
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Figure 2: R2" and Maltows' Cp trend for several multiple regressions based on ten untransformed variables

To calculaæ a better regression model, we used log+ransformed input variables following various literaturc
indications @aran et al.' 1993 Buurs and Eisernraq 1979; Fausch et al., 1988; Jowett, 1992). For fish biomass, wc
adopted a sliglrtly different transformation ûo adequaæly consider stations without fishes. In fact in one of the highes stream
reach no fishes were found and so sampled biomass was exactly zero. To avoid mathematical non-sense and according to
many literanrre studies, it was necessary to ttransform biomass in the following way: log ( biomass+l ). Tlus transformation
had also the desirable advantage to avoid assigning unrealistic weight to small biomass values.

Principal cornpon€nt analysis on transformed data showed two variables, cover percentage and rutrates, that did
not contribute to define the first componenq that explained almost 55% of total variance (figure 3). Furthermore we applicd
R2" and lr{allows' Cp indices to select the best model from the first six principal components and found that the best one was
the multiple rEgression that excluded component number 2. Since cover percentage and rutra1e conc€ntratron contnbuted
mainly to the second component, we decided to exclude these variables from successrve analvses.

Éhohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Figure 3: Principal component analysis on log-transforuæd variables

We then calculated all possible subset rçgressions ust:g nine log{ransfomd variabl€s (all imtial vanab,lcx but

cover and nitrates) for a total of 2e regressions. Table 3 rçorts R.r. and Mallorvs' Cp staristrcs for the bct t\.vo rcgrcsrons

calculated for a given number of rnput variables, from the simplest model that included only one variable to the most

complex tlrat included nine variables.

Table 3: È. and Cp statistics for several multiple regressions based on nine log-transformed variables
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From figure 4 it was easy to seleci the best model: the eleventh model was clearly the most efficient one both in
terms of explained variance and degrees of freedom. This model included six log-traruformed variables (seven degrces of
freedom) and explained 9EoÂof log-trarsformed fuh biomass. Selected predicting vanables were: altitude, slopc, rcach
wiûl\ mean annual flow (MAF), macro-invertÊbrate abundance and divenrty. The best multiple rçgression was then based
on a relatively well balanced mixing of river habitat \rariables since it included one variable relatod to basin charactcristics
(reach altitude), two morphological variables (water slope and stream width), one hydrologcal variablc (mean annual
discharge) and two biologrcal variables (abundance and diversity ofmacro-urvertebrate).
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Ghoice of the best regression
starling from nine log-tran$ormed variables
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Figure 4: RP. and Cp trend for several multiple regressions based on nine log-transformed variables

To ven$' model quality, we visually checked for residual normalitv and homoscedasticity; in addrtion wc
calculated rEgression coefficient significance tevels and variance rnflation factors. In able 4 are reported various statistrcal
indexes Ûo diagnose selected muhiple regression. Slope coefficiurts are all srgnificant at cr={.05 and multi-collinearit_v is not
an issue since variance inflation Êctors wçre always lower than six. In Êcq according to literature indicatiom (Helsel and
Hinch, 1992), seriors problems can come up if VIR >10. Regression model qualrty was then rather satisfactory.

Table 4: selected regression diagnostic
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-3.2429 0.0176
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4.762
2.941
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9.7542
-3.47

0.0001
0.0133

From t-values, ttrat indicate input variable significance in explarning fish biomass, it resultod that macro-
invertebrate abundance was by ftr the most important varnbls. It explained 77%o of tûal tsh biomass variability and so
macroinvertebrate abundance funæd out to be the variable mostly correlated to salmonid population. This vanable was
actually expected to be strictly relatod ûo fish community because it summarizes many relorant fish habitat characæristics
that are generally difficult to estimat€. We did not anralyze in detail the correlation between benthic inrærtebraûe abundance
and river habitat, but we suggest that aquæic macrobenthos could be actually relatod to flow variability, suspended solid
concentraûon and other important Êcton that characterize fluvial environment. In rqgulaf€d sûeam reaches these factors are
a prime issue for aquatic population and macro-inrærtebraæ community faithfttly reflects the overall conditions of the river
habitat.

Table 5 reports input variables ordered by their estimated importance in explaining fuh biomass; the ordering
method was based on their t-values and partial conelation coefficients with biomass (in this case critical value of partial

rthohydrauliEte 2000, juin 1996, fuébec
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conelation coefficient at a=0.05 is 0.71). Iast column of table 5 indrcates the percent rrariation F explained by stepu'isc

inclusion of variables.

Table 5: input variables ordered by their estimated significance in the regression

input variable significance partial correlatio R'
abundance 9.75 0.97 0.77
altitude
slope
diversity
width
MAF

6.55
3.87
3.47
3.24
2.90

-0.94
-0.8s
-0.82

0.79
0.80
0.88

-0.80 0.96
-0.76 0.98

Figure 5 shows the relationship betrveen calculated and experimental biomass values expressed in the original

measurement units, kg/ha (no log-transformation) The coefficient of determination calculated for biomass in thc onginal

measurement uruts dropped to 89%, but it was sull satisfactory. Calculated slope of the regression line u'as 0 912 u'iù a

standard enor of 0.097. Applyng t-statistics, it resulted a regression slope not srgnrficantly different from one.

Figure 5: Relationship between observed and cdculated trout biomass expressed in kg/ha and fitted regression line

Sensitivitv Analysis

A major problem in models of this kind is that least square linear estimators assume that predictrng variables are
measured without enors flVeisberg, 1985). Since this hy'pothesis is generally vrolated when river habitat is mcasured, it is
important to consider variance in rrput variables when regression coefficients are estimatd because they could bs biased
(Fausch et al.,1988).

In the present shrdy, input variables were assumed to be affected by measurement errors as a percentage of
observed values. Once log-transformed" tlrese errors became additive errors and so we assigrred additive measurement errors

I to log-transformed variables. The choice oferror ranges w:ts based both on general considerations and measurement crew
indications. ln doing thæ we tried to be conservative, that is we assigned errors possibly greater than achral ones.
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We assumed that, for cvery variablel, each obscrvation x,, uas affected by an error rvitlun thc intcn'al l-t', . +: I
and that all the possible outcomes uere equalll, likely to be thc true one. That is equivalent to assumc that mcasurcmcnt

error of rariable j was uniformly distributed on the interval [t, , +6r] It was so possible to calculate crror vanancqs. var(d,)

and, consequently, to estimate the regfession bias due to mersurement errors.

Table 6 reports ma<imum enors ( that were assumed to affect nput variables and thcir vananccs Notc that (

values approximatly reflect erors on predicting untransformed vanables, that is, for example. (=0.2 marns 2(loio of

measurenrent error on origtnal prodrcturg variables. Reach alutude error !r'as put equal ûo zero bec.ruse its valuc $'as rcad on

topognphical maps, whereas macro-invertebrate abundance and diversit_v were assumed to be the most unccrtarn variablcs

because of macro-invertebrate sarnpling uncertaùrtles.

Table 6: maximum measurement errors and error variances assigned to log-transformed predicting variables

regression input variable maximum measurement error - Ë,j error variance - var(d,)

alt itude

slope

width

MAF

abundance

diversity

0.0

o .2

0 . 1

o .2

0 .3

0.3

0.000

0 . 0 1 3

0.003

0 . 0 1 3

0.030

0.030

Bias estimates (able 7) were calculated both in terms of absolute value and percentagc rclativc to
regression coerfficierts. Bias rralues were quite small, apart from the one linked to macro-invertebrate divcrsrtl' that rvas
atrected by a bias of almost 23%.

Table 7: regression coefficient bias estimates

regresslon input variable bias - lE(p^)-pl i bias as percentage - l(E(p^)-tty[t^L' 100

altitude

slope

width

MAF

abundance

diversity

0.0288

0.0023

0 0738

0.0436

U UJOU

0.1  559

? 1

0.8

12.0

13.7

6 .4

22.9

To venfy these results, we dweloped a computer code to automatically calculate thousand diffcrcnt rcgrcssions
using data matrices modified according to variable measurement errors. For every variable j, each obscrvation x,, was
randomly sort out from an uniform population centred around the actually observed rralue with width 26r. Tablc tl rcports
arithm*ic mean and standad dsvlation of calculated regression coefficients; to make the comparison easicr the samc tablc
shows also the statrstics (regression coefficient estimaæ and standard enor) of the regression model from the observcd data
rnatnx.
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Table 8: estimates of regression coelficient variability

frortr I M dtîlqarlt regressidrs iomoàFf'ild detâ nrr'ix

inFrt variable arilhrrlic r:an -b- standad deviation coefficient-b standârderor ilb-qybn00

constant

aldttde

slope

widûl

MAF

abundance

diversaty

8.491

{.901

4.278

€.662

4.n7

0.537

{.5e{

o.sn7

0.'t't 18

0.6æ

0.161' l

0.æ47

0.0475

o.1æ7

8.474

{.921

{.280

{.613

{.319

0.565

{.680

0.18S

0.'tæ7

0.05æ

0.1960

2 . 5

o.7

1.14S

0.146

o.0724

7.9

Y Y

5 0

1 7  1

Thæe results confirmed indicatrons of previous sensitivity analysis because, in this case too, ùe grcatcst
variability of slope coefficients was the one relalod to macro-invertebrate diversity. Noæ tlnt standard deviations of the
population of regression coefficients were always lower than standard errors of model coefficients. calculated from least
square statistics. ThaJ was an encouraging rezult since it meant that errors due to measurement enors did not sensibh' affect
the model.

CONCLUSIONS

Surting from a set of river habitat variables we dweloped a multiple rqgression model that explained almost 90olo
of trout biomass variability. Nevertheless we suspect that model precision could be due to the timited sample size and period
of time considered. In Êct according to Fausch's ur,alysis (1988), among models dweloped from data sets of more than 20
observaûons oriy 46% accounted for 75%o or more of fish biomass lariation. On the contrary, 680lo of models calculated
from fewer than 20 samples had coefficients of determination of 75Yo or more. Fausdr's conclusion was that most precise
models were related to relatively small goographic are:$ and/or short period of timg indicating that precise models could
often lack generalrty. Since the model we dweloped was based on a relatively srnall sample set (thirteen observations), rve
int€nd to verify its predicting value in different seasons and areas. For this reason we are keeprng on collecting experimental
data along other alpine rivers to assess model predicturg value.

Y* tlrc present shrdy was an attempt to apply statistical procedures to reveal the most important habitat vanables
linked to fish population in Italian alpine riven. Selected model was based on six habitat variables belongrng to different
river characteristics. The analysis rwealed that macro-invertebrate abundance was a key variable in descnbing salrnonid
biomass variability. Actually, macro-invertebrate charact€ristics (abundance and diversity) are indicative of river habitat
overall çality, especialy in case of regulated riven where regulæion effects, such as hydro-peaking or suspended sediment
concentration variability, can highly influence aquatic commuruty. In these habitats it is generally difficult to describe such
limiting conditions using average stream reach characteristics. On the other hand" it is complo< to accurately mcasure and
quantifi river habitat \xariabillty since it often occurs very rapidly. A method to overcome this difficulty is to characterize
macreinvertebrate population that âithfully reflects most of past limiting conditions. Including this variable it was possible
to eplain most of salmonid biomass variance in some ltalian alpine riven.
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ABSTRACT

A 0 5 kilometer reach of ùc Logan River rvas intensively sampled for channel geometries, hydraulic properties, invertebrate
drift dcnsities. and fish locations at several discharges. The spatial domain data were used to model the 2-dimensional
hydraulic characteristics at several discharges and with available invertebrate drift densities used to predict the expected
location of drift feeding salmonids within the study reach. Habitat modeling employed a mechanistic bioenergetics model
for drift feeding salmonids. These results are compared with predicted habitat quality based on traditional suitability index
curves used with the Physical Habitat Simulation System (PHABSM. Study results indicate that an energetic based
evaluation of the spatial domain differs significantly from PHABSIM based analyses, as would be expected. PHABSIM
model results indicated that habitat increased in both quantity and quality with flow reductions between surnmer and winter.
Combined suitability of depth and velocity doubled in magnitude between higher summer and lower winter florvs and the
spatial distribution of suitable habitat was nearly identical. The mechanistic based bioenergetics model results indicated
a substantial reduction in habitat quality behveen summer and winter conditions due to reduced velocities, temperature and
food availability. The bioenergetics model results also showed a marked difference in the spatial diskibution of habitat
quantity and quality between summer and winter conditions. The bioenagetics model results paralleled known habitat shifts
behveen summer and winter conditions consistent with known behavioral changes in habitat use in drift feeding salmonids.
Use of 2-dimensional hydraulic simulations were judged to provided a better spatial representation of the hydraulic
environment for use with bioenergetics models versrs one-dimensional hydraulics based on the explicit incorporation of the
spatial domain in the simulation of velocities.

KEY-WORDS: Bioenergetic Modeling ÆIabitat Modeling/2-Dimensional HydraulicsÆIlABSllv1/Suitability
Curves/Comparative ResultsÆield Validation.
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INTRODUCTION

When water is developed for agriculture, municipal, industrial, or power producûon uses, the magnitude, timing, and

duration of natural flows may be altered, thereby affecting the availability and quality offisheries habitat (Peters, 1982).

Resor.uce managers are faced rvith determining impacts associated with these altered flow regimes on aquatic resources and

prescribing acceptable instream florvs. Although a wide array of instream flow techniques have been developed over the

past tu'o decades ( EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc., 1986; Reiser et al., 1989), the most commonly utilizcd

and debated methodolory is the Physical Habitat Simulation System (PHABSIM) of the Insream Flow Incremental

Methodolory QFIM) (Milhous et al., 1981; Bovee, 1995; Wilds, 1988). Although this methodolory has been generally

paceived as one of the most sophisticated and acceptable tools for determining instream flow requirements (Loar and Sale,

198 l; Orth, 1987; Gore and Nestleç 1988; Reiser et al., 1989), a perceived lack of quantitative relationship between

PHABSIM model predictions (i.e. Weighted Usable Area - WUA) and affected populations of {ish and other aquatic

resources have lead to critical reviews in the literature (Orth and Maughan,'1982; Mathur et al., 1985; Sirirvell, 1986; Scott

and Shirvell, 1987). However, recent rvork has demonstrated that this modeling approach can relate WUA to fish

populations of at least a single species or a limiting life stage (e.g. Nehring and Anderson , 1993; Bovee et al., 199,t).

Current trends in impact assessment methodologies are retuming to a more ecosystem-oriented vierv of the aquatic

environment (Orth, 1995) where the importance of flow dependant characteristics of the river corridor (Hill et al., l99l;

Snomberg and Patten, l99l; Nilsson et al., l99l), trophic level interactions Eoell and Orth, 1994) and both population

and community dynamia are being stressed @oell and Ortb l99a; Ortlr, 1995; Baiq 1995). One aspect of this trend has

been the development of individual based bioenergetic models which incorporate the spatial elements of the hydraulic

environment, invertebrates and lish interactions (Addley, 1993). These t1ryes of models can potentially benefit from the

do'eloping application of 2-dimensional hydraulic simulations in IFIM type analyses, where spatial representation of the
hydraulic environment can be achieved over a wider domain (e.g. Leclerc et al., 1995) This paper examines the potential

utilitv of bioenergetic modeling using 2-dimarsional hydraulic simulations in IFIM tlpe analyses and compares these results
rvith more classical PHABSIM habitat modeling approaches.

BACKGROUI\D

One area ofresearch interest for insEeam flow æchniques has focused on mechanistic based bioenergetic models as an
alæmative to PIIABSIM habitat modeling. Bioenergetic models define the mass balance relationship between the amount
of food consumed by a fish and the fish's growth, the enerry it expends, and the waste it produces @randt and Harbnan,

1993). The mass balance equation is founded on the first law of thermodynamics observing the conservation of mass and
encrg-v-. Bioenergetic models are based on the understanding that all food consumed by a lish is either used as energy,
incorporated into body tissue or eliminated from the body as waste (Winberg, 1956). These models incorporate food
availability and energy content, swimming and metabolic costs, water temperaturc, and other factors in calculations of the
fish's energy budget. ( Brandt and Harûnan, 1993; Ney, 1990; Addley, 1993). The most widely used bioenergetic model
inNorthAmuica is the 'Wisconsin' bioenergetic model (N€y, 1990). This model is a generalized fish bioenergetic model
that can be applied to any speciæ. It requires an extensive set of input parameters which model the physiology and growth

of fish based primarily on the variables of fish size, temperature, and caloric density of the fish and its prey. The appeal

of bioenergetic modeling is that the approach links basic fish physiolory and behavior to lower level tophic production

under varying environmental conditions (Ney, 1990). The lield of fish bioenergetics and its application to fish ecology and
management, has evolved rapidly due, in part, to the development of easily accessible and versatile computer software
(Brandt and Hartman, 1993; Ney, 1993). However, bioenergetic model validation and corroboration is generally lacking
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(Brandt and Harûnan, 1993; Addley, 1993).

Hughes and Dill (1990) critiqued the earlier work of Fausch's (1984) Es over simpli$ing thc calculations of the fish's
Ifæding rate. They argued that the number of prey the fish cncounters depeods on the fish's reactive distancc to prey, water

dept[ and water velocity. Fausch's model doesn't take into account the water dept\ the shape of the fish's reaction field,

any variations in water velocity within the foraging area, or tle inlluences of water velocity on the fish's ability to caphrc
prey. Huglres and Dill (1990) developed a model that rses data on the size frequency distributon of prey, the fish's reactive
distance to prey, topography of the sEeam bed, and pattern of water flow in order to estimate the rate at which the fish
observes prey of different sizes. Their model results showed an improved relationship between observed grayling locations
wiùin the sream compared to the initial model results of Fausclr- Hill and Grossman (1993) constructed an energetic model
to determine the optimal focal point current velocity for rainbow trout and rosyside dace. They predicted that fish would
occupy velocitiæ at which the net enerry gain was ma:rimized Tbey estimated net energy benefit by measuring the poæntial

energetic gains offeeding at a given velocity which incorporated the ability and frequency ofthe fish to capture prey at
different curent velocities and included the energ'y content of drifting prey. Their data suggested that microhabitat use by
trout and rosyside dace can be explained by behavior that maximizes net enerry intakc.

The bioenergetic model used in this study was developed at Utah Statc University to simulate the direct cause and effect
relationship on drift feeding salmonids of the environmental and physiological variables affecting net enerry intake (NEI)
(Addley, 1993). The mathematical simulation of NEI is based on the mass balancs relationship for energy by subtracting
the enerry costs (swimming and digestion costs, bæal metabolism) and losses (o<oetion and egestion) from the gross energy
intake (GEI) obtained æ a result ofprey capture. The GEI is deærmined by the rate of prey capture, using the prey capture
model of Hughes and Dill (1990) and components of the predation model of Holling (1959). The model was tested in St.
Charles Creelq Idaho, on cutthroat Eout (Oncorhynchus clarki),where excellent agreement between predicted locations and
actual sfream habitat use occurred (Addley 1993).

METHODS

Study Site

A 0.5 Km reach within the Logan River in northeastern UtdL USA wæ chosen for the comparison studies. The reach,
shown in Figure l, starts 30 meters bclow First Darr1 upstream of the Utah Staæ University Water Research Lab (UWRL)
and continues downsûeam for approximately 5 00 meters below the darn The width of the Logan River tluoughout the reach
ranged from approximately l0 to 20 m. The majority of the substrate is made up of cobble and boulder with some small
areasofgravel. Thethreedominantspeciesoffishincludemountainwhitefish(Prosopiumvilliamsoni),albinorainbow

trout. (Oncorhynchus mykiss), and brown trotû (Salmo trutta).

Data Collection Methods

Hydrauli c Me asure ments

The spatial domain within the Logan River was measured over a lxl meter grid within four 25 metsr long sections
corresponding to key fisheries habitat areas. In addition, cross section profiles were placed rougfly every 20 meters down
the longitudinal axis of the river channel between each of the intensively sampled spatial grids. Additional sampling
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occurred throughout the river using an inegular systematic point sampling procedure where channel geometries varied
substantrally between cross sections. At each spatial domain data point, bed elevation, mean column velocity, and substrate
characteristics were recorded. The water surface profile within the reach was also surveyed at the time the field
measurements were collected. These measurements wçre made for two flow rates corresponding to high (suumer) and
medium (fall) Ilows. Flows ranged from 3 m3/s to 6.3 m3/s over the period of the strldy. The sanpling data was then used
to construct a plan view reach level grid system for use in delineation offish locations and substrate characteristics. In
addition, the reach was separated into six meso-scale habitat tlpes represented as deep nrn/pool, rifle, nrq riffle, dccp
rur/pool, run which correspond to sites I through 6 in Figure l.

Fish Measurements

Fish locations within the river werç made by underwater observations while snorkeling upstream within each section. The
location of each fish was recorded on the plan view spatial grid by determining it's position in the coordinate system using
a calibrated total station. The tlpe and length ofthe fislq the distance thc fish wæ observed from the bottom ofthe river
bod, the total depth at that positioq the mean column velocity, and the focal velocity werc recorded. The entire river was
sampled coincident with the two flow rates mcasured for the hydraulics and for fish locations only during the winter
sampling period Srmnmer sampling occuned between Augwt I l-23, 1995, fall sampling occurred betrryeen October I l-12,
1995 and rvinter sampling occurred between February 15-21, 1996. Supplemental fish observations nære made within
selected areas between the summer and fall sampling dates to examine changes in fish position within the reach. The
subsampled sections were chosen on the basis of having beor previouly occupied by tsh. Temperature measurern€nts were
also taken daily over the druation of thc {ish observations. Water temperatures ranged tom 10"C to 3oC over the duration
ofthe study.
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Drifti n g Inve rteb rate Me asu re ments

Driftitrg invertebrates were sampled at each flow rate by placing 3 replicate drift nets at the top and bottom of each of the

6 sections being sampled Florv rates at each net were computed by measurement of the velocrty at the opening of each net.

The nets rvere left in place for approximately 15 to 20 minutes depending on the volume of drifting maærial and all samples

were presewed na7}"/oalcohol solution The drift samples were analyzed for both density and size distribution. Drift size

distributions rvere obtained by sorting each sample according to the following size classes: <3mnr, 3'6mn\ and >6mm. The

enerry content of ùe invertebrates was derived from literature sources (Smock, 1980; Cumming and Wu,vchec( 1971) and

is rcpresentcd by Equation l, where the prey energy (PE) for size i has units ofJoules and prey length (PL) for a given size

inærval i has units of mm. Drift densities and size classes for winter conditions were taken from literature values (Filbert,

199  l ) .

PE, = 9.3913*(PZ,)2'tu

2 -Di me n si onal Hydrauli c Si mul ati ons

Spatial geometries and the associated hydraulic parameters were unitized to develop a 2-dimensional hydraulic simulation

model for predicting depth and velocities ç'ithin the entire study reach. The simulated data were utilized as input for the

bioenergetics modeling. The hydraulic modeling was conducted as part of a collaborative research effort and is reported

in Tarbet and Hardy (these proceedings) and therefore will not be discussed within this paper.

Model Evaluation

Btoenergetics Model

The complete form of the bioenergetics modcl utilized in this study is provided in Equation 2. The rea<ier is referred to

Addle-'- (1993) for a complete description of model development.

,*V o,", * D D,* PC,* (8,- CC,) - SC

(2) NEI= n
t+E{i*MCA,*V,*DD,

j = l

The rate of net enerry intake OrEI J/hr) is based on the gross energy intake associated with a captured prey of size i, minus

both energ,v costs and losses. MCA (m2) is the ma.ximum caphre arca at a given location" V.," (m/s) is tJre mean column

velocity in the MCA, DD (prey/nf) is the daytime drift density, PC is the probability of a successful prcy capture and

assumed to be equal to 1.0, E (J/prey) is the assimilated energy, CC (J) is the cost of capturing prey, SC (JÂu) is the

swimming cost, and tf is the handling time and assumed to be 5 seconds.

n

luc.t
i = l

Thc invertcbrate dat4 field ternperahres, and simulated 2-dimensional hydraulics for the three seasonal datasets \ryere used

as input for the energeûcs model. The model was mn for 4 size classes of salmonids corresponding to 200, 250, 300, and
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350mm which reflects thc sizc distributions of the observed salmonids within the reach The resulting model output

cstimated the net enerry intake poteirtial at each çpatial gdd point (i.e. node point for the finiæ element mesh). These model

results wsre then compared with fish positions obscrved in the field-

PHABSIMSI Curt'es

Suitability indo< curves for adult and juvenile brown trout currently in use by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources for

conducting PHABSIM analyses within the State of Utah were used to comput€ the combined suitability at each spatial
coordinate. Only depth and velocity curves were utilized in the analyses. The combined suitability index values over the
spatial domain were used to compare against the fish positions observed in the field.

RESI]LTS

During the summer sampling 42 mourtain whiæfislU 40 albino rainbo$, ûout, and 40 brorm trout were observed. During

the fall sampling, 17 mountain whitefistr, 3 albino rainbow trou! and 14 brown trout were observed. Finally, during the
winter sampling 28 mountain whiûefub no albino rainbow tror4 and 8 brown trout were observed. All fish ranged behveen
150 and 300mm with some mountain whitelish as large as 380mm. The summer and winær sampling provided

observations within all six habitat sites. The fall sampling however, only contains data from sites l, 2, and 5. Additional
observations were not possible due to upstream reservoir drawdowns for dam repùs which resulted in high turbidities.
Average invertebrate drift densities at Site I ranged from 508 bugVl00 mr for summcr conditions to 669 bugs/100 m3 for
fall conditions. The fall drift densities were not taken into account in the derivation of the winter drift densities since not all
sites were represented due ûo rmogectcd reservoir drawdowns and high tubidities. The winter drift densities were derived
from Filbert (1991) and assumed to be 85 bugs/100 m3. The size distribution of the drift for sunrmer conditions was
determined to be 50% : 40To: l0% respectively for size classes 4mnl 3-6mnr, and >6mm. The size distribution of the
drift for winter conditions was assumed to be the same as that measured in the summer samples. Given the limited space
and large volume of snrdy results, this paper will only mnsider a comparison for the habitat modeling results of adult brown
trout between surnmer and winter conditions at Site I in order to illustrate overall study findings.

Figure 2 illusraæs the depth and velocity distribûions over the spatial domain at Site I for simulated discharges of 6.3 m3ls
and 3.0 m3/s corresponding to observed surnmer and winter flow conditions. These results show that although there was
not a substantial reduction in depths between sunmer and winter, the velocity disfibutions show a marked decrease
throughout this entire reach ofthe river. It is also inlsresting to notc that at the higher discharge, the variation in the spatial
distribution of magnitudes is more evident compared to the lower flow regime. The resulting simulatcd NEI surfacc and
combined suitabilities under summer and winter conditions are presented in Figrres 3 and 4. These results also show
observed fish positions during field sampling. A comparison of the simulated NEI response surface between summer and
fall conditions versrs the response surface of combined suitabilities based on depth and velocity criæria show marked
ditrerences. The response surface of the combined suitabilities remain fairly corutant over the spatial domain under thc two
simulated conditions and basically replicates the spatial patærn of velocities. This is atfibuted to the fact that under both
simulated flow conditions, depth suitabilities are relatively constant and velocity suitabilities are dominating model
predictions. fire lower velocity magritudes, under the lower simulatcd flow condition during winter, resutt in predicæd
combined suitabilities that are approximately nrice the magftude of the summer values. 1Xfu implies a more favorable
quantity and quality in the available habitat under simulated lower winter flow rates.
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Figure 2: Comparison of summer (a) velocities and (c) depths et 6.3 m3/s with winter (b) velocities and (d) depths
at 3 m3/s.

In contrast the NEI response surface shows a three-fold decrease in magrritude between summer and winter cônditions rvith
a marked change in the spatial disribution of predicted values. Approximately 20 percent of the stream area under sunmer
conditions is associated with near zero or negative NEI values (i.e. Iower right of Figure 3a) and is attributed to instream
velocities in excess ofthe maximurn sustained swimming velocity in the NEI model. In contrast, this same region of stream
shouts usable habitat as indicât€d $ combined suitabilities greater tlan zero, which is a direct result ofthe velocity criteria
havinghigher tbresholds than thc biocnergetic model. The remaining area of thc stream has relatively high NEI values at
the higher discharge. Location of adult brown trout clearly show an avoidancc ofthe area ofthe stream associated with
negative or near zero NEI values. In comparison, at the lower flow and colder waùer temperatures during winær, the NEI
surface magnitude is reduced to almost half the summer values. Although the velocities have been reducæd at the lower
discharge, the effect of lower temperature on metabolic rate and reduced invertebrate densities is reflected in the overall
reduction of the magritude of theNEI values. It is interesting to note that the spatial area associated with negative and near
zero NEI values during summer now retains positive NEI values. This is atfibuted to a reduction in the simulated velocities.
Thæe results in general show a Eend that is opposite benreen the two modeling approaches and hæ important implications
from known and observed behavioral responses of saknonids and the use of these models in impact assessments.
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Figure 3: An example comparison of (a) Net Energ5r Intake (J/hr) and (b) combined suitabilities
for adult brown trout in summer conditions for Site I at e flow of 63 m3/s and water temperrture of 9"C.
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Figure 4: An example comparison of (a) Net Energy Intnke (J/hr) and (b) combined suitabilities
for adult brown trout in winter conditions for Site I at a flow of 3m3/s and water temperature of 3"C.

DISCUSSION

Seasonal shifu in habitat use of salmonids between snmmer to winter are well documented in the liærature @lliott, l99a;
Hill and Grossmaq 1993; Calkins, 1989; Chishotn and Hubert, 1987; Cunjak and Power, 1986; ). These studies suggest
that as the metabolic rate of drift feeding salmonids drop in response to lower winter t€mperetures, fish move to low velocity
areas either associated with the zubstrate or into low velocity habitat types (i.e. pools). Our study observations of the spatial
distribution of salmonids within the study reach showed a clear shift in habitat usc between summer and winter, where trout
avoided higher velocity areas occupied during summer conditions and relocated in deep slow runs or pool habitats during
the winter. The observed shift in habitat use was also reflected in an overall reduction in the winter simulated NEI
magrutudes and spatial shifu to areæ æsociated with slow velocity habitats observed within the rsach. This is not shown
m the combined suitability analyses based on more classical PIIABSM modeling in this study. We feel this is problematic
since the depth and velocity dçendant analysis involving PIIABSM would suggest that the winær flow reductions represent

Alternate
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improved habitat conditions, a result rve feel that is not supported by either the bioenergetic modeling or known behavior
of rvinter habitat use by salmonids. These differences are partially dependant on the selection of the specific suitability
curves used in our analysis which indicated higher suitable velocities than contained in the bioenergetic model. This
particular aspect is not a short coming of PIIABSM per se, since use of seasonal suitability curves could partially overçome
thrs deficiency, especially with the incorporation of æmperature based suitability curves as recommended within the broader
context of applied IFIM analyses (Bovee, 1986). We maintain however, that use of suitability curves will continue to
impose limitations given the wide spread concem regarding nansferability issues and cost of site-specific development or
validation. These shortcomings are potentially reduced or eliminated using a mechanistic approach as in this study sincc
the underlying response variables should be independent ofthe stream in which the model is applied.

At present, use of onedimensional hydraulics is somewhat restrictive in its application to bioenergetic based models since
limited spatial dependancies in the simulated velocities are possible. The utilization of 2-dimensional (or 3-dimensional)
hvdraulic simulations however, can provide expanded opportunities for more spatially explicit evaluations of the h1'draulic
environment and are more suitable for this type of evaluation technique. Use of 2-dimensional hydraulic simulations in
applied field studies rvill be contingent on the cost-benefits ofspatial data requirements for a given data quality objective,
which in our opinion has yet to be conclusively demonstated in the literature although it is one of thc focuses of this
symposium. Another potential benefit of using a bioenergetic modeling approach relaûes to the potential to link modcl
output to growth rates and other condition factors within a population @ausc[ 1984; Elliott, 1994) as well as accounting
for community dynamics involving linear dominance of selected feeding locations in mixed salrnonid populations @achman,
l e84).

CONCLUSION

Although our study results are encouraging in terms of model output which parallel lnown behavioral responses of
salmonids under seasonal changes in the aquatic environmenÇ we noæ that application of these techniques within the
broader conte:rt ofan ecologicalty-based assessrnent fianpruort still requires considerable research and field lcvel validation.
Use of a bioenergetic model based assessment framework at an applied level will require that a temperature model be
developed and validated for the river in çestion as well as the development and testing of seasonal drift density models that
should incorporate flow dependant characteristics in invertebrate population dynamics. Although temperatue modeling of
natural river snvironments is fairly well developed, the modeling of invertebrate population dynamics may require more
elIort. Linliages of model outputs over long term temporal domains to observed population or community level dynamics
is still lackrng and represents a critical evaluation step for these tlpes of models. Use of only depth and velocity criteria in
PHABSIM analysæ that do not incorporate seasonal shifu in habitat use including temperature may give results which can
be missJeading in light of known sahnonid behavior. Clearly, the choice, applicaton and interpretation of models within
any applied assessment framework must be consider carefirllv.
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ABSTRACT

The modern-day importance of multiple-use strategies for managing water resources necessitates the

development of decision-support tools for river administrators. Among the Potential uses, fishing and the

need to preserve good balance among fish populations require that we be able to monitor the impact of any

modification in the environment on the dynamics of fish stocks on the site. To this end, a mathematic model

representing the long-term evolution of a trout population under different river management scenarios is

currently being developed.

This article presents a synthesized description of the model in question. Based on the Leslie matrix, it

describes the structure of a population broken down into age classes; if one knows the population structure for

any given year, the model should enable estimating that of the following year. In fact, calculation is on a one-

month time step; the passage from one month to the next takes into account various relevant factors: survival

rate of individuals in the different age classes, fertility rate of females, linear and weighted growth. rates,

displacement linked to habitat fluctuations using Weighted Usable Area values.

The model has now been applied to two French rivers. Regular monitoring of trout populations on the Kernec

(Brittany) enabled comparing the response of the biological model with no displacement, with actual variations

in fish stocks on the first river. In addition, the knowledge of discharge and WUA chronologies on the Echez

(Pyrenees) made it possible to carry out initial simulations of the response of a fish population to different

river management scenarios on the second site.

The init ial results are encouraging. The biological model tested on the Kernec gives a satisfactory

representation of the thermal events and the resulting changes in population structure. The hypotheses

adopted relating to fish behavior in the face of habitat fluctuations still remain to be confirmed and fine-

tuned. The simulations of the Echez, however, clearly show the type of impact that climatic events and river

management modes can have on a trout population.

Key words: Salmo trutta, population dynamics, modeling, habitats
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INTRODUCTION

Present development of a multiple-use water management strategies more than ever requires tools to enable
predicting the long-term impact on biocoenoses of artificial modifications in the characteristics of a river. To
this end, a number of authors have described models designed to follow evolution in fish populations (Van
Winkle et al, 1974; Christensen et al, 1977; Horst, 1977 and 1978; Travis etal, 1980). These models, often
based on Leslie's work (1945), have, for example, served in estimating the impact on fish stocks of mortality
due to hydroelectric installations. Bovee's work (1978) on modeling habitat suitability opened new paths of
research to link hydraulic conditions and evolution in fish populations. In recent years, integration of such
quantification of the habitat in the type of models mentioned above has enabled simulation of displacement

and mortality of fish as a function of natural or artificial variations in habitat quality (Cheslak and Jacobson,
1990; Williamson et al, 1993; Jager et al, 1993) and simulation of evolution of a population subject to major
climatic events (strong flooding, extreme low-water periods) or to new modes of river management.
This paper presents a structural biological model coupled with a physical model for estimating habitat
conditions for the various life stages in a population of brown trout (Salmo tutta). It has been applied to two
French rivers. On the Kernec in Brittany, regular monitoring of fish populations enabled testing the response
of the biological model with no displacement (no habitat chronologies available). On the Echez in the
Pyrenees, the simulation tools now available allow for reconstituting discharge and habitat chronologies with
which to perform the first simulations of the evolution of a fish population subject to different river
management scenarios.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Description of the model

The model described here concerns a trout population structured in 5 age classes corresponding to five
cohorts. The principle behind passage from one age class to the next is identical to that of the Leslie model,
although the time step here is monthly.

Leslie model - Reminder and analogy with the model described

The I'eslie model (Leslie. 1945) is based on a breakdown of a closed monospecific population into age classes.
Each year, the individuals pass from one age class to the next, allowing for mortality; the first age class
("class 0") is supplied by individuals in age classes with a potential for reproduction. The model is based on
the following equation:

N(t+l) = A*N(t) in which

- the N(0 vector of Rn is composed of the members of the different age classes,
- the terms of matrix A depend on survival and fertility, considered to be constant in each of the

different age classes.
The biological parameters defining matrix A correspond here to stable conditions in the environment, under
which the structure of the population studied is considered to be in equilibrium, which is to say under which:

(2) N(t) = 1111*1) =A*N(O
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This equation introduces a relationship among the different biological parameters. If one knows the survival
rate of individuals in classes I and over, and the mean fertility rate, one can estimate the survival -"in

equilibrium"- of individuals in age class 0, which is often poorly known and difficult to calibrate. For any
given fish stock, one can then determine the distribution "in equilibrium" of individuals in the different age
classes.

The model described lrere simulates evolution in the population on the basis of environment-related biological
parameters (Figure l); the time step is monthly so as to be able to account for climatic variations and their

effect on the population. It is also based on the principle that an equilibrium exists, both in terms of fish

stocks and in terms of distribution among the different age classes, when conditions in the environment are

stable and in the absence of specific incidents affecting the population.
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Integration of environmental parameters

Change in a fish population is directly linked to narural or artificial variations in the environment. Among the
characteristic environmental parameters likely to modify the biological parameters or the behavior of the trout
population, we principally chose the following for our study: temperatures (conditioning the date of spawning,
period of incubation, growth, fertility and survival) and habitat quality of the river for the different stages in
the trout life cycle (which conditions survival and displacement). The life stages chosen for this study were
defined as follows: fry are class 0 individuals, juveniles are class I individuals up to the beginning of
November (< l8cm on average), adults are larger individuals (class I after October and classes 2 and above).

The habitat parameter is defined by the carrying capacity of the environment, or the maximum biomass, for

each of the three stages, that a segment of the river can hold for a given Weighted Usable Area (Bovee, 1982;

Souchon et al, 1989; Cheslak and Jacobson, 1990; Williamson et al, 1993). Here, our hypothesis is that, for
each of the three life stages, carrying capacity per m2 of WUA corresponds, under typical hydrological
conditions (taking into account mean limitation periods in terms of maximum rate of occupancy), to a
population in which the different age classes are balanced. Under this hypothesis, it is possible to interlink
these three carrying capacity values for the corresponding mean monthly Vy'UA chronologies.

Biological parameters

Dates of spawning and emergence depend on thermal conditions, but generally in France, fall between mid-
November and mid-January for spawning and between mid-January and mid-March for hatching. Given the
monthly scale adopted here, these dates were respectively set in the model in December and February.

Weight increase, for a given month and number of individuals, conditions the biomass of the different age
classes.
For fry, we use the growth model developed by Maisse and Baglinière (1990), which links the size of fry (and

then the weight, using a size-weight relation) to the sum of the degree-days "lived" since emergence.
For the "one year and over" group, we adopt the relationships of Serchuk et al (1980) between weight
increase in the fish, water temperature and food availability. If d is the number of days in month m, then for
fish in age class i:

V/(i,m+ l) = V/(i,m)*( l+cor(i)xg(i,m))d

in which g(i,m) and cor(i) are respectively the daily growth rate and the corrective coefficient linked to age, as
given by Serchuk (corrective coefficient calibrated for a given trout population).

The absolute fertiliry rate of a female - or average number of eggs laid - is also directly linked to weight
increase. For a trout with weight P, it is given by an equation of the following type:

LogF=a*LogP+b (Euzenat and Fournel, 1976)

Survival is broken down according to the different stages in development.

- From spawning to hatching: Hobbs (1940) estimates survival of eggs at80Vo. We keep this estimation, but
introduce the respectively lethal thresholds of l" and l5o C for temperature, and 3 mg/l for oxygen (Raleigh et
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al, 1986), on the theory that trout embryos are sensitive to the thermal factor and to a lack of dissolved
oxygen in the first instants of embryonic life (before closing of the blastopore).

- Mean annual survival of the 0+ is calculated from the Leslie yearly model for a balanced population. It is in
fact broken down in our model to account for two phases in development. From hatching to emergence
(February, March), mean survival is set, in accordance with observations on streams in the Pyrenees, at 857o for
all individuals in this phase (Lim, personal conversation). From April to the end of December, residual
survival (seq/0.85) is evenly distributed over each month (giving sçq,p in month m).
Effective suivival of 0+ individuals is calculated by correcting thi mean survival values with a coefficient

dependent on conditions in the environment through the year. During the first period, fry are subject to few
external threats, with the exception of entrainment episodes; we consider that effective survival is equal to
mean survival (corrective coefficient = l). The highest mortality is actually during the next period (Elliott,

1994', Etzenat and Fournel, 1976). Survival in this period is extremely variable; in addition to mortality due
to migration, it is strongly linked to the density of fry present and to thermal conditions.
The corrective factor linked to thermal impact varies from I to 0; it is a multiplying factor of mean survival
and tends to increase mortality during particularly hot months. The survival rate is considered to decrease

above 18.5o C for fry (decline in the thermal preference curves given by Bovee -1978-), reaching 07o at a
lethal temperature on the order of 26.5o C (nil thermal preference, according to Bovee).
The phenomenon of density-dependent mortality is represented in the model by a function similar to that
described by Faucher et al (1983):

l + k c
t,n =teq,rn 

**/uoo,

which tends to increase natural survival in month m when habitat conditions are favorable, which is to say
when the carrying capacity for fry -Bpot- is higher than the biomass of fry present -Bm-, and to increase
mortality in the case of overdensity.

- Mean yearly survival of individuals I year and over is, according to numerous authors (Mills, l97l; Maisse
and Baglinière, l99l), very stable with age. Under "average" environmental condition, it would appearto be
on the order of 4O7o up to the fifth year. This mean survival rate is evenly distributed over the 12 months of
the year; a corrective coefficient is applied each month to take unfavorable thermal conditions into account
where necessary, with the survival rate declining from 19" up to 28.5o C (thresholds determined on the basis of
thermal preference curves given by Bovee -1978-).

Displacement linked to habitat fluctuations

In addition to the biological phenomena discussed above, we wanted to allow for displacement of fish in

accordance with fluctuating habitat conditions (Phillipart, 1977; Chapman, 1966; Bjornn, l97l). To do this,
the river segment studied is broken down into reaches in which the WUA chronologies are calculated for each
of the three stages during the simulation period. Phenomena of displacement are considered to occur when

the fish stock value in one reach at time t exceeds the corresponding carrying capacity, as in the models
proposed by Cheslak and Jacobson (1990) and Williamson et al (1993).

A certain number of hvootheses were then formulated:

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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- in a one-month time step, trout are capable of exploring the entire river segment until they find an available

habitat or leave the system under study. This search takes the form of both downstream and upstream

migration for juveniles and adults, and of downstream migration only for fry;
- individuals leave an overly dense reach and distribute themselves in upstream or downstream reaches
depending on habitat availability in these areas. Fish finding no shelter in adjacent reaches pursue their search;
- displacement induces mortality rates which are a function of the age of the fish and the distance from the
original habitat (hypothesis also retained by Williamson et al -1993- for yotng Oncorhynchus tshav,ytscha or
Cheslak and Jacobson -1990- for Oncorhynchus mykiss). For the time being, we have chosen the mortality
rates cited by Cheslak and Jacobson (1990) for rainbow trout: 507o adult mortality per reach covered. 80Vo for
juveniles and 9OVo for fry;
- for fry, such displacement compounds the density-dependent mortality phenomenon in regulating stock
levels in the event of insufficient carrying capacity.

Stud)'sites

Two applications of this model are presented here. The first module which does not represent migration, was

applied to the Kernec, a Breton river for which we had no discharge and WUA chronologies, but on which

trout stocks have been monitored for several years. The complete model, integrating migration, was then
tested on the Echez in the Pyrenees, an environment now the subject of a specific integrated water
management study, and for which considerable hydrological and morphodynamic data are available

The Kemec is a tributary of the Scorff, a small coastal river in southern Brittany. It is some 6 km long and has
a maximum width of 3 meters; it flows through granitic terrain and down steep gradients which vary between 4
and 9.5Vo. The trout population was studied from 1976 to 1983 by the INRA Aquatic Ecology Laboratory in
Rennes, in collaboration with the Higher Fisheries Council. The model was applied using a chronological
series of temperatures recorded on the Kernec during the years in which fish were monitored. Knowing the
populations in place, it was possible to calibrate the biological functions integrated. Thanks to monitoring of
evolution in fish stocks for seven years, we were able to carry out an initial on-site test of the response of the
model to thermal conditions, supposing habitat conditions to be stable, which is to say not accounting for
phenomena of displacement.

The Echez is a river in the Atlantic Pyrenees region. It is an affluent of the Adour with a fluvial regime
characterized by a low-water period from July to September and a high-water period in February-March.
Mean annual discharge is on the order of 3 m3/s, and width varies from l0 meters in the upstream reaches to
25 meters downstream. This river is subject to relatively extreme low-water periods which, compounded by
considerable withdrawal for irrigation, result in serious drops in throughflow in dry years. Software to
simulate the overall dynamics of the river basin - aquatic medium and human activities - was developed
(Rietjens et al, 1994) to test management alternatives (in particular, compensation for low-water periods by
drawing from a nearby river). This latter study provided us with monthly chronologies for discharge,
temperature and IWUA for the brown trout over a stretch of fifty kilometers, broken down into 39 reaches,
under different management scenarios. Fishing by the Higher Fisheries Council and by local fishing
associations provided the data with which to calibrate certain of the biological parameters characteristic of the
trout population in the area. Our knowledge of the fish stocks is yet fragmentary, but our wish was rather to
test response of the complete model to the first management simulations.
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Application of the model

The simulation begins on the Kernec in 1975, taking the initial number of individuals as equal to the mean
number of all fish observed over the next seven years. The large-scale fishing in the area led us to add to
natural mortality a value of mortality due to fishing, different depending on the age class, which reduces mean
survival rates to 30Vo, l57o and ÙVo respectively for the 2+, 3+ and 4+ classes.

As carrying capacities are not known here (no available discharge and WUA chronologies), the simulation
supposes that the compensation function applied to fry survival (density-dependent mortality) tends to bring

the population toward a state of equilibrium corresponding to the maximum total biomass observed during the

monitoring period. Table I gives the mean monthly temperatures in summer from 1975 to 1982.

Table 1: Mean monthly temperatures (oC) on the Kernec in summer from 1975 to 1982

Y€ar lYlS 1976 lW l97E

June 15,8 19,5 14,2 16,5

18 ,5

15.0

16,7

18,4

t9.2

13,4
t s  t

t5.7

16,5

I  ?,8

17.4

13,0
l ( ?

t6.2

July l7,2

Aus 19,0

20,4 t7,0

18,2 16,2

On the Echez, the stretch studied was divided into three large zones reflecting the changing morphology of the

stream from the upstream to downstream reaches. Two simulations of evolution in the population
- integrating migration between the different reaches in accordance with fluctuations in local habitat

conditions - were carried out for each of the zones from 1969 to 1992. The first uses discharge and

temperature chronologies for a so-called "reference" state of the river basin; the second takes into account the

systematic addition of 3 m3/s from June to August, to compensate for low water levels during this period

corresponding to maximum withdrawals for agricultural purposes. Here, we shall present the results obtained

for the zone furthest downstream (15 kilometers long, broken into 8 reaches), the stretch of the river most

subject to withdrawal for agricultural needs. Carrying capacities for adults are calculated on the basis of

Souchon's estimation of 30glm2 of tù/UA (1989). This figure, quite different from that given by Bovee
(1982) of 65 glm2 of WUA, corresponds better to field observations of different French rivers (Souch on et al,

1989; Baran, 1995; Lauters, 1995). Carrying capacities per m2 of WUA for the other life stages are 15 glm2

for juveniles and 10 glm2 for fry (calculated on the hypothesis of equilibrium under typical hydrological

conditions in the Echez).

RESTJLTS

The Kernec

Figure 2 presents the results given by the model (respectively, in number of 0+ individuals and in number of

individuals one year and over - written as "21+") in October of each year, which are compared with estimations

on the basis of actual autumn inventories. The simulated evolution in numbers reproduces important climatic

events (1976 and 1979 for fry, 1976 for the ">l+") and phenomena of compensation (considerable increase

of 0+ individuals in 1977, with repercussions on the "21+" in 1978 and 1979 and later on 0+ recruitment in

1980). The model gives a relatively good representation of the observed evolution in numbers from 1976 to

1980, despite a systematically lower level of numbers of fry. We nonetheless note on the one hand that the
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real population suffered more from the heat episode in summer 1976 than seen in the simulation, and on the

other, that its significant decline beginning in l98l is not reproduced by the model.

o

o
o
E
t
z

4000

2000

t 9 7 6  1 9 7 7  1 9 7 8 Y 1 9 7 9  1 9 8 0  r 9 8 r  I 9 8 2 1 9 7 5  t 9 7 6  t 9 7 7  l 9 ? 8  1 9 7 9  l 9 E 0  l 9 8 l  1 9 3 :
Y  r a r

Figure 2: Kernec - model predictions in October compared to autumn inventories , for fry and for '21+"

The Echez

Figure 3 shows the evolution in estimated biomasses (fry, juvenile and adult) for the "reference" state in

October from 1969 to 1992, compared with those corresponding to added discharge in summer. The first

simulation shows how the model translates the impact of limiting episodes on the life cycle of the cohorts

affected. For the young stages, these episodes are primarily flooding in autumn-winter (1974, 1982) or late

spring (1975, 1991), severe summer low-water periods (1975, 1976, 1985) and periods of high summer

temperatures (1973, 1989, 1990, l99l). For adults, limiting episodes correspond to low discharge or high

temperatures in summer (1974,1975,1976,lg7g,l9S3, 1985 and l99l), or to low discharge at the end of the

year (1988). In the second simulation (added discharge in summer), biomasses are still relatively fluctuating

for young stages (limitation primarily during strong discharge episodes). These fluctuations are transmitted to

a lesser degree to adults; we do, however, find some strong drops in adult biomass linked to a few autumn low-

water periods (in 1985 and 1988). These periods tend simultaneously to limit levels of young individuals and

lead to low recruitment of adults in the following year (1986 and 1989).

kg/t OOm2 Fry  1 ,0

Figure 3: Echez - model predictions of biomasses in October for fry, juveniles and adults - comparison

between the simulation for "reference" state and the one with added discharge from June to August-

( I "reference" state W! with added discharge )
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The model also enables following, over a one-year period, the monthly evolution in the population in relation
to the parallel evolution in total carrying capacities of the study area.

Figure 4 gives the results obtained for a year with no limiting climatic event (1972-Figure 4a) and for a year

with a severe summer drought leading to displacement (1975-Figure 4b), in the simulation for the "reference"

state. The 1972 curves (Figure 4a) show the extent to which the combined effect of mortality and growth

causes the biomasses of the different life stages to fluctuate naturally month by month. The biomass of fry

increases up to the point at which mortality is no longer offset by growth rate (which slows down in autumn).

That of juveniles increases constantly through the year up to the point of passage to the adult stage (growth

rate exceeding mortality); that of adults diminishes up to November (mortality exceeding growth rate) until

the massive arrival of juveniles. The impact of the adopted displacement hypotheses on population change

shows up clearly in 1975 (Figure 4b). We see the repercussion of displacement -and induced mortality-

triggered by the serious summer drought. The increase in biomass of young individuals is blocked in July by

the drop in carrying capacity and by a simultaneous increase in mortality related to the poor thermal

conditions (still visible in August for fry). Following the regular decrease in adult biomass up to June, we find

a sudden drop in July, and the levels attained in October are very low. Recruitment in each of the age classes

will be relatively low in 1976.

( a )  F t y t

0 , 8

0 , 6

0 , 4

0 , 2

1  a  k o / l O O m ' ?
1 -

o ,a  !

(b )  Fry

Figure 4: Echez - simulation for "reference" state - monthly evolution of biomasses for fry, juveniles and

adultes - 1972 (a) and f 975 (b) (- - - carrying capacity simulated biomass)

Figures 5 shows the evolution in biomass through 1975 for the second simulation (added discharge from June

to August). In 1975 (Figure 5), we find changes similar to those presented earlier in 1972 (Figure 4a) to the

extent that summer accidents are eliminated. We see, however, a slight limitation of fry in June due to excessive

added discharge.
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F r y

p p p

Esg
Figure 5: Echez - simulation with added discharge in summer - monthly evolution of biomasses for fry,

juveniles and adultes - 1975 (- - - carrying capacity simulated biomass)

DISCUSSION

The simulation results obtained for the Kernec, corresponding to the seven years of monitoring, are
encouraging. The model gives a relatively faithful reproduction of evolution in the population over the first -5
years (1976 to 1980), both for "21+" and for fry. For the latter, however, there is a discrepancy between
simulated levels and real numbers calculated on the basis of fishing. This may be due less to the actual
resPonse of the model than to the fact that the numbers observed do not necessarily correspond to those of a
balanced population (too few recruits in relation to the spawners present). This apparent imbalance may in
fact be explained first by less efficient fishing of small individuals, and second by the fact that the study site is
not completely closed, and that the females may have chosen another area for spawning. Whatever the case
may be, the biological functions used give consistent results. We must, however, underscore the divergence
which begins to be noticeable between estimated and observed numbers as from 1981. This phenomenon
may be due to several factors:

- the real population present in the river may not be in equilibrium during the study period and may
tend to return to a state of equilibrium different from that used in the model, around which the simulated
population is considered to fluctuate;

- the quality of the environment may be changing, and the population would be reacting to this change
which is not reproduced in the model.
The characteristic episode linked to the drought in France in 1976 is accounted for in the simulation of the
Kernec by the thermal factor only. The associated mortality of "àl+" and even more of fry (given the low
level of recruitment "of àl+" actually observed in 1977) appears to be significantly underestimated. It may
therefore be that the corrective coefficient of temperature-dependent survival is poorly suited for extreme
conditions. We must nonetheless remember that this hot period was without a doubt associated with low
discharge, most probably corresponding to limiting habitat conditions for trout which are not accounted for in
the simulation of this site. We can clearly see the need here to be able to simulate the impact of hydrological
accidents, reproduced in the complete model by migration in relation to habitat quality. The simulations of
the Echez were aimed mainly at testing the response of the model over several years, with the integration of the
PHABSIM methodology (Bovee, 1982), and attempting to understand what happens, under the displacement
hypotheses adopted here, to cohorts subjected to limiting climatic events. It was not possible, with the data
now available, to perform a simulation on a scale of less than one month. The one-month time step has the
disadvantage of not taking very sporadic events into account, but is, on the other hand, in keeping with the
hypothesis that the fish response to hydrological phenomena of a non-negligible duration (noticeable in a
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one-month span) is displacement. The simulated impact of these climatic events on the population depends
on the season in which they occur and the life stage of the fish affected, and the response of trout is relatively
clear. We can see however, that, for fry in the very first period of their life, the model gives a poor quantitative
estimation of displacement in response to limiting episodes (spring flooding). In the first simulation, the
problem is not clearly highlighted, as it is often difficult to determine the exact impact of floods (which most
particularly cause Vy'UA to decrease for the youngest stages) on stock levels, given the fact that low-water
periods often limit numbers in all age classes. The impact of flooding becomes more visible, on the other
hand, in the second simulation representing added discharge in summer. In this simulation, it is clear that the
model does not show any effect of strong winter or spring discharge on fry numbers (for example in 1974
and in 1989), though this is certainly an important factor in regulating stock levels in this type of river
(Nehring and Anderson, 1993). Bovee (1988) futher noted a clear relationship between flood episodes
leading to low WUA values for fry in spring, and the number of recruits in the adult population in the
following years. In fact, the mechanism of displacement used in the model cannot allow for a good
representation of entrainment of pre- or post-emergence fry during strong flood periods, given that the total
biomass they represent is rather small, and that a simple comparison with any carrying capacity is insufficient
to represent such incidents (Figure 6 for floods from February to April 1974, and in April 1989). Higher
mortality rates and/or more specific entrainment values shall have to be integrated, to represent limiting habitat
conditions for this very first period of life.
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Figure 6: Echez - simulation with added flow - monthly evolution of biomass for fry - 1974 and 1989

The response of fish to fluctuations in discharge is based here on the hypothesis that an overdensity, which
might be due to a decline in habitat quality, is offset by the search for available suitable habitats. For adults,
this hypothesis is in line with the observations of Baran (1995) on more than 250 river segments in the
Pyrenees: trout biomasses observed never exceed the carrying capacities corresponding to the lowest WUA
values through the year. For the youngest individuals, studies conducted to link density and rWUA have so far
proven relatively disappointing (Capra, 1995; Baran, 1995). However, the significant variations in biomass of
these age classes through the year and the number of parameters that influence their biological cycle certainly

explain in part the difficulty of any simple linkage between densities observed at one point in time and habitat
quality.

The phenomena involved in fish displacement are undoubtedly complex, and it would be good to verify that

the decision to represent them by comparing biomasses present and momentary carrying capacities (on a scale
with the time step) indeed allows us to explain the real fluctuations in population levels. To do this, we shall

need simultaneous hydrological chronologies and stock monitoring results. To this end, long-term

monitoring of a number of test sites on French rivers, and more specific experiments concerning the behavior

of trout in the different life stages, are now being envisaged. We can nonetheless conclude that the model in

its present state is a good tool to help in understanding the mechanisms which interlink the different cohorts
over time, and that it already allows us to imagine the impact of different river management scenarios on the

long-term evolution of a trout population.
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ABSTRACT

Altered flow regimes downstream of hydroelectric facilities appear to have degnded river habitats and
modified fish communities in most regions of the world. Research during the 1980's on fish communites
and habitat in flow regulated rivers of the Northeastem United States provided the basis of a general
hypothesis of regulated streamflow effects on riverine fishes. This hypothesis predics that flow regulaton
would most strongly effect fish restricted to shallow shoreline microhabitats, that species composition would
be dominated by habitat generalist in flow-altered reaches, and that a gradient of change in community
composition would be found below hydroelectric dams. These predictions were largely confirmed in
studies of a large Southeastem USA river with extensive hydroelectric development. The most pronounced
finding was a clear pattem of fish faunal recovery in shoreline habitats downstream of the hydroelectric
dam. Larval fish nursery habitat in shoreline areas was also found to be sensitive to flow regulation with
families dominated by fluvial species being the most responsive. Deep, channel habitats were relatively
insensitive to flow regulation with similar species composition in regulated and unregulated river reach'es.
Evidence from a series of studies on a regulated Southem USA river were used to justify enhanced river
flows for the purpose of restoring a diverse riverine fish fauna. Monitoring of the fish fauna following the
enhanced flow regime showed that a natural riverine fauna was largely restored. Species richness doubled
in sensitive shoreline habitats with restored species being largely those specializing on flowing water
habitats. Overall, the original model of regulated flow impacts from the Northeast US was supported by
field studies in the Southeastem United States, and predicted faunal restoration was confirmed by field a
study after enhancing river flows.

KEY-WORDS: hydroelectric dams / regulated streamflow / fish communities / fluvial species / habitat
generalists / riverine fish faunas / community restoration llawal fish / species divenity
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INTRODUCTION

The United States has sustained a major loss in the diversity of fish in rivers and streams (Hughes and Noss,
1992) and habitat degradation is a primary cause of this decline (Allan and Flecker, 1993). One of the
most pewasive forms of habitat degradation in rivers is the modification of natural flow (Benke, 1990:
rilard and Stanford. 1983) by the discontinuous and erratic water releases from hydroelectric dams. There
is clear evidence that highly regulated flows alter str€arn communities (Cushman. 1985; Petts, 1984). Many
existing hydroelectric dams in the United States are currently being reevaluated to determine the need for
environmental controls and mitigation measures. This process (relicensing) provides an opportunity for
environmental agencies to request flow rcgimes to enhance and restore riverine habitats and fish
communities.

Bain'et al. (1988) derived a model that reflected a simple pattem between the fish community in a
Northeast USA river (West River, Vermont) and the available instream habitat. An abundant and diverse
assemblage of small-fish species and size classes were restricted to microhabitat characterized as relatively
shallow in depth, slow in current velocity, and concentrated along stream margins in riffles and pools.
These shoreline habitats harbored over N%o of all fish and most of the species in the river. This fish
community-habitat model conflicted with the traditional view of streams as a linear sequence of riffle and
pools habitats by emphasizing a shoreline-midstrcam orientation.

The fish community-habitat model was applied to a higtrly flow regulated Northeast USA river (Deerfield
River, Massachusetts) that was heavily developed for hydropower production (Bain et al., 1988). The
normally abundant and diveme shoreline fish assemblage was reduced in river reaches with highly
rcgulated flows and absent at sites with the greatest extent of flow fluctuations. Fish species and size classes
that used either a broad range of habitat, or a microhabitat that was concentrated in midstream areas (deep,
fast, or both), were found in elevated densities as a group and peaked in abundance at the most flow
regulated sites. These findings indicated that frequent and high flow variability imposed functional habitat
homogeneity. The rcduction and elimination of the shoreline fishes under fluctuating habitat conditions
indicated that tttis assemblage is not able to effectively persist in their particular microhabitat even though it
physically existed at all stream discharges. Without the functional availablity of shallow, slow, shoreline
habitats. the stream environment became one general type of usable habitat which was dominated by the
few habitat generaliss and those species specializing on channel habitats. Further, Bain et al. (1988) noted
a downstream gradient of flow regulation impacts on the river fish community that was most pronounced
near a hydroelectric dam and diminished well downstream where flow fluctuations had become attenuated.

Bain and Boltz (1989) combined the findings from Northeæt USA riven with a review of litenture on
altercd streamflow effects on fish communites to develop a hypothesis of how regulated flows from
hydroelectric dams would change fish communites in large streams and rivers. Their rcgulated flow impact
hypothesis can be concisely stated for fish as follows: fluctuating streamflows change the densities and
species composition of fish differently in shoreline and midstream habitats, and the extent of change
depends on the severity of flow regime alteration and distance downstream of hydroelectric dams (Figure
1). Based on this regulated flow impact hypothesis, Bain and Bolc (1989) made some specific predictions:
(l) fluctuating streamflows reduce the diversity and abundance of fish in shoreline habitats; (2) fluctuating
streamflows will not markedly effect the abundance of midstream fish although species
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Uostream R ch
Fluctuating streamflows with unstable habilats
Sparse, low diversity fish assemblage in shallow,

shoreline mocrohabitats
Mkistream fish assemblage; moderate abundance,

dominated by habitat generalists

. Flow llucluations attenuated with somewhat
unstable habitats

. Shallow, shoreline fish assemblage more
abundant and diverse

. Midstream fish assemblage includes
riverine species

Figure l. Fish community and habitat relations predicted by the regulated flow impact hypothesis.

composition will be dominated by habitat generalists; and (3) a gndient in species composition and
abundance of fish will be evident as the effects of flow regulation diminish downstream.

The regulated flow irnpact hypothesis was used to design a series of studies on a large Southeast USA river
extensively developed for hydroelectric power production and being reviewed for instream flow controls as
part of dam relicensing. The highly flow-regulated Tallapoosa River is a tributary of the Alabama River
with a mean annual discharge of 135 m3/s and a watershed largely forested, moderate in relief, and mild in
climate. The Tallapoosa River has high fish diversity (125 recorded species) and good water quality
characterized as circumneutral (acidity), soft to moderately soft, and low to moderate in specific
conductance (Kinsolving and Bain, 1993). Power production by Thurlow Dam (focus of most studies and
a relicensing action) occurs during some part of most weekdays and lasts various lengths of time. About
230 m3/s of water wæ usually released during periods of power generation (typically a few hours long),
and no water was released fleakage flow about Z m3/s) during non-generating periods. As a consequence,
the Tallapoosa River downstream of Thurlow Dam altemates between lentic conditions and swift, turbulent
water with a stage elevated more than 2 m in the channel. Gradually, tributary discharge adds water to the
Tallapoosa River and at a point 38-km downstrcam river discharge does not fall below 5.7 m3ls and stage
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variation was about I m. Therefore, the Tallapoosa River sfudy reach has a distinct flow regulation
gradient downstream fiom Thurlow Dam. Other large dams iin the basin have similar discharge pattems
and flow regulation gradients where unimpounded river reaches occur.

SHORELINE FISH ASSEMBLAGES

Beginning in 1988, Kinsolving and Bain (1993) began testing the first and third predictions of the
regulated flow impact hypothesis: fluctuating streamflows reduce the diversity and abundance of fish in
shoreline habitats, and a gradient in species composition and abundance of fish will be evident as the effects
of flow regulation diminish downstream. An a priori habitat use classification was developed since there
was no advance knowledge of which species were specializing on shallow shoreline habitat and which may
use these microhabitats as part of a more general instream distribution. All species werc categorized as
fluvial specialists or macrohabitat generalists using information on habitat use and distributon compiled
from ichthyological references such as Scott and Crossman (1973), Pflieger (1975), and Becker (1983).
Species classified as fluvial specialists were almost always rcported from streams and rivers and were often
described as requiring flowing-water habitats thoughout life. Macrohabitat generalists included those
species that were commonly found in lakes, reservoirs, and streams and were able to complete their life
cycle in any of these systems. For this study, the macrohabitat generalist category includes species that
require access to streams or flowing-water habitats for a specific life stage but otherwise are commonly
found in lalrcs and rcservoirs (two species), An extensive list of species clæsifications under this system is
available from M. Bain.

Fish were collected at 240 randomly located shoreline sampling sites over a 66-km study reach below
Thurlow Dam on the Tallapoosa River. Sampling was done with pre-positioned area electrofrshers similar
to the description in Bain et al. (1985). Electrofishers were positioned parallel to shore and connected to
the power supply by a 30-m extension cord so the sampler could be electrified without disturbing fish.
The number of fish (by species) collected at each sample site was transformed to an octave scale: <2 fish =
l,>2to <4 =2, à4 to <8 = 3, à8 to <16 = 4, >16 to <32= 5,>32to <64 = 6, etc. This transformation is
similar to a logarithmic scale to the base 2, and it is effective for reducing typically high variability in
organism counts to an intermediate range of abundance values (e. g., 0-10; Gauch, 1982). The
transformation is appropriate because community level studies need to balance the ovenvhelming
numerical influence of dominant species with the information from the occunence of uncommon species.
ln addition, fish schooling behavior and variance associated with microhabitat-level samples contribute to
great variations in species abundances. Sampling sites were pooled into 10 sections per river reach to
develop fish assemblage gradients. The number of sections (10 per river) was chosen, a priori, following
the general experience of Gauch (1982) that an intermediate range of obsewations frequently capture most
available information. Longitudinal gradients of change in the characteristics of the fish assemblage was
tested with linear regression where river section was the independent variable and mean fish assemblage
abundance (transformed numbers by habitat-use group) was the dependent variable. Changes in species
diversity were tested using the number of species (species richness) in each river section.

A total of 16,183 fish of ,44 species were collected. Almost all were less than 100-mm total length and were
either juveniles of large-bodied species (e. g., largemouth bass, Micropterus salmoides) or juveniles and
adults of small-bodied species (e. g., mosquitofish, Gambusia afinis). Similar numben of macrohabitat
generalists (20) and fluvial specialists (24) were recorded in the study. overall, the pattems of fish
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abundances and species distributions were higtrly variable on the Tallapoosa River, with only a few, sparsely
collected fluvial species present in low numbers near the dam. The mean abundance of macrohabitat
generalists did not change as a function of river section, but there was a significant linear trend of
increasing abundance for fluvial specialists along the Tallapoosa River. Regression of the number of
generalist species as a function of river section provided no evidence that a linear trend existed along
Tallapoosa River. ln contrast, the number of fluvial specialists significantly increased along the Tallapoosa
River.

The lack of a distinct and statistically significant gradient in the abundance and diversity of macrohabitat
generalists along the Tallapoosa River downstream of Thurlow Dam was consistent with the hypothesis that
flow fluctuations have litte effect on species with broad habitat requirements. Habitat generaliss varied in
abundance and diversity without any pattem corresponding to a flow regime. Unlike the habitat
generalists, a longitudinal gradient was evident for fluvial specialiss. The abundance and diversity of
fluvial specialists increased as flow fluctuations became attenuated downstr€am of the Thurlow Dam.
Sections with the most variable flows had fluvial fish abundances so low that explanations aside from
disturbance effects seem unlikely. The gradient in fluvial specialists on the Tallapoosa River provided
evidence that large, daily flow fluctuations cause a disturbance gradient in the Tallapoosa River. The most
fluctuating river sections had a fish assemblage with fewer fish and species than less regulated sections
downstream. Along the disturbance gradient, habitat generalists provided a base of fish and species that are
variable in numbers and composition, but remain a relatively constant assemblage component. Fluvial
specialists supplemented this base and gradually diversified and augmented the fish assemblage. Over the
66-km study reach on the Tallapoosa River downstream of Thurlow Dam, the abundance of fish more than
doubled and the divenity increased by almost that amount. These increases corresponded with the
diminishing severity of flow regulation and they were entirely caused by increasing abundance and
diversity of fluvial specialist species.

LARVAL FISH NURSERY HABITAT

Larval fish were not specifically addressed in the regulated flow impact hypothesis, but their nursery habitat
is concentrated in shoreline waters in many streams and rivers. The requirements of fish larvae are often
quite different from juveniles and adults (Snyder. 1990) and they often respond differently to disturbances
(Copp, 1989; Scttlosser, 1985). Consequently, Scheidegger and Bain (1995) investigated larval fish
assemblage composition in nursery habitat along the Tallapoosa River downstream of Thurlow Dam.
Under the regulated flow impact hypothesis, larval fish assemblages should have been responsive to flow
regulation in shoreline waters. and the level of response should have been diminished with distance
downstream from the hydroelectric dam.

Study sites (250 to 300-m long) was selected 5 and 50-km downstream of Thurlow Dam on the Tallapoosa
River. Larval ftshes were collected at each site on days of typical seasonal flow every two weeks from late
March through September 1988 and late February through August 1989. Frequent flooding reduced
sampling at the upstream Tallapoosa River study site in 1989. We assumed that larval fish could havc been
selectively using specific microhabitats (nursery habita$ when current velocity was less than their maximum
sustained swimming speed. Scheidegger and Bain (1995) calculated a maximum current velocity of 8.4
cm/s (i.e., 7 body lengths x l2-mm long larvae) to define the upper velocity limit for potential nursery
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habitat using lenglh data on larvae of the families likely to be encountered in the Tallapoosa River. A
t-m2, 500-pm mesh seine was used to collect larval fish in nursery habitât. Data were analyzed at the
family level to rcduce the possibility of inaccurate conclusions from misidentifications. and to
accommodate poor rcpresentation of some species.

A total of 2,7691arval fish were collected in 527 seine samples. The mean catch per sample (3.8
larvae/seine sample) was lowest at the upstream Tallapoosa River site, with a much higher (7.0
larvae/sample) catch rate at the downstrearn site. The two sites were distinct in assemblage composition in
both years. In 1988, Centrarchids (Pomoxis md Lepomis) accounted for 98Voof the frsh at the upstream
Tallapoosa River site, and 25% at the downstream site. The downstream site in 1988 was dominated by
Percidae (44Vo) with a substantial number of Cyprinids (26V0). Catostomids were absent from upper site
samples in 1988, and were scarce at the downstream site. In 1989. Catostomids and Centrarchids were
equally well represented (36Vo each) at the upstrcam site, and Percids (6l%o) utd Catostomids (2l%o) were
well rcprcsented at the downstream site.

Centrarchids clearly dominated the larval fish collections at the upstre:rm site during 1988 when flow
regulation was well established throughout the sampling season. Centrarchids also comprised a substantial
portion of the collections at the downstream site. This family is exclusively habikt generalists (species
rccorded for the river) and they apparently spawned well and persisted as larvae when the Tallapoosa River
study reach was most often lentic with high discharges for a few hours a day. Percids dominated the
downstream study site in 1988, with Percidae being almost exclusively fluvial specialists. In 1989. river
discharge sometimes exceeded the capacity of the Tallapoosa River hydmelectric dams, and abundant river
flows regularly resulted in frequent day-long water releases. The Catostomids and Percids app€ar to have
produced abundant larvae that persisted in shoreline habitat when the river had prolonged strong currents
throughout their channels. Most of the Catostomid species commonly recorded in the Tallapoosa River are
fluvial specialists. Centrarchids declined greatly in representation in the larval fish assemblage during this
period. Percids and Catostomids originally comprised a major poftion of the river fish fauna in unaltered
Southeast USA rivers, while Centrachids were originally a minor component (Swingle. 1953). The shift in
family composition between sites and study yeats corresponds with the availability of flowing water habitat
in the river and shoreline waters.

In the Tallapoosa River, there was a substantial increase in shoreline seine catch at the downstream site
relative to the upstream site. This pattem of abundances among the Tallapoosa River larval fish study sites
is consistent with the first and third predictions of the regulated flow impact hypothesis. Strong flow
regulaton by Thurlow Dam appears to have impaired the function of shallow, shoreline waters as larval fish
nursery habitât or it may have degraded the spawning conditions in the river channel. The larval fish
family composition was also consistent with the predictons of the regulated flow impact hypothesis. When
flow regulation was large and persistent (1988), the larval fish assemblage at the most flow regulated site
was dominated by generalist family Centrarchidae. In contmst, when river discharge was high and more
regular, the largely fluvial Catostomid and Percid families dominated the larval fish collections in shoreline
\ryaters. Overall, the larval fish abundances and taxa compositon indicates that the larval fish assemblage
and nunery function of shorcline waters can be altered by flow regulation.
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CHANNEL FISH ASSEMBLAGES

Travnichek and Maceina (1994) examined the effccts of flow regulation on fish assemblages in deep,
channel habitats and shallow, shoreline habitats of regulated and unregulated reaches of the Tallapoosa
River, Alabama. Their findings for shoreline waters \vere consistent with Kinsolving and Bain (1993).
However, their investigation of fish in deep water habitats was a direct test of the second prediction of the
regulated flow impact hypothesis: fluctuating streamflows will not markedly effect the abundance of
midstream fish although species composition will be dominated by habitat generalists.

Deep, channel habitats in the Tallapoosa River was sampled from 1990 through 1992 with a pulsed DC
electroftshing boat at random locations within 2-km study sites that were considered either regulated (near
hydroelectric dams) or unregulated. Travnichek and Maceina (1994) collected 64 species and 2,715 fish
in channel waters. They found little evidence that flow regulation effected species richness or diversity in
these habitats because there were negligible differences among sites. However, there were significant
differences among regulated and unregulated sites in terms of catch rates and relative abundance of
common fluvial species and habitat generalists. The catch rates for fluvial specialist species of the
Catostomid family was significantly higher in unregulated sites. Centrarchids, nearly all of which were
fluvial specialists, dominated (mean 607o) channel habitat assemblages at regulated sites, but this family had
a less pronounced (mean 407o) presence at unregulated sites.

Travnichek and Maceina (1994) concluded that flow regulation had relatively little effect on fish using
deep, channel habitats as proposed by the regulated flow impact hypothesis, and that predicted effecrs were
clearly evident in shoreline habitat as documented by Kinsolving and Bain (1993). However, Travnichek
and Maceina (1994) showed that small differences between regulated and unregulated sites can be detected
in terms of species richness and diversity in deep, channel habitats, and that the abundance of large fluvial
species can be impacted by flow regulation.

RESPONSE TO FLOW ENHANCEMENT

The regulated flow impact hypothesis described how river fish communities respond to flow regulation on
a small (shoreline versus deep water habitats) and large (upstream-downstream disturbance gradient) scale.
Implicit in this pal.tem is the expectation that enhanced river flows will lessen the effects at both the
microhabitat and rivemide scale. However, there is little empirical evidence that increased minimum flows
and reduced flow fluctuations below hydroelectric dams results in more abundant and diverse river fish
communities in any river systen. After the studies reviewed above were completed, a continuous minimum
water release of 34 m3ls from Thurlow Dam was initiated as part of the relicensing agreement of this
hydroelectric project. The enhanced flow regime was implemented and evaluated to determine if the
expected environmental benefÏts were realized. The evaluation study was conducted and reported by
Travnicheck et al. (1995) on the Tallapoosa River below Thurlow Dam. Travnicheck et al. (1995)
specifically tested the predictions that enhanced flows would: (l) increase the diversity and abundance of
shoreline fishes; (2) shift assemblage composition from macrohabitat generalists to Uuvial specialists; and
(3) diminish the gradient of effects downstream from the darn. The study focused on the shallow, shoreline
fish assemblage because these habitas were previously found to be most sensitive to regulated flow impacts
on fish.
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Before 1991, river discharge below Thurlow Dam fluctuated frequently and ranged from near 0 to about
230 m3/s. The enhanced flow regime that began in l99l did not eliminate flow fluctuations but it reduced
the severity of flow regulation. Minimum river discharge near the dam rarely dropped below 34 m3/s and
flowing water micmhabitats wer€ always present throughout the river. The shorcline fish assemblage was
depauperate downstream of Thurlow Dam prior to flow enhancement (Kinsolving and Bain, 1993:
Travnicheck and Maceina, 1994). After the river flows were increased, species richness more than doubled
and the mean abundance of fish per sample increased 5007o. Samples without fish dominated (707o) the
collections prior to the enhanced flow regime, whereas after it began, samples without fish decreased to
307o. The eight species recorded in the Tallapoosa River downstream of Thurlow Darn were macrohabitat
generalists prior to the enhanced flows. One year after increased dam discharges, the shoreline fish
assemblage was composed of both generalists and fluvial specialists, with the latter accounting for over 7O7o
of the fish collected. The hsh assemblage at the downstream site was much more diverse (26 species) than
the upstream site before and after the enhanced flow regime, and the occurrence of empty samples
remained constant (139o). Before the enhanced flow regime, macrohabitat generalists accounted for the
majority (@7o) of the fish collected downstream, whereas one year after the enhanced flows the relative
abundance of fluvial specialist species increased to over 8O7o of all fish collected.

The enhanced flow investigation by Tnvnicheck et al. (1995) indicated the greatest changes in assemblage
composition and gains in fish abundance and diversity were attributable to rcstoring fluvial species that
dominate collections in many streams and rivers. The less pronounced effect of the enhanced flows was
on the abundance and diversity of macrohabitat generalists. These findings are consistent with the
regulated flow impact hypothesis in tems of fish community improvements (fluvial specialists) and
community components receiving marginal benefits (macrohabitat generalists). Thus, the results of
Travnicheck et al. (1995) indicate that the enhanced flow regime succeeded in improving habitat
conditions and restoring a divene fish assemblage more reflective of a riverine system.

CONCLUSIONS

The regulated flow impact hypothesis was initally motivated from the detailed study of impacts on a fish
community in a small, species-poor river (Deerfield River, Massachusetts) highly developed for
hydropower production in the Northeast USA. The hypothesis was later refined with a review of literature
on flow regulation effects to provide specific prcdictions of impacts in other river systems. These
predictions were tested in a new region (Tallapoosa River, Southeast USA ) where river fish communities
are complicated by high species diversity. The series ofTallapoosa River studies largely supported
predictions of the hypothesis (Figurc 2), and their results justified targeting specific components of a river
fish community under flow regulation stress. Thus, the regulated flow impact hypothesis appears useful for
designing assessments of impacts from flow regulation. The hypothesis also appears useful in developing
justifications for enhanced river flows because the anticipated restoration of a more riverine fish fauna wæ
supported in the study evaluating the instream flow enhancement on the Tallapoosa River.

Much of the hydmelectric generating capacity of the United States was developed prior to knowledgeable
considention of the impacts on hsh. twith the re-evaluation (rclicensing) of many of these prcjects now
undenvay, the hypothesis is especially useful for justifying and verifying environmental benefits of
moderated flow regulation. The goal of the regulated flow impact hypothesis and the research reviewed
here was to promote the conservation of riverine fish faunas. Restoration with this aim is by dehnition a
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Figure 2. Fish community and habitat relations identified in studies on the Tallapoosa River, Alabama.

community-level endeavor. The most sensitive measure of regulated flow effects appear to be the response
of the fluvial specialist component of fish æsemblages in shoreline habitats. This fish-habitat unit has been
repeatedly found to be the most sensitive to flow alterations. Therefore, maintenance of functioning.
shoreline habitats capable of supporting a divene array of generalist and specialist species covering all life
stâges appears adequate as a measure of conditions needed to maintain diverse riverine fish faunas.
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ABSTRACT

Rivers and streams are integrated hydraulic systems that provide a variety of suitable and accessible habitats for
various fish species. Different species and life stages have adapted to and thrive in rivers and streams
characterized by various biological, hydrological, hydraulic and geomorphological features and conditions. An
holistic approach however is rarely taken in projects intended to provide access to suitable hydraulic features
and habitat, to restore and create habitat. or prevent fish from entering hazardous areas. Habitat restoratlon and
mitigation efforts rely primarily on trial and error approaches, emphasize salmonid requirements, mostly
neglect ice conditions, occasionally include elementary geomorphological concepts, and in most cases do not
incorporate fisheries and engineering knowledge and judgement concurrently. Upstream and downstream
(amphidromic) fish migrations in rivers and streams often are sustained with various fish passage facilities. In
many cases though, design criteria reflect only the requirements of one or just a few of the migratory species of
a river system. Stream restoration and fish passage can be influenced greatly by the develofment philosophy
adopted, which ranges from a tendecy of taming nature (physiodamastic approach), to a tendecy of worshipping
nature (physiolatric approach). These two often polarized philosophies are many times applied to fish habitat
mitigation and restoration projects without full regard for scientific objectivity. In most càies difficulties arise
from the strict application of either of these approaches. The range between these two benchmark approaches
also provides a wealth of other options, *'hich in most cases may be preferred. Maintenance ài speci.s
diversity (from forage fish to sturgeon) is challenging traditional ways of accommodating fish movements and
demands a more holistic approach to fishway design. Better mathematical models for simulating river
hydraulics (e.g. two-dimensional vs one-dimensional approaches), and better technology in tracking fish
movements and levels of activity (electromyographic telemetry) challenge traditional instream flow models and
provide opportunities for more realistic habitat simulations. The fact that empirical efforts for providing
suitable and accessible habitats rarely apply a high level of biological and physical information and knowledgÉ
to project design and construction, provides hope that projects which take full advantage of both biological and
physical principles on an ecosystem basis and integrate site specific knowledge may be more effective. The
knowledge of biological and physical processes in a river system, the design philosophy adopted. the materials
and construction techniques used, all have a direct effect on effectiveness offish habitat projects, as well as on
the level of harmony with nature achieved.

KEY-WORDS: fish /habitat/ stream/ restoration / instream flow/ fishway/ f ish passage/telemetry
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INTRODUCTION

Habitat restoration and mitigation has become more essential because societies, particularly industrialized ones,
are approaching a state of diminishing narural resources and need to recycle. conserve or use resources more
wisely. Many impacts of water resource development projects on the ecosystem have been documented (e.g.

Gore and Petts, 1989). Effects on riverine fish centre on habitat requirements f'or a) migration - movements to
and from various habitats, b) reproduction - adult spawning and egg incubation, c) juvenile rearing, d) adult
growth and maturation, and e) shelter - protection from predators or harsh conditions (pollution, winter under
ice, etc.). Habitat restoration and mitigation efforts for riverine fish attempt to address one or more of these life
cycle requirements by providing habitat access (for upstream and downstream migrations) and habitat
suitability (for reproduction, rearing and shelter). The latter includes habitat morphology - space. cover and
substrate, and habitat water - running water, water quality, and food transport. Diverse requirements for
different species and life stages ofeach species need particular attention.

Pristine streams, evolved naturally, provide one set of benchmarks for hydraulic conditions suitable for
migration and fish production; extensively modified rivers provide another which in many cases limit
migration, fish production or change species composition. Studies of both systems have been used to guide
mitigation and restoration projects as well as applied research to better understand relationships between
variables describing fish habitat, stream hydraulics, biology, hydrology and geomorpholo-ey. Fish habitat
restoration and mitigation efforts however, have relied primarily on trial and error approaches. Such efTorts
have emphasized salmonid requirements, mostly neglected under ice conditions, and only occasionally have
included elementary geomorphological concepts. In most cases, fisheries and engineering knorvledge and
judgement are not incorporated concurrently (Frissell and Nawa, 1992; Gore and Petts, 1989; McPhail et. al.,
1992; Meehan, l99l; Power et. al., 1993). Although these empirical approaches in many cases are not
successful, they have provided valuable information and experience on successes and failures. A common
characteristic of such efforts is that they rarely apply a high level of biological and physical knowledge to
habitat mitigation and restoration projects.

Fish habitat projects often meet with low levels of biological effectiveness and structural integrity, two factors
that tend to be closely related. Typically 40o/o - 600/o of projects are judged successful from biological and
engineering perspectives (Frissell and Nawa, 1992; M. Miles & Associates Ltd., 1995; R.L.& L. Environmental
Services Ltd. et. al., 1994). Success rates appear to depend on structure type and age, site specific experience,
and the degree of change from average natural values. Biological, geomorphological. hydrological, sediment
transport, and hydraulic parameters may affect sucess rates. Recently, design approaches have moved from
high capital-low maintenance durable or hard materials (e.g. concrete, metal, heavy rip-rap), shaped in uniform
pattems and built to withstand extreme flood, sediment, ice and debris events, to low capital-high maintenance
soft or natural materials (e.g. rock, gravel, wood, plants), shaped in more natural stream forms and able to
maintain structural integrity at moderate or small flood, ice and debris events (e.g. Newbury and Gaboury,
1993). The survival rate of such structures in large floods and high energy streams is expected to be low.
Preliminary results from an inspection of habitat enhancement struçtures in southwestern Alberta, after the
large June 1995 flood (frequency estimates presently range widely anywhere from l:50 to l:500), reveal that
about 77oÂ of the structures were destroyed or severely damaged (M. Miles, personal communication, April
I 996).

Fishways for upstream migrants are considered well-developed for anadromous salmonids and have been used
by several freshwater fish (Christensen, 1994; Katopodis, 1995;1992;1990; Katopodis et. al., l99l; Office of
Technology Assessment, 1995). Failures or inefficiencies tend to result from lack of experience and data for
specific species (e.g. sturgeon), suboptimal design criteria, or inadequate facility operation and maintenance.
Fish passage systems for downstream migrants include physical barrier devices (various fish screens),
structural guidance devices (e.g. louvers), and behavioural exclusion devices (e.g. acoustic array, strobe and
mercury lights). Fish screens are considered well-developed for several species, and design criteria and
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guidelines are available in some cases (Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 1995; Pearce and Lee. l99l).
Structural guidance devices are not well understood, yet at a few sites high levels of performance have been
reported. Low cost behavioural devices elicit avoidance responses, but tend to be site- and species- specific,
have demonstrated uncertain reliabiiiry, may result in fish habituation, and are difficult to adapt in flowing
waters (KGS Group and North/South Consultants lnc., 1992; Office of Technology Assessment. 1995).

APPROCHES TO FISH HABITAT PROJECTS

Stream restoration can be influenced greatly by the development philosophy adopted. Natural streams provide
one set of benchmarks and suggest a design philosophy of mimicking nature (physiomimesis). Extesively
modified rivers provide another set of benchmarks and suggest a design philosophy of taming or controllin-s
nature (physiodamasis). These two often polarized approaches are many times applied to fish habitat
mitigation and restoration projects without full regard for scientific objectivity. Fig. I provides a conceprual
outline of these two approaches. The taming nature philosophy (physiodamasis), which has characrerized many
traditional design and construction methods, fixed structures of "permanent" construction. uniformity, and
accomrnodation of extreme hydrological events, with high capital expenditures and low mantenance. may result
in a low level of harmony with nature. The mimicking nature philosophy (physiomimesis), which characterizes
more contemporary thinking, flexibility, diversity, higher risk of structural failure with low capital expendirures
and higher maintenance, is expected to result in a high level of harmony with nature (Marsden, 1995;
Shrubsole, 1994).

In most cases difficulties arise from the doctrinal application of either these approaches. The range betrveen
these two benchmark approaches also provides a wealth of other options, which in most cases may be preferred.
Fig. I also illustrates the fact that different paths may lead to a range of possible and feasible options when
applied to the design and construction of restoration projects. These paths begin with the level of existing
knowledge and full use of existing information and end in a degree of harmony or a desired level of synchrony
with nature. The paths may follow different routes but at critical points along the way they are shaped by the
classical Hellenic golden rule: IIAN METPON API>TON (PAN METRON ARISTON) or everything is best
in good measure (moderation). This is analogous to the use of ecological engineering and ecotechnology as
envisaged by Mitsch and Jorgensen (1989). Under certain conditions either the narure taming or the nature
mimicking approach tempered by moderation would be the only possible choices, but more commonly in-
between solutions tempered by moderation would be more harmonious. For example, it may not be
economically or even environmentally beneficial to remove some existing massive dams, but it may be feasible
to restore to near natural conditions channelized streams whose banks were shaped with soil materials.

A high level of harmony with nature, sustainable resource development, and environmentally acceptable river
engineering works depend on full integration of relevant engineering and scientific disciplines. A research and
development cycle to assist in achieving these objectives includes the following: a) physical hydraulic models
provide an understanding of the mechanics of flow in the vicinity of various fish habitat structures and quantify
key parameters; b) geomorphological approaches reveal the fluvial habitat framework; c) hydrological analyses
establish fish responses to flow, sediment, debris and ice events; d) mathematical modeling of stream flow
helps to better simulate hydraulic conditions important to fish; e) field studies and objective biological
assessment techniques are used to confirm laboratory or mathematical model results, to establish relationships
between fish preferences and hydrological, hydraulic or geomorphological variables, to validate habitat and
hydraulic simulation models, and to verifu their predictions.

Ecohydraulics is at the centre of holistic research efforts outlined above. Ecohydraulics provide a vitâl link
between fish habitat and river engineering, as well as a mechanism for geomorphological responses to
hydrological events. The structure of flow at macro and micro scales is basic to the understanding of fish
preferences as well as to the capability of mitigating, restoring, or creating suitable habitats. A study program,
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FIXED STRUCTURES
Durable or "hard" construction materials

(e.g. concrete, metal, heavy rip-rap).

UNIFORM PATTERNS
Straight canals or drainage ditches,

elimination of meanders, channelized
streams.

HIGH CAPITAL
LOW MAINTENANCE

FLEXIBLE STRUCTURES
Natural or "soft" construction materials
(e.g. gravel, wood, trees, plants, rock,

rip-rap).

DIVERSE "NATURAL' PATTERNS
Meandering channels, pool - riffle

sequences.

MODERATE FAILURE RISK
Built to withstand small to moderate

flood. ice. and debris events.

LOW CAPITAL
HIGH MAINTENANCE

HARMONY
(level of synchrony with nature)

Fig. 1. Approaches to fish habitat projects
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spearheaded by the author over a number ofyears, provides a paradigm ofthe above ecohydraulic approach and
contalns components on habitat morphology, habitat water (instream flows), and habitat access for several fish
species. Initial efforts on habitat access, particularly fishways for dams (Katopodis, 1995; 1992; 1990;
Katopodis et. al., 1995; l99l), were followed by analyses of fish swimming performance or ichthyomechanics
(Colavecchia et. al., 1996; Katopodis, 1994 1992;1990; Peake et. al.. 1995), while more recently studies on
habitat structures (Dwivedi et. al., 1993; McPhail et. al., 1992; R.L.& L. Environmental Services Ltd. et. al..
1994; Shamloo et. al., 1995; Trillium Engineering and Hydrographics Inc., 1996; 1995) and instream flows
(Ghanem et. al., in press; 1995a; 1995b; Steffler et. al., in press; Waddle et. al., 1996) have been added. Fis. 2
is a map of Canada showing locations of projects outlined in this paper.

HABITAT SUITABILITY

Habitat Morphology

Key natural stream components are defined in Fig. 3 and are used as broad templates in restorin_g streams as
shown in schematics of natural and reconstructed stream segments (Fig. a and 5). A study program was
initiated to assess the performance of several types of habitat structures for different nsn species, hydrologic
regions' and hydraulic conditions. The goal of this program is to develop design criteria foi habitat structures
used by different species and placed in high to low gradient streams. The short record with mostly empirical
approaches and general lack of experience with the performance of riverine habitat structures, do not allow for
well developed design criteria and standardized construction practices to emerge without significant research
efforts. Field observations on several high gradient trout streams, as well as low gradient walleye streams,
where habitat structures were constructed in recent years, have led to the selection of field sites for more
detailed surveys (R.L.& L. Environmental Services Ltd. et. al., 1994 Trillium Engineering and Hydrographics
Inc.' 1995; 1996). In parallel, studies on the characteristics of flow near artificial habitat it*.tu..s, which are
critical for biological suitability, were initiated in the laboratory. These studies provide methods to visualize,
observe and quantifu flow and scour conditions around habitat structures. A systematic approach progressing
from simple to more complex strucnrres and testing a variety of designs, rock sizes, floôd magnitudes anà
stream gradients was adopted.

Initial laboratory experiments at the T. Blench Hydraulics Laboratory of the University of Alberta (Dwivedi et.
al., 1993) were performed with a single idealized habitat structure located centrally in a rectangular flume.
Hemispheres of three different sizes were tested with the ratio of height (h:radius) to depth of approaching
flow (d) varying from 0. I to 3 (Fig. 6). The approach flow Froude number (F) varied from 0.06 to 2.7. Warer
surface profiles as well as wake characteristics in the vicinity of the hemisphere were srudied. For relatively
small values of h/d and F, the flow was similar to that of a deeply submerged body. As h/d and F increased, the
pattern of flow near the hemisphere and the characteristics of the wake changed significantly. In this case,
wakes were observed to extend through the whole depth of flow. Correlations were found for the
characteristics of the wake for a range of the flow variables srudied. Wake length, normalized to the depth of
flow, varied mainly with h/d, increasing as h/d increased. Flow separation occurred at an angle of about l20o
from the upstream stagnation point of the body. Water surface profiles as well as wake chaiacteristics in the
vicinity of the simple structure were studied.

The above study was expanded to examine a full range of variables, consider scour and deposition, model more
realistic habitat structures, collect field data and analyse factors affecting their stability (Shamloo et. al., 1995;
Trillium Engineering and Hydrographics Inc., 1996). Experiments conducted in parallel include single objects
and multiple objects placed in regular patterns (e.g. a Â pattern with various distances between thè objects).
Flow visualization using dye plumes and observations made for different values of the relative depth oi flow
(h/d), show the existence of two main types of vortices around the obstacles which affect wake characteristics
(Fig. 7,8, 9). A horseshoe vortex system, was dominant mainly in front of the hemisphere and its effects were

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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found to be present only for a short distance downstream. An arch vortex system, which forms as a result of
flow separation from the hemisphere, covers the recirculation region behind the obstacle. The velocity fields in
the vertical plane of symmetry, measured with a pitch probe, and the velociry field in the wake region.
measured with a yaw probe, show the velocity defect in the wake. Preliminary measurements show fast
recovery of the velocity in the wake of the hemisphere (Shamloo et. al., 1995).

Fig.3. Tlpical physical relationships in natural streams: a) pool spacing of 5 to 7 channel widths;
b) meander length of 7 to l0 channel widths; c) radius of curvature of 2 to 3 channel widths.

In general, four characteristic flow regimes were observed in the vicinity of the object. For deep submergence
(regime l; d>>h; Fig. 6a and 7), the top layer of flow was not affected by the presence of the object, the lower
layer mixed with the recirculation zone, and the flow regime was independent of Froude number. For moderate
submergence (regime 2; d>h; Fig. 6b and 7) although the top layer did not mix with the recirculation zone, the
object affected the free surface and waves were observed. An increase in the Froude number resulted in more
surface waves, for higher relative depths, and in fewer waves for lower relative depths. Usually, wave heights
were larger and wave lengths smaller for higher Froude numbers. For depths approximating the height of the
object (regime 3; Fig. 8), surface waves were present and mixing occured between the top and lower layers of
flow in the recirculation zone. Froude number increases were reflected with fewer, higher and shorter waves.
Finally for shallow depths (regime 4; d<h; Fig. 6c and 9), strong backwater flow was observed in the vortex
generation zone without the arch-vortex. The vortex generation zone decreased as Froude number increased.
The results of these experiments are also used to develop and test a three-dimensional mathematical model to
simulate flow around such obiects.
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Fig. 4. schematic of natural meandering watercourse (plan and profile views)
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Fig. 5. Schematic of reconstructed watercourse with spawning riflles (adapted from Newbury
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Fig. 6. Typical water surface profiles for flow around a hemisphere:
(a) deep submergence (d>>h; regime r), (b) moderate submergence (d>h; regime 2)
when d close to h; regime 3, and (c) shallow depth (d<h; regime 4).

Fig. 7. Vortex system around a hemisphere (regimes I and 2).

(a)

Body separation liræ

Reattachmentpoint
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The laboratory experiments with objects on rigid beds were followed with similar ones on mobile beds
consisting of sand. The process of scour and deposition was observed for fixed objects (hemispheres, cube,
rock) and three sizes of sand. Fig. l0 illustrates the scour and deposition process for a hemisphere and a cube.
For the hemisphere and in regimes I and 2 (higher relative depthi) the scour pattern in the middle propagated
downstream while the scour pattern on the sides did not. In regimes 3 and 4 (lower relative depths). the scour
in the middle stopped and the scour on the sides took on the shape ofa fan. The scour and deposirion pattern
was affected by the size of the hemisphere. As Fig. l0 shows foi the cube, the shape and characteristics of the
object (streamlining and point of flow separation) strongly influence the scour and deposrrron patrern.
Experiments are continuing with multiple objects and detailed field measurements with typical habitat
structures are planned for the summer of 1996.

Habitat Water

Another study relating to habitat suitability, models instream flow needs or habitat water for fish. The
hydraulic techniques employed with instream flow models currently in use, including the widely used Insrream
Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM), were reviewed (Ghanem et. al., in pr".rl Ghun.m et. al.. 1995a;
McPhail et. al., 1992). Existing models rely on hydraulic parameters and observed fish preferences to describe
habitat. These models rely heavily on extensive field measurements and empirical approaches ro estimare
habitat quality and quantity and hydraulic characteristics and in some cases oversimplifu ihe problem. The one-
dimensional (1-D) mathematical models, presently used to simulate fish habitat 1".g. rÎensIM of the IFIM),
were compared with two-dimensional (2-D) flow models. The more sophisticated t-D models are requrred forprojects which include river channel modifications, instream structuies, or river engineering works. The
performance of three 2-D finite-element models were compared to each other and ro th; l-D hldraulic model
incorporated in PHABSIM for an idealized case of flow over a side bar. The three two-dimensronal models
gave almost identical results when compared with each other; however all three differed significantly fiom the
results obtained from the one-dimensional approach. This is not surprising since velocitidistribution across
the chamel and through the depth is a key variable defining habitat, yËt the l-D model urru-., steady uniform
and gradually varied flow.

Leclerc et. al. (1995) discuss the advantages of 2-D modeling more fully and point our how many of the
limitations of existing pseudo l -D or I -D models are overcome with this approach. Essentially 2-D models can
readily be used in instream flow studies and offer spatial resolution that could define individual fish habitat
units and more realistically represent spatial variability in rivers and streams. Depending on the model used, 2-
D models can simulate the drying-wetting cycle from discharge variability and can represent flow resistance
more accurately as a function of topographical features of the river bed. Some of thesl models also can deal
with critical and subcritical flow changes. In general 2-D models are expected to be more reliable in calibration
and validation, to reduce errors in depths and velocities, and to provid-e improved accuracy and resolution in
predicting the effects of altering physical habitat variables. The challenge of improving habitat simulation
models and fish preference curves to take full advantage of 2-D hydraulics remains.

A two-dimensional hydraulic model has been developed at the University of Alberta based on the
Characteristic Dissipative Galerkin finite element technique (CDG-2D) which offers all the above mentioned
advantages. This is a stable and accurate method, and test cases showed that it is suitable for srmulating
complex flow features such as standing waves, dambreak problems, as well as changes from subcritical to
supercritical flows (Fig. I I ). Existing data on high gradient rivers (Fig. 12) and field àata collected in a low
gradient river (Fig' l2) were used to compare the one and two-dimensùnal models (Ghanem et. al., in press).
A physically based computational technique for the wetting/drying problem was developed by coupling the
depth averaged shallow flow equations in the surface watei areas with vertically uu..ug.d groundwater flow
equations in the dry areas (Ghanem et. al., 1995b; Fig. I l). The CDG-2D model can serve as a tool to analvze
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(b) Plan view

x-x Section

(c) Plan view

(F scour

,iiii-ii.p deposition

bed mâterial
(d) Plan view

Fig. 10. Process of scour and deposition with a hemisphere (a, b, c, d) and a cube (regime 2).
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Subcritical Flow

Fig. 11. The CDG-2D mathematical model simulates subcritical flow.
supercritical floq and wet-dry river bed cycles (groundwater flow).
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the complex flows in natural or artificial fish habitat reaches. The 2-D model gives a berrer representation of
the flow, as it accounts for flow features resulting from bars, islands, meanders, etc. More neiiUilty in data
collection by relaxing the l-D rigid pattern oftransects, allows for better representation ofhabitat features. and
is another advantage ofthe 2-D approach.

Field studies are underway on the Assiniboine River in Manitoba (Fig. 2, location G), a low slope, prairie river,
with several freshwater species, as well as gravel rivers in southern Alberta (e.g. Elbow River near Calgary;
Fig. 2, location C), with trout species. These srudies use the CDG-2D model to simulate flow and fig. iZ
presents typical mesh generation and velocity field results from these two river sites. waddle et. at. lillOy
compare depths and velocities obtained from simulation of the Elbow River using the IFG-4 used in IFIM and
the CDG-2D model. The strength of the 2D approach is demonstrated particulàrly for split flow and u,here
significant lateral mass transfers occur. Further developments with the CDG-2D -àa.t utè planned. including
a more user friendly interface and use of GIS for presentation data input and output a;d modeling rivei

\- l,ttrgttttA wtrE

topography (Steffler et. al., in press).

Fig. l3 illustrates placement of an
electromyographic or EMG tag which can
transmit hsh muscle activity as rvell as fish
location. This allows direct obsen'ation of
fish habitat preferences, behaviour and
responses to changes in the abiotic
variables in the river. It also allorvs
measurement of swimming performance
and energetic cost when muscle activity is
calibrated. Insream flow studies which
incorporate radiotelemetry and EMG tags
offer the potential of testing the habitat
preference indices used presently and
leading to improvements in simulating
biotic variables and habitat preference
indices. Such studies could take full
advantage of the spatial resolution, and
improved hydraulic simulation offered by
2-D models, and should lead to better
habitat models. A field study is planned
for the Kananaskis River in southwestern
Alberta with a telemetry component to test
this technology. EMG tags also could be
used in assessing the biological
effectiveness of various habitat structures,
fishways, fish screens and fish exclusion
systems.

Fig. 13. Placement of an electromyographic or EMG tag
for telemetry studies.

HABITAT ACCESS

Channel fishways, using natural streams as analogs, modified fish guidance systems and fish screens for
downstream migrants, modified culvert, pool-weir, vertical slot and Denil fishways provide a diversity of
designs for various fish species (forage fish to sturgeon). Of the thousands of fishways Èuilt around the world,
few are designed for non-salmonids larger than 1000 mm long. Concem over dwindling populations of non-
salmonids and large migratory species, like the various sturgeons, has focused àti.niion on passage
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requirements and design problems unique to these fish. Freshwater fish like Lake sturgeon (Acipencer
fulvescens) are primary species of concem in the Canadian Provinces of Ontario, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan,
as well as in the midwest States in the U.S.A. The most significant fish passage concerns in this area of North
America involve existing hydroelectric stations. Although fishway design needs to consider the biology, life
cycle, behaviour, swimming ability, space, and hydraulic conditions best suited for species of concern, in most
cases very little is known about these aspects. In addition an ecosystem approach to fishway design, where the
needs of all rather than a single fish species are considered, entails a multirude of design criteria and greater
complexity.

Field srudies evaluating the effectiveness of fishways are a significant component of the study program.
Fishways in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba and have been assessed (Christensen 1994; Katopodis, 1992;
1990; Katopodis et. al. l99l) by trapping fish upstream after successfully passing through a fishway. Physical
variables such as water levels and temperatures also were measured and water velocities were estimated. These
studies have demonstrated, in some cases for the first time, that many freshwater fish, can use several fishway
types. A more comprehensive study is underway on the Grand River in Ontario, assessing two fishways on the
same dam for passage of smallmouth bass and other species.

Ichthyomechanics

Swimming performance sfudies also have been utilized to assess water velocity criteria for habitat suitability,
fishways, fish screens, fish guidance and exclusion systems which are compatible with different species
(Katopodis 1994; 1992: 1990). A database on swimming speeds for several species was generated from
literature sources in 1989. This database was recently updated to 1995 and is presently used for a more
comprehensive analysis. Swimming performance studies on Lake sturgeon, Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar),
brook (Salvelinus fontinalis) and brown (Salmo trutta) trout recently were completed in Newfoundland using
Blazka respirometers. Similar work with walleye (Stizostedion viteum) and whitefish (Coregonus
clupeaformis) is planned for the spring of 1996 in Manitoba. Srudies with swimming chambers have produced
performance data for several species, sizes and endurance times (Katopodis 1994; 1990). These tests primarily
provide prolonged and critical speeds for these species. A fish raceway was designed to observe fish behaviour
and measure burst speeds, swimming distances, endurance times and water velocities under ambient conditions
and in more direct ways than provided by respirometers (Fig. l4). Fish enter the raceway of their own volition
from a holding tank and their position in terms of time and distance from the flume outlet are recorded at
regular intervals using coded wire tags. The raceway concept was tested in the Noel Paul Brook site in
Newfoundland with adult Atlantic salmon (Colavecchia et. al. 1996). It is expected that swimming
performance data using this method would apply more directly to fishway design than swimming chamber data.

Swimming performance is a key element for fish passage and exclusion systems and it varies with body
morphology (swimming mode), fish length, water temperature and other variables (Katopodis 1994; 1992). A
study on the swimming ability of Lake sturgeon was conducted in the laboratory using swimming chambers
appropriate to fish size. Fish had minimum cross-sectional areas less than l0% of their respective swimming
chamber. A total of 63 Lake sturgeon were tested, 58 between 120 to 550 mm in length, and 5 between 1060
and 1320 mm in length. Small fish (shorter than 150 mm) were tested in a3.2L chamber at water remperarures
of 7 and l4oC, intermediate fish (230 to 550 mm) were tested in a 200 L chamber at7,14, and 2loC, while
large fish (longer than 1000 mm) were tested at l4oC in a PVC pipe approximately 2.5 m long with a diameter
of 560 mm, submerged and secured within a large flume (3m by 5m; peake et al. 1995).

Srurgeon critical speeds were measured by gradually increasing water velocity in 5 cm/s steps every l0
minutes, until fish were fatigued. A 10 minute critical speed was considered more relevant to passage times
through fishways than the more common 30 or 60 minute criticals. The l0 minute critical speed for Lake
sturgeon was found to increase with fish length and water temperature, following trends similar to other
species. Specific critical speeds, expressed in body lengths per second, decreased with fish length, a trend
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typical of other species as well. Critical speeds for Lake sturgeon however, were significantly lower than for
sockeye salmon of similar size. Endurance also was measured at 0.2.0.4.0.45.and 0.5 m/s for small sturgeon,
at velocities between 0.3 and 0.9 m/s for the intermediate sturgeon. and at 0.9, I .2, I .5 and I .8 m/s for the large
sturgeon. Lake sturgeon swimming endurance (time to fatigue at a given water velocity), increased with fish
length. For a given fish length, endurance decreased as water velocity or specifrc swimming speed increased.
Endurance also increased with water temperature, but this trend diminished to a negli-uible effect at water
velocities near burst speeds. Although these trends are similar to other species. it rvas noted that the slope of
the Lake sturgeon fatigue curve (i.e. endurance vs swimming speed) did not change in the burst range as it does
for sockeye salmon. The sturgeon fatigue curve plotted lower than the corresponding cun,e for sockeye salmon
of a similar size, indicating lower swimming performance (peake et. al. 1995).

Fig. l5 illustrates mean endurance curves for anguilliform (i.e. eel shaped fish) and subcaran-eiform (1.e. trout
shaped fish) swimmers (Katopodis 1994; 1992; 1990) using normalized (dimensionless) parameters. It is based
on the 1989 database of swimming speeds and provides mean regression lines from a preliminary analysis. The
regression line for Lake surgeon was derived from the data by Peake et. al. 1995. The Lake sur-geon mean
endurance curve is almost parallel to and lower than the subcarangiform curve in the prolonged range, but does
not seem to follow the steeper slope of the anguilliform and subcarangiform fish inthe burst range. Fig. 15
demonstrates that Lake sturgeon performance is lower than subcarangiform fish of the same len_gth, throughout
the burst and prolonged ranges, and lower than the anguilliform fish for dimensionless endurance (t*) of less
than 1,000 or for dimensionless fish speed (Fg) of less than 0.3. However. it is important ro remember that
sturgeon grow to much larger lengths than other freshwater subcarangiform fish and are usually larger than
freshwater anguilliform fish. Note that in Fig. 15 as fish length increases, both relative endurance and fish
speed decrease. This means that longer fish are represented to the left of shorter fish in these curves. So,
depending on the length of sturgeon and the length of other fish, velocity criteria for fishrvay design may be
similar, as the absolute swimming speed of a large spawning sturgeon may be similar to the abiolute swimming
speed of a much smaller spawning trout. In other words, the lower performance of sturgeon may be offset by
its larger size.

Hydraulic Considerations

The size of upstream migrating fish dictates space and passage opening width in fishways. Adult sturgeon
require significantly larger space than other fish since they may be 3 to 4 times longer. (ieometric similàriry
with existing fishway designs (Katopodis, 1992; 1990) needs to be maintained ii fishway designs already
sfudied hydraulically and tested in the field are to be used. Depending on site conditions, this may lead to much
larger and significantly more expensive fishways. Distorting geomeiric similarity, to u""orn.oàate wider fish
passage openings and smaller pools, may reduce fishway size. As a result supplementary hydraulic modeling
studies were sponsored by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (Govemment of Canada). Studies on pool--
weir, vertical slot, Denil, and culvert fishways, as well as resting pools were completed at the T. Blench
Hydraulics Laboratory of the University of Alberta. A study to piovide fish passage using rock riffles was
sponsored by Manitoba Hydro and was completed at the hydraulics laboratory of ttre Univeisity of Manitoba.
These studies provide discharge, depth and velocity relationships and assist in designing suitable passage
facilities to provide fish with access to habitat interupted by dams, weirs, highway cÀssings or habitat
structures (Katopodis et. al., 1995; Katopodis, 1992;1990; others pending publicàtion). In generat, fishway
dimensions and design details affect circulation, flow patterns and velocity distributions cônsiderably, but
depth-disharge relationships in a limited way.

Plain Denil fishways have a low velocity layer near the bottom and a high velocity stream ncar the surface.
Water depth and baffle spacing have a large effect on the low velocity layer, but a small effect on the surface
stream. Increasing the baffle spacing beyond 3 times the standard spacing weakens the equivalent uniform
flow analysis and suggests a greater influence from the fishway slope. tcatàpodis et al. l99j presenr analysis
and generalization of these results. Steeppass Denil fishways disjlay higher velocities nearihe bottom and
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lower velocitiei near the surface when watei depths are relatively low. With deep flows, maximum velocities
are at mid-depth, with symmetrically lower velocities above and below (Rajaratnam and Katopodis, l99l ). The
complex nature of flow in resting pools between Denil fishway segments also was investigated (Rajaratnam et.
al., in press).

Laboratory sfudies on circulation patterns and flow characteristics in vertical slot fishway pools were initiated.
Analysis of the path and the diffusion of the slot jet as it travels through the pool and the circulation patterns
created are essentially three dimensional complex flow phenomena. Systematic hydraulic modeling of weir
fishways continues, with emphasis on fishway slope, weir spacing and height. Plunging, streaming, and the in
between unstable transitional regime are investigated. The hydraulics of several culvert fishways were studied
(Katopodis, 1992; 1990) and a study to map velocity contours in plain round comrgated culverts is underway.
The channel fishway study using rock riffles indicates that velocities could be controlled for passage ofseveral
fish species, including sturgeon. One may also consider providing fish passage through a channel which
contains habitat features suitable not only for migration but for spawning or other life cycle requirements. An
approach to designing such channels is provided by mimicking nafural streams which support Lake sturgeon
and other species (Katopodis 1995).

In many cases channels are constructed around low head dams which may provide fish with a passage path as
well as habitat for spawning, rearing, or holding. These channels need to meet both habitat suitability and fish
passage criteria, and in most cases inadequate design information exists. An example is the proposed diversion
channel in the NWT Diamonds Project. BHP Diamond Inc. is proposing to develop Canada's first diamond
mine, in the headwaters of the Coppermine River watershed (Fig. 2, location A). The project is located near
Lac des Gras, a remote area in the permafrost zone, with very little hydrologic, hydraulic, geomorphologic or
biologic data. A component of the open pit mining operation would include the dewatering of six small lakes
and streams connecting them, and the use of one lake for mine tailings disposal. The connecting streams
typically are ephemeral with snow melt water in the spring and intermittent flow during late summer and fall.
These streams are used by spring migrating Arctic grayling and Longnose sucker for spawning and rearing
(Rescan Environmental Services, 1995). Prior to dewatering in the Koala Lake watershed, the company
proposes to by-pass the flow from Panda Lake to Kodiak Lake through a diversion. The company's intention is
to build this diversion channel so it conveys the water flow, provides a migration route for fish, and creates
suitable habitat to replace the dewatered lotic habitat. Under the Arctic conditions described. and with the
limited data and experience available at this site, mimicking of the natural streams in the area, flowing through
shallow boulder gardens and with poorly defined channels, may be the best guide in attempting to provide for
fish passage and create fish habitat within the diversion channel. A monitoring program to evaluate the
effectiveness of this approach and possibly suggest subsequent modifications to the habitat channel is
recommended.

Modifications to Existing Facilities

Many challenges await the designer in modifuing existing fish passage or fish exclusion facilities, particularly
in cases where concrete and metal materials have been used. The fwo examples that follow illustrate some of
these challenges. At Hell's Gate Canyon on the Fraser River (Fig. 2, location B), several vertical slot fishways
were built in the 1940's to relieve the obstruction partly created during railway construction. From 1944 to
1947,two fishways were built on the right bank (looking downstream). The main low level fishway has an
invert at gauge 4.6 m (15 feet), while the auxiliary high level fishway has a downstream sill invert at gauge
17.4 m (57 feet). A 3.7 m wide by 12.8 m high (12 by 42 feet), and 40 m long tunnel, with the same invert as
the main fishway (at gauge 4.6 m or 15 feet), also was constructed. The tunnel was intended to provide a path
for the fish to bypass the highly turbulent river flow along the right bank and reach the main fishway. River
hydraulics are such that at flows below about 5,000 m3/s, the flow through the tunnel reverses allowing
suspended bedload in the range of 2.5 - 40 mm (D1g=10 mm, D9g:25 mm) to deposit in the tunnel (8.C.
Hydro 1994). Gravel accumulation of more than 4 m deep is not uncommon, effectively raising the tunnel
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invert by the same amount and reducing its usefulness for fish passage. Observations indicate that Pacific
salmon consistently cannot use the blocked runnel during their migration between August and October. Gravel
removal is only possible from November to April. Deposition invariably occurs during the May to July
freshets. Physical and mathematical modelling could point to feasible solutions. but such srudies are hindered
primarily by poor data on river topography and extreme difficulty and expense in obtaining such data.

The Carseland Weir on the Bow River near Calgary (Fig. 2, location C) was completed in 1973 to divert water
into the canal of the Bow River Inigation District. A vertical slot fishway was incorporated. opposite the canal
intake, but a fish exclusion system was not built at the water intake. The fishway was designed ro operate
effectively at river flows between 142 and 566 m3/s, with optimal operation at 283 m3/s. Pàsrconstruction
assessment of the fishway, indicated that: a) in most years, Bow River flow during Rainbow trout, Brorvn trour
and sometimes Mountain whitefish upstream migration is below 142 m3ls; b) silt and aquatic vegetation tend to
clog the fishway exit. Recently, increased interest in overcoming these problems and addressing concerns
about fish losses at the irrigation canal intake, have led to a review of the biological and engineering issues
involved and study of feasible modifications is underway.

Field Studies

The Regional Municipality of Waterloo , Ontario, in 1989 completed the construction of a weir across the
Grand River, a water intake, and pumping station at Freeport (Fig. 2, location D). These structures are part of
the Mannheim water supply project, which is intended to meet the rapid growth in water demand in the
Kitchener-Waterloo area. Upstream fish passage was required. and two Denil type fishways were installed, one
on each side of the weir (Fig. l6). The West Bank Fishway was constructed with less slope (10%) than the East
Bank Fishway (20%). The West Bank Fishrvay is longer and incorporates two resting pools, while the East
Bank Fishway is shorter and has no resting pools. Both fishways have the same width and baffle details. From
these design features, it is expected that fish using the West Bank Fishway will face lower u,ater velocities,
travel a longer distance, with opportunities to rest, while fish using the East Bank Fishway will face higher
velocities over a shorter distance with little opportunity to rest before reaching the exit pool. This project
provides a unique opportunity to compare the performance of these two different Denil designs.

West bank Flow East bank

Resting Pool

Grand River

I
E
a
@

I
t

Resting
Pool

& Denil Fishways
t ! I I I | ! t t I I I l  ! | l  I I
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a?
90m

Fig. 16. Schematic of fishways at Mannheim showing telemetry antennae Al to A7.
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Comparisons of the operating performance of the two fishways over five migratory seasons ( 1990-94) indicated
that 2107 fish of 15 fish species used both fishways, with l7l9 fish (8 1.5%) passing through the West Bank
Fishway, and 388 (18.5%) passing through the East Bank Fishway (Aqua Terra Fish and Wildlife Management
1994). Fish sampled at the West Bank Fishway ranged in size from a Pumpkinseed rvith a fork length of 96
mm to a Carp with a fork length of 645 mm, while fish sampled at the East Bank Fishrvay ranged in size from a
White sucker with a fork length of I 15 mm to a Carp with a fork length of 55 I mm. Most of the species caught
in high numbers (e.g. Rock bass, Common shiners, White suckers) showed a clear preference for the West
Bank Fishway. Smallmouth bass used both fishways in approximately equal but lorv numbers. while samples
for other species were small.

The above studies were limited in scope and could not determine if the difference in fish passage numbers ç.as
due to the difference in hydraulic conditions between the two fishways or reflected a -sreater abundance of fish
along the west bank than the east bank. Fish were sampled during daylight hours and over a tèrv weeks in the
spring each year. These studies also could not determine how fish used the fishways (e.g. passage time. location
within a fishway or explain differences in fishway use). A study was initiated in 1994 to address these
questions in a more comprehensive way by radiotelemetry. Telemetry and hydraulics are combined to track
fish movements and provide data on fish passage effectiveness. Fish with coded pulse radio rransmitters
combined with antennae in the river downstream of the dam and inside the fishways and a radio receiver/data
logger, are used to track several fish simultaneously (Fig. l6). Water levels and temperatures upstream and
downstream of the Mannheim Weir and within each fishway and resting pool also are recorded. Radio+agged
and floy+agged fish are collected on a 24 hour basis at the upstream trap of each fishway. This study may
provide insights as to behaviour and preferences of several species and assist in refining fishway designs.
These sampling techniques have the potential can be used at many fishway sites to assist with entrance location,
and more refined fishway design.

CONCLUSIONS

Interdisciplinary research is key to providing appropriate approaches, an ecosystem perspective, and
colaborative efforts, to arrive at suitable riverine habitat projects that benefit fish resources. A high level of
harmony with nature, sustainable development and environmentally acceptable river engineering works depend
on full integration ofall relevant engineering and biological disciplines. Significant research efforts are needed
to provide more reliable methods for conserving, restoring and enhancing fish habitat. Several professional
societies, particularly those representing engineers and biologists, as well as individual professionals need to
achieve a greater degree of collaboration in this field. In conducting such studies intemational collaboration in
these areas ofwork should be encouraged.

Although renewed interest in fishways has provided opportunities for research and development, and several
strides have been made in the last couple of decades, many challenges remain, particularly for further work
with multispecies facilities. It is important to fully utilize the best information that exists worldwide. Further
studies are needed to provide better guidance in fishway entrance location, attempt to quantify fish behaviour
and swimmimg ability, as well as develop better fish exclusion systems. Enough is now known to direct the
studies needed to develop fishways which accommodate several species including sturgeon. Fish passage or
exclusion facilities combined with habitat restoration works hold considerable promise for meetrng resource
sustainability needs.
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ABSTRACT

The Grâelva is a tributary to the Stjordal River in central Norway. Large parts of the watercourse are below the
elevation of the marine deposition zone, and characterized by massive deposits of clay. The combination of quick
clay and riverine erosion has engendered a growing danger of landslides. Following preliminary studies, the
Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Administration (NVE) planned and implemented extensive measures to
prevent landslides and erosion. Altogether, the plans address a 20-km stretch of river. In several places, the entire
river bed will be raised as much as two metres for relatively lengthy stretches. The measures will reduce the risk
of losing human life, farms, houses, power lines, roads, etc. The ravine has flourishing vegetation and, all things
considered, the river has an abundance of fish. Almost since the outset, the goal has been to reconstruct the
Grâelva and its tributaries and to fashion new river beds that resemble the old ones as closely as possible.
Importance was attached to creating good conditions for frsh and terrestrial species whose existence largely depends
on the river. Roughly three km of the most dangerous part of the river has now been secured and reconstructed.
Vegetation is beginning to take root and the fish and benthos appear to be doing well in the reconstructed river bed.
The load of sediment carried by the river has been reduced significantly. The Norwegian word "Grâelva" means
"grey river" in English. Time will tell whether or not the river will eventually need a new name. A number of
studies and surveys of a geotechnical, sedimentological and biological nature have been conducted. Some of them
will be followed up once the valley has been completely secured. Only then we will know whether our effons have
been successful in terms of the environmental characteristics of the watercourse.

Picture caption: A typical situation in the Grâelva Valley.
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INTRODUCTION

The Grâelva is a tributary of the Sdordal River located in central Norway. In connection with a systematic survey
of potential landslide sites in Norway, it was discovered that large areas along the Grâelva consist of hazardous
quick clay. This particular type of clay has a rather special structure due to its submersion under the sea during
the last Glacial Age. After the land rose, the salts gradually washed out of the clay, leaving it with an unstable
structure. Should the quick clay be disturbed, enormous areas could be set off, causing a landslide in just minutes.
Norway has experienced several such explosive landslides, accompanied by extensive collateral damage. The worst
took place in Verdal, central Norway in 1893, killing ll2 people. The potential hazards along the Grâelva are
exacerbated by the fact that the river is digging deeper into the landscape. Human lives, buildings and
infrastructure are at risk.

The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Administration (NVE) bears primary responsibility for watercourse
management, and receives allocations from the State for planning and implementing safety measures related to
Norwegian watercourses. It was therefore natural for NVE to head this safety enhancement project. The project
is unique by virnre of its scale, the scope of the proposed measures and the attention being paid to narure and the
environment. In addition, great importance has been attached to studying a number of biological conditions prior
to initiating the planned re-building project. It is anticipated that the scheduled post-project studies will indicate
whether or not we have performed our jobs in an acceptable manner. Although construction and landscaping are
well underway, they are not yet complete.

DNSCRIPfiON OF TIIE AREA

The Grâelva has a 49 km2 catchment area called Skjalstadmarka. Roughly 12 km2 of that area is partly made up
of dangerous quick clays. The area has a population of approximately 300 people, and is the site of 40 farms, 25
other houses, roads, major power lines, etc. The area has seen several landslides earlier and several lives have been
lost, most recently in 1965. The total length of the Grâelva is approximately 12 km. The marine deposition zone
is 180 metres above sea level here. Mean water flow is approximately 0,5 - 2 m'/s. Mean flood is approximately
l0 - 15 m3/s. The maximum observed flood in January 1992 was almost 40 m3/s.

Erosion has created deep ravines in the terrain, with slopes of up to 50 m. In the course of time, small landslides
have widened the valley floor, and the river meanders through small alluvial deposits. The unstable valley walls
are covered by forest, mainly grey alder (Alnus incana). More stable areas are dominated by spruce (Picea abies).
The areas near the ravine consist of some forest, but are mainly cultivated fields (Fremstad, 1992).

The rich and dense vegetation is home to a wide variety of animal species. Among the members of the deer family,
the roedeer (Capreolus capreolus) and the moose (Alces alces) dominate. In direct association with the
watercourse, there is the otter (Lutra lutra L.). Five species of fish have been registered as living in the river,
which is dominated by the salmon (Salmo salar) and the anadromous brown trout (Salmo trutta L). The other
species are the European flounder (Platichthys flesus, L), the threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus Aculearus) and
the eel (Anguilla anguilla). The dominant benthic species are May flies (Ephemeroptera) and Chironomidae (Berger
et al., 1994).

PLANNING

Planning began with an extensive geotechnical survey of the ground in 1990. A general solution for reducing the
danger of landslides r/as presented in a preliminary project published by NVE in 1991. It was proposed that the
riverbed be raised by about two metres in the most dangerous areas in order to provide support and counterbalance
the quick clay. It was also important to protect the area from further erosion by channelling the river water onto
a stable river bed built of crushed rock. The plan encompasses roughly 20 lrn of river, includingabout 7 km along
the main river and the rest along tributaries. The cost of securing the area was estimated at NOK 31 million. The
urgency of the situation made it necessary to allocate funding for the first stage, approximately NOK 10 million,
rather quickly, so construction could begin already in 1992. 75 per cent of the safety measures were financed by
NVE, while the municipality of Stjordal covered the remaining 25 per cent.
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Owing to budgetary constraints, it witl take many years to secure the area completely. During these years, erosion
and minor landslides will continue to alter small details in the landscape. consequently, it is important to finalizethe finer details of the plans as close to the date of implementation as possible. Thus iar, me aetaiteo plars havecomprised two parts, each describing measures to be introduced in a given stretch of the watercourse. In addition,
it is essential that planners be accessible during implementation. The âeailed plans describe the general principles
that apply to the project as well as specific notes about surveyed sections.

The principles mainly involve ensuring the work is done in a way that allows the river to retain its original shape.This implies reconstruction of the meanders, the distance 
""roti, 

holes and stretches of rapids (water depths andwater flows) in the new river bed. The aim is to ensure that fishing is at least as good as it was prior toreconstruction. Further, the detailed plans attach importance to saving as much as possible of the rich u"g"atiof
growing in the river valley and to paving the way for the advent oiindigenous vegetation in the areas directly
affected by the safety measures. The siting of serviceroads and gravel tips-is also giien a central position in theseplun. With a view to improving aquatic biotopes, plans have b""n tnrà" to deplôy groups of sàne blocks, and
to,build weirs and deep holes. In some rapids, gravel from another river wili be usedio serve as a breeding
substrate for salmon and brown trout. Riparian vegetation will be planted close ro the water level. That is of major
importanse for biological production in the river. 1o protect the new vegetation against flood damages, the small
plants were pinched between stones or stones were placed over the rootiystem.

Embankmenl Stone bloksWaterlevel Sma.ll plant

The figure to the left shows how a deep pool is shaped.
The example to the right shows the establishmmt of a foiest along the banks of the river.

Affected, vegetation-free areas consisting of soil, clay, etc. will be sown with grass seeds to prevent surface erosion
and promote biomass production. Combined with machine or manual planting of indigenous species of trees, the
grass will be the first stage in the succession of natural riverbank vegetation and toiards "narural. flood plain
vegetation.

Otters have been observed by NINA (the Norwegian Institute for Nature Research) which has suggested a number
of implementation instructions that have been included in the plans to reduce the impact on this sp"ecies (Rosendal
et al., 1992). Among other things, NINA suggested that the project deploy scree containing large blocts of srone,
keep some water oPen during cold spells and reconstruct the natural pâtt.i* that occur at the mouths of the small
tributaries.

The safeguarding of this area is the largest single project of its kind in Norway. This is why there was a srrong
consensus that the situation should be used to learn more about how watercourse encroachments ôn such a scale
would influence local conditions. Ably assisted by the country's foremost research instirutions, NVE initiated a
number of preliminary srudies to survey the situation prior to intervention. The Grâelva will later be followed up
by post-project studies. The titles of completed and current studies comprise the references on page 6.
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Through 'The Norwegian Biotope Adjustment Programme" which was initiated and headed by NVE, we have
gained access to a broad range ofexperience regarding a variety of ways to improve and adjust conditions for fish
and other species whose biotopes are dominated by the river (Eie et al., 1995). We have benefitted from this
experience in connection with the Grâelva project.

The specific section of the plan is based on detailed surveys of the river and on calculations performed in
connection with water lines and rock sizes. This section proposes that measures consisrenr with the principles in
the general section be worked out in detail. In this connection, the plan calls for details ofthe elevatiôn and shape
of the river, and the width, depth and length of each individual section. It also provides a detailed outline for
establishment of a new vegetation.

An example of a cross-section of a river plain, and a cross-section of a natrow valley in Grâelva.

An example of a lengthwise section.

Ecohydrauliqre 2000, juin t996, Québec
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PERFORMANCE

Construction began in 1992. Thus far approximately 220,000 m3 of gravel and clay have been brought in ro raise
the river bed and make it erosion-proof. It is estimated that a total of roughly 450,000 m3 of gravel will eventually
be needed. Thus far work has been completed on about 3 km of the river bed, while another I km has been
affected by the construction. Budgetary constraints do not permit work to be done on a continuous basis. Generally
speaking, gravel is driven out to the site in the winter, while spreading and landscaping must be performed in the
summer. Completion cannot be expected before the year 2000 at the earliest.

Experiences to be included in further plannine efforts

To achieve a good filtering effect through the clay and big rocks, it is important that the gravel be well sorted
(graduated by size). It is especially advantageous to use bulldozers to spread and shape the gravel. Bulldozers crush
some ofthe gravel under their belts, achieving good coverage ofthe top layer so the water does not disappear into
the rock tips when the water level is low. The disadvantage is that the river bed was even and smooth. Accordingly,
bigger rocks had to be added to create more resting and hiding places for fish.

Sowing with ordinary grass seeds on sterile clay soil was not particularly successful. The results were far better with
a seed mix that had been tested and used on sites used in connection with the Olympic Games in Lillehammer 1994.

The gravel was transported during the winter when the ground was frozen and covered with snow. Horvever.
conditions made it diff,rcult to remove the vegetation cover before the rock was tipped. Consequentlv. soil and other
matter containing vegetation had to be taken from another site.

EFFECTS OF TIM EFFORTS

The volume of suspended fine particles in the water near the mouth of the Graelva indicates reductions from 445
tonnes/day in 1992 to 305 tonnes/day in 1993, and then to 210 tonnes/day in 1994 (Husebye, scheduled for
publication in 1996).

As regards fish and benthic organisms, studies made up until 1995 indicate that population densities are lower in
the clay-affected, non-secured stretches than in the rock-lined stretch€s of the river. The production of insects and
young fish, especially fry, appears to have increased considerably in the rock-lined areas ofthe watercourse (Berger
et al. Scheduled for publication in 1996).

i
$$'i-rlf'r-,:

,ii",rrriiij,ilirrr.., "'il
itryjf::t:w"r:,,i

ill#i{+giiiiffi
A typical section of the river prior to institution of the safety mq$ures.
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A cross'section foltowing the inplementation of safety measures, at an early stage of yegetation succession.
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ABSTRACT

Wlth the purpose of keeping track of the numbers and distribution of Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar) in
holding pools during their return upriver in the spring, a method of estimating the holding potential of anypool in a river was developed. This method was re-examined in 1994 during an evatuatioriorthe feasibility
of restoring to an acceptable standard the holding pools in the Bonaventure River. The methodology
involves five stages and results in two indices: IPRM (index of potential of retention at mean flow) and IpR(index of potential of retention at some specific rate of flow) measured on a scale of 0 to 20. Applied to a
river reach the proposed methodotogy allows us, via a simple comparison of IpRM indices. to obtain aglobal picture of the pools throughout that reach and of how ttrey are affected by water levels in the river. It
has highlighted the importancg of maintaining the optimal staÉ of turbulence-peculiar to each pool. Thus
the metrod allows us to identify those holding pools which can be restored with the most chance of success
and for each, those characteristics which have to be improved.

KEY-WORDS: Retention Potentiel/ Holding salmon pool/ Numerical Simulation method/ Habirat
Management.
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INTRODUCTION

Salmon anglers spend a considerable amount of money for access to natural wilderness where there is a
good chance of catching salmon and where anglers are few (Ministère de I'Environnement er de la faune,
1995). When the fishing season opens, and water levels are high, salmon are distributed throughout all the
pools irr the river (Groupe SALAR, 1992; PESCA, unpublished data). However, as water levels recede in July
and August, the salmon congregate in a smaller number of pools known to experienced anglers as holding
pools. The anglers frequent only those few pools known to be of good holding quality. This results in
reduced global economic productivity. There is therefore good reason for salmon river managers to
improve pool quality under low water conditions, pafiicularly in sectors where the river is easily accessible.
since angling is at its height in July when water levels are apt to be low.

However, our understanding is not yet complete enough to allow certain identification of those pools likely
to- 9e chosen by salmon regardless of water level conditions (Chabot, 1994; Tremblay, 1994; Hydrotech,
1987; Frenene et al., 197_0). This is why we have tried, by means of a comparative study of severai pools in
the Bonaventure River (Gaspé Peninsula, Quebec) to: l- determine the environmental factors governing the
retention of salmon in a pool, 2- define a concrete quantitative methodology for evaluating a pôol's
retention properties, 3- use this methodology for classifying pools and then to compare the results with
anglers' reports about each pool, 4- identify the pools that would be suitable for habitat modification, and 5-
specify the modifications most likely to improve those pools' retention properties.

The comparative study of pool quality was performed on the middle reach of the Bonaventure River
(sectors C and D). This section is particularly interesting because it includes not only pools renowned for
their salmon holding capacity in all water level conditons but also those which are of mediocre capacity
throughout the year.

CHOICE OF TIIE DETERMINANT FACTORS FOR TIIE RETENTION PROPERTIES OF A POOL

A pool can be defined as a depression in the bed of a river or stream resulting in a local slowing of the
curr-ent thus giving salmon a place to congregate and rest during their return upstream in the spring. R
pool's quality therefore depends on its ability to attract salmon, and is proportional to the length of time
salmon stay in the pool, and of course to the total number of salmon swimming upstream to spawn. In order
to refer to the attractiveness of a pool independently of the number of fish àctuatty involvéd, we use the
term "r€tention potential". The potential of retention of a pool may be fully or ônty partially achieved
depending on the year or on the different periods of the summer.

To establish a method of evaluating the retention potential of pools, we have to consider two postulates:

1- Th€ retention potential of a pool essentialty depends on local factors and characteristics of the river
referred to as macrohabitat (Bovee, 1982; Gras ei al. 1994).

To describe a pool 33 variables have been considered. Some are dimensional and others refer to the
general environment of the pool (e.g. the arrival of fresh water). The methodology should be constructed
from adimensional values in accordance with the principles of dimensionat analysilllanghaar, l95l) so the
list of dependent variables was enhanced by the addition of l0 dimensionless variables.

2- The retention potential of a pool is influenced by certain macrohabitat variables that may be considered
independent, so that their effects on each other, even where they exist, are minor 

'by 
an order of

magnitude (Kline, 1965).

As a result, the value of the retention potent4 of a pool may be expressed by a relation of the type:- 
rpRM= >ricnnl (ûi)l lxi

where lPRM.rep-resents the index of retention potential of the pool at mean flow
CPRi is the contribution of the variable Vi to the IPRM 

^

and ki is the relative weight assigned to this contribution.
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CHOICE OF REPRESENTATIVE POOLS

To establish the mathematical nature of the various CPRi functions, a detailed srudy of nine well-known
pools was realized. The salmon frequentation in a pool served as a biological indicator of its retenton
potential. This information was acquired for each pool by means of a poll of river management authorities,
as well as of guides and anglers who regulary visit the Bonaventure River.

As a second source of intbrmation, the results of the salmon count carried out since 1984 also allowed an
evaluation of the retention capacity of each pool as a function of water level. However we had to presume
that the distribution of salmon observed during these counts of spawners is representative of what prevails
throughout the fishing season for the water flows recorded. Water levels were established fiom hydrôlogical
data (R. Couture, ministère de I'Environnement et de la Faune, comm. pers.). The analyses were'perfbrmed
on montilyôdata from the last ten years,^with three water flow rates as outcome: summer flood dischar,se
flow 145 m3/s;, mean summer flow (27 m3/s; and dry season flow (17 m3/s).

The pools harboring a large number of salmon regardless of the water level were classified as retenùon
pools (pools #52, #59 arul #80); those containing salmon only during periods of high water were classed as
high-water resting pools (pools #60 and #75) while those containing salmon only during periods of low
water were classed as low-water restng pools (pools #64 et #84). Pools holding very few salmon no matter
what the water level were classified as being poor. (pools #74 and #96). The level of frequentation try
salmon as a function of water flow was graded on a scale of 0 to 20, with "20" being excellent and "0" very
weak. ln this manner we obtain numerical indices of quality for each of the nine pools.

CHARACTERJSATION OF THE REPRESENTATIVE POOLS

The nine typical pools chosen in the study were very methodically analysed during field trips to the
Bonaventure River on August ll and 12 and September 3, 1994. Velocities and depths of water were
measured across representative transverse sectons of each pool. The slowest water flows were measured
using a current meter. Using the measured depths and velocities on the river, the flow rate and the slope of
the water surface profile, a good approximation to the hydraulic convevance could be constructed.

A two-dimensional numerical hydraulic model was constructed for the sample pools to permit a water
surface profile calculation fbr the three flow rates at high, mean and low water leveis. Thus the readin-ss and
the calculations performed during this stage of the srudy yielded a ponrait of each representative pool at the
three different flow rates, taking into account all of the factors affecting retention.

FINE TUNING THE METHOD OF EVALUATION OF POOL RETENTION POTENTIAL

Identfication Of The Significant Factors Governing Retention

A correlation (by linear regression) was established among the quality grades of each sample pool and the
values for each of the pools' retention factors estimated by using the model. It became ôOuious that the
assigned quality was not dependent on all variables to the same degree (r vzllying betwcen 0.01 and 0.7).
Those which stand out as having a high conelation (r varying berween 0.7 and ô.:f are:
VPAVj Variability in the minimum downstream depth in relation to the maximum depth of the pool,
VVAV: Variability in the minimum speed of flow in the pool in reladon to the maximum dôwnstream

flow rate,
VPAM: Variability in the minimum upstream depth in relation to thc maximum depth of the pool,
IVAM: Variability in the minimum speed of flow in relaùon to the maximum upsrream flow iate,
HMAX: Maximum depth of the pool.
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Some simple laws were determined to take this intluence into account. They are displayed below:

VPAV

vvAv

VPAM

YVAM

HMAX

V l =

Y2=

V 3 =
V3=
V3=

V4=
V4=

V5=
V-5=
V5=

2 0 - 1 2 x V P A V

8 + 1 2 x V V A V

l 6
2 8 - 4 0 x V P A M
8

53 x VVAM
l 6

6
( 5 x H M A X ) - l
l 6

O <  V P A V <  1

0<vvAv< l

VPAM < I).2
VI'AM < 0..5
VPAM > 0..5

0 < v v A M < 0 . 3
vvAM > 0.3

HMAX < I .3
1 . 3 < H M A X < 3 . . 1
HMAX > 3.4

Calculation Of The Retention Potential Index

The introduction of these laws into the formula:
IPRM= EtlCrnl (V1)/ Ik;

yields the calculation for IPRM if we apply a weight ki to each variable.

A number of calculations were performed in which diftbrent k1 were assigned in order t0 evaluate how thc
calculated indices of retention potential (IPRM) for the nine sample pools compared as against the quality
grades ascribed to each pool. Then the absolute value of the ditferences between thcm was totalcd lilr eaclr.
It appea$ that the resulting cumulative error is at a minimum lbr a value of ki evcrywhcre simply equal to
1.0. in other words giving equal imponance to all variables. This choice has bccn retaincd lbr the present. in
the absence of more copious data allowing funher minimization of the error.

Table I shows the values of the calculated IPRM as well as the assigned quality -erade lilr each of the nine
sample pools constituting the source of data on which the method is based. The index is valid only under
conditions of mean flow. and provides a comparison of the level of comfort otfered by each ol the pools
only under such conditions.

Table l: Mean Retention Potential Index (IPRM) for the pools calculated using the mean discharge
characteristics and evaluated on a scale of 0 to 20.

Pool 7o of annual Quality VPAY VVAV VPAM VVAM HMAX IPRM
salmon grade

52
59
60
64
74
75
80
E4
96

4.9
3.6
1 . 3
l . l
0.3
0.9
5 .8
0.4
l . l

t6 16.7
15 14.7
12 t6.7
L2 14.0
6  4 .3

10 l0 . l
t6 16.2
8 i l .2

12 r5.7

18.0
r  3 . l
14.0
15.0
9 . 1
8 .7

12.2
r 6.8
9.6

1 5 . 3
18.0
l? .0
8.0
9.5
8.0

13.4
8.0

1 3 . 8

r6.0
t4.4
r6.0
r6.0
4.6

16 .0
16.0
7 .6

t0.(.) l -5
15.0 r  5
13.5 I  .5
6 .0  12
5.5  7
7.5 7

10.0  14
t z . o  1 3
1 6 . 0  1 3

VPAV: Variability in the minimum downstream depth in relation to the maximum depth of the pool.
VVAV: Variability in the minimum speed of flow in relation to the maximum downstreâm flow rate.
VPAM: Variability in the minimum upstream depth in relation to the maximum depth of the pool.
VVAM: Variability in the minimum speed of flow in relaton to the maximum upstream flow rate.
HMAX: Maximum deptlr of the pool.
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In parallel with this IPRM. an IPR peculiar to each flow rate (IPR) can also be calculated by considering
each variable at its corresponding flow rate. However the order of magnitude of the variations among the
nine pools being much greater than that of the varations in the variables as a function of flow rate in each
pool. tlte sensitivity of IPR to variations in flow calculated this way was weak. and required a second
analysis.

Variabilit), Of The Index Of Retention Potential AS A Function Of Flow Rate.

Certain pools are permanent (retention potential constant and less susceptible to water level conditions)
while the quality of others is highly dependent on these conditions.

As a result. the actual IPR of a pool at a specific flow rate can be expressed by
IPR =IPRM + IIPR x FP

in which
IPR represents the index of retention potential at a specific flow rate.
IPRM represents the index calculated for mean rate of flow.
Ipn is the correcton to the index assigned to the effecr of flow.
FP is an adjustable weightng factor.

IPRM is known. Determinaton of any IPR therefore depends on calculating IIPR and Fp.

For the nine pools selected. the various retention factors able to affect the IPR were analysed once again as a
function of flow rate. The correlations. recalculated for each pool. among the quality grades thèy were
given at different flow rates and the retention factors affected by the flow. turned out to be very weak. with
the exception of one variable: the upstream depth. PAM. For this variable every pool exhibiied the same
!3f1yor.. illustrated by. figure l._where it is evident that each pool has an optimum upsrream deprh
(PAMopt) which maximizes the IPR. This value PAM'OI is differenf for each pool.'

A re-analysis of the measured and calculated values for the different flows therefore highlighted the
dependence of this optimum upstream depth and on the turbulent agitation within the pool (figure 2). The
relation found. for the nine pools at the three flow rates used in analysis. was of the form:
PAMopt = â * b FMAX where the best correlation was obtained foia= 1.87 and b= - 2.90

Substituting for PAMoOl. we can redraw figure 2 in its relative form:
A(IPR) = tunction of A(PAM).

^PAM being equal to PAM - PAMopt. we can establish figure 3 yielding the conection affectng the IpR as
the upstream depth varies as a function of flow rate. This correcton is given quite simply by the equations:
When ÂPAM < -0.3 ÂIPR = -2
When -0.3 < ^PAM < 0
When0<^PAM<0 .6
When 0.6 < ^PAM

ÂIPR=26 .6ÂPAM+6
ÂIPR=-  13 .3ÂPAM+6
ÂIPR = -2

It remains then to choose the weighting factor FP to be applied against the flow rate correction. New
regressions performed on the quality grades acquired via the poll as compared to the IpR values calculated
at the two extremes of flow rate allowed us to fix the value of the weighting factor at about 0.8. achieving
the maximal coefficient of regression (r = 0.85) (Table 2). All of the relevant elements havins been
defined. the proposed evaluaton method can be used.
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Table 2: Retention Potential Index (IPR) adjusted as afunction ofthe influence ofdischarge
on each pool investigated.

Pool Quality Flow IPRM FMAX PAMopt.
grade

PAM DIFF PAM DIFF IPR FP IPR

< t

59

60

64

7 4

75

80

t4

96

l 4
l 6

l 6
l 6

l 6
9

8
l 6

6
6

l 2
6

l 6
l 6

8
l 4

l 2
1 3

High
Low

High
Low

High
tow

High
I-ow

High
lrlw

High
Low

High
lnw

0 . 1 8
0 .  l 8

0 .35
0.35

0.50
0.50

0.40
0.40

0.20
o.20

0 . 3 5
0.35

0.20
0.20

0 . 3 1
0 . 3  I

1 . 3 5
1 . 3 5

0.86
0 . 8 6

0.42
0.42

0 . 7 1
0.7  |

r . 2 9
r . 2 9

0 . 8 6
0 . 8 6

1 . 2 9
1 . 2 9

0.97
0.97

1.00
0.40

l . l 0
0.60

1.04
0.63

l .  r 0
0.70

0.80
0.45

1 . 7 0
1.05

l . l 0
0.50

2.00
1 . 3 0

r . 7 0
1.40

0.46
- 0 . 1 4

-0.25
-0.75

0 .  l 9
-0.23

0.68
0.28

0.09
-0.26

0.41
-0.24

o.2s
-0.36

o . 7 l
0 .01

-0.2
2 .4

-0.6
-2 .0

J . )

0.0

-2.0
2 . 3

4 .8
-0.9

0 .5
-0.4

2 .7
-2 .0

-2.0
5 . 9

-2.O
0 . 3

l 5
t 5

l 5
l 5

l 5
l 5

t 2
r2

7
7

0.46 0.54
0.46 0.54

0.8 r4.9
0 . 8  1 6 . 9

0 .8  14 .5
0 . 8  1 3 . 4

0 . 8  1 7 . 8
0 .8  1 -5 .0

0 .8  10 .4
0 . 8  1 3 . 8

0 . 8  1 0 . 8
0 . 8  6 . 3

0 .8  7 .1
0 . 8  6 . 7

0 .8  16 .2
0.8 12.4

0 .8  1 r .4
0 .8  17 .7

0 . 8  l  1 . 4
0 . 8  r 3 . 2

High
[,ow

High
lnw

7
7

t 4
t 4

r3
l 3

r3
l 3

0 .73
0.43

FMAX: Turbulent agitation
PAM: Upstream depth
DIFF IPR: See laws in the text
IPR: IPRM + (DIFF IPR. FP)

DEMONSTRATION OF TITE METHOD

PAMopt: Optimum upstream depth
DIFF PAM: PAM - PAMopt
FP: Weighting factor

The methodology developed herein can be divided into five steps leading successively to two indices: IPRM
and IPR taking values on a scale from 0 to 20. The five steps are:
Step l- Bathymetry of the pool
Step 2- Modeling of the pool's drainage
Step 3- Establishment of the index of potential of retenton at mean flow
Step 4- Determination of the optimum upsrream depth
Step 5- Qualification of the pool at different flow rates

In order to demonstrate the application of the method. we will evaluate the Second East Pool (#94). This
pool is situated in sector D of the Bonaventure River in its conlluence with the Reboul River. It stretches
approximately 40 meters along a section where the river is ftom 25 to 30 m wide. The current is fast at the
right and slow at the left side of the pool. Anglers find that this pool is poor at all water levels.
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Step I - Bathymetr,v Of The pool

The first step consists in performing a bathymetric evaluation of the pool including both its upstream and
downstream approaches. at any flow as long as it is known. The bathymetric readings of the Second East
pool yielded knowledge about ttuee significant uansverse sections and the limits of its banks.

Step 2- Modeling The Drainage

Readings there allowed us to establish a predictive mathematical model of the flow conditions at the three
flow rates. Following the validaton of the model. drainage calculaùons were performed tbr the llow rates
typical at high summer waters (41 m3/s;. mean waters 12-im3/s; and low wareis (16 m3/s). The values for
the pool's retention factors at mean flow rate calculated from the model are:
VPAV: 13.3
VVAM: 4.2

VVAV:
HMAX:

9 . 3
8 . 0

VPAM: 8.0

Step 3- Establishment Of The Index Of Retention potential At Mean Flow

A calculation based on the laws penaining to each of the retention factors selected. also takins into account
ti^e.measured values. yields a value for the index of potential of retention at mean flow rate tlFnfral of pool
#94 .

IPRM= 9

Step 4- Determination Of The Optimum Upstream Depth

The relationship PAMoOt = 1.87 - 2.9 x FMAX permits us to calculate the upstream depth for optimal
retenton in Second East Pool. It is a function of the optimal agitation in the pool (FMAX= 0.40)
determined by means of the numerical model. The calculatons vield:

PAMopr = 0.7f  m

Step 5- Oualificaton of the Pool at Different Flow Rates

The corrections to the index for the various flow rates are calculated by:
IPR =IPRM + ÂIPR x FP

for high summer warer flow IPRH = 9 + (-2.0 X 0.8)
lor low water flow IPRB = 9 + (2.1 x 0.8)

IPRH = 7.4
IPRB = 10.7

The various stages of the characterisation have shown that Second East Pool manifested a weak retention
potential. tending to increase slightly in times of low water. This calculated quality grade for the S'econd
East pool agrees with the evaluation made by the anglers who called this pool poor. ôny 16 salmon were
found in this pool during the salmon count carried out every summer since llve yeats ago.-

As applied to a segment of a river. the proposed methodology yields. through a simple comparisçn of
IPRM's. a global picture of the pools throughout the segment. and an understanding of th'e sensitivity of tne
retention potential of each pool to the varying hydraulic behavior of the river.

PRECISION OF THE IPR EVALUATION METHOD

The proposed methodology. through a simple comparison of their indices of retention potential at mean
flow (IPRM). yields a global portrait of the pools within a river reach. A pool has a weak potential of
retention if its index of retention potential at mean flow (IPRM) is less than 10. Further. it can be considered
a good pool if the index is greater than 13. Finally. it can be said to be sensitive to the river's hydraulicity if
the IPR fluctuates around the IPRM by more than 3 æ water flows vary between their cxtremes of high and
low. Retention factors with a value less than l0 are those factors whichiimit a pool's retention potential even
when the calculated IPRM is above 13. A good pool will be characterized by five good retôntion factors
with their values exceedins 10.
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The adjustment of the IPR evaluation method to variations in flow rate try considering PAMopt antl FMAX

achieves a precision of 74Vo as opposed to lTVo obtained by the estmation of the retcnton lactors at cach
flow rate (Table 3). This level of precision allows us to consider the method adequate tbr identilying those
pools amenable to successful management.

Table 3: Precision of the Retention Potential Index adjusted as a function of mean discharge

Difference (High - [,ow water) Variation

IPR adjustedlPR
( l x2 )  ( l x3 )

No Note
I

IPR adjustedlPR BestIPR
2 3 4

Best method
( rx4)

5 2
59
60
64
74
75
80
8 4
96

-2 .0
0.0
7 .0

-8 .0
0.0
6 .0
0.0

-6.0
- 1 . 0

-0.4
-0.5
0 .6

-0 .1
0.2
0.7

-0.6
1 . 0

-1.4

-2 .0
l . l
2 . 8

-3 .4
4.5
o.'7
3 . 8

-6 .3
-  1 . 8

-2.O
0.0
7.0

-8 .0
0.0
6 .0
0.0

-6 .0
- 1.0

4 .0
0 .0

49.0
64.0
0 .0

36.0
0 .0

36.0
1 . 0

0 . 8
0 .0
4 . 2
0 . 8
0 .0
A ', - -
0 .0

-6 .0
1 . 4

,1.0
0 .0

1 9 . 6
2 7 . 2
0 .0
, t 1
+ . L

0.0
3 7 . 8

1 . 8

TOTAL
Confidence(7o)

Precision obtained at each flow rate (7o)

r90.0
r00.0
100.0

5 . 4
2 . 8

r 7 . 0

91.6
50.0
70.0

EXPERIENCED ANGLERS' PERSPECTIVE

As stated during a meeting with several experienced anglers. the choice of these retention t'actors of a
physical nature. as a means of evaluating the retention potental under average flow conditions. seemed
logical to them. For them. a good pool presents:
- a generous flow of water fiom upstream. expressed here by VVAM and PAM;
- an escarpment at the downstream end of the pool. portrayed by VPAM;
- an ample basin allowing the pool to harbour salmon even at low water. here taking the value HMAX;
- zones allowing the salmon to rest immobile. represented by the value of FMAX;
- a rapid rise in the bottom of the pool at its dowstream end. indicated by VPAV;
- an acceleration of the current downstream favoring the formation of a run. e.g. a rapid flow with little

agitation. depicted by VVAV.

Four of these factors come out of a comparison between the minimal and maximimal values for a pool. so
they express the heterogeneity of the pool. which is a quality of habitat favorable to salmon. The only
environmental retention factor exhibiting a relation to the number and duration of visits by salmon to a
pool is the arrival of fresh water. However this retention t'actor has not been formulated mathematically. Its
influence will be considered during the process of choosing which pools to improve.

ASSESSEMENT OF THE COMFORT CONDITIONS OPTIMAL FOR SALMON

The relation of the retention potential as a function of the maximum âgitation and the upstream pool depth
(figures I and 2) may be represented by a single nomogram (figure 4). A retention zone (and therefore a
comfort potential) can thus be identified as circumscribing the line of optimal retention. Each pool at each
flow rate may be represented by a point whose ordinate gives the maximal agitation level and whose abscissa
represents the upstream pool depth (figure 4). The pools were studied at both high and low water flow rates.
and the two corresponding points are shown for each pool. The stmight line segments joining the two points
in each case characterize their respective behavior for varying flow rates.
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The general position of this straight line segment in relation to the comfort zone indicates whether the pool
has a tendency to be better at times of high water or low. or whether a retention pool. If the line intercipts
the slope of optimal retention. then the retention potential of the pool is fully realized. ar leasr remporarily.
For example. the pools Gallagher (#52). First East (#80) and Kerby (#75) realize their porential of retenrion
to the maximum. whether this is strong as in the cases of Gallagher and First East. or average a^s with Kerby.
The pool #84 is a good example of a pool at low water. It ceases to be comfonable when the upstream
depth rises due to an increase in flow. since the line passes outside the comfon zone as shown in figure 4.

The orientation of this line allows an immediate reading of whether or not the pool is sensitive ro variarions
i1 flow rate. Projecting the segment in a direction perpendicular ro the slope ôf optimal rerenton provides
the indicator. The length of the projected segment is inversely proportionai ro the permanence of the poot.
A pool's characteristic segment generally has a positive or zero slope. For exarnple. among the pools
sfudied. #96 Kransell is the least influenced by the flow rate.

DESIRABLE INTERVENTIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF IMPROVING THE RETENTION
QUALITIES OF POOLS

A detailed analysis of the various retenton factors show that Seconcl East pool. our example above. suffèrs
particularly from a high upstream depth and from velocites which are too high at its entrance and ar its eltit.

The modifications would consist first in instâlling a sill (A) at its downstream end to raise the water level
lqghqy within the pool. The second would aim at slowing down the flow in the pool and forcin_s ir ro the
left. This would consist of placing one deflector in the upstream zone and two associated structures in the
c_urrent within the pool. Tests of these modificatons on a physical scale model have shown positive effects.
Calculations of the various retention factors have established the IPR values for the pool ùodifled. These
values are 11. ll and 15 at high summer flood discharge. mean and low water flow. reipectively.

CONCLUSION

The applicaton of this IPR method identifies those pools most amenable to improvement. The analysis of
weak factors governing retention and IPRM values will give priority to methods of intervention liliely ro
improve pools which already show promise from an angler,s point of view.
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Figure l: Optimum upstream depth @AMopt)
maximising the rrtention potential index (IPR)
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MONITORING OF FISHERIES ON THE RIVER BLACKWATER

Karen Fisher, HR Wallingford

Robert Myers, John Lyness, John O' Sullivan, University of Ulster

From 1986 to 1992 river improvement works on the River Blackwater, Northern Irelan{ and surrounding tributaries
were undertaken with the primary objectives of improving drainage. During this time it was decided that the fish
habitats on the River Blackwater and its tributaries should be enhanced to reinstate the previously good habitat
conditions. The work has been undertaken by the Departnent of Agriculture for Northern Ireland (DANI).

The main part of the work involved the provision of spawning and nursery areas for salmon and trout. The changes
to the river have involved the introduction of groynes or low stone rveirs to aerate the flow, the introduction of large
stones and boulders to provide nursery habitats for fish the provision ofholding pools where the fish can shelter and
the provision of some fish passes. Over three hundred sites have been created throughout the River Blackwater
catchment.

There is no data available on the hydraulic or ecological performance of the channels and the fish habitats. Through

a research project, funded by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF) in England and supported by
DANI, a monitoring network was established to collect hydraulic, morphological, environmental and fisheries data
from the River Blackwater and its tnbutaries. Although the hydraulic data collected in the project is being linked with
the fisheries and morphological dat4 this paper conc€ntr:rtes on the hydraulic performance of the fisheries measures
which can be used as an input to the ecological assessment of the measures.

For the research project, ten sites on the River Blackwater and its tributaries \ryere monitored with one site being an
undraind natural site and the remaining nine at improved fisheries sites. The hydraulic information collected has
shown the roughness characteristics ofthe different habitats, pools, spawning and nursery areas at a range offlows.

Certain trends appear in the data. The paper shows that the hydraulic roughness over the low stone weirs is very high
(>Manning's n of 0.1) and the roughness values over the different habitats is generally greater than that given in the
literature, especialiy at low flows. The roughness values calculated at the natural site are even grea.ter than those
calculated at the man-made sites with Manning's n values recorded as being in the range 0.03 to 0.3. The paper

indicates some surprising results which were found such as the roughness values measured over the nursery areas (up

to Manning's n values of 0.07), with large boulders, were generally smaller than those measured in the spawning
areas (up to Maruring's n of 0.2), with smaller gravels.

Recommendations regarding further work as a result of this monitoring are given. The assessment of the hydraulic
performance of the environmental and fisheries enhancements, which have been incorporated into the rivers will
provide valuable information for the design of fisheries measures in the future.

KEY-WORDS: Hydraulic Performance/fisheries measures/low stone weirs/groynes/pools/spawning and nursery

areaVroughness.
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INTRODUCTION

The River Blackwater originates in Co. Monaghan and florvs through Northern Ireland into the southern edgc of

LÆugh Neagh (Figure l). During the 1980's the river was heavily dredged to improve drainage from the surrounding

catchment which was predominantly used as grassland pastures. It was hoped that by lowering the water table,
bearing capacities of the soils could be increased and desirable biological changes induced. Although these measures
were hydraulically effective and land drainage did indeed improve, essential gravels and vegetation making up fish
habitats were removed and consequently, fish stocks dropped. To counteract this depletion of fish stocks the
Departnent of Agriculture in Northem Ireland (DAND initiated a progftrm of works to re-instate the fishery potential

of the river to predrainage scheme values. During 1994 and the early part of 1995, approximately 350 artificial fish
habitats consisting of spawning grounds characterised by a gravelly river bed in shallow water, and nurscry areas
comprised mainly of boulders were constructed along the river (Fisher et al, 1995). Groynes and specially built lorv
stone weirs in a variety of configuræions backed up by gravel were included in each habitat.

10 t6 20 l@

9GAUGING SÎÂflON
EîAREA AEFE TED BY

DRIINAGE TORKS
tær'',;t

INTERNA1IONAL
EONDEB

Figure l: River Blackwater catchment

At present, the use of environmentally acceptable features such as groynes and low stone wiers in watercourses to
improve their appeal for wildlife is considered desirable (Reeves and Bettess, 1990; Hydraulics Research, 1988).
However, their addidion to channels is a recent development in river engineering and subsequently, little research,
particularly trat concemed with field data acquisition has been carried out in the uK (New Civil Engineer, 1996).
Consequently, a program of research has been undertaken by the University of Ulster in collaboration with HR
Wallingôrd Ltd. and finded by the uK Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF). This research was
carried out from October 1994 to March 1996. This duration allowed a comprehensive range of flow conditions to be
analysed.
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The objectives of this research were twofold:

o to undentand the hydraulic characteristics of environmental features incorporated rnto artificial fish habitats.

and secondly,

o to establish hydraulic characteristics ofa productive fish habitat.

FIELD DATAACQUISITION

In order to carry out a detailed hydraulic study ofthe river it was necessary to concentrate on a selection of specific
sites which best represented the overall characteristics of the river. Subsequently, ten sites rvere chosen for this
investigation. Each siæ was chosen to incorporate the required elements ofa fish habitat and hence consisted of a
pool at the upstream end ofthe reac[ a spawning area and a nursery area. Gravel supporting gro]mes and low stone
weirs provided riffles for increased oxygenation ofspawning grounds. A control site (site l0), on a tributary ofthc
River Blachrater where no drainage works were carried out had a naturallv occurring pool and riffle sequence rvith a
nursery area. The sites selected offered a wide range of channel sizes, florv conditions, a mnge of tlpes and numbers
of structures, and were geographically spread over the Blackwater's catchment. This range was intended to give a
good indication of the impact of the different features at different sites. Details of these sites are displayed in Table l.
A detailed topographical survey incorporating six river cross-sections and longitudinal sections was carried out at all
sites.

Table l: Details of sites studied in investieation

Site Namc Sltc No. Bed Gradient
lryidrh

(m)

Bawn's Burn I 3 llll} Small Stream; Straight Reach
Abel's Bridge 2 12 l/930 Large Stream; Bend at Upstream End ofReach: Ansled Groyne
Lirdoart Mill 3 8 l/800 Medium StreaG Srraight neach; lEroyneslCooa FGtrilFG

Lirdosrt Bridge 4 8 ll6so large Srream; straight neach; cood sG ror rGffi
t0 vt320 Velocities Too For Gord F

6 20 ll27N laree Stream
Omagh Rord 7 8 ll2OO Medium Stream; Meandering R*"h,2 Gr.yn",

4

Burn's Brldge 8 l/4100 large Channel
Rlver Oona l/630 Medium Charmel
Rlver Fury l0 4 11370 Medium Stream

The hydraulic mqrsurements in this investigation consisted of gauge board readings and river gauging

Gauge Board Readings

Six gauge boards were installed at each site as follows:

(l) upstream ofthe fish habitat:
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(21 in the centre ofthe pool area;
(3) in the middle of the spawning area;
(4) at the dowrutream end of the spawning ground;
(5) in the middle of the nursery area;
(6) downstream ofthe nursery area.

These locations are shown in the site sketches represented in Figure 2. All gauge boards were levelled to a benchmark
at each site and could be read to an :rccuracy oî + 0.01 m . At higher flows when turbulence gave rise to an unsteady
water surface profile this degree of accuracy was reduced to +0.03m.1n addition to the boards, maximum level
recorders were installed at each site at the upstream and downstream ends ofthe reach (i.e. attached to the boards at
cross-sections I and 6). This ensured that in the event of a floods peak water lwels were obtained at times when it
was impossible to visit sites. Peak levels were matched to peak discharges obtained from nearby gauging stations.

Boards at all sites were read on a minimum of fifteen occasions during the project with the exception of Caledon
Bndge (site no. 6) where boards were not in place until October '95. Boards were read at Caledon Bridge on seven
occasions. Fifteen readings taken in the course ofa year allowed for a firll range offlow conditions to be assessed.

River Gaugine

Current metering at all sites was carried out to comply, as far as possible, with the requirements outlined in BS 3680:
Part 3A: /980. Measuring locations (shown in Figure 2) were selected at a point in a straight river reach which was
clear and unobstructed by trees and other obstacles and hence, provided the poæntial for a typical velocity
distribution. All sites were gauged on a minimum of five occasions.

DATA ANALYSIS

Four sites have been selected for data presentation, representing a variety of babitat conditions. The habitat at
Forthill Bridge (site no. 5) is in a relatively large stream and incorporates a variety offeaturcs. A concave shaped
low stone weir is included along the reach (between cross-sections 2A and 3A). Lisdoart Bridge (site no. 4) is a
medium sized stream and Bawn's Bum (site no. l) baving an average bed width of 3m is a narrow stream of low
flow. AIso included is the hydraulic analysis of the naturally occuning fish babitat on the River Fury (site no. l0).

Data analysis at all siæs consisted of producing water surface profiles for a range of flow conditions, establishing
stagedischarge relationships and calculation of Manning's roughness coefficients and Darcy Weisbach friction
factors. Steady flow was assumed.

Water Surface Profiles

By combining the gauge board readings with the topographical surveys water surfàce levels were calculated at site
cross-sections for all flows. A range of the resulting surface profiles are shown in Figure 3.

A low stone weir placed on the bed of a channel results in a local increase in the velocity of flow and a corresponding
reduction in the elevation of the water surface. The effect of these weirs is less noticeable at high discharges when
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they are fully submerged. The size and type of weir, be it protruding the river bed or level with the upstream end of
the reach, also appears to inlluence the water surface profile. Profiles from Forthill Bridge where the weirs are
essentially deep steps result in a steeper depression of water surface elevation than the shallow protruding weirs at
Lisdoart Bridge.
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Figure 3: Water surhce profiles for sites shown

Depth-Discharge Relationships

By usittg the water depths obtained from the gauge boards located at cross-sections no. l, depthdischarge
relationships were developed for all sites. These relationships were plotted on logarithmic scales for the four sites
under discussion and power law equations established (Figure 4). The high valuæ of the correlation coefficients
associated with each relationship indicate the accuracy that was obtained.

Discharges for greater depths of water were obtained by extrapolating these relationships. Extrapolations were
restricted to approximately 30% of the maximum discharge. Discharges outside this range were obtained from local
gauging stations and supplied by the DeparEnent of Agriculture for Northem Ireland (DA}.{D.

Flow Resistance Coeffi cients

Manning's roughness coefficients and Darcy rrtt/eisbach friction factors were calculated at all sites for a range of
water depths and discharges using the following equations:
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(1)
41%pâ

where:

Q is the discharge (mr/s);

I is the cross-sectional area (m2) for the relevant depth of water;

/? is the hydraulic radius (m);

S is the gradient ofthe water surface profile.

Friction factors/were calculated using the Darcy l(eisbaclr equation:
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(3)

.  4f lv,
h . = -' 2gD

. 2SM, g} J =_T:

where:

g is the acceleration due to gravity, taken to be 9.E lm/s2
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Figure 4: Depthdischarge relationships for sites shown
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Graphs of discharge and depth versus Manning's n Coefficients are shown in Figure 5. Coefficients in these curves
were calculated using the mean gradient of water surhce profiles between cross-sections I and 6 along a reach.
Cross-sectional areas, wetted perirneters and hydraulic radii were calculated for each section. summed and the
resultant average applied to equation (2).
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Figure 5: Maruring's roughness coefficient v discharge and depth for overall reach at sites shown

As expectd Manning's n values decrease with increased depth and discharge. However, these values varied
considerably and are, particularly at low discbarges unexpectedly high present liærature specifuing values ranging
from 0.025-0.08 (stml/t1 for rivers of similar bed maærial and alignment (Chow, 1959). Figure 5 shows that ttre
Manning's roughness coefficient was calculated as being 0.1 and above at low flows. The natural habitat and control
site on the River Fury exhibits a significantly higher and larger range of n values than other sites. During periods of
low flow, the rough river bed at this site results in a torturous flow pattern where water must flow around river bed
material rather than over it. This possibly accounts for the excessive bed roughness at this site.

The construction of fishery measures and more specifically the addition of gravel to spawning grounds, boulders to
nursery areas and the introducton ofstone weirs and groynes all contribute to an increase in river bed roughness.
However, these feafures, and stone weirs in particular cause localised increases in n values which are masked by an
overall river reach analysis. Only by the variation in n values along a river reach can the impact ofsuch
features be assessed. Figure 6 shows variations of n with discharge at mid-points between cross-sections at the four
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sttes under discussion' It is apparent from this figure that flows over isolated areas ofhigh roughness, partrcularlr.
weirs, result in increased varues of Maruring's roughness coefficients.
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Figure 6: Variations in Manning's n at intermediate points befween cross-sections for sites shown

The range of n values obtained for the difierent features over a range of discharges which were incorporated into the
habitats at each site are shown in Table 2. At low discharges, the effect of the weirs is most noticcable and n values
are significantly larger than elsewhere in the reach. Higher discharges however, result in drowning of the weirs and at
these depths r values across the weir approach those obtained elsewhere. These isolated high n values contribute to
the high n values obtained for the overall reach. At high flows Manning's roughness coefficients tend to one value
along the reach, independent of the river features.

Table 2: Maruring's roughness coefficients for features described
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Siie Namc Sitc No. Spawning
Gmund

Nurscry Ovcr Wcir Ovcr Wcir and Over Weir and
Ground

Bawnrs Burn 0.028 - 0.199 0.019 - 0.f  41 o.o37 -0.292
Lisdoarl

0.023 - 0.126

0.037 - 0
0.023 - 0.067 0.069 - 0.325 0.025 - 0.088

Fol1hill 0.025 - 0.069 0.028 - 0.080 0.04 - 0.267
Rivcr 0.059 - 0.304 105

By compaiing the effects of the different features, cærtain trends are apparent. The range of n values for nurserv
grounds (sites l, 4 and 5) and spawning areas (Siæs I and l0) are quite similar, although the uppcr end of the range
at Bawn's Bum is Sreater than elsewhere. The nature, gradient and alignment of the channel at this site differs
significantly from the other sites under discussion. It's steep gradient results in high flow velocities, which. combined
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with sharp curvature results in a more turbulent flow than was noticed at other sites for the range of discharges
studied. The charurel at both Lisdoart and Forthill Bridge is of smoother curvature with larger radius which results in
lower values of n (Chow, 1959). In addition, the stage at Bawn's bum was consistently less than that recorded at
Lisdoart and Forthill Bridge and consequently, the depth of cover over both the low stone wein, and boulders
included in the nursery area at this site, is less than that at the other sites. This results in a higher relative roughness
at Bawn's Bum than at the additional sites under discussion.

It would be expected that the nurseries, being comprised of heavier bed material would have a higher roughness than
other areas of the habitat. This was not the case and n values of spawning grounds at Bawn's Bum and the natural
habitat at the River Fury, although comparable at low discharges, were higher than those calculated in the nurseries
ofother sites.

More generally, heavy foliage on the River Blackwater also assists in increasing roughness. Mid*hannel vegctation
is limited to mosses and encrusted algae. These will not significantly influence channel flow (Hydraulics Research,
1988). On the other hand" vegetation and foliage at channel edges contribute to increased roughness. This increase
varies seasonally and is greatest during the surnmer months. Although fluctuation in n values can be attributed to
variations in flow depth, existing liûerature (Powell, 1978) indicates that channel vegetation is the main cause for
varying n values' During this research, dense foliage whether it be water iris, reeds, overhanging trees or a
combination of these was noticed at all sites. At moderate and low flows the presence of this vegetation will
significantly retard the flow and result in higher n values.
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Figure 7: Variations in friction factors at intermediate points between cross,sections at sites shown
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Friction factors were calculated using equation (3). These were also plotted against discharges at intermediate points
along the reach (Figure 7). These plots serve to reaffirm the trends of Manning's roughness coefficients along the
river reaches; friction factors being highest across low stone weirs.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FTJTURE RESEARCH

The post-scheme monitoring of fuh habitats on the River Blackwater appqrr to indicate that the introduction of
fishery measures increase river roughness. Manning's roughness coefficients for the overall reaches at sites l. 4 and
5 are higher, and in certain cases double those predicted in existing literature, but even at extremely low discharges
they do not reach the n values of the natural habitat on the River Fury. The high n values at these sites are
contributed to by isolated areas of extreme roughness associated with the added environmental features. Manning's
roughness coefficients in excess of 0.3 across low stone weirs is very high and, incomparable with n vatues anributed
to any channel characteristics to be found in existing literature. Data analysis for the environmental features and river
characteristics described rnay tle more appropriately undertaken using different methods of analysis as n values in
excess of 0"1 suggest a flow approaching laminar in nature. However, the full impact of these features cannot be
properly assessed until comprehensive field studies involving both pre- and post-scheme investigations on a numbcr
ofriver reaches incorporating such measures are undertaken.

Only by a better understanding of the hydraulic effects of these environmental features can the wider issues such as
wildlife protection urd amenity interests be balanced against operational hydraulic requirements. To assist in this
understanding recommendations for future researctr, in addition to the further collection of field data, are proposed:

a detailed series of laboratory based investigations to determine stage/discharge relationships, 3dimensional
velocity profiles, sediment trarsport characteristics of fisheries features. This will allow the monitoring of changes
in hydraulic parameters induced by the addition of environmental features to a river reach:

computational modelling using available computer packages to predict discharges, velocities and trends in
sediment transfer' In addition the data acquired from the fuver Blackwater should be applied to a Riverine
Habitat Simulation Model to test the packages suitability in the design of fish habitats in UK rivers:

o a series of both pre and post-scheme fishery surveys carried out over a sufficient period of time to allow a
correlation of fisheries and hydraulic data to be made. Such a correlation should contribute to the establishment of
hydraulic parameters for a productive fish habitat.
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ABSTRACT

Historical river management in the UK has resulted in widespread degradation of physical and biological habitat
quality. The legacy of past river engineering works has resulted in considerable potential for the restorarion of
riverine habitats as a sustainable method of improving the fisheries and wildlife resource. A key requirement for
effective habitat restoration is the integration of hydrological and ecological techniques to assess the success of the
work in producing the desired changes in habitat availability and target species.

The paper reviews the first application of the Physical HABitat SlMulation (PHABSIM) model to assess a
restoration project in the UK. The project was undertaken on a small lowland river in southern England, where a
variety of restoration techniques were implemented to improve the physical habitat diversity in a section of
previously channelized river and increase the carrying capacity of target fish species.

A PHABSIM study reach was selected which included the area targeted for habitat restoration as well as areas which
did not require significant improvement. PHABSIM calibration data were collected both before and after the
scheme, and simulations were carried out to examine the changes in physical habitat (as defined by flow depth.
velocity and dominant substrate) and the habitat availability for selected target species. Quantitative fish population
surveys were undertaken pre- and post-scheme.

This initial study demonstrates the potential use of PHABSIM to quantitatively assess the resulting physical habitat
changes and to examine habitat availability for target species given suitable habitat suitability indices. It has also
indicated that there is potential for the model to be used to assist in the design of such restoration schemes.

KEY-WORDS: PIIABSIM / Habitat restoration / Physical habitat / Evaluation / Habitat Suitability Indices
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INTRODUCTION

Historical river management in the UK has resulted in widespread degradation of physical and biological habitat
quality. The historical requirement to protect people and land from flooding has resulted in a legacy of
insensitive land drainage and flood defence works (Holmes, 1993). Channelisation of rivers in England and
Wales has been considerable with an estimated 24Vo of main river having been affected (Brookes et al. 1983\.

The legacy of past activities, along with the recent progress in approaches to river management. provide
considerable potential for the restoration of riverine and floodplain habitats as a sustainable method of improving
the fisheries and wildlife resource. A recent survey of the UK Environment Agency fisheries managers
responsible for England and Wales indicated that an estimated 2l%o of riverine fisheries had potential for
physical habitat restoration (Mann & Winfield 1992).

There have been many factors behind the recent progress in the approach to UK river management, including
environmental legislation, agricultural policy, improved information, education etc. (Ward et al. 1994). Riverine
habitat and restoration activities are now routine with considerable public and private resources being expended.

A review of riverine fisheries habitat restoration in the UK has identified common areas of weakness in project
management, including the subjective identification of limiting habitat factors and poor project appraisal (Mann
& Winfield 1992). The review concluded that although significant resources were being expended on this
activity, relatively little was being learnt and used to promote future effectiveness.

Given the relatively limited knowledge of the response of fish populations to physical habitat resrorarion
techniques, there is a clear need to improve our project management and to develop tools to allow the assessment
ofsuch schemes. One key area is the need to evaluate the effectiveness ofrestoration techniques in producing the
desired improvement in habitat availability and hence target populations. Only through improving our
understanding of the relationship between restoration technique, habitat change and population response will we
advance the effectiveness of this important management activity.

The Physical HABitat SlMulation (PHABSIM) model was first used in the UK to assess the instream flow
requirements of two British rivers (Bullock et al. l99l). The model has now been applied to over 50 sites in the
UK in both operational and research and development studies, primarily towards the assessment of ecologically
acceptable flows. The first operational use of the model in the UK in the assessment of water resource issues took
place in 1992-93 (Johnson et al. 1995) and to date PHABSIM has been applied to at least 15 sites under such
studies.

The use of the method to assess physical habitat in relation to alteration of channel morphology has been limited.
Only one previous study has been undertaken in the UK to assess the impact of a flood defence scheme (Johnson
et al, 1993a). Examples in the wider literature are also timited with the study by Shuler er al. Q99a) claiming to
be the first to assess post project effectiveness of stream habitat improvement. This paper reviews the first UK
application of the model, to aid evaluation of a habitat resroration scheme.

STT]DY SITE AND DATA COLLECTION

River Wev Studv Site

The River Wey is a major tributary of the River Thames and its catchment is located to the sou-th of the Nonh
Downs in Surrey, South East England (Figure l). This project was undertaken on the northem tributary of the main
River Wey, referred to as the River Wey (north).
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The River Wey (north) rises from the chalk aquifer near Alton and flows east through Famham to the confluence
with the main River Wey at Tilford, a distance of 33 km. The river then flows north east to join the River Thames at
Weybridge. The geology of the Wey (north) catchment is dominated by chalk with some gault clay being found in
the lower reaches.

a O.relng St.tlon

Rlv . r  W. t  ( Io i th )

Figure 1: Location of the River Wey (north)

The study site was located to the south of Farnham (Ordnance Survey Grid Ref. SU 850 471) 2 km downstream of a
flow gauging station. The catchment area at the gauging station is 19.l km2. The mean river flow at Famham is 0.73
m3s-l and the 95 Yo exceedance flow is 0.18 m3s-1. the stuay site included a260 m section of river with a mean
channel width of 8.1 m. The upper60 m of the site was morphologically diverse including riflle, glide and pool
habitats. In contras! the lower 200 m of the reach possessed poor physical habitat as a result of exrensive
channelization during previous river engineering works. Prior to the restoration scheme, this section of channel was
of uniform width and depth, with little divenity of flow velocity or instream cover.

River Wev (North) Habitat Restoration Scheme

The primary objective of the habitat restoration scheme was to increase the carrying capacity of target fish species
by improving the physical habitat within the channelized section of the river. In particular the scheme was desisned
to improve habitat for species including chub (Leuciscus cephalus) and brown trout (Sa/no trutta).

The habitat factors that were considered to be limiting the carrying capacity of target species included:

l: The dominance of negligible flow velocities under summer discharges
2: The lack of diversity of flow velocities at a given discharge
3: The Iimited amount of cover provided by deeper water or instream and riparian features
4: The limited amount of gravel substrate with finer substrates forming the dominant substrate type

The restoration scheme was designed to ameliorate the timiting factors. The aim was to reduce the capacity of the
existing channel at low flows and to increase the diversity of the channel morphology through the use of a variety of
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techniques as shown in Figure 2. These included:

l: Narrowing the existing channel to reduce capacity and increase channel velocities
conditions. This work included the construction of a two stage channel to maintain
higher flows for flood defence purposes.
2: The channel narrowing was designed to create a more sinuous profile within the
promote flow diversity.
3: The creation ofpools to provide areas ofincreased depth and cover.
4: Placement ofboulder groynes to create flow diversiÇ and to provide cover.
5: Introduction of gravel substrate within the narrowed and shallower sections.
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Figure 2: The River \iley (north) study site

PHABSIM Calibration Data Collection

In order to assess the availability of physical hebitat within the study site prior to the habitat restoration works, data
were collected to allow the calibration of the model to the river in its pre-scheme state. Twelve study transects were
selected for hydraulic modelling purposes and to sample all of the habiat types available within the reach.
Following the restoration works the location of ttre study transects was Fe-assessed and due to the increase in habitat
diversity 14 transects were selected, some of which were common to both the pre- and post-scheme surveys. All
transect locations are given in Figure 2. In both surveys PHABSIM calibration data were collecte-d as detailed in
Johnson et al. (1993b). The dates of each suryey, along with the relevant river flow rate, are given betow in Tables I
and2.
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Pre-scheme hydraulic calibration data collection dates and discharge levels observed

Calibration Data Set Date Discharge (mJs-r1

I
,

3

2E. 10.93
2.2.94
26.7.94

0.560
l.60s
0.417

Table 2: Post-scheme hydraulic calibration data collection dates and discharge tevels obsened

Calibration Data Set Date Discharge (mJs-I1

I
7

3

20.i.9J

6.6.95

4.7.95

l . 6 t E
0.565
0.418

Fish Habitat Suitabilitv Data

Three fish target species and life stages were selected for assessment in this study. these rvere:

Adult/juvenif e chub (Leuc is cus c e p holus)

Adult brown trout (Salmo trutta)

Adult roach (Rutilus rutilus)

(>10 cm length)
(>20 cm length)
(>15 cm length)

The Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) data for adult trout were developed by staff of the Environment Agency', South
Western Region (Johnson et al. 1993c and 1995). The data upon which the curves are based were obtained through a
field sampling program which included snorkelling within chalk streams in the south of England. The velocit_v and
depth HSIs are Category 2 with the substrate data being Category 3 as defined by Bovee (1986).

HSI data for the life stages of roach and chub were originally developed under a commission from the UK
Department of the Environment (Bullock et al. l99l). The criteria for adult roach were further developed under the
National Rivers Authority R&D commission "Ecologically Acceptable Flows" (Johnson et al. 1993c). Development
of these criteria was based on information from the literature and as a result these are Category I Bovee (1986).

The HSI data utilised in the study represent the best available information. However, the transferability of the brown
trout data has not been assessed and the chub and roach data are base upon limited information (Johnson et a/.
1993c). The limitations of the available HSI data are recognised and the results of the habitat modelling should be
considered with the appropriate caution. The potential use and limitations of the HSI approach in relation to the
ecology of UK riverine fish species is an area of ongoing debate.

Fish Population Survey Methods

Fish population surveys were undertaken pre- and post-scheme implementation. The survey objective was to
quantiry fish species composition and abundance within the study reach which could provide an initial
comparison with pre- and post-scheme physical habitat availability.

The study reach consisted oftwo discrete sections, selected on the basis ofprofessional subjective assessment of
fish habitat quality, with the lower 200 m possessing poor habitat and the upper 60 m possessing good habitat.
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The upper section was selected as fish survey site (A) (as shown in Figure 2) representing good habitat and with
minimal alterations being implemented within the scheme. A 9l m section of the lower section was selected as
fish survey site (B) being representative of poor habitat with significant alterations being implemented within the
scheme.

Sites A and B were surveyed on 2nd November 1993 (pre-scheme) and lTth November t995 (post-scheme).
Conditions for sampling were good on both occasions with river flow at the nearby gauging station being 0.53
and 0.35 m3s-l respectively.

The survey sites were isolated by means of stop nets and electric fished with pulsed DC equipment. The four
members of the survey team fished by wading upstream with two hand held anodes and trvo netsman. All fish
captured were identified, enumerated, measured (fork length, mm) and weighed (g).

Population estimates were derived for each species using the catch removal method with 2 samples (Seber & Le
Cren, 1967). Probability of captures (p) were generally high (>0.7). Results were presented as fish density
(n/ m2) and biomass (e/ n2).

PHABSIM MODEL SIMTJLATIONS

The procedures used to carry out the hydraulic simulations of flow within the River Wey (north) site rvere the same
in both the pre- and post-scheme scenarios. In both cases the hydraulic model WSP, contained çithin the suite of
PHABSIM progftrms, was calibrated using the three sets of observed water surface level (WSL) data and stage
readings obtained from an automatic stage recorder installed on the most downstream study transect. WSP was then
used to simulate water surface levels, at each ofthe study transects, at a range ofselected discharges between 0.1 l-
2.55 m3sec-I. Velocity simulations were then carried out at each of the selected flows using the lFG4 hydraulic
model, calibrated using observed velocity data and utilising the observed and simulated rvater surface levels
produced above. The distribution of the available velocities, depths and dominant substrate were examined to assess
the changes in physical habitat resulting from the works.

The data produced from the above hydraulic simulations were then input into the PHABSIM habitat model
HABTAT, along with the habitat suitability data for the target species life-stages detailed above, and simulations of
the available physical habitat (Weighted Usable Area) were carried out.

RESTJLTS

Simulated Phvsical Habitat

The simulated physical habitat results demonstrate that the implementation of the scheme has produced a variety of
changes in the physical habitat factors which were considered to be limiting to the target species. Figure 3 gives the
distribution of flow depths along each of the study transects at an example discharge of 0.2 I r35- I lapproximately
equal to the annual 90 percentile exceedance flow). These data indicate that the scheme has resulted in a more
diverse range of available depths at low flows as planned and in particular, increased amounts of pool habitat.

The distribution of flow velocities within each of the study transects is given in Figure 4. Again, the resutts are
presented for the simulation flow of 0.21 m3s-1. The output indicates that, at the given flow, the scheme has
produced a more diverse range of velocities within the study reach and that there are areas where velocities at low
discharges have been increased, associated with areas where the channel cross section had been reduced. In general,
however, the overall increase in velocities within the study reach was significantly less than anticipated. This may be
due to the reduction in lower level channel capacity being less than required, or to backwater effects from the rifÏle
at the bottom ofthe study reach.
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Figure 3: Pre and post-scheme distribution of depths along PIIABSIM study transects at 0.21 m3s-l
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The relative distribution of substrate within the study reach, in the form of the percentage coverage of each of the
dominant substrate classes, before and after the restoration works at a simulation flow of 0.21 m3s- I is presented in
Figure 5. The results show that at low flows the divenity ofsubstrate has increased but that the area ofriver covered
by silt and sand has not changed. This suggests that the anticipated increase in gravel due to mobilisation ofexisting
finer particles and intoduction ofadditional substrate did not occur other than on a very localised basis. Overall, the
proportion ofgravel decreased due to additional fine sediment deposition on top ofthe introduced gravel. This was
likely to be due to the general failure to increase flow velocities and increased sediment input resulting from the
construction of the required second stage channel for flood defence purposes. This highlights the importance of
assessing sediment dynamics within restoration schemes of this type.

Tcrrcstrial veg. Boulders Cobbles Gravel Sand

Substrate Type

I Prc.Schcmc I Post-Schcmc

Figurc 5: Pre and post-scheme percentage ofdominant substrate cover

Available Phvsical Habitat For Selected Tareet Soecies And Fish Population Survevs

Brown Trout (Adult)

Habitat modelling indicates that available habitat, expressed as Weighted Usable Area (WIJA) vs Flow, has
decreased following implementation of the scheme with the marginal reductions in habitat evident under low flows
(Figure 6) increasing in the 0.5-1.0 m3s-l range. The output indicates that habitat remains comparatively limited at
low flows. The fish population data indicate that although the adult brown trout have increased at both sites (Figure
7) the population at site B remains at a very low level and below that of site A.

Chub (Adult/ùnenile)

Habitat modelling indicates that there has been little change in the available physical habitat under low flows and
reductions in habitat at medium and higher flows (figure 6). The results indicate that habitat remains comparatively
limited under low flows. The fish population data indicates that chub have decreased at both sites (Figure 7). The
population at site B has decreased significantly with an increase in the mean size of fish maintaining the biomass
level. The population at site A has decreased but remains comparatively high with a biomass of over-100 g/m2.
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Figure 6: River Wey pre'and post-scheme available habitat area (WUA) Ibr adult roach, adult /juvenile chub
and adult brown trout.
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Figure 7: Fish population suryey results
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Roach (Adult)

Habitat modelling indicates that available habitat has increased under low and moderate flow (Figure 6), within the
0.1-0.7 m3s-l range. Although the level of habitat has increased dramatically (to approximately double the pre-

scheme level at O.Zt m3s-l), the output indicates that habitat remains comparatively limited under low flow. The
fish population data indicate that roach have increased at both sites (Figure 7). The population at site A has
improved but remains lower than site B.

DISCUSSION

Phvsical Habitat Chanse

Overall, the ext€nt of the changes in the physical habitat parameters considered to be limiting the target species were
considered to be poor. Some aspects of improvement were evident but the combined result of the scheme u'as
disappointing and did not achieve identified objectives. Although the model outputs indicate that the scheme has
improved the diversity of depths within the channel, especially increasing the availability of pool habitat, the outputs
also show that the scheme has been less successful in improving the diversity of flow velocities. In particular, the
model output indicates that the general availability of areas of relatively fast-flowing habitat have not increased and
that the change from silt and sand substrates to gravel has not occurred as anticipated. These results also demonstrate
how PHABSIM may be used to allow an examination of the available physical habitat under simulated florv
conditions, providing a useful quantitative assessment of the changes in instream habitat. These outputs are of clear
value at this level, without linking the physical habitat to HSIs to assess weighted usable area for specific target
specieVlife stages.

Chanees In Habitat Availabiliw And Fish Population

Overall, target species did not respond as planned in the design of the restoration scheme and the objective of
significantly improving brown trout and chub carrying capacity was not achieved. The general status of these
target species remained the same at both sites with the habitat restoration implemented at site B not improving
the status of target species in relation to site A.

The failure to achieve the desired changes in the fish population is considered to be attributable to the restoration
scheme not producing the planned changes to limiting habitat factors. Important aspects include the limited
success of the techniques utilised to increase flow velocity and diversity and to decrease the amount of finer
substrate types. The main reason for this is considered to be the limited extent to which the capacity of the low
level channel was reduced.

The results of this initial study were assessed within a year of scheme implementation and it is considered that
both habitat and associated fish population response will continue to develop over the coming years. In
particular, the degree to which the scheme has restored habitat for re-colonization by desired macrophyes
remains an important aspect to be monitored in the future.

The results of the habitat modelling indicate differing levels of agreement with respect to the relationship
between WUA and fish population response. The decrease in chub habitat at moderate and high flows was
supported by the reduction in the population and the significant increase in roach habitat at low and moderate
flows was also supported by the increase in the population. However, the decrease in brown trout habitat across
the flow range was not supported by the increase in the population. The consistency of changes in the fish
population at sites A and B suggests that factors other than the restoration scheme may also be influencing the
fish population.
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Any firm conclusions relating to the relationship between habitat availability and target species response cannot
be drawn from the results of this initial application due to the limited data. This initial application rvas
undertaken knowing that the habitat suitability criteria were limited and validation of the habitat model with
target species response was not an objective. A more robust study would be required to assess this issue and
should be an objective offurther work developing this approach.

PHABSIM As An Evaluation Tool

Fish habitat restoration projecs are commonly evaluated by assessing fish population response in relation to the
techniques utilised. This provides important information on the ability of restoration methods to improve rarget
populations. However, it does not provide a direct assessment ofthe habitat changes produced and as a result does
not give information that is critical for the assessment of possible shortcomings in the design or execution of such
works. In addition, information on changes to identified limiting factors is essential in order to evaluate the response
oftarget species.

The decision to implement a stream habitat restoration scheme is based on the finding. or accepted assumption. that
identified habitat factors are limiting the target population. The nature of the limiting factor(s) will dictate both the
restoration and appraisal methodology. This study has demonstrated that in cases rvhere the limiting factors are
related to physical habitat (i.e. depth, velocity, substrate, cover), the PHABSIM model can allow the quantitative
assessment of habitat change. The method has the benefit of quantifoing important aspects of physical habitat
change over a range of discharges. The limited availability of suitable physical habitat is commonly an issue in cases
where habitat destruction has been caused by channelization.

The use of HSI data to assess spatial and temporal habitat availability offers significant potential in evaluating
relationships between habitat change and target species response. The use oftime series analysis to assess seasonal
habitat availability and the effect of stream restoration techniques in mitigating temporal habitat bottlenecks are
important factors that should be considered. However the effective assessment of relationships between habitat
availability and target species response are dependant upon robust HSI data. The development ofsuch data remains
a key requirement for further progress in the application of pHABSIM in the UK.

Published cases of the use of PHABSIM to evaluate fish habitat restoration are uncommon. Schuler and Nehring
(1994) reported the use of the methodology to demonstrate increased habitat availability for brown trout following a
stream habitat enhancement project. The sody found a correlation between habitat availability and fish density.

The potential use of PHABSIM in the context of evaluating stream habitat restoration is subject to the wider debate
sunounding the methodology. The range of criticism relating to the ecological (Scott and Shirvell 1987, Mather el
a/. 1985) and hydraulic (Osborne et al. 1988, Hearne et al. 1995) aspects of the methodology require careful
consideration when assessing each potential application. As the use of hydro-ecological models such as pHABSIM
develop there is a clear need to assess the relationship between habitat availability and target species.

A further potential development of the PHABSIM methodology would be to allow predictive modelling of aquatic
habitats to assess the changes to physical habitat and WUA at the design stage. work is currently in progress in the
UK to develop the hydraulic modelling procedures within the model in order to facilitate this approach.
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ABSTRACT

Stream restoration numagers employ' instream structures to modi! local hydraulic conditions to present preferred
mrcrohabitats to fish species, macroinvertebrates. plants and mosses, as u'ell as increasing the retention of organic
detritus. However, few studies report flow-related habitat conditions. their spatially distribution and fish habitat
availability after habitat structures were installed. More often the post-restoration assessments have focused on fish
population responses. usually affected by stocking We measured stream channel morfologl and hvdraulic condrtions
before and after channel modification and boulder structure placements at three representative sites along a
channelized boreal river to determine whether more favorable rearing habitat for brown trout \ras created bv these
rehabiiitatron activities. The assessment was performed by Physical Habitat Simulation (PFIABSIM) procedure using
suffuner and winter habitat preferences of brown trout for depth, velocitl' and substrate ongin from a nearbv trout
stream. The results shorvs that the availabilit_v of potential trout habitat can be increased in thrs river at simulated
lou' and moderate flow conditions by reconsructuring the nver bed and placing instream boulder structures. The
resulting diversity of depth and velocit_v conditions created a spatialll, more complex mrcrohabitat structure.
Improved habitat conditions are obviously able to sustain larger trout population compared to pre-restored one.
Hydraulic habitat models, like PFIABSIM framework, seems to be a suitable procedure to evaluate the benefits of
physical habitat enhancement. Among other things the informative graphics output by PHABSIM-computer versions
gives a useful tool for e.g. restoration managers informing the public of the success of certain remediatron activities.

KEY-WORDS: Channelized river/habitat enhancement/boulder structures/physical habitat model,/habitat
evaluation/trabitat availabilrtv/brown trout.
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INTRODUCTION

A widely accepted assumption is that hydraulic conditions are one pnmary templates which govem the
distribution and dynamics of stream organisms. Based upon this assumption, strearn restoration mrmagers
employ instream structures to modiS local hydraulic conditions to present preferred microhabitats to fish
species, macroinvertebrates, plants and mosses, as well as increasrng the retention of organic detritus. Often
diverse habitat characteristics can be produced by mimicking the pnstine stream conditions as a point of
reference. Succesful habitat enhancement must usually re-crea.te hvdraulic conditions rn all levels of habitat
definitions (Newbury and Gaboury, 1993).

log drives were a significant part of forestry in Finland until 1960's. For this purposes most of the small and
medium sized rivers were channelized during 1940's and 1950's to allow the logs to flou' rapidlv from
headstreams to lower reaches. The measures resulted in a situation where riverine habitats were impaired and
monotonized, and the diversity of the water velocrty, depth. and the substrate particle size were radically reduced.
the extensive habitat destruction causing changes in the fish communities affected by the channelization (Jutila.
1985). During the last decade, several extensive projects have been initiated to restore the onginal habrtat
structure in the channelized rivers. The main goal of the restoration projects has been to increase the diversin' of
the riverine environment by reconstructing the substrate in the river channel and embankments (Yr1anà. 1995)

In general, few studies concentrate on reporting flow-related habitat conditions, their spatiallv distribution and
fish habitat availability after habitat structures have been installed (e.g. Shuler, 1993; Harbv and Amckleir,.
1995) More often the post-restoration assessments have focused on fish population responses. usuallv affectcd
by stocktng. Horvever, as knowledge is gained about how drfferent manipulations modiry ûre river channel. and
thereby affect fish, more efficient and economical restoration strategies should follow (Rabeni and Jacobsen,
1993). The change in the physical habitat components (e.g. depth, velocity or substrate) varies according to the
rype of enhancement mffNures chosen. Thus, success in habitat enhanc€ment presupposes the recognition of the
habitat potential reached by different remedial actions so that more reliable guidehnes for future habitat
modifications and even management of the fisheries may be obtained. The need for objective information
conseming the effectiveness of various enhancement measures and also the cost/benefit analysis of the restoration
projects was also pointed out by the questionnaire directed to Frnnish restoration proJect managers (Yryanâ and
Huusko, 1992). Nonetheless, the physical habitat of river fish has proven difficult to quantiô/ uith precision.
and, though many methods for habitat characterization abound, the consensus about effective methods for the
collection and analysis of relevant information for habitat assessments and comparisons has not been reached.
For tlre purposes of this paper, we chose to use physical habitat simulation (PHABSIM) -procedure (Bovee,
1982; Ginot and Trocherie, 1995) to obtain an instream view to habitat enhancement, and to develop the
evaluation of habitat remediation from a 'snap-shot' study based on point measurements of the physical habitat
components (Fluusko and Yrjiini, 1995) to a more dynamic approach.

STUDY AREA

The river Kutinjoki (823'20'; N 65%0') is a third order river in northern Finland running through peatland and
coniferous forests, with deciduous trees and bushes growing along the shorelines here and there, as the canopy of
the river is mostly open. The River Kutinjoki is a branch of the River Kostonjoki, which is one of the main
tributary of the -River lijoki, a river running to the Baltic Sea. The River Kuturjokr is 26 lsn long with a drainage
area of 120 lsn'and the total gradrent of it is 0.3 %, the annual mean flow (MQ) being 1.4 m3s-r, whereas the
rnean summer low flow (MNQ*-) is 0.55 m3s'r and the mean high flow (MHQ) is 17.4 mts-'. TTe nver is ice
covered from November to May.

The River Kutinjoki has been dredged for timber floating in 1950's. A majority of the rapids were-destroyed and
the quality of salmonid reproduction and nursery habitats, covering the total length of 6.6 krn, decreased
fundamentally. In the beginning of 1990's, before the restoration, the fish species with the highest significance
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for anglers were pike (Esox lucius), perch (Perca fluviatilis), grayling (Thymaltus thymallus) and broun rrour
(Salmo trutta). According to the electrofishing experiments carried out in 1993 (Yr:,inà and Seppanen.
unpublished data) thc most abundant fish species were minnow (Phoxinus phoxinus), bullhead (Cotus gobio).
stone loach (Noernacheilus barbanlus), burbot (Lota lota), grayling and broun trout. The total fish densin'
vaned from 25 to 75 individuals/I0O m2.

Oulu Water and Environment district has been in charge of the restoration of the Rrver Kutinjoki in 1993-1994
mostly for fisheries purposes. Habitat enhancement covered an area of 7.5 hectares of rapids. The habitats in
the dredged rapids were improved by utilizing boulders, the cobble and rubble material originallv removed from
the channel being employed for consruction of boulder dams, deflectors. riffles and other enhancemenr srructures.
Reproduction areas for sahnonids were incræsed by rehabilitating natural gravel beds and bv consrucring
artificial spawning grounds from sifted gravel (details in Yrl,inâ, 1995). A supplemental stocking program for rhe
first five post-restoration ye€us consist ofannual stocking of 8 000 young ofthe year grayhng and I 200 r.oung
of the year brown trout, together with additional stockings of older trout during the first post-restoratron vear

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Three representative study sites was selected from the dredged river section. Hvdrophl,sical habrtat
characteristics, rncluding water depth, velocrty and substrate were measured at l0-30 points along each of l0-12
transects at every study sites both before and after the restoration during the low discharge in August and
September 1993 following guidelines of Bovee (1982) and Malavoi and Souchon (1989). Transects established
within each site were selected to represent longitudrnal segments of the river having similiar hvdrological and
morphological conditions. Because ofincreased diversity ofthe habrtats in the post-restoration state the length of
*re river section covered by 10-12 transects was shorter rn the post-restoration situation tlan that in the pre-
restoration state. The data acquired was used as an input to the EVHA (see Grnot and Trocherie. 199-5 and
Grnot and Souchon, 1995), a french version of the original PFIABSIM-procedure presented by Bovee (1982)

The habitat preference data of three brown trout size classes (4-9 cm, 10-15 cm: over 15 cm long) and trvo
seasons (summer (the water temperatures exceeding +10'C) and winter (the water temperatures belou' +lQ"f;;
(Miiki-Petriys et al., 1996) were inputted to the EVFIA as habitat preference for depth, velocify and substrate for
the various size-classes of browntrout. The habitat preference data used here originates from the nearbv Rrver
Kuusrnkl3oki, a river having a dense population of brown trout (Huusko, unpublished).

The Kolrnigorov-Smirnov two-sample æst (K-Sm) and the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whrtney test (W-M-W) rvere used to
determine the significancy of differencies occured in the frequency drstnbutions of depth, velocity and the Froude
number before and after restoration. The K-Sm-æst is sensitive to any kind of difference in the frequency
distributions from which two samples were drawn (drfferencies in location, in dispersion, in skewness etc.) rvhile
the W-M-W-test is testing whether two samples represent populations that differ in location (central tcndencv). If
the W-M-W-test didn't react but the K-Sm-test showed a significant difference, t}ren we postulate that the pre-
and post-restoration samples drffer mostly by the shape or by the dispersion of the distribution The values for
the above comparisons were simulated by the hydraulic model of the EVHA (Ginot and Trocherie. 1995) at the
discharges of 0.8 m3s-r, 2.4 m3s-r and 4.8 m's-'. The habitat values (Weighted Usable Area, WUA, m2l100 m
river reach) at the three study siæs for the three brown trout size classes and the two seasons and for the three
habitat components (depth, velocity and substrate) and their combination (multiplicative) were processed by the
standard procedures available in the EVFIA (Ginot and Trocherie, 1995)

RESULTS

The restoration increased the diversity and patchiness of available depths and velocities making t}e raprds wrder
and spatially more complex in contrast to t\e more or less homogenous and simplified pre-restoration flow
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pattern in a narrow channel (Figure l). At the study rapids the pre-restorational simple longin'rdinal profile

prevailing before the restoration, with no obstructing Éoutàers or bôttom elevations in the channel, the shape of

which was a transversal 
'U', was replaced by eihancement with complex cross-sectional and longitudinal

profiles. The successive pool-boulder darn -structure was, consequently, clearly visible after the restoratlon'

Deptl

Atlcr

LL LL

Figure l. Spatial distribution of depth (metres) and velocity (m/s) cells at study site I at two discharges

(m3/s, numbers on the left) before and after habitat enhancement.

At all the study sites and at all the simulated discharges the frequency distributions of water depth' current

velocity and the Froude number changed significantly-rtue to the iestoration with the exception of site 3 for

velocity and the Froude number at the low diicharges. The mean pre- and the mean post-enhancement values of

the habitat components were quite close to orr. -oihrr, indrcating tlte same location of the distributions (Table I

and 2). The waier depth and velocrty median values decreased due to the enhancement at all the study sites and

also at all the simulated discharges, 6ut the highest depths and velocities were, nevertheless' almost always found

among the post-restoration ,"Àp1", (Table l). The zone of the velocity and the Froude number distribution

ualuei ir,sidè the quartile limits (30 oÂ of measured values) was changed into a more narrow one around t}le mean

in the post-restorition situation tlran had becn the case in the pre-restoration state of the river, which indicated

signrficant changes in the shape of the frequency distributions (Table 2) In contrast to this, the shape of the

aJ tn aistrlUutio=n and the range of all the distributions were, in most cases, wider in the post'enhancement

siùation (Table I and 2). îre only post-restoration range to become nalrower was that of the Froude number at

high discharges at all Oi stuay siæs ana also at the moderate discharges at the site 2 (Table I and 2 )' However,

a irajority oFûr" hubit t cells'had a Froude number indicating sub-critical flow conditions.

The physical habitat simulation modelling indicated that restoration changed particularly the velocity conditions

into more favourable ones for all the three size<lasses of brown trout both in winær and summer at almost every

simulated discharges (Table 3 and 4; Figure 2 and 3). In its pre-restoration state of the river, the area with

potentially suitablé current velocities was evidently the most limiting- habitat component for the trout size-classes

i and II dunng both seasons. The larger ttorrt *oid have preferred deeper water and coarser substrate than u'hat

was available. The post-restoration current velocities were limiting only for the trout size-classes I and II at the

highest simulated discharges, whereas the limrtation by the availability of suitable depth and substrate became

more dominant for all the trout size-classes and the order of importance of these habitat components varied

depending on the discharge and the fish size (Table 3 and 4; Figure 2 and 3). In general, the seasonal differences

ur'the poiential physical habitat area oftrout ofdifferent sizes reflected the differences in the Seasonal habitat

prefeàce cu*es used in the simulaûons. A definite lack of the EVHA is that it is not able simulate the effect of

the ice cover on the habitat components.
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Table l. Mean and range of hydraulic habitat characteristics at the study sites before and after
enhancement at three discharges simulated by the EVHA.

DTscHARGE 0.E m3s-r
Bnronn Ar-TER
Sire I Site t

BEFoRE

Site 2
AFTER

Site 2
BEFoRE

Site 3
AFTER

Site3
lVlean depth cm

Range
Mean velocity cms-r

Range
Mean Froude number

Range

22 23
0 - 4 5  l - 6 3
33 27
0 - 1 0 7  0 - 1 3 5
o.22 0.20
0.0 -  0.73 0.0 -  l .os

Z J

0 - 8 1
30
0 - 9 0
0.20
0.0 -  0.74

26
0 - 8 6
25
0 - 1 5 2
0 , t 7
0.0 -  0.93

23 23
0 - 5 8  I - 7 1
21 23
0 - 9 2  0 - 1 1 6
0 .16  0 .16
0 .0  -  0 .79  0 .0  -  1 .12

DrscHARcE 2.4 m's-'
Mean depth cm

Range
Mean velocity cms-r

Range
Mean Froude number

Range

35  35
3 - 7 8  0 - 9 9
50 56
0 - 1 6 5  0 - 1 3 8
0.28 0.29
0.0 -  0.96 0.0 -  1.03

35
0 - 6 3
6 l
0 - l 7 l
0.32
0.0 -  0.89

38
I  -103
42
0 - t 9 2
0.22
0.0 -  0.93

35 34
l - 7 5  l - 8 9
50 12
0 - 1 6 4  0 - l 5 l
0.25 0.23
0.0 -  0.93 0.0 -  0.96

DIScHARGE 4.8

Mean depth cm
Range

Mean velocit;- cms'l
Range

Mean Froude number
Range

48
r - 8 1
88
0 - 2 1 5
0.40
0.0 - 0.99

46
L - 9 2
7 l
0 - 1 9 3
0.33
0.0 -  0.94

48
I  -  1 1 6
82
0 - 2 0 6
0 .37
0 . 0  -  l . 1 9

51 49 4'7
2 - 9 2  2 - 9 2  l - 1 0 5
60 '77 62
0 -240 0 -220 0 -220
0.27 0.34 0.29
0 0 - 1 . 0 2  0 0 - 1 . 0 2  0 0 - 0 8 9

Table 2. Statistical significance of the difference between the pre- and post-enhancement depth, velociry-
and Froude number distributions at three simulated discharges. Significance levels for the Kolmigorov-

Smirnov test (K-Sm) and Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test (W-M-W) are the following:
NS p>0.05, * p<0.05, rr p<0.01 and trr p<O.fi)l

Dlscu.rnct 0.8 m3s-l
K-Sm
Site I

\il-M-W
Sire I

K-Sm
Site 2

w-M-w
Sitc 2

K-Sm
Site 3

w-M-w
Sire3

Depth
Velocity

l * ' l

***
'| **

NS

NS

NS
NS
NS

*
NS
NSFroude number

DrscHARcE 2.4
Depth
Velocity
Froude number

**,t

* * t

NS

't *'f

NS
*+ * '***

NS

DIscHARGE 4.8 mrs-t
Depth
Velocity
Froude number

' f+ *

* + f

+'t ' l

NS NS NS NS
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Depth

T r o u t 4 - 9 c m

Velocity

T r o u t l 0 - 1 5 c m

Substrate

T r o u t 4 - 9 c m

Combined

T r o u t 4 - 9 c m
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i
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Trout over 15 cm
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Figure 2. Seasonat weighted usable area, WUA (m2/l00 m river reach) vs. discharge (mr/s) for depth,
velocity, substrate and their combination by brown trout size-classes before (pre) and after (post) habitat

enhancement at study site 1. Seasonal view is based on summer and winter habitat preference curves for

brown trout size-classes (Mâki-Petîiys et al.'1996).

The combined poæntial physical habitat area (WUA) of the trout size-classes II (10-15 cm) and III (> 15 cm)
incrsased in the enhancement measures at nearly every simulated discharge (Iable 3 and 4; Frgure 2 and 3). For

example, at site 2 the combined poæntial physical sunmer habitat area of the size-class II decreased 12 Vo at the

simulated discharge 0.8 m3s'1, remained unchanged at 2.4 m3s-r simulated drscharge, whereas it increased 13 oÂ at
relatively high simulated discharge (4.8 m3s't). For the largest trout size-class (> 15 cm) at the study site 2 the
increase of the potential physical summer habitat area due to the enhancement was 3l %, 105 %o æd 100 Yo at
the discharges of 0.8, 2.4 and 4.8 m3s'r, respectively.

Reciprocally to the changes found in the larger trout size-classes, the potential physical habitat area of the
shortest trout size-class (4-9 un) was smaller in the post-restoration state almost at every simulated discharges
between 0.7 - 7 .O m3s'r and during both se:uons (table 3 and 4; Figure 2). The difference between pre- and post-
restoration states was $eatest at the low discharges. For example at the site 2 in summer the decrease in the
combined potential physical surnmer habitat area of the trout in the size-class I was 55y' at the simulated
discharge 0.8 m3s-r, 45 o/oat2.4 m3s'r and l0 % at 4.8 m3s'r (Table 3).

x
Trod 10 -'15 cm Trout 10 -

- o t 2 ! . ! a t a

TorJt over 15 crn

Oi$harge

Trout over 15 cm
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of preference (PI) for depth, velocity, substrate and their combination by
brown trout size-class II (10-15 cm in lenght) in summer and in two discharges (m3/s, numbers on the teft)

before and after habitat enhancement at study site I as an example.

The physical habitat model simulations showed that before the enhancement the modelled rapids of the fuver
Kutinjoki possessed a great number of suitable habitats for the small brown trout (the size-class I), whereas onlv
a few of the cells were suitable for largertrout size-classes (Table 3 and 4; Figure 2 and 3). For example, at the
site 2 at the discharge of 0.8 m3s-l in summer before tJre restoration the relation befween tle relative combined
potential physical habitat area for the trout size classes I, II and III was l: 0.4 : 0.005, respectively, whereas the
figures in the post-restored situation vrere l: 0.8 : 0.2, respectively. This trend \ryas consistent at almost every
study site and simulaæd discharges indicating that the physical habitat enhancement measures were most
effective in increasing the poæntial physical habitat availability for the trout size-classes II and III.

DISCUSSION

The reconstruction of the river bed and the placement of boulder structures increased the availabilit-v of the
potential physical trout habitat in the River Kutinjoki at simulated low and moderate discharges. Generally
speaking, the remedial me:uures decreased current velocities, which was one of tle marn goals of the
enhancæment plan. On the other hand, the boulder dams. deflectors and other enhancement structures created
habitats with high local gradient and fast currents, but these represent only a small area and can obviously be
useful at very low flows. The enhanc€ment structures employed certainly offer plenty of interstitial space suitable
as hiding place for fishes, although this is not apparent in the modelling results. The resulting diversity of depth,
velocity and substrate conditions created a spatially more complex physical microhabitat structure with a wider
range of microhabitat quality than the pre<nhancement situation. The enhancement structur€s obviously provide
a greater number of energetically more favourable locations not only for the brown trout but also for the other
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fish species and macroinvertebrates, thereby rmproving the chances for succesful enhancement of fish

populations. The complex river bed structure, and, on a macroirabitat scale, the drversified channel form'

increase the number of instream refugia. This, according to Lancaster and Hildrew (1993), can be very

important for the structure and function of benthic invertebrates, especially during spates._Hou'ever, at high

discharges the water in the study rapids begins to crest the boulderdam structures instead of being diverted b.*-

the boùders in the structures. If seems that ttre velocity refuge provided by the boulderdam structures

diminishes as the discharge increases, resulting to a lower availabilit-v of potential suitable habitats.

A homogenous biotope can add the amount of intercohort competion in a brown trout population and thus cause

fluctuations in the densrty in the youngest age groups (Heggenes, 1994). Habitat diversifuing can decrease not

only the intraspesific competition bsti4/een the trout year classes but also the interspesific interference. Bugert et

at itsst) report that habiLt use by subyearlings of three salmorud species (in sympatry) differed primarily in

Table 3. \{eighted usable area (\Vua, m2/100 m river reach) for depth, velocity, substrate and their

combination by brown trout size-classes (I 4-9 cm, II 10-15 cm and III over 15 cm in lenght, respectively)

at study site 2 and at three discharges before and after habitat enhancement. Seasonal view is based on

summer and winter habitatlreference curves for brown trout (Mâki-Petâys el al,, 19961.

SUMMER
SITE 2

Discharge
m's-t

BEFoRE
Wua lVua
comb. depth
m'/loo m m'lloo m

\ilua
veloc.
m'lloo m

Wua
subst
mtllo

AFTER

Wua Wua
comb. dePth
mtlloo m m2lloo m

Wua
veloc.

Wua
subst.
m'/loo mm

t29 468 446 313
I 19 514 543 383
82 468 493 425

100 329 452 313
100 433 490 385
74 473 424 426

2t 80 415 237
35 139 521 290
32 22r 486 322

700 536 527
726 432 568
494 239 596

367 466 462
522 346 500
678 199 526

533 423
4t2 456
222 478

45
19
2t5

295
220
92

l 1 4
t02
65

l6
l7
l6

TRoUT I
0.8
2.4
4.8
TRoUT II
0.8
2.4
4.E
TRoI.rT III
0.8
2.4
4.t

WINTER
SITE 2

Discharge

BEFoRE
Wua
comb.
mtlloo m

lVua
veloc.
m2/loo m

Wua
subst
m'/roo m

AT'TER

Wua
comb.
mt/loo m

Wua
veloc.
mTtoo m

Wua
nrbst.
m2/loo m

Wua
depth
m2lro

Wua
depth
mltoo mI

361 419 520
313 455 646
302 356 717

395 464 445
486 431 558
460 328 617

236 455 336
320 553 - 425
239 531 468

196 139
856 l l2
901 82

493 l5l
531  l 2 l
566 99

226 74
245 94
268 65

604 423
489 270
2t5 157

529 388
683 222
596 147

291
156
53

138
100
56

49
))
42

Tnour I
0.8
2,4
4.8
lnour fI
0.8
2.4
4.E
TRoUT Itr
0.8
2.4
4.E

253 560
395 464
534 261
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Table 4. Weighted usable area (Wua, m2l100 m river reach) for depth, velocity, substrate and their
combination by brown trout size-classes (I 4-9 cm, II 10-15 cm and III over 15 cm in lenght, respectively)
at study site 3 and at three discharges before cnd after habitat enhancement. Seasonal view is based on

summer and winter habitat preference curves for brown trout (Màki-Petâys et a/., 1996).

SUMMER
SITE 3 BEToRE

Wua
Discharge comb.

Wua Wua Wua
subst

AFTER

Wua
comb.

Wua
depth

Wua
veloc.

Wua
subst.

._s[e:,_._,.._.,_t3 ^ - l mtlloo m
depth veloc
m2lloo m m'llomtlrOO m mtlroo m mtl100 m m'/100 m mtl100 m m'/100 m

TRoUT I
0.E
2.4
4.8
TRoUT tr
0.8
2.4
4.E
TROUT III
0.E
2.4
4.E

335
242
99

t52
138
102

t1
28
38

799
7t4
391

436
617
666

50
l0 l
356

606
561
360

569
435
3 1 4

565
569
356

473
494
5 1 3

427
444
459

138
168
t26

l 5
28
48

/ ) - t

932
769

441
648
785

o /

t26
264

692
'783

682

6 t t

682
552

619
t ) l

661

498
548
566

.185

s35
554

3'73
1 1 0
t 1 1

533 2s4
555 281
574 l5 l

WINTER
SITE 3 BEFoRE

Wua
Discharge comb.
m's-t m'lloo m

AFTER

Wua Wua Wua
veloc. subsL comb.
m2/loo m mtlloo m mtlloo m

Wua Wua Wua
depth veloc. subst.
m'lloo m m'lloo m m'lloo m

Wua
depth
mtlloo m

TRoUT I
0.8
2.4
4.8
TRoUT [I
0.8
2.4
4.E
Tnour III
0.E
2.4
4.8

374
160
65

237
l 4 l
9 l

66
95
6 l

655
409
145

643
t + L

4"16

309
492
461

543
381
234

547
297
3 1 6

837
8'14
909

544
f / f

604

218
300
322

292
2r7
96

1 8 5
1 5 7
86

68
88
70

658
700
4 1 4

)  t 5
8 1 0
823

302
471
598

671
6 1 3
482

7t7
561
4 l l

692
796
721

'126

806
833

526
588
608

3 1 8
359
371

603
602
371

some hydraulic factors (depth and snout position). Enlarged channel depth variation may expand intraspesific
and interspesific segregation, resulting to an increase in the cohabitation potential of the species with onlv small
differencies in their physical habitat niche.

The habitat of the shortest size-class of brown trout seems to be tolerant of the dredging of rapids: in the River
Kutinjoki 4 - 9 cm trout sizerlass had plenty of habitats also before the restoration. Chapman and Knutsen
(1980) also found out that subyearlings of two trout and salmon species suffered no loss of habitat qualiq'in
contrast with the larger trout in the altered sections of small streams in Westem Washington, U.S. The ideal
habitat for trout should include more areas for larger trout size-classes because of larger territones needed by
them and the stronger dominance effect prevailing in their intraspesific hierarchy in comparison with the smaller
trout size-classes (Bovee, 1982; Heggenes, 1994; Mfi-Perâys et al., 1996). According,to the EVHA
simulations carried out in the River Kutinjoki, the habitat areas of the shortest trout size-classes, are, however,
essentially larger than those of the large trout. Therefore, a slight reduction in the simulated potential habitat
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area of the shortest trout size-class may not be harmful, since the potential habitat area of the larger trout size-
classes increased at all the srnulated discharges and also in proportion to the area for the shortest size-class.

In the cold season the trout adopt a 'shelter-and-move' strategy enabling them to avoid the risks of ice damage by
being active at night and sheltenng among the substrate during the day ftIeggenes et al.. 1993). Both the riffle
habitat created by the boulder, rubble and cobble structures and the pool habitat between boulder dams are
necessary for the brown trout, for in cold water conditions the interstitial spaces withrn coarse substrate are a
favoured form of shelter for the small trout, whereas deep pool habitats are preferred by large trout (Heggenes,

1994). It is therefore essential that stream enhancement prograrnmes in areas with severe winter conditions
ensure that appropriately sized (cobble-to-boulder) substrates are abundantly available in trout wrntenng areas.
Apparently this can be reached by the placement of boulder{am structures. Jutila er al. (1994) found good

survival and highest dcnsities of stocked brown trout in the areas restored by boulder dams which had several
layers of boulders and cobbles, resembling those employed in the River Kutrnjoki (see also Shuler, 1993).

During the night time activity period in wrnær the trout prefer slow-water and coarse substrate habitats
(Heggenes, 1994). The winter preference data of Mfi-Petâys et al., (1996) tnt we used in the present habitat
simulations were sampled at daytrme and thus charact€nzes the trout habitat preference during the inactive

diumal resting period. The changes in the hydraulic conditions caused by the ice cover, such as the formatron of
nonfldating ice in rapids, in particular, create temporally complex depth and velocit-v distributions (Calkins.

1990), making it really drfficult for the hydraulic model to simulate the realized habitat conditions. Because of
these uncertainty factors the simulated potential habitat values are not as reliable for the uinter as for the

summer period. However, in our case the wrnter habitat srmulations can. nevertheless. produce useful
information for the designing of habitat enhancement structures. For the enhancement of the streams in the high
northern areas an efficient hydraulic modelling of local ice-processes is greatly needed.

The most critical and often most controversial elements of the PHABSIM analysis are the habitat preference

criteria used to translate the physical characteristics of rivers into the WUA, an index of habitat availability and
quallty Fish distribution and abundance on a local scale are known to be affected by the conditrons of depth.
velocity, substrate particle size and cover charactenstics. Obviously fish do not respond to these variables
independently, but rather to the combinations of variables in a hierarchic.al manner of a certain kind ftIeggenes,
1994). The preference curyes we chose to use in this study were developed rn a study carried out in a nearby
stream with a dense population of trout and diverse environment (Miiki-Peuiys et al., 1996). The validation of
the preference curves is underway (M:iki-Petiiys er a/., unpublished). From statistical and theoretical
perspective, it would certarnly have been more accurate to use site spesific preference curves, for the curves of
this kind are able to reflect the ecological influences of the local microhabitat choices (including the responses for
food availability, predation, competition etc; e.g. Orth, 1995). Since, however, our goal was only to see how the
remedial actions will modifu the physical environment from the trout perspective, the choice may be justified. A
totally different question is whether this increased potential physical habilât availabilrty will ever be achieved as
the realized spatial habitat for the trout. The benefits ofan increased suitable living space in the restored areas,
especially in such a seasonally variable environment as a boreal river, are linked with the development of the
biological complexity (aquatic vegetation, macroinvertebrates) and its temporal and spatial dynamics (e.g.
Heggenes, 1994; Orttr, 1995). Yet an assessment by a physical habitat simulation alone cannot capture these
potential effects, and a combined analysis at multiple trophic levels is necessary (e.g. Orth, 1995; Wasson er a/.,
1995). Mâki-Petàys et al. (1996) suggest that the minimum requirement for inueasing the biological realism of
instream habitat models is that the size structure of the fish population under study and the seasonality of
resourc€ availability and use be incorporated into the models. ln streams of the far north the harsh winter
conditions are far more likely to be critical for salmonid survival and production, thus emphasizing the
importance of developing separate preference curves for winær conditions in these environments. Nevertheless,
æchnical and theoretical concenui about the accuracy of habitat preference criteria (e.g. Mathur et a/., 1985; Gan
and McMahon, 1990) reinforce the need to validate and venfr models before using them for estimating the
realized trout responses to different habitat enhancement measures. We have launched a study program to
examine trout population responses and position choice in the restored areas.
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Fishery rnanagers rely heavily on the information gained from post-treatnent evaluations for guidance in other
enhancement efforts, but the majority of these evaluations have focused on population responses (e.g. Jutila er
al., 1994). Although studies at this level provide valuable information on how different species and lifesrages
respond to habitat enhancement, they æll only a little of the real reasons for success or setback rn those fish
responses. Quantitative estimates of the ecological rmpacts of river restoration require a description of the
hydraulic local habitat. A quantitative tool, such as a PHABSIM framework (the EVHA and others (e.g. pa1ne.
1994) combining habitat preferences with the appropriate physical habitat variables can be used to assess
functional respons€s of the fish to the different habitat modifications (e.g. Shuler, 1993). Such ecological-
engineering capabilities allow comparisons of stnlcture types under different channel and hydraulic conditions
and discharge regimes. An understanding of how enhancement structures modiry the physical environment are
essential for the design of enhancement treaûnents. On the other hand, the informative graphics of the output bv
the present PHABSIM computer versions give a useful tool for e.g. restoration managers informing the public of
the success of certain remediation activities. PHABSIM framework can also be used to compare the potential
habitat garns of various structure'types during the design phase by changing the cross-sectronal information to
imitate hydraulic and structural changes (Harby and Arnekleiv, 1994), but the process seems laborous due to the
difficulties in modelling local hydraulic parameters by the present hydrological modelling componenrs. For
planning purposes improvement could be gained from the development of 3dimensional hvdrologicat modelling
component (Olsen and Alfredsen, 1994). We, however, share the vrew held by Shuler (1993) that. as with an1
model, the predictive accuracy and realism of the physical habitat model ouçut is limited b1' the user's
understanding of the underlyrng assumptions, by his or her wrllingness to recognize limitations inherent in the
model and the degree to which the user incorporates general biological knowledge and expertise into the
modelling and decision making process.
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ABSTRACT

The necessity for river improvement works to provide a variety of suitable habitats have been well recognized
in recent vears. Spur dikes, which have been designed to protect bank from erosion and to control bed
topography, have received much attention from the standpoint of fish habitats. To trace the changes in
habitats after the construction of spur dikes, we carried out field measurement of bed level evolution,
distributions of velocity and water depth, fish species in Ushizu river, Kushu region of Japan. The field
observation continued from 1994 to 1996 covering the pre- and post-construction periods of the spur dikes.
We found that the introduction of spur dikes made of stone riprap have altered the river bed from flat one
to undulated one with local sours and riffies and that several fish species have been identified there, which
implies the improvement of fish habitats. The characteristics of physical habitat at low and high water have
been studied through field measurement and numerical simulation using two and three dimensional flow
models. It was confirmed that the models can reproduce the velocity distributions at low water and at flood.
Finally the role of the spur dikes in restoration of fish habitat in Ushizu river was summarized.

KEY-WORDS : Spur dike/Fish habitat/Velocity distribution/Water depthlSediment transport/
Pool/fuffie/Field measurement/Numerical simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The restoration of .rivers to an ecological system of the environment has become one of the nost iniportant

tasks in many countries. The conventional river improvement works have often lost the habitat requirements

for migration, reproduction, juvenile rearing, shelter and so on. Restoration efforts for riverine fish need the

information and knowledge of physical and biological processes in river system.

Spur diles, which have been constructed to protect bank from erosion and to stabilize bed topography,

have recently received much attention from the standpoint of fish habitats. Velocity distribution and bed

scour pattern associated with various arrangements of spur dikes have been studied over several decades
(for example, Sanada, 1932; Yarnamoto, 1995 in Japan). The design methods for suitable spur dikes have
also been developed by many researcherc (Kawamura, 1963; Klingeman, 1984). It has been reported that
complicated bed proûles are the eftective natural means to provide a wide range of llou' condilions and
suitable habitats for fish (Tarnai,l993; Shields, 1995). Thus the construction of spur dikes in allrrvial rivers.
which leads to considerable change in bed topography, has the potential to realize its origirral objectives and
tbe suitable habitats for fish at the same time. However, rve ueed more reliable information on tl-re inrpact
of the spur dikes on tsh habitats, which is the main topic we are pursuing in this paper.

The goal of this research is to develop a design method of spur dikes fully accounting the sedinrcnl. l.ransport.
for local scours, pools and riffies for fish habitats. In the present study, we aimed at the better underst,antiilg
of the processes how the stream characteristics and frsh species change. For such purpose, we carried out I )
field observation of sediment scour and deposition in the river reach with spur dikes, 2) field rnrra^surement
of the flow pattern at low water and at flood, 3) fish capturing, 4) numerical simulation to understand the
characteristics of ûow and river bed and 5) identification of the role of spur dikes in inrprovernent of fish
habitats.

2. RESEARCH SITE

2.1 Location and Characteristics of Ushizu River

Figure 1 shows the location of Ushizu river, in Saga Prefecture, Japan. It is a typical meandering river
on alluvium and the circle in Figure I represents the location of the observation site. Table I explains the
physical characteristics of the Ushizu river. Figure 2 shows the view of the observation reach where the river
width is about 50m together with the spur dikes constructed along the concave bauk. The observation site
locates in the tidally affected reach.

KYUSHU DISTRICT

s_5
FUKUOKA

Figure 1 Location of Ushizu River.
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Table 1 Characteristics of Ushizu River.

pammeær

oratnage arca 165.5km2

channel length l 5 .3km

mean radius of curvature l76m

bed material 0.002-0.51, 0.01 I -0.65, 0.018-0.77mm

bod slope 1t700

637.27mtls
discharge

0.4mls

max=8m
channel dcpth

max=lm

Épt ow
Figure 2 View of Ushizu River and Spur Dikes.

2.2. Spur Dikes of Ushizu River

The spur dikes in Ushizu river belong to an impermeable riprapped rockfill type and were constructed at
right angles to stream. Figure 3 shows the typical cross-sectional shape and its dimensions in cm unrt.

H.W.L

L.W.L

Figure 3 Spur Dikes in Ushizu River.

3. FIELD OBSERVATION

Discharge has been monitored continuously by the Takeo Construction Office, Ministry of Construction.
Velocity distribution was measured in the reach with spur dikes using two ways, i.e., video image analysis

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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of surface flow at low water and at flood and electromagnetic velocimetry at low water. Water stage wa^s

measured usiug the standard surveying technique. Detailed geometry data of nine cross-sections at aboul
20m intervals were combined with the bed level data obtained at randomly distributed points to draw the
precise contour [nes of the bed topography. Fish capturing, diving and marking were carried out for ûsh

habitats. Table 2 summarizes the measured quantities and the frequencies of each measurement. Figure 4
shows the daily discharge records during the course of our field measurement.

Table 2 Observation Dates and Collected Data.

Yeal

date

flow condition

Velocity

Water stage

Bed materials

Geometry

Fish

Oischarge every hour using stage-discharge relation

:low water level at moderatc fiou, high water level at flood flow)

400
t t t  { { t l I tl t i t

I

I t I t

I 994Oct Dcc l995Jan Fcb Mar May Jun Jul Aug Scp Oct Nov Dcc l996Jan

(C: spur dikes completed, I : date of the observation)

Figure 4 Variation in Daily Averaged Discharge during Observation Periods.

3.2 Result of Field Study
3.2.1 Bed Prcf,les

Main objective of our field investigation was to understand the effects of spur dikes on the stream fow and
the bed topography and to get insight into their effects on fish habitats. Another objective was to obtain
the detailed data which can be used to validate the numerical model we develop. Figure 5 compares the
contour maps of the river bed observed at five different times. There existed a deep pool along the outer
bank before the construction of the spur dikes. Due to the construction work and fine sediment transport,
the data obtained on January 17th shows the complex bed shape near the spur dikes. The contour map of
July 25th, which was mea^sured after floods, shows the local sours around the spur dikes. The layout of the
scoured area showed [ttle variatiol after the ûood of medium scale in September, 1995. The basic structure
of the bed topography seems to be relatively stable.

Bed material is an important indicator of aquatic habitat quality. Clay and silt were scoured away and only
sands and gravels were observed in the deep pools around the dikes. Clay and silt were found in the [mited

Éhohydraultque 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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<Pre-construcl ion> 10 Octorber 1gg4

25 Julyl 995

Figure 5 Change in Bed Configuration.
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region near the heel of spur dikes. The rapid riffies did not include clay and silt. The propertie^s of the bcd
materials at severa.l locations are listed in Table 3.

9.2.2 Velocitg Distribution ond Local Scour near Spur Dikes

Figure 6 demonstrates the measured velocity distributions at low water around the dikes A, B, D and E in
Figure 5. The figure (a) shows the results obtained by the video image analysis of surface liow. the fipçure
(b) the time averaged velocity vectors measured by electremagnetic velocimetry at the depth of 0.0 tinrcs
water depth from water surface. Flom the figure, it is apparent that the spur dikes directly inllur:ncer llorv
pattern. The tracking of the floats on water surface indicates such types of iustantaneous stream patterns as
(1) deviation away from the bank towards the center of the channel, (2) formation of large scalt'of vortices
between spur dikes and (3) flowing toward the downstream spur dike and theu deflected. These llou' pat,terns
are correlated with the bed profiles.

3.2.3 Fish Capturi.ng

The creation of deep water zones by local scours and slack water areas by sedimentation betrvcen dikc.s
is favorite for ûsh habitats. Identified fishes were three classes nine species in the winter season. three
classes thirteen species in the summer season and two classes seven species in the autumn sca^sorr. rvhit:lr
is classified in Table 4. In terms of riverine habitats, they are classified into two groups. The first, group
includes Pseudogobio esocinus and Cobitis matubarai which like clean water and riffie areas. Their jrrveniles
need the safety spaces. Riprap revetments of spur dikes, gravel and cobble provide holes for their escape.
The other group includes Ca"rassius cuvieti, Carassius gibelio largsdorfi, Pseudorasbota parva which rvere
observed on the bed with clay and silt. They like waste water and stagnation pool. Diversity of ph;'sical
condition created by spur dikes is considered to be essential to support wide variety in fish specres.

4. NUMEn.ICAL ANALYSIS
4.1 Two-Dimensional Flow Model

A twodimensional model based on shallow water equations were applied to the stream at low rvater. The
basic equations are written as;

' Continuity equation

(1 )

' Momentum equations

ahu ahv
- - * - ; - :uor oa

(2)  0hU2 r-AhUV ^rô4 rb,  ,  , . .  (ô2U ,  A2U\
a,  *T  =  -gnor - :+n" " \u* *  

U" )
(3) Ùhuv ahv2-a;nT = -nhæ-+.^"(#.#)

where the depth averaged velocity components are written as [J, V, the water depth â, the bed shear
stressesr6slT[st thebedlevelz6andtheeffectivediff irsioncoefficientrz". Thebasicequationsarediscretized
by the finite element method. Figure 7 shows the velocity distributions iu a part of the flow domain.
Comparison between the observed data and the calculated results indicates that the present model is reliable
in reproducing the flow feature around the spur dikes satisfactory under low water conditions.

Ébohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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1 .
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a dike

2.
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2

middle of
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middle ol
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s ize
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Table I Bed Materials.
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Table 4 Location of Fish Capturing and Identified Fish Species.

sampling points

\
.,(

[";E@

i l ; i

4:

\ ,

irii
i-!i:i:li

@

f
o

wrnler season,

25 Jan 1995
summer season,

4 Aug 1 995

Autumn season
23 Nov 1 995

no.
srze

no.
srze

no.
stze

mrn mean max mrn mean max min mean max

0)

Carassius cuvieri 1 1 1 1 1 9 139 161 1 6 1 t l 139 167 4 1 0 1 1 1 8 159

Carassius gibelio langsdorfi 2 1 1 1 124 154 1 0 103 't21 138 1 127

Tanakia lanceolata 3 27 55 72 89 9 36 46 53

Acheilognathus rhombeus 4 1 81

Zacco platypus 5 7 34 40 oz 1 9 35 80 125 21 32 72 124

Zacco temmincki 6 2 1't2 136 160

Opsariichthys uncirostris 7 1 100

Pseudorasbora parva I

Pseudogobio esocinus 9 z Â l 63 T 5 2 s2 55 78

re =.

Cobitis matsubarai
1 0 1 89

^
Tridentiger trigonocephalus 1 1 z 40 45 3U 2 24 27 30 3 33 38 41

Tridentiger kuroiwae
brevispinis 12 I 59 2 63 66 69 1 4 29 39 54

Acanthogobius f lavimanus 1 3 1 0 85 93 't01

Glossogobius olivaceus 1 4 3 ' t9
. J 34

Acanthogobius lactipes 1 5 1 37

ô t x
=.

trachidermus tasciatus t 6 I 77
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Observed

Figure 7 velocity Distribution by a 2-D Model against Measurement.
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Figure 8 velocidr Distribution by a Two-Layer Model against Measurement.
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4.2 Two-Layer Flow Model

A two-layer model was developed as the extension of the two-dimensional model explained above to account
for the vertical motion around spur dikes during floods. The flood flow was divided into two layers, i.e.,
upper layer and lower layer. The upper layer was defined as the ffow layer above the height ofthe spur dikes.
The basic equations are the continuity equations and two mometum equations keeping the vertical velocity
for both layers. Here we just show in Figure 8 the calculated results by this model in comparison with the
observed data. The figure shows the flow overridiug the spur dike in the upper layer, the flow in the lower
layer and the vertical velocity around the dike with the mea^sured one. Due to the vertical motion at the
back side of the dike, recirculation region behind the dike does not develop, which is quite different from
the flow at low rvater. Although this model yields the reasonable results about flow ûeld at the expeuse of
less computer burden, it would be necessary to elaborate this model for complex flow near spur dike for the
discussion of fish habitat at flood.

4.3 Three-Dimensional Flow Model

A three-dimensional model was developed to discuss the complex flow phenomenon around the spur dikes.
The model employs the standard È - e turbulence model to express the effects of turbulence. The continuitl,
equation, three momentum equations and the transport equations for the turbulence energ.v A and its
dissipation rate e were solved simultaneously. The finite volume method is used to discretize the equations
and the SIMPLE qlgorithm (Patankar, 1980) to obtain the converged solution. Figure g shows plan vieus of
the calculated velocities at two different level above bed and the bed shear stress between the two dikes. A
recirculation zone is formed near the bed and it disappears away from the bed. The bed shear stress takes
a large value near the tip of the dike and behind the dike.

Horizontal Velocity Vcctoa and Contours gf
Venic.l Vclocitv .t 20cm .bovê B.d
(+): Uprard, (:): Dmmrd Motion

Bcd Shcer Stress

--l
--l
::l
--t
"1
"l

:1
- 1 1
' f l
' r l
' n
' r l' n
: I l- l

6

4 6

x  ( m )

Figure I Calculated Velocity and Bed Shear Stress by a 3-D Model.
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5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
5.1 Physical Conditions and Fish Habitat

the spur dikes in Ushizu river were constructed along concave bank over a movable bed. The spur dikes
directly affect the flow pattern and bed shea,r stress distribution. Then they exert significant effects on
sedimeut tra,nsport, local scour and depositiotr near the structures. Numerical simulation showed the pos-
sibility to reproduce such complicated ûow characteristics and bed topography around spur dikes, that is.
the two-dimensional model is able to calculate the flow with vortices around spur dikes, while the trvo-layer
model can take into accouut of the effect of vertical motion. The threedimensional model offers more de.
tailed information on complex flow field during floods. Physical couditions is so important to ûsh habitats
that these numerical models help us understand and predict the flow and bed topography in the natural
rivers. Major results obtained in the present study can be summarized in Table 5 and Figure 10. These
attempt to rearrange the relation between physical conditions and ûsh habitats observed in Ushizu river
in the presence of spur dikes. Evaluation methods have been proposed such as HQI method (Binns.l982)
and IFIM (Stalaaker et a1.,1994). Even though the study is devoted to the qualitative evaluation of for fish
habitats based on filed observation, we would like to integrate this approach towards the development of
quantitative evaluation method.

5.2 Influences on Fish Habitats

According to the field observation, the spur dikes provided the fish habitats with such various flow conditions
as pools and riffies, va.riety of bed materials and the safety space within the riprap work of spur dikes.
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ABSTRACT

Critical to river rehabilitation decisions is the prediction of benefis of certain procedures. In low order systems,
planning should focus on flow requirements of lotic organisms, especially benthic species. As a component of a

whole-watershed restoration project to control water quality and enhance instream habitat, we examined the value

of placement of artificial riffles in Holly Forlq a low-order tributary of the Vy'est Sandy River (west Tennessee)'

Our objective was to determine if the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM) and its component computer
model, PHABSIM, could adequately predict habitat value of the riffles for benthic macroinvertebrates and if, after

colonization, this "value" was reflected by increased diversity of benthic macroinvertebrates. Holly Fork is a

severely head-cut charurel with two-meter high vertical embankmens and a substrate dominated by sand and fines

with occasional gravel riffles. Rather than target specific macroinvertebrate taxa, we chose to conduct analysis of

each stream reach using macroinvertebrate diversity as the "indicator". Habitat suitability criteria were developed

ruing diversity data from adjacent watersheds. These HSI curves predicted a range of suitable physical conditions
which supported highest benthic community diversity. A traditional IFIM analysis of a reach of the Holly Fork

indicated that, below 0.2 mr/s (a flow exceeded l07o of the time), less than 57o of the wetted-area contained

adequate habitat for benthic macroinvertebrates. At optimum flows (0.4 mls and higher), only l5% of the wetted-

area, primar:ly acrcss small gravel bars, was adequate to support high community diversity. Two artificial riffles,

composed of large cobble and boulder keystones, with leading and trailing aprons of medium cobble and gravel,

were placed at 35 meter intervals in the test section. After hydrological stabilization and time for colonization by

macroinvertebrates (six weeks), the artificial riffles were re-analyzed with PHABSIM. The simulation predicted that

this reach contained significantly higher amounts of available benthic habitat at low flows (more than tripled) and

over 407o of the total wetted-area should support high benthic community diversity at optimal flows. HABTAT

options which predicted cell-by-cell composite suitability indicated that the presence of the artificial riffles

contributed the majority of this habitat enhancement. During subsequent months, we collected benthic samples at

random points on each riffle and at different discharges. A plot of cell-by-cell composite habitat suitability and

sample diversity from these cells revealed a significant correlation between PHABSIM predictions and actual

commurity diversity. This technique can be an aid in demonstrating the value of certain restoration structures during

the rehabilitation plaruring process. Our macroinvertebrate data suggest that benthic community diversity can be

a less labor-intensive HSl-target for evaluation of instream flow values that sustain ecosystem integrity.

KEY-WORDS: Restoration, PHABSIM, artificial riffle, hydraulic stream ecology, macroinvertebrates, habitat quality
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INTRODUCTION

The restoration of lotic ecosystems involves an interdisciplinary approach which is focused upon recreating, at one
level or another, an ecosystem which will attract plant and animal colonists and suppon a stable and sustainable
ecosystem. Although stream restoration is most often a response to unplanned disturbance evenrs, it is almost c.s
often that some c priori plarning can be made to minimize initial disturbance, thereby reducing the financial and
persorurel commitmens to post-constructiory'operation/disturbance restoration activity. lf direct control of point
sources of pollution is also provided, the focus of the restoration scientist will be ùe placement and construction
of instream habitat structures to enhance capture of organic detrins and aufivuch; as well as, colonization by
macroinvertebrate and fish species.

Traditionally, restoration work had been focused upon habitat structures designed and placed to enhance fish
production. The most imponant components for fish production are acceptable water quality, tbod production areas,
spawning/egg incubation areas, and cover (Wesche, 1985). Physical habitat structure is especially imporrant tbr
developing juvenile fish where the ability to avoid the shearing stresses of high velocity areas becomes a critical
function. Thtis, juveniles tend to pretèr areas of brushy cover (Shirvell 1990) or deep holes (especially in small
streams) (Heggenes 1990, l99l) ratherthan specific velocity requirements. In all cases. structural design is based
upon the assumption that these habitat requirements can be controlled through design of structures which produce
preferred physical and chemical conditions as related to flow conditions. ln the same manner, restoration scientists
are assuming that hydraulic conditiorn are one of a few primary templates which govem tlre distribution of lotic
organisms. Statzner et al. (1988; for invertebrates) and Heede and Rinne (1990; fbr fish) have reviewed the body
of data which support these assumptions. Both reviews have shown that complex flow conditions such as Reynolds
velocities and shear sûess, which incorporate combined factors of depth, velocity, bed roughness and viscosity of
the water, are predictors of benthic densities and perhaps, fish population response (Bartholow et al., 1993).

Aquatic invertebrates are associated with a wide variety of substrates ranging from rooted vegetation and dead wood,
to periphyton to all sizes of inorganic particulates (silt, sand, gravel, and cobble). Substrate cornposition is the most
easily manipulated habitat characteristic in restoration projects. Alùough the opportunity fbr such precise study is
frequently limited, the most effective rehabilitation of macroinvertebrate commurities considers such factors as
degree of embeddedness of panicles, size of panicles, contour of the substrate, and heterogeneity of substrate types
in the source and recipient areas (Gore, 1985). Merritt and Cummirs (198a) have listed major habitat types tbr
families and genera of aquatic irsects in North America. This can be a useful guide if source areas of colonizers
are tnknown or unrestored. In most cases, highest diversities and production have been reported from channels with
medium cobble (256 mm diameter) and gravel substrares.

The most cornmon structures for fish habitat enhancement have been current deflectors, overpour structures (dams
and weirs), bank cover, and boulder placements. These instream structures also modify local hydraulic conditions
to present prefened habitat to benthic invertebrates. Log-drop structures and other dams improve fish habitat by
trapping sediment with minor impact on invertebrate dernities while deflectors increase water velocity over riffles
to remove accumulating sediments from cobble substrates (Luedtke et al., 1976). For macroinvertebrates, then,
primary considerations include formation of sediment-free riffle areas and structures to control sediment deposition.
Such structures as deflectors (gabion, single, or double wing) check dams, and placement of large boulders have all
been demonstrated to produce scoured areas of riffle habitat and pools (Gore and Johnson, l98l; Thompson, 1985;
Wesche, 1985). Wesche has described construction details and installation characterisrics.

Efforts to create artificial riffles to enhance macroinvertebrate diversity and production during rehabilitation of rivers
and streams have been limited in application. This is surprising since the majority of studies on the benefits of
creation of artificial riffles has indicated that diversity and production of macroinvertebrates most ofterr duplicates
communities in unimpacæd areas (Gore, 1985) and results in enhanced fisheries diversity and production @dwards
et al., 1984; Bingham and Miller, 1989). The objectives of this research were to examine the impact of placement
of artificial riffles during a watershed restoration project. Physical habitat modelling of artificial riffles provided
predictions of change in macroinvertebrate diversity with changes in flow and allowed us a point of comparison to
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field-collected macroinvertebrate samples and a chance to verify the predictive ability of the models and their
application to stream rehabilitation.

The Physical Habitat Model (PHABSIM) was used to evaluate the habitat quality of the artificial riffles. Shuler and
Nehring (1993) have demonstrated that PHABSIM, the software package used in the Instream Flow Incremental
Methodology, can be used to evaluate stream enhancement activities. The Instream Flow lncremental Methodology
(IFIM) is a series of concepts, techniques and computer programs to combine channel morphology, characteristics
of flow and biological preferences of target organisms to predict gairs or losses in physical habitat under new or
modified flow regimes @ovee, 1982) (Figure l). Based on the assumption that lotic biota have their distribution
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Figure 1. Schematic of the IFIM and PHABSIM process. Cross-sections are surv€y€d and combined
with stage-discharge relationships in IFG4 to predict hydraulic change with discharge. HABTAT

combines suitability criteria with hydraulic information to produce habitat quality
estimates (WLIA) as a function of discharge.

and certain phases of their life cycles controlled by the hydraulic conditions within the water column, various
elements of PHABSIM predict changes in velocity, depth and channel resistance in each habitat element surveyed.
These conditions are compared to the habitat preferences of target species, guilds or communities. The amount of
usable habitat area (or volume) is predicted for each discharge of concem. Bovee (1982, 1986) has provided details
of the IFIM procedures. Reviews of this æchnique and appropriate application have been provided by Gore and
Nes{er (1988) and Nestler et al. (1989).
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I\{ETHODS

Site Description

Holly Fork Creek (Henry County, Teruressee) is a second-order stream, draining agricultural areas in the Big
Sandyflilest Sandy drainage which empties into Kentucky Lake, an impounded portion of the Tennessee River.
Holly Fork is a severely head-cut stream with almost vertical embankments of up to three meters height. Subsûates
are primarily sand and small gravel with isolated patches of coarser gravel and small cobble. Discharges range
between 0.01 m% and greater than I m3/s. However, the majority of daily flows do not exceed 0.4 mls

According to the recommendations of Newbury and Gaboury (1993), two artificial riffles were corutructed at 100
meter intervals along a typical reach of Holly Fork. These riffles were constructed of a mix of gravel with medium
and large cobble. The riffles were hexagonal in strape with an upstream face with a 4:l slope and a crest of 45 cm
and a downstream tàce with a 20: I slope. Each riffle was built in June of 1995 and allowed to stabilize,
hydrologically and biologically, for approximately eight weeks.

During August, 1995, this section was surveyed according to recommended techniques and evaluated for available
habitat for benthic macroinvertebrates at a series of typical discharges. Habitat suitability curves were not for a
single species but, using the techniques proposed by Gore (1989), were curves which represented conditions which
promote the highest commrurity diversity. The raw data used to calibrate these curves came from a composite of
over 75 0.1 mr samples, with accompanying depth, velocity and zubstrate characterizations, taken from similar low
order, relatively undisturbed, low-gradient streams in the region. Sample diversity data, rather than dersity of
individual taxa, were fît to exponential polynomial regressions agairxt velocity, depth, and substrate (Gore and Judy
1981). Highest sample diversities occurred at velocities of 65 cm/s, depths of 27 cm, and substrates of gravel and
small cobble.

PHABSIM analysis of the artificial riffles revealed the predicted gain and loss of available habitat to support high
macroinvertebrate diversity over a range of discharges from 0.05 m37s to l. 15 mls. Using the LSTCEL routine, the
composite suitability (the product of depth, velocity, and substrate suitability values) were produced for all surveyed
cells at all discharges. ln theory, as composite suitability increases, macroinvertebrate diversity of those cells should
also increase. We tested this prediction, by sampling cells, at random, at different discharges. ln August, 1995,
eight quantitative circular-bottom-samples were collected from both riffles at a discharge of 0.25 mls and eight
more samples were collected in October, 1995, at a discharge of 0.71 mr/s. For each sample, Shannon-Weiner
diversity (Pielou 1975), using log-base-2, was calculaûed and compared to predicted habitat suitability for the
collection site at the discharge when the sample was collected.

RESULTS

Prior to construction of the artificial riffles, approximately l7 7o of the wetted-habitat area contained suitable habitat
for benthic macroinvertebraæs (Figure 2). This value could have been considerably lower in other sections of the
stream since the majority of the habitat value was located at a single patch of gravel approximately half-way between
the riffle areas. The results of the physical habitat simulaæd predicted a three-fold increase in available habitat at
moderate discharges and an over-all increase in macroinvertebrate habitat over the entire range of discharges.
lndeed, over the normal range of discharges during an annual hydrograph, PHABSIM analysis predicæd that the
effect of the artificial riffles was to maintain high quality habitat during periods of lowest flow by imporurding waær
across the upstream face and discharging it at higher velocities across the gravel and cobble downstream aprons.
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Figure 2. Prediction of habitat quality as a function of discharge
before (solid circles) and after (open circles) installation of

artificial riffles in a section of Hollv Fork.
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Figure 3. Composite habitat suitability at upstream artificial riffle
from upstream (50 m) to downstream (55 m) at 0.06 m3/s.

At low discharges, the greatest habitat value was predicted to occur in cells near the thalweg of the stream and near
the crest of ùre artificial riffle, where velocities might be highest (Figure 3). At higher discharges, optimal
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combinations of depth and velocity occurred at the most downstream areas of the riffle (Figure 4). At the highest
discharges simulated, areas of high quality habitat were predicted to be located in the mid-reaches of the riffle area
and at areas more lateral to the thalweg of the stream (Figure 5). This "wave" of change in location of optimal
habitat was predicted for both artificial riffles.

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

55

30
Distance (rn)

Figure 4. Composite habitat suitability at upstream arlificial rilïle
from upstream (50 m) to downstream (55 m) at 0.7 m3/s.

A comparison of mmple diversity and predicted composite suitability for the cells from which the samples were
taken is shown in Figure 6. There was a significant correlation between predicted habitat suitability and actual
macroinvertebrate diversity for the cells examined in August and October of 1995. Although the data fit both first-
and second-order regrcssions, the s€cond-order regression (to fit the log-normal nature of diversity meazures) was
deemed to be the most appropriate predictor.

DISCUSSION

In low order rivers and strearns under regulated flow conditions, say low flows from abstractions for irrigation,
physical habitat modeling techniques may be useful in evaluating habitat structures which enhance pretèrred
hydraulic conditions for target biota. These techniques can be used during the reconnaissance-phase of a restoration
or rehabilitation project for design and placement of structures and, where necessary, for permitting of these
structures by regulatory agencies.

The predictions of these simulatiorn also indicate that habitat quality of any patch does not remain constant and that
the riffle does not turiformly increase and decrease in habitat quality as discharge varies. Each cell ("habitat patch"
displays a unique habitat condition with change in discharge (Figures 7 and 8). Those cells closest to the thalweg
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Figure 5. Composite habitat suitability at upstream artificial riffle
from upstream (50 m) to downstream (55 m) at l.l2 m%.

have high quality habitat at low discharges near the head of the riffle and those cells which are laærally removed
from the thalweg have higher habitat quality at higb discharges and at locations towards the tail of the riffle. This
suggests that, like fish, macroinvenebrates must be able to "track" the changes in habiut qualit.v and their location
within the riffle. The simulation suggests that these changes occur rclatively slowly and predictably over the change
in hydrograph and the results of our held sampling suggest that this "tracking" does occur. The mechanism of this
uacking is not identified: that is, we are unable to speculate if the change in position of high diversity samples is
the result of migration of individuals from a patch of declining quality to a patch of increasing qualit;- or if the
change in position is a result of new colonization of newly occurring high quality cells and the abandonment
(through drift?) of low quality cells as discharge changes.

Davis and Barmuta (1989) sugges that samples taken from an area as large as one-tenth of a square merer contain
representatives from severai h1'draulic microhabitats, Stauner et al. (1988) have demonstrated that densities can be
predicted, based upon composite sampie-by-sample suitabilities. The data presented here indicate that. on a larger
scale, a suweyed cell of l0 m2, composite suitability predictions are adequate to determine macroinvertebrate
commtmity divenity. Although the scale used in the PHABSIM simulation is not an adequate represenarion of the
hydraulic and ecological phenomena identified by Statmer et al. (1988), Davis and Barmuta (1989), and Barmura
(1990), this simulation does appear to be adequate to demonstrate the value of the placement of artificial riffles in
certain areas of a stream during resoration activity. Similar merit has been found in the applicarion of these
modelling techniques to predict the value of other restoration and rehabilitation strucnrres (weirs and deflectors) in
similar application (Gore and Hamilton 1996).

The greaæs drawback to application of IFIM techniques, especially PHABSIM, to stream restoration is the lack of
a clearly-demonstnted relationship between usable habitat area and population numbers or biomass suppon.
Although Bovee (1982) has indicated that the relationship between usable habitat area and carrying capacity of the
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Figure 6. Regression of diversity and composite habitat suitability with

95Vo confrdence intervals. Regression t' = 0.78.
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Figure 7. Habitat suitability of cell 11, within the rlulweg,
at upstream artificial riffle along the length of the cell.

sûeam reach is implicit in the development of PHABSIM, this has been difficult to demonstrate in practice. There

have been successes (Cheslak and Jacobson, 1990) and failures (Scott and Shirvell, 1987) in predicting changes in

fish popnlations using PHABSIM. However, Statzner et al. (1988) zuggesæd that" for more non-mobile organisms,
zuch as benthic macroinvertebrates, the relationship between physical habitat and density u predictable. The results
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Figure E. Habitat suitability of cell 8, two meters lateral from thalweg,
at downstream artificial riffle along the length of the cell.

of this project do not suggest that biomass or density can be predicted rsing PHABSIM tecl'niques, but do indicate
that there is a significant conelation between macroinvertebrate diversity and predicted habitat quality.

Although certainly not the only templates which determine the successful occupancy of cenain section of stream
reach, hydraulic variables appear to be a major influence on distribution of most lotic species. Hydraulic habitat
models, then, can be a useful tool to evaluate the benefit of certain restoration activities. IFIM is a flexible, general
method for evaluation of habitat conditions under a wider variety of hydrological conditiorn. Only recently, has this
technique been explored for application to restoration or rehabilitation. The initial findings, as reported here, suggest
that this is a beneficial avenue lbr further research with a goal of improving our ability to restore or rehabilitate lotic
ecosystems and sustain their communities for long periods of time.
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CONSTRUCTION OF GENERATING STATION AT THE MERCIER DAM:
FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A MAN-MADE WALLEYE STREAM

SPAWNING HABITAT USED AS A MITIGATIVE MEASURE

Benoit Gagnonl, Marc Gendron2 and Isabelle Thériault3

l. Hydro-Québec, Service É,tudes environnementâles, 800, de Maisonneuve est, lgth floor,
Monuéal, Québec, Canada H2L 4M8, bgagnon@ge.hydro.qc.ca

2. Environnement Illimité inc., 1453, Saint-Thimothée, Montréal, Québec, Canada H2L 3N7, envill@cam.org

3. Tecsult inc., 85, Sainte-Catherine ouest, Monuéal, Québec, Canada H2X 3P4

Hydro-euébec has been studying the possibility:tffi 90-Mw generating station at the Mercier dam
on the Gatineau River. Construction of the Mercier dam in 1927 led to the creation of the Baskatong reservoir,
which regulates the flow of the Gatineau River. The generating station would be built along the right bank of
the existing dam. The prefened variant consists of excavating a 1.2-km canal between the dam and Chute du
Lion falls so that a portion of the denivellation can be recovered and generating capacity increased by 6 MW.
The excavation of a canal in the riverbed will decrease the water level over the entire section between the
Mercier dam and Chute du Lion falls as well as concentrate most of the flow in the excavated canal.
Depending on the flow, a decrease in the water level would dewater 4.8 to 9.8 ha of the riverbed, which
represents 3l to 8l% of the current surface area of the watercourse. The main impact of the project is the
dewatering of a walleye spawning ground located downstream from the dam. It measures about 10,fi)0 m2
and represents over half of the spawning habitat for this section of the river. A large proportion of the fish
population would be affected, with a resulting decline in the abundance of certain species or their
disappearance. The corrective measures that have been retained are aimed at preserving the fish spawning
habitats in this section of the river. These measures include relocating the spawning ground closer to the
current spawning area, dredging three shoals so that a river flow is maintained, and creating a shallow berm in
order to decrease flow velocity and allow spawners to migrate upstreirm. A method of managing the proposed
generating station during the spring was put forth: it consists in allowing fish to access the developed spawning
ground while taking into account the various reservoir management constraints as well as users' concems
regarding the reservoir periphery. The residual impact on the fish populations and their spawning habitat will
be slight despite the major changes made to the river section. hevious experiences have shown that this type
of development has a high rate of effectiveness with walleye. Environmental studies of spawning ground
developments will be used to optimize the project and yield economic gains of about $0.3 million (1992) over
50 years.

KEY-WORDS: Hydro-Québec / Gatineau River / Hydraulic modelling / Environnmental Impact Assessment /
Mitigative measure / Dam / Walleye / Spawning ground development
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INTRODUCTION

The Mercier dam is located on ge Gatineau River 186 l<rn north of Ottawa (see Figure l). Built in 1927, it led
to the creation of the Baskatong reservoir (298 km2: 3049 hm3), which regulates the flow of the Gatineau
River and supplies the Paugan (1929), Ctrelsea (1927) and Rapides-Farmers (1927) generating stations with a
total nominal capacity of 495 MW and an annual average energy output of of 2,215 GWh.

Hydro-Québec is studying the possibility of building a 90-MW hydroelecuic generating station to the right of
the Mercier dam to develop the energy potenûal of the Baskatong reservoir. One proposed variant consists in
excavating a long tailrace canal in the Gatineau riverbed. Excavation would decrease the flow in the residual
riverbed and would dewater fish spawning and feeding habitats found in the river section downstream of the
dam. Environmental impact studies, as per section 3l.l of the Envirorvnent Quality Acl, were canied out over
a ts/o-year period (Hydro-Québec, 1995a, b). One of the environmental issues involves the preservation of the
spawning and rearing habitat of walleye (Stizostedion viteum) located in the reservoir tributaries and
downsûeam of the dam.

This paper presents a study of the technical and biological feasibility of developing a walleye spawning habitat
as a mitigative measure for decreasing the impacts of the new generating station. This mitigative measure is
being proposed in order to preserve aquatic habitats within a context of sustainable development and to
comply with the provincial no net loss policy.

AIM OF THE STUDY

The aim of the hydraulic and ichtyological studies consists in assessing the feasibility of developing the
section of the Gatineau River in order to preserve the fish spawning and rearing habitats, especially that of
walleye. More specifically, the study involves designing a spawning habitat, maintaining a constant flow in the
residual riverbed, and facilitating the upsueam migration of the fish to the spawning grounds.

PROJECT OVERVIEIV

The Mercier generating station would be built on the right bank of the river to the right of the Mercier dam:'
Designed for a maximum usable flow of 470 m3/s, the proposed development comprises a headrace canal, two
water intakes integrated to a power house, two Kaplan generating units, and a tailrace canal that emerges at the
foot of the dam. Two variants have been studied. i.e. the Mercier variant and the Mercier variant with
excavation. For the Mercier variant, the net head of water is ?-0.2 m with an installed capacity of 85 MW and
an annual energy output of 346GWh. The development cost is estimated at $168 million in 1994 dollars
(Hydro-Québec, I 995c).

The Mercier variant with excavaûon consists in excavating a tailrace canal that is 1.2 km in length by 20 m in
width at level 194.5 m between the dam and Chute du Lion falls (Figure l) in view of recovering part of the
denivellation of the falls, i.e. 1.6 m, and increasing generating capacity by 6 MW, for an annual energy output
of 381 GWh. The development costs have been estimated at $180 million in 1994 dollars (Hydro-Québec,
1995c).

A spawning habitat design has been established for each of the above variants. In this paper we will be
presenting the design that was retained for the Mercier variant with excavation.
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Figure l: Location of the study area and walleye spawning habitats identified in the spring of 1993
downstream of the Mercier dam and Chute du Lion in the Gatineau River
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DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA

Hvdrological and Hvdraulic Cqnditions

The Baskatong reservoir is filled in spring and progressively emptied in winter depending on energy
requirements. Its maximum and minimum operating levels are 223.14 and2O7.6 m, respectively. The river's
mean flow at the Mercier dam is 261 m3/s. Several operation specifications are used to control the flow and
water levels in order to reduce floods downstream, especially in the town of Maniwaki, while maintaining a
minimum flow for Maniwaki's water supply and providing a compensation flow during the summer.

The management of reservoir water levels also takes into account users' concerns with the immediate
surroundings, such as dock and water access when the fishing season opens in May, navigability, access to
beaches in the summer, shoreline erosion, and the maintenance of water levels to ensure the walleye's access to
spawning gtounds located in ùe reservoir's ributaries.

Hydraulic conditions found in the river section between the Mercier dam and Chute du Lion falls are
described in Table l. Flow velocities, which vary according to the discharge, are quite high. Backwater curves
and water depths above the thalweg are shown in Figure 2. A 3-m denivellation is caused by the waterfall.

Table 1: Hydraulic conditions in the river section between the Mercier dam and Chute du Lion falls

100 m3/s 235 m3/s 470 m3/s*

Section

Mercier dam - Chute
du Lion falls
Above Chute du Lion
falls

Water level Velocity Water level . Velocity Water level Velocity
(rn) (m/s) (m) (m/s) (m) (m/s)

199.8 à 200.3 0.7 à 1.4 200.7 à 20r.3 0.9 à 1.6 2019 à 202.4 l.l à 2.0

196.8 à 199.8 2.8 197.7 à 200.7 3.6 198.9 à 201.9 4.s

* Maximum usable flow of the future generating station

Aquatic Fauna

The Gatineau River and Bitobi lake have a varied fish community. The field survey yielded 16 species
including longnose sucker (Catostomus catostomus) - 20.5%; yellow perch (Perca flavescens) - 19.5%:lake
hening (Coregonus artedii) - 16.8%i shorthead redhorse (Moxostoma macrolepidotum) - 12.8%; walleye -
12.5%; lake whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis); and lake sturgeon (Acipenser fulvescens).

Walleye spawns between the first and third week of May. Tluee spa$,ning gfounds were located do$rnstream
from the Mercier dam, the main one being located on the west bank on a large shoal made of boulders and
cobble (spawning ground no. l; Figure l). This site, which is mostly used by walleye, yields a maximum
harvest of 500 eggs per net per night using a drift gill net. The highest number of walleye eggs were collected
at locations with a depth of 0.5 to 1.5 m and a flow velocity of 0.3 to 1.5 m/s.

Additionally, three spawning grounds were located downstream from Chute du Lion falls. The main one was
on the left. bank, approximately 150 m downstream from the weir (spawning ground no. l; Figure l). This site
is especially used by walleye and yields a maximum harvest of 317 eggs fer net per night.
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Figure 2: Water level profile between the end of the tailrace canal and Chute du Lion
(After Tecsult, 1995)

Hydraulic conditions at the spawning grounds are closely linked to the discharge from the dam. During spring
spawning, the discharge varies considerably, leading to vast changes in flow velocity and water depth. The
main spawning ground at the foot of the Mercier dam has a total potential area of approximately 10,000 m2
and a denivellation of almost 3 m, thus providing adequate spawning habitat conditions for walleye, even for
various flow scenarios. Field work and backwater curve simulations suggest that ttris spawning ground may
offer appropriate spawning conditions for flows ranging from 50 to 500 m3/s, with optimal flows found
between 100 and 250 m3/s. With these flow ranges, the spawning ground can cover an area of 5,000 to
7,000 m2.

Downstream from Chute du Lion falls, the main spawning ground covers approximately 3,500 m2 (spawning
ground no.l, Figure l). Favorable spawning conditions exist when the flow ranges from 50 to 250 m3/s. When
the flow exceeds 250 m3/s, the walleye's spawning potential decreases as the flow increases due to the deeper
water, faster currents, and steep shoreline slopes. Site no.3, however, has considerable potential on the island
shoreline when the water level is high (discharge > 250 m3/s).

The cunent discharge at the Mercier dam does not provide optimal conditions for yearly reproduction of the
walleye. During some years the dam is shut down during spawning season for the filling up of the reservoir.
Also, abrupt changes in flow after spawning can threaten the survival of the eggs either because the water level
drops, which exposes the eggs, or the current gains speed and possibly dislodges the eggs from the spawning
ground.

IMPACTS OF THE PROJECT

Hvdraulic and Hvdroloqical Chanqes

By calculating the backwater curves (HEC2 software, 1988) we assessed changes in hydraulic conditions (flow,
spe,ed, level, depth) found in the river section between the Mercier dam and Chute du Lion falls.
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A l.2-lcrnlong canal excavated along the river's right bank would lower the water level tlroughout the section

between the Mercier dam and Chute du Lion falls and concentrate most of the flow in the excavated canal. A

decrease in the waær level in rqlation to natural conditions varies according to the flow and the location in the

river (Figure 2). The decrease in water level is greater when the flow is low and peaks immediately upstream

from Chute du Lion falls. Vy'ater levels decrease 2.3 m on average for the maximum usable flow, causing

dewatering of the riverbed over an area of between 4.8 and 9.8 ha., which represents 3l to 81Vo of lhe area

presently covered by that section of the river (Table 2; see also Figure 3).

Tabte 2: Watercourse surface area in the section between the Mercier dam and Chute du

Lion falls for the variant with excavation under different flow conditions

Surface area Flow

100 m3/s 235 m3/s 470 m3/s

Current surface area of the riverbed
(ha)

Surface area after excavation (ha)

Dewatered surface area of the
riverbed (ha)

Portion of riverbed that has been
dewatered (%)

t 2 . r

5 .9
9 . 8

8 l

1 4 . 8

9 . 7
8 . 8

5 9

t5.1

l  5 . 8
4 . 8

3 l

With turbine flow under 235 m3/s, the flow would be concentrated entirely in the excavated canal. Some

depressed areas would still remain in the deepest parts of the river, but with no flow velocity. These areas

would not connect to the excavated canal. Water would start flowing into the river when turbine flow reaches

approximately 235 m3/s. Some of fhe water would flow into a river section parallel to the çanal, over a distance

ol 890 m. However, the downstream area of the river secûon parallel to the canal would experience no flow'

and Chute du Lion falls would be dewatered. Maximum flow velocity would occur at the downstream end of

the canal, varying between 1.4 and 2.4 mls for all of the flow scenarios that precede the spawning period. With

the maximum usable flow from the generating station, the canal would overflow and some water would flow

into the current riverbed and possibly sause a small amount, i.e. 15 m3/s, to spill into Chute du Lion falls.

Aquatic Fauna

The spawning grounds found in this section of the Gatineau allow many species to reproduce and are

therefore vital to the stability of the fish populations of the river and of Bitobi lake. It is likely that these

spawning habilats also contribute to populating the areas downstream of the river.

The canal would dewater spawning ground no. I located downstream from the dam, causing a loss of nearly

10,000 m2 of spawning habitat, i.e., over one half of all the spawning area of this section of the river. Another

result would be a much smaller aquatic habitat area. Flow velocity in the canal would be too high (l'4 to

2.4 m/s) to allow the fish to migrate upstreirm to residual spawning grounds. Upstream migration would be

impossible due to the dewatering of some sections of the natural riverbed.

The loss of this spawning habitat would alter much of the fish population and may lead to a decline of some

species or to their disappearance. The project is ttrerefore judged to be of high impacl. To mitigate this impact

and promote the stability of habitat quality for aquatic fauna in this river section, the spawning grounds will be
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Figure 3: Overview of developed fish habitat in the Mercier-Chute du Lion section
of the Gatineau River
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relocated near the dam, the river's residual bed dredged to promote flow velocity, and a shallow berm built in
the canal's downstream section to allow the fish to uavel upsream.

DEVELOPMENTDESIGN

Various design criteria have been established in order to define different development designs that would
preserve the aquaûc habitats. The prefened solutions were proven development designs that were simple from
an engineering as well as from a biological standpoint.

The development designs were optimized to take the following into account:

. Walleye reproduction, an abundant species prized by sport fishermen. Other species seeking stream habitats
for spawning, such as suckers, coregonids and lake sturgeon, will also find appropriate spawning areas.
Spawning habitat enhancement should replicate optimal depth conditions (0.5 to 1.5 m) and velocities (0.5
to l.0nvs) for walleye spawning. These conditions were determined on the basis of features noted in
current spawning grounds and the main spawning grounds studied in the Baskatong reservoir (Gendron,
l995a,b). The conditions are also found among the parameters generally recognized for this species (Hazel
and Fortin, 1986);

. The recreation of a quality spawning habitat that has the same physical characteristics of the cunent site and
is located nearby;

. All reproduction-related physical and biological characteristics, i.e., upstream migration by spawners,
spawning, egg development and the survival of fry;

. Consraints stemming from resenroir management and turbine flow and discharge;

. Site morphology and materials available during the construction phâse.

Desisn and Optimization of the hoposed Development

The energy output simulations for the Gatineau River drainage basin and the operation of the proposed
Mercier generating station were done using the SIMHYDE model (Tectrnik Eaucan inc., 1995; Kang and
Guerrero, 195). These simulations allowed forecasts to be established for the weekly variations in Baskatong
reservoir water levels as well as the turbine flow and discharge into the Gatineau River. The model was
programmed to take into account. the cunent operating and environmental constraints. These consist of'
maintaining lhe reservoir at a level under 222.14 m during the summer and fall and guaranteeing a minimum
compensation flow from April 23 to May 28 each year in order to provide a cover of water for spawning
grounds and adequate hydraulic conditions during the spawning period.

The spawning habitat was designed for the range of flows simulated by the SIMHYDE model during the
spawning period. Weekly operating conditions were repeatedly simulated using different downstream flow
scenarios in order to find an adequate solution. [n one case, the compensation flow was 50 m3/s while in
another it was 150 m3/s.

The HEC2 backwater curye was used to evaluate flow control and distribution between the canal and the
natural riverbed, as well as flow velocity, water level and depth in order to optimize the development design
according to the anticipated flow scenarios. The river and canal were modelled separately shce the flow only
meets up at the upstream and downstream ends of the canal. The flow conditions were simulated for the
typical flow scenarios during the spawning period as well as for flood conditions in order to provide stability
in the rocldill (Tecsult, 1995).
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The downstream part of the tailrace canal was initially intended to be 20 m wide. However, flow velocity at this
width was too great and hence did not favor the upsûeam migration of fish. A wider desiga of the canal
(30m) in its downstream portign (150 m) resulted in a slight increase (0.13 rn) in the head. The widening of
the canal not only yielded an'inçrease in energy output but also led to a decrease in flow velocity, thus
facilitating the upstream migration of the fish.

The development was finally designed to take into account a rninimum turbine flow of 100 m3/s. This allows
the reservoir management constraints to be met while ensuring that there is sufficient water for the spawning
grounds.

Spawnine erounds

The siting of the spawning area was determined based on the proximity of the existing spawning ground as
well as the possibility of using the residual riverbed as a lateral canal in which the flow may be partly
channelled. l-ocating the development in a conidor that is separate to a certain extent from the main channel
limits the effects of major variations in flow. As part of the enhancements made to the spawrung grounds,
additional excavation work was done in the riverbed immediately to the left of the canal. The excavations will
be 30 m wide and 190 m long, with a depth level ranging from 197.25 to 198.0 m. The total surface area o[
the spawning habitat is 6,500 m2 (Figure 4). The variable level of the spawning area will ensure that the
velocity and depth criteria are met for a whole range of flow likely to occur during the spawning period. The
spawning area riverbed will be covered by O.5-m-deep cobble 0.1-0.3 m in diameter. Boulders I m in
diameter and submerged islands will be placed around the spawning area to create diversity in the habitat and
the hydraulic conditions. These materials will become stable at a flow velocity of 2.2 m/s, generated by a
millenial flow assessed at 2,720 m3/s. The hydraulic characteristics of this section of the river are found in
Table 3.

Table 3: Estimated hydraulic characteristics for the developed spawning ground and main canal

Total flow Level Spawning ground Canal
( m 3 / s ) ( m ) Flow Yelocity Depth Flow Velocity Depth

(m3/s)  (m/s)  (m) (m3/s)  (m/s)  (m)

100
125
r50
235
470

197.7 - 197,8
198.0 -  198.1
198.3 -  198.4
199.0 -  199.1
2m3 - 2æ.4

3 0.4 - 0.5
8 0.5 - 0.6
14 0.6 -  0.7
42 0.8 - 0.9
t25  1 .0  -  l . l

0.0 - 0.5
0.3 - 0.9
0.5 -  l . l
1 .3  -  1 .8
2.2 - 2.7

9't 1.4 - 1.5
I  l 7  1 . 5  -  1 . 6
136  r . 6  -  r . 7
193  1 .8  -  1 .9
345 2.2 - 2.4

3.3 -  3.4
3.5 -  3.6
3.8 -  3.9
4.5 - 4.6
5.5 -  5.6

Dredeins of the residual riverbed

Certain shoals will have to be dredged in order to provide maximum flo$/ to the spawning ground and in the
residual riverbed for all of the possible flow during the spawning period. Dredging will be canied out in the
middle part of the river in the overburden. The dredging level has been set at 197.0 m. The canals will be
about l0 m wide and will each be from 40 to 70 m long for a total length of about 360 m (Figures 3 and 4).

Berm

The tailrace canal flow conditions are such that there is little cover from the current to allow the fish to cross
this conidor. The studies carried out on the swimming pe.rformance of walleye reveal that the speed that can
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on the Gatineau River
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be sustained by a specimen measuring about 4O0 mm is about 0.7 to 0.8 m/s over about 100 m for about ten
minutes (Jones et al., 1974). The flow velocity in the canal can reach between 1.4 and 3.5 m/s for discharge
ranging from 100 and 4?0 63/1 and is relatively constant over the entire water column, which substantially
exceeds the swimming capacity'of the fish. In order to be able to swim upsûeam to the spawning grounds, the
spawners must use the residual riverbed, which is characterized by covered areas and allows fish to swim
through. To access the riverbed, the fish must travel over a distance of about 150 m in the downstream part of
the canal. In this section of the river, the development of a S-m-wide shallowberm (at level 196.5 m) is
proposed for the left bank in order to facilitate the upstream migration of the fish (Figure 3). Additional
excavation will be re4uired while leaving the fill in place to ensure adequate cover from the current and allow
the fish to cross this conidor. Additional boulders may be placed on top of the berm to maximize the number
of rest spots. The estimated flow velocity in the canal and over the berm for various flow scenarios is shown in
Table 4. For flows ranging from 100 to 235 m3/s, the average flow velocity over the berm would be 0.3 to
0.9 m/s; these velocity rates will decrease substantially at greater depths between the covered areas. The
downstream part of the berm will be widened to 20 m to facilitate access by the fish to the downstream porùon
of Chute du Lion falls. The spawners uavelling upstream will probably swim along the left bank where the
flow velocity is not as great and will thus have easy access to the residual section of the river.

Table 4: Estimated hydraulic characteristics for the developed berm and main canal

Berm CanalTotal flow
(m3 /s ) Flow Velocity Depth

1mr/s)  (mis)  (m)
Flow Velocity Depth

(mr/s)  (m/s)  (m)
Level
( m )

100
t25
150
235
470

0.5
t . 2
2.0
5 . 5
1 9 . 0

0 .3
0.4
0.6
0.9
I t
r . l

0.4
0 .6
0 .7
r .3
2.3

196.9
t 9 7 . r
t97.1
197.8
198.8

99 .5
124.O
148 .0
229.0
451  .0

1 . 4
l . o
1 . 8
a ^

3 . 5

2 .36
2.56
a  1 ^

3.26
4.33

Manasement protocol

The protocol consists of reservoir management guidelines aimed at optimizing the upstream migration and
spawning of walleye. As of April 2l - or when the temperature of the water downstream of the dam reaches
4.0oC - it is recommended that a discharge of l0 m3/s be maintained to favor the upstream migration of
spawners. As of May I - or when the temperature of the water reaches 6.0oC - a minimum flow of 100 m3/s
should ideally be maintained. During the years characterized by favorable runoff conditions, a flow ranging
from 100 p3/s and 250 m3/s should be maintained while limiting the daily flow variations under 50 m3/s.

EFFICIENCY AND COST.EFT'ECTIVENESS OF THE DESIGN

The development of the spawning grounds downstream of the dam combined with the proposed flow
management scenarios will favor a stream spawning habitat similar to the one that is currently found. The
quality of the spawning habitat and its surface area will be ideal when the flow is between 150 and 235 m3/s.
During high-flow years (>470 m3/s), the conditions favorable to spawning will be ideal in the natural residual
spawning habitats.

We believe that the residual impact on fish populations and their spawning and feeding grounds will be slight
despite the major transformations that will be made to the river section. Although there are few examples of
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spawning areas that have been developed for walleye under stream conditions, the success rate for this type of
development is about û% (Beak Consultants Limited, 1993). The knowledge acquired during the course of a
follow-up study on a spawning habitat downstream of Rivière-des-Prairies generating station in Montréal was
put to use in the habitat design (Gendron, 1988). This study wæ conducted over a three-year period and dealt
with the use of the developed spawning habitat in the springtime by lake sturgeon, longnose sucker, white
sucker, walleye and sauger (Stizostedion canadense).

The cost-benefit analysis reveals that rhe construction and operation of the spawning ground development will
not adversely affect the project from a financial perspective. The cost of building the spawning habitat, canals
and berm are negligible compared to the total cost of the project. The equipment and personnel will already
be available at the site to carry out the work. The berm and canals will be excavated at the same time as the
canal, while fill material will be used to create the spawning ground.

The widening of the downstream part of the tailrace canal from 20 to 30 m resulted in an average head gain of
0.13 m. This increase in head provides an economic gain of $0.81 million (1992) over 50 years. Maintaining
a compensation flow of 150 m3/s during the springtime spawning period would result in a shortfall of $0.52
million (1992) over 50 years. Since the design takes into account a flow of 100 m3/s, the shortfall will be less
than this value. Overall, the environmental impact assessment of the spawning ground development has
allowed the project ûo be optimized while resulting in a financial gain of about $0.3 million (1992) over 50
years.
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PROBLEMATICS OF SHORELINE HABITAT EROSION
ALONG THE ST. LATVRENCE RIVER:
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ABSTRACT

Research programs conducæd in recent years by Environment Canada and various associates in the course of the
St.Lawrence Action Plan have brought new light on the problematics of shore erosion along the St.l-awrence
River, particulady in the river section between Cornwall and Quebec City. These studies indicated that
approximately 400 km, or 25% of the I 500 km of shoreline investigated, showed traces of erosion. More detailed
analyses reveal that 50% of the 224 islands found in the Montreal-lac Saint-Pierre section, representing the
equivalent of 250 km of shoreline, present shoreline receding mtes ranging from low (<lm/year) to high
(-3m/year). It is estimated that almost 1500 ha of island shore habiats have been lost during the last 35 years,

between Montreal and lac Saint-Pierre alone.

It is difficult to quantify the total habitat losses due to shore erosion between Cornwall and Quebec City, other than
island shorelines, since no systematic studies have been conducted. However, these losses are thought to be in the
range of 500 ha, for a total habitat loss of 2000 ha in the sody area. Finally, erosion data fr the sectors
downstream from Quebec City, in the middle and lower estuaries, are not sufficient to provide for accurate
estimates of habitat losses along that portion of the St.L:wrence. Several factors are responsible for shore erosion,
among which are ship-induced waves, water level variations, wind-induced waves, ice, and river currents.

Considering the great biological and economical value of shore habitats and the major impacts caused by erosion,
including the loss of important bird and wildlife habiuts, it is becoming urgent to stabilize and restore the most
highly eroded shores, using relatively soft techniques. For these reasons, Environment Canada, along with various
partners, has conducted in recent years several pilot projects for shore protection, stabilization and enhancement.
So far, several techniques have been tried, including gabions, branch mats and bundles, weirs, wooden cribs,
revegetation of barren shores, and sedimentation parks. Costs of implementation vary greatly between techniques
and may occasionally reach several hundred dollars per linear meter.

KEY-WORDS: St.I:wrence / Erosion / Impacts / Stabilization techniques / Wetland value/ Vegetation / Wooden
cribs / Fencing / Sedimentation parks
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INTRODUCTIOIf

Anyone who has worked along the St.Iawrence River at any given time must have noticed the disastrous impacs

of erosion along the shores of the St.lawrence. However, nobody had yet attempted to document the magnitude of

these impacts. Several research projects conducæd at specific locations along the St.lawrence river and its estuary

had reported local impacts. For example, shore receding rates ranging from 1.5 to 4.6 meters/year during the period

of 1967 to 1995 were reported for some sections of the upper Rivièredu-bup marsh (Argus, 1995; Dionne, 1986).

Receding rates ranging from 0.1 to 1.5 meter/year were measured at the Cap Tourmente marsh (middle estuary)

over a26 year period between 1964 and 1990 (CWS, unpublished data). D'Agnolo (1978) reponed an erosion rate

up to a few meters/year at certain locations between Montreal and Sorel. Finally, Pilon et al. (1980) have mapped

in greater details the shore erosion occuring between Boucherville and Berthier and have classified shorelines

according to the following categories: severe, moderate and weak erosion.

Studies conducted by Environment Canada (in collaboration with the Quebec Ministry of Transpon, the James Bay

Energy Corporation, Ducks Unlimited and Argus Consultants) in the course of the St.Iawrence Action Plan have

fc the flrst time, documenæd this problematics on a larger scale, covering the whole length of the St.I-awrence

River and upper estuary, from Cornwall to Quebec City (Cap-Tourmente) (Figure l). Daa were recorded on the

actual length of shoreline affected by erosion, the magnitude of erosion and the potential impacts on wildlife
habitats. In addition, a few pilot projects were initiated to determine natural restoration techniques adeqr.rate for the
St.I-awrence system. New techniques were tried in order to replace conventionnal shore stabilization techniques
such as riprap, gabions and embankment works.

DESCRIPTION OFTHE STUDY AREA

The St.lawrence is among the largest rivers in the world, flowing over 3 060 km and draining a total watershed of
I 344 000 km'; (excluding the Gulf of St.Lawrence) (Cæntre Saint-Laurent, l99l) (Figure l). The river links the
Great Lakes to the Atlantic Ocean tluough a river section, an estuary (upper, middle and lower) and a gulf. The
river section exænds from the outlet of the Great I:kes to lac Saint-Pierre and includes rapids, lakes and
archipelagos; it is characterized by an alternance of pronounced narrow zones (rapids, rivers, deep channels) and
wide shallow areas (lakes). The upper estuary covers approximately 160 km between lac Saint-Pierre and Quebec
City; it is characærized by freshwater and tidal influence. The highest tides in the St.Iawrence (up to 6.2 m in mid-
May) occur in this section. The middle estuary is 195 km long, from lb d'Orléans to the confluence with the
Saguenay River. It piesents a marked increase in width from a few kilomeærs to more than 20 km. The water is
brackish and nrbidity is high.
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IVIETHODS

Erosion srudies

Two series of studies were conducted in order to assess the total amount of shoreline affected by erosion both in
the river section and in the upper estuary, and the magnirude of the phenomenon lannual shore receding rates). In
the first project, the whole study area was surveyed by boats, covering approximately 1500 km of island and
mainland shorelines. About fifty different items were potentially recorded at each sie, the mosr important being:
location on a cadastral map; length of homogenous segments; shore status (natural or man-made); narure of soil
deposit; heigth, slope and stability ofthe riverbank.

The study on shore receding rates was conducted only in the river secrion between Montreal and lac Saint-Pierre. It
compared two sets of black and white aerial photographs taken in 1964 and 1983 respecrively. The 1964 ser were
taken during the low-water period. However the 1983 set were shot between the end of May and mid-July. The
water Ievel was still very high in May; therefore the determination of shore limits and the assessment of erosion
rates were somehow more difficult.

Pilot projects for shore stabilization

Several pilot projects for shore stabilization were conducted, four of which are of greater inrerest. ln the Îles de la
Paix National tÀzildlife Preserve, in the Montreal area, a mixed approach using gabions, branch mars and bundles
was tested in order to find an economical and ecological solution to a major problem of erosion threatening, at
mid-term, the acnral existence of the archipelago. In the Contrecoeur National Wildlife Preserve, about 25 km east
of Monneal, wooden cribs were tested on small islands protecring several hectares of marshes, prime habitats for
fish and waterfowl. In the Beauport area, immediately downstream from Quebec City, revegention techniques
were tried in the hope of bringing back productivity to a degraded environment. Finally, in Rivière-du-l,oup where
an imponant spaftina marsh was totally eroded away, sedimentation parks, adapted from Dutch and German
techniques were tested.

RESULTS

A surprising assessment

Shore erosion along the St.Lawrence is impressive. Twenty-five percent, nearly 400 km, of the total 1500 km of
shoreline in the study area, are under active erosion; 450 km (3OVo) have retained narural conditions and are stablel
and almost 700 km (45Vo) are man-made shores relatively stable (Table l). The magnitude of erosion is far from
uniform. The effects of erosion are more profound in the river section between Montreal and lac Saint-piene.
where 507o (- 270 km) of the shoreline is affecæd. Twenty percent (. 90 km) of the river section between lac
Saint-Piene and Quebec City, and lÙVo 1- 40 km) of the section above Montreal are also affecæd.

Êcohydraatique 2000, juin 1996, Québec



Table l. Status of shorelines along the St.Lawrence river between Cornwall and Quebec.
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The importance of the erosion recorded in the mid-section of the study area is explained in large part by the fact

that this section is narrow, often less than three kilometers wide, and is characterized by the presence of several

archipelagoes. The St.L:wrence is considered a major shipping lane; it is estimated that more than 15 000 ship

passages occur each year on the river. Several of the ships recorded travel to pons near Montreal and up to the

Great-Lakes, with tonnage occasionally reaching E0 000 tons. Because of its narrowness, the mid-section is more

sensitive to ship trafhc. All the shores located wittrin 610 meters of the shipping lane (ÀOVo of all shoreline in the

mid-section) are likely to be affected by frequent ship-induced waves (D'Agnolo, 1978). Also there are two to four

rimes more islands in the mid-section than in the upstream or the downstream sections (360 km versus 157 and 93

km, respectively). Erosion of island shores is very high and since most of these islands are uninhabited, riverside

residents are less concerned by this phenomenon. Thus they are less prone to initiate stabilization works, which are

often expensive, on lands mostly devoted to wildlife or farming.

Multiole causes of erosion

Among, the several other factors potentially inducing shore erosion, the most imponant are: water level variations,

wind-induced waves, ice and river currents. During the period between 1965 and 1974, water levels rose to

spectacular heights, inducing a major destabilization of riverbanks. In fact, these level variations induced serious

changes in shore vegetation terracing; as a consequence, the actual nature of the terrain was also modified

drastically. This phenomenon, along with man-made clearings along the shores, have made the shoreline more

vulnerable to erosion. This factor plays an important role, panicularly along lac Saint-l.ouis.

Wind-induced waves are a natural phenomenon. The height of these waves depends mostly on wind speed, fetch
and water depth near the riverbank. The impacts of waves will be grcater when the winds are strong, the fetch is

long, the river is deep and the shore materials are crumbly. Wind-induced waves are the main cause of shore
erosion along the wide river lakes in the study area: lac Saint-François, lac Saint-l.ouis and lac Saint-Pierre. Ice
usually forms in mid-December and remains until early April on the St.lawrence river. Shores are subjecæd to the

ice grinding actions in winter and, mostly, during the spring break-up. Usually the impact of ice is limited or

influenced by exposure ofthe riverbank to long fetch and to zones of strong currents.

Finally, the river current can erode crumbly materials such as clay, silt, sand and gravel. Under certain exceptional

circumstances, this erosion process can also undermine the riverbanks to the point where large amounts of
materials cave in and are carried away by currents. The erosion power ofriver currents is directly dependant upon
the hydrodynamics of the river, the morphology of the riverbanks, the depth profile of the near-slpre slope, the

nanrre of the substrate, and the presence of emerging or submerged aquatic vegebtion near the shores. It is mostly

in the narrow sections of the river that the curents can ercde and carry large amounts of maærial, over varying

distances.
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On Several Wildlife Species

Several islands within the St.Lawrence River are considered prime waterfowl nesting habitats, particularly for
dabbling ducks. Bélanger (1989) estimated the mean nest density per hectare at 1.3 on the islands berween lac des
Deux-Montagnes and Trois-Rivières. Thus, it can be assumed that a loss of I 500 ha of island shore habitats or 40
ha/year over the past 35 years prevented the building of almost 40 000 nests. Each nest built usually produces
approximately 1.2 fledgling (taking into account several monality factors such as predation at nest sires. narural
moraliry of chicks, etc); therefore, in theory, erosion would have prevented the production of 48 000 ducks in the
Montreal-Sorel river stretch durins the last 35 vears.

Several islands provide protection to river marsh habitats from the negative effects of waves and currents. For
example, the îles de la Paix provide a protecting barrier to some 240 ha of emerging and submerged river marsh
(De Repentigny, 1994). This is also the case in the Contrecoeur archipelago where islets provide shelter and
protection to about 135 ha of river marsh (Dryade, 1980). These marshes are imponant brood rearing sires for
waterfowl and spawning sites for several species of fish (Giroux and Picard, 1993; Shooner, 1989). The marshes in
the îles de la Paix archipelago are spawning sites for yellow perch; in the Contrecoeur archipelago, they provide
spawning sites to northern pike, brown bullhead, yellow perch, pumpkinseed and black crappie. Erosion may
induce the mid-term disappearance of these spawning sites.

On some islands, rare or endangered species are found. Thus, ten species designated threatened or vulnerable have
been collected in the îles de la Paix archipelago (De Repentigny,1994). These species may also disappear from this
area in the mid-term. Additionnal impacts are also expected on all the other species associated with shore habitats.
such as muskrats, frogs, turtles, songbirds, etc.

Promisin g Restoration Techniques

Considering the great biological and economical value of shore habitats, and the major impacts caused by shore
erosion. it is becoming urgent to stabilize and restore the shore habitats affected by erosion using soft techniques
which preserve global productivity. This was the basis for a research program initiated in 1990 by Environment
Canada and various parmers in order to test and eventually recommand restoration and protection techniques,
appropriate to the St.Lawrence system. Some of the pilot projects conducted are (Figure 2):

Îles De la Paix

The Iles de la Paix National Wildlife Preserve is located in lac Saint-Louis, in the Montreal area. It consists of a
dozen islands totaling nearly 50 ha over a distance of about l0 km. A rise of water levels in this sector since the
ealry 70s, plus the effects of dominant winds and of smallcraft-induced wave action, have resulted in a marked
erosion and a mean shore receding rate of 2.2 ha/year; the natural shores of the îles de la paix have yet to reach a
new stabilization and equilibrium slope. The total length of eroding shoreline is about 8.5 km (Argus, 1995).
Assuming that the erosion rate will maintain the same rythm over the coming years, the îles de la paix could well
disappear totally within about 20 years; this would, in turn, induced the disappearence of all aquatic vegetation
currently under the leeway of the islands.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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In order to stabilize the eroding embankment and to protect valuable wildlife habiuts, it could be possible to build

Protection stmctures made essentially of rocky material (retaining wall and pierhead). However since such
structures imply the use of inen materials which do not create a productive and diversified ecosystem, we believe
that a more ecological approach, bener adapted to the environmental orientation of the archipelago, should be
favoured. In this perspective, we have conducted a pilot project on a shore secrion in erosion (approximately 50
meters) in the fall of 1995. The eroded embankment was stabilized by a gabion, and branch mats and bundles.
First, dead trees and strongly affected trees were felled to facilitate the stabilization operations. Then. the shore was
reprofiled to have a slope of l:10. A trench was dug at the base of the embankment and a gabion, filled with rocks
varying from 100 to 150 mm in diameter, was set in the trench. Two rows of stakes, one on each side of the
gabion, keep it in place. Two sets of bundles of dogwood and/or willow branches solidely tied together to creare a
uniform coil were used. The flrst set of bundles was placed at the very base of the slope to be stabilized,
immediaæly above the gabion, inside a trench which depth was approximately 2/3 tbe thickness of a bundle. The
second set was positionned in the highest portion of the embankment. Bundles are fixed in the trench by stakes and
covered with earth. Finally, a branch mat was set in the mid-section of the embankment in order to stabilize the
residual substrate. Branch mats are made of a branch iurangement deposited on the slope and maintained in place
by wire-mesh. Willows (Salix exigua and Sa/ir erioceplula) were used in our mats.

Two years of monitoring will be needed to verify the stability of the structure. If this technique produces the
desired results, it could be possible to use it integrally or panially, depending upon the exrenr of erosion, on
approximately six kilometers of shoreline at an estimated cost of about 2.5 million dollars.

Contrecoeur

The Contrecoeur Islands National Wildlife Preserve covers an area of 207 ha. It is located about 25 km east of
Montreal. It is made of 27 islands distributed in two strings parallel to the river shores (læhoux et Grenier. 1995).
The first string of islands, located near the shipping lane and sunounded by vegeution beds, constitutes a genuine
protection barrier against wave action. Blocked away, waves cannot reach the second string of smaller islands
located behind. Most of the barrier islands are man-made, being the deposit sites of dredging material from the
construction of the St.Iawrence Seaway. Not being protected, the dredged materials erode progessively under the
action of wind-induced and ship-induced waves, along with the effect of water level variations. In fact, several
islands have been staved in by erosion and the original dredged materials have completely disappeared. All of the
remaining barrier islands are also affected by erosion and their current annual receding rates suggest that they may
well disappear at mid-term. Their disappearance would automatically result in the decline of aquatic vegetation and
the progressive erosion of the second string of islands (Argus, 1993).

Faced with the magnitude of the erosion problems observed in this National Wildlife Preserve. we have tested.
through a pilot project, a stabilization technique which could eventually be used on a larger scale, not only in the
Contecoeur archipelago, but also in other areas along the St.Iawrence River. This technique, tested in 1991 on a
49 m segment of island shoreline, consists essentially in interweaving a few rows of wooden cribs along the
eroding embankment and filling the cribs with several branch bundles and live shrubs. More precisely, the
technique rcquires excavations on the banks to set the cribs built of cedar logs. During the operation, the
embankments were reprofiled to produce a slope of 1:2. The soil between cribs was stabilized by inserting a
geotextile membrane, some bundles of willow branches collected on the site. and fine or coarse material.
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A monitoring program conducted the following year revealed severe erosion occuring at the front and the base of

the structure. This erosion results from the fact that the strucnrre was built too high on the slope. By simply adding

a row at the bottom, the magnitude of erosion would have been much less. Follow-ups also revealed that plant

survival ranged kom 237o to 617o depending on their location in the cribs; the plants in the lower levels showed a

higher growth rate and were healthier. Mortality rates can be attributed to a large number of rodents on the site.
With this technique, the cost of shore stabilization is in the order of $400/m'.

The Beauport Stands

Lining the shores with stones remains one of the most commonly used stabilization techniques. Between Cornwall
and Quebec City, more than 60Vo of the 650 km shoreline protected by man-made structures were lined with stones
(excluding concrete walls). This technique provides an adequate physical stabilization of the riverbanks and a good
protection against the various erosion factors. However, the substrate, often made of large blocks with or without
slits in between, does not favour vegetation growth. The resulting shoreline has only little ecological and aesthetic
value.

The project conducted in June 1992 on the Beaupon Strands, immediately downstream from Quebec City, aimed at
introducing vegetation on a 100 m stretch of stone-lined embankment in order to increase its ecological and
aesthetic value, and to develop a æchnique which can be applied to most of the river shores lined with stones along
the St.l-awrence (Argus, 1995). The experimental site is located near a highway. It is made of large grade granit
rocks with a mean diameter of more than 70 cm. Interstices between rocks create large holes (mean size = 0,125
m';, which contain no fine particles; these are totally washed away by leaching and by wave action. In the pilot
projects, three types of mulch were tested to fîll in the holes: a mulch of shredded evergreen bark, a mulch of
pruned-branch shavings from deciduous trees and a mulch of shredded leaves. Eleven plant species, including
willows, dogwoods, alders, wild roses, elders and wild grapes, were selected. Two types of seedling were planted:
four to five month old rooted cunings and two year old seedlings.

Alternating grid plantation was favoured over other methods. Distances between plants ranged from 75 to 120 cm.
A compost rich in nutrients was added to accelerate growth rate.

Follow-ups conducted in subsequent years indicated that the bark mulch showed less subsidence than the other two
mulches. Mean plant survival rates were 46Vo and 47Vo Îq the upper and lower levels, respectively. The three
species with the best survival were the Canadian Elder (Sambucus canadensis) (no mortality), the Siberian Pea
(Caragana arborescens) (85% survival) and the Sweet Gale (Myrica gale) (62% survival). Species with the highest
mortality rates were the green alder (À/nus crispa), the rough rose (Rosc rugosa) and the sumach (Rhus ryphina)
(survival rate ranging kom29Vo à3lVo). Survival rates for all species in the three mulches ranged from 337o in the
shredded leaves, to 46Vo in the evergreen bark, to 52Vo in the branch shavings. Plant mortality was caused by frost,
salt and flood tides. costs of this restoration technique are estimated at I 2$/plant.

Rivière-Du-Loup

The Rivière-du-loup marsh, locaæd approximately 125 km east of Quebec City, has been severely affected by
erosion for the past fifteen years. Spartina marshes, considered as rare habitats in the province of Quebec, are
threatened.

Ecohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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The solution proposed to reduce the erosion rate is inspired from a technique well-proven in Europe, but rarely
used in Quebec, the establishment of sedimentation parks. Ttree parks of a total lengrh of about 90 meters were
experimented with. Results of this study are detailed in another paper presented to the symposium.

co\cl.usro\-

The projects conducted in the course of this study resulted in a more accurate assessmenr of the extent of shore
erosion in the St.Lawrence river and estuary, and of the impacts created by erosion. It has become obvious that the
magnitude of the problem and the major impacts created require thar shore stabilization works must be undenaken
in the coming years. If not, valuable wildlife habitats may vanish at mid-term. we estimate at 150 million dollars
the amounts required to stabilize eroding embankments and to introduce vegetation on the stone linings already
built within the study area. considering the length of shoreline affected and the relatively high costs associated
with the restoration and stabilization techniques, priorities must be established. The pilot projects on subilization
techniques conducted in recent years have identified, tested and described about a dozen techniques more
environmentaly acceptable. It is hoped that these techniques will be favoured in future interventions on the
St.l^awrence River.
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ABSTRACT

Bioengineering t€chniques employ plant species to solve erosion probiems. particularly along water streams. This

paper reviews the natural structures of stream beds, banks and slopes: it then presents different aspects of

bioengineering: concepts. methods, materials and expected results. The basis of bioengineering are explained and

the parameters to consider for a successful technical and biological intervention are summarized. Man-made

regulation and proæction works on a stream are not always desirable; a zero intervention altemative must be

considered before any action is taken. following a natural logic where vegetation has priority on nineral
intewention. Thus, this paper is more of a general overyiew of current knowledge and techniques in bioengineering.
rather than a specific step-by-step method which is readily available in various publications. However. it is clearty
demorntrated that plants are used as constructon materials and not only as cosmetic elements to enhance the
aesthetics of civil worksl The concepts herein are based on a European context and may not apply inte$aily to

other continents.

KEY-WORDS: Bioengineering / Erosion control / Bank protection / River works / Morphology / Stabilization /
Slope stabilizaton / Root / Willow
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FORE\ryORD

The objective of this paper is to provide information on the notion of bioengineering and to present possible

developments in this domain to solve shore erosion problems or to restore streams with stron$y affected
morphology. The goal is not to produce specialists on these techniques; the fields of lnowledge are too numerous
and divenified, and several pubtications address these topics: Florinath (1982). Lachat (1994). Morgan and
Rickson (1995), Regione Emilia-Romagna (1993). Schiechtl (1973) are all examples from various countries. in
different languages.

Therefore, I will not discuss the pertinence of bioengineering techniques in a concepnral context. Several recent and
on-going interventions, initiated all around the world in the past decades, more particularly in Europe, show the
originality of the method and, looking back to appreciate the results, reveal ecological applications for more
superior than conventional rock protection methods.

The examples and concepts in this paper are relevant to a European reality and may not actually apply to othcr
continents. However, hydraulics and vegetation are universal realities; bioengineering techniques must therefbre bc
transposable worldwide.

BACKGROI.JND INFORMATION

The first living cells appeared in the aquatic environment. Ever since,.life has existed and evolved in this mediunt.
An infinite variety of animal and plant life forms have remained in water over millions of yean. Dependent upon
particular climatic and morphological conditions, and various flow characteristics, various tbmrs of lit'e have
evolved and developed together in close communities, the biocenosis. closely linked to the biotope or physical
habitat.

The relationships between the various life forms and with their habitat form a functional unit. the ecosystem. When
a simple disturbance of one component occurs. the whole system is affected. The "stream" ecosysten. comprised of
water, streirm bed, banks and slopes, provides a variety of habitats to a wide range of living organisms.

Stream morphology is modulated by weathering. according to the consistency of the terrains through which they
flow; thus different strcams have different configurations which give them each a ditlèrent "penonality". But
streams are also shaped by man-made impacts. Often neglected, and often restored. streams in most industrialized
countries are subjected to tlte assaults ofmodem technology, and prist-ine reaches are gradually disappearing.

Our actions on the environment are guided by immediate economic concems. Our evolving lit'estyle and philosophy,
and our social behaviours have greatly affected a variety of natural habitats over the last fifty years; the
consequence is an ever-increasing uniformity and lack of originality. Unforunately, streams are part of the process.

THE BIOCENOSIS UNDER THE INFLIIENCE OF STREAM MORPHOLOGY

Frcshwater wildlife is widely divenified. The variety of organisms (mammals, birds, reptiles, batracians, fishes and
almost every caûegory of invertebrates) is largely superior than in other productive environments, such as lean
grasslands and hedgerows. This should be a sufficient rcason to consider a stream as more than just a channel
through which liquid flows.

Unfortunately, man-made structures are continuously affecting this wildlife, gradually decreasing to the point of
total disappearance in certain regions. The major sources of impacts are presented in Figure l; three imponant
groups offactors are identified (Lachat, l99la):
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water quality (physical-chemical: chemical, organic, mineral, pollutions, etc.);
waær quantity (flow regime: artificial fluctuations, residual flows, etc.);
stream bed and bank morphology (inadequaæ hydraulic works, etc.)

Figure l: Factors having an influence on biocenosis,of watercourse.

Regarding morphology' there remains a lot to be done to harmonize hydraulic and ecological constraints. protection
systems must be developed in the perspective of combining public safety and life suwival.

BEWARE OF THE OPTICALILLUSION

Watercourse regulation is gradually evolving. ln most cases, old rigid hydnulic principles are gently changed, often
too lightly' in morc nrstic ensembles, which nevertheless are still pretfy far from a natural watercourse: artificial
turf or log protection walls replace æmi-aquatc vegetation beds; boulden, sometimes cemented or concreted,
sometimes percolated with earth, replace ancient walls or smooth ripraps. Unfornrnately, rock proæctions are still
mæking soils which could be stable if proper natural set-ups were established. Although these works are sometimes
a small improvement over previous situations, some of these "heavy" interventions are wrongly considered as
ecological models, because they create one or two trout pools, or because vegetation manages io gro* upon the
structurcs. But a simple plant zurvey reveals, without any doubts, that they are biologically poor (Lachat, l99lb).
Strcam bed morphology and associated habitats are often simplified outrageously. This leads to tlrc destruction of
ecological balances and of functional processes; as a result, fish biomass may be significantty reduced, by as much
as SOVo (Wasson et al, 1995).

The essential characteristic of a natural watercourse resides in its complexity and divenity, at the physical,
chemical and biological levels. But the biocenosis, including fish populations, cannot exist if the ecological
requirements arc not satisfied.

HABMANS
Ftow

REGIME
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Therefore, a watercourse must present a mosaic of different physical elements to support complex biocenoses.
Heæmgeneity and diversity are morphologically essential to maintain and develop an ecosystem, even if it
complexifi es hydraulic calculations.

IryATERCOURSE VEGETATION

Animals are not the only life forms in a wal€rcourse. Plants have also invaded this environment in a special manner.
With the exception of apical mountainous and alpine conditions, or at rock bed or crumble slope crossings,
watercourses do not naturally have boulder structures. Normally, a site-specific vegetâtion will develop on
particular substrates, ftom the cenær of the minor stream-bed to fte edge of the major bed. Conditjoned by strcam-
specific hydraulics and water quality, natural riparian vegetation follows a more or less well defined serial
distribution (Figure 2), also influenced by subte climatic parameters and by various pedological factors.

Ftgure 2: Serial distribution ofriparian vegetation on a stream.
The River Doubs between France and Switzerland (after L-achat 1991a).

Because of a rather hostile physical environment, aquatic and riparian plants have developed (at least most species
have) higttly performing rcot systems, pmviding for great substrate stability. Also, several species have roots with
hollows permitting gas circulation while in submerged anoxic conditions. Better yet faced with serious
environmental difficulties, most species have solved their problem of sexual reproduction by developing vegetative
reproduction (cuaing capacity). These are important asributes that will be used in bioengineering æchniques.

For several decades, stream regulation (conections, dyking, hydroelecrical dams, etc.) and the general stâte of
eutrophication towards which a vast majority of streams have evolved have considerably modified the global
vegetation picturc.

For example, in Alsace, the riparian vegetâtion of the Rhine river has drastically changed while that of the nearby
Ill river, in a more natural state, has æmained largely unchanged ln Switzerland, alluvial zones arc ttnroughly
investigated and concems are raised about the disappearurce of several plant species in tlre vegetation, wlpn
compared with sumeys conducted less than twenty years ago, even if the number of species may have remained rhe
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same. Species quality is changing, reflecting a real genetic erosion. Again we observe a trend towards riparian
vegetaton uniformity under man-m ade influences.

VEGETAL ENGINEERING

Definition

hrblic work domains using inert materials are known as civil engineering.

C-onstruction domains using live materials are part of various "engineering" categories.

Vegetal engineering coruists in using plants or parts of plants to solve mechanical engineering problems related ûo
erosion control, and soil stabilization and restoration. Unavoidably, biological aspects and functions must be
considered. The remodeling of streams towards natural conditions or the restoration of original condiûoru exceeds
the notion of vegetal engineering and is encompassed in the notion of biological engineering and ecological
engineering (Figue 3).

Figure 3: Fields and purposcs ofvegetal engineering.
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According to the ecological requirements of plants. the various turl-s of interventions are slopes (roads. trails.
railroads. ravine, hillsides. etc.). barks (strcanls, ponds, lakes. etc.) ancl various zones to be naturally rcmodeled. as
shown in Figure 3. Live plants will be used in dift'erent tbrms and will be implanted in specrfic order and scquences
according to specific processes. Various methods havc been described by dift'crent authon (Begemann and
Schiechtl, 1986; Lachat, l99la; Lachat, l99lb: Lachat. 1994; læwis and Williams. 1984: Morgiut and Rickson.
1995; Regione Emilia-Romagna, 1993; Schiechtl. 1973).

In fact. vegeial engineering is a hybrid science issued fiom difÏercnt horizons. To be successl'ul. it rcquires a wide
range of multiple and varied insights. Botany. geobotany. phytosociology and plant ecology are the nta.;or inpuls tn
terms of live components. But physics, soil mechanics and dynamics. auxiliary matcrials. geology. pedology and
hydraulics. when we consider watercourses, are also essential tools for a successlul application of bioengincering
techniques.

Thus, based upon known and observed natural growth mechanisms. vegetal engineering develop proccsses which
solve soil erosion control problems. sometimes at a large scale. It is precisely in the development of techniques and
their applications that is the true e.ssence of bioengineering. In other words. not only does vegetal cngineering
exploits the natural capacities of plants as a model. but it uses vegetation as the basic material lbr shorc protection
works.

Vegetal engineering techniques are very appealing because of their capabilities to ot'fer very ellicicnt. acsthetic and
penonalized solutions to a variety of specific problems. Generally. they have no impacts on a strcanr ecosystenr.
especially when compared with conventional civil works usually proposed. In certain cases. accorcling to thc pruject
desigr and to the state of shore and stream bed degradation. they can improve the biological quality of the alluvial
envircnment and the general morphology of the stream.

Vegetation being alive. it is, by defenition, subjected to fast ranoom fluctuations. capable of evolution and growth.
and strongly influenced by environmental components. As a consequence, it is impossible to quantify vegetation in
the same manner as inert materials. Neverthelæs. in terms of shore protection with plants. the empirical approach
based upon biological and hydraulic data is reliable, and likely one ofthe tèw valuable approaches.

Fashion or science?

Vegetal engineering is not new, although the term is very recent (Lachat. 1994). In fact. læonardo da Vinci
discussed the usefirlness of willows along cenain channels. During the l7th. lSth and lgth centuries, plants werc
commonly used to control landslides or shore erosion (Demontzery. 1878; Thiéry. l89l). Unfortunately. insights on
plant physiological functions were insufficient to fully understand certain responses of plants to environmental
events. Mechanical means to make the techniques more efficient were lacking. And as a result of two world wan,
mechanization evolved npidly and vegetal engineering was forgotten. It could have remained aslecp fbr a long tme,
had it not been for biologists and forest engineers of various countries who tried to reassert the value of and
improve these techniques (Lachat, 1991a: Lachat, 1994: Schiecht. 1973).

Today, with new scientific insights in physiology and ecology, and with new materials and improved machinery
such as geotextle and aniculated hydraulic diggen. vegetal engineering is in frrll growth. Now, it is part of
university curricula in several domains: there is even a chair of vegetal engineering at the University of Vienna. in
Austria.

Why should we talk of construction and not onl), of vegetation?

The capacity to integrate a protection work in the natural landscape is a serious asset of.vegetal engineering; but
live material is not used only for decoration purposes.
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Plants are mostly used for their biological holes, as higilighæd by Maridet (1994) ancl for their biotechnical
functions:

. absorption of mechanical constraints;

. soil stabilization via the root system;
o soil drainage by evapotranspiration and creation of hollows;
o protection against weather constraints (strcng winds, excessive sunshine, snow slides. etc.).
o soil improvement in terms of humus content.

Vegetal engineering is often viewed (because of poor understanding or contempt) as strictly replanting vegetation.
In fact, it is much more than that and much more than using plants as cosmetic or camouflage for traditional civil
works. Thus, covering gabions and ripraps with willow cuttings or any other vegetâtion should not be considered
actual bioengineering.

ln reality, vegetal engineering techniques result in true structures meeting strict technical and mechanical criteria. in
which live materials (stakes, branches. cuttings, twigs, turfs of heliophytes. etc.) are the fbundations of the
construction. This term is realistics since it implies combining and fixing to the banks a variety of materials. hom
different origins and of different quality, to create a live protection structure which is compact. cohesive and
efficient against erosion immediaæly upon implementation.

Plants are not the only component of these structures; for improved efficiency. it is sometimes necessary to include
inert (or non-living) materials. Generally, logs and certain natural fibei geotextiles (such as jute. coconur fiber. etc.)
are favoured (Lachat, 1984; Lachat, 1986; Lachat. 1994; Schiechtl, 1973). Their main function is to increase
resistance in the early stages of the structure, before the root systems have become performant.

Over the long ærm, this auxiliary materials will, for the most part, decay gradually and be replaced by growing
vegetation.

If inert materials, such as boulden, are used, their function is to inJluence water flow and currenls by building
transverse structures such as thresholds and groins. Thus, it is hoped that they will last forever. But, in a vegetal
engineering project, mineral materials are only used in complementary structures to bioengineering rechniques and
rarely constitute a full component of the main stabilization structure.

However, there are exceptions, particularly when a stream has been overly modified or when the stream banks are
subjected to regular intense floodings, caused, for example, by tides. The normal tidal range. silting zurd salinity
may be limiting factors to bioengineering techniques; mixed (or combined) structures are than required.

Si te-specifi c adaptations

Revegetation, including plants used as foundations, must be preceded by an analysis of plant growth conditions at
the site (Figures 4 and 5). This evaluation is generally conducted entirely in the field; a global approach is defined
and essential data are collected. Further important information is âcquired by laboratory analysis or by plain
calculations.

Field experience and site overview are fundamenlât. It is useless to plant willows if nothing is known on the various
species, or their edaphic requirements, or their growth succession related to water levels, etc.

In general, an important step is the production of a summary map to assess the current state and orient future
works. However it is not essential, but a survey of local and neighbouring vegetation is unavoidable to detect and
select appropriate species for active shore protecton.
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Figure 4: Considerations affecting the choice of a biological method and the choice of the plants
(d'apres Lachat, 1994)

Also, visual repr€sentations of objects affecting regular flow and causing ension can be a prccious tool to
undentand and develop revegetation (Figure 5).

Plant selection is deænninant for the zuccess of any intervention. As a mle, we should use native species, adapted
!o local growth conditions and to site-related conditions. Liss of plants are readily found in the litenture. For
strslms with natural riparian vegetation, the best solution is to collect on-site specimens and to avoid exotic species.
Then, the species selecæd offer the best proæction tools available. If a caægory of woody species, for example
willows, is missing because of the absence or the modification of riparian vegetation, nurseries may become
necessary to provide sufficient material. Willow cuttings take readily and the production of stems is usually rapid
and functional, if the right soils are used.

It is always recommended to vary species varieties for plants with vegetative root systems, or genus varieties wtpn
bare root plants are involved, not only for biological divenity, but also ûo increase rcvegetation potential and
improve the efficiency of the stmcture. The respect of site-specific factors also means that species will be planted
according to nafural plant sequences related to water quality and hydraulic constraints. Basic loowtedge in plant
ecology is esæntial.
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Selecting the right species must also consider the capabilities to be used as construction components. whether it be
throwing out new shoots, suckering, plant flexibility. growth characteristics or future development.

A considerable improvement in efficiency from early practices allows bioengineering on large exp:urses of shoreline
(Lachat, 1994). Vegetal engineering can be extended to various watercourse types. related to either hydraulic
regime. flow facies. shore t)?es. substrate roughness, or the origin of disturbance. In addition the re-opening or the
restoftttion of a watercourse should involve appropriate vegetal engineering techniques.

New methods have also been developed and it is now possible to solve several specific cases.

The basic techniques of bioengineered structures are included in various categories according to several authors
(see Lachat, Schiechtl op. cit., arfr7æh et al.,l9X)\. The bener known tecturiques are:

. cuttings;
o planting;
o weiring (single or double rcw of stakes made of willow branches or heliophytes);
o layers of shoot throwing branches;
o plants and sapling beds;
. combin$
o planted single or double-walled log cribs;
o log lanicing (mostly for landsfides).

Of course, each specific erosion case requires a personalized concept and control structure. ln every project. a
selection of banks or shores to be left untouched or to be improved upon. rolâlly or in pan. must be made.
Depending on the local context, the local constraints and the true values to preserve, some eroding karks may not
rped interventions.

ADVANTAGES, POTENTIALS AND LIMITS

What are the advantages?

Advantâges provided by vegetal engineering can be summarized roughly as follows:

o growing stâbilizationefficiency;
. structure flexibility and resistance (anchoring rather than resting on the banks; pulling and sliding tensions

counteracted by traction);
o hydromechanical actions of plants in soil: water captation, absorption and transpiration, increase in soil

cohesion, bending effects. slowing of runoff speeds;
o relationships watercourse/tndisturbed groundwateç
o minimised impacts of field work;
o improved waær purificaton by rcots;
o increased biodiversity and enhanced habitats (support, shelter, food);
o genetic and patrimonial reservoir;
o increase in water oxygen content and coolness (shade. oxygen release);
o decrease in tuùidity and clogging;
o decrease in invading vegetation (algae...);
o prcsenation and enhancement of landscape, perfect integration in the neighbouring environment;
o educational asset:
. regularworks: financial gains of40to 507o overconventional techniques;
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r difficult works (highly modified stream and,/or strong erosion): similar or slightly higher costs than conventional
ûechniques, but:

- much better ecological results;
- living, therefore everlasting, structures;

o materials available on-site, simplified transportation (energy gains). no construction roads needed:
o solutions limiting legal procedures and claims (important financial advantages)l
o possible prcduct exploitation (creates a revenue).

What are the limits?

Despite all the above listed advantages of vegetal engineering techniques, there are some disadvanra_res and limiting
factors (Lachat 1994;7sh,1990) directly related to plant growth:

o depending on the technique used, stabilization is not lùlly effïcient upon structure achievement. However. the
lower limits can be increased by a judicious use of geotextiles and by more sensible fixation nethods:

. there are some limiting factors (altitude, regular strong pollution, lighting, soil hardness. salinity. tides. rocky
substrate, sæep slope and high energy level). ln some extreme cases of erosion, bioengineering cafflot be applicd
without financial and æchnical means similar to conventional civil works:

o in some cases, man-power requirements are imponant.

' a competent man-power and a serious scientific and æchnical supervision are essential. Specillized tirms and
qualifred man-power are still rare: only ûen firms exist in France;

o depending on strcam size. regular maintenance at intervals may be needed;

o results are not always immediately apparent and may occur only after one period of vegètation.

For example, mountain streams present several limiting facton making bioengineering hard to apply: rucky
substrate, altitudinal limit of plant species, torrential regime, steep stream slope and high energy.

FINAL REMARKS

Vegetal engineering is part of a wide range of techniques available to engineers to solve erosion problems. The use
of live plants leads to exûemely functional and durable structures. Plants are not cosmetic elements but rue
construction materials.

Regulating and landscaping a watercourse is not only a matter of hydraulic calculations. A knowle<lge of biological
functions is needed to develop appropriate interventions. A fine analysis of the whole stream according to
hydroecological criteria has become essential. For a successful intervention, the f'ollowing guidelines shouicl be
followed:

o Stream bed, banks, slopes, pools and watenhed form a whole which must be considered globally.

o The watercourse is a natural dynamic element from a chemical, physical and biological point of view; it must
remain free of pollution sources and of disturbing artificial impassable obstacles.

o The watercourse requires space to maintain a natural behavior.
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The natural waûercourse tends !o show a maximum diversity of habitats and frrnctional facies. We must
preserve, restore or increase this divenity.

Each watercourse has its own specific personality; interventions must be site-specific.

On a watercourse, construction and maintenance works must respect natural wildlife and vegetation cycles.

If technical measures must be taken to control damages caused by streams, hydroecological and biotechnological
must be favoured. The philosophy goveming this principle is based upon the following notions (Table l):

Tablel. Philosophy governing interventions to control shore erosion.

l) Assess the need for intewentions according to impacts and issues (option zeno)

2) Assess if vegetal engineering can solve the problems.

3) If not, assess if mixed inærventions are efficienl

4) Only at this stâge. should a conventional civil work technique be applied if it proves reasonable and coherent.

If ttte initial intention was to technically solve an erosion problem, then the "engineer" role is fulfilled. But for the
biologist, the goal is not reached. As mentioned previously by several experts (Læuzinger and Lachat. 1995), ttrc
compleæ and successful achievement of a bioengineering inæwention c:mnot be only viewed technically.
Satisfaction will be complete only if the environment keeps or acquires superior ecological values than in the initial
state, and superior values than gained form conventional techniques.

Bioengineering must solve technical pnoblems with grace; but mostly, it must be a living and enhancing comporEnt
of the natural environment.

The numerous financial, aesthetic, ecological, etc. advantages must now lead to an extended use of vegetal
engineering techniques to control bank erosion. Successes obtained in Europe prove that these æchniques are widely
applicable on various strcam types and in different regions. Solid insights in plant ecolog.y and physiology. and in
fluid mechanics are essential for successful interventions. But that is not sufficient; it is necessary to gain expertise
in implementing the techniques.

Infaruation derived fiom spectacular results will certainly cause failures fiom people not completely mastering the
necessary expertise. We want to believe that bioengineering will not suffer too much fiom these failures; irdeed $€
could have abandoned, a long time ago, ot}rcr more mineral techniques producing more costly failures.
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Figures 6: LA TRAME A TAVAI{NES (CH)
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Figure 6.a:
The bank prior to intervention.
Erosion and landslides were
threatening a road on the bank
crest.
October 29,1992.
(Photo : B. Lachat)

Figure 6.b:
Installation of the crib frame for earth. cuttinss and
plants.
November 26. 1992
(Photo : P.A. Frossard)
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Figure 6.c:
When completed, the structure
is compact and solid.
Vegetation rvill grow and
achieve the objectives.
June 17,  1993
(Photo : B. Lachat)

Figure 6.d:
Nature at work. This technique
can also be used on large rivers.
August 19, 1994
(Photo : B. Lachar)
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Figures 7: THE BIRSE RfVER AT SOYHIERES (CH)

Figure 7.a:
Digging the new river bed.
June l .  1984
(Photo : B. Lachat)

Figure 7.b:
Bioengineering technique for
shore protection. using three
different geotextiles to
counteract weather constraints
and work delays. Protection is
provided bv fast action grasses.
The river flows in its new bed
with banks protected by grasses.
November 27, 1984
(Photo : B. Lachat)
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Figure 7.c:
Later shrubs were planted to
provide general stabi lization.
June 19,  1988
(Photo : B. Lachat)

Figure 7.d:
With a varied path, different
bank types and vegetation
cover, the river shows a natural
aspect and ofïers true biological
functions.
One of the goals of vegetal
engineering is to camouflage
comp le te l y  man-made
interventions.
May 31,  1994
(Photo : B. Lachat)
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FIGURE 8: TIIE NTTÔXN RTVER AT LYON (Fr)

Figure 8.a:
The embankment prior
bioengineering protection.
September 16. 1993
(Phoro : B. Lachat)
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Figure 8.b:
Layering of branches of 5
species of wil low, covered by a
putrescible geotextile and fixed
by wil low stakes.
January 24,1994
(Photo : B. Lachat)
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Figure 8.c:
Work completed:
serial distribution.
March 3, 1994
(Photo : B. Lachat)

vegetation

Figure 8.d:
One month after completion,
plants show their growth
potential. The technique used
was conceived to resist ship-
induced waves.
Ap r i l  I  l , 1994
(Photo : B. Lachat)
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Figure 8.e:
Vegetal engineering in full
force.
July .1, 1994
(Photo : B. Lachat)

Figure 8.f:
A few months later. vegetation
has grown to form water-
resistant bushes. One species of
wil low (saule des vanniers) is
dominant. Even on large
s t reams .  b ioeng inee r i ng
techniques can be applied.
September 8, 1994
(Photo : B. Lachat)
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ABSTRACT

The St' Lawrence encompasses more than 6 000 km of shoreline between the Great Lakes and the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
The hydraulic dynamics of the system is characterized by three specific components: a river, an estuary and a marine
environment, the Gulf of St. Lawrence. These components are greatly affected by erosive processes; in order to find
adequate restoration techniques, we have elaborated and tested stabilization techniques respecting the ecological
integrity of these ecotones. This paper presents the results of an experimental project in which sedimentation struçtures
were set up in an intertidal zone within the St. Lawrence estuary. We have used a reinforced version of sedimentation
fields, a technique conceived in the Netherlands and widely used around the North Sea. More than 160 concrete
modules tied together and shaped into three contiguous crescents were installed in the Bay of Rivière-du-Loup, in the
lower estuary of the St. Lawrence. The more than 70 m long frontage of the sedimentation field is located near the
geodesic zero level, corresponding in the area to a 50 %o submersion level, the lower limit of implantation of alternate-
flowered Spartina (Spartina alterniflora). The sedimentation field was designed to let the mud penetrate in the park
and be trapped in the back at flood-tide. Preliminary results are promising. The structures have resisted well to ice
dragging; only four blocks were moved by ice over a distance of more than 100 m. A monitoring of sedimentation
conducted from the spring to the fall of 1995 revealed that there were net sediment deposits on the lower marsh during
that period, both inside and around the park. However, a thorough analysis of elevation data indicates that accumulation
inside the field is significantly greater than outside the field. Although the monitoring does not cover a complete year
cycle yet the sedimentation field appears efficient at catching and retaining sediments, at least under summer and fall
conditions. This successful approach should contribute to restore part of the tidal marsh lost to erosion during the past
twenty years in the Bay of Rivière-du-Loup by way of the natural sedimentation processes occurring in the area. When
located near ports and small craft harbours, these structures could also be used as controlled sites for dredging material
deposits. The artificial silting of intertidal zones may prove to be a very interesting approach for the restoration of shore
habitats, in particular tidal marshes.

KEY-WORDS: Erosion / Sediment balance / Shore processes / Sedimentation fields / Tidal marsh / St. Lawrence
estuary / Ecological restoration.
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INTRODUCTION

The St. Lawrence encompasses more than 6 000 km of shoreline between the Great Lakes and the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
The hydraulic dynamics of the system is characterized by three specific components: a river, an estuary and a marine
environment, the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The St. Lawrence shore dynamics reflects these various components. which
are greatly affected by erosive processes. In order to find adequate restoration techniques, we have elaborated and
tested stabilization techniques respecting the ecological integrity ofthese ecotones.

In the specific case of the St. Lawrence estuary, the approach selected uses large amounts of sediments transiting
naturally over the intertidal zones of the estuary, as is the case in the Bay of Rivière-du-Loup.

The Rivière-du-Loup tidal marsh has been severely affected by erosion for more than fifteen years. Erosion would have
begun in the 1980s following an unfavourable combination of high water levels and particularly strong winds (Drapeau,
1992). Between 1967 and 1985, receding rates in the upper marsh ranging from l,6to2,2mlyear were recorded
(Dionne, 1986; SOGEAM, 1984).

In the course of a pilot project cosponsored by Environment Canadq the Québec Ministry of Transport, the James Bay
Energy Corporation and Ducks Unlimited, a solution for the restoration of the Rivière-du-Loup marsh was proposed

by Les consultants en environnement Argus. This solution, inspired by a well proven technique cunently used in
Europe but hardly known in Quebec, is based upon the use of sedimentation fields. These structures established in the
intertidal zone catch the suspended matters, abundant in the Bay of Rivière-du-Loup, stimulating regeneration of the
substrate and helping the natural progression ofthe marsh (Figures I and 2).

A small-scale pilot project is underway in the Bay of Rivière-du-Loup in order to assess the efficiency of this
technique. In the fall of 1994, a sedimentation field was built on a segment of the shoreline under active erosion
(Bélanger and Verreault,1995); structural and sedimentology monitoring were conducted.

The first results of the monitoring of this pilot project are presented in this paper. The objectives of the monitoring
program are:

. to assess the state of the structure and its resistance to ice grinding;

. to evaluate the impact of the sedimentation field on the receding rate of thc upper marsh;

. to make a preliminary assessment of the efficiency of the sedimentation field.

METHODS

Structure stabiliw

In June 1995, distance and elevation readings were taken with an electronic theodolite (total station) to establish
precisely the location of the sedimentation field. These measurements assess the stability of the structure and provide
reference coordinates for the park location.

Reference lines

On the upper marsh, a reference line parallel to the edge of the embankment is used to measure the receding rate. Forty-
eight meter long reference lines were positioned from a geodesic marker. Permanent stakes are placed at the center and
at both ends of each line. The perpendicular distance between the edge of the embankment and the reference line was

Ecohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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measured every two meters with a measuring tape. In June, measures were taken at the top of the embankment along
reference lines A and B. An additional reference line (C) was established in September, north of lines A and B
(Figure 3). In November, data were collected on the position of the bottom and the top of the embankment at the three
reference lines.

Profile ofthe foreshore

The second monitoring technique used consists in measuring with an electronic theodolite the foreshore elevation along
three transects perpendicular to the shoreline (Figure 3). One of the transecrs passes through the center of the
sedimentation field; the other two transects are located about 100 m away on each side ofthe park.

The foreshore profiles originate in the upper marsh, sloping down to the lower marsh over a distance of about 2 I 0 rn.
Measurements were all taken with an electronic theodolite and were positioned in relation to the Intemational Great
Lakes Datum (IGLD) in order to establish a relation between the geodesic levels and the tidal levels.

Sedimentation stations

In addition to the profile transects, l6 permanent sedimentation stations were established inside and outside of the
sedimentation field (Figure 3). Elevation data are collected more intensively at these stations to compare sectors either
under the influence or not ofthe park and to assess the efficiency at trapping sediments. These stations rvere also
positioned and monitored with an electronic theodolite.

RESULTS

In the spring of 1995, we noted that the sedimentation field had been partly disturbed by ice movements. Four concrete
blocks in the central module had been carried toward the lower foreshore over a distance of about | 07 m. These blocks
were picked up and repositioned in their original settings. We believe that the partial and temporary opening of the park
following the displacement of these blocks had no major impacts on net sedimentation.

Upper marsh receding rate

An important receding rate was recorded at the top of the embankment during the monitoring period. Between June g
and November 23,1995, mean receding rates along line A and B were 4,6 and 3,1 m respectively. At line C established
on September 14, the embankment had receded on average 3,4 m in two months. This rate is comparable to those
observed at the other transects over a five month period. It may be the result of a more severe erosion in the line C
sector, or of a particularly intensive erosion during the final two months of monitoring in all sectors, or of a
combination of both causes. Future monitoring will clarifo this point.

The primary objective of the sedimentation field is to favour sedimentation and to trap and retain new deposits. The
park also acts as a breakwater during intermediate stages of the tidal cycle. However the structure is not sufficiently
high to protect the upper section of the embankment during Mean High Water (Figure 4). Surveying data show that
the top of the concrete blocks were at a mean elevation of l,l m in June while the level of Mean High Water is 2,0 m
and the level ofSpring Tide is 3,0 m (geodesic levels).

To become an efficient breakwater, a structure higher than 2 m (rather than I m) would have been required. It is quite
possible that the park may protect the lower portion of the embankment during intermediate stages of the tidal cycle.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Figure 3. Location of the sedimentation field and of monitoring stations.
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Sedimentation on the lower marsh

Sedimentation data on the lower marsh are from surveying conducted in June, October and November 1995. Figure 5
presents the sediment deposits on a 40 m strip parallel to the shore, in and around the sedimentation field. Betrveen June
and November, there was a net sediment deposit at all the surveying stations. with the exception of one station located
approximately 50 m south of the sedimentation field. Net sediment deposit zones are observed within the park and
along the three profile transects, on the whole width of the foreshore. Between June and October, sediment deposits
ranged from 6 to22 cm, most often above l0 cm. Between October and November. weaker deposits. almost always
below l0 cm, were recorded. The net deposit during the whole monitoring period ranged from l5 to 27 cm. The highest
values were recorded inside the sedimentation field.

A statistical comparison of sediment deposits between two groups of stations was conducted in order to assess the
impact of the sedimentation field:

Group 1: Stations under the influence of the sedimentation field. This group includes stations D to K inclusively
(Figure 6) and four points on transect A located in the park.

Group 2: Stations not protected by the sedimentation field, but located at the same level on the foreshore as Group I
stations (40 m strip). This group includes stations A, B, C, L, M and N (Figure 6) located on either side
ofthe park and stations along transect B.

The statistical analysis covered sediment deposits over the whole monitoring period. benveen June 12 and
November 23,1995.

In general, net deposits were recorded for both groups of stations. However, accumulation was greater at stations in
Group l, under the influence of the park. The difference is highly significant (p:0,0068, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
test). Figure 6 summarizes the means and standard deviations of the fwo groups.

As this paper is prepared, the monitoring data on the sedimentation field is only partial, extending over a short period
of a few months. Important sedimentation events such as winter sediment deposits and ice break-up are not yet
integrated in the overall sedimentation assessment. Only after these data are considered, will the actual efficiency of
the sedimentation field be assessed with precision. Depending upon weather conditions, it is possible that sediment
deposits outside of the park may be eroded away in coming months. We can expect milder erosion within the park,
resulting in a higher positive balance of sedimentation than at reference stations. At this time, we can conclude that
there is a preferential sediment accumulation inside the park. The capacity of the park to trap and retain the deposited
sediments will have to be assessed in future monitorins.

Ecohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMEIYDATIONS

Preliminary results of the monitoring indicate that there is a preferential sediment accumulation inside the
sedimentation field over a relatively short period of 5 months. It appears that the park as designed is capable of trapping
and retaining sediments under sunlmer and fall conditions.

In order to determine whether the structure will satisff the main objectives of rebuilding the substrate and inducing
a natural revegetation of the marsh, it is necessary to continue the monitoring. Additional data are needed to integrate
important events of the sedimentation cycle such as winter sedimentation under the ice-cover and the subsequent ice
break-up. We recommend that:

. a survey, similar to surveys already conducted, be conducted immediately after the ice break-up in April;

' a survey be conducted around mid-June 1996, 12 months after the hrst sampling. in order to cover a full year cycle.

During the monitoring, an important receding,rate was recorded in the upper marsh, with a net loss of prime wildtife
habitat. Under the present conditions, the sedimentation field probably limits the receding of the bottom of the
embankment but does not prevent receding at the top of the embankment.
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ABSTRACT

A major shore protection program began during the 1995-1996 winter on the Québec side of the Ortawa river.
Over 70 km of shore will be stabilized along the reservoir of the Carillon dam, between the municipalities of
Carillon and Gatineau. Because of the size of the project, an impact study was rcquired in ordcr ro get thc
legal authorizations. The different shore protection methods were reviewed and a method was developcd to fit
the context of the Ottawa river. The bioengineering methods were closely examined because they offer an
environmentally interesting altemative to traditional techniques. It appcan that the multiple operations nccdcd
to install bioengineering works, such as clearing, slope reduction, soil amendment, plant rearing, planting and
fastening with various materials, make these methods complicated and expensive for such a large scale project.
These operations could also disturb the abundant wildlife in the area and reduce biodiversity. Furthermore,
the shore access by landowners becomes more difficult because of the tight vegetation needed to stop the
erosion. It was instead decided to embank the foot of the slopes with natural gravel of 20 cm to 40 cm
maximum diameter containing about 15 7o of sand. The embankments and their grain-size distribution are
the smallest needed to meet the local erosion conditions. Different tests were carried out in the field to
confirm the technical and the environmental performances of the works. The impacts related to the access on
site for the machinery are avoided by using the winter season for construction. The technical operations are
simple and the slope morphology as well as the shoreline itself are not modified. The edge of the work facing
the river is remolded by the waves to adjust to the local energy conditions, and it merges completely with a
natural gravel shoreline after a few years. The use of natural pebbles and cobbles mixed with a sufficicnt
amount of sand size particles makes the works easy to walk on and facilitates the vegetation retake. Field tests
have demonstrated that in most cases the natural retake will cover more than 80 Vo of the works in five ycars or
less.

KEY-WORDS: stabil ization/ riverbanks/ erosion/ Otlawa river/ Rivièrc des Outaouais/ bioengineering/
embankments.
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INTRODUCTION

The stabilization of lakes and river banks is an imponant subject of discussion among environmental science

specialists for many reasons. First of all, because there is an increased awareness of the multiple consequences

of soil erosion on the aquatic ecosystem. Indeed, not only is the loss of land an incentive to stop erosion, but

also new environmental considerations such as water pollution control (especially in agriculural areas) and

conservation of wildlife habitats. Another reason is that many types of shore protection techniques exist, with

different environmental "performances". If erosion can create environmental impacts, it is also the case for the

erosion control measures. Therefore, even if erosion control is considered a mitigation measure in general,

large shore protection projects must be carefully examined through an environmental impact assessment.

According to Québec regulations, an impact study is required for projects that require more than 300 m of

shore protection.

The increasing interest for environmentally improved stabilization methods have brought many authors to

suggest the use of live material (herbaceous planrs and hardwood cuttings) combined with fastening devices
(stakes, steelwires) or other inert material (crib walls, stones). These methods are known under the name of
"bioengineering" or sometimes "ecoengineering". Most of them have been developed as early as the thirties

and forties in Europe and the United States and are described in Schiechtl (1980) and Gray and Leiser (1982).

In Québec, among other trials, some experiments were conducted along the St-Lawrence river to develop

altematives to large riprap embankments (Argus l99l). This approach is also becoming the one encouraged

by the authorities at various levels (St-Laurent Vision 2000 1996; COBBIR 1992; Gratton 1989).

The following presentation is based on the impact study that was submitted by Hydro-Québec (Hydro-Québec

l99a), in order to get the approval of the Ministère de l'environment et de la faune du Québec, to stabilize

more than 70 km of shore on the Ottawa river. It describes why methods using live material were not

considered the best "environmental" altemative for this large scale project, and how mineral material

constructions were rather designed to meet the environmental and technical requirements.

THE STUDY AREA

The study area is located on the lower reach of the Ottawa river between the city of Gatineau (Wesù and the

Carillon dam (East). This stretch of the water plane is approximately I l0 km long and its level is determined

by the Carillon dam, except during major spring floods. The study is restricted to the Québec side of the river,

that constitutes a borderline between the two provinces (irgure l). The riverside landowners are composed of

1l13 private residents,50 companies, the federal and provincial governments and Hydro-Québec. As forland

use,2lVo of the shore is considered urban; 47Vo is used for agriculture: l6Vo for recrcational parks and l27o

for conservation parks. Over two thirds of the shore are bordered by wooded bands. Eight municipalities are

by the river. Of particular interest is the Plaisance wildlife reserve (near Papineauville) and a series of wetlands

soon to be protected by the creation of provincial parks, from Plaisance upstream to Gatineau. These wetlands

were created in part by the flooding following the Carillon dam construction, completed in 1963. Canada
geese, among other fauna, use these areas to rest and feed in great numben mostly in the spring.

Êcohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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BANKS MORPHOLOGY AND EROSION PROCESSES

The lower reach of the Ottawa river crosses the Saint-Lawrence lowlands which are characterizedby a low and

flat topography, developed on generally horizontal sedimentary rocks. The bedrock is usually overlained by

unconsolidated material, mostly marine silt and clay or a mixture of fine sand, silt and clay of alluvial origin'

These fine materials are susceptible to erosion. Banks heights in the study area vary from less than I m to

about l0 m. Before the construction of the Carillon dam, the watcr levels used to vary with the river discharge.

The main agents of erosion were then currents, waves and ice. The completion of the Carillon dam, in 1963'

raised the water level to a 41,15 m elevation at the dam site. This corresponds to a maximum rise of 18 m on a

short section between Carillon and Grenville, and only 1,4 m on the longer section upstream of Grenvillc'

where most of the erosion occurs. The actual summer level in this last section is close to what used to be the

average spring flood level in natural conditions.

The formation of a higher water plane upstream of Carillon had the effect of reducing the erosive forccs of

cunents and ice. However, the fetch has been sligtrty increased. It varies generally between .5 km to 2 km'

with a maximum of 5 km on short sections of the river.

On the whole, the waves acting on the shore are relatively weak when compared to largcr rcservoirs or to the

ocean. But the fact that the silt and clay banks are now attacked by the waves at an almost constant level

during the ice-free season increases significantly the erosion rate. The waves take away the fine panicles'

which are too light to deposit and form beaches at the foot of the banks. No erosion occurs everywhere the

shore is made out of gravel. The substrate is therefore considcred to be the most important erosion factor.

A sunrey of the evolution of banks erosion has been carried out with different serics of acrial photographs'

taken before and after the construction of the Carillon dam. The study reveals that about 42 km of shores was

being eroded before 1963 and that close to 57 km of eroded banks were added after 1963. The total length

of shore including all the bays is over 300 km. The study reveals also that the narrow lower terrace which

bordered many sections of the river before 1963, is completely eroded in many cases, allowing waves to erode

the higher terace and initiare larger land movements. This is particularly the case in the Plaisance region.

Some cottages and roads needed urgent stabilization measures in 1992, 1993 and 1995. Because the actual

erosion process continues, it was decided to stabilize everywhere needed before bigger damages occur'

needing more complicated and expensive interventions.

Even though landslips and landslides are more spectacular because they occur on higher cliffs (photos 1 and

2), the erosion rate in this study refers strictly to the receding rate of the shore, and this rate can be fast even

along lower terraces. On the Ottawa river, simple sapping by the waves is very efficient to remove pieces of

grassland (photo 3). Even shrubs and trees cannot maintain the fine substrate in place since the waves bare the

roots easily (photo 4).

ENVIRONMENTAL KEY ISSUES

Before choosing a shore protection method, we examine here what are the major environmental issues.

As for all shore protection projects, the major environmental issue is to maintain, if not recreate, a contact zone

between the aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, that is suitable for both the local flora and fauna.

Élcolrydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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The maintenance of the existing local biodiversity is also a main issue. As mentioned earlier, the upper half of

the river contains a rich flora and many fragile wildlife habitats. The flora along the shore was inventoried

during the impact study. Over 209 species were found. Many rare and protected species colonize the area

(Dignard 1994). As a matrer of fact, the whole region is one of the richest in rare plant species in Québec.

Unfortunately, the nanow band of forest left, especially in agricultural areas, is now rapidly falling in the river

as the erosion continues. The stabilization method must preserve as much as possible the existing vegemtion'

The timing of the construction period is important. Because of the abundant fauna in the natural zones, an

attention must be given to the critical periods for wildlife. Most of the fish species in the Ottawa river are

spring and summer spawners. Some areas near erosion zones, especially in the upper half of the river, are

important spawning grounds for pike in early spring (Foumier et al. 1990). Ducks and shorebirds are present

in the area in great numbers during spring and fall migration periods, and for nesting from April to July. As

far as Canada goose is concerned, the Plaisance wildlife reserve and its surroundings are densily used during

migration for resting and feeding from the beginning of April to the middle of May. On the people side, the

project must disturb as less as possible the normal recreational and leisure activities going on during the

summer time, which is the peak season of occupation for the many cottages along the shore. Waterfowl

hunting in fall is also an imponant activity that construction on a large scale could disturb.

Another major issue is the access for heavy machinery on the construction sites. An access strategy must tle

planned in order to avoid potential impacts to private propenies, especially in zones of high occupation

density. The construction of temporary roads must also be limited to a minimum not only for economical

considerations, but also to avoid land clearing. The access to forested areas is also panicularly difficult.

After stabilization, the shore must remain easily accessible to the residents. This is considered a very important

issue by most landowners.

Finally, the stabilization works must integrate into the landscape and leave as few evidence as possible of

human intervention.

TECHNICAL AND ECONOMICAL CRITERIA

Technically, the obvious and most important criteria is the efficiency to stop the erosion on a long term basis.

The cost, needless to say, must be as low as possible. The two next criteria derive from this one.

The method must be adaptable with a minimum of modifrcations from site to site (there are 70 km of shore to

protect).

We are looking also for a method that is simple. It must be done in a few operations, quickly, and with little or

no need for further maintenance.
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METHOD SELECTION

Many stabilization methods have been examined for the Ottawa river project. It is obvious that most classical
methods did not perform very well when it comes to ttre environmental considerations, neither did they on the
economical criteria. We would like to examine here more closely the bioengineering approach that would
apply, and a method based on simple natural gravel embankments. Each method is first briefly described, and
then evaluated according to the issues and criterias explained above.

Bioengineering methods

In the case of the Ottawa river, we have established that the banks made out of silt and clay were very
susceptible to erosion, and that sapping at the foot of the banks was responsible for most of the damage. The
use of woodplants (willows in that case) could break the energy of the waves before they get to the substrate.
Since this substrate is so easily transported by the waves, a possible minimum design could be to put a riprap
key with a geotextile sheet under the lower summer water level; stones and fastened wood cuttings between the
lower and higher levels; and various appropriate plantations above. Other variants are possible but their listing
is unnecessary here. What is important is that for most stabilization methods using woodplants, there is a need
to control the erosion during the time that the rooting system is developing, which implies a combination with
another method using inert material (Gratton 1989).

As far as technical criteria are concemed, the following observations are made: The technical operations are
complicated and need many steps such as: the choice of plant species and local sources; the rearing facilities
when big quantities are needed; the clearing and levelling down of the slope; the operations regarding soil
amendment and preparation; the storing, planting and fastening of live material; and the maintenance during
the first and often further post construction years. Additional operations are needed when combined with
riprap keys or other inen material protections at the waves action level.

The adaptabil ity of the method is low since a single basic dcsign cannor be used for different types of banks
and erosion conditions. An imponant effon must be made to elaborate adapted designs for each site.

Environmentally, bioengineering certainly adresses the main issue, which is to create a good transitional zone
between the tenestrial and the aquatic ecosystems. But the quality of the wildlife habitat that is created needs
to be characterized. It has not been shown yet that such a shore is easily used by either waterfowl, shorebirds
or small mammals. Indeed, in some cases, the willows or other shrubs need to be planted so tightly that it
forms almost a barrier. Studies have to be done to determine the actual use of these different types of works
for riparian wildlife. We didn't find such information in the literature.

The biodiversity would be affected by the clearing of the natural vegetation in favour of a few species, even if
chosen locally, selected for their ability to resist to erosion. It may be possible to limit the extent of this
impact by a careful selection of multiple local species, but at an unaffordable cost on a large scale project.

The time period required for the work would be in late spring or early summer if possible (after the flood).
The mechanical work needed to prepare the slope for plantation and to install inen material at the base, would
create turbidity, disturbing fish spawning and egg incubation. Bird nesting grounds would be penurbed as
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well as the resting areas for geese in migration. The recrearional and leisure summer activities would also bc

strongly disturbed by major construction activities.

The access to the shore is problematic since the same heavy machinery used for traditional stabilization

measures is required, with the usual tenain modifications this implies.

For local residents. the dense mixture of willows and other shrubs would make the access to the shore difficult.

Indeed, unless willow poles are planted so that root nets form a continuous mat, they do not contribute to

protect against erosion. On the contrary, "isolated root nets are likely to enhance erosion more than hinder it"

(Oplatka et at 1995). So the owners will have to condemn a significant part of their shoreline and build

specific accesses to the water.

Cost wise, the demonstration has not been made that bioengineering is cheaper. For the motnent, most repons

on bioengineering do not give enough information on that point. It is said to be cheaper than "hard" methods,

but rarely are the real construction costs revealed. In the present project, we have estimated that a reasonable

price for bioengineering techniques would vary from 100 to 500 dollars pcr meter for a minimum

intervention. The embankments proposed in the following section cost between 50 to 150 dollars per meter.

Gravel embankments installed in winter

What was finally pnrposed was to stabilize the foot of the banks with natural gravel of sizes corresponding to

local erosion conditions. The solidity and reliability of the works are assured by a precise knowledge of the

local erosion forces involved, and by different tests in the field before starting the project on a large scale.

In order to determine the optimal gravel size needed for stabilization, a study on local wave actions was done.

The height of the waves and their impact on the shore have been monitored in a variety of conditions. From

these informations, the minimum diameter required and the optimum grain-size distribution were calculated.

Field tests have also shown that the works are stable as long as a good percentage of the right size stones were

present (here 20 to 40 cm diameter), and that the works contain a variety of intermediate sizes down to sand

size. The size of the embankment itself is defined by the height of the bank. The higher banks (more than 5

m) are stabilized with an embankment of 3 m width at the top, finished with a 3 in I slope. After stabilization

at the shore level, the unsteady slopes will gradually reach a more stable profile (25" to 30o) and will partially

cover the work (frgure 2). The smaller banks need embankments as small as a 0.5 m wide at the top.

The height of the work is the difference between the lower summer water level and the average spring flood

level, plus an additional 0.5 m to break most waves. The maximum height usually reaches I to 1,4 m. The

work needs neither a stone key at its base nor a geotextile sheet against the bank. The contact with the clay

material of the bank is cut by a sufficient amount of sand and gravel within the work. The generally flat

linoral zone of the Ottawa river on which the embankment is installed permits the work to progressively get to

an about l0o slope, as the material is rearranged by the local waves action. This 10o slope is the same as the

one observed on nafural sravel shores found on the river.
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Embankment

Figure 2: Evolution of the slope after the embankement installation

One of the major advantages of this method is definitely that it can be done during the winter time by

circulating on the ice. Indeed, when the slope of the littoral zone is gentle, the ice is often thick enough to rest

on the bottom, and needs little work to permit machinery circulation. The access problems are solved, and

wildlife or residents activities are not disturbed. Also, the bank doesn't have to be levelled down or cleared of

its vegetation. Indeed, it is left as it is. Once stabilized at its base, the bank takes slowly an angle of rest and

allows natural vegetation recovery.

The wildlife habitat issue is also met by a rapid retake of natural vegetation from both ends of the work, the

shore and the bank. The only impact on wildlife habitat is the fact that the protected shore becomes

inappropriate for muskrat and other small mammal burrows.

Field tests were done in 1992 and 1993, showing that the vegetation retake on the embankment is very good if

the amount of sand size particles is sufficient (around l1Va). The results show that vegetation covering will be

over 80Vo five years after the construction for most works. Within 5 to 10 yean, the plant community will be

sufficiently structurcd to integrate totally the landscape. In some field tests the proximity of mature trees and a

dense plant community allowed an extremely rapid retake (photos 5, 6, 7). No soil amendment is generally

needed since spring floods bring sufficient amounts of fine material and organic matters.

Conceming the aquatic habitat, a study has demonstrated that in most cases, the works are colonized by a more

divene benthic fauna than the original clay material. The works are also suitable for the spawning of many

fish species. The only potentially harmful operation is the clearing of fallen trees before the construction.

This is done from a barge in late fall though, when fish spawning and egg incubation periods are over. The

encroachment of the embankments on the fish habitat as such is limited by the construction of the smallest

works needed.

Finally the use of natural gravel also permits an access to the river for the residents or the public because the

stones are round and easy to walk on. A summary of this comparative analysis is given in table l.
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Photo 5: Juné1991

Vegetation retake at Baie Noire near Plaisance
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Table 1: Comparison of stabilization methods according to key issues and technoeconomical criteria in the

context of the Ottawa river.

KEY ISSUES BIOENGINEERING GRAVEL ENIBANKMENTS

Maintenance of biodiversity

Future use of shore by wildlife

Easy access of machinery to the shore

Low impact consruction activities

Future use of shore by residents

Efficiency

Simplicity of design and construction

Flexibility, adaptability

Low cost

Difficult but possible.

Yes, but quality of habiut to confirm.

No

No

Can be restricrive.

Yes, when properly designed.

No

No, many designs needed.

Variable, to confirm.

Ye.s

Yes, improving with vegeution retake

Yes if done in winter.

Yes, if done in winter.

Easy witi proper material.

Yes, when properly designed.

Yes

Yes, one basic design.

Yes

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The method developed here was inspired in part by the Alcan stabilization prqect of the Saint-Jean lake banks
(Alcan 1983). This prqect was the first large scale stabilization program in Québec to be carried out in winter,

using the ice as an access to the banks. It was also the I ' irst one submitted to an environmental impact

assessment. As for the use of natural gravcl at the foot of rivcrbanks, it was ncver used before in a major

project in Québec to our knowledge. Argus (1991) has found that the simple deposition of stones in front of

banks in the St-Lawrence river, with no intervention on the bank itself, has been tried only by some private

owners, with various levels of success. One similar embankment was installed on the La Grande river near

Chisasibi (Vézina et Fortier 1985) with similar material to what is proposed here, and is sti l l  perfectly

functional.

Our design is based both on the observation of naturc, and experimentation. On the Ottawa river, the natural

gravel banks are stable. In most cases there is no need for big riprap constructions. We have demonstrated

this theoretically and in the field. These conditions permit thc use of mineral matcrials that are more "user

friendly" for people, fauna and flora.

If stabilization methods using plants arc generally prescnted as bcing more environmental and less expensivc

than methods using inert material (Oplatka et al1995, Houde 1994, Schiechtl 1980), we think that mineral
(inen) material can also be used in an environmentally improved way and be competitive on an economical

basis, especially for large scale projects. lvlany eroded banks do not need to be replanted when their basis is

stabilized and protected from the waves action above the mean flood level. They gradually acquire a stable

slope and are colonized, along with the embankment at their base, with the local vegetation. When the grain-

size distribution of the material is proportional to the local crosion forccs, and when the size of thc

construction is meant to avoid overdcsign, the environment is protectcd at its best and at low cost.

Furthermore, when natural rounded stones are used, the shore stays easily accessible to both wildlife and
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humans and the work integrates easily to the landscape. After all, these stones were originally cawed by water,

and belong naturally to river beds and lake shores.

The Ottawa river stabilization program is a large scale project, with very specific nccds. The solution found

here does certainly not applie to all cases. In our opinion, therc is in fact no environmental erosion control

measure perJe. There is instead an environmental approach to erosion control, that we think implies

necessarily a complete environmental impact assessment.
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ABSTRACT

Tfunugh field tlbservation and hydraulic experiments, we have revealed the mechanism bv u,hich re e cls srrlvin!
along river banks reduce bank erosion by mitigating the erosive force acting on natural banks of. fur instancc. t'loodinr:
and waves ploduced by boats. We also theoretielly assessed the criticzl velocity at which the h.rnk-protec'trnl
functions tlf a vegetatitln revetment can be brought clut; the engineering validity of this c,ritical vckrcitr, uasplore rl in
field research.

KEY WORDS: natural vegetation / bank protection / vegetation revetment /flood current / txrat waves ,

INTRODUCTION

Channel vegetation not only represents a component of flow resistance during flooding and affects thc u'atcr lcvcl of
a river, but it alstl plays an important role in terms of the scenic beauty, ecosystem and other environmsntal aspccts ot'
the river.

Because of the necessity of determining therole played by channel vegetation in resistancp during tÏrorling lnci liver
environment. in recent years much hydraulic and environmental research on channel vegetation has belun to l)c
performed(Fujuoka and Fujita, 1990). Some research is being <znied out from the perspective of thc cc-olotv ot'
channel vegetation(Okuda, 1976) and we have come to know the types of vegetation that grow in a channel and rhe
types of locations in the channel where they grow.

In this research, which focuses on the soil-maintaining effects of vegetation - particularly common recd ancl (litch
reed -- growing nearriver banks, investigations have been qnied out with the objec'tive of determining thc viabilitv of
using ctlmmon reed and ditch reed in bank protection works. Up until now there has been almost no rescalch tiom the
standpoint of actively using, in bank protection, living vegetation that can be obtained in actual rivers(Fukuoka. I 993).
However, recent close-to-nature river improvement work involves using natural vegetation in river improvcnte nt. antl
while this trend is a positive one, techniql evidence of its effectiveness is still necessary. The objectivc in this
research is the collecting of just such evidence. Then, we invastigated over time the relationship bctwccn contmon
reed grtlwing altlng river banks and the amount of bank erosion in order to confirm the effectiveness of comnron lectl
in reducing bank erosion. First, we after conductied field investigation on the growth envirorunent of conrmon rcctl
and on bank protection conditions. In addition, field experiments on tensile strength of bank qlverod with rced and
analysis based on these results was conducted to determine the velocity up to which banks with contmon rccd can
withstand erosion.

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF COMMON REED IN REDUCING BANK EROSION

In olcler to gain an understanding of the overall effectiveness of oommon reed in rcducing hank elosion. u,c
lnvestigated the relationship between he amount of bank erosion (as determined with cross-sectional survcying) ancl
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Figiure 2: Field survey area

changes over time in flood channel vegetation in the middle reaches of the Tarna river (right bank at the 39-40 km
point; see Figure 1).

Floods in which water entered the flood channel occurred n 7974, L979 and 1982 (August and September).
Althoughthe vegetation in theflood channel was rnloniesof Japanesepampas grass (Miscanthus sinensis) in 1973,
tlreeffectsof large-scalefloodinginlg74hadtransformedthefloodchannelintonaturalbarrenlandbylgT6. Thisis
believed to be because suspended sediment accumulated in the colonies ofJapanese pampasgrass, eventually hulying
and killing it. Four floods oæuned thereafter in the seven-year period between 1976 and t 9t33 causing the banks to
erode and recede, but we found that bank erosion had nearly stopped around the boundary of the..comnron recd
cnlonies in the flood channel. Examination of the bank in 1986 showed that erosion has progressed insignificantly
since 1983, a fact that demonstrates the effectiveness of <pmmon reed in reducins bank erosion in the flood channcl.

THE STATE OF BANK VEGETATION IN ACTUAL RIVERS

Common Reed And Their Growth Environment

We performed a field survey on how common reed protects river banks in stations 'I-. , 2 and 3 in the research area (sce
Figure 2). l,ocated here is the Hino Bridge Water l-evel and Discharge Observation Point. Stations I and 2 arc where
the ctrrent strikes the bank during flooding; at station 3, although the current is <xlncentrated at normal watcr lcvcl.
during flooding the main current shifts to the ænter of the channel. Compared to other klcations, thc erosive tirrce of
fltxrd currents is lower here.
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Common reed is a herbaceous plant often found in flood channels and shoal sandbar in the middle and downstrcam
reaches of rivers with thick deposits of sediment. Common reed, in fact. is known for sprouting ane*' afiel being
covered with sediment during flooding, and can grow to heights of three to four meters. It also grows in quite dense
colonies with a distance between stems of roughly l0 centimeters, and although above ground a clusler mal appear to
be comprised of individual reeds, they are interconnected through subtenanean stems. Around the reiearch area the
bed slope is 1/280. distance between embankments 300 meters. and flood channel width rclughly l(X) me tcrs. Since
1960 the bed height has dropped roughly three meters, and so the banks were formerly river bed. and thc blnks of the
main channel are mostly gravel containing silt, atop which fine sand transported during flooding has actumulated t() a
maximumthickness of 70 centimeters. Throughout this layer of fine sand common reed spreads its r.oots and grou's
in colonies.

Table I shou,s the characteristics of the three locations in the research area and the rnmmon reed in thesc locations.
Research here shows that the distribution of vegetation colonies in the channel is greatly' affected bv thc frcqucnc:r' of
inunr.lation thero: that the common reed grows in places where inundation never exceedsmedium-scale flooclinll: and
that since the subtenanean stems grow only in the sand layer, reed growth is greatly affected by thc thicknuss ot this
sand lavcr. more so than by such factors as the diameter of sand particles or the particle-void ratio.

Tabel 1: Characteristics of common reed and their location

Heigh l  ( rn )
Density (reedsrn')

S lem Diameter  (c rn )

Sub ler ranean s tem dep ih  (c rn)
subter ranean s tem d iamler  (cn t )

B a n k  c o n d i t i o n s

Par t ia l  d iameter  ( rn rn)

Volume nl io (Vc\

V o i d  r a t i o

Coeff ient of permeabil i ty (crn/s)

S t a l i o n  I

3 .0
40-60

1 . 0
l5-50

1.5-2.0

Fine Sand
(50cm dcep)
dro 0.05

d3o 0.1 I

qo 0. l i t

Soil particles 35-45
Waler 20-30
Air 30-40

t.2-2.0

5 .5x  10-3

Sta t i on  2

3.0
t20-t40
0.5-0.8

20
0.7

Fine sand
(10cm deep) (30cm deæp)

d1o 0.03 0.04

d3o 0.09 0.t2

dso 0.19 0.30

Soil particles 40-50
Water 30-40
Air 20-30

1.0-1 .7

S t a i o n  3

Finc sarul
(50crn decp)
dlo 0.03

d1o 0.08

qo 0. l- j

Soi l  part iclcs 40-50
Warcr 15-3-5
Air 15-:10

(10cm depp) (30cm dcep)

l. l  x 1o-3 1.3x 10-3 o.ft . lx l  o'r

The Mechanism Of Erosion ln Banks Where Common Reed, Etc.. Grow

The state of reeds during flooding is shown in Figure 3(a) as tan be seen in Photo I and Figure 3(h). afier fÏroding
thebank laye lconta in ing thereedshasanoverhang ingshape.  Th isshaperesu l ts f r t lmtheso i l -ma in ta in ingpropcr t i cs
of the subterranean stems. which gives the bank's upper layers a relatively high erosive resistance comparcd to tltc
lower lavers .  Th isshape isac tua l l yan impor tan toneasatechn iqueforcounter ing f lood ing .  Anda l thoughthcrc iuc
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Figure 3: Shape of a bank with common reed

Phot 1: A bank with common reed after f looding

Figure 4: The process of erosion in banks with common reed
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differences in lengths of overhang. the upper layers of banks with vegetation other than common rccd generallv take
on this overhanging shape through erosion.
We will now describe the process by which a bank with reeds takes on this overhanging shape.
Figure 4shows the process of bankerosion duringflooding as changesovertime. As the water ls,el riscs. thc rir,cl

bed undergoes scouring and the lower layers of the bank are eroded. The upper layers are firmll' maintained b1' thc
subterranean stems and therefore relatively resistant to erosion. As the sand around lhc subtellanean-stùms (*hich
comprise a continuous mat-shaped ma$s in the upper layer) is washed away. tre erosive force rcache s thc subtcn':rncan
stem cluster. At this point, it is believed, the lower layers of the bank have been considcrabll' cnrdcd. Thcse
subtenanean stems grow out from the nodes, and as force is concentrated on these nodes. some of thcm snap. As
erosion in the bank's lower layers progresses even further, stability in the upper layer, which is comprised of soil anrl
the reed cluster, is lost. As a result, the subterranean stems are overcome by the force and undergo tcnsilc damar:e .
and bank erosion continues. Repetition of this process results in bank erosion progressing further. Buovancv actins
onreeds causes them to exist in afloating state when thewater level is high, but they and thesoil hang dou'n u'hcn thc
water level during flooding drops below the height of the flood channel. While the velocity at this water l*,cl is quitc
fast, the floating upper layer that covers the bank not only results in increased roughness around thc hunk unri hcnr.'
reduces velocity. but also serves to reduæ the amount of water that directly strikes ttre bank.

Festuca arundrnacea
lUpper  lâyer :  sané.  lowe

laye i  s r l t  âô6  grave l l

-----\ 
i r.

sàrC) I  v
t -\---Ë-

Staion 1 to 2
Codmon rd {upper layer sa15 lower layei sr I

aôd grave l )

Figure 5 : Diagram of erosive shapes

A velocity of roughly 1 .5 m/s was measured, when the water level dropped to the height of thc flood channcl.
After investigating the bank's overhanging shape, an erosive shape diagram (see Figure 5) was ct.catcd \\,ith

overhang length D as the horizontal axis and overhang thickness h as the vertical axis. The overhang length is thc
length that the sagging overhang would have were it straightened out.

This illustration hence shows thatcommon reed <zn maintain theupper layersof the bank even if thc krwel lavcrsare
ctlnsiderably eroded (although this depends on the conditions of the location and the thickness of thc upper' laver in
which the roots have spread). The reason that longer overhangs were maintained at stations I and 2 than at station 3 is
because of the greater depth of the main channel here, which allowed the upper layer to hang down with a krnrcr
overhang shape.

THE STRENGTH OF COMMON REED AS A BANK PROTECTION WORK

The longer the overhang is, ttre greater is the effectiveness in preventing bank erosion. But in older to plant conrmon
reed as a bank protection work, it is necessary to determine the velocity up to which the overhanging shapc can bc
maintained; leaming this would make it possible to determine the locations where common rced could be plantcd as a
bank protectionwork. We therefore decided to measure the tensile strength of underground stems of common reed in
an actual river, then use these measurements to determine the relationship between velocity and critical ovcrhang
length.

The Tensile Strength Of The Subtenanean Stems Of Common Reed

An overhanging soil mass is held in place by the subtenanean stems of common reed. In field rcscarch aftcr

h (m)
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flooding, overhanging soil masses ttrat had ællapsed from their own weight were observed in the water. We thereftrre

roughly estimatedihe force that had to be assigJed per subterranean stem tosupport these collaPsed soil masses. Ttl
Oo ttrii, we first calculated the weight of the ôllapsed soil mass from its volume and the specific gravity of the soil
mass containing subterranean reed stems, then divided by the number of subterranean stems left in the soil mass in
order to determine the tensile strength per subterranean stem. The value obtained for strength per subterranean reed
stem was an average of ?3.0 Kgf. Then, in order to accurately measure this tensile strength, we built the in-situ tester
shown in Photo 2.
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Tensile torce (kgl)

27 lgltreeé

o

o: Venical PUll (90')

r ' Diagonal Pull (20')

o: Saturated soil and vertical pull {90-)

o, Saturated sorl and diagonal pull (20 )

Figure 6: Results of measurement of common reed subterranean stem tensile strength

This tester was urmprised of a scale attached to an arm suspended from ttre truss-structure base. A reed stem
protruding from the surface was clamped at its base between two testing plates, then pulled by tuming the handle to
âpply tension. The angle of pull can 

-be 
changed by raising or lowering the position of the pulley on the base' This

experiment was performed four times in different locations: with a vertical angle of pull; a diagonal (roughly 20
degrees from horizontal) angle of pull; with unsaturated soil; and with saturated soil. Reeds were always pull out by
the node of the subterranean stem. The measured results for tensile strength are shown in Figure 6'

iicohydrautique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Figure 6 shows ttrat the tensile strength of common reed is approximatel.v 27 kgf per reed. a value that rcmains
roughly q)nstant regardless of the conditions. The reason for this is that the flexibilitl' ol the subterlanean stem
enablesthe reed to change its orientation in aocordanæ with the direction of extemal fcrrce.

Erosive Critical Velocitv For Banks With Common Reed

Now let us e.stimate the erosive <,ritiql velocity (the velocity at which an overhanging banl< breaks) tiom thc balance
between the external firrce produced by the current and ttre tensilestrength of the subteuanean rccd stùnrs. Fi{urc 7
shows our model tbr overhanging banks.

Figure 7: Model of overhanging bank

Cûrrent

Figure 8: Distribution

Current

r
l ,c

Veqelatron area I
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vegetaton area
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Figure 9: Bending stress in x-z section
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Equations(1) anrl(2) belou,are used to represent the extemal forces produce<t by the cunent. i 'c. ' {) F.'r '  thc t ' luit l

forceacting qn the tront sudàce of theoverhang, and 2) Fxz, the fluidforceacting onthe reeds in theovçrhanS

r *  t = C o ' P ' a ' c ' u t / :

F . . ( x )  =  C o  ' p ' 0 ' o  ' a ' h ' f  u ' =  i  2 d x
J

whereco i s t t r ed ragcoe f f i c i en t (1 ) ;p ,wa te rdens i t y ;4 , reeds temd iame te r ;o ' r eeddens i t y ;a ' ove rhang leng th :u '
approach velocityoithe main current; and u', velocity inside areed colony (u.exp [-2.15x]). Reed. ctilony vùl()cilv u'

uitlnuates exponlntially in the downstream direction, and the attenuation constant (2.15) was determincd thlouSh

hydraul icmrdelexper iments.  b is thedistancei t takesfor theveloc i ty tosuf f ic ient lyat tenuate.  (H,cre. th iscxpct in ' rcnt

*as performed with a <.l istance b of 0.!i, 1.0 antl 1.2 meters. in which thc velocity attenuatcd 82E.901'' irn(l () 'r ' ; '

respectivelv.)
The fluid tbrce in the downstrcam direc:tion that acts on the most upstream break position of thc tlvcrhang (le ngth in

downstream direction: du ) is represented with the following equation.

( 3 )  F . = F .  + F . ' ( d s )

Fluirl tirrce Fx (âuses the overhanging bank to undergo bending moments in thc x1' sultace ancl the xz'suttlcc (M...

IVlxzl see Figures 8 and 9). These moments are represented by the follqwing equati()ns.

M -  =  { F - ,  + F . . ( b ) } ' a l 2

(5) IvI,, = F.: (b) '(c + h) / ?

Bending stresses Fv and Fz (producedby these bending moments and occurring on A-A'plan) arc assumcd t() hitvc

triangular distr ibution.
Also, tnis Oistribution of the bending stress allows us to determine the stresses in the y and z directions actins ttn thc

portion dn as shown belou'.
s a

(6) F, = f6lv1", (l - 2x / b) / b:dx

J B  
-

F ,  =  
J 6 M , , ( l  

- 2 x  l b )  / b : d x +  { ( p -  -  p ) a ' c + ( p ,  -  P ) a ' t r o ' z r ' 0 '  / a } g d "

The above enables us to cletermine the rqsultant force F vector (F=(Fx,Fy,Fz)) of the extemal forces acting on d tl. thc

area where breakage occurs, and from the balance between this extemal force F and the tensile strength of the

subterraneanreed stems at the breaking surface, wecan determine ucr, the critical velocityfor the overhang'

(8)  R = r 'o ' 'de

(9 )  
u "  :  [ 2g ' r ' o ' ' d "  /  { p  'C '  a ' (K ;  +  K i  +  K1 ; " ' 11 " '

K r  -  c + O  n  
" { f ( s ' ) : d x '

K ,  - . l a / b  d o  / ' b  ( I - d " ' b )  i . + ô  h  o / f ( \ ' ) : d \ ' I

K :  -  - l d  6  i  b  . ( t  -  d  
"  

i  b ) . i O  . h . o , "  *  n , j  f ( \ ' ) : d N ' )  ,  b

where uq is the critical velocity; r, tensile strength of the subterranean reed stem (27 kgfireed)f û'- numhcr of

subterranean reed stems per unit of downstream distance; and f(x')=exp (-2.15x').
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A . t ,
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Figure 10: Length (a) and crit ical velocity

Figure 10 is a comparison of field data (for the 40-km point on the Tama river) and the results for calcularions ro
determine critical velocity ucr when overhang length a is the variable anc.l the submerged depth (h) is onc mcre r. l-hc
field data has been plotted with the value for a determined through bank surveving after flooding. an<J a valuc tirr u
determined by measuring the velocity during flooding.

The Figure shtlws that the calculated values urrrespond to the results of field measurement. Thc rùason rrhr lhe
tlverhang length (a) ends at 2.0 meters is that when the difference in height between the flood channcl and rhc rrrrrcr
level in the main channel is greater than two meters, bank stability becomes extremelv lo*' ancl, as a rcsult. thc hank-
protestivepropertiesof the reeds becomes ineffective. Ac<nrding to this graph. when the velocity is 2 nr,.s or lcss.;rn
overhang length tlf 0.8 m or more can be maintained, and this overhang czn be counted on to mitigatc hirnk elosion.

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF DITCH REED IN ATTENUATING THE ENERGY OF BOAT WAVES
(Fukuoka et a|.,L992)

The increase in pleasure boats in rivers has been ac<nmpanied by illegal docking and other new problcms. rrnc ot'
which is the, waves produced by commercial and pleasure boats. When a boat passes, the wavcs it produccs
negativelv affect areas used by people enjoying the river and also cause considerable bank erosion.

In North America and Europe, where boat usage is advanced, research and damage reduction countcrmcasures
conceming bank erosion caused by troatwaves are already being canied out.(Hemphillind Bramley. 19t19). ln nranl
places in Southeast Asia, however, boats are also used as a means of transporting people. and this iiver transportation
causes extensive bank erosion that has resulted in serious land- and housing-related problems.
Ditch reedgrows along the banks in the downstream reaches of some rivers. If the.se ditch reed cokrnics can kccp thr

water's surface-calm and prevent erosionby <xnceling out theenergy of boat waves, then this reed's Uood-controi lnrl
environmental functions should be able to contribute to both conservation and restoration. In order to determinc the
extent to which ditch reed <xrlonies reflect and attenuate the energy of boat waves, a field experiment was pcrtirrmcri in

'Sumida"
Tolal weight: 2.4 t
Total width: 2,860 mm

fotal length: 7,680 mm

Field dala

' 'A rakawa '

Figure 11 :River  patro l  boats
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Table 2: Characteristics of waves created by boats

Patro l  boat  Sumida Patrol boat Arakawa

Wave he igh l
wave ce le r i t y
Wave period
Wave length
Number  o f  waves

(crn)
(rn/s)

(sec)
(rn)

13-23
r.85-2.67
r.7-2.4
5.5-6.6
ro-t2

6-52
z.tt--7.56
2.2-4.6
5 .1 -15 .9
l0-14

(N.m,zm.s)

Patrol boat Sumida

Patrol boat Arakav/a

Tanker

)o

10 12 t^ /s l
Boat speed 

'

Figure 12: Relationship between boat speed and wave energy flux

the lower rcaches of the Ara river, and an experimental wave tank was also used. The site of this research was the
right bank at the 14.5-km point. Two boats were used: the "Sumida" and "Arakawa," both of which are patrol boats
belonging to the Ara River l,ower Reach Construction Office. The dimensions of these boats are shown'in Figurc l1 .

,ds the tqst area is in a tidal region. the current velocity is nearly negligible. Depth is approximately six meters wherc
boats pass and 1.0 to 1.5 meters at the front edge of the reed colony.
The dimensions of the waves measured are shown in Table 2, while Figure 12 shows the relationship between b()at

speed and the average transmitted wave energy per unit crest width and unit time (W= 1./8 p gHzCg). The Sumida,
traveling at a speed (Vb) of 6 to 9 m/s, produces waves with a large amount of energy that surged towards shtlre.
whentraveling at 6 m/s. Thewaves produced by the Arakawa had a far largerenergy flux than those of the Sumida.
and maximum energy flux.

Where ditch reed colonies grow, wave energy is comprised of reflected wave energy and transmitted wave energy,
with the rest being energy lost inside the ditch reed colonies. The energy conservation law is exprêssed with the
folklwing equation.

(10) W , = W r + W * + W ,

where Wr, Wr and WH is ttre average tansmitted wave energies per unit crest width and unit time by, respectivel.v,
incident waves, transmitted waves and reflected waves; WL is the average energy loss per unit crest width and unit
time. Equation (10) tan be changed to equation (11) when the reflection $efficient Kn is HdHr;the transmission
trrefficient Kr is HrÆL, and Kl is the cnefficient of energy loss.

Êrohydrautique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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In the ditch reed colunv wavesreflect incompletely,resulting in crestsand troughs l ike thoseshown in Figurc 13.
Measuring the envelope of the crqst and troughs of such waves, the reflection coefficient KH waitlctcnnined u,ith

Healy's method.
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( 1 2 ) K* - *=â;

The coefficient of energy loss in ditch reeds(Kl) is determined with equations (ll) and (12). Figurc l;l inclicatcs thc
relationship between the distance that a wave travel through ttre ditch reeds and thc resulting energv Joss coctïicicnt.
This ocfficientof energy loss approaches 60 to 80Vo when the wave penetrates eight meters into a ditch reed culonr'.
thus demonstrating that the effectiveness of ditch reeds in attenuating wave energy is considerable evcn *'ith large
waves like those created by the Arakawa, and that the erosive force of waves reaching the bank bchind the ditch recrl
colonies is nearly zero. Also, Figure 15 shows that the <ncfficient of reflection of waves in a ditch recd colonvis
merel;" 0.05 to 0.15. lower eventhan that produced by tetrapods (0.2 to 0.35), which shows that ditch reetl colonics
are capable of sufficiently reducing reflected waves. This means that ditch reed qllonies czn quickll, rcturn thc \\'utùr's
surface to a <zlm state after the passage of a boat, and that they are also effective in thc area of watcr-surlircc
utilization.

The above establishes ttrat the energy-attenuation and reflective characteristiei of ditch reeds are sufficientlv high in
cttmparistln with uther artificial wave-dissipation structures. The effectiveness of ditch reed in mitigating bunk crosion
and returning the water's surface to a state of czlm is definitely worth use even liom a flood-prcvcntion standpoint.
while at thc samc time, ditch reed's natural environmental functions. in ombination with this cfïcctivencss. clrrr bc
used to create a river environment that is both safe and rich in natural beauty. The administration. consclvlti()n iur(l
restoration of ditch reed in rivers is therefore called for.

CONCLUSION

The objective of this research was to investigate the use of common reed and ditch reed as bank pr'otection u orks.
The principal conclusions reached through the field research, field testing and experimentation pcrfilrmcd firr this
research are as follows.
1. lt wasdemonstrated that tnmmonreedgrowing along ariverbank <anr maintain thebank'soverhangingshapc

during flooding; also demonstrated was the mechanism by which bank erosion is mitigated durins. floodins lnd
in ttre flood attenuation stage by the overhang covering the banks.

2. The tensile strength of common reed was determined, as were the critirzl velocities for using these recds as hank
protection works.

3. It was confirmed that the growth environment of q)mmon reed is affected principally by fr'equcncv of tÏxr<l
channelinundation and otherhydrauliccharacteristics, and by thecharacteristicsofthesoil inwhich theirroots
8r()w.

4. The efïèctiveness of ditch reed in attenuating the transmitted energy of waves produced by boats u'as also
demonstrated.
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DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT OF BANKS: AN INTEGRATED APPROACH.

J.O. Reinhold & J.T. Klein Breteler
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Directorate-General for Public Works and Water Manasement

Road and Hydraulic Engineering Division
P.O. Box 5044
2600 GA Delft

The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
There are many many river and waterway bank areas in the Netherlands. Most banks require protection
against erosion by currents, wave attack caused by ships and wind or trampling by cattle. Until
recently, many Dutch bank protections were artificial and steep, with few possibilities for vegetatron
and fauna to settle, reproduce, shelter, feed and migrate.
Fortunately, changes in thinking have resulted in a government supported policy of applying an
integral approach, in which a water system as a whole is taken care of, including the banks and their
adjacent surroundings. This approach takes into account the various functions of a water s1'stem. and
its physical, chemical and biological components.
In 1989, the Road and Hydraulic Engineering Division has started a research, consultanq,and
knowledge proliferation program on banks of fresh water systems, in which experts in ecologl-,
hydraulics and materials technology are working together. In the program of the Road and Hydraulic
Engineering Division, rivers, shipping canals and fresh water lakes are dealt with. The different
research projects link up with the several steps in the planning process ofbanks.
In the first step the initiative is taken and inventories are made of the current situation. This includes
the management situation like dedicated functions and ownership, the position of the regarded location
within the water system and the state it is in, concerning amongst others the geomorphology, present
vegetation and fauna and connections with nearby nature reserves.
This step ends with the formulation of the target: the desired state of the banli. To support the
execution of this step, we described ecological reference states for natural and ecologically-sound
banks.
The second step starts with formulating the design principles. This is achieved by combining the
knowledge of various disciplines. In our program many research projects focus on providing the
necessary information.
This second step results in design alternatives and a final choice.
The third step deals with the necessary management schemes. In one of our research projects we study
the effects of different ways of managing vegetation.
After a bank project has been realised a plan for monitoring and evaluation has to be made and put into
practice. In support of this, we compiled guidelines with directives for monitoring the biotic and
abiotic aspects of banks and we developed a method for measuring vegetation in narow zones along
inland waterways.

KEY-WORDS: bank / water system / design / integrated management / monitoring / evaluation /
vegetation / fauna
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INTRODUCTION.
Seventy procent of the land area of the Netherlands lies below sea level, and many projects have been
set up to protect the land from flooding. But artificially changing the natural state of water systems can
cause many problems.

Haringvlietdam

\*

Figure 1. The Netherlands, a delta region of several rivers.
An example:
In 1970 the constmction of the Haringvlietdam was completed. It was build as one of the protective
works that have to ensure the safety of the Netherlands against inundations, such as in 1953. As a
result, the Haringvliet, a part of the Rhine-Meuse estuary became isolated from the North Sea.
However, water system managers had not suffrciently realised that:
* this dam is a barrier for anadrome fishes such as the Salmon, the Allis shad and the

Twaite shad. Numbers of these fish species have strongly decreased since 1970 (de
Nie, 1996).

* ûre tides disappeared, therefore wind wave attacks have more grip on the bank and
cause erosion.

* polluted silt deposis in the area. Effects of this pollution are measurable in the
breeding success of Cormorant (Dirksen et al., 1995).

Écohydrautique 2UN, juin 1996, Québec
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If the managers of water svstems had taken into account the problems caused by their solution. they
probably would have chosen another solution to protect our countr).'. However, it was not in the spirit
of that time to think about an integrated solution.
Water systems include banks, floodplains and dikes are now regarded more multi-functional
(Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, 1989). In addition to functions as water suppl-v, shipping and
fishing industries, aspects such as preservation of our nature and the recreational value of such areas
are also growing in importance.

Because of the changed mentality more often an integrated approarch is used in bank construction
rvorks in which economic, ecological and social consequences are incorporated.
The consequence of this more integrated approach is that a growing number of relevant aspects has to
be taken into consideration. To make the right decisions a clear and structural approach is necessary'.

The Road and Hy'draulic Engineering Division (D\11,V) is a governmental organisation that provides
advice on how to construct and manage banks of water systems. To malie sure that the best possible
bank is constructed in a water svstem the Road and Hydraulic Engineering Division designed a step b1'
step method with different phases to comc to an optimal bank construction (Simons et al.. 1994)
During the development of this method gaps of knowledge were found. After completing the planning
process we now try to fill the gaps and develop instruments to make the decision steps during the
process easier.

This article is an introduction to the planning process. In special text boxes rve describe the research
and instruments we have developed to support each planning step. Especially aspects related to flora
and fauna rçil l  be treated.

PLANNING PROCESS FOR INTEGRATED BANK ITI]{NAGEMENT

The planning process deals with six subsequent phases, each divided in one or more steps (figure l).
The six phases are:
l. developing an ob.jective management vision for a bank
2. describing rvhich aspects ofthe bank have to be rearranged
3. describing a plan to execute these rearrangements
4. describing a plan to maintain the developed bank
5. describing a plan to monitor the development of the banli
6. describing a plan to evaluate the whole process.

Develonins an objective manasement vision

A vision on the targets of a water system and its bank provides the possibility to compare the existing
situation to a desired situatioHowever, a vision has to be realistic and there has to be acceptance for
this vision by different groups in society. Before maliing a vision, research should take place to the
existing and potential values of a bank. Together with the different groups of society a (for all groups)
acceptable vision should be made based on the research.
The complexit-v of this stage makes it necessary to divide it into three steps (figure 2):

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Figure 2. The planning process for integrated management of banks

Step l: Initiative ond organisqtion.
At the beginning of the planning process a person or organisation has to talie the initiativc This
initiator starts the process and sorts out:
l. the persons and organisations who have to take part in the planning process.
2. the financial possibilities.

Together with persons and organisations involved, the initiator produces a plan describing which
decisions have to be taken and at what moment these decisions take place. The opportunities for
comment have to be well planned and described in this step.

The initiator also has to investigate the frnancial possibilities for formulating the whole planning
process and the possibilities for restoration and maintenance in the future.

Clearness and frankness to all participants and others characterise this stage and may rvell prevent
delays in further steps.

Step 2: Inventory
An inventory of ownership of the bank and management duties, visualised on a map gives insight into
the responsibility of each party involved.

For the vision on the management of banks information about the functions of the bank and direct
surroundings is necessary. Does the bank have an important economic function because of shipping or
farming in the floodplains? Or is the safety against flooding the main function. ln a country with a land
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area of 70 oÂ below sea level this function has to be well taken into account.
In our small country with 15 million inhabitants the importance of nature is growing. Banhs haye
important functions; as living habitat or maybe as a corridor between nature reserves.

Changes in the importance of functions must be considered, since they can result in large changes in
the opportunities for the design and management of the banlçs.

Having determined all relevant functions, an inventory of abiotic and biotic components is required.
What is known about aspects such as: land-use; hydrology; geomorphology; qualit-v of warcr.
(deposited) silt and soil; value of the landscape; cultural and historical values; ecological values:
processes like desalination, dehydratation, acidifi cation.
This information is an important basis for the next steps. Without the recognition of the (autonomous)
processes it is hardly possible to set up the objectives.

A useful instrument for this step, which we have developed at D\Â/W is
the Dl(mensioning) PRO(tections) program. An important tunction of the
water systems in the Netherlands is to offer the possibility of transporta-
tion of goods by shipping. Consequently, shipping puts strong demands
on the lay-out and ihe maintenance of water systems. DIPRO can
calculate the hydraulic loads on banks, structures and beds, caused by
shipping. lt runs on a PC. DIPRO is the result of two decades of research,
in laboratory as well as in practice.

Step 3: Objective
In this step a general decision on the targets for the banli has to be described, taking into consideration
the functions of the bank. With the results of steps I and 2 a rvell rveighed up description of the
objectives can be made.

Homogeneous parts of the bank have to be confronted with the list of relevant functions to establish
which functions determine the future lay out of these parts.
To describe the function nature, reference situations are used, situations which occur when man rvould
not interfere. Especially the situation of a water system at the beginning of 1900 is popular because
then human influence was scarce and the situation is quite well described. Maps are available with the
geomorphological and hydrodynamical situation, aspects which conduct the potentials of flora and
fauna.

To achieve the target, changes in management anùor design have to be made; so for each homogene-
ous part these changes have to be listed. Because every change will have its own influence on the
tuget, a priority of these changes has to be made.
To make sure the best solution is described all possible alternatives in changes of management and
design have to be considered.

At this stage the financial possibilities for changing the design or management should be clear. Also
the potential financial situation after the reconstruction has to be considered. If financing of the
maintenance will not continue in the future no bank design with high maintenance costs should be
chosen.
Decisions also have to be made about the ownership of the bank and the responsibility for the
maintenance in the future

Information about the current distribution ofanimal and plant species can be provided by a large
number of flora and fauna societies.
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Figure 3. Fauna in banks.

In the Netherlands almost every taxon of species has its orvn society. There is for example a society of
birds, bats, butterflies, motJrs, snails, mushrooms, mosses and lichens. If someone needs information
about the species in an area he or she pays these societies for their information. Regarding information
on fauna, DWW is a frequent'client'of these societies.

Within EKOS, a PC program for analyzing banks used by animal species,
rough information on the Dutch distribution pattern of characteristic bank
species is described. For species still colonizing a potential distribution is
presented based on the favourite habitat. ln combination with information
about the landscape surrounding the bank a decision can be made which
species could be target species.

Blan to rearrange the bank

Step 4: Formulating design principles
In a (re)design for the bank the preconditions and objectives laid down in the vision are translated into
design principles. This is achieved by applying knowledge ofvarious disciplines.
The various demands, for example by shipping, flora, fauna, recreation, should be given different
priorities, which should be indicated. The level ofpriority depends on the location ofthe bank and its
assigned functions and will have to provide the criteria for testing the design at a later stage.
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This is one of the most difficult steps, in particular when it comes to
formulating design principles for flora and fauna. At D\ /W, we have come
up with two useful tools.
> EKOS provides the user with information about the main habitat varia-
bles and describes the relation between the values of the variables and
suitability for the species using HS|-models. By weighing the suitability of
each variable against another, it is also possible to predict an average
suitability.
So if a bank manager has selected his target species he gets a list of the
most important variables. When he has measured the values of these
variables in the field and puts them into EKOS, it calculates the average
suitabilig and also calculates which variables are responsible for this
average suitability. lf he wants to improve the bank for these species he
should work on the l imiting variables.
> For a period of five years we have studied the relationship between
bank design and the occurrence of bank vegetation. We did this mainly
along inland wateruays. Indeed we have been able to find a relation
between bank design and occurring vegetation types. Abiotical compo-
nents such as width, slope, forces of wave attacks and flow determine the
possibilities for bank vegetation.
As a result of our research on this relation. we are able to advise on bank
designs which wil l result in a desired vegetation.

Step 5: Alternatives in design and/or management.
Knorving the functions, the targets of a bank and the design principles, altematives of bank design and
management can be prepared.

Figure 4. Bank protection consisting ofstone protection and shallow pool.

During this phase various altemative designs can be dra'wn up, e.g. by using different widths for the
bank. different types ofbank protection and different materials.
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Figure S.Test of the protective properties of reed and bulrush at the Delft Hydraulicslaborator;-

Figure 6.Test of the penetrability of geotextiles
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Instruments developed at D\AM/ deal with the lay out of protective structures and the use of
materials.
> With the forementioned PC program DIPRO, D\ÂM/ offers designers the possibil1y to
dimension the structural elements of many kinds of bank protections, based on the calculated
hydraulic loads caused by shipping.
> A nowadays much applied bank protection along inland watenrays consists of a fixed
protection, bordering a shallow pool that changes into the bank itself. The shallow pool is meant
to provide a habitat for all kinds of plants and animals, and offers the bank protection a much
more agreeable outlook, more befitting the surrounding environment. An important aspect of this
type of construction is the exchange of water between waterway and pool, to keep the quality of
the water in the pool on a sufficient level. Therefore, gaps are made in the fixed construction,
through which water exchange is possible. Furthermore, these gaps can be used by fish or
other animals to get in and out of the pool.
The distance between these apertures as well as the effective area largely governs the rate of
water exchange, and consequently fluctuations of the water level in the pool.
In order to make a proper design, regarding dimensions of the gaps and the distance between
these, we have developed numerical models, PLONS ldimensional for relatively narrow pools
and PLONS 2-dimensional (Vermeulen, 1996). The models are governed by the following
processes:
' Water exchange is possible by the water level depression caused by a passing ship* During the passage time of a ship, the water level in the waterway is lowered and due to

the head difference between pool and waterway, water flows out of the pool.
* After the ship's passage, the level in the waterway is restored, resulting in an inverse

flow, since the water level in the pool has decreased during the stage of outflow.
The processes are modelled using one- and two{imensional partial differential equations, that
describe non-stationary flow in open channels, combined with suitable discharge-head relations
for the applied gaps.
> Reducing the amount of materials used in construction works is one of the targets of our
government. Re-used materials are therefore growing in importance. Also materials with low
environmental impact are preferred. DlÂM/ researches how to reduce the flow of materials and
how to use more ecologically sound materials, like for instance reed zone plants.
From practice and several earlier studies it has become clear that reed zone plants can
effectively reduce wave attack by wind or shipping and subsequent erosion of the subsoil with
their stems and root system. However, knowledge proved to be insufficient for defining the
circumstances under which reed zone plants can effectively and lastingly protect the slope they
grow on. Therefore we commissioned an unique research project to the De Voorst branch of
Delft Hydraulics Laboratory. During four years, reed and bulrush have been tested, undergoing
very frequent wave attack in a specially adapted, outdoor wave tank facility. The whole year
round, waves attacked the plants growing on a four meter wide, unprotected berm. During the
growing season and in winter time, the vitality of the plants was studied, and the amount in
which the plants reduced the incoming wave heights and the erosion of the sandy subsoil. The
research resulted in design rules for the circumstances under which reed zone plants provide
an effective protecùon against wave attack. \Mth these it is possible to determine whether the
plants can protect the banks of an inland waterway or a lake by theirselves or whether an extra
defensive structure is needed and if so, which dimensions this should have.
> Thus, in banks vegetation can be used as protective material. However, in a newly construc-
ted bank the vegetation needs a few years to develop. In the meantime protection of the bank is
needed against erosion. Geotextiles can provide this protection by covering and armouring the
subsoil. Once the geotextiles are penetrated by riparian plants, the root system of the plants can
take over the geotextile's function. So in many cases, a temporary geotextile may suffice. The
possibilities for riparian plants to penetrate the geotextile have become an important characteris-
tic. However there was no test method available to determine the penetration resistance of
geotextiles. Research by D\|WV on this resistance led to two computational methods. For woven
geotextiles the pore size is as the most determining factor, for non-woven geotextiles the weight
of the geotextile. With these two known variables, penetration by for instance reed shoots can
be predicted.
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Step 6' Choosing the most suitable alternative.
During this phase all parties involved will have to assess the designs and make a choice between the
various altematives. In making the best choice the priorities and criteria of sæp 4 and the costs and
benefits need to be incorporated. The design which best answers to the target formulated in the
management vision and is still affordable, is the obvious choice.

Plan ofexecution

step 7: Elaborating the most suitable alternative
When the choice for a design has been made and (if necessary) the choice has been approved, the
specifications will need to be drawn up and the work put out for tender, after which the work can start.
Both in the specifications and during the implementation, details on the role of ecology in the design
require special attention. It may be a bit pretentious to speak of an implementation plan, but these
details should indeed be thought of and laid down.

Plan for maintaining the desired situation

step 8: Maintenance plan
A maintenance plan mentions all the activities that are relevant to the entire management plan that
should be carried out during the period planned. They include bot}r the periodical maintenance that is
carried out regularly and the occasional anÙor the more fundamental maintenance.
The nature function is not optimal directly after the intervention. The colonisation of a bank with plant

and animal species may take a few years. In the meanwhile maintenance is necessary to reach this opti-
mum.

D\AM/ is carrying out research on ecological aspects of maintenance.
> The most limiting factors for a desired vegetation are taken into account
in step 4. Besides a proper design also maintenance of the vegetation is
necessary to reach this desired vegetation. However, the influence of
different measures is almost unknown. Research takes place on the
impact of changes in water level and mowing on riparian vegetation.
Results are at this moment not available.
> Any maintenance that has large impact on animals using banks, can be
found in the PC program EKOS. In this program maintenance is one of
the variables used for the described Habitat Suitability Indices.

Plan for monitoring

step 9: monitoring
After completion of the bank construction or after adjusting the maintenance, the dsvelopment of the
bank should be monitored. Monitoring makes use of a number of measurable parameteni and consists
of at least two successive measurements carried out in one location and each time using the same
method. Monitoring should be well documented in order to test the development of the bank against
the objectives set (evaluation). To ensure proper monitoring and evaluation it is necessary that these
objectives are quantifiable and described in as much detail as possible.
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Figure 7. Monitoring the reduction of wave attack on the bank vegetation

Managers of banks have not always realised that biological monitoring and evaluation differs from
technical monitoring and evaluation. The quality of the structural parts of a banli only deteriorate after
the building ofthe construction. Biological aspects fluctuate in quality rvithin the year and during the
years and are at least in the first years not optimal.

D\ÂM/ has developed a method fcr planning the monitoring and the
evaluation to prevent the collecting of useless data. lmportant aspects of
this method are the determination of the objectives of monitoring, the
choice of relevant variables and monitoring techniques in relation to
availabil ity of money and time and the storage and analysis of data.
We have come up with a new method to monitor the development of
typical bank vegetations. lMth this simple method data are collected and
analysed to assess the extent of natural quality of the vegetation.
Monitoring of fauna is still hardly done. Until now the function nature in
bank design had mainly vegetaûon aspects. Fauna aspects are rather
new in this process.
In the future monitoring of fauna will be more common. Monitoring of
fauna is more difficult than monitoring flora. For each group and someti-
mes even every species different methods have to be used. The mana-
ger of a bank will need assistance to make a good (fauna) monitoring
plan. We can offer this assistance.

Plan ofevaluation.

Step l0: Evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation are not the end of the process. Also the overall management should
occasionally, for instance at the end of each (mostly ten-year) plan term, be assessed with regard to thc
objectives mentioned in the management plan. The objectives themselves should be assessed and
adjusted if necessitated by social developments. Such assessments may have consequences for thc
design and maintenance of the bank(s) involved. The precise nature of these consequences can bc
determined by using the action plan. Even feedback of this kind, therefore, benefits from a systematic
and planned approach.
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CONCLUSIONS

When watersystems (including banks) are regarded more multifunctional an integrated approach of
designing and planning seems logic. The method leads to rvell troughed descisions during the planning
process and the questions for advise to our division are more specific. People know more prccisll'
which questions have to be solved and they also know why they want to solve that question.
The use of this step by step planning process gives our division the opportunity to develop on
forehand new knowledge and instnirments. We know which steps have to be talcen and it is possiblc to
predict where problems arise. Research on this problems and developing instruments can talie place
before we are asked for assistance. For both an efficient wav of rvorkine.
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ABSTRACT

Between 1954 and the beginnings of the 1980s a serious 'die-back' of lakeside Phrogmites reeds was observed at
Lake Constance. The main features and causal factors of the decline are described. A monitoring program which was
started in 1984 shows a slow lakervard progression of most of the test areas. The dynamics of the reed front was
fbund to be partially controlled by mechanical threat due to wave and breaker actiorL and by llooding wcnts. Two
models are presented to quanti$ the potential impact of flooding and mechanical damage. Lakeshore resrorarion
works and Phrogmites plantations were perlbrmed from 1986/87 till 1988/89 at Lake Constance-Obersce. Most ol
themwere successful, since they took these factors into account.

KEY-WORDS : Phragmites australis,lakeshore, bank erosion, reed der;line, flooding, mechanical damage, power ol'
mechanical resistance, lakeshore rætoration, model, monitoring program
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

The lakeshore zones are among the most intensively occupied elements of the central European landscape. Bank
erosiorL deterioration of submerged vegctatiorl and the detline of fringing reeds are consequences of many
interconnected factors that are in change due to human impact. A scrious decline of lakeside rcedbelts (Phragmites
australis (Cav.) Trin. ex. Steud., Poaceae) has been documented in about 50 lakes in central Europe (lbr a rcvir:rv
see Ostendorp, 1989). One of the sites that are most seriously affected is Lake Constance, the gr@test lakc in the
northern Alpine forelands. In this pap€r, a concise summary is given on the main t'eature; of the retreat, its temporal
patterrL and on the undalying causes. The results from a monitoring program that ran fiom 1984 to 199-5 arc
presented, and some methods and techniques to restore threatened shore sections, and to re-establish Phrogmircs
reeds are discussed.

SITE DESCRIPTION

Lake Constance is the largest and deepest lake in the northern Alpine foreland (9'18' E Gr.,47"39'n. Lat., 395 m
a.s.l, 571 kmz water surface, 254 m man deptlr; Braun and Schiirpf, lgg4). It is dwided into ttuee basins, Obtrsec,
Ûberlinger See and Untersee, which are of different morphometric and trophic nature (Figure l, Tabte l ). Lakc
Constance-Obcrsee is the deç 'upper lake'. It is a mesotrophic lake with low nutricnt conùentrations, sincc 64 9ô ()l'
the annual discharge comes from the alpine region (Lutl et al., 1990).

rîiv
d)
Ët

ÙbÇlingersæ

Figure I :

Lake Constance with its lake basins, Obersee,
Ûberlinger See, rnd UnterseeGermany
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Tablc I : Morphometric, hydrologic and trophic data of Lake Constance

Obcrsce Ùberlinger Scc Untersec

Surlàce area [kmz]

Shoreline [km]

Maximum depth [m]

littoral area (0-5m below m.w.l.) [km'?]

mean water level (mean of the period
1887-1987) [m a.s. l . ]

high water level (JuneiJuly, mean
of the pcr iod 1887-1987) [m a.s. l . ]

low water level (Janfebr, mean
ol'the pcriod l8tt7-1987) [m a.s.l.]

trophic status

254

t2,5 (2.9 %)

432.0

1 8 6

68.0

1 4 8

7.0 ( t0.3 %)

395 .33

396 .56

394.54

7 1 . 5

87

46

24.7 (31.5 u,,,)

395 .1  I

396.31

394.30

eutr0phicmescrtrophic mesotrophic

Uberlinger Sec is a canyon-likc basin sheltered from strong winds by ridges ol'hills at the NE and SW cdgc ol' thc
lake. The littoral platform is extremely niurow except in delta areas. The hydrological regime and the trophic status
is the samc as lbr thc Obersec. Lake Constance-Untcrscc, thc 'lowsr lakc' is a shallow cutrophic lakc with broad
shelves and extended reedbelts which cover about 3 I o/o (c. 295 ha) of the eulittoral area, or 54 Yo ol the total shore
length (northern shore only). Of the eulittoral reed area, 99.7 % is comprised of monospecilic stand.s ol' Ph. uustrulis.
a peremial grass with thick culms. about 6 - 13 mm in diameter at their base, and about 2.5 - 4.5 m in height. The
sublittoral z-onc is covercd rvith submerged macrophltes, mainly Chara spp., Potamogeton spp., and lilamcntous
algae (e.g. Cladophora sp.) which are uprooted and washcd ashore during storms, mainly in latc summcr and
autumn.

The lake lsvels olthc thrcc basins are unrcgulated and undergo thc samc annual hydrological regime: (hc watcr Isvcl
is high in sunmer as a result of ice and snow melting in the inneralpine region, and low in winter. In summer all
lakeside rccds arc submerged, and in winter the greatcr part of'them bccome dry. Westcrly winds prcvail in thc Lakc
Constance regiorq changing from WNW in spring and surnmer to WSW in winter. From November to June strong
winds and storms with strcngths behveen 6 and l0 "Beautbrt occur liequently (5 - 6 days per mont[ averagc ol'thc
period 1959-1984).

REED DECLINE AT  LAKE CONSTANCE

The temporal patterr$ of retreat are best documented lbr Lake Constance-Untersee, based upon series ol' acrial
photographs liom I 954, 1962, 1967 , 1972, md I 978 (Ostendorp, I 991 ). In the frst half of the century thc rccdbclts
expanded towards the mean low water bathyme[ic line, and in the beginning of the 1950s a maximum extension ol'
c.380 hectares was rcached (northern shore only). A l'ew ycars latcr the decline began. Initially, thc ktsscs rvcrc
restricted to the landward sectioq and were due to direct destruction (land reclamation for recreational activitics,
construction ol'buildings, etc.). A dramatic die-back ocurred bctwcen 1965 and about 1978 whsn 37 7o ol'thc rccd
beds below the mean water level were lost (Figure 2). The die-back was suspected to have been initiated by the
eutrophication of the lake sincc the 1960s. Recently, howcvcr, it bccamc clear from thc evaluation o[ watcr mark
records and meta-nological data, that serious flulding events in 1965, 1966 and 1967, together with storms. hail
storms and macrophyic rvashes were responsible for the lakeside declins in the 1960s and 1970s (Ostcndorp, I 990).
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Figurc 2 : 'Dic-back' of lakesidc recds in Lakc Constancc-Unterscc
(drawn to scale from aerial photograptls liom 1954, 1962,1967, and l97g);

dotted area - monospecific Phragmites reeds; 394 etc. - bathymetric line [m a.s.l.])

Similar to Lake Constance-Untasæ, Phragmites belts at the Ubertinger See and at the northern shore of the Obcrsce
extended far lakewards in the 1930s and 1940s. Due to a lack of adcquatc aerial photographs the maximum
extension is unknown for most places. An analysis of reed rcgression by interprctation of vcrtical aerial photograptrs
from I 967, I 978 and I 984 showed a total loss of at least I 5 hectares ol submerged reed beds. (i.e. 50 yo of the area
of 1967, considaing only the shoreline in the State of Baden-Wtùrtemberg) (Krumscheid et al., 1989). At Lake
Corutance-Obersee lakeside reeds were greatly affected by both mechanical stress by waves loaded with cultural
debris, algal and macrophytic mats and driftwoo( and by bank erosion.

Hence, it was hlpothesized that the longterm dynamics of the lak$ide rced tiont is controlled to a great extcnt by
hydrological factors (i.e. heigbt, duration and frequency of flooding) and by mechanical factors (i.e. action ofwaves
and breakers loaded with drifting matter). This was the main reason lbr setting up a monitoring program of reed
dwelopmant.

MONITORING PROGRAM

A monitoring program was started in 1984/85 to detect small lateral shifts of the out€rmost reed front, which are
below the detection limits of aerial photographs, and to determine the causes underlying the year-to-year regression
or progression of the reed belt. In rçresentative test areas of Lake Constance-Untersee and Ûberlinger See testing
lines were marked with wooden poles along the lakeside reed tiont. One testing line consisted of 5 sections with à
length of 5 rn, each (Figure 3). In wintertime, whel the water level was low, all culms from the prwious season were
counted, which stood lakewards of the line between two poles. Bascd on thcse data, the annual shift of the reed front
can be calculated with the following equation:

(l) PR: loo (N,z - N,r) L'r D-r  ̂ t- '

PR-progression/regressionrate[cmat] ,N-numberofphragmitesculmsat t imet l ,andt2,respect ivc ly t l l  ,L-
length of a section [m], i.e. genaally 5 nL D - mean culm dauity in lakeside reeds, i.e. 30 m'2, ̂ t - time differencc,
i.e. generally one year . Positive values indicate a lakeward progression ot'thc reed fiont, negative rates a regression.
Ecohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Figure 3 : Schematic top view on a test line with 5 scctions

A total of 72 test lines were established in 13 different fypes of habitats :
I - reed beds on onkolithic carbonate sediments ('schnegglisande'), poor in nutrients (n: 5)
2 - reedbedsonglacialboulderclay, poor innutrients (n: I5)
3 - stands on substrates with medium nutrient level and subjected to mechanical stress (n : 8)
4 - stands strongly affected by organic debris, very rich in nutrients (n: 17)
5 - stands near the mouth ofa polluted creek, rich in nutrients (n: 3)
6 - reed beds subjected to beach ridge movement due to breaker actioq poor in nutrients 1n = 7;
7 - storm exposed reed stands (n: 7)
8 - edgesofanisolatedreedisland(n: l)
9 - reed beds inl'ested by larvae of the tly Lipara spec. (Dipt., Chloropidae) (n : 3)
l0 - reedstands shadedbytreæ andbushes (n: 3)
II - reedbedsaflèctedbywashesof algalmats(mainly Charosp.andCladophorasp.)(n: l)
12 - reed beds influenced by bank €rosion (n = I )
13 - reed stands protected from erosion by gcotextiles (n: l)

Thedatasetpresentedhereconsistsof 51 testl inesfiomUntcrsee(monitoredliom 1984/85 tl l l lgg4lgs)antl 2l tqit
lines from Ûberlinger See (1986/87 - lgg4lgg5). Data were evaluared using SPSS for Windows Vers. 6.0
procedures. The results are given in Table 2 (untersee) and rable 3 (ùberlinger see).

Mean PR Rates At Untersee And At ûberlineer See

Tables 2 and 3, right columns, show the grand means ofannual rates ofreed liont progression/regression at Unte"rscc
and at Uberlinga See, respectively (all test linc pooled). The high average PR rates at the Untersee in l9tt4-1987
were followed by a regression in 1988 (-4,8 cm). Compared to the Untersee the Ûberlinger See PR ratcs wcrc much
lower in 1987/88, 1988/89 andn1992/93 (p.0,01 tbr all rhree years, Anova). The rate in lggg/g9 was lowest in
both lake areas; in the Untersee it was negative (p<0,01, Anova). The progre;sion rates from 1989/90 to lggllgz
were comparable at the Untersee and Ûberlinger See and reached high values which were never recorded before. The
PR rates lrl.1992193 were significantly different fur Ùberlingcr Scc and Unrsrsee (p<0,001, Anova).

PR Rates Of Different Habitat Twes At Untersee

In only a ferv cases the mean PR differences between habitats werc signilicant. In 1984 rccd beds with avcragc
nutient lwel (type 3) and stands on shores with shifting beach ridges (t1pe 6) differed significantly from all othrr
tlpes (Student-Newman-Keuls [SNK]-test, p<0,05), in 1985 this was the casc lbr habitat type2. In 1986 thc ratcs
of [pe I and tlpes 6 and 3, respectively, were significantly dil't'erent. Habitat types 8 and 9 exhibited higher ratcs
than all others in the paiod 1993/95 (p < 0.05, SNK-rest).
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Table 2: Mean annual progressior/regression rates [cm'r-t; for test arels at the Untersee
from 19E4/E5 tilll992l93 for dilTerent types ofhabitats

(# - number of test areas with progræsion or regrcssiorl resp., all periods pooled)

Period Habitat Type

1984/85 6 0
1985/86 7.0
1986t87 16.9
1987/88 t7.3
1988/89 - 4.6
1989/90 66.4
1990/91 43.6
199U92 10.7
1992t93 22.5
1993/95 t2 5

4 5- -10 .s -  -  
8  t

4.6 2.5
4.6 14.8

r3.2 20.0
-10.5 -  8 .5
16.7 39.9
48.2
13.6 22.4
22.0 65.8
7 .0  33  8

,
- i8n__

24.3
4.0

10.6
0.8

1 5 . 8
4 .5

10.0
-  t .4
9 .8

3
ini.i
-  2.4
- 3.4
r  5 .8
-  3 .6
40.2
10.2
1 3 . 0
29.0
I  1 . 5

6

28.4
7.6

t r \  1
I  u r -

0.7
3t.4

24.0
25.  l
t 0  4

3 i
2.7
- 2.5
9 . 1

- 3._5
26.2

0,0
8.4
9 7

2.5
5.4

r0.7
r6.9
-  7.9
62.9

35.4
32.9
26.5

8 .5
- 2 . 7
-3.7
16.5

4 1 . 0
25.5
t9.4

2.3
-  8 .3
l  1 . 3

-  3 .8
23.2
-  0 .4

1 5 . 5
5.5
4.3

t2.9
- 4.8
3 l . l
49.2
t  6 . l
23.6
I  1 . 4

l 0

# progr.
# regr.

PR Rates Of Different Habitat T},pes At ûberlinqer See

The PR rate of the storm exposed habitats (type 7) was signihcantly highu than the rates of all other habitat types
for the puiod 1989/90 (p.O.OS, SNK-test). ln 1990/glrhis was the case tbr rhe habitat rypes 13 (prorected by
geotextile: 240 cm a'r; and 5 (polluted creek 65.6 cm a''; (p<0.05, SNK-test). They did not differ sigrrificantly from
each other. BottU in 1992/93 and 1993/95 the progression rate ol'type 5 was the highest among all habitat t),pes (p <
0.05, SNK{est) No significant differences between habitat tlpes could be detected for the periods 1986187, 1987/88,
1988/89 and 1991192.ln 1992/93 and 1993/95 the PR rate of habitat tlpc 5 was significantly higher (p<0.05, SNK-
test) compared to the rates of all other qæes.

Table 3: Mean annual progressiodregression ratcs [cm a-t; for test àreas at the Ûberlingcr See
from 1986/t7 till1992193 for different types of habitats

(# - number of test areas with progre;sion or regression, resp., all periods pooled)

Habitat Typc

9 9 7 9 8 S 6 8 5 3 7 2
l l 3 l l l 3 l 2 3 t 7

13t2l 1l0
1986t87 7.l
19t7/8E r7.3
1988/89 - 3.3
1989/90 29.8
t990t9r 52.3
t99u92 16.9
r992t93 - 0.7
t993t95 8.4

8.2 -  0,1
- 4.0 5.0
31 .3  108.7
65.6 60.2
28.4 33.9
69.t 17.4
133.0  16 .8

7 .5
3.2 32.0 4.5
4.4 - 6.0 0.7

- 6.8 66.7 3.s
6.3 240.0 44.9

10.3 83.3 r9.9
-15.9 5.0

5.0 30.4 t3.7

0.9
- 2.0

- 2.5
) . 1

13.9
34.8
9.3
1 .6
9.3

7.0
- 5.3
2 t . 7
78.5
26.8
1 3 . 8
10.2

8.5
- 1 R

5.2
27.7

-  2 .8

- 0.4
- 3.6
0.2
0.9

- 0.2
0.0

3 3 5 5 4 7
2 3 2 1 1 5

6 1 6 6 6 6
z t l l l l

# progr.
# regr.
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PR Rates In Relation To The Water lævel

The mean annual course of the water lwel of Lake Constance is characterized by minimum values from January to
Marc[ then raising like a sigmoid curve to reach a maximum in the begiruring of July. The raise is somewhat parallel
to the growth of the Phragmiles shoots. There are, however, great deviations from this average course. It is
hypothesized that water levels below the average will promote the lake\À/ard spreading of the reed belts, and water
lwels much highcr than the average will lead to a regress. This hypothesis was tested for 25 tæt lines for which the
altitude tu was known The PR rate was correlated with the effective wato depth above ground level hr : h*r - lb
(h*r - maximum water level in a given month) for April, May, June and July. A highly signiftcant negative correlation
was yielded in all four months (all tæt lines pooled). Seperated into different rypes of habitat the relationships are
diverse. Figure 4 gives an example for qæe 2 (boulder clay) in May. Table 4 shows a summary of the statistical
results. For all habitat qpes a strong correlation exists between the maximum wata dçth and the PR rate either in
May or in June. ln July no significant correlation could be lbund. ln this month the reed culms are tall enougtu so
that high water levels cannot exert any influence on thenr, anymorc.
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r = -0,68 p<0,m1
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maximum water depth in May (cm)

Figurc 4 : Correlation betwecn maximum water depth in May
and PR ratcs of habitat typc 2 (pcriod 1984 192)

Table 4 : Correlation between PR rates and maximum watcr dcpth for fivc habitat types

at Lake Constancc..Untcrsee (r - Pearson correlation coefficient, p - sigrificance,
n.s. - not significant, n - numbgr of 5m-sections)

Month Habitat Type

3 4 7 avcragc

200

45J Ot 8 8 r 1 8  1 8 0

April

May

Junc

July

-0.22
n.s.

-0.33
n.s.

-0.57
< 0.05
-0.23
n.s.

-0.65
< 0.001
-0.68

< 0.001
-0.20
n.s.

-0.05
n.s.

-0 .31

n.  s .
-0.45
<  0 .01
-0.52

<0.001
- 0 . 1 u
n.s.

-0.42
< 0.001
-0.43

< 0.001
-0.32

< 0.01
-0.08
n.s.

r
p
r
p
r
p
r
p

-0.67 -0.39
< 0.05 < 0.001
-0.67 -0.44

< 0.05 < 0.001
-0.32 -0.42

n.s. < 0.001
-0.07 -0.18
n-s. < 0.05
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FACTORS THAT CONTROL THE DYNAMICS OF THE LAKESIDE REED FRONT:
FLOODING AND MECHANICAL STRESS

Phragmites australis is a llooding tolerant plant which normally achievcs thc most vigorous growth whcn thc watcr
table lies a few decimetrm abovc ground. The llooding tolerance is, howcver, limited: kr photosynthcsizc and to
accumulate assimilation products the lcavs must not bc submcrgd as the COz dillusion ratc in water Ls much lowcr
than in air (Rodewald-Rudæcu, 1974, p.8l). Sirnilarly, oxygen transport from the culm and the leavcs into thc
rhizomes is possibleonly il'Lhe plant is in contact with the atmosphere (Armstrong and Armstrong, l99l). Sincc
Phragmites cannot stand anaerobic metabolism for long (Brândle 1983, 1985, Sruder and Brândlc 1984), thc
submcrged leavcs turn yelltrw and thc rhDnmes die down after a t'cw days of lknding. It is assumcd that at lcast threc
leaves must be emersed to secure a culm's survival (any mechanical ttrcat being absent). Abnormal high flooding
events in spring-time and early sunmcr havc becn shown to be crucial lbr thc survival of Phragmites culrns at thc
lakeside reed front. This was the case in 1965, when c. 74 %o of the outLTmost fiinge died back (Ostendorp, 1990,
r 9 9 l ) .

The results of the monitoring program dcmonstratc that the rsed bolts ol' Lakc Corntancc Untcrscc ancl Ûherlingcr
See are in progress al'tcr a long period ol'dcclinc. Thc same yiclrts lilr thc tq;t arcas ol' thc Obcrscc (Krurnschcid-
Plankert, unpubl. data). There is a continuous lakcwalJ spreading ol'thc rced beds, intcrruptcd by the pcriot! l9li8/89
which lbllowed a year with an extraordinarily high lltxrding in July and August. tn thc periods 1987/tltt, lgtttt/Sg,
and 1992193 the progression rates of the Uberlinger See reeds was tiluncl to be signiticantly krwer than in thc
Untsrsce. Hcre, thc rccds lirrm a continuous bclt along thc shors over kiklmctrcs, whcrcas in thc Ùberlinger Sce thc
greater part of the reed belts fbrm isolated isle.s of a fr:rv hundred square metrcs cach. Prcsumably, thtxc recd-s, duc to
their greatcr edge làctor, are morc susccptiblc to all kinds of mechanical ttreat likc driliing mattcr, agitated by
breakers, pazlulrg watslbwl, and bathing, boating and other human activitirx.Our rq;ults show a reduccri
progessiorq or a regrcss, in ths season fbllowing a year with high watcr cvcnts, cven if thc stalks havc rurt bccn
completely submerged. This indicates some kind of sublethal damage to the rhizomes which bccomes cvidcnt in thc
fbllowing scasorl as thc rhizomqi produce I'swcr sho,ots in spring.

In case of mechanical damage, the Phrogmites çulrns arc bent down, and thc lcaves may bc rippcd up or strippcd ol1.
If the culm is pressed below the water surface, thc leaves are not able to photosynthcize. Hcncc, the transport of
assimilatq; to the rhizcrntes is severely rcduced. In many casex the culms arc brokcn at thcir basc. Thon thc ccntral
cavity of the internode and thc aerenchyma are tilled with water. As thc diflusion rate of oxygcn is much lowrr in
wat€r than in air, oxygen supply to the undcrground organs is inhibited. The resutting oxygcn dcprivation in thc
rhizome tissue sets up an energy-consuming anoxic metabolisnr, which may lead to a die-off of parts of the rhizome
complex within a fov days. The degree of damage to takeside reed stands can be rqgarded as thc rcsult ot'sxtffnal
forces and the capability of the reed to withstand these forces (,,power of mechanical resistancC', Ostendorp, 1995).
If the acting forses are great enough, the mechanical tolsance of the culm wilt be exceedc( and thc culm will fail,
resulting in some kind of damage, as described above. Binz-Reist ( I 989) attempted to put the interaction of wind and
wave fbrces with the resistance of the stem into a mathematical form. Whethrr a culm fails or not dcpends on
numerous factors which must be quantified to take advantage of this model (Figure5). Many of the input variablcs
cannot be measured with sufficient precision. Hence its practical value for quick and simple astimation o[ mechanical
impacts to lakeside reeds, and their consequence lbr the plants' survival is doubttul.
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Figure 5 : Factors affecting the damage to lakeside reeds in Lake Constancc:
(+, accentuating influence; - , weakening influence; c, constant, time-independent

influence; m.w.l., mean water level)

Ostendorp (1995a) proposed a simple stochastic model that allows assessment of the mechanical suscqrtibility ol'a
reed stand, based on the mechanical properties of the stem wall tissue, the dimensions of the stem's sross scctitln and
the densiry of the stand. The model implies that, under constant mechanical impacts, the 'degrce ol' mcchanical
damage' (DMD), i.e. the proportion of culms that fail, will be inversely proportional to the 'power of mechanical
resistance' (PMR), i.e. the sum of bending stifThess values of all individual culms per square metre :

( 2 )  D M D  -  p M R - ' : 1 e ' I v r J ' '

wittL A - area, I mt, Mi - bending stitïness of stem i within area A;

The bading stiffness M can be regarded as the ratio of the bending momentum to the curvature of the stcm inducctl
by it. According to Binz-Reist (1989) this ratio depends on mechanical properties of the stem wall mattrial (mo6ulus
of elasticiç E) and geometric dimensions of the stem's cross section (momentum of inertia, J)

M : E J

By this model it is possible to compare the resistance of tttro Phragmites stands agairst an unknown, but constant,
impact of drifting matter powered by waves. It is not practicable to prove the equality of wave energy input as thc
damaging event takes place, since the measurement of wave energy input requiræ platforrns in front of these two reed
stands, and data recording equipment installed to await an adequate storm on the take. A simplc way to tcst thc
model is to find a uniform shore section affected by waves, without alongshore variation of wavc energy input and
drifting matter load. Then the variation of percentage of damaged culnu should only be duc to diflcrôncss in PMR ol'
the Phragmites belt. One such stand could be examined at Lake Constance-Untersee: the model cxplained 56 oh ot
the variability of the proportion of damaged culms, and 67 Yo of the variability of damaged biomass. Thesc relatively
low hgures are attributed to the fact that longshore variability of wavet-drifting matter encrgy cannot be neglcctcct.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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RESTORATION WORKS

The rcsults of our investigations dcmonstrate that flooding and mechanical impact :ue among thc main fàstors that
control the dynamics of lzkeside Phrogmites rced at Lake Constance. Several countermeasurqs havc been taken
agairut lakeshore deterioration and reed decline (Ostendorp et al., 1995). At Lake Constance-Untersee thc idea was
to improve thc powcr ol'mechanical rcsistancc ol'reeô by biomanipulation: winter harva;ting was prltrrmcd to
reducc thc nutrient and organic matter load ol'the reed beds. It turned out, however, that winter cut Phragmites
stands had thinnsr stcrns with unfavourable mechanical properties, so that their PMR was lessened Field observation
confirmed that this kind of management was responsible for a high degree of damage to treated reeds (Ostendorp,
1995b)

Based upon these lindings, the objective of restoration work at Lake Constance-Obersee was to protect damagcd
reeds liom mschanical threat by (i) hlling up erosion scarps at the reed front, (ii) creating a new shore platlbrm or
enhancing natural sedimentatioq (iii) locating the breaker zone away from the reed front, and so reducing wave
cnugy input into thc reeds, and if new reeds were planted (iv) keeping away dritling matter by network f'ences
(Figurc 6). A hve-year project was initiated 1987 in order to frnd an optimal technique. Three different restoration
mcthods wLTc tcstcd: at three sitcx a shallow relilling of substrate was heaped up (by aerial cablcway or by building
machincs) to compensate for the erosion. A stone dam was constructed as a lakeward boundary of the restoration
area at a distance ol about 30 m liom the shorc and in the altitude of the mean water level (Figurc 7). Altcr rclilling
with substratc the detrimental elTects of waves on the remaining reed were reduced by breaking high energy wavcs
ncar thc dam, and by fiiction on thc (new) littoral bottom in front of the reed stands. Trvo other methods wcrc
designed to promote accumulation of sediment by longshore currents. In one case sedimentation lozenges wcrc
ùorLstructedwith coir l'abric in fiont of the reed stand (Figure 8). The caskets were 15 to 30 cm high and were built
into thc sediment by hand. They were found to be eflective for 2 to 3 years until the material decays. The method was
built on a small scale compared with the others, and tbrms a quite gentle gpe of restoration. In the other case stone
goynes were constructed parallel to the shore line to promote sedimentation in the calm areas.

Figure 6 : Schematic cross section of the littoral zone before (A) and after (B) restorâtion, showing the erosion
scarp n€r to the reed front, the former littoral slope (dashed line), the stone dam (dashed area), and the refilled fine
matter (dotted area); B - breaker zone, D - dissipation zone, MMW (MNW, MHIV) - mean watef, lwel (mean low

water, mean high water)

In addition, attempts were made to re-plant reed beds where they once grew, the intention being to close gaps and
create continuous stands. However, at Lake Constance, the annually fluctuating water levsl and the unpredictable
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flooding and storm events are crucial for ths establishment of new plantations. In May and June, phragmites sh<xtts
8trow c. 4 cm per day. Usually this is suffrcient to ke€p up with the rising water level. Planted reed, however, grows
only at a rate of about 2 cm per day (Krumscheid-Plankert,unpubl. data), and may be flooded during thc nôrmal
annual course of the water level. In order to improve the vitality of recd" and to reduce the shock eflèct of
transplantation, the rhizome clusters were precultivated in basins with a constant water level, and then translbrred to
the lake shore a yær or two later. The precultivated culms then showed highu growth rates (lkumschcid-plankcrt,
1993). The 'nel' reed stands grow on a higher lwel and their ecological importance, e.g. tbr fsh breeding or
waterfowl næting, is thought to be less than that of permanently flooded reeds. They are, however, less susccptibie to
flooding disasters.

After five years of observation the following results can be presented: The main objective of the restoration mcasurqt
was to stabilize the shoreline and the lakeside reed front. This was reached by all methods (relilling behind a stone
danL sedimentation caskets, stone groynes). However, the lake's dynamic work, i.e. difl'erent grades of 'rc-erosion.
can be seen at all sites.The method of sediment refilling behind a dam shows good stabilify, although it rcquires a lot
of material and is relatively expensive ( I 000 - I 500 DM per running metre of shoreline). Additionally this is a largc-
scale method which cannot be altered if negative effects should become wident. Furthermore the metho6 is not
advisable for river mouths: negative side-eftècts were re-erosion and canalizing of the river llow. Rcgar<Iing thc
restoration with caskets and stone goynes, problems of stability arose, and together with the settling of solid mattcr
an undesired accumulation ol'filamentous algae occurred in some vears.

Figure 7 : Constructing a stone dam
using a cablcway (the photo was

taken in late winter at low watcr levcl)

Figure 8 : Sedimentation lozcnges in front of a damaged reed stand
(the photo was taken in late winter at low water level)
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At all restgratign sitm a rapi{ laker,vard progression of the remaining rcetl stanûs ttx)k placc' and thc plantations

spread quickly, too. lnterestingly, the method ;retilling behind a dam" ofl'crs a rcl'uge lbr endangcred plant speciu; on

tire replaced 
-ùare 

sediments. Il' this type of construction is made, thc scdimcnts lbr rcl-rlling should bc choscn

carefuily, not only regarding maximum stability. Since the shoreline and the habitat conditions arc alterc'tl

considerably, anyway, ttr" *tonization of the bare scdimcnts by certain spccie; may bc desircd and promotc.d'

Comparing the sosts p€r m2, the restoration measures ranged liom ca. 20 DM lirr ths stone dam mcthods to 30 DM

for the hand-work methods of sedimentation caskets or stonc goyncs.

CONCLUSIONS

Extreme llooding events and mechanical factors have led to a serious decline of tiinging rccds in many Ccntral

European lakes. bne of thex;e lakes is Lake Constance, where predictive models have becn developcd to rocott\truct

damaging events, and to elucidate the boundary conditions to which a lakeside Phragmites stand can procccd' lt is

trypottresLeO that tbr a long-term view the outermost reed tiont is in equilibrium with external lorcix, i.c. thc yearll'

Uiômass increment is equal to the yearly amount ol biomass destroyed by these fbrces. The rcsults ol'thc monitoring

program sugg$ts that tlooding ind mechanical damagc :uc among the most important lactors that control thc

àytËU.r oilttr tukoidr reed front in Lake Constance. Hence, lake shore restoration works should take into account

strengtq duration and tiequency of llooding and storms evcnts. Thc r$toration conccpt at Lakc Constancc-Oborsce

was [o shelfer the damageà re"dr tiorn these two impacts, giving them ths chanuc to spread ancw. Aller livc ycars ot'

observation it bccame clear that the efibrts are succcsslul, and that thc methods testcd might bc quitc suitablc litr I

number ol lakes with mainly mechanically-caused reed damagc
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ABSTRACT

c l e a r i n g  i s  o n e  o f  t h e  f u n d a m e n t a l  a c t i o n s  o n  f l o o d  c o n t r o l  p o l i r i c s ,  b u r

d c p e n d i n g  o n  t h e  w a y  t h i s  a c t i o n  i s  i n r p l e n r e n t e d ,  t h e  c o n s e q u e n c e s  c o u i d

e v e n t u a l l y  b e c o m e  p r e j u d i c i a l  t o  t h e  r i p a r i a n  e c o s v s r e m s .

For  th is  reason,  an  exper ience was done by  c lear ing  and res tor ing  a  par t  o f  a

r i v e r ' ,  s i t u a t e d  o n  a n  h u r n i d  a r e a  ( N a t u r a l  R e s e r v e  o f  p a u l  d o  B o q u i l o b o ) ,

c lass i f ied  and inc luded on  the  wor ld  Program o f  the  B iosphere  Reserves ,  by

u s i n g  b i o e n g i n e e r i n g  t e c h n i c s  i n s t e a d  o f  u s i n g  o t h e r  c o n v e n t i o n a l  r i v e r

eng ineer ing  techn ics .  Th is  way i t  rvas  our  in ten t ion  to  p ro tec t  and nr i t iga te

e n v i r o n m e n t a l  i m p a c t s  o n  t h e  r i v c r  c h a n n e l  a n d  b a n k s .

F u r t h e r m o r e  a n d  f o r  t h e  r e h a b i l i t a t i o n  o f  t h e  n a t u r a l  e c o s y s t e m ,  n c \ \ ,

s o l u t i o n s  w e r e  p r o p o s e d  f o r  b a n k  s t a b i l i z a t i o u  w i t h  t h e  u t i l i z a t i o n  o f  l i v i n g

v e g e t a i i o n  a n d  p r o m o t i n g  r i v e r  b i o c l i v e r s i t y ,  f o r  l h e  a r e a s  c o n s i d e r e d  t o

h a v e  r n o r e  e c o l o g i c a l  v a l u e ,  w h i l e  f o r  t h e  o t h e r  a r e a s  r v e r e  h u l n a n  a c t . i v i t i e s

p r e v a i l ,  i t  w a s  a n a l y z e d  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o l ' p r o r n o t i n g  t h e  l a n d s c a p e  v a l u e  o l '

t h e  r i v e r  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  i t s  r e c r e a t i o n a l  u s e .

I (EY- IVOI tDS :  B ioeng iuee r i ng ,  r i ve r ,  r es ro ra t i on

*  B i o e n g i n e e r
' * *  E n v i r o n m e n t a l  E n g i n e e r
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I n t r o d u c t i o n

Flood defense pol i t ics has c lear ing as one of  the fundarnenta l  act ions to d imin is l r
f lood hazards,  but  depending on the way th is  act ion is  done,  the resul ts  could
eventual ly  become pre judic ia l  to  the r ipar ian ecosystern.

An exper ience was in i t ia ted on a Portuguese nrarshland,  at  the r iver  Alnronda,
named Boqui lobo Natura l  Reserve,  where b ioengineer ing techniques were used to
c lea r  and  res to re  t he  r i ve r ,  i ns tead  o f  us ing  o the r  conven t i ona l  r i ve r
eng inee r i ng  techn iques .  Th i s  ac t i on  was  i r np lemen ted  tak ing  i n to  accoun t  t ha t
t h i s  Rese rve  has  a  pa r t i cu la r  conse rva t i on i s t  va lue  as  i t  was  c lass i f i ed  anc l
inc luded on the Vy 'or ld  Program of  the Biosphere I {eserves.

The pr inc ipals '  object ives of  th is  work were to in tegrate conservat ionis t  i t lcas
toge the r  w i t h  t he  na tu ra l  r esou rces  p lann ing ,  p ro rno t i ng  and  va lo r i z i ng  t oge the r ,
the hydraul ic  condi t ions of  the r iver  wi thout  af  fect ing the whole ecosyste m.

For rehabi l i ta t ing the natura l  ecosystem, new
stabi l izat ion and protect ion us ing l iv ing p lants
on the areas wi th more ecological  va lue,  whi le
prevai l ,  i t  was promoted the landscape value
rec rea t i ona l  use .

2.  The Almonda River  Basin

The Alnronda r iver ,  is  s i tuated at  the
cen te r  o f  Po r tuga l ,  i n  t he  Po r tuguese
part of the Tejo river Basin (Fig. l). The
Tejo river Basin, with a drainage area of
80629 km2 (69Vo located in Spain and 3l7o
in Portugal ) ,  is  a very important  r iver
f o r  t h e  W a t e r  M a n a g e m e n t  a n d
Hydrological Plans of the two countries.

Fig. 2- The Tejo and Almonda river Basin

so lu t i ons  we re  p roposed  fo r  bank
and  p ron ro t i ng  r i ve r  b ioc l i ve rs i t y ,

for  t l re  areas were hunrarr  act iv i t ics
o f  t he  r i ve r  assoc ia ted  r v i t h  i t s

Fig. I The Tejo river Basin

In th is  speci f ic  case,  we analyze the
cha rac te r i s t i cs  o f  t he  A lmonda  r i ve r
Basin (F ig.  2) ,  which has a dra inage
area o[ 228,6 kmZ. divided between two
g e o l o g i c a l  r e g i o n s ,  a  k a r s t
moun ta inous  reg ion  and  an  a l i uv ia l
va l ley,  wi th a l t i tudes that  var ies f rorn
25 to 675m.
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The nor th par t  of  th is  r iver  basin is  character ized by the lack of  sur face dra i l rage
and the groundwaters ate the r iver  spr ings because in th is  area a l l  the r l t ,er
system is  s i tuated beneath the karst  mounta in of  "Serra c ie Ai re" ,  whi le  the southpart  of  th is  r iver  is  associated wi th the Tejo r iver  f loodpla in.  Between these lwoparts  we could f ind a t ransi t ion area,  wi thout  speci f ic  c^haracter is t ics.  For  these
reasons the channel  morphology of  the Almonda r iver  has on h is  f i rs t  par t
meander character is t ics and on the ladt  par t ,  when i t  is  s i tuated on the a l luvra l
valley, it has a straight pattern.

Almost  a l l  the watercourses of  th is  r iver  basin,  except  the Alnronda r iver ,  6ave a
temPorary and torrent ia l  regime,  as a consequence of  the physical  an<]  c l i inat ic
character is t ics of  th is  region,  wi th mean temperatures of  l6 '  "c ,  a ld a n lea '
annual precipitation with values among 600 and g00 mm.

Pastur ing cat t le  and forrest ing are the main act iv i t ies at  the h igh a l t i tu6es,  a.d
only near  the main watercourse,  on the lower areas,  agr icu l iure is  pract iced
intensively .  In  terms of  populat ion,  the karst  region is  uninhabi ted,  and t l re  nra i r r
vil lages (Ribeira Branca, Lapas and Torres Novasl are located in the lo11,lalcls.

The  A lmonda  r i ve r  i s  cons ide red  a  po l l u ted  r i ve r ,  because  o f  t he  i pdus , . r i a l
d ischarges,  being nowadays in  pract ice a program that  pretends to i rnproye thc
water  qual i ty  of  th is  r iver .

As natura l  character is t ics,  and in the a l luv ia l  va l le1, ,  i t  is  s i tuated a l r . iars l r la ld
named Boqui lobo (F ig.3) .  This  area rvas c lass i f ied by the Portuguese Governnient  -
(Decreto-Lei  n"  198/80,  1980 June the 24th)  as a Prôtected Area -Natura l  I {escrve- ,
as a consequence of  the ex is tence of  fauna species rv i th  great  in terest ,  that  rvere
urgent  to preserve.

Later  th is  area was a lso in tegrated on the European BIOTOpOS CORINE progranr ,
(Biotopos n"  12)  and in 15/12/81 the in ternat ional  Counci l  o f  the MAB, c lass i iùO i t
as a Biosphere Reserve.

T h e  N a t u r a l  R e s e r v e  o f  B o q u i l o b o
Marshland wi th 529 l rectares,  h is  two
d i f f e ren t  a reas ,  an  ag r i cu l t u re  l and
and a natura l  area which is  parr ia l ly
occupied by comrnon reeds arrd by a
swa lnp ,  be ing  th i s  l as t  a rea  to ta l l y
dependen t  on  rhe  Hyd ro log i ca l  r cg in r l
o f  the Tejo and Almonda r ivers.  Beine
f r e q u e n t  i n  t h i s  r e g i o n  t h Ë
occurrence of  f loods,  the water  level
v a r i a t i o n s  d u r i n g  t h e  t w o  r n a i n
seasons  (w in te r  and  summer )  i s  a
s i g n i f i c a n t  p h e n o m e n o n .

Fig.  3-  Boqui lobo Natura l  Reserve

9n"  o f  t he  p r i nc ipa l  cha rac te r i s t i cs  o f  t h i s  c l ass i f i ca t i on  resu l t ed  f rom the
importance of  th is  area on orn i thology species,  being th is  Reserve a nest  bui lc l ing
area for  ,  several  species of  the fami ly  Ardeidae,  commonly named as herons ancl
b i t terns [which inc ludes wi th importance at  the nat ional  ievel  Buculcus ib is  ancl
Egret ta Sarzet ta ( l i t t le  egret)  and wi th in ternat ional  importance Art lea-  purp4rea
(purple heron) ,  Arc lc t t la  ra l lo ides (squacco heron) ,  Ixobryc l tus t t r i t ru t 'us ( l i t t le
b i t tern)  and Nycr icorax nyct iccrax (n ight  heron)1.
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At the nat ional  level  i t  is  a lso a rv inter ing area for  species of  the Anat ic lae Fami ly
and a tn igrat ion routc for  t rans-Saharan srnal l  b i rds l ike the orres that  belong tô
the Turdidae Fami ly .

A t  t he  bo tan i ca l  l eve l  t he  spec ies  d i ve rs i t y  i s  l im i t ed  be ing  dominan t  t he
fo l l ow ing  spec ies :  Po l ygonun t  amph ib iun t  (amph ib ious  b i s to r t ) ,  Xan th ium
strumar ium subs.  i ta l icum (rough cocklebur) ,  A l isma lanceolatunt  and Paspalum
pttspalodes,  depending thei r  number on the dra inage condi t ions.  The number of
vascular  p lants is  d imin ished in p laces where dur ing sulnmer the water  table
exis ts ,  dominat ing Sparganium erectutn (branched bur-reed)  and seaweed's.
Considered as an infesting plant that affects other endemic plants and fishes, is
the Eiclrcrnia crassipes (water hyacinth) that proliferates in the ditches.

3 .  I n t e r v e n t i o n  A r e a s

Having the in tent ion to guarantee the correct  hydraul ic  funct ion and at  the same
t ime the preservat ion of  the ecological  component ,  i t  was proposed and in i t ia ted
for  two d i f ferent  areas,  the c lear ing and restor ing of  the Almonda River .

a) Torres Novas, urban area - Fig.4

I n  T o r r e s  N o v : r s  t h e  r i v e r  h a s
rneanders but  the r iver  channel  has
been  mod i f i ed  p resen t i ng  rec tangu la r
sec t i ons ,  be ing  the  marg ins  t o ta l l y
t ransforrned wi th reta in ing wal ls  ancl
bu i l d i ngs ,  so  t he  f l ow  cond i t i ons  a re
va r i ab le .  I n  mos t  cases  the  channe l
has  a r t i f i c i a l  cha rac te r i s t i cs  r v i t hou t
any  vege ta t i on  recove ry ,  hav ing  on l y
on  the  t rans i t i on  be tween  the  u rban
a n d  r u r a l  e n v i r o n m e n t ,  a r b o r e a l
v e g e t a t i o n  a n d  s c r u b s  t h a t  h a v e
invaded the r iver  bed or  are located
on thei r  margins. I

Fig. 4- Torres Novas

The pr inc ipal  problerns on th is  par t  of  the r iver  were re lated wi th the insuf f ic ient
hydraul ic  capaci ty ,  as a resul t  o f  the locat ion of  br idges and bui ld ings,  the
accunrulation of l i tter on the river bed and the existence of weir or small clàms.

b)  The Almonda r iver  and Boqui lobo Natura l  Reserve

The Natural Reserve is l irnited by a part of the Almonda river, where the channel
is l inear and their sides are l imited by levees that were in some places ruined. As a
result of this degradation the stream flow rvas diverted to the agricultural areas.

General ly  the r ipar ian vegetat ion hasn' t  d ivers i ty ,  being essent ia l ly  conrposed of
wi l lows and some specimens of  ash,  dog rose,  b lackberry v ine and bul rushes
(Reedmace Family, Typhaceae). The obstruction to the stream flow was frequent as
the r iver  bed was st rongly s i l ted and invaded by in fest ing species and arboreal
vegetat ion,  t ree t runks and other  mater ia ls .
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4  I n t e r v e n t i o n  P r o p o s a l s

The works of  dredging that  were done on the Almonda r iver  thât  is  s i tuated at  the
Natura l  Reserve,  were basical ly  for  c lear ing l ike the fo l lowing:

-select ion of  the t rees that  have to be preserved as
eco log i ca l  va lue ;
- remova l  f r om the  r i ve r  bed ,  w i t h  ce r ta in  c r i t e r i on ' s ,
account  that  some plants have to be protected;
- remova l  o f  l oose  sed imen ts ,  p redominan t l y  s i l t  and  vege ta t i on  (des i l t i ng ) ,  i n
order to maintain and adequate capacity or level ( Fig. 5);
- removal  of  the mater ia ls  deposi ted on the r iver  bed -  I ike t runks and brancSes.
that  obstruct  water  c i rcu lat ion;
- t r imming  o f  ove rhang ing  b ranches  (F ig .6 ) ;
-cut t ing the t rees,  scrubs and bushes that  were insta l led on the r iver  bed;
-enlargement  of  the st ranguiat ion points mainta in ing a mediunt  sect ion of  9rn;
- c o n s o l i d a t i o n  o f  t h e  m a r g i n s  t a k i n g  i n t o  a c c o u n t  t h e  n e c e s s i t l ' t o  n r a i u t a i n : l
med ium sec t i on  ( re -sec t i on ing ) ;
-ut i l izat ion of  mater ia l  removed for  model ing ( re-grading) .

F ig.  5-  Par t ia l  Dredging(  before-af ter) F ig.  6-  Tr i rnming branches

Dur ing  these  ac t i ons  some p recau t i ons  we re  taken  l i ke  t he  seasona l i t y  9 f  t he
rvorks,  se lect ion of  adequate locals  for  the deposi t ion of  sedinrents and types of
rnach ine ry .  These  p recau t i ons  we re  p rac t i ced  to  avo id  b io log i ca l  c l a rnage  as  a
resul t ,  for  example of  the machinery c i rcu lat ion.

The  p roposa l  a l so  i nc luded  the  i n ten t i on  t o  c rea te  punc tua l  t neande rs  on  the
watercourse ( in  an extension of  300m),  to  modi fy  the l inear  aspect  of  the r iver  and
consequent ly  water  ve loc i ty ,  but  th is  in tent ion was not  i rnplemented.

On a second phase,  the future works wi l l  inc lude:

- the insta l la t ion of  endemic species of  r ipar ian vegetat ion to increase b io logical
d i ve rs i t y  on  the  marg ins ;
- the in t roduct ion of  smal l  gates that  could contro l  water  levels  and sornet i rnes
could permi t  the marshland f  lood;
- t he  conc lus ion  o f  t he  re -g rad ing  anc l  r e - sec t i on ing  works  w i t h  t he  u t i l i za t i on  o f
l i v i ng  p lan ts  and  o the r  t echn iques  (F ig .  7  -  Gab ions  and  reed  ro l l s  o f  Fh ragn t i t es
commun is  and  reed  c lump  p lan t i ng ) .

a  consequence  o f  t he i r

t he  reeds  tak i r rg  i n to
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Fig. 7 - Gabions and reed rol l  and reed clump planting

The works done at the Urban Area of Torres Novas
vi l lage frorn f loods ànd to prornote and mainrain
at the adjacent land of the r iver. On the rrvcr be<J

- t ree  and scrub  se lec t ive  remova l  and
p r u n i n g  i n  o r d e r  t o  p e r n t i t  s t r e a n l
f low opr imizar ion  (  F ig  g j ;
- remov l l  o f  garbage f ronr  t l le  r i ver
bed and rnarg ins ;
- remova l  o f  s i l t s  and seaweed 's  f ro r r r
t h e  r i v e r  b e d  ( d e - s i t t i n g )  a n d  t h e i r
t r a n s p o r i a t i o n  t o  a  s p e c i f i c  p l a c e
because of their toxici ty;
-dig up the trees located on the top of
the  s lope.

F ig  8  C lear ing  a  r i ver  (  be forc_af te r )

The.  ac t ions  proPosed were  no t  l im i ted  to  the  r i ver  bec l ,  they  a lso  inc luded o therworks that wi l l  the real ized in the next future, l ike:

- .  mode l ing  the  uns tab le  marg ins  and p lan ta t ion  o f  vegeta t ion  to  recons t i tu te  t l cr ipar ia r r  vegeta t ion ,  to  p romole  the  s ràb i . l i za r ion  or  tn î  n rarg ins ;  The sp . " i , , , "n itha t  w-ere  -p roposed to  ins ta l l  were :  Sa l i x  a r roc inera ,  Tarnar l  a f r i cana,  popu lus
nigra (black poplar), Rosa canina (dog rose) and Nerium oreander (oleander);- instal lat ion of vegetated gabions and-reed rol ls;- stabi l izat ion of banks witt i  the ut i l izarion of stoies ( Fig. 9);- stone walls without using mortar;
-dam recuperation for the use of the populat ions;

-recuperation of a mil l  for didactic purpïs"r;

_dl: : :_t_b^:t i9l t  . to . the poputation or pamptrtets ancl other rnarerial of disctosure t lrat

had rhe objcct ive to protect this
t l rc  a rneu i ty  and rccrea t io r ra l  usc
the  ac t ions  rvere  the  fo l low inc :

motivate ,h"i l- i l !"r*!_in tl ing ,t è ,iu., for recrearion"l purposes.

Figure 9

Écohydrautique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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5 .  C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s

In  the  las t  years  i t  i s  in tense the  oppos i t ion  made by  the  conserva t ion is ts  to  the
c lear ing  r i ver  p rocess ,  because most  o f  the  t imes th is  p rocess  is  assoc ia ted  no t
w i t h  r e s t o r i n g  t e c h n i q u e s  b u t  t o  c h a n n e l i z a t i o n .  O n e  o t h e r  r e a s o n  f o r  t h i s
opposit ion resulted from the fact that the methods usually used cause the redution
of the r iparian vegetation and the r iver margins habitats

In this specif ic case and as a result of the ecological value of the Natural Reserve
"so f t  techn iques"  where  used ins tead o f  o ther  convent iona l  r i ver  eng i r reer ing
s o i u t i o n s .

To mi t iga te  the  adverse  e f fec ts  o f  channe l  rea l ignment ,  the  c rea t ion  o f  mea11t ie rs
was proposed,  as  we l l  as  the  se lec t ive  c lear ing  o f  the  r i ver  bed and the  inc i i ca t ion
of  the  t rees  and scrubs  tha t  had to  be  cu t  down or  the  remova l  o f  obs t ruc t ions  t i ra t
were  ident i f ied ,  be ing  a l l  th is  works ,  s imp le  ac t ions  tha t  cou ld  be  e f fec t i r ,e  ro
nri t igate as f loods.

C h a n n e l  r e s t o r a t i o n  i n  t h i s  c a s e  i n v o l v e d  t h e  u s e  o f  l i v i n g  p l a n t s  f o r  b a n k
p r o t e c t i o n  i n  c o n j u n c t i o n  w i t h  i n a n i m a t e  n T a t e r i a l s  s u c l r  a s  g a b i o n s .  W e  t i r i r r k
tha t  th is  exper ience cou ld  becorne an  example  tha t  cou ld  be  fo l lou ,ed ,  too  ac iequate
o ther  techn iques  or  va l ida te  the  ones  tha t  were  i rnp le rnented  so  tha t  these ac i ions
could be used and adapted in other r ivers.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES TO CONTROL EROSION ALONG
THE BANKS OF THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER

Marie-Claude Massicotte, Architecte paysagiste
Ville de Montréal
2155, rue Pie IX

Montréal (Québec)
Canada. HIV 284

ABSTRACT

The objectives of this project were to develop shore stabilization methods and to restore riverbarks representative of
public properties belonging to the city of Montreal (in four municipal parks). and typical of erusion conditions
along the St.Lawrence River, using new technologies combining bioengineering and more conventional techniques.

The goals are to restore, protect and presene Montreal shorelines, to recreate adequate wilcllife habitat conditions,
to restore landfill sites barked up with inappropriate materials (concrete, waste, etc.). to reduce erosion caused by
water level fluctuations. by surface runoffs and by ship induced waves, and finally to consider potentials and
constraints related to various activities in the parks.

The banks of these parks are restored using one or more of the following techniques: riprap at the bononr of the
slope and erosion control blanket; planting; branches and wooden stakes: gabion mats: contbincd rock laying and
revegetation.

These shore restoration techniques are less costly than conventional techniques; they offer adequate prorection [o
existing wildlife habitats and they allow the creation of new habitats when the potential is present.

The proposed techniques were developed by Montreal's park development section. Sonre were inspired by previos
expertise(Panasuk,1987; Dumas. 1981: Schiechz, 1980: Argus. 1991)buthadneverbeentriedontheMontreal
island. They present innovations in terms of plants and materials used (erosion control blanket, gabions,etc.) and in
implementation metiodology. For example. the riprap-erosion blanket controls both soil surface erosion and seed
washout. and is firlly biodegradable. The blanket breaks down gradually over five years, progressively replaced by
revegetation. If successfirl, these interventions can be repeated on eroding barks all along the St.Lawrence River.

KEY-WORDS; Erosion contrcl blanket / Shore Stabilization / Bioengineering / Gabions / Riprap / St.Lawrence
River / Revegetation
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INTRODUCTION

As part of the St. Lawrence Vision 2000 action plan (technology demonstration component) a $300.000 project is
currently under way, jointly and equally funded by the Ville de Montréal and Environment Canada. Its goal is to
explore various ways ofstabilizing eroded riverbanks. and to use a combination ofbioengineering techniques and
standard methods to restore sections of shoreline along four of Montreal's riverside parks: Bellerive. Bout-de-l'île.
Raimbault and Stanley. These parks were selected because they represent the range of riverbank contours lbund on
Montréal's shores as well as the erosion conditions present all along the banks of the St. Larvrence and its islands.

Of Montréal's 75 kilometers of riverbank, over 50olo are plagued by erosion and stabilization problems. The riverside
parks, which make up about20oÂ of the 75 kilometers, provide important recreational opportunities forthe city.''s
citizens, as well as a window on the St. Lawrence River and the Rivière des Prairies. They contribute to the city/s
quality oflife by offering a unique context for a wide range ofsports, as rvell as recreation and leisure activities.

Because these parks face the water, they are of special interest to people who enjoy aquatic spons. quiet
contemplation of the environment and the beauty and attraction of the riverscape. Riverbank erosion problems must
be solved because they compromise the "green" value of the parks. Any land reclamation rvork must be carried out
with a view to maintaining existing activities and creating new land use possibilities, while at the time enhancing
the aesthetic appeal ofthe shoreline. Riverbank erosion is a problem all along the St. Lau'rence. afïecting its islands
and tributaries as well.

MAIN OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of the project are to:

> restore, protect and conserve riverbanks located in various Montréal parks;
> recreate environments conducive to the propagation of wildlife habitat;
> rehabilitate sites previously filled with inappropriate material suclt as waste, concrete. etc.;
t reduce the erosion resulting from water level fluctuations, surface runoff, and the undermining caused by

the wave action ofpassing boats;
' stabilize the riverbanks, paying special attention to the possibilities and limitations creared by the kinds of

activities that occur in the parks.

The solutions explored by the project have very high exportability potential, since any successful interventions can
be repeated on other eroded riverbanks in the city, as well as on sites all along the St. Lawrence River where habitat
has been degraded or inappropriate fill used.

The projectwill lead to increased expertise in the field of erosion control techniques consistent with the natural
character of Montréal's riverside parks.

As part of the project, we have tried to pinpoint the sections of riverbank most seriously affected by erosion, to
identifu the biophysical and human components of erosion and finally. to identif the techniques most likely ro slow
down or even stop the erosion affecting each section ofriverbank.

The technologies used in the context ofthe project draw on bioengineering expertise as well as rock fill materials
and methods. They include:
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A) rock fill at the toe ofthe bank and erosion control blanket;
B) planting;
C) branches and wooden stakes;
D) gabion mats;
E) combined rock placement and planting.

These riverbank reclamation techniques are less costly than conventional techniques (concrete walls. etc.). and thev
promote the growth of important wildlife habitats, thus recreating a natural milieu that blends smoothlv into the green
spaces. It should be noted that several of the techniques involve working from the waten!'av itself because the
riverbanks are sometimes inaccessible to heavy machinery.

The proposed techniques have been developed by Montréal's parks development section. Some u,ere inspired b1'the
work of experts in the field, including Panasuk (1987), Dumas (1980), Schiechtl (1980) and Argus (1991). None.
however, have previously been tried on the island of Montréal. They are innovative in terms of either the t1,pe of
planting and support material used (erosion control blanket, gabions, etc.), or the *,a1' they are implemented. For
example, the blanket used in technique A (rock fill at the foot of the bank combined with an erosion conrrol blanket)
controls both surface soil erosion and seed washout, and is fully biodegradable. The blanket breaks down slou'lv over
five years, and the stabilizing vegetation planted on the bank takes its place.

Description of the four riverside parks: wildlife potential and erosion control work

Promenade Bellerive Park

Promenade Bellerive Park stretches for 2.2 kilometers along the St. Lawrence. It is the first park dovvnriver from
Montréal's Old Port and includes the first stretch of unwalled riverbank outside that area. It is an important reeional
park, and considered a relaxation area.

Its banks are made up of fill from the construction of the Louis-Hippolyte Fontaine tunnel and the excavation of
Montréal's subway system.

A large portion of its banks are denuded and have slope gradients ranging fromT5Yo to 100%. Erosion has gained
ground steadily over the years, compromising the park's green potential.

The port activity in the area and the proximity of the St. Lawrence seaway have sped up the degradation of the
riverbanks, which have been altered by the effects ofthe undermining caused by the wave action ofpassing boats.

The park's wildlife habitat potential is as follows:

Strong points: l. fast-running water - potential habitat for certain fish species (fishing in waders);
2. open water during winter, with potential for attracting diving ducks such as common

golden-eyes and mergansers.

Weak points: l. river corridor constantly disrupted by landfill and erosion;
2. sparse or nonexistent shrub and tree vegetation;
3. busy waterway.

At present, the riverbanks in the park have low potential for attracting bird life because ofpoor habitat (constant
disruption, lack oftall grasses, shrubs and trees) and disturbances caused by visitors (bike path, grass playing field
near the bank, domestic animals).
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Recommendations:

l. restore degraded areas (clean and stabilize);
2. increase shrub cover on banks;
3. diversify the vegetation to include grasses, shrubs and trees;
4. plant vegetation that produces dense cover and fruit to attract wildlife (dogwood, elder, viburnum, etc.):
5. plant clumps of conifers to created sheltered areas for wildlife during winter;
6. conserve as much existing vegetation as possible;
7. conserve and develop observation points and access areas.

Work was canied out along a 1S0-meter stretch of riverbank where the greatest levels of inappropriate fill were
present (concrete, cinders), material which compromises the visual quality of the site. Work included:

' placing rock fill at the toe ofthe bank to slow basal erosion;
> recontouring the slope;
' introducing humus and a biodegradable erosion control blanket;
' planting species of trees and shrubs such as willow, sumac, ash, walnut, thuja and dogwood, to recreate a

riverside habitat desiened to sustain wildlife.

Bout-de-l'île Park

This park is located at the eastern tip of the island of Montréal and borders on both the Rivière des Prairies and the
St. Lawrence River. It is within a diversified zone that includes both strong currents and water plant communities
in shallow, slow-moving water. The site is valuable for its habitat and potential as a wildfowl nesting area. Its present
erosion problems involve washout and breakup of the riverbank.

The park's wildlife habitat potential is as follows:

Strong points: L presence oftall grasses Qthalaris arundinacea) conducive to duck nesting;
2. proximity of island groups attractive to waterfowl (feeding and nesting) such as herons,

paddling and diving ducks, terns, etc.;
3. some sections colonized by water plant communities (sci4pes);
4. sport fishing areas;
5. observation point for water birds.

Weak points: l. sparse shrub and tree cover on riverbank;
2. riverbank disrupted regularly (erosion);
3. busy waterway;
4. lack of water plant communities.

Recommendations:

l. increase riverside shrub and tree coverl
2. restore eroded banks:
3. develop observation points;
4. prohibit or limit access to certain areas (water plant communities) in order to conserve

natural wild areas (territorial zoning).
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Two sites has been developed:

A77-meter stretch of grassy shore has been divided into parcels 10m x l0m in size. Rooted cuttings of trees and
shrubs (willow, dogwood, spirea, silver maple, red maple) were planted. with a view to reforesting the riverbank.
establishing a diversified root system to stabilize it and studying the competition benveen herbaceous and wood1,'
plants. This demonstration will enable us to evaluate the performance of particular shrub species under specific
conditions.

On Marion Island at the tip of the park, work is to be carried out along a 5O-meter stretch of shoreline. aimed at
halting the crumbling and caving in of the banks caused by basal erosion (wave action). high spring water levels and
ice. We have excavated a ditch at the toe ofthe slope and installed a barricade ofcedar stakes. sunk to a depth of
l.2m and interwoven with sandbar willow branches, thus creating a reinforced plant base resistant to ice pressure
and fluctuating water levels. The slope will be contoured and then stabilized by using layers ofbranches and fascines
made of sandbar wil low, as well as by planting wil low cuttings on the bank.

Stanley Park

This north-shore park stretches for 500 meters along the banks ofthe Rivière des Prairies and offers an exceptional
view of l'lle Jésus. The park was constructed using fill from various excavations (subway, etc.). Washouts and high
spring waters have eroded its banks year after year, threatening the survival ofmature trees at the top ofthe slope
and herbaceous vegetation along the riverside.

The park's wildlife habitat potential is as follows:

Strong point: l.

Weak points:  l .
2 .

4

fast-running water - potential habitat for certain fish species.

very narrow shore:
very sparse shrub and tree coverl
very busy riverside area (bike path);
regular disruptions.

At present, the shores of this park offer minimal potential for attracting bird life because of poor habitat (constant
disruption, lack oftall grasses, shrubs and trees) and disturbances caused by visitors (bike path, grass playing field
near banks, domestic animals).

Recommendations:

1. restore sections of riverbank damaged by erosion;
2. increase shrub cover on the banks (rvil low, dogwood, etc.);
3. diversifu vegetation groups (include grasses, shrubs and trees);

The work includes contouring the bank and placing rock fill at the toe of the slope. as well as planting rooted cuttings
of dogwood and bog myrtle along a 50-meter stretch of shoreline.

Raimbault Park

This park was built in the 1950s and contains important mature tree growth. h also offers a variety of facilities,
including playing fields, a children's playground and a wading pool. The shoreline includes a low plain whose rrees
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are threatened by soil washout, as well as steep embankments with shrubs and trees at the bottom. There are also

denuded sections ofconcave riverbank which have been undermined by wave action and high spring waters. The park

includes an area of water plant communities in slow-moving water, which provide good wildlifè habitat and

spawning possibilities.

The park's wildlife habitat potential is as follows:

(paddling ducks);
3. water plant communities (zizania palustris, saggitaria, nvntphea and raliisneriu) and calm

waters offers potential for attracting paddling ducks (widgeons, mallards. etc.). reptiles
(turtles and frogs) and batrachians.

Weak points: l. narow shoreline. limited potential for anracting riverside birds (spanows and rvater birds):
2. homogenous riverside habitat (no tall grasses);
3. very busy riverside site, resulting in continual disturbances (domestic animals. etc.)

' 
4. ongoing disruption caused by erosion and deforestation.

Recommendations:

Strong points: l.
2 .

I

2.
3 .
4 .

5 .

fish spawning area;
belt of shrub and tree cover along most of the banks with waterfowl nesting potential

restore degraded areas (riverbank stabilization):
diversifu the tall grass and shrub vegetation;
widen the shoreline if possible:
prohibit or limit access by pleasure craft to the cove facing section D2-D3. especially during
spawning season (spring):
avoid stining up sediment.

Two types of land reclamation has been carried out:

, Atthe first 1O0-meter-long site, gabion mats (wire mesh casings filled with rocks) are used in combination
with a biodegradable blanket. In addition, the riverbank is reforested by placing successive layers ofsandbar
willow branches in the recontoured slope. The gabion mat is used to cover the denuded riverbank and secure
the soil until the vegetation is well established. The work is canied out from the bonom up. Ditches have
been dug in the slope for the willow branches, and cedar stakes have been driven in to support the plant-
based structure and secure the willow branches. This site will eventually serve as a source of vesetation to
be used in other riverside reclamation work.

Work at the second site involves stabilizing 35 meters of riverbank by placing rock fill on the slope and
planting rooted cuttings and dogrvood in earth-filled jute bags. This technique affords an opportunity to
introduce plant varieties with high rooting capability into uncultivated soil and rocky banks.

Courses siven to municioal horticulturalists

In autumn 1995, a six-hour theoretical course was given to horticulturalists employed by the city, followed by two
full eight-hour days in the field. The sessions were aimed at providing information about the riverbank reclamation
work required in various parks and the techniques used to carry it out.
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The theoretical course focused on:

the identification ofplant species used in protecting riverbanks (such as various r.r'illow species):

the role of riverbank vegetation, the importance of plant diversity. and its impact on wildlife:

the description ofdifferent kinds ofriverside vegetation (planting, cleaning, pruning. suppon srructures,
etc.);

short, medium and long-term approaches to waterw'ay reclamation;

various techniques used to consolidate riverbanks using plant materials, including wattle fence. fascrnes.
branch mats. etc.

Completed works

Riverside landscaping was carried out in the four parks during autumn. 1995 and spring, 1996.

The work canied out in autumn 1995 focused on landscaping work in Raimbault and Stanlev parks. At Promenade
Bellerive, rock fill and slope contouring was completed, while at Bout-de-l'île, the l0m x l0m experimental parcels
were marked out.

By spring, it was evident that construction at the Raimbault Park site had not been affected by' ice. A protective
blanket installed in the autumn was removed at the beginning of April. 1996. At that time, the rvillows had to be
straightened because the weight ofthe soil had bent them over during the winter. At the second site. vandalism had
damaged the *'ire mesh surrounding the jute planting bags, and high water and snow had caused some caving in of
the planting ditches.

CONCLUSION

Taken together, these interventions have provided an opportunity to establish and evaluate the various steps involved
in riverbank stabilization, from design to implementation.

The use of plant materials in the reclamation work has made it possible to evaluate the huge stabilization porenrial
of vegetation while at the same time creating a supply source for future erosion control projects.

On the other hand, the harvesting and storage time for plants is relatively short. Consequently, the erosion control
work itself must be performed in a limited period, since it must occur during very late autumn or very early spring
when climatic and aquatic conditions are not at their best.

The use ob bioengineering techniques in riverbank stabilization must be built on a process of follow-up and
experimentation. Monitoring and adjustement should be an integral part of the work. If a project succeeds. it is
important to recognize and understand that a series of appropriate adjustments have been made all along the way,.
If a project falls short, we have to be able to identifl its shortcomings so that the strengths and weaknesses of various
techniques can be understood rather than rejected altogether.
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Finally, we should remember that erosion is a natural phenomenon. and that not every eroded riverbank needs to be
stabilized. Expert studies evaluating biological, ecological, pedological and especially hydraulic factors can serve
to identifu the causes ofthe instability and evaluate the risks involved in correcting it.
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ABSTRACT

In the Saguenay-Lake-Saint-Jean area. Alcan operates a lrydroelectric system that encomp&sses six -qenerating
stations and tfuee reservoirs. Since 1926. when Alcan completed the conslruction of the lsle-Maligne power
station, Lake Saint-Jean has been one of the reservoirs. The mean water level has risen by two to tluce nteters in
the summer and the tall. floodinc lakelÏont lands and increasinq shore erosion.

In l9ti6. Alcan and the Quetrec government concluded a ten-year agreemenr which outlined the stabilization work
to tle carried out on approxinlately 100 kilometers of shoreline, and proposed new water level nranagement rules.
The objective of ilre shore stabilizaton program in Lake Saint-Jean is to ollset the e|'ects of erosion. taking into
account technical. econornic. social and environmental issues.

By 1996, 29 km of beaches were replenished and various types of rock structures will now protect rnore than
80 km of shoreline in tarming, fbrest, cottage an<l city areas. A monitoring pro*cram has been eslablished in order
ro prevcnt any secondary negaùve impacts on the biophysical environment; among the concerns addressed by the
monitoring program are the integration of all the sensitive elements in the area and the preservation of wildlifè
p0rentials.

During the ten years of the program. the stabilization intervenlions have proven efllcient in controlling or curbing
crosion in the sectors originally aflected. The protection of l-50 hectares of wetlands had a positive inrpact on the
prcscrvaûOn of their wildli le potential.

Forage fish species 1-oun<J in beach area^s were nronitorerl: important variatiilns in fish conrntunity slructures were
recorded between l9tJ9, 1990. l99l and 199-5. A conrparison between rel-erence stations and rebuilt beach statons
showed that llsh communities have retained their inteÊritv. in terms of density and <Jiversitv. in localions where
llranular materials were spread on the beaches.

KEY-WORDS: Erosion / stabilizarion / conservation / we(lands / Ibrage trsh / beach replenishing / groin /
breakwater / urarsh / Lake Saint-Jean.
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INTRODUCTION

The Lake Saint-Jean shore stabilization progranr initiated by Alcan is one of tlre nlost intponant stabilization
programs conducted on inland water bodies in North Anrerica. Its purpose is to oll.set tlrc eflècts of erosion along

approximately 100 kilometers of Shoreline, taking into account teclrnical. economic. social and cnvironnrental

issues and concerns. By the end of this ten-year program in 1996, -52 nùllion canadian dtlllars will have becn

invested in stabilization works. in public consultation and involvement, and in a control an<I monitorimg progranl

of the physical, socioeconomical and biological impacts.

Since 1986, 29 kilometers of beaches have been replenished with granular ntaterial, protecle<-l or not b)- hydraulic

worK, and more than 80 kilometers of shoreline are now protecled by long-lasting works such as stone linings.

gabions, rip raps. The impact of these works on the resources and the multiple uses oi the shorelinc of Lake Saint-

Jean and its ûibutades are issues adressed by the nronitoring and ctlntrol progranl. Wetland and tbrage lislt

contmunities ofthe beaches have been the object ofspecial attention in order to prcscrve lheir integrity.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Lake Saint-Jean. the size of an inland sea, is one of the largest lieshrvater bodies in soulhcrn Quehec. It is one tlf

iluee reservoirs of the Alcan hydroelectric system in the Saguenay-l-ake-Sainl-Jean arca (Figurc l). Six
generating stations. tapping these waters, have an annual power production ol-1940 ltregawltts. nrcstly uscd lbr

aluurinum production in the Alcan electrolysis plants in Quebec.

Following thesnn-up in1926 of the lsle-Maligne powerstation at tlre outlet of Lirke Saint-.lcan. tlre nrean watcr

levels in the summer and the tall have risen by 2 to 3 nreters (Figure 2). This increase in the suntnler-fall water

levels has caused the tlooding of lakeside lands, thereby accelerating the natural process tll'crosion.

As early as the 1930s, Alcan undertook shoreline protection nreasures, nlostly the consrruction of rip rap in
urbanized secrors. During the 1960s and 1970s, beaches were rcbuilt by replenishing witlr san<l or gravel.

Since tlle 1950s, summer cottages have sprouted along the lakeshore and several recreational and touristic
activities have developed, attracted by long sandy beaches and intercsting tisheries rcsources donÙnated by
walleye (Stizostedion vitreunr) and land-locked salmon (Sultrro .vtlur otutrtttrticlrc).

tn the early 1980s in order to nraintain its shore protection eff'orts and to comply witlr the provincial regulations in
tlre Environmental Quality Act, Alcan undertcnk an environnrenlal and social inrpact study of slrore stabilizaton
works and of dilTerent water level managenrent scenarios. Following public hearings. Alcan concluded a ten-ye'dr
agreement with the Quebec government to conduct shore stabilization works along Lake Saint-Jean and its nlain
dbutaries. The agreement also established new rules f'or tlre management of lake water levels.
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Figure l: Site location of Lake Saint-Jean and Alcan hydr<rclectric system (partial)
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Figure 2: Lake Saint-Jean mean water level
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THE PHYSICAL ETWIRONMENT AND EROSION

Lake Saint-Jean covers an area of more than lfnO km2; its main tributaries, the Mistassini, Mistassibi, Peribonka

and Ashuapmushuan rivers provide tbr a rapid water replacement of 90 days on average (Leclerc, I 978).

The lake morphology is characterized by a reduced volume and a large surface area subjected to the action of

southwest and northwest dominant winds. The total t'etch in the northwest-southwest axis stretches fbr 42 km.

The action of wind-induced waves, which may reach a height of 2.5 m with a high erosion energy. is t-elt on the
lake shores during the open-water season, particularly during fall storms (Marsan, 1983).

Lake Saint-Jean has a total perimeter of 210 km. The shores of the lower reaches of the main ûibutaries and the

shores of the lake outlet, la Grande Décharge, are included in the stabilization program, adding an extra 236 km of

shoreline.

Of tlre total 436 km of shoreline considered, almost 47Vo are made of sand; clay represents the donrinant shore
deposir on 25Vo of the perimeter studied. Theretbre, most of the shoreline (72Vo) ate highly sensitive to erosion.
Itocks and gravel cover 22Vo ottl'rc perimeter. Organic deposits occupy only 6Vo ofthe shoreline, but nevertheless
tlrey constitute wetlands of importance lbr wildlifè (Marsan, 1983).

Prior ro the stabilizaûon program, between 1964 ancl 1981, almost 50 km of lakeshore had recided by 5 m to 30 m
ancl more. An equivalent accuntulaton of sediments was observed at the mouth of the large rivers at the north end
of the lake (Marsan, 1983). In the past ten years, active erosion was reduced on most of the aflected sectors.

]'HE SOCIOECONOMIC ET\IVIRONMENT

ln lgg5,nrorethan3TVaottJlestudiedshorelinewasusedtbrrecreationpurposes.Fronrasocioeconomicpointof
view, holiday resorts and summer cottages are the most important users of laketiont, with more than 40fi) houses
an<l cottages. Swimming, boating (cruisers and sailtroats), camping and lishing are at the heart of recreational
activiûes and tourism development. Farmlands and forests cover 42Va of the total shoreline, while the remaining
TOVI is divided between urban dwellings and marshes (Lusinchi, in prep.). The intensive human occupancy is a
secondary cause of shore erosion.

THE LAKE SAINT.JEAN SHORE STABILIZATION PROGRAI\{

tsy the end of the Alcan program in July 1996. 108 km of shoreline will have been protected by various types of
stabilization worK.

Tynes of measures

The types of interventions applied were conditionned by shore composition, lakefiont occupancy and the nature
of erosion (Table l). In beach areas, sified natural material from nearby sand quarries are unloaded along the
shore. In total. 28.7 km of beaches have been restored in the past ten years. ln some sectors where the erosive
energy is such that replenishing is short-lasted, hydraulic structures such as groins or breakwaters reduce the
eftêcts of erosion on replenisNng materials. This added protection has proven etticient on 9.8 km of rebuilt
beaches (Massé, in prep.).
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Table l: Types of measures and length of shoreline protected from 1986 to 1996

Shore utilization Type of measures Length (km)

Bcach alca

Cottage areas with no beach

Farm.lalds. fbrests, industrial
ar€as, cities

Wetlands

Sand replenishing (0-5 mm)
Fine gravel replenishing (0-20 mm)
Groin. breakwater

Rip rap and concrete or flat
rock accesses

Rip rap
Gabion
Stone l ining (25-150 mm)
Other

Dykes and rip rap

8.-s
20.2
(9.I i)

16 .0

37.6
2 .7
9 . 1
8 . 3

-s.8

ln farming and tbrest zones. in urban and cotta_pe areas with no beaches and in wetlands. long lasting protection
structures such as rip rap, stone lining (2-5-l-50 mm), gabions and water accesses built of concrete blocks or flar
rocks protect 79.5 km of shoreline.

l{evegetation by seeding or tree and shrub planting wa-s used as a complement to rip rap in order to accelerate
invasion by native embankmenl vegetation, and lo ensure long term stability and integrâtion to the neighbouring
cnvironntent.

Control and monitoring nrogram

A control and monitoring pro-qram was established trom the beginning in 1986 by the Alcan multidisciplinary
team in charge of managing the shore stabilizalion program. Its objectives were to ensure that the measure carried
out are etlicient. to assess and control impacts on the biophysical and socioecononric environmcnt, and to make
proper adjustments in the course of the program, when judged appropriate.

The control and monitoring program compriscs a lbllow-up of active erosion in order to better comprehend the
process. a monitoring of the hydraulic structures to assess their rcsistance and efllciency, the surveillance of on-
going work to ensure technical and environmental compliance to plans and blueprints, a socioeconomic tbllow-up
ad<lressing the evolution of shore occupancy and utilization, of pleasure boating, and of public satistaction in
which citizens can express their expectations.

The biophysical monitoring scrutinizes the potential secondary negative impacts on the biophysical components
anil proposes mitigation nleasures. It ensurcs that tlre wildlil'e potential of shore habitats is preserved, by assessing
the evolution of wetlands and of tbraqe tlsh communitjes.

RESULTS

Erosion control

Since 1986, Alcan has measured annually the width of the 4-5 km of beaches along lake Saint-Jean. Globally, all
beaches including the 28.7 km of retruilt beaches, have presented a mean increa^se in width of about 6 meters. In
beach sections protected trom the erosive energy of waves by hydraulic structures, Êroins or hreakwaters, erosion
has clecreased signitrcantly and, in certains cases, an important accunrulation of material deposits was recorded. A
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better controlled shore dynanùcs will provide a grcatcr stability lo thcse clynanùc shores and dccrcase the nee<J lirr

recurring rcplenishments.

Tlre longJasting protecton structures (rip rap. stone lining, gabions, concretc blocks) have shown adequate

structural behaviour. These structures now provide efTicient prolcction to 16 knr ol'cottage area. -53 knt o[

larnrland or fbrestland and 5 knt ofcity area.

In total, erosion has been controlled or curbed on 108 km of shoreline along Lake Saint-.fcan. Erosion. soil losses

and consequent turbidity are considerably reduced lïonl the original conditions obserled prior to lhe program.

Preservation of wetlands

There are 3000 hectares of wetlands distributed around Lake Saint-Jean and the ntoutlr of its tributaries. These

wetlands provide important spawing sites lbr northern pike (Esox lucirts) and yellow percll (Perco.flttvescens) tnd

tbr sonre fbrage species, and nesting grounds and nursing areas lbr the 13 species ol ducks nesting in the Lakc

Saint-.lean area.

At the beginning of the program in 1986, intbrmation was scarce on these habitats. stlme ol' wlticlr u'ere affècterl

by erosion. In the early stages of the progranl, various triophysical surveys were conducled on vcgctiltion'

plrysico-chemical conditions. and habitat bathymetry anlong olhers, ovcr nlorc than l5(X) hectares ol'wetlancls.

Concunently, sectors attected by erosion were identitle<l in order to establislr a protection prt)granl lor lakeshore
wetland habitats.

Priority was given to the 8 hecta.res Golf de Saint-ftinre marshland. Recent habitat area lttsse s were inlporlant and

this wetland was tfueatened in the short lerm; in tact, a mean receding rale of 0.5 nVyear ltad been ntcasured

berween 1947 and 1985. In 1988, a 8ft) m dyke of t'ine granular material protected by stone lining was built.

surrounding this habitat on tlre lake side. An opening. with a threshold, was inclucletl to allow lilr rvater antl

aquatic lit-e exchange between the lake and the wetland (Figure 3)

These structures have provided elT'icient proteclion against erosion rvhile ntaintaining aclequate wûter Ievels in the
nrarsh area to satisfy basic requirenlents tbr duckling rearing. even durint low-water perit'xls tlr <luring
exceptionnally low hydraulicity events.

Prior to these interventions. the marsh coulrl be totally enrerged during the surnnrer. With thc inrproved habitat
conditions since the measures were implemented, there are now between ti and 14 duck clutches produced every
year, belonging to six species: betbre, no more than ttuee clutches had been recorded (llouchard, 1996).

The positive results at this experimental site led to the protection of other wetlands atl'ected by erosion. From
1988 to 1995, this type of neasure was achieved on 5.8 km, conesponding to alnlost 57 ol'the total Alcan
program tbr a total cost of 1.7 million dollars (Can.). More than l5() hectares of lakeshore wctlands loosing
ground to erosion were thus preserved.

Also, the annual monitoring of shore hatritats conducted during the past lO ycars ancl to be tllaintainecl in coming
years, ensures an adequate surveillance of the more sensitive sectors and of the evolution of wetlands. If
necessary, measures can be taken to otlset losses caused by erosion, a major contritru{ion to the preservation and
enhancement of wildlil'e potentials.
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Figure 3: The Golf de Saint-Prime marshland in l9lt7 and in 1995

Evolution of lbrase fish communities

As part of the environmental monitoring of the stabilization measures, a survey of the tbrage flsh communities
present at beaches was conducted. Two objectives were pursued: a characterization of the communities, unknown
at the beginning of the program, and an assessment of the potential elt'ects ot beach replenishing works.
Replenishing material varied in size from 0-5 mm to 0-20 mm depending upon the sectors.

Following exploratory surveys in 1987 and 1988, the lish communities were sampled with a beach seine in 1989,
1990, 1991 and 1995, at 20 stations distributed in six sectors of the lake (Figure 4). Eleven stations at sites where
interventions had been conducted and nine reference stations were sampled. Each slation was <livided in three

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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sub-srations in order to timit sampling variability: sampling was conducted five times during the summer (June,

.luly, August), in order to cover the tiy emergence of all imponant species.

Figure 4: Location of fishing sectors and stations

Characterization of tlsh communities

Tlris monitoring program is one of the fêw large studies conducted in Quebec on tish communities present near

beaches. The data collected is sutllcient to draw a global picture of the fish populations using this type of habiut
in Lake Saint-Jean.

Fishes of Lake Saint-Jean comprise 28 species of which 6 are predators and 22 are considered fbrage species.
Surveys along the beaches indicated the presence of 2l species. The most abundant species, with an annual
occurrence greater than 807o, are the emerald shiner (Norropis atherinoides), the spottail silner (Norropls

Irutlsonius), ttte rainbow smelt (Osnrenc ntordtu), the yellow perch (Perca flovescens), the logperch (Percina

caprodes), the trout-perch (Percopsis ontisconntcu.r) and catostomids. The other species collected are marginal
(Figure 5).

The mean densities, all starions included. were resp€ctively 78.3, 49.2, 62.8 and 67.7 specimens/IO0 *2 in 1989,
1990, l99l and 1995. Results also indicate that the species composition and the total yields vary greatly between
years, according to sectors, ranging tïom 8.2 to 487.5 tish/100 m'.

The emerald shiner showed the largest annual abundance tluctuations. Fishing yields ofthis species are higher in
rhe eastern part of the lake while the spottail shiner dominates in the western and northern sectors of the lake. The
Nghest densities of rainbow smelts were observed in the southern part of the lake.

ln species where they were collected, larvae and yearlings tiequently accounted tbr more lhan SOVo of the density.
At some stations, the proximity of tributades or of marsh areils may have influenced the abundance recorded tbr

species such as walleye, câtostomids and yellow perch. However, fty occulrences higher thanT}Vo and frequent
high densities of emerald silners and spottail shiners are indicatve that these habitats are spawning sites tbr these
species.

Ecohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Figure 5: Mean density of the main species and mean yield per sector of forage fish communities
captured by beach seining on the beaches of Lake Saint-Jean (f989-f995)

Eflects of nrotection measures

Data analysis was conducted on a sector ba^sis in order to account t'or important temporal and spatial variations of
the tlsh communites along the beaches of Lake Saint-.lean and to isolate the elÏ'ects related to replenishing. In this
way, the incidence of environmental tactors thàt could inlluence the structure of fbrage tish communities, such as
the proximity of tributaries or spawning sites, the direction of dominant winds or other local factors, is limited.

Substrate granulometry was estimated visually at each tishing operation. The analysis of tlre evolutjon of this
paranleter tretween 1989 and 1995 showecl that, with the exception of sector 4, it remained unchanged, both in the
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leplenished sectors and the ret'erence sectors, and that the granulometry of borrowed nlaterial is contparablc to tlre

natural substrate found at most statjons (Table 2). In sector 4. a high wave energy and a nraitlr drili induce a

segregation of material by siz.e, resulting in the deposit of coarser material in this area.

ln every sector, there were between two and tive stations, including at least one rel'erence stiltion. Tlre results at

each of the stations where stabilization measures were applied were conlpared lilr tentporal clillbrences in

diversity and yield with the ref-erence stations, betbre and alier replenishin-q operations (Table 2).

A comparison between the fish species diversity at stations with measures and al rcf'crence stalions revealcd
lùgher or lower values in 55% and 45Vo of the cases. respecûvely. These propportions arc 39 and 597 lor local
yields. The same type of analysis conducted on the densities of the main species revcaled simil'u proportions.

except lbr yellow perch and catostomids in which densities are nlore lïequently hi-eher al slalions under
stabilization measures. At the opposite, the densities of emerald shiner and spottail sNner are ntore lrcqucntly'
higher at ret'erence stations. The variations are low when compared to annual t-luctuations obscrved in these

species and cannot be attributed to the etl'ect. positive or negative. of replenishing operations. Tentporal
contparison between catches betbre and after interventions revealed no signilicant changes in the structure ol'
fbrage lish communities (Environnement lllinrité, in prep.).

As a rule, the results of this study in<ticate that beach replenishing witlr ntaterials contparable in sizc lo lhe
original substrate had no major perceptible impacts on the structure of lbrage conttnunities lilund in lhis lype ol'
habitat in Lake Saint-.lean.

CONCLUSION

The Alcan Quebec Lake Saint-Jean shore stabilization progranl will end in July 1996. During tlte ten-ycar
program, erosion has been controlled or reduced on 108 knr of shoreline, preserving more than 29 k-n ol'beaches,
16 krlr of cottage areas, 53 km of tarnrland or tbrestland, 5 km of city lakettont and nearly 6 knt of wctlands.

The global approach adopted by the Alcan team, which integrates technical, economical. social and
environmental aspects, resulted in etlicient measures protecting the natural environment whilc satistying public
interests and concerns. The final situation assessment shows that the interventions have not only helped preserve
the sectors atïècted by erosion, but, in several cases, have also enhanced the recreational and tourist or wil<Jlitè
potentials.

ln additon to acquiring knowledge on erosion processes and on the Lake Saint-Iean ecosystem, the ntonitoring
program showed that interventions had no secondary negative inrpacts on the biophysical contponents. The
building of dykes and regulation works around wetlands subject to wave action resulted in the preservation of
more than 150 ha of prime wildlilè habitat. Forage llsh communities tbund along sandy shores retained their
integrity, in terms of density and diversity, in the presence of bonowed granular nlaterial used ttl replenish
beaches. The monitoring of lbrage tish along beaches is one ofthe rare extensive studies conducted in Quebec on
these conmunities.

These actions are in the scope of the Environment Protection Policy adopted by Alcan in 1989. which stipulates
that "the company must harmonize its operations with the environrnent, respecting all lit'e fbrnts that thrive in tlre
system".
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Table 2: Variation (Vo) of the Shannon diversity index and of the toial yield at stations under stabilization
measures and at reference stations

Sector Stabilized
station

Reference
station

lVork* Survev
vear

Diversit-r..
(7o)

Total yield
(v")

l 3()  , \**

l0
(2 2)

l l
(2 2)

22
(2 2)

6
(3 5)

26
(2 2)

I
(2 3)

2
(3 5)

T7
(2 2)

l a

(2 2)

20
(2 2)

I4
(4 4)

12
(4 4)

12
(4 4)

t2
(4  4 )

7
(3 3)

't

(3  3 )

188
(4 s)

188
(4 5)

18
(2 2)

2 l
(2 2)

2 t
(2  2 )

G88, G90
890, B90

G87

E9l ,  S9l

s88. E89

G87. E87
G89

s87. GA91
s94

G87, E88
s92, E95

G86. E89
E9l ,  G9l

s88

G86, S87

s87

I 989
1990
1991
I 995
1989
1990
l()()l
r995
I 989
1990
1 9 9 1
1995
l 989
l 990
l 9 9 l
I 995
1989
1990
1991
1995
1989
1990
l99 l
I 995
198 9
l 990
l99r
1995
I 989
1990
1991
1995
l  989
r 990
r  991
l 995
l 989
l 990
1991
1995
I 989
I 990
l 9 9 l
t995

t 7
25
- I 4
I

-JO
t À

-23
- 1 8

-2
-1
-3
.E
-26
30
57
Â

I
- l - 1

-29
-6
-17
78
- 1 3
38

57
()

-1é+
-26
57
?2
93
t94
3
50

65
2
46
-20
58

-26
-68
-54
184
30
334
166
1 À 1

42
203
34
-21
-3-5
4 l
7 I
-63
-61
3

1 1 1
4 1 1
- 1 9
-33
-2
40
-63
- 1 3
5

42
-'76

- 1 4
63'l ()

1

0
47
-68
-78
a 1

-3
-29
-12
a a

Years-surveys with higher values (7o) 5.5 39

* C88: fine gravel replenishing, fall 1988: S89: sand replenishing. fall 1989: E9l: groin, winter l99l: B92: breakwater. winter 1992;

GA9l :  gabion,  winter  1991.
*+ Granulometry (1989-1995)

Grain size classes

Dominant

Subdominant

Clay Sand Sand

- Gravel

Clay (<0.075 mm); sand (0.075 to 0.5 mm); gravel (>0.5 mm)

Gravel

Sand

Gravel
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SALMON STOCKS AND HYDROELECTRICITY: INTEGRATED
MANAGEMENT ON THE JACQUES.CARTIER RIVER

Claude Beaulieu, hydraulician
Groupe-conseil Génivar inc.
5355 boulevard des Gradins

Quebec (Quebec)
Canada G2S lC8

ABSTRACT

The development of the territory along the Jacques-Cartier River, near Quebec Citv, is representati 'e of the
environmental and industrial evolution of a watershed from the beginning of colonization io the mo6ern era.
For more than two centuries, forest and salmon exploitations have been the basis of the regional economt. At
the beginning of the 20th century, the industrial revolution marked the disappearance of Atlantic salmon in the
river in 1913. But the involvement of locals and a massive stocking program reintroduced salmon in thc
Jacques-Cartier in 1982. A fishway was erected at the Donnacona damsite in 198-5 and the salmon population
has been growing ever  s ince.  Several  smal l  hydroelectr ic  s tat ions,  shutdown dur ing the l9ggs.  are
recommissionned between 1993 and 1996.  And now, the salmon resource and the product ion of
hydroelectricity, both closely l inked to the river hydrology, must coexist. Meanwhile energy production is
questioned in Quebec and the recurring financial involvement of government agencies in fish and wildlife
protection is significantly reduced. The environmental issues on the Jacques-Cartier relate mosrlv to Atlantic
salmon:

the upstream migration over three power stations and one natural impassable obstacle;

the downstream migration of thousands of salmon parrs between early May and mid-June:

the determination of minimum instream flow needs;

the preservation of a historical and cultural site;

' and the replacement of a fish migratory device commissioned about ten years ago only.

In conclusion, integrated resource management principles are presented, indicating that hydroelectricity cannot
be produced to the prejudice of the environment and that studies conducted with competence and expertise are
sufficient to avoid fatal errors. Our methods have to be revised to correct biased observations and recurring
errors induced by lack of experience, and to account for growing public awareness and government
requirements. In addition to expertise, these methods wil l include sufficient in-depth analyses to provide
enlightened site-specific diagnosis and regulate promotors' performances.

Along with this management challenge, Quebec has several hydroelectricity and environmental projects
requiring a sound selection to optimize territorial use.

KEY-WORDS: Jacques-Cartier River / Atlantic salmon / Fishway / Hydroelectricity / Integrated management /
Fish stocking.
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INTRODUCTION

The coexistence of hydroelectricity production and Atlantic salmon is not always easy. This paper presents an
example of sustained development on the Jacques-Cartier River, an example which could be exported to other
salmon rivers.

The objective of the paper is to demonstrate the possible coexistence of two very different interests in a given
watershed. First, the recent history of the basin is reviewed. Then, the current socio-economic context is briefly
addressed, pointing to the social concerns about hydroelectricity production in Quebec.

Finally, the salmon-hydroelectricity issue on the Jacques-Cartier river is summarized. The paper concludes with
general principles for future interventions to harmonize hydroelectricity production and salmon preservation.

HISTORICAL NOTES

This chapter reviews briefly some historical elements compiled in CRJC (1995), Gingras (1994) and Germain
(  l  984 ) .

In the early days of the French colony around 1700, the resources in the Jacques-Cartier River Basin were
shared by the French, the Hurons, the Algonquins, the Atikamekw and the Montagnais. The river itself was the
major access way between Lake Saint-Jean and the Quebec City area. In 1763, the colony becomes British and
significant changes occur in land uses. The mass arrival of Loyalists between 1792 and 1800, and of Irish and
Scottish immigrants between l8l7 and 1830, saw the development of the northern English-speaking villages of
Saint-Gabriel de Valcartier, Stoneham and Tewkesbury. Some exclusive fishing rights are then granted to
noblemen and to rich riverside landowners. Finally, the British Crown gives to soldiers and militians the right to
establish the first fish and game clubs.

Early accounts and illustrations of salmon fishing on the Jacques Cartier are found in the paintings of Frédéric
Tolfrey (1841 and 1845) atthe Hospital Pool and Déry Bridge (Figure l), Thomas Davies (Figure 2), Cornélius
Krieghoff, James Cockburn and several others. The history of the Jacques-Cartier is a mirror image of the
development of North America over several centuries. Over exploitation and poaching had reduced the salmon
population by 30Vo between 1850 and 1856. Already, the authorit ies had to implement legal protection
measures and the first salmon hatchery was bom from necessity (Richard Nettle, 1857). Famous Canadian
master-brewer, Joseph Knight Bosewell built the first fishway (54 meters long) on the Jacques-Cartier in 1867 to
facilitate salmon migration above Lamothe's Hole (Figure 3).

In the Quebec area, industrial development begins with increasing timber commerce and shipbuilding; several
timber merchants and shipyards occupy river mouths and coves between Sillery and Portneuf. In 1860, the
industry slows down and, with the crisis of 1873-1879, a massive emigration to the USA and New-England is
recorded. Around 1872, the construction of a railroad opens the river basin to new important companies
(Jacques-Cartier Pulp and Paper, Bird and Son). Small business such as flow-milling, ironworks, smelters,
bakeries, and spinning-mills flourished. Salmon exploitation continues and the northern part of the basin
booms with recreational activities near lac Saint-Joseph and Tewkesbury.

In 1908, Henri Saint-Georges and John Foreman, owners of the Jacques-Cartier Fund, attract american
businessmen to establish the Donnacona Paper Co. Ltd. founded in September 1912. A paper mill and a dam
(6.5 meter high) are built. The dam supplies power and water to the mill processes. During the same period, two
other dams with generating stations are built about 12 kilometers upstream (Bird and McDougall).
Environmental issues were not considered and, by 1914, salmon has disappeared from the river (Figure 4).

Ecohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Figure l .  Engraving bv Frédéric Tolfrel (1816) :  salmon f ishing on the Jacques-Cart ier.
( l t t  Gitt .qrus 1991 )

#*

Figure 2. Water-color b.v- Thomas Davies (1790) : salmon fishing in Hospital Pool.
( l t t  Gittqrus 1991 )
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Figure 3. Drawing of the Joseph Knight Boswell fishway on the Jacques-Cartier
River in 1E67. (ln Ginqrus 1991)

iicohydraulique 2000, iuin 1996, Québec
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Only in 1979 will the "Comité de Restauration de la rivière Jacques-Cartier" (CRJC) formed by anglers and

scientists, attempt to reintroduce salmon in the river. Stocking is conducted by the CRJC and the "Ministère du
Loisir, de la Chasse et de la Pêche" (MLCP) and the first mature salmon return in July 1982. In 1985, a
successive pool fishway is built on the left shore of the Donnacona dam. Since then, more than 5926 salmon
have used it. A portion of spawners are collected and transported to upstream spawning grounds, in a
conservation park (Figure 5). In over fifteen years, successes have followed mistakes and the population now
totals about 1000 individuals. Current analysis estimate the potential at between 4ff)0 and 5000 spawners per
year on the Jacques-Cartier.

Between 1987 and 1990, several studies initiated by Hydro-Quebec indicated that it was financially sound to
purchase a l imited amount of energy (750 MW) from private sources. Among these, several small
hydroelectricity stations were restored and recommissionned by private firms. On the Jacques-Cartier, three

small generating stations are being restored. Socio-economic and environmental issues were addressed to avoid

earlier mistakes and to implement true integrated management on the Jacques-Cartier.

THE SOCIO.ECONOMIC CONTEXT

The project to fully restore the salmon potential on the Jacques-Cartier while recommissionning small
generating stations is happening in a social turmoil induced by the need to create employment, to cut-back
government spending to protect our environment, to supply energy, and to satisfy people awareness and
involvements. This chapter will summarize some of the major aspects of the reflection and discussion between
government representatives, private promoters and regional interest groups.

THE ENERGY SITUATION

In our modern societies, agreements are note reached easily on topics such as economy, energy, environment,
health, education, etc. After several years of expectations, Québec residents finally expressed their opinions and
concems in the course of a Public Commission on energy.

The Commission was rendered essential after the cancellation of hydropower sales to the USA, combined with
energy conservation programs, native claims, pressure from ecologists, private electricity production, increased
natural gas use, special industrial rates, the North American free-trade agreement, etc. The Commission should
produce an Energy Policy in June 1996.

At first sight, it appears that Quebec citizens still favour hydroelectricity as a source of energy and of regional
development. But consumers are not ready to pay more than for energy sources from western Canada, Ontario
or the USA. Private production should be limited to hydropower and satisfy local and regional expectations.
Ecologists want to see more emphasis put on energy conservation, while developing hydroelectricity production
rather than CO2 producing thermal sources or nuclear power stations. Several briefs propose a <(green tax)> on
CO2 producing energy to protect the environment and limit unfair competition.

Our operating power stations produce more than 35 000 MW of which less than I clo is by private pfomoters.
Hydro-Québec will not get involved in small-scale projects (less than 25 MW), because of high construction,
maintenance and exploitation costs. But private promoters (with less overhead) have proven the viability of
these projects in partnership with Hydro-Québec.

In June 1995, a report analyzing market trends in energy requirements and production for the next twenty
years was released by the <Centre de développement technologique de l'École Polytechnique de Montréal>. The
study shows that the local market is saturated; if high energy-consuming industries stay away from the province,
mega-projects will not be justified in coming years. The report also states that energy demands can be increased
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by invading the open USA market. The forefront private producers are waiting fbr government authorization to
directly export to the USA. In fact, the 1994 North-Anrerican Free Trade Agreement favours electricity
exportation.

Figure 6 shows that most US energy is produced by thermal generating stations (coal. natural -cas. oil): nuclear
stations and hydropower stations represent only 8 Vc of total production. The main goal of the free trrde is to
induce a I Vo rate decrease bv the vear 2005.

SALMON AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Regional development is at the heart of polit icians' preoccupations and a varied and independent economic
network in a given region is absolutely essential, creating public awareness and inducing government's
interventions.

In our regions, economic development is mostly based on natural resources and primarl productions. u'hich are
submitted to international market fluctuations. In several regions, monolithic economies have proven near-t'atal
in the face of stock collapses or vigorous international competit ion : ironore (Scheft'ervil le). copper
(Murdochvil le), lumber (Gaspé and North-Shore), commercial f isheries (North Shore. N{agdalen Islands,
Gaspé).

With increasing unemployment in most regions, the governments have reacted b1' promoting job-creating
recreo-touristic activities.

Journalist Rejean Lacombe of Le Soleil newspaper recently drew a portrait of the economic importance of
salmon fishing in Québec; hecited a study by economist Luc Michaud (1996) revealing that salmon angling
generates a net benefit of 97 mill ion CAD annuall l,92 Vc of which remains in Quebec, fbr a gross value of 1.2
bil l ion CAD. Zins Beauchenes and Ass. (1995) reported that salmon sport f ishing supports more than 616
direct and indirect jobs per year in Québec.

Despite government's investments of more than 25 mill ions CAD in about thirty development projects on
salmon rivers, several regional managers are facing financial problems after subsidies cut-backs. Also. the local
salmon fishing market is becoming saturated. The Zins Beauchesne survey indicates that the sale of salmon
licenses decreased significantly in 1994 and the number of anglers has levelled off. However, the study shows
that a minimal marketing effort and an opening of US and european markets would double the demand in
three years only. The study also recommends to emphasis high and mid value products to cover exploitation
costs, generate benefits and satisfy a market demand.

On the other hand, the full fish and game, and recreo-touristic potentials are far from being reached in any
Quebec river basins. Several rivers offer great attributes to attract clientele and promote regional development.
But these potentials have to be clearly identified and development projects have to be selected on the basis of
gaining maximum value for governments, local interveners and private industries. Curiously, these high
potentials are often found on rivers with high hydroelectricity potentials

Integrating hydropower projects and salmon reintroduction on the Jacques-Cartier River has induced a
sustainable development based on partnership, and shared efforts and benefits. The quick return on investments
of hydropower projects has supported the reintroduction of salmon and the maintenance of several non-
specialized jobs. This example of partnership represents a new approach in industrial and regional development,
integrating the exploitation of two divergent resources on the same river.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT ON TIm JACQIJES-CARTIER RIYER

The recommissionning of small generating stations on the Jacques-Cartier required a careful assessment of
environmental parameters in order to harmonize the projects with environmental protection and to ensure
profitability of both ventures (Figure 7). History shows that salmon life cycle and behaviour on the Jacques-
Cartier are readily affected by the presence of impassable obstacles. Thus the main environmental issues
concern the maintenance of salmon migration, bôth upstream and downstrcam, and the regulation of minimum
flow requirements for the species. The Déry gorges above the Hospital Pool at Pont-Rouge are a historic site
and required a special attention; the Donnacona dam fishway also needed specific controls. The analysis criteria
used to integrate these concepts with the commissioning of small generating stations are described in the
following paragraphs.

i Species involved: four environmental studies have reported the presence of 26 fish species in the basin. For
resident species (more than 20), river dams have little impacts on their habitats and their occasional passage
through turbines should not affect overall population survival (Paul Ruggles, pers. comm.). Eel and brown
trout movements are controlled at the flshway and both species are kept below the obstacle (Boudreault et
al., 1995). Thus, Atlantic salmon is the only migratory species potentially affected by the small power
stations.

' Impassable obstacles : The Donaconna dam, built in 1913, had a major impact on the upstream salmon run.
This obstacle was finally overcome in 1985, by the construction on the left side of a fishway with a catch
and transport device to release spawning salmon above current obstacles (at Pont-Rouge), near the protected
spawning grounds in the Jacques-Cartier Park.

Donnacona fishway

The release of 25 000 salmon parrs in l98l resulted in the return of four grilses at the Donnacona dam in
1982. The following year, a behaviour study on 68 returning salmon was conducted. A temporary migration
device, made of removable wooden boards, was moved along the dam's apron (Figure 8). This technique was
used until 1985 in order to validate the hydraulics hypothesis and to support negotiations with riverside
neighbouring landowners for the construction of a fishway.

Hydrotech conducted biological studies and hydrological and hydrodynamics analyses to design an
appropriate fishway. A review of existing technologies added useful elements in selecting a proper design.
Hydraulic data were collected during two summer campaigns and water levels were modelized above and below
the obstacle. Depth contours rvere measured, a statistical analysis of recurring hydrological events and a study
of flow pattem behaviour were conducted.

At the end of each field season, engineers and biologists discussed the relevant parameters for the design of the
fishway. In 1982, the site for the fishway was finally selected (on the left bank) on the basis of hydrodynamic
and bathymetric data, general site morphology, angle of the dam with the river, and salmon behaviour at the
foot of the dam. The mean flow rate measured during salmon migration is 55 m3/s; the water level variation
above and below the fishway is approximately l.l m over a 15 year recurrence period.

Four options were considered before a final design was retained. The 47 meter long fishway answers the
requirements presented in Table I and Figure 9. A 0.75 m3/s flow is added to the basic successive pool fishway
discharge.
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Figure 7. Location of dams ând power plants on the Jacques-Cart ier River.
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Figure E. Biological sampling and hydrological measurements for the design
of the Donnacona fishway in 1982.
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Overall, the fishway has satisfied the expectations, although performance was somehow mitigated when
discharges were greater than 50 m3/s: salmon then tend to aggregate on the opposite bank and may not find the
firshway as easily. For example, the hydraulic conditions were extreme in 1994 and the majorlty of salmon were-
delayed by two to three weeks at the fishway. This is explained by a turbulent front masking the entrance of the
structure under strong discharge conditions. The initial design was based on limited behaviour observations on
very few salmon during normal hydraulic conditions. The 15 year recurrence period for hydrology analysis
could be extended. Limited budgets in the mid-8Os refrained the construction, exploitation and maintenance of
a second fishway on the right bank to ensure upstream runs during strong hydraulicity periods. With current
knowledge, the design of the fishway would allow a higher discharge to counterbalance spillings over the dam;
a second entrance would be built 5 to 7 meters downstream and civil works would prevent undercuttings at the
foot of the concrete structure.

The Donnacona frshway remains one of the most efficient in Quebec, along with the Matane and à Mars River
fishways (Beaulieu, 1993), even if the design could be improved.

The Donnacona fishway experiment demonitrate the importance of :

. sound hydrological and hydraulics database;

. deep insights in salmon behaviour at the foot of the obstacle under various and extreme flow conditions.

Thus, an efficient fishway necessarily requires deep planning to avoid mediocre performances requiring
adjustments at additional costs. From now on, fishway projects should be thoroughly examined by a committee
of experts or professionals familiar with this technology.

Future fishway at the Donnacona dam

The small hydropower station at the Donnacona dam will be equipped with eight small turbines providing a
total outflow of 86 m3/s, concentrated on the bankside opposite to the current fishway. It is assumed that salmon
behaviour will be modiFred in accordance and that a new fishway will be needed on the right bank. Observations
on salmon behaviour under these new conditions will be collected in 1996 and 1997. Hydrometrics and civil
work data will be updated and a preliminary design should be available during the summer of 1997.
Construction of this new structure should take place in the fall of 1997. Meanwhile, salmon will be directed to
the left bank fishway for another year. Performance guaranties are required by the ministère de
I'Environnement et de la Faune (ùGn and by CRIC, based upon a statistical analysis of l0 year salmon run
data. The efficiency of the new fishway will be continuously monitored; whence it has proven efficient, the old-
fishway will be decommissionned. The private hydropower producer will finance the use and maintenance of
the new firshway.

SALMON MIGRATION IN TIfi DÉRY GORGES

The Déry gorges at Pont-Rouge are classified a Canadian patrimonial and historical site. The ministry of
Cultural Affairs desires to maintain the site as pristine as possible. On the other hand, MEF and CRIC want to
regulate this almost impassable obstacle to salmon migration. With the arrival of a private electricity producer,
favourable solutions to maintain the aesthetics of the landscape while building flow regulation and fish passage
works are now possible (Beaulieu, 1993; Gauthier, 1994).

Since salmon reintroduction has been initiated on the Jacques-Cartier River, CRIC never had to worry about
salmon migrating through the Déry gorges, l2 kilometers upstream from Donnacona; few salmon actually
return between 1982 and 1993 and a catch and transport device at the fishway provided spawners upstream
from the gorges. In 1992, CRIC ordered a prefeasability study for potential regulation works at this highly
selective site for migrating salmon.

Écohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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TABLE I. Characteristics of the Donnacona fishway

Type

Total length
Width
Chamber length
Height
Notch
Average slope
Hydraulic depth
Flow
Average velocity in chamber
Difference in height between chambers
Headbay level
Afterbay level
Period of utilization
Annual upstream run
.  mean (1985 to l99l )
' optimal
Alliance water intake

Altemate notch weir

4 7 m
2 m

2.5 m
1 . 8  m

,500 mm x 500 m
15 Vo

1 .20  m
I m3/s

0.42 nls
0.40 m
20.80 m
13 .80  m

June 15 - September 15

496 salmon
3500 salmon

capacity : 0.7 m3/s

High flow velocities (5 to 6 m/s) and two hydraulic rises strongly hamper salmon migration success at the Déry
gorges (Figure l0) (Beaulieu, 1993). Two scenarios are proposed and both imply major site transformations ar
high costs (Figure l1).

In 1993, a project to recommission the McDougall generating station rises and the environmental assessment
reveals new avenues to regulate the flow in the gorges. A telemetry study (Beaurivage, 1983) had showed that
salmon rarely passed the gorges on first attempt; a mathematical model also revealed potential migration
difficulties caused by hydrodynamic changes in the Déry gorges and in Hospital Pool after contacr with the
McDougall plant tail race (Carter, 1992). Validation and additional measurements were required.

A second telemetry study followed the behaviour of 17 salmon between Hospital Pool and the McDougall dam,
during most of the summer of 1994; it confirmed the difficulty to overcome the gorges (Figure l2). Even by
diverting 22 m3/s through the McDougall station, hydrodynamic conditions remained improper for salmon
migration. Only when regulating flow rates at the Bird dam to simulate discharge conditions equal to l0 m3/s in
the gorges, was salmon activity recorded (Tremblay et al., 1994); however no fish overcame the obstacle.

During the summer of 1995, a third survey was conducted for eight weeks under severe drought condition.
Only l0 salmon overcame the Déry gorges. It became evident that physical interventions were needed. The
proposed regulating works are an application of the pre-dam technique in which all the residual discharge (4 to
30 m3/s), partially regulated from the power plant, passes through the gorges. For a turbined flow of i2 m3ls,
the proposed concept will be efficient 45 Vo of the time during the upstream salmon run, while an additional
turbine regulating up to 44 m3/s would increase the efficiency to about 75-80Vo of the migration period.
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Figure 12. Location of lhe summer 1994 telemetry study area in the Déry gorges.
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Hydrodynamics analysis indicate that seven adjustable impounding structures would be sufficient. These
structures, shown in Figure 13, divide the height differential of 6-8 meters into I meter stages. At a low
discharge rate (5 m3/s), each stage is easily passable and the dissipated energy is less than 200 watts/m3,'
acceptable salmon migration conditions. At moderate rate (15 mr/s), passage conditions are still acceptable
since the dissipated energy remains largely below 500 watts/m3, the recommended value in most reference
works. Finally, when the flow will reach 30 m3/s in the Déry gorges, salmon will still have acceptable migration
conditions (around 500 watts/m3) in all the pools, despite some local turbulences inducing a dissipated energy
of 1000 watts/m3.

The adjustable structures were designed to resist the action of ice and high waters; construction was completed
during the 1995-1996 winter. Figures 14, 15 and 16 illustrate these structures and the effect on the water line.
Pre-dams were selected over pool excavation in rock because the latter would have been irreversible; the
ministry of Cultural Affairs preferred removable steel and wood structures rather than permanent modifications
of the rock bed.

Fish migration parameters were defined by an advisory board composed of local interest groups , government
representatives and the promoter. Migration performance must be monitored by competent personnel following
approved protocols.

McDOUGALL AND BIRD DAMS

McDougall dam (rebuilt in 1994) and Bird dam, located about l2 kilometers from the river mouth, are the final
obstacles to access to more than 95 km of prime salmon habitat. In each case, the private owner will build an
acceptable fishway. Biological surveys were initiated in 1994 and will be more intensely conducted in 1996 and
1997. Monitoring measures have been planned to verify the efficiency of the fishways and propose required
adjustments.

. Downstream migration : when studying the juvenile sea-run migration, two important parameters emerge:
size and swimming capacity. In the Jacques-Cartier, parrs reach 12 to l8 centimeters on average, much
longer than western America salmon parrs (2.5 to 3 cm oniy). Pans can swim faster than 30 cm/s and thus
avoid unfavourable hydrodynamic conditions , or death by pressing on diversion structures (Therrien and
Beaulieu, 1996). The cumulative impact of parrs going through a series of generating stations and turbines
may eventually affect the survival of a population. Accepted models (Larinier and Dartiguelongue, 1989)
indicate that parr passage through the Bird, McDougall and Donnacona stations could result in a mortality
rate of 35 to 55 Vo of total population, assuming that 100 7o of juveniles pass through the water intakes. An
assessment of the proportion of parrs actually going through the turbines should precise this mortality rate.

The risk of mortality in the turbines depends upon the proportion of parrs drawn into the water intake. The
literature indicates that this proportion is not necessarily proportional to intake inflow (Tremblay, 1995;
Ruggles, 1992; Larinier, pers. com.). However, when lO0 Vo of the flow goes through the station, there are
no doubts left; the whole population is affected. AtDonnacona, this will occuronly 25 Vo of the time during
parr migration. With the configuration of the site (Figure 17) and the hydrological conditions during this
period, it can be assumed that a portion of the parr population will pass over the Donnacona dam, for 40 to
50 Vo of the time. At the Bird and McDougall stations in Pont-Rouge, flow in the intake will be about 45
m3/s resulting in a considerable volume of water spilling over the dams, for more than 90 7o (Figure l8).

Since 1994, several studies have been conducted on the downstream migration of parrs in the Jacques-
Cartier. Tremblay (1994) estimates a rate of 16 Vo of parrs going through the water intake and a mortality
rate of 15 Vo at the old Bird station on the right bank. A literature review, combined with discussions with
american, european and Canadian experts, including Paul Ruggles, summarized the advantages and
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Figure 15. The Déry gorges during pre-dam construction.
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disadvantages of about forty avoidance devices during downstream migration (Therrien and Beaulieu,
1996). The analysis concluded that there are no universal system adequate for every projecs and that the
more reliable techniques are the use of shutters, eicher grids, Modular Incline System (M.lS), fixed grids, or
a combination of devices with cumulative effects. However, a poorly design protection device could be
more fatal to fish than passage through the turbines.

Downstream migration protection seems easier to implemont in Quebec than in the USA or Europe. In
Québec, promoters have to protect only a few frsh species, often only one. In addition, parr migration is
limited to only a few weeks every year and the size of fish is relatively high. Repeated successes with Eicher
grids (98 to 100 %) and successful laboratory experiments with MIS (lN 7o in 1993, 1994 and 1995)
provide hopes for designing and implementing reliable devices for the Donnacona, McDougall and Bird
stations. The first full-scale experiments will be completed at the Bird station in 1996 and at Donnacona in
the Spring of 1997. Government authorities and the CRIC are expecting acceptable results.

' Minimum flow requirements : In Québe.c, most small hydropower station projects, such as Donnacona and
Bird, do not require to maintain a minimum flow foi fish habitat protection since the sration is generally
straddling the dam. However, a flow must be maintained for the proper functioning of fishways and
avoidance devices. As for the McDougall site, the power station is located 600 m below the dam. A relevant
minimum flow can be determined through a sound assessment of potential habitat losses.

Theoretical minimum flow values for habitat protection can be found in the literature. Normally, the
minimum flow needs were based upon a dry-weather flow for 7 consecutive days and of two years
reculrence. However, the protection of habitats' identified by MEF, the aesthetic constraints imposed by
MAC, the conditions needed for quality sport fishing, and the migration through the Déry gorges made it a
more complex problem. The recommended first minimum flows ranged from 15 to 25 m3/s. However, a
closer assessment revealed that salmon habitats were of poor quality at a high velocity flow over bedrock
and that ice cover eliminates the aesthetics constraints during winter.

Because of these factors and of difficulties met by migrating salmoh in this sector, government authorities
agreed to reduce the minimum flow to about 5 to l0 m3/s during the upstream run as long as salmon could
more gasily pass through the gorges. During winter, the minimum flow need is reduced to a symbolic value
of I m3/s.

These two examples are good indications of project specific flow requirements. A substantial portion (50_
Vo) of the benefits generated by these projects will go to CRIC to cover wildlife development projects or part
of the operation costs.

CONCLUSION

At a time when our society is questioning energy use and production, the commissioning of small power
stations introduced a relatively uncomfortable situation for government authorities, salmon river managers,
private promoters and environmental consultants. In fact, the expertise on fish counts versus small power
stations is rather limited in Québec; caution was required to avoid costly errors (environmental, economic, and
social). A liæranrre review, combined with forcign expertise, readily highlighted troublesome siruations :

' in northeastern USA, more than twenty devices have been proposed by government authorities to improve
fish migration; none satisfied the expectations;

' fish mortality rates in turbines have been regularly overestimated (Therrien and Beaulieu, 1996) : results
were biased by inappropriate experimental protocols;
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' most fish protection devices used in the USA were never adequately monitored (Therrien and Beaulieu,
1996) : their true performances are not really known;

' in France, Michel Larinier (an expert in the field) reported several cases of bad functionine. in both
fishways and intake avoidance devices, caused by poor designs or lack of experience.

On the Columbia River, intake avoidance devices have cost around three billion dollars over thirty years and
results are still unsatisfactory (Paul Ruggles, pers. comm.).

In Québec, the situation is less dramatic, but more than half of the fishways construcred between 1975 and 1992
had deficiencies which required expensive corrections (Beaulieu, 1993). In most cases, some information
needed for an optimal design were overviewed. One or two years are needed to gather all the pertinent
information needed.

Currently, real efforts are made in Québec by government authorities (MEF, DFO), APPHA, certain private
promoters and their environmental consultants to assess all the issues associated with small hvdropower sraqons.
For example, a synthesis of advantages and disadvantages of most intake avoidance devices was recentlv
Produced to support judicious choices. Another document addresses the issue of minimum florv requirements
and establishes guidelines. Fish migration monitoring methods are improving; performances required from
private promoters are better defined. Decision-making is easier than it was only one year ago, a clear witness to
rapid progress, although more knowledge is still needed.

The Jacques-Cartier River venture is showing that f ish population and small power stations can coexist in a
context of sustained development. Despite the fact that construction is still underway and that results are still
preliminary, the projects show great promises.

The Jacques-Cartier experiment has showed that :

'  close coordination is essential between government authorit ies, resource managers, private promoters,
engineers, and environmental consultants : decisions must be acceptable to all;

'  one or more small power stations on a river may represent a unique occasion to enhance habitats and
natural resources. Through mitigation, compensation and enhancement measures; it is possible to generate
significant positive impacts of various nature :

- e.g. environmental : . overcoming obstacles increases accessibility and production capacity;

- e.g. socio-economic : . higher fish production translates into better fishing and greater benefits;
. seasonal and permanent jobs;
. possible financial partnership for local groups;
. monetary compensation to support the development of a species;

' small power stations should not be implemented if their environmental and socio-economic profitability is
not demonstrated at all levels:

' undeveloped hydroelectric potentials are numerous in Québec. Only projects well integrated in the
environment should be authorized;

'  sat isfactory performances are expected from al l  devices implemented (f ishways or intake avoidance
systems) and should be imposed to all private promoters;
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. structure designs must be based upon solid database. For example. river hydrolo-l,v and fish behaviour must

be thoroughly analysed over one or two years of feasibil i ty studies: it is better to invest judiciously at this

stage rather than spend large amounts on corrections and adjustments;

. each small power station project must become a source of information on fishrvay's. fish monitoring, fish

behaviour on resource enhancement, useful for future projects.

The analysis justif ies or rejects certain structures and devices; it gathers all the pertinent information: it assesses

the viabil ity of the project; and finally proposes a final concept. Control and correction measures can be

introduced, if needed. Fishway design and construction last on average one vear, two years for more complex
projects.

Fisheries resources and hydroelectricity production can coexist on any Quebec rivers. The exanrple oi the

Jacques-Cartier constitutes the minimum tolerance threshold for sustainable development projects. Several
projects have greater potentials than the Jacques-Cartier River. When wil l we witness the developrnent of a

salmon river totally financed by private electricity project ?
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ABSTRACT

An original technical solution optimizing existing structures was selected to facilitate the upsrream run of fish
at the Beaucaire hydroelectric station on the Rhône River; the use of the navigatiorr locks has been
recommanded to facilitate fish passage.

The Beaucaire lock has become a reference site to elaborate lechniques which require adjustments to
navigation locks to be used as fishways.

It is essential to induce upstream attraction and to verifu its effciently on shads from the lower reach urto the
locks and from the lock to the upper reach.

Experimental conditions vary considerably depending on the number and the variability of extemal factors;
field work is difficult and complex, limitrng the number of trials acceptable.

Sampling by nets inside the lock indicated the attraction at a flow-rate of 60m3is was relatively efficient.

Shads exit the lock when the upstream gate is completely lowered, without actually selecting an attraction flow
value; this technique was prefered to a partial lowering because it can be reproduced at the rwo locks located
at some distance upstream.

Fish migratiur could eventually be controlled by accoustic monitoring (echosonding).

The unconventional use of navigation locks requires some adjustments to the equipment; the routine operation
in a fishway mode also implies the automation of the device.

KEY-\ryORDS: Rhône / Migratory fish / Shad / Obstacle / I.æk / Attraction flow / Echosounding /
Management rules.

INTRODUCTION

The Compagnie Nationale du Rhône (CNR) proceeded with the regulation for multiple usage of the Rhône
River between 1938 and 1986 (Figure l). The regulation had three objectives: energy production, navigation
and enhancement of farmlands. La CNR currently exploits and maintains the existing structures

On most of the 18 falls, the regulation followed a similar model (Figure 2); construction of a dam with a
spillway, construction of a generating station and a ship lock on the dirærsion canal.
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Figure l:Rhône regulation works '

Location of the waterfalls

Figure 2: Typical
regulatio works on
the Rhône River

Figure 3:Summary of shad regression in the
Rhône River (Rameye et 81.' 1976)
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Increased public environnemental awareness and concems, in particular since 1976, has gradually justified the
integration of this aspect in the regulation works of waterfalls: increased reserved io*, ,*Ét",rance of
altemative channels, construction of fishways .. .

Howewer, even with tlese conservation measures, regulation works, in particular those located on the lower
third of the river, remain an obstacle to migratory fish movements. Desprte existing specific devices, the dam
and associated works at Vallabrègues (Beaucaire power stâtion) are thsfirst obstalle'to fish migration on the
Rhône River. Different migratory species have specific biological characteristics which affect thJir capacity to
surmont an obstacle; for exempple, European æls (Anguilla anguitla) manage to get over (at least in part) the
Beaucaire site while shads (l/osa alosa. Alosa fcta riodanensis; are totattfrefrained by the obstacte.

Therefore' the distribution area of shads has gradually decreased with each new regulation works (Figure
3) Currently, the dominant species is Alosa fcta rhodanensis (Rameye et al., 1976;-Douchement, lggl). In
the Beaucaire sector, fischeries statistics are not sufficient to estimate with any accuracy the catch per unit of
efFort (Délégation de bassur RMC, l9s9); inquiries conducted between 1988 and 1993 iuggest rhat catches of
shad, all fisheries included, range between 5 and l0 tons per year - 7 tons in l9s9 -(C;ité de gestion des
poissons migrateurs du bassin RMC, 1995).

Made aware of this situation, the ministry of the Environment implanted a shad rehabilitation plan, the first on
the French mediterranean basin (Délégation de bassin RMC, l99l). A first phase will cover the period up to
1998 The initial goal is to reintroduce the species on known spawning grounds on the tributaries of the west
shore the Gard' Cèze and Ardèche rivers (Gallois , 1947). thiJ conesfonds to an homogeneous area with high
histoncal potentials. The plan requires free migration on the main river and the cleaÀg of three regulation
structures on the Rhône: Beaucaire, Avignon and Caderousse. Several solutions wére examinaied and
evaluated in search for the optimal tecnique to facilitate obstacle clearing by shad, finally the use of ùe
navigation locks was selected (Délégation de bassin RMC, 1990), advantages outscoring drawbacks under the
current conditions Clable I).

Table I : Advantages and drawbacks of clearing an obstacle by way of the navigation lock

Advantages Drawbacks

relatively low cost

probably little selective

discontinuous use

requires a human presence

specific usage outside normal ship locking

Several research projects have been conducted since 1989 at the Beaucaire navigation lock, which has become
a reference site for the elaboration of this technique and of the new management rules requiied.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BEAUCAIRE SITE

The mean reference flow ofthe Rhône at Beaucaire is 1696 m3/s, calculated over a penod of74 years (1920-
1993) Low-water flow is normally reached at the end of summer and corresponds to a sustained flow(conventional low-water=570mr/s)-The hydrological regimen of the Rhône is the resultant of the followurg
river influences: mountains rivers (high-Rhône, Isère), oceanic (Saône) and the Cévennes (Ardèche and Gard
rivers).

The minimum turbme flow is approximatively 2400 m3 /s: at lower values. the generating turbines take water
from the diverted flow, leaving a reserved flow of l0 or 20 *3/, in the original channel (vieux- Rhône); n rts
downstream portion, this channel has a threshold which maintainç 

" 
,rrir,i.,.rrn depth but refrains the free

circulation fish.Dunng a flood, the flow portion exceeding 2400m3/s passes through this channel when the
dam spillway is open.
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Up to this value, except when a rise in tlre r.l'ater level of the Gard river floods the threshold in the vieux-
Rhône, shads are attracted in the diversion canal where the navigation lock is set. A fish ladder with stoppers
exists between the tail race and the origural river bed. but it is not very effrcient for shads (Baril, 1988).

The ship loch 195 meters long and 12 meters wide, is located on the east side of the power station from which
it is seperated by a dividing wall. The lock chamber has two distina mechanisms a fill1ng-emptyurg
mechanism operated by two sluices of 60 mr/s nominal flow each. and a fish-gate (flow: 5 nrr/s) used for
migrating shads.The upstream gate is of the lowering-type and can be op.erated while in charge: the
downstream gates, hooked, have two lock paddles delevering a total flow of 5 mr/s.

The total drop varies according to upstream and downstream levels and can reach a maximum of 16 m.

The generating station is operated by sluicing waters whenever the Rhône discharges fall below the murimum
turbino flov; this may induce a level variation of more than one meter in a few hours in the downstream
reach.The upstream level remains relatively stable, at more or less l0 cm.

MATERHLSAND METHODS

Duringthe shad upstream run, approximately between March l-i and July l, various tests are conducted; each
test answers a different and complementary objective.

The particular configuration of the Beaucaire lock allows to experiment wrth, rn manual operation. different
attraction flows both at the entrance and the exit of the lock (Figure 4)

Three possibilities exist to attract shads inside the lock chamber (Délégation de bassin RIvlC, 1989).

. O m]/s: the downstream gates are open, all the filling sluices are closed,

. 5 mi/s: the downstream gates are open, the fish-gate is operating,

. 60 mr/s: the downstream gates are open, one of the filling sluices is open; this is an exceptional
çeræicr not conplying with the csnventional use of the lock.

Three modes are possible to attract shads toward the exit (Larinier, l99l; Jolimaitre, 1992, Ruchon, 1993;
Bæh:u et a1.,1994; Gendre, 1995):

. upstream gate partially lowered:

Normally, the discharge above the gate is slightly greater than the calibration of the downstream doors. After
the lock chamber is filled, the level stabilizes and then decreases because the downstream lock paddles are in
the ope'n positiqr; the upstræm gate is them partially lowered so that a layer of 20 to 30 cm of water creates a
surâce stream flow, prompting shads to exit; the initial hydraulic conditions are gradually modified by the
filling of the lock chamber. Some operations are repeated to veriff the efficiency of shad passage.

. upstr€m gate totally lowered:

The opening of an emptying sluice releases a flow of 60 tn3/r in case of an incident on the sluice;
possible to close the upstream gale which can be operated while in charge.lt is also possible to
position with a zero flow and a 5mr/s flow, depending ifthe lock paddles are closed or open.

it is also
test this

From l99l to 1993, a tail race flow of about 5m3/s located at the base of the upstream gate feeds in the lock
chamber.

kt tdal, six campaigns have been conducted between 1989 and 1995 (Iable 2) The duration of each is a
frmction of the objeaives, the hydraulic conditions, and the means available. Experimental conditions are
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Shad entrance: attraction phase to the lock chamber

(a): 0 m3ls (b): 5 m3/s DownstreamUpstream

(a) No attraction: no sluice ooen
(b) Opening of doors on the downstream gate
(c) Opening of an emptying sluice (experimental operation)

Shad exit: attraction phase to the upstream reach

(a) No attraction: no sluice open
(b) Opening of doors on the downstream gate
(c) Opening of an emptying sluice (experimental operation)

(a) (b)
0, 5,

Partial lowering of the upstream gate (exnerimental operation)

(c)
60 m3/s

)r

Total lowering of the upstream gate

Figure 4: operation diagram of the Beaucaire rock (Rhône) in the fishway mode
(from Larinier, l99l)

(c): 60 m3/s
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Table 2: Description ofexperimental conditions during the studies at the Beaucaire lock(Rhône)
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rarely repeatable in the course of a compaign because of variations in uncontrolled extemal parameters (flow,
temperature, structure behaviour, ac.) and a strict prolocol is hardly applicable because of priority to
shopping; water sluicing for fish occurs when the lock is available for one hour, as 20 minutes are required for
the entrance in the lock chamber, l5 minutes for the fillng of the chamber, and l5 to 20 minutes for the exrt.

Factors susceptible to influence measurements are systematically recorded. total discharge and levels in the
Rhône, turbinated flow, daily water temperature, limpidrty, duration of attracting during the entrance and exrt
phases.

Controls are conducted:

. in the lock chamber with several fixed nets with mesh sizes of 40. 45 and 60 mm.

. at the exit:

-with fixed nets (mesh size 40 and 60 mm) positionned upstream,
-by vrsual counts on the upstream gate partially opened, by observers and by video recording

control covering halfthe width of the lock,
-by accoustic detection using monofrequency echosounders E\' 200 (Simrad) of 70 and 200 khz

equipped with three transducers (7, I I and 22 degrees) providing vertical and horizontal sampling of the
section of the lock, immedrately above the lowering gate.

RESULTS

Since a type of experimentâtion could correspond to several objectives and that an objective could be adressed
by several tests, results have been examinated by common groups of homogeneous objectives (Figure -5).

Figure 5: Elficiency ofshad passage in the Beaucaire lock (Rhône)
Relations between the objectives and the type ofexperiments

Year Type of experiments Objective

l98q I Net fishine urside the lock chamber
Determination of entry

199t,1992,1993
1994, t995

Fish counts on tle uDstream sate

Video recordins
Determrnation of exit

1989, 1994, 1995 | Net fishine upstream ofthe lock

r995 Echosoundns

Results relating to the general conditions of shad migration and to shad distribution between the tail race and
the old river channel (vieux-Rhône) are not addressed in this paper. However tlese results indicate that the
total number of shads counted per water sluicurg dunng partial lowerings may vary considerably (Table 3)
and that daily migration peaks may represent as much as 34Yo of the total number of shads recorded durrng a
field campaign (Jolimaitre, 1992).

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Table3: Summary of the number of shads recorded during partial lowerings of the upstreant gate at the
Beaucaire lock (Rhône).

Year
Rhône discharge Number of Number of l\lean of shads

(m3/s) shads sluicing per sluicing
l 99 l
t992
1993
t994
1995

700-e00
700-2 I 00
I 100-1900
I 100-3200
I 400-5000

3324
l0_s44
t9t2
40990
308

24
49
l 0
40
5,s

t38.-s
2 t -s,l
l q l , :
l o . ) ' )

-s.6

Analyses of variance have highlighted the influence of the time of day of the sluicing (Larinier, lqsl) (Figure
6): passages between I AM and 5 PM are significantly greater than between -s Al\l and I l AM and between 5
PM and l0 PM. These results were not confirmed n 1992 (Jolimaitre, 1992), but the duration range in ths
case was two hours.
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Figure 6: Influence of the time of day of the sluicing on the passage of shads at the Beaucaire lock
(Rhône) (from Larinier, l99l).

I.ock entry parameters

Catche^s made inside the lock chamber in 1989 show a 4 to 8 fold higher attraction for a 60 m3/s flow than for
a 5 mr/s flow (Délégation de Bassur RMC, 1989); there does nct. seem to be any significant differences
between 0 and 5 mr/s (Table 4).

Table 4: Shad entries in the Beaucaire lock (Rhône). Gillnet catches inside the lock chamber.

Date Attraction flow

m3is

Yield

ghn2llr'rrrr:.ute of fishing kg/na

May 9 1989

May l0 1989

May I I 1989

0

5

60

r , 2  -2 ,1

1,4 - 2,7

l t , 3  -  l l , 9

8 , 1  -  1 5 , 9

tz , t  -? t ,6

29,8 ,44 ,6

The partial lowering of the upstream gate also tests the entry attraction, assuming that the number of shad
exiting is directly proportional to the number entering.

Analpes of variance conducted by Larinier in l99l did not demonstrate any influence of the attraction flow
values (0, 5, 60 mr/s) or of the duration of the flow (20 or 40 minutes).However, analyses of rzariance of the
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while the duration of the florv
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1992 data show that the influence of the entry flow
has no significant influence (Figure 7).

is statistically significant,

Figure 7: Elficiency ofthe attraction flow on the entry ofshads in the Beaucaire lock
(Rhône).Comparison of the mean number of shad for:

(t) three attraction flows (0, 5,60 mr/s) with 95%o confidence intervals (Jolimaitre, 1992).
(2) two llow durations (20, 40 minutes) with9So/o confidence intervals (Jolimaitre, 1992).

I,ock exit parameters

Partial lowering of the upstream gate

Analysis of the hydrodynamics conditions on the partially open upstream gates show a succession of 4
hydraulic phases (Gendre, 1995) characterized in Table 5.

Table 5: Determination of shad exit parameters at the Beaucaire lock (Rhône).Characteristics of the flow
regime during a partial lowering of the gate (Gendre, 1995).

Phase timing
Hydraulic Speed range Level drop

characteristics (m/s) (cm)

(2)( l )

I

2

4

free flowing spurt 3,1 à 4

flowing spurt with 1.  2 .4  à  3 ,1
onclulatlon vern

sur facespurt  2à2,4

submerged flow 1,4 à 2

49  à  8 l

2 9 à 4 9

20 à29

l 0 à 2 0

Visual observations, supported by statistical analyses, reveal that:

{uring phase l, fish do not surmont t}re obstacles,
during phase 2, mullets get over the obstacle,
during phase 3, both mullets and shads can cross the gate,
-during phase 4, shads are hesitant and swim back and forth ur the lock
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Shad distribution over the gate is not homogeneous , comparison tests on means indicate that shads favour ùe
two lateral zones over the two central zones (Gendre, 199-5).

The effrciency of partial lowering was tested by proceedurg with two consecutive lowerings of the gate (Béchu
et al.,1994: Gendre, 1995). On average, 52% of the shads cross the gate on the first opening If we exclude
aty'pical sluicing without phase 4, effrciency increases to about 657o. However, a strong variability is noted on
the first passage (Figure 8).

E q

!=rrypiml sluicing
4 2 3 9
Sluicurg number

Figure 8: Effrciency of two concecutive lowerings with the same attrction flow (from Gendre,
I 995).Beaucaire lock (Rhône).

Total lowering of the upsteam gate

Net cæches after the visual count on the partially lowered gate do not permit a calibration of the method:
results vary greatly and the efficiency proportion of net catches varies from 5.lYoto 31.2% under identical exit
conditions, with â mean of l3.l7o^(Bechu et al., 1994).Therefor, it is not possible to compare the efficiency of
difFerent exit flows (0, 5, 60 mr/s;. However, it should be noted that the avq,rage number of shad netted
upstreap (31.6 shad for 5 sluicurgs) with a fully open gate and a flow of 5 mr/s is around three times the
average number of shads netted with a partially lowered gate (11.5 shad for 8 sluicings), expenmental
conditions at neEing sites were similar.

Species could nd be identified by echosoundings (Joufte, 1995).Nevertheless, the vertical sounder revealed
two preferred migration depths: between 0.7 and 1.7 meter, and between 2.7 and 4.7 meters.

There is a good linear correlation (r>0.8), for the vertical and the horizontal sounders (22" and I lo), between
the number of recorded echos (Figure 9); this is not true for the 7o sounder (Joufte, 1995).
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Figure 9: Correlation b€tween the number ofrecorded echos and the number oflish counted at the
Beaucaire lock (Rhône) - (Jouffre, 1995).
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This relation gives an acurate estimate of the total number of fish migraturg durrng a total lowering.

Finally, it appears that almost half of the echos are recorded during the first -5 minutes of the total lowenng
operation, lasting a total of 20 minutes. After 5 minutes, the number of echos varies, for equal time laps,
between 5Yo and l lolo with a slight increasing trend after l5 minutes (Figure l0) (Joufte, 1995).

o .  æ r  t .  æ t  r o r  r t  l r lù u 
,#.-..i1-r-"r,.0",.'J. 

'* 'a

Figure 10: Temporal evolution ofthe number ofechos during the total lowering ofthe upstream gate at
the Beaucaire lock (Rhône) (Jouffre' 1995).

MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS

The Beaucaire navigation lock could become an efficient device to facilitate the migration of shads when the
Rhône discharge is lower than the minimum turbine flow required at the generating station.

Management of the lock requires a particular and well adapted opeftfiion : indeed, the current equipment must
be adjusted, particularly the filling sluice, and the entry and exit phases must be automated and time-
separated.

Lock entry

A 60 m3/s flow value is sufficient to attract shads from downstream of the lock into the lock chamber. The
apparent lack of influence of the attraction flow duration suggests that the attraction flow is efficient on shads
locatednearthe lock.

l,ock exit

The partial lowering of the upstream gate allows the passage and the visual monitoring.of the migration and of
the efficiency of the technique.However this technique is less efficient, for a 5 mr /s flow, than a tdal
lowering; also it cannot be reproduced at upstrqrm locks with honzontally sliding gates. Therefore, it appears
preferable to use total lowerrng.

The problem associated with the exit flow value (0, 5, 60 m3/s) has to be solved: echosounding may provide
elements of a solution if it is demonstrated that the echos recorded at separate depth strata correspond to two
different species, shad an mullet. While waiting for a quantitative tool, it has been demonstrated that passages
occur at a 5 m'/s flow. The exact exit duration will have to be eventually clarified.

6
3 o

É æ
z

Management rules

With the current state of knowledge and field experience, the
minimum of two and a maximum of five in order to answer the

number of daily sluicings is established at a
fleeting aspect of the migration. Current rules
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recommand a routine attraction flow of 60 m3/s.dunng 20 minutes for lock entry and a complete lowering of
the upstream gate with an attraction flow of 5 rn3/, fo, lock exit.

These rules will be improved upon as additional data become available. ln particular, we should harmonize the
number of sluicings with tlre importance of the nrigration.
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ABSTRACT

The flow structure of stream-type fishways are discussed with numerical analysis. As typical examples. (i)
standard Denil f ishway, (i i) superactive-type bottom baffle fishway and (i i i) Alaska sreeppass are discussed in
the same framework. The stream-type fischway has a rectangular flume with closely spaced fins. The flow is
three-dimensional. and locally varied particularly downstream of f ins. Hence. previously the design of
fishways depended upon experience and model or prototype tests.

In this paper, the authors believe that the function of f ishway is brought about by the longitudinally averaged
flow structure: a special depth-discharge relation, a pair of cellular motion and the subsequent peculiar cross
sectional velocity distribution. If the flow can be treated by longitudinally averaged version, comparatively
easy analysis is possible. If the presence of f ins is represenred by adding the term of drag, which is
longitudinally averaged, the complicated boundary of f low due to the existence of f ins need nor to be
considered. Only the side walls and the bottom are soliri boundaries of f low.

If the fins are vertical and perpendicular to the side walls, they play only as a cause of resistance. However,
fins in stream-type fishways are obliquely arranged, not vertical. not perpendicular to the side wall. The
interval, height and angles to represent oblique arrangement define a tvpe of f ishways. If the fins are
obliquely arranged. the drag has other components beside the longitudinal one. They induces a secondary
fluid motion. Particularly, previous fishways are designed to bring about a pair of cellular motion which
causes the efficient velocity distribution for f ish migration.

The present numerical analysis provides the primary velocity distribution, secondary flow vector distribution
and the depth-discharge relation. Thus, the present method is a powerful means to design more efficient
fishways easily. In calculation, some numerical parameters should be determined empirically, and thus, more
systematic comparisons of the calculation and flume tests are necessary.

KEY-WORDS : Fishu,av hydraulics / Denil f ishways / Alaska steeppass / Superactive-rype bottom baffle /
Numerical analysis / k-e model / Cellular morion
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INTRODUCTION

Fishways are constructed to enable fishes to overcome obstructions such as rveirs in rivers to their migrations.
Fishways are classified into three groups : (i) stream-type; (i i) verrical slot f ishways; and (i i i) pool and weir.
The stream type is often called "Denil fishway," which has essentially a srraight recrangular flume with closely
spaced fins (baffles or vanes) on the bottom and/or side walls. These fins are arranged to keep proper depth
and to bring about. proper flow pattem for fishes. Among many types of this rype of fishways, the tbllowing
three (see Fig.l) are common: (a) standard Denil; (b) superacrive-type bottom baffle fishway; and 1c; "Alaska
steeppass". ln the following, Denil is to imply a standard Denil.

In stream-type fishways, the flow is controlled by fins or baffles on the bottom and/or side walls. These at first
bring about higher hydraulic resistance to keep the depth. The fins are orienred in oblique manner ro the
longitudinal axis, and they changes the flow pattern. The flow without f ins is driven by the longitudinal
component of the gravity, and the vertical f ins arranged perpendicular to the longitudinal axis simply act as
resistance. However, if tins are ananged in oblique manner, they bring venical and/or transverse forces on the
fluid to drive the secondary motion.

For example, the velocity profile at the centerline of a standard Denil fishway is rather linear. where rhe range
of velocity is wide and the zone with some velocity has equal ratio to rhe total depth. Such a tlorv
characteristic is caused mainly by cellular morion driven by oblique fins on the side u,alls (which brings
downward force to the fluid near the side walls), and the upward morion along rhe centerline brings a l inear
profi le of the primary velocity. In case of superactive-rype fishway, oblique fins on rhe botrom (V-type
arangement) produce a pair of cellular motion and the downward current along the centerline brings a
peculiar profile of primary velocity, where the surface flow is retarded. Such a flow is suitable for passage of
boats. Additionally, the surface flow concentrates to the center by the pair of cellular motion to avoid
collision of a boat with the side walls. The flow with "Alaska steeppass" is more complicated.

Fig.l: Stream-type fishways
(a) Denil, (b) Superactive-type bottom baffles and (c) Alaska steeppass

Most of efforts in hydraulics of f ishways were conducted by laboratory experiments (Katopodis, 1982;
Rajaratnum and Katopodis, 1984; Larnier, 1992), and one has to conduct hydraulic model test to design
fishways though a simple design manual have been proposed. However, if one would employ a new geomerry
of fishway to improve the flow structure or the depth-discharge relation, such a manual does not work and one
must repeat enonnous hydraulic model tests. In this study, the essential mechanism for fishway with some
devices to bring proper velocity profile is investigated, and numerical model to describe it is proposed. One
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can reasonably change the geometry of stardard design of f ishways or look for new types of srrream-type
fishways by consulting numerical analyses based on rhe present srud)'.

The conventional f ishways, not only steam type but also vertical slots and pool and weir. are artif icially
prepared part of rivers which has a fuction to help migration of fishes. Horvever, recent needs may be ro look
for more natural fishway, and then the flow in a stream sould be conrroled b1, more natural nrarerails such as
stones, vegetation and so on instead of artif icial f ins. The concept and method of this stud_t'uould help to
design such a flow-structure control of a stream to improve more general fish habitat (Tsujimoto, 1996).

SECONDARY CURRENT CONTROL BY SKEWED ARRANGEMENTS OF FINS

The hydrodynamic drag force acts on a fin, and it is vertical to the face of the fin if the friction is negligible.
If the streamline near the fin is negligible, only the drag which acts on the fin verrically to its face is
significant. Then, it reacts on the fluid, and it drives the secondary current. Fig.2 shows some basic
arrangements of f ins in oblique manner, where x,.r '.:=longitudinal, vertical and transverse direction. Fig.2(a)
shows fins vertically arranged but with angle 0 in the -r-z plane. and the drag force has the rransverse
component Dy besides the longitudinal one D1. Fig.2(b) shorvs fins vertically arran-sed on a side wall with
angle gin thex-,v plane, and the drag force has the vertical component D. besides D*. Fins shown in Fig.2(c)
has angles (0, rp) both in the x-z and x--r' planes. and the drag force has three componenrs. These componenrs
of the drag are written as follows:

Dx= Dsin0sin ç ; D r-= -Dsin0cosg ; Dz= -Dcosd sing

I
2t = )Cp plusin ft in g - Vsin ft os g - Wcos gsin g).',{ U2 +V2+l/V2. K

in which D=amplitude of drag force; (U, V, W)=l6ngiludinal, vertical and transverse components of t ime-
average velocity; CD=drag coefficient of a fin, K=height of fin: and p=mass density of warer.

Fins are ananged in some spacing in fishways. In this study, the local flow behavior near fins are neglected,
but we focus the longitudinally averaged flow field, where cellular motion is formed. The average force for
the obstacles (fins) to act on the fluid per unit mass (F*, Fy,Fr) are expressed as follows:

F^=#; Fy=#, ,,=#r

in which s=interval of fins. These forces should be added in the momentum eouation of fluid

(b) (c)

obliquely arranged on bottom or/and side wall(s)

( 3 )

Fig.2: Drag acting on f ins
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lf the additional force is taken into account, the energy loss due to the workdone by it appears. Such a loss is
the result of the process that the turbulent energy is produced and then it dissipares. Hence, the production of
turbulence energy corresponding to the workdone by the drag is considered in k- and €-equation (t=turbulent
energy; t'=dissipation rate of turbulent energy). Then, the governing equations of the flow are written as
follows after parabolic flow assumption (dimensionless version):

(4) $(or.).$ Ow.-râ+) =s0(Qr. .â#).#(
in which x*:-xlhi),*=ylh: z*=zlh; /r=depth of f low; U*=UlLl6; V*=VIIJrI1; W*=WlIJ6; Um=Cross-S€ctionally
averaged velocity; 0, /., Sq=quantity transported (non-dimension), turbulent diffusion coefficient of d (non-
dimension); production term of @ (non-dimension); and they are written as shown in Table l.

Table l :  Quanti t ies in governing equations of f low

Sqf

u*

v*

w*

k *

e4

t r . * à

,"r-* à

,"r.* +
#.+;
#.*t

*Ë 335 -.-.* *(",.#) . ${",.ffi)
- S -rr-* rÈt"r.p). #( ",-#)
- S -.,** *( "r-#). fi "r.S)
Pp*-e*+C6ç( lJ  *  F {  +V* F y*  +W* F 7*)

Ë{ a., [rk*+c6g1u*F1*+v*Fy* +w*Fr\f - ceze*l

In Table l,

(s)

(6)

in which Cp=empirical parameter.

pk *= rrr* { r [ (#)'.t$l't.tffi )' *ffi, *tff. .ffi1, ]
Pk*=dimensionless production rate of turbulent energy; P*=Pl(pU62;; p=cross-sectionally averaged
pressure; P'=pressure deviation; F**=FahlIJç12; Fy*=Fyhlus12; F7*=F.hlUm2; Cel, Ce2, ok, oe, Cfk,
Cfe=numerical parameters; k*=klg^2' e*=ghlgnJ. v7*=v7lUsfii lT=kinematic eddy viscosity; Re=IJmhlvi
tekinematic viscosity; and the kinematic eddy viscosity is related to t and e as follows:
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The above explained model was proposed for calculation of f low with cellular motion controlled by oblique
arangement of strip roughness by Tsujimoto (l995).

The numerical parameters in the model except for C6 and Cgg are determined according to the previously
proposed standard values as follows: Cp=0.09; CeFl.44: Ce2=1 .92 ok=1.0; and o6=1.3. The parameters
Cft and Cft are determined by consulting the agreements of the numerical calculation with the expenments
for f low with vegetation (Shimizu and Tsujimoto, 1994), as follows: Cfk=1.0; Cfe=1.3.

The governing equations are discretized in staggered grid with SIMPLE algorithm (patanker and Spalding,
1972). As the boundary condition, the log-law is applied at rigid boundaries (bottom and side wall1s.1), and a
condition of local balance of energy production and dissipation of rurbulence is assumed there. The
calculation provides the cross-sectional distributions of respective velocity components, Reynolds stress and
dPld-r' which provides the value of energy gradient of the flow. /g. For the time being, fishway is designed by
considering mainly the time-averaged flow structure, but the fish behavior may be affected by turbulence and
the local f low behavior. The numerical calculatron based of the present method can provide the cross-
sectional distribution of turbulence intensity (turbulent energy) though it is longitudinally averaged.

DENIL FISHIVAY

For Denil f ishway, a standard geomerry is proposed as follows: blB=0.64 (K=(B_b)12):.s=0.4-5 (.ç/K=2.5):
and yr=135o, KvlB=o.24 (see Fig.3). This is recommended by the minsistry of agriculture, forestry and
fisheries in Japan (1994), but is a little different from that after Larinier (lggz). The governing equarrons are
made dimensionless by the depth â and the discharge (UmBh). Thus, the calculations were conducted with
changing the value of â/B under the condition of the constant Revnolds number (discharge).
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Ë l 5 r
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0 . 4  0 6  0 . 8  1 . 0  1 . 2
U / U ' M

Fig.3: Dimensions of Denil  f ishwav Fig.4: Vert ical prof i le of primarv velocity
along centerl ine

The calculated results are shown as the vertical profi le of the primary velocity at the centerline U(_t.,), the
isovels of the primary velocity U(1 ,z), and the vector expression of secondary flow components (y, w) in
Figs.4, 5 and 6, respectively. In the figures, Um'=velociry ar the point 25Vo depth below the water surface
along the centerline; )=distance measured from the bottom; ,r.,=height measured from the top of the fin; and
d=depth measured from the top of the fin. The drag coefficient of the fins, Cp, is nor known partrcularly for
rapid flow with closely spaced situation and it would be treated as an empirical parameter in the mean time.
When fins are regarded independent each other, Cp is the order of 1.0, and the demonstrated results shown in

' I rRorutvrEw SIDE VIEW o.?
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this chapter were obtained by assuming this value. The structure of the flow field is well described by the

present analysis. Particularly, the velocity profi le in Fig.6 demonstrates a l inear profi le to provide wide range

of the velocity and equal chance for respective favorite velocity for species of f ish. On the contrary. the

calculated energy gradient is too small compared with the experimental data (1982). The calculated velocity

gradient in Fig.6 is also smaller than the Katopodis's data (1982). It might be caused by poor estitnation of

the drag coefficient. It might be much larger thrn the assumed value. In order to obtain more reasonable

estimation of the drag coefficient, it is necessary to measure the force acting on the fin drrectly. Furthermore.

the cross-sectional distribution of the turbulent energy (k-u2+v2+w2' (s,v.n,)=r'elocity f luctuation but

longitudilally averaged) is shown in Fig.7.
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SUPERACTIVE.TYPE BOTTOM BAFFLES FISHWAY

The standard geometry of superactive-type bottom baffles fishway (Larinier, 1992; Ministry of agrictulture,
forestry and fisheries, 1994) is as follows (see Fig.S): slK=2.60', BIK=6.0,9=l-50o. The center zone of the
width Bl2 has V-type arangement of baffles (fins), and the zones near the side walls 18/4 respectively). the fins
are perpendicular to the walls ("wall zone").

The calculations were conducted by changing the ratio of the flow depth to the width. The calculated
results are shown as the vertical profi le of the primary velocity at the cenrerline U(-v'), the isovels of the
pr imaryveloc i ty  UQ,z) ,  andthevectorexpressionof  secondaryf lowcomponents(y, !V) inFigs.9,  l0and l l ,
respectively. As shown in Fig.l0, the surface flow along the centerline is retarded and it brings an advantage
for passage of boats with the fact that the cellular motion concentrates the surface flow at the centerline as seen
from Fig. l l .
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There is a slower flow region near the side walls for a stream with "wall zones" as seen from Fig.g. Without
perpendicular arrangement of fins near the side walls (without wall zone), such a fact never appear (see
Fig.l2). In the calculation, the drag coefficient has been assumed to be 10.0, and the calculated results have
been able to explain the relation of the discharge and the depth (resistance relation), as shown in Fig.l2
(comparison with the curve given by Larinier (1992)).
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ALASKA STEEPPASS FISHWAY

The standard Alaska steeppass fishwal has
agriculture, forestry and fisheries, 1994):
Kylb=O.357.

Fishways, By-pass structures - B85l

the fo l lowing standard geomerry (see Fig. l4 ;  Min isrry  of
B /à=1 .58  1K=(B-b )12 ;  K IB=  0 .18 ) ;  s /â=0 .71 -5  1 . r /K -2 .51  ) :
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Fig.l5: Isovels of primary velocity in cross section of f low over Alaska steeppâss

The calculations were conducted by changing the ratio of the flow depth to the width. The calculated results
are shown as the vertical profi le of the primary velocity at the centerline U(-y'), the isovels of the primary
velocity U(1,,2), and the vector expression of secondary flow components (y, W) in Figs.l5, l6 and 17,
respectively. In case of Alaska steeppass fishways, a pair of cellular motion also appears, and the downrvard
flow appears along the centerline, and the velocity near the bottom at the center l ine is comparatively high.
The flow pattern is somehow similar to the flow over superactive-type bottom baffles. The faster flow appears
near the bottom along the centerline, and it is intended to be used by bigger fishes. The vertical profite of the
primary velocity is peculiar and quantitatively consistent to the measured one by Katopodis (1982) though the
velocity gradient (negative) is slightly overestimated. lt must depend on the evaluation of the drag coefficienr.
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In order to compare the experimental data and the calculared results and particularly to investisatc the drag

coefficient of the fin, hydraulic model of Alaska steeppass was made tFig.lT in which scalc is shown in cm).

And, the velocity measurements were conducted by using an electromagnetic current meter. lt has a c1'l inder
type probe of which diameter is 4mm, and depending on the orientation arbitrary two components ol velocity

can be measured simultaneously. The calculated and experimental results on the isovels of the primar;"

velocity and the velocity vector are compared in Figs.lS and 19, respectively. The shaded area in the figure

to show the calculated results implies the region where the velocity measurements were carried out. The

experimental and the calculated results show a good agreement qualitatively.
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Fig.l9: Comparison of velocity vector of steeppass fishwal between measurements and calculation

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, numerical analysis based on k-e turbulence model is applied ro flows in stream-type fishways:
Denil type, superactive-type bottom baffles and Alaska steeppass. In these fishways, the hydraulic resisrance
and cellular motion are controlled by obliquely arranged fins (or baffles;, and the effect of fins are idealized
by adding the term of the drag and the production of turbulent energy corresponding to the workdone by the
drag to solve the longitudinally averaged turbulent flow characteristics. The present model can describe the
outline of the flow behavior. However, the depth-discharge relation strongly depends on the estimation of the
drag coefficient including the sheltering effects. The more local behavior of the flow near fins and the
hydrodynamic forces acting upon the fins should be studied in order to obtain more reliable prediction of the
flow in various types of fishways by numerical analysis on rhe present model.

Furthremore, the present method to analyze the flow structure can be applied to evaluate fish habitat from the
view point of micro structure of f low such as cellular motion (Tsujimoto, 1996). On the other hand,
approaches only from the hydraulics cannot clarify the preference of organisms. Cellular motion and
fluctuation might play a role of trigger for the action of organisms. Such an aspect should be investigated by
corporation of biologists and hydraulic reserachers.
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ABSTRACT

Over seventy percent ofthe surface area ofJapan is mountainous and the vast majority ofthe people and properties
are concentrated in the narrow plains. Rainfall in Japan quickly turns into discharge which may descend rtn and
flood the plains to cause vast amounts of damage. The Nobi Plain, through which the Nagara River florvs. has
always been a particularly flood-prone area. Recently 3.500 houses were severely damaged when the dykes on the
Nagara River breached in 

.l976. 
The implementation of higher level of flood control measures is urgent.

The major purposes of the Nagara River Estuary Barrage, which was completed in March 1995, are to prorecr the
local residents of the flood-prone area along the river from repetitious flood disasters as well as to develop a new
and stable water resources in this area which includes Nagoya, the third largest city in Japan.

Prior to the implementation of the banage construction project, an intensive environmental impact study had been
conducted with the participation of about 90 academics (KST: Kisosansen Survey Team) over a period of four
years between 1963 and 1966, which was followed by many other surveys and studies. Based on the results
obtained from these studies, two types of fishways, called the lock-type fishway and fishladder with guide florv
were to be constructed to provide fish in the river with means of travell ing up and down the river. Further
environmental impact studies had been conducted since then, and the results confirmed the need of an additional
naturally shaped fishway. This naturally shaped fishway is called "Seseragi Gyodo" in Japanese, in which
"Seseragi" means a brooklet.

The naturally shaped fishway of approximately 320 m long and l5 m wide (water surface width 3 m) was
constructed on the overflow-type levee on the right-bank side of the Banage. The fishway produces a near-natural
stream to help a variety of fish ascend the river. Many other considerations are given to aquatic biota in the river.
The fishway is designed to have an easy gradient of l/110 (average), riffles and pools are alternately arranged in
the fishway filled with cobbles to produce different depths and velocities. It is also meandered to provide fish with
resting spots and refuges. Furthermore, at the intake of the fishway, four rubber weirs are constructed to cope with
the water level fluctuations.

This paper describes the design of the naturally shaped fishway, hydraulic model testing, hydraulics of the
completed fishway, as well as the present state of various aquatic biota travelling up the fishway.

KEY WORDS: Estuary Barrage / Naturally-shaped Fishway / Guide-flow Fishway / Lock-type Fishway /
Hydraulic Model Test / Migratory Fish / Demersal Fish / Diverse Velocity / Rubber Gare / Fish Migration Survey
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r. THE FISHWAYS OF THE NAGARA RIVER ESTUARY BARRAGE

l.l Target Fish Species

Important fish species in the Nagara River are migratory species of fish such as ayu (pleco,g/osszs attivelis) and
satsukimasu salmon (oncorhynchus nasoul). When constructing the Nagara River Estuaiy Barrage, fishwa.v-s
were installed in order to minimize as far as possible the effect of the barrage on such migratory fish. Guide-flow
fishways and lock-type fishways were installed on both the right and left banks of the barrage. in addition. on the
right bank a newly-designed naturally-shaped fîshway was consrructed.

Past environmental surveys have found 104 species of fish and 48 species of crustaceans in the lower reaches of
the Nagara River (from the estuary up to the 30.2 km-point). According ro their habitat, the fish can be classified
into freshwater fish, migratory fish, fish dwelling in brackish waters, and coastal fish. The species inhabiting
brackish or coastal waters can survive without travelling upstream, and it was judged that the construction of the
estuary barrage would have little effect on these species. Also the freshwarer fish, which spend their entire 1ives in
fresh waters, are not thought to be affected much by the construction of the estuarv barrage.

Migratory fish in the lower reaches of the Nagara River, meanwhile, have been confrrmed to include anadromous
fish, such as the satsukimasu salmon and salangid (Salangichthys nticrodon), that mature in the sea and climb up
the river to spawn' catadromous frsh, such as eels, that mature in the river and descend the river to spawn in the
sea' and fish that have the properties of both, such as ayu and small-spawn common sculpin. rvhich hatch in
freshwater but immediately descend to the sea, and climb back up the river to mature and spawn. An exanrple of a
fluvial crustacean with a migrant life-cycle is the mokuzugani crab (Erischeir japonicus).

At the Nagara River Estuary Banage, fishway structures were thus primarily designed taking into account migrant
aquatic biota such as ayu' satsukimasu salmon, as well as small-spawn common sculpin (Cottus polluti),four-spine
sculpin (Conus kazika), and mokuzugani crab.

1.2 Fishway Positions

Based on suggestions from the Kisosansen Survey Team (KST) mentioned above, a lock-type fishway and a guide-
flow fishway were installed on the banks, anà in addition a naturally-shaped fishway was installed on the
overflow-type levee of the right bank. The guide flow channel of ttre guide-flow fishway on the left bank was fitted
with a I m-wide denil fishway, and cobbles were used for the right-hùo nrn ladder on ihe right bank.

In total, the 30 m-wide lock-type fishway and the 9 m-wide guide-flow fishway on rhe left bank, plus the 15 m-
wide lock-type fishway' 7 m-wide guide-flow fishway, and l5 m-wide naturally-shaped fishway on the right bank,
amount to a width of 8l m, equivalent to approximately l27o of the river width of 661 m under normal conditions(Figure l).

2. DESIGN POLICY FOR THE NATURALLY.SHAPED FISHWAY AND THE STRUCTURE THEREOF

A naturally-shaped fishway involves the positioning of cobbles and boulders on the channel bed, thereby
diversifying the flow within the channel, and creating varying flow velocities. Naturally-shaped fishways thus
mimic conditions generally observed in brooklets in narure. Such a narurally-shaped fishway was installed in the
overflow-type levee on the right bank of the Nagara River Estuary Barrage. As the flow in this fishway is indeed
similar to that of a mountain river flow in nature, this fishway can be utilized by a variety of aqua[ic species, such
as small fish that are not powerful swimmers, such as demersal fish, shrimp, crabs, such as the rnokuzugani crab,
as well as relatively powerful swimmers, such as ayu. (photograph I )
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Figure l: The lishways of the Nagara River Estuary Barrage and their locations
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Photograph l: Naturally-shaped fishway
viewed from upstream

Photograph 2: Rubber gates
(upstream end of Frshway)

The following considerations were taken into account when designing the naturally-shaped fishway.

l) The width should be 3-9 m in total and 3 m for the watercourse, owing to limits on the amount of space
available on the overflow-type levee.

2) The mean gradient of the naturally-shaped fishway was set at l/110. Additionally, in order to uphold the
impression of riffles flows, the duration of channel submergence was kept to a minimum by designing the
vertical gradient so that the average tide level lies in the vicinity ofthe guide flow channel's ourler.

3) The velocity and depth should allow upstream travel by biota with less powerful swimming capabilities, such
as demersal fish; the velocity should thus be around 0.3 m/s, and the depth around 0.3 m.

:,:llsll:,.
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Figure 2: The naturally-shaped fishway

The transverse cross-section chosen for the watercourse was triangular. as this will enable continuous changes
in water depth and gentle changes in velocities.

The longitudinal cross-section was such that riffles and pools - which serve as resting places for the fish -
altemate.

To allow upstream migration of demersal fish, shrimp, crabs, and eel, cobbles were loosely spread on the floor
of the watercourse, allowing diverse velocities to exist.

Boulders should be positioned as appropriate, to provide rest areas and refuges. Raising the roughness
coefficient also helps to control flow discharge and water depth.

In order to cope with fluctuating water levels upstream (T.P. +l.3-O.3 m), exits (with rubber gates to allow full
closure or full opening) were positioned in four levels, allowing the flow discharge to be adjusted to a velocity
and water depth suited to upstream migration (Photograph 2).

The elevation of the entrance to the fishway shall be at lowest tide level, to allow upstream migration even at
minimum tide T.P. -1.5 m.

l0)Naturally-shaped fishway is shallower compared to other fishways, and hence predators such as birds are
expected to prey on the fish in the fishway. Therefore bird-guard concrete blocks should be installed to provide
places of refuge for the fish. Figure 2 shows the naturally-shaped fishway.

3. HYDRAT]LIC MODEL TESTING

Hydraulic model tests were carried out in order to gain advance understanding of the flow conditions in the
naturally-shaped fishway. Figure 3 shows an example of velocity distribution, and flow conditions at a typical
cross s€ction can be summarized as follows:

' In Section A-A, at which the flow is fastest, the slowest velocity is 0.zl-0.6 m/s, surpassing the goal of 0.3 m/s
- hqwsvsl, suffrcient rest can be obtained at portions of slow currenq such as behind boulders or in-between
loose cobbles. In section C-C, where the water depth increases, the flow is gentle, at only 0.1 m/s. It was thus
determined that flow conditions would be suitable for upstream migration even by species that are less powerful
swimmers, such as demersal fish.

ilcohydrautique 2N0, juin 1996, Québec
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Section between Nos.2 and 3

Figure 3: Velocity distribution (within naturally-shaped fishway) in hydraulic model testing
(gradient l/110, discharge: 0.5 mrA)
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Figure 4: Velocity observations u'ithin completed fishrvay

4. FLOW CONDITIONS IN THE COMPLETED FISHWAY

Veloc i t ies  were  measured in  o rder  to  ver i f ; ,  f low cond i t ions  in  the  comple ted  na tura l l v -shaped f i shu ,ay , .
Measurements were carr ied out at the four sections shown in Figure 2. As -given in Figure 4, the velocity at an
average florv volume of 0.83 m]/s was l2-75 cnt/s, demonstrating both the presence of zones rvith slow velocity
and the diversity in the f low condit ions.

5. MIGRATION OF AQUATIC BIOTA

Herewith fol lows an outl ine of the results from a survev conducted at the l ishway Apri l  throueh May in 199-5, after
the completion of the barrage, to study the state of fish migratiorr.

5.1 Visual Observation

Visual observations involved countin-9 the number of mierating ayu fry at thc upper end of each f ishrvay. by
altemately counting for l0 minutes and resting f<rr ten minutes, from sunup to sundown. I t  was t i tund that over a
per iodof  36days in  l995approx imate ly320,000 l l shsrvamby; '74a/c  o f  ayu f ryusedthenatura l l y -sh : . rped l i shway.
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Photograph 3: Migrating ayu fry Photograph 4: Snrall trap

The body length of the ayu in this season was arouncl -5-10 cm; ayu of this size swim ar 40-80 cnr,s. and can
momentar i ly  manage maximum speeds (burst ing speeds)  of  150 cmr 's-200 cmis.  Photograph 3 sho*.s avu
swimming in the naturally-shaped fishrvay. If one conrpares the actual f lorv conditions in the fishwal ancl rhc.
capabil it ies of the fish, it is evident rhat rhey can easilv srvint upsrream.

5.2 Sampling Test

Photograph 4 shows a small trap installed at the upstream portion of the fishways, in order to conducr a sampling
survey. A total of 42 species (27 species of fish, 6 species of shrimp, and 9 species of crab), such as snrall-sparvn
common sculpin, four-spine sculpin, and mokuzugani crab. were observed, proving the naturally-shapecl lishway
and the other fishways positioned at the estuary barra_ge to be functioning effectively.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Provisions were taken at the Nagara River Estuary Barrage Project to allow unhindered upstream migration by ayu
and satsukimasu salmon, as wetl as less powerful demersal fish, shrimp, and crabs. Enhanced fishrvays were
installed with the purpose of preserving ecosystems. In the migration survey carried out in 1995, the fishways ar
the estuary barrage were found to be performin-e adequately. Observations of the aquatic species will continue, in
order to help us understand the conditions surroundin-e the upstream and downstream migration of fish using the
fishways; in addition, we hope to work on establishins sate control mechanisms which are more effective in terms
of allowing aquatic biota to pass by rhe banage.
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ABSTRACT

Predicting velocity and depth of flow require knowlege the resistive properties of river channels. Most investigations of this
subject have been concentrated on llows with small-scale roughness elements, in which the size of the bed sedrment is small
compared with the depth of flow. Accordingly, flows in riffles rith protruded large-scale roughness elemenrs. such as
cobbles and boulders, have received little attention among researchers and engineers. and so far no generallr acccptable
resistance equation has been proposed for these flows. For developing the h1'draulics of rif{les and their applications to
natural-like fishway designs, research on resistace to flows with cobblesôoulders protruded and over cobbles/boulders
beds, such æ those in mountainous areas is very important. In tlus paper, computational cquations on the resistance to flon'
are newly developed from the Froude number distributions and from newh' defined roughness densiry'. In ordcr to test the
applicability and reliability of newly developed resistance equations, published experimental and field data on flou s over
and through large-scale roughness slements are used.

KEY-WORDS: Riffles / Large-scale roughness / Resistance to flow / Friction factor / Manning's roughness / Flou through
protruded boulders / Standard deviation of bed material / Relative submergence / fishway / Froude number

INTRODUCTION

In mountain river, bed material consists of gravel, cobbles and boulders, and the relative submergence. or ratio of depù.
d, to sediment size, D sa, ranges from the region of large-scale roughness, via intermediate-scale roughness, ro the region
of small-scale roughness. The regions are defined as

Large-scale roughness: d/Ds4< L.2
lntermediate-scale roughness: 1.2 < d/I)a4<4
Small-scale roughness: d/Ds4> 4

Hae, d= mean depth of flow, D*= the size of median axis of the bed material which is larger than 84% of the material.

FLO\ry RESTSTAIICE EQUATION FOR LARGE-SCALE ROUGHNESS

Previots studies have indicated that the flow resistance of large-scale roughness is related mainly to the form drag of the
elements and tlæir disposition in thc channel (Bathurst, 1978, Thompson and Campbell, 1979, Bathurst et al. l98l ). Since
the associated resistance processes are different from those for small-scale roughness, it is not possible to use the semi-
logarithmic resistance equations developed for small-scale roughness (Bathurst et al. l98l). In developing a theoretically
based resistance equation for large-scale roughness, it is necessary to start from the analysis ofthe Froude number equation
which determine the drag of individual elements, and the processes of roughness geometry and channel geometry.

Derivation of Fr Equation

From the results of Figures I and 2, the Froude number equation can be expressed as



( l )
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Fr = a cxq.lb(d/D)l

in which, Fr = the Froude number defined Fr = U/(gR)tD ( here U = mean velocity o f flow, and R = h1'draulic radius),
a andb = constants varlrng with the bed material properties and channel geomeûry. From observed data published rn the
world, it is assure that the terms of a and â would be a function of roughness size distribution, and channel geometry, so
those variations with the standard deviation of bed material distnbution, o, and water surface slope , I u'ere studied.
It is assumed that the constants of a and ô have the followine function forms:

a = fn(D

b = fn(a , I )

in which,f( ) = a function. Quantification of Eq. ( l) rvas carried out, term by term, by using observed data
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Figure 2: The relationship between Fr and d/Drr(Tromie-2 and 63.5mm)

The relationship behveen o and oô can be expressed as

( 6 )  o  ô =  e z t o

The results support the above mentioned assumption. glving

( 7 )  a = 1 . 1 8  l t n

(€ 0.2

+ Bathurst-Li-Simons,198l(63.5mm)
a Thorne-Zevenbergen,l985(Upstream)
o Thome-Zevenbergen,1985(Downstream)
. Bathurst,lg78(Cronkley B)
o Thompson-Campbell,l979(Tekapo B)
o Bathurst,1985(Tromie-2)
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Figure 3: The relationship between o and.f

Figure 3 supports this relationship. Since the function form of a was obtained, Eq. (l) can be rewritten as
/ \ / \

(8) hl  gl  =r lgl
\  a  )  \ D " )
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Generalll'. the relative submergence, (ilDil. is given b1' obsen'ed data for analyzing the term ô.

(e) n=ffi=t

In order to determine the function form of ô, at hrst. thc effect of o should be analyzed. Denoting I1 as Eq. (9). the
relationship YI anda isanalyzedbyobserveddataintheregionofl=0.007-0.02. Figure4shorvsthisrelationship.

(10 )  L l  =  l . l 8  e -o to

Using Eq. (10), Eq. (9) can be rewritten as

(u) Y2 =

; 1

h( .Fr la) = fng\
(d/Dà exp (- O.to)

v

o
+

Bathurst-Li-Simons,l  981(38. lmm)
Bathurst-Li-Simons,198l(50.8mm)
Bathurst=Li-Simons,198l(63.5mm)

Yl=1.1s ,-ïàï

a
r \ x

x Bathurst, l985(Braan)
o Bathurst,l985(lomie-2)
v Bathurst,1978(Cronkley A)
r Bathurst, l978(Cronkley B)
o Thorne-Zevenbergen,l985

1.5

0.5 L
10- l0-

o
100

Figure 4: The relationship between YI and o

Agaiq it is assumed that 12 should be a fimction of water surface slope, L Plotting the values of 12 and 1 æ Figure 5, the
following equation was obtained.

(12) Y 2  =  l . l  e s r

Using Eq. (12), Eq. (t l) can be rewritten as

(13) t'=ffi=c**ott =c

in which, c = a proportional constant. The value of c : l. I was obtained from observed data
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v Balhurst-Li-Simons,198l(38.1mm)
o Bathurst-Li-Simons,1981(50.8mm)
+ Bathurst-Li-Simons,198l(63.5mm)
x Bathurst,1985(Braan)
o Bathurst,l9S5(Iromie-2)
. Balhurst,lg78(Cronkley A, and B)

l 0 - ' 2 s 1 0 - . 2

Figure 5: The relationship between Y2 and I

CombinationofEqs. (3), (10) and (12) grves

( 1 4 )  b = c e - o s o e s s !

In order to confirm the values of c in the wide range of o/I,the relationship between c and oil was plotted in Figure 6.
From the relationship between the natural logarithm and the exponential function, and from Eqs. (l), (7). and (la), the
following equation was finally obtained.

(15) Fr = l. l8 ltn cryIc e-o.to essl (dlDàl

A comparison of observed values of Fr(obs) and values of Fr(cal) calculated by Eq. (15) is shorm in Figure 7. It rvas
confirmed that the relationship obtained is very good, and that the caiculated values do not exhibit trends awar'from the
line of perfect agreement.

Derivation of Friction Factor Eguation

The fundamental equation for flow resistance is

(16) ,ll=; =i=#,
in wh1gh, n = Manning's roughnes coeflicient, g = acceleration due to gravity, u. = the shear velocity, defrned by ,. =
(gN)"'. Substitutrng Eq. (15) in Eq. (16), the following equation is obtained.

3

iz

I

(17)

Then, the equation of friction factor,f ,becomes
(1s) 1= 53s opt-2 c e-0'3o e3'51 çanSl

g = 
^l 

9 = l. l8 oç [c c 
-o'to 

e t 'sr 
@lr ùù)u .  \ , f
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Thestandarddeviations, o,rand arrindicatedinthe noteof Table I aredefinedas

( le)

(20)

,,,=;*[fr)
""='*[l)

x Bathurst. l985
o Thompson-Campbell,1979(Tekapo B)
r Bathurst,1978(Whiddybank)
r Bathurst,l978(Cronkley A, and B)
o Thorne-Zævenbergen,1985
+ Bathurst-Li-Simons,198l(63.5mm)
o Bathurst-Li-Simons,l98l(50.8mm)
v Bathurst-Li-Simons,l98l(38.lmm)

0.5 I 5 r0 50 100
ofl

Figure 6: Distribution ofproportional constant c

+
A

o
o

Bathurst,l978
Thompson-Campbell,l 979
Thorne-Zcvenbergen, I 985
Bathunt,1985 o

qoo

A
^ o

e.)
Yooa, o

o o
oo o

v

o
o

oË
Bathurst, ct al,l98l0=0.02)
Bathurst, ct al,l981(l=0.05)
Bathurst, ct al,198l(l=0.08)

Fr(cal)

Figure 7: The relationship between observed values oI Fr(obs) and predicted vùaes o1 Fr(cal)

A comparison of observed values of (8/)12 and values predicted by Eq. (17), thc cquations of Bathuist; Li and Simons
(1981), Thompson and Campbell (1979), Kellerhals (1970), and Hey (1979: small-scale roughness equation) is shown in
Table l, based on the river data of Bathurst (1978). In ttris limited test, Eq. (17) gives good predictions.

ilcolrydraultque 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Table l: Comparison of observed and predicted values of (E/f)ln using data
from Upper River Tees, UK (Bathurst, 1987)

Site
( l )

Dis-
charge

tn
cubic

meters
per

second
(2)

Rela-
tive
sub-
mer-
gence

wDso
(3)

Relative
sub-
mer-
gence

ilr.
(4)

ob-
served
value

of
(8tf)"

(s)

This
equa-
tion

Eq(17)

(6)

Bathurst,
Li

and
Simons

(7)

Thompson
and

Campbell

(8)

Kell-
erhals

(e)

Hey

(10)

Whiddy-
bank*

0.90
3.90
7.20

0.73
1.34
1.77

0.452
0.948
l . 1 6 9

2 . t 8
3 .07
3.50

1 . 8 0
2.94
3 .55

1.83
2 .8 r
3.34

0.61
2.07
2.83

1.54
2.28
2.68

0.77
2.23
2.92

Cronkley
A

1.37
4.00
7.  l0

t .02
1.36
1.65

0.468
0 .888
0.905

1.60
2 5 0
3 .  l 8

2.02
2.80
2 7 9

t .s2
2 . t6
2.65

1.36
2 . 1 0
2.62

L59
2 . t 3
2.44

1 .74
a  a 1

2 .95

Cronkley
B

l .  l 0
4.00
7 . t 0

1 .09
| . 7 9
2 . 1 7

0.739
t .012
1 . 3 3 1

2.35
J . J  J
A a a

2.36
3.20
Â 1 1

1 . 8 9
2 .86
J . J Ù

1.53
2.86
5 5 v

2.08
2.79
J . Z )

l .  l 9
3 . 4 1
3 n 8

i N o t e  ô = o r r / o , r < 0 . 8 5

Figure 8 shows the relationship between observed values of U;a. (obs) urd prdicted values of Uuu. (cal) by'Eq ( l7).

+ Bathurst,1978
a Thompson-Campbell,l979
o Thorne-Zcvcnbergen,l9S5
o Bathurst,l985

o o

oo o94&on '
0  / 8  0 -

qr+

+ 7 v ^
{ * "  v  Bâ thu rs t , c t a l , l g8 l ( l =0 .02 ), + d

o oi " o Bathurst,et al,l981(l=0.05)
o Barhursr,et a1,1981(l=0.08)

' 
uÂ.(."t) 

6 8

Figure 8: The relationship between observed value of U/u ,(obs) and predicted values of U/u.(cal)

Derivation of Manning's Roughness Coefficient Equation

From Eqs. (16) and (17), the equation ofManning's roughness coefficient can be expressed as

(z t )  n=0. t47 + t+ l "o*1-  c  e-oso es 's l1dtD) l
tE  \D" )

Acomparisonofobservedvaluæof n(obs) of Maruring'sroughnesscoeffrcientandvalues of n(cal) predictedbyEq. (2 l)
is shown in figure 9, based on river data ofThorne and Zevenbergen (1985).
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o. t2
Thorne-Zevcnbergen,l 985

^ Upstream
v Downsaream

0.06 0.08 0.1 o.12
n(cal)

Figure 9: The relationship between observed values of n@bsl and predicted values of n@al)

Derivation of Roughness Density Equation

Direct Observation of Roughness Density
Considering the case in wluch the river flow has boulders protruded on the rvater-surface for a given florv discharge. the
total area, u4, , ofboulders prouuded on the waær-surface, can be expressed b-v counting the number N of boulders protruded
on the water-surface in the predetermined measuring area, A.

0.1

Ê 0.08

(22\ "D ; l
4 )

inwhiclr, i indicaûes ith boulder in the measuring area, A, and D, = the diameter of portion protruded on the water-surface.
The roughness density, Rr, defined as

(23)  ^ r=L

n

A r = E
, r t

- g=2.9 .l ooj

" M 5 " M 8
o M 6 o M 9

. M l l o M 7 0 M l o

lo-r 2 s loo
R.d

Figure l0: The relationship between the friction lactor,î, and roughness density, R,
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Since the roughness density indicates an area ratio ofthe exposed roughnes elements to an area ofbedl, /?, is a non-

dimensional number ranglng from zero to tulity.

Derivation of Roughness Density Equation
From the eperimental data (Miyamoto et al. 1995), the relationship between the friction factor, f , and roughness densiq'.

,Qr, is obtained. Figure l0 shorvs this relationship.

I  = 2.e R)'

Equating Eqs. (18) nd (24), and rearranging, the equation for predicting the roughness densitl', Rr, is obtained

Ra= 3.9: c'pt- 4 c e-oro 
"ss 6toSl

Derivation of Pachng Coeffcient
Roughness elements of observed data (Ms-Ml l) on roughness density. Rr, by Miyamoto et al. ( 1995) are do not closelv

packed by three types of concrete sphere elements, so that a packing coefficient has to be introduced into Eq. (25 ) Table

2 shows bcd-maærial data of M5-Ml l, in utrich ,lu = basal roughness concentration. The basal roughness concentration

is defined as Eq. (26).

Table 2: Bed-material data

(24\

(2s)

l bNo Dso
(m)

Dr.
(m)

M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
Mt0
Ml1

0.  l3
0 .  l4
0. 14
0. l3
0.08
0.08
0.08

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.  l6
0 .  l6
0. l6

0 . 1  8 7
0 . 1 5 5
0.155
0 . 1 8 7
0.301
0.301
0.301

0.409
0.273
0.204
0.409
0.498
0.498
0.498

*n , ,(26)

Values of Dro and Dro were determined by total element numbers installed to the experimental channel-bed

L t =

in whiclL ly'o,: total basal area of bed elernents (spheres) installed on the bed, and Au"o: predetermined channel bed area

(plan area). For natural rivers, the value of ,1, becomes unity. On the other hand, for naturally shaped channels, such as

Ramp Fishways having boulders dipersedly installed, the value of ,1, takes a value in the range of ).t<l 0 As shown in

Table 3, the computaion of IJ on observed data (M5-Ml l; Miyamoto et al.(1995)) were conducted for obtaining a

packing coeficien! e. Since 4c : 4.4,values of 13 were divided by 4.4. The relationship between the packing coeficient,

e, and the basal roughness concentration, À5, was derived from Table 3.

(27) e  = 2 . 2 g  e - o n l '

In Eq. (27), when the value of l, is unity, the packing coefficient becomes e = 1.0. Figure I I shows this relationship

Au
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Table 3: Relationship between basal roughness concentration, 16, and packing coefficient, e

No I , Y3 e=Y314.4

M5 0.409 7.266
M6 0.273 7.920
M7 0.204 8.471
M8 0.409 7.3t0
M9 0.498 6.518
M10 0.498 6.606
Mll  0.498 6.720

Note: 4c=4.4

Introducrng the packing coefficient, q into Eq. (25), the euation of R, becomes

(2s)  Àa= 3.93 cxp [ -  4 .4 E e-oro esr  gto) l

In order ùo quantifi the function of Eq. (28). the roughness density, rR, , rvas plotted agarnst X. The variable X is denoted
by Eq. (29).

( 2 9 )  X = e e - o t o e ' s l @ l D à

Plotted results are shoun in Figure I 2. Frm Eq. (29). Eq. (28) can be expressed as

(30 )  R t=3 .93  e - t+ r

Miyamoto, ct a1,1995
+ M 5
A M 6
o M 7
o M 8
v M 9
o  M lo
o  M l l

€-- --R,.r.

o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Â 6

Figure I I : The relationship between the packing coefficient, e , and the basal roughness concentration, lo

Also, thepackingcoef f rc ient ,e, is innoducedintoEqs.(17) , (18) ,and(21) .  Forexample.Eq.(17)ofU/u.canbe
expressed as

(31)

Generally speaking, it can be seen that the data points lie about one line for each run.
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Miyamoto, cl al, l995
+ M 5
ô M 6
o M 7
o M 8
e M 9
o  M t O
o  M l l

E

o  X =  e c { r " c 5 r l ( d / D s )

ô
Ra = 3.93 c{'x

0.5 I 1.5 2
X

Figure 12: The relationship between the roughness density, tR' and X

When pertinent data on R, is supplied by field observation, the friction factor, f , would be predicted by the fotlorvurg
equation. Equations for Fr and r also can be obtarned from Eqs. ( 16) and (3 I ).

(32)

(33)

(34)

i=,8= r 66 R;r'.

Fr = 1.66 I'o Ri' ' '

"=#,(u:)'""t

ADJUSTMENT METHOD OF D S1

When ô -- os/ota < 0.85 , it is needed to adjust the value of Dro. Tentativelv obtained adjusunent equation is

(35)  Drnu =Dr l  (1 +1.4 logô)

If the size distribution of sampling sediment data obeys theoretically to a log-normal distribution with a standard deviation
of o, the value of d will be unity. So that, in this case Eq. (35) gives Dro"= Dro.

APPLICATIONS TO FISIIWAYS

Using the research results of resistance to flow with boulder protruded bed, ( I )design boulders protruded naturally-
shaped fishway and (2) design ramp fishway.
( l) Design of Naturalll'-Shaped Fishwa], Design conditions are as follows: Fishway slope 1= 0.01, design florv depth
d:0.35m, fishway rvidth I = 6m, and the fishway bed should be packed by cobbles and boulders (standard deviation a
:-0. 15, boulder,size Dro = 0.5rn, and basal roughness concentration l, :1.0). Find the values of roughness density rlr,
U/u., fictionfactor f, Manning's roughness Coeflicient n, Froude number Fr, mean velosity U, and discharge p.
Solutions:
FromEq. (27), e=2.28exp(-0.82)b)= 1.0; Relativesubmergence(d/Dù=0T,andhydraulicradius R=0.312.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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From Eq. (28), R,= 3.93 exp[-,t +, t.0'e{-8-o tt l.t '  ool (0.7)] = 0.23
FromEq. (31) ,  I t /u .= l . I8  exp[ l . Ix l .0xe-08'0 r5xr t  t "o0t10.7;1 = 2.39
From Eq. (16), Fr = 1{J/u.) I0 5 = 0.24, and n = R"olgo's1lhu.)l = 0.10C
Mean velocity U = 2.39 u.:0.42nr/sec. This mean velocitv (U = 0.42m/sec) is acceptable to fishwavs lor Avu. Finall-v-,
flow discharge Q = A U = 0.882m3 rsec.
(2) Design of Ramp Fishway Design conditions are as follorvs: Fishway slope 1= 0.05. design florv depth d = 0.20m,
fishway width B = 6m, and fishway bed should be packed by cobbles and boulders uith the basal roughness
concentration lt:0.75 (standard deviation a: 0. 15, and Dro = 0.502). Find the values of e , Ro, (.11u. , Fr , n , U ,
eftdQ.
Solutions:
FromEq. (27),e= 2.28exp(0.821r)= 1.23, Relativesubmergence (d/Dà =04.andhydraulicradius R=0.19nr.
From Eq. (28), Àr= 3.93 exp[-4 4x i.23'e" t 'o tt 'et 't 'o ot{0.4;1 = 9.3 1
From Eq. (31), U/u.= l. l  8 exp[ l. l '  1.23'ea 8'0 rs'"5 5'0 0510.4;] = 2.22
From Eq. (16), Fr : 111/u.)lo 

5 = 0.50, and, = Rt'u l[g:o't 1tltr.11 = O.t I
Meanvelocity U:2.22u,=0.6Sny'sec,andfinally,f lowdischarge Q=AU=0.816m'/sec.
In the case in which the design discharge is given as a prerequisite condition, it should be noted that the trial and crror
method for obtaining a flow depth is needed.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions obtained from the results of this investigation are as follorvs:
l. Flow resistance equation for nffles in mountain rivers of large-scale roughness is newly developed.
2. It is found that the flow resistance equations is a function ofrvater-surface slope, relative submergencc. and

standard deviation of bed-material distribution.
3. In order to test the applicability and reliability of newly developed resistance equation, published experimental

and field data are used. Comparisons of observed values and predicted values show good applicabilit_v and
reliability. However, further efforts should be made to produce a more reliable {low resistance equation,
especially suitable for naturally-shaped fishway designs.

4. Expressions on the packing coefftcient, e, roughness density, R, , and basal roughness concentration, )u, are
presented.

5. AdjusUnent method of Dro for resistance computations is newly presented.
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ABSTRACT

The River Kemijoki, which runs from Northern Finland into the Baltic Sea, was one of the best salmon rircrs
in Europe. The construction ofthe Isohaara dam and hydroporver plant in 1949 blocked the river. A flsh lift
was built at the dam a couple of years later but it did not work. Simultaneously with the enlargement of tlre
power plant a new fishway was constructed in 1993. The total length of the fishway' is 230 meters and its rise
is 12.5 meters. There are two alternative entrances and both vertical slot and Denil sections in the fishlrar'.

Almost a thousand adult salmonids passed through the fishway in 1993-95. Of them, salmon (Salnto salar)
was most numerous. Almost all the salmon that entered the uppermost pool were young males rveighing l-2
kg. The trout /S. trutta) were on the average bigger with some weighing 6-7 kg. It took up to two rveeks for
the fish to swim from the tailrace into the fishway. The fish often visited the fishwa1,' several times before
they finally passed through it. Of environmental factors water temperature, headwater level, i.e. fishrval'
discharge, and discharge through the power plant explained most of the variation in numbers of salmon
passing through the fishway. On trout numbers, they had a minor effect.

In addition to adult salmon and trout, rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus ntykiss), several freshrvater fish species
and thousands of juvenile salmonids passed through the fishway. None of the migratory u,hitefish
(Coregonus lavaretus) that entered the fishway were observed in its uppermost pool. Lamprey (Latnpeto

flwiatilis) entered the fishway through its vertical slot entrance. They were not able to get further than 2-i
pools above the sea level in the first study year, as slot velocities of 1.4 m/s exceeded their srvimming
capacity. After plastic bristles were fastened into the bottom of the slots, lamprey passed through tlie 120-
meter-long vertical slot section. The Denil section in the upper part of the fishway is still an obstacle to them.

Numbers of salmon and trout that pass the Isohaara fishway are rather small mainly because of excessive
fishing. As salmon, troutand whitefish have been planted in the estuary as juveniles and smolts, most of them
may have no drive to pass the fishway. So far, the spawning and rearing habitats in the basins above the
Isohaara dam are missing as well. A project dealing with possibilities to restrict fishing, move at least a part
of the plantings above the dam, and improve fish habitats further in the river, is about to start.

KEY-WORDS: Combined fishway / Vertical slot / Denil / Fish passage / Atlantic salmon / Sea trout /
Whitefish / Lamprey / Finland
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INTRODUCTION

Overflow pool and weir fishways and vertical slot fishways are the most common fishways in Finland. Denil
fishways and fish locks have been built nly recently,. Many of the coastal fishways do not operate well. Main
reason for malfunction is lack of migrating fish entering the river or the river branch where the fishway is
situated (Karnula et al., 1992:, Saura e, al., 1992: Mikkola and Saura, 1994). In some cases, the entrance of
the fishway is not located properly (Saura el al., 1992). As a whole, the reasons for fishway inefficiencv are
similar to other Nordic countries (Romundstad, 1990; Johlander and Sjôstrand, 1993).

The River Kemijoki was one of the most productive salmon rivers in Europe. The Isohaara dam and
hydropower plant were completed close to the river mouth in 1949. This hindered the migration of Baltic
salmon (Salmo salar), sea trout (5. tuua m. nutta), whitefish (Coregonus lqvaretus) and lamprey (Lantpetra

fluviatilis) to their spawning areas further in the river. Thousands of salmonids were shoaling below the dam
after its completion. Fish were transferred above the dam and a fish lift was constructed. In ten years,
however, the anadromous fish stocks of the river were close to their extinction.

Nowadays, the River Kemijoki is totally harnessed for hydropower generation. To maintain the anadromous
fish stocks of the river, salmon and trout smolts and whitefish juveniles are planted in the estuary and in the
nearby sea area each year. The lamprey stock is maintained by transferring considerable numbers of them
above the dam. In the basins, mainly lake trout (Salmo trutta m. lacustris) juveniles and catchable sized
rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) are planted. In spite of these actions, local people have strongly
demanded a fishway at Isohaara. Simultaneously with the power plant enlargement, a fishway was finally
bui l t  a t  the dam in 1993

The lsohaara fishway is a combined fishway with vertical slot and Denil sections. The flow patterns of these
fishway rypes differ drastically from each other. The aim of this paper is to evaluate this kind of fishway as a
passage route for several migrating fish species. Also the importance of the fishway built in a large regulated
river, rvith fish stocks that are mainly of hatchery origin, is assessed.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Site And Structure Of The Fishrvay

The River Kemijoki, running from north into the Bothnian Bay of the Baltic Sea, is one of the largest rivers
in  F in landw i thawa te rsheda reao f  51 ,000km ' (F ig .  l ) .Themean f l owo f the4S3-km- long r i ve r i s556
m3/s and the mean flood flow is 3,373 m3/s. The unbuilt westem tributary, the River Ounasjoki, is preserved
from water power construction. There are altogether 17 hydropower plants in the river system at the
moment. The lowest, Isohaara hydropower plant, is situated 3.5 km from the river mouth. The distance
between Isohaara and the dam above, Taivalkoski, is l8 km. Below the Isohaara dam, the river is almost 200
meters wide. The old power house is on the northern shore of the river. It has two machineries with vertical
Kaplan turbines. The enlargement is on the southern shore and it has two machineries with horizontal Kaplan
turbines. The spillways are situated between the power houses (Fig. 2).

The Isohaara fishway (Fig. 3) was constructed in connection with the power plant enlargement. Its total
lenght is 230 meters and its rise is 12.5 meters. The fishrvay has two entrances which are used alternately.
The vertical slot entrance, nearest to the shore, is in a tunnel. The so called Denil entrance begins as a Denil
section and continues as a vertical slot section. After the junction pool, where the two entrances join
together, the fishrvay continues as one vertical slot section for a distance of 65 meters. The 4S-meter-long
Denil section above it consists of f ive sloping channels and sti l l ing basins between them. The uppermost
part of the frshway is of vertical slot type, and it opens into an I 8-meter-long exit tunnel.
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Figure l: The watershed area and tbe profi le of the River Kemijoki

In the vertical slot sections of the fishway, the pool width is 1.8 meters and the pool lenght is mainlv 2.9
meters. The slope of the vertical slot sections is7 oÂ, with the exception of the vertical slot;ntrance rvhere ir
is 4 %. The 0.3-meter-w'ide slots are in a straight l ine and the,v., have no sil ls. The energy of t lre florving u,ater
is dissipated rvith baffles that direct the water jet towards the center of the pool. The 0. 15-meter-rvide baffles
are situated 0.3 meters below the slots.

Figure 2: The location of the hydropower plant and the l ishway at the Isohaara 4am
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Figure 3: The layout ofthe Isohaara fishway (l = vertical stot entrance,2 = Denil entrance)

In the Denil sections of the fishway, the channel width is 1.0 meters and the opening is 0.5 meters. The
energy of flowing water is dissipated with slotted baffles that have a V-shaped bottom. The angle betrveen
the baffles and tlre bottom of the channel is 45 degrees, and the baffle spacing is 0.6 meters. All the Denil
channels in the upper part of the fishway were designed to be similar u,ith a slope ol 17 oÂ and a length of 6.4
meters. Due to construction faults, the slopes are 16Yo - 21 Yo and the lengths are 5.0 - 7.0 meters.

Physical Data

The fishway was opened in late May or early June, when water temperature reached 6-l0"C during the
research, in 1993-95. It was closed in middle October, when the water temperature decreased to 4-5"C. Data
on water temperatures were collected from the waterworks reports. Comments on the weather and on the
general operation of the fishway were recorded on site. Daily discharges of the machineries, discharge
through the spilhvays, as well as head- and tailwater levels rvere collected from the porver plant reports.

For studying the hydraulic operation ofthe fishrvay, water depths and water velocities in several depths rvere
measured. In the Denil channels, measurements were rnade in the middle of the openings. In the vertical slot
section, representative slots were selected. The measurements were made in the middle of the slots. For
studying the flow pattem of pools, water velocities and depths were measured in several points in all pools
whose shape differed from the general pattern, in a representative pool of the vertical slot section and in all
stilling basins of the Denil section. In water velocity measurements, A. Ott's current meter was used.

Biological Data

The fishway was not designed to directly facilitate fish sampling. All the fish that passed through the
fishway were gathered into the topmost pool of the upper vertical slot section. The fish rvere blocked from
entering the upper channel by a mesh screen. Trap wires were installed in the downstream slot of the pool, to
prevent the fish from escaping the pool.

The adult salmonids that entered the gathering pool were identified to species and their number rvas counted
through a viewing window once or twice each day. Also an estimate of tlreir weight was made. After
counting the fish, the mesh screen was removed to let the fish swim upstream.. Adult salmon that entered the
observation pool were marked by clipping off a piece of their caudal fin in September-October 1995. The
numbers of smaller f ish, e.g. cyprinids and juvenile salmonids, were only estimated as it waS possible for
them to escape from the pool through the mesh openings or through the trap wires. For catching lamprey in
the fishway during their migration time in August-september, a special lamprey trap was used.
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Two video cameras with water proof cases were used to observe fish and lamprey behavior at the fishway
entrances and in the fishway. The cameras were mainly used below the vertical slot entrance, in the pools of
the vertical slot section, and in the stilling basins of the Denil section. Excessive water velocities and air
bubbles impeded video shootings in the Denil sections of the fishway. Occasionally, observations were made
on fish numbers and on fish behavior in the tailrace.

HYDRAULIC FUNCTION OF THE FISIIWAY

During the design of the fishway, scale model studies were performed to determine the pool dimensions and the
location of slots and baffles in the vertical slot section. In the scale model, also the sloie of the Denil channels
and the dimensions and the spacing of baffles were determined. According to the results, the different secrror.ls
of the fishway were dimensioned so that they work hydraulically well together.

In the vertical slots of the fishway, the water velocities and the depths in the pools corresponded to the
velocities and depths in the model with an accuracy of + 5 percent. Water velocities in vertical slors are
approximately 1.4 m/s irrespective of the fishway discharge. The velocity is about the same in the rvhole heighr
of the slot. The water depths in the pools are mainly 0.9-1 .2 meters depending on the fishlvay. discharge.

In the upper Denil section, the hydraulic function of the separate channels differed from each other. While the
velocities of the fish swimming depths were less than 0.5 m/s in the three upper channels. they were l-2 mis in
the two lowest ones (Fig. a). In order to improve their hydraulic function, additional walls u,ere installed in rhe
stilling basins above the channels that operated poorly. Also an additional weir with a vertical slot rvas installed
in the lowermost stilling basin, to increase its water depth. After these actions, the hydrautic function of the
upper Denil section improved considerably (Fig. a).

Figure 4: Water velocities in the Isohaara fishway Denil channels before (broken lines)
and after (solid lines) structural improvements

Resting areas, with watervelocities being lessthan 0.30 m/s, are found in almostevery pool of the vertical slot
section and in the stilling basins of the Denil section. Only the corner pool below the crossing of the spillway
(see Fig. 3) lacks suitable resting areas. There the water velocities are greater than 0.40 m/s.

The discharge ofthe fishway depends on the headwater level. According to the duration curve, the headwater
level is above NN+I1.80 for more than 65 %;o of the time. The respective fishway discharge is 0.5 mj/s. In
addition to_the fishway discharge, auxiliary water can be conducted into the vertical slot entrance. A purnp,
creating a flow of 0.4 m'/s, is situated close to the entrance. Most of the auxiliary water is conducted into the
second lowest pool through a perforated plate, which is placed close to rhe bottom of the pool. A part of the
auxiliary water creates a small iet at the entrance.
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'

The water velocities in the lowest slot of the vertical slot entrance are usually 0.7-0.9 m/s without and 1.0-1.2
m/s with auxiliary water. The tailwater level, however, affects the velocities. During the study, its flucruation
was more than a meter. The velocities of the Denil entrance were not measured owing to difficult working
conditions there.

BIOLOGICAL FUNCTION OF THE FISHWAY

Fish Passa&e

Of tlre 984 adult salmonids that were counted in the gathering pool of the fishway salmon rvere most
numerous (Table l). Almost all the salmon that ascended the fishway were grilse having spent only one year
at sea. Their weight was usually l-2.5 kg while the largest salmon weighed 3-4 kg. The trout usually
weighed 2.5-3 kg, largest of them being 6-7 kg. Approximately 40 % of the trout were brorvn trout that had
been planted above the dam. The rainbow trout that ascended into the gathering pool ofthe fishway rveighed
0.8-1.0 kg. They originated from yearly plantings in the basins above. The highest daily number of adult
salmonids was found in September 1993, when 22 salmon, 2 trout and I rainbow trout had entered the
gathering pool of the fishway.

Table l: The numbers of adult salmonids in the gathering pool
ofthe Isohaara fishway during the years 1993-95

r993 1994 1995 Total
Salmon
Trout
Rainbow trout
Total

Based on observations through the window of the gathering pool, considerable numbers of roach (Rutilus
rutilus) and dace (Leuciscus leuciscus) passed through the fishway each year. Also a ferv grayling
(Thymallus thymallus), brook trout (Salvelinu,r fontinalis), perch (Perca fuviatilis) and altogether thousands
of sahnon and trout juveniles were observed in the gathering pool during the summer months. The length of
the roach, the dace and the perch was 20-25 cm. The grayling were smaller, on the average 15 cm, and the
brook trout were larger, on the average 25 cm. All the juvenile salmon (13-14 cm) had been planted
downstream ofthe dam rvhereasjuvenile trout (16-18 cm) had been planted both in the basins and below the
dam.

There were doubts that some of the adult salmonids might have passed through the fishway more than just
once. To confirm this, 46 salmon entering the gathering pool were marked in the fall of 1995 prior to their
release upstream. Six of the marked salmon (13 %) were recaught in the gathering pool in a few days, after
they had migrated downstream through the turbines.

After the spring flood, the yearly fluctuation of the headwater was 0.70-0.85 meters and that of the tailwater
1.2-1.4 meters. The average discharge through the enlargement (256 m'/s in 1993 and 294 m3ls in 1995) was
slightly greater than that through the old power house (220 mr/s and 209 m3/s, respectively). The year 1994
was exceptional in this respect as, owing to reparations, the enlargement was closed from August l8th
onwards. However, altogether 94 salmon and 8 trout entered the gathering pool of the fishway during the
two months till the fishway was closed for the winter. The highest daily salmon number was seven, while
that of trout was two.
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Most of the trout and the rainbow trout passed through the fishway in July. The salmon, on the contran,.
ascended mainly in September (Table 2). The first trout entered the gathering pool in June, when rhe water
temPerature exceeded l0oC while the first observations of salmon were made in July, when the rvater
temperature was as high as l7-l9oC. Each year, the peak water temperature (20-21"C) was recorded during
the first week of August. The last salmon and trout passed the fishway in October, \r,hen the $.ater
temperature was approximately 5oC. The peak daily numbers of salmon were concentrated in considerablv
lower temperatures (8- I I oC) than those of the trout ( l3-20.C, Fig. 5).

Table 2: Mean monthly water temperatures (1s.D) and monthly percentages of
adult salmonids in the gathering pool ofthe fishrvay in 1993-95

Month vuVIv VUI xIX
Temperature "C 5.7 !2.1
Salmon 0
Trout 0
Rainbow trout 1.2

l 3 . l  r  2 .8  t7  .4  r .  |  .6
0  5 . 1

19.2 39.3
9.6 39.8

17.9  t  1 .8  n .7  t2 .3  6 .3  r  1  .6
3  1 . 8
16.6

50.2
1 6 . 0

t2.9
8 .9
. \ A? 0 i  ) A <

A stepwise multiple regression was used for testing the effect of water temperature. headu,ater level.
tailwater level and river f low at the dam on the salmon and trout numbers in the gathering pool of the
fishway' Also the fishway entrance was included in the model as a binary factor. The test period rvas
restricted to July lst - September 3Oth when both salmon and trout were seen in the river and caught by ners.
Before modelling, the salmon and trout frequencies were log(n+l) transformed.

For explaining the salmon frequencies, the analysis selected water temperature, river florv, and headrvater
level (Table 3). For the trout, only river flow was selected. Variation of these environmental factors
explained 2l %o of the variation in salmon numbers. For the trout, the corresponding percentase was as lorv
as l l %o. Although tailwater level was omined from the models it obviously has an optirnal range 9f
operation (Fie. 5).

Figure 5: Numbers of salmon and trout plotted with water temperature ("C), heattwater levcl an4
tai lwater level at the Isohaara l ishrvay in 1993-95 (circles = 1993, squâres = 1994 and crosses: 1995)
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Table 3: Variables entered in the model of the stepwise regression analysis (b : regression coefficient,
SE = standard error) explaining salmon and trout frequencies in the gathering pool ofthe fishway

River flow
Water temperature
Headwater level
Intercept

Trout
River flow
Intercept

-0.0020
-0.0700
t.6226

- 16.6078

0.001 I
0 .0781

0.0004
0.0130
0.3254
3.7653

0.0003
0.0856

-5.577
-5.386
4.986
-4.4t1

4.584
0.913

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.36  l9

Fish And Lamprey Behavior

The first salmon and trout enter the River Kemijoki usually in early June. Soon they either reach the dam or
are caught by nets below it. Salmon entered the River Kemijoki exceptionally late in 1993, owing to the
prevailing north winds. It took more than two weeks until the first salmon ascended the fishrvay (July 2lth).
Trout had started to ascend the fishrvay more than a month earlier (June l9th). In 1994, the main florv rvas on
the northern shore for two weeks in July and during this time salmon rvere caught belorv the old power
house. After the main flow changed to the southern shore, below the enlargement, it took ten days till the
first salmon entered the fishway (July 25th). Trout, on the contrary, had started to enter the fishway already
two weeks after the first trout were caught at the river mouth (June 8th). In 1995, salmon and trout were
observed close to the fishway entrances by the end of June. Simultaneously, thefirst trout passed through the
fishway (June 23th). For the first salmon, the delay was almost a month (July l Sth).

Downstream of the both power houses, salmon, trout and whitefish concentrated in the turbine florv which
was closer to the shore. Of salmon only grilse were observed near the power houses. The fish srvam closer to
the outlet tunnels when the discharge was diminished and either further downstream or towards the
boundaries of the main flow, i.e. closer to the fishway entrances, when the discharge was increased. Salmon
and trout usually stayed in the fishway flow and in the boundaries of the turbine flows for several hours or
for days. Occasionally they even visited the fishway. Three of the grilse that were swimming below the
enlargement were identified individually in 1994. They spent two weeks below the powerhouse before they
passed through the fishway.

According to small daily numbers of adult salmonids, practically no information was gained on the time that
they use for passing through the fishway or through its different sections. Salmon were not observed resting
in the fishway pools while trout and rainbow trout were occasionally seen there. Juveniles of satmon and
trout, on the contrary, spent lots of time in the pools. Also cyprinids tended to gather there being most
numerous in the lower parts of the fishway.

Whitefish usually enter the River Kemijoki in September and October. A few of the migrating whitefish
were observed to swim into the fishway through the vertical slot entrance each year. None of them were,
however, observed in the gathering pool or elsewhere in the fishway. Thousands of whitefish rvere migrating
downstream from the Isohaara basin through the turbines and spillways in June 1995. Considerable numbers
of them ascended up to the junction pool of the fishway. They, however, left the fishway in less than two
days and continued their migration towards the sea.
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Lamprey were not able to swim further than 2-3 pools above the junction pool in the first study vear. They
gathered behind the baffles and made several attempts to swim through the slots. The water veiocitl,of 1.4
m/s was obviously too high for them in water temperatures of l3-14"C. In 1994, plastic bristles \r,ere
installed on the bottom of the slots. Using them, lamprey were able to swim through the rvhole vertical slot
section of the fishway. Also the water temperature was higher than in the previous fall, decreasipg from
l9oC to l4'C during the lamprey follow-up. owing to the machinery repararions and thus lack of f lorv belorv
the fishway entrances, the total number of lamprey was, horvever, smali. when the vertical slot enrrance rvas
in operation, on the average 67 (150) lamprey were caught in different parts of the vertical slot section
during twelve nights. The highest nightly catch was 179, in one of the lowest pools. when the Denil enrrance
was in operation, the average catch in the pools above it was 2 (+l; lampreys during six nights. In the fall of1995' it took three days for the lamprey to enter from the lower parti oitn. firÈ*uy inio the lorvermosr
sti l l ing basin ofthe upper Denil section. Their nightly catch there averaged to 278 (tl t i ; during three nishts
when the water temperature was l5-16'C. No lamprey were seen to enter the channels 

"f 
th. r;p;;;;; j ;

section although several aftempts were observed in its lowermost sti l l ine basrn.

DISCUSSION

In the unbuilt River Kemijoki, a part of the wild salmon started to migrate upstream already durrne sprinrr
floods' These salmon ascended to the upper reaches of the river systemlThe most important f ishing sroupds
concentrated, horvever, on the lower course of the river, rvhich also was the destination of the salmon that
started to ascend later in summer and fail. The average annual salmon catch of the river rvas 375 tons(Vilkuna' 1975). Nowadays, the number of migrating fish belorv the Isohaara dam is greatl),dependenr on
the amountand success of planting ofjuveniles and smolts in the estuary and in the r"o.l irning at sea and in
some extent at the lower course of the river has a major effect on the number of migrating fishitrat can reach
the Isohaara dam. From the peak year of 1990, rvhen the salmon catch of the Baltic Sea rvas 2.000 tons and
the trout catch 325 tons, they have decreased each year and were 1,100 and 125 tons in 1994. In proportron,
also the numbers of salmon and trout entering the River Kemijoki have diminished.

When entering the River Kemijoki, salmon and trout use the whole width of the river (Jokikokko and Viitala.
1995)' Having crossed the shallows,500-750 meters below the Isohaara darn, thev select the shore rvith a
greater f low. In the Norwegian River lmsa, Jonsson et at. (1990) observed that sea-ranched salmon spent
more time moving up- and downstream in the river than wild salmon. This type of migrating behavior rvas
also observed in the River Kemijoki where most of the radiotagged fish were caught by nets while they rvere
swimming around close to the shores (Jokikokko and Viitala, 1995). The greater vulnerabil itv of hatcherv
reared salmon to fishing has been stated in the Swedish River Umeâlven as well (McKinnell et al., 1994).

Downstream of hydropower stations, the use of machineries has a major role in leading fish close to the
fishway entrances where appropriate water velocities together rvith sufficient flow should attract them to
enter the fishway. For Atlantic salmon, fishway discharges of 0.5-1.5 rn3/, ur" commonly used in Norrval,
and Sweden (Grande, 1990; Laine et a\.,1993). The River Kemijoki, with a mean discharge of s:o ,l is ana
a width of 200 meters below the dam, is a large river and the fish may have problems in locating the fishrvav
entrances with a maximal f lorv of 0.9 m3/s. Adult salmonids spent plenty of t ime swimmin-g belorv the
fishway entrances. They also often visited the fishway several times ùefore they finally purr"i through it.
This may reveal either inefficiency of the entrance or reluctance of the fish to enter it. in'Brit ish Columbia,
several Pacific salmon species on their spawning run enter and ascend the vertical slot f ishrvavs rvithout
delay and showing no rejection, even those species that prefer the deepest parts of large riuers (Andrerv,
1990). In Saskatchewan, on the contrary, of freshwater species white sutker (Catostomus commersoni) and
northern pike (,0sox lucius) stayed in the tailwater on the averageT.T and 16.2 days, correspondingly, before
ascending the Cowan Denil f ishway (Katopodis et at., l99l).
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Almost a thousand adult salmonids passed through the Isohaara fishway in three years. The count obtained is
probably an overestimate as at least some of the salmon migrated down from the basin and entered the
gathering pool more than once. The adult salmon dorvnstream migration from the Isohaara basin, however,
concentrated into late September and early October, close to their spawning time (Jokikokko and Viitala,

1995). Almost all salmon that passed through the Isohaara fishway were grilse. The fishrvay has been
suspected not to be suitable for larger salmon. As trout weighing 6-7 kg have passed througlr the fishrvav, it

should not be too narrow for salmon of the same size either. Using video cameras. only grilse rvere observed
close to the fishway entrances and the outlet tunnels of the power plant enlargement. Radiotelemetry'studies
revealed that the largest salmon usually stayed 30-60 meters below the outlet tunnels. They also often ss'arn
downstream for some hundred meters, even back to the estuary (Jokikokko and Viitala, 1995). Tltus tlte

motivation of old salmon, which as smolts have been released to the estuary, to migrate above tlre dam might

be weaker than that of the grilse of the same origin.

In Norway, salmon and trout do not use the fishrvays when water temperature decreases to 6-7oC (Grande,

1990). At Isohaara, salmon and trout passed through the fishway in a wide range of temperatures frcrnr 5"C

to 2loC. Salmon preferred lower temperatures than trout. Also high headwater level increased the salntotr

numbers indicating the importance of sufficient flow at the fishway enftance. Tail'À'ater level. *'hich

fluctuates along with the seawater, did not explain salmon or trout numbers but it has an optinlal range of

operation. As salmon were not observed resting in the fishrvay pools and trout were seen there onll"

occasionally, these fish most probably pass through the fishway rapidly and do not hesitate in the -iunction
points of the different f ishway fypes either. This indicates the proper function of these points. ln addition to

adult anadromous salmonids, also planted juveniles and fish of several freshwater species passed tltrouuh tlte

fishway. Unlike salmon and trout, they spent lots of time in the fishrvay pools.

None of the whitefish that entered the Isohaara fishway passed through it. In natural conditions, the rvhitefish

that enter the rivers in fall, as in the River Kemijoki, sparvn in the lower course of the river. The rvhitefish

that have been planted at the estuary and at the sea area may also lack the motivation to pass the fishwa1'. As
whitefish are knolvn to ascend in vertical slot and pool type fishways with lorv enough u'ater velocities
(Laine, 1990; Koponen, l99l) they should be able to pass through the vertical slot sections of the Isohaara
fishway as well. For the so called 'fall whitefish', an additional factor to impede the ascent is the cold rvater

in September-October. V/hitefish may also be reluctarit to use the Denil sections of the fishu'ay, In some

Denil fislrways of Canada, lake whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) and cisco (C. artedii) have been either
incidentally caught (Katopodis et al., 1991) or their numbers have been much lorver than predicted frorn
their presentation in the catch downstream of the fishways (Schwalme et al., 1985). Similarly, in Denmark
only a few whitefish have been observed to use the Denil fishways (Lonnebjerg, 1990). In Sweden, horvever,
whitefish ascend in several Denil fishways (Kamula et al., 1994).

The lamprey, whose length is usually 25-32cm, entered the Isohaara fishway merely through the vertical

slot entrance. In the tunnel section the maximal slot velocities are 1.3 m/s. In the bottom of the slots, they
may, however, be considerably less during high tailwater levels. The lamprey passed through this 60-rneter-
long tunnel without aiding structures. To be able to pass through the vertical slot section above, with a

steeper slope and slot velocities of 1.4 m/s, they needed bristles which decreased the velocities at the bottom.

In earlier experiments, lamprey were proven to swim through all 12 pools of a small experimental vertical

slot f ishway of Keminmaa, where maximal slot velocities were l. l m/s (Laine 1993). In the vertical slot
fishway of the River Siikajoki, where slot velocities are higher than those at lsohaara, lamprey ascended 6-7
pools at the most (Kamula et al., 1992). Generally, lamprey are not known to use the fishways that have been

built for anadromous fish species (lkonen, 1990). The Pacific lamprey (Lampeta ffidentata), which is more
than twice as long as lamprey, has been proven to pass through Denil fishways of several combinations of
length and slope (Slatick and Basham, 1985). The longest tested channel was 20. I meters and the slope
28.7%. At Isohaara. the lamprey did not enter the Denil channels of the fishway. Those specirnens wlrich
were caught in the upper parts ofthe Denil entrance may have descended there from thejunction pool.
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Although whitefish and lamprey did not ascend the Isohaara fishway, adult salmonids, considerable numbers
of salmon and trout juveniles and freshwater fish with a poorer swimming abil ity passed through it. This
indicates the proper function of this kind of combined fishway with both vertical slot and Denil sections.
Main reason for the relatively small numbers of salmon and trout that passed through the fishway is the
excessive fishing at the sea, which threatens also the few wild salmon stocks of the unUuitt rivers of Finland.
Additional problem of the built-up rivers, at the moment, is that salmon, trout and whitefish, are of hatcherl,
origin and as smolts orjuveniles they are usually planted at the estuaries and at the sea, not above the dams.
Thus they may lack the motivation to use the fishways. Downstream of the dams, the so called terminal
fishing is very effective and especially hatchery-reared fish are extremely vulnerable to it.

Constructing fishways and fish habitats in built-up and regulated rivers is insufficient for savins rhrearened
anadromous fish species such as Baltic salmon, without simultaneously restricting fishing effecùvel1,. In the
River Kemijoki, f irst steps are being taken to improve fish habitats and fish migration poisibil i t ies further in
the river. ln this connection, possibil i t ies to restrict net f ishing downstream of the aam and possibil i t ies to
move at least a part ofthe salmon and sea trout plantings above the dam are being considered.
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THE TIMING OF THE CYCLE IN BORLAND FISH LOCKS: OPTIMIZATION oF
THE DURATION OF THE FTSH PASSAGE PHASE
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ABSTRACT

The effrciency of a Borland fish lock is related with the abiliw to induce the fish to get into the resen oir as soon
as possible. In general two main situations can occur. N'{an1, fish loiter in the upper chamber rather than pass
directly to th€ reservoir due to the lack of attractiveness in the top sluice area. The duration of fish passage oL
discharge phase may not be adapted to the pattems of fish passage frorn the upper chamber ro the resen.orr. This
results in general in a very long discharge phase. and its duration is not based on fish behavior and./or hvclraulic
parameters knowledge. This often results in a waste of tirne since during this period of time the fish lock is nor
"fishing". Two Borland fish locks were studied in order to know the distribution of fish passage to the resen,oir
during the discharge phase and its relation with water speed in the upper chamber and operarion conditions ol-the
top sluice' Monitoring with video cameras was done to count and identify all the fish and to register when rvithin
the discharge phase the fish got into the reservoir. Considering the species that used both fish locks. oprirnal
duration for the discharge phase, operation conditions ofthe top sluice and water speed in the upper chaurber rvere
established. Modifications are suggested in order to improve the efficiency of both fish locks.

KEY-WORDS: Fishways / Borland fishpass / Fishlocks / \'ideo rnonitoring / Fishlock cycle / passage phase i
Timing of the cycle.
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INTRODUCTION

Between 1970 and 1986 six Borland qpe fish passes were installed in Pornrgal in dams built in rivers Douro and

Tejo. The tùning of the cycle, both the whole and the component phases, were based on the references for

salmons from Scotland, and not based on the knowledge ofthe behaviour for the species present in both rivers.

Crestuma-Lever fish pass in river Douro and Belver fish pass in river Tejo were recently monitored with video

equiprnent in order to know their level ofefficiency and to identify the main causes for the alleged unsuccessful

operation ofboth devices (Bochechas, 1995 and Bochechas, 1996).

It was found that the duration of the fish passage phase is not adapted to th€ patterns of fish passage frorn the

upper chamber to the reservoir. Most of the fish leave the fish pass during the first minutes of the passage phase.

in particular at Belver fish pass. This results in a waste of tirne as according with Travade and Larinier (1992a)

during this period of time the fish pass in not "fishing" and any fish approaching the pass entrançe rneanu'hilJ

could leave the area without getting into the lower chamber.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FISH PASSES

Both fish passes are classical Borland fish locks designed and made b.v the Scottish firm of Glenfield and

Kennedy and are sirnilar in design to those described by Clay (1961). Aitken el al. (1966) and Aitlien (1980) for

Scotland.

Crestuma-Lever fish pass comprises an upper and a lower chamber connected by a vertical shaft. There are two

entrances at different levels that operate one or the other depending on the water level downsteam. In general

only the lorver entranc€ operates for water levels downstream between 0.20m and 3.50m. At the channel

comecting the upper chamber with the reservoir there are two windows equipped with glasses from where video

observ'ation of fish passage was made.

Belver fish pass comprises an upper and a lower chamber connected by a sloping shaft. There are also two

on[ances at different levels that operate one or the other depending on the water level downstream. As in

Crestuma-Lever in general only the lower e[trance operates for water levels downsteam below 34.25m. Here

there is no place suitable for easy observation offish passage, so it was necessary to adapt a device to the upper

gate allowing observation from above the water surface.

Both fish locks operate automatically with cycles in Crestuma-Lever having a duration of 3 hours (45 minutes for

fish passage). Each cycle in Belver has a duration of4 hours (40 minutes for lish passage).

During the passage phase the fishes are induced to swim into the reservoir by water which flows over the top

sluice and is discharged through the bypass pipes out of the lower chamber. The flow during this period is

dependent of the water levels upsfieam and downstream, as it is the water speed over the top sluice threshold.

The top sluices are similar in both fish passes. They are l.5m wide, the same width of the channel connecting the

upper chambers with the reservoirs.

At Crestuma-Lever during the passage phase the top sluice opens totally and its tlueshold is positioned at the same

level of the channel boftom. On the other hand Belver top sluice is set to give an overfall of 0.16 to 0.22m, and

the fishes are obliged to 
".':i15s 

.vçr the siuice within 0.50m from the water surface. This is a modification

introduced during the present work. Before this study both fish passes operate as described for Cresttrma-Lever.

Ecohydraulique 20il), juin 1996, Québec
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METHODS AND EQT]IPMENT

Crestuma-Lever and Belver fish passes were monitored continuousll' with video cameras (panasonic. rnodel W\'-
BPl00. N'tatsushita Electric Industrial Co.,Ltd.. Japan) and ùe passage of fish registered with videotape recorders
(Panasonic, rnodel AG-6720A, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co..Ltd.. Japan). At Cresruma-Lever the monlro'ng
was made through the window installed in the upstrealn channel. The fishes were forced to pass q,ithin 0.-s0rn
frorn the glass, with a special device, as referred in Travade and Larinier (1992b), to allow obsenation since the
channel is l.50rn wide.

At Belver as there is no windorv for obsen'afion the video carnera u,as installed above the water surface. The
fishes were fihned passing over a white board installed on the uppergate threshold as suggested by,Travade and
Larinier ( 1992b).

In both cases. the fishes nere counted and identified- and the tirne of passage rvithin the passage phase rvas
regrstered.

RESLILTS

Data frorll Crestutna-Lever were collected frorn 25 October 199.1 to l7 August 1995 and during this period of
tirne 714 cvcles of the Borland fish pass were rnonitored Onll in 308 cvcles (43%) the fish pass rvas utilised br,
at least one fish. A total of 109608 fish utilised the fish pass rvith an average of 356 fish per cvcle (minimum of I
fish and a tnaritnutn of I 1397 fish per cycle). The frsh pass was utilised mainly by Mugitidae (Lrsa ranratlct or
L'lugil c'ephalir.r) *'hich represents 90% of the fish passage (98804 individuals). and by eels (10729). barbels (j5).
largernouth blackbass (36) and Iberian nase (4).

The disûibution of fish passage withrn the passage phase expressed in average percentage of fish presenr in the
upper chamber in each cycle is shorvn in figrue l. Trveng rninutes after the beginning of the passage phase 90ozô
in average ofthe fish in each cvcle have qot into thc reservorr.
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Figure l: Distribufion of {ish passage within the passâge phase expressed in average
percentaFe of the fish present in the upper chamber in each cycle.
Crestuma-Lever fi sh pass.
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The pattems of fish passage rvithin the passage phase are variable frorn cy'cle to cycle. In l0o,ô of the clcles all tlrr-'

fishes leave the fish pass during the first 5 minutes of the passage phase. In 57ozô of the c1'cles all the fish in tlrc

rycle got to the reservoir after 30 minutes of the passage phase and in 88o,ô of the cycles 90oze sf ths fish passed

during that period of time.

Althougùr there is an evident good correlation between the nurnber of fish in the upper chatnber in each *cle urd

the number of fish that got into the reservoir during the first five minutes of the passage phase (p=0.9ti). no

corelation was found berween the number of fish in the upper charnber in each cycle and the percentage ol- these

that got into the reservoir during the first five rninutes of the passage phase (p=0.09). This suggests that thc

number of fish present in each cycle doesn't influence ùe speed of passage.

The water speed over the top sluice and in the channel connecting the fish pass rvith the reservoir ranged bct$eetr

0.26 and 0.42rns-r depending on the water levels upstrearn and downstrezun. This factor seetns to ltarc gr.elt

influence in fish passage frorn the upper chamber to the resen'oir. As shou'n in figure 2. higher water speeds orcr

the top sluice are related rvith higher percentage of fish passed during the first 5 minutes of the passalc pltltsc

(correlation coefficient p:0.82). After 30 minutes most of the fish have got into the resen'oir. in partrculrtr s hen

the water speed was higher than 0.37 rns-r (figure 3).

No difference in the panerns of passage was found benveen the trvo nrain species (rnugilids zutd eels) that passcd

by this fish pass.
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Figure 2: Variation of the percentage of the fish in the upper chamber in each cycle that

got into the reservoir during the first 5 minutes of the passage phase with the

water speed over the top sluice. Crestuma-Lever fish pass.

Data from Belver fish pass were collected frorn 5 January 1995 to 2l Mav 1995 and during this period of tirne

477 cycles of the fish pass w€re monitored. Oniy in 188 cycles (39o/o)the fish pass was utilised by at least one

fish. A total of 15324 fish utilised the fish pass with an average of 8l fish per cycle (rninimum of I fish and a

maximum of 501 fish per cycle). The fish pass was utilised mainl.v by the Iberian nase (Chondrostoma polvlcpis)

which represented,T2o/o of the fish passage (10995 individuals), and by l+4ugilidae (2223), eels(1493) and26

shads (Alosa Jàllax). lt was not possible to identifu 586 fish.

The distribution of fish passage within the passage phase expressed in average percentage of f,rsh present in the

ihohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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upper charnber in each cycle is shown in figure 4. Ten rninutes after the beginning of the passage phase 9g9ô in
average of the fish in each cycle have got into the resenoir.
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Figure 3 - Variation of the percentage of the fish in the upper chamber in each cycle that
got into the reservoir during the first 30 minutes of the passage phase ç,ith the
water speed over the top sluice. Crestuma-Lever fish pass.
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Figure 4: Disfribution of frsh passage within the passage phase expressed in averâge
percentage of the lish present in the upper chamber in each cycle. Belver fish
pass.

Like in Crestuma-Lever the patterns of fish passage within the passage phase in Belver are variable from cycle lo
cycle' But in this case the fish tend to get into the reservoir rnuch more quickly. In 30 and 88% of the cycles all
the fish leave the fish pass during the first 5 or l0 minutes ofthe passage phase respectively. In no cycle any fish
was observed during the passage phase after 20 rninutes.
The water speed over the top sluice ranged between 1.54 and 2.08 ms-r depending on the waterlevels upstrearn
and downstream' Although the variation within this range of water velocities seems to have no direct influence in
the pattems of fish passage it was observed that when the water velociN over the top sluice is higher than

1 . 0 00 . t 8 1 . 0 0
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l.95ms-r a great number of fish make more than two tentative beforc they attempt to get into the resen'otr.

The correlation coefficient between the water velocity over the top sluice and the percentage of the fish in each

cycle that got into the reservoir during the first 5 minutes of the passage phase was equal to -0.04.

No diffcrence in the patterns of passage was found between the two main species (mugilids and iberian nase) that

passed by Belver fish pass.

DISCUSSION

According to Travade and Larinier (1992a) the optimal characteristics of the cycle in a Borland fish pass are

related with the species present in each case. It is necessary to find a timing for the cycle which will have in

consideration the behaviour ofthe species.

The results suggest that an increase in the water speed over the top sluice in Crestuma-Lever fish pass conribute

to encourage the fish to leave the fish pass faster. But even when considering only water speeds over the top

sluice higher than 0.38ms-r. the speed of fish passage into the reservoir is lower than in Belver. Only'after 25

minutes of the passage phase in average 98% of the fish got into the reservoir (considering onll' the cycles rvith

water speed over the top sluice higher than 0.38ms-'). In Belver this happens after l0 minutes.

As lnentioned before, in no cycle in Belver fish pass any fish was observed during the passage phase after 20

minutes. This suggests a good efficiency in the passage phase and that the top sluice should operate in the future

as it has been operating during the present work. The duration of the passage phase could be rnodified to 20

minutes or even l5 minutes as an average of 100% of fish got into the reservoir during this period of time.

On the other hand in Cresnuna-Lever the passage of the fish into the reservoir should be tested with the top

sluice operating as it was in Belver during the present work in order to find the best duration for the passage

phase.

The rnodification in the operation in the top sluice in Belver allowed a reduction in 20 minutes in the duration of

the cycle and sirnilar results are expected in Crestuma-Lever.
The duration of the emptying phase can also be reduced in both fish passes with srmple modifications. With the

reduction in the duration of the passage and emptving phases it will be possible to reduce the non fishing periods

in these Borland fish passes. This reduction will be an important contribution to increase the efliciency of the

fish passes.
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SMOLT BEHAVIOR AND DOWNSTREAM FISH BYPASS EFFICIENCY AT SMALL
HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS IN FRANCE
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ABSTRACT

Surface blDasses can be an efficient solution to problems of dovvnstream passage at small scale hvdroelectric
plants. Experirnents were conducted for three years at a powerplant on the Aspe river to relate blpass efficicnc.' to
hydrodynamic condrtions and fish behaviour in the canal intake.

B1r:ass efficienci'in 1992 and 1993, evaluated b1'mark-recapture techniquc. rvas bets'een 209lo and 40o,â
Improving the h1'drodpamic conditions (florv pattem, discharge) at and near the entrance of the brpass rcsulted in
a significant increase in the efficiencl'ofthe blpass to between 50% and 80% in 1994 Radiotelemetn uas used
to monitor movement patterns of salmon and sea trout smolts in the porverhouse canal. Thc mcasured .ff.,.n.r.,
of the blpass obtained viith radiotracked smolts were consistent urth those obtained rvith unmarked smolts
Behavror of fish in the vicinitl.'of the trashrack and the bypass seemed to be largelv influcnced bv the flo* paftern
Poor hydrodynamic conditions (turbulence, strong acceleration. uprvelling) rvere indentified tirrough direct and
video observations as beerng responsible for many aborted passages at the blpass entr:rnce.

The results suggest the siting of such bwasses must be determined by carefullv examining the flou' pattern in thc
trashrack area and actual velocit"v conditions in the canal. Satisfacton'entrance conditions at thc blpass. as rvell
as an appropnate florv discharge, are important rn order to lead the arriving smolts into tle attraction zone of the
do$nstream brpass. It is suggested that surface bypasses can be occasionallv a valuablc rvav of diyerting
dou'nstream migrants at small hvdroelectric plants, takrng advantage of the nafural reluctancc of firh tu pur.
through convcntronal turbinc protection screens.

KEY-WORDS . dor'"nstrcam migration/ small-scale powerplant/ surface blpass/ radiotelemetn'/ smolV salmon/
sea trou/ effrciencv/.
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I . INTRODUCTION

Over the past fifteen vears, programs have been launched on a number of French rivers to restorc stocks of ccrtain
migratory fish species (salmon, sea trout, lamprey, etc.). Initialll', these programs involved building fishpasscs.

More recently, attention has been given to problems of downstream migration ofjuveniles. The prrncipal obstacles

to downstream migration on rivers are small-scale hydroelectric porver stations, and passage ofjurcntles through
the turbrnes can lead to serious damage. Attemps are now being made to retrofit exrsting facilities to rcduce these

damages. It appeared unrealistic, however, to envisage systematic lnstallation of physical barriers, such as the

fine-mesh scre€ns found in Scotland and the United States (Ruggles, 1980 ; EPRI, 1986 ; Clay, 1995) u'hich

would require resizing of most water intakes. For this reason, the first solution adopted rvas surfacc bypasscs.

making use ofthc reluctance on the part offish to cross conventional turbine trashracks (Ruggles, 1992 . EPRI,

1994). Experiments u'ere undertaken to assess the efficiency of such bypasses and to optimizc thcir positioning

and sizing, with the long-term objective of defining optimum design criteria and determirung the hmits to thcir use.

Following studies conducted at the Halsou power station and at the Poutès dam (Bomassi and Travade. 1985.

Larinier and Boyer-Bemard, l99la; Larinier and Bo1'er-Bemard, l99lb), an experiment rvas launched at the

Soeix plant on the Aspe river in 1992, with a view to optimizing the use of a donnstream blpass and cstablishing

thc relationship between its efficiency' and certain hydraulic parameters and patterns of fish behavior (Larinicr and

al., 1993 ; Larinier et al., 1994 , Travade et al., 1996). In addition to the basic experiments, it s'as clcar that thcrc

was a need to solve the problem of downstrcam migration on this site correctly before ancmpting to progrcss

further with restocking programs upstream of the dam.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SITES

The Aspe river in southwest France is a salmon-bearing nver with a drarnage area of some 580 km2 and a pluvro-

nival regime: high waters in winter and sprurg, low water from July to October. Mean annual dischargc ts on the

order of 24 m'/s on the study site. Mean monthly drscharge rr the period-corresponding to dounstream migration

of smolts (March, April and May) is respectively around 33 m'/s, 43 m3/s and 54 mr/s. Thc Soeix h1'droclectnc

installation (Figure l), some 100 km from the sea, consists in a gravity dam 28 meters long and 7 metcrs high

which supplies the -plant through a 450-m headrace canal; the plant has one vertical Kaplan rvhecl (nominal

discharge ôf 24.5 mls) and one propeller wheel (nomrnal discharge of 10.3 mr/s). Head at thc plant is around 9.5

m. The *idth of the headrace canal varies from 6 to l0 m, and its depth is close to 3.5 m. The $'ater rntakc at thc

plant is some 15 meters wide and is fined with a trashrack (bars 3.5 cm apart) rvith a section of some 50 m:.

Spillway with

ovarllow gale

Taints gaie

SOEIX Power Plail
Asæ iver

0 20  40m

Figure 1 : Plan view showing the hydroelectric plant : dam, intake canal and powerhouse, location of
downstream migration bypasses.
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The dam is equipped (Figure l) with one spilhva,v wrth an overflorv gate on thc left bank. 15 m long and I.73 m
high, and one tainter gate 7 m long and 7 m high on the right bank. A lateral spillrvav some fifty Àeters long is
located on the left bank immediately upstream of the power station Spillage is relativelv frequcnt during
downstream migration period.

Flow velocities in the headrace are high (1.8 to 2 m/s) and their distribution throuqhout the sections ofthe canal
relatively uniform. In the vicinit-v of the intake, the florv becomes dissvrnmctrical due to the broadening and change
in direction ofthe headrace and to the uneven discharge from the t*'o turbines. It is characterized brla tanqenual
current from Î]re right to left bank and by the presence on the left bank of a recirculation area covenng somc-thirn
meters in length and 2 to 3 meters in width upstream of the trashrack (Figure 2) In this area. upielling, ,*.r.
poinæd up by fluorescein. Under the effect of this flow pattern. spherical buor,s releascd in thc htadracc
conce{lTe 

lfidY on the left bank, rolling along the trashrack. When both turbines are operating (discharge
around 28 m'/s), mean velocit-v measured just below the surface in front of thc trashracks (benveen O attà O S m ,n
depth) is between 0.3 and 0.9 m/s,the lowest velocitv being located on the left bank.

3. DOWNSTREAM MIGRATION DEVICES TESTED

Three downstream migration bypasses rvere successivelv set up and tested (Figurc 2) :

- n 1992, the bypass was located on tle left bank of the headrace, 6 m upstream of thc scrcens. It consistcd in a
lxl-meter opening fitted with a flap gate maneuvered by a hand puller'. Mean dischargc through thc brpass *.as
some 0.4 m3/s, vawing from 0.2 mt/s to a maximum of 0.6 mr/s (Figure 3y

- in 1993, the trash gate on the left bank immediately upstream of the screens (l 5 m) rvas turned into a brnass bv
dividrng it into-two sections 90 cm wr^de, only one oiwhrch u'as uscd Mean dischargc remarncd.for. ioii," ls9:
value of 0.4 m3/s, varying from 0.2 m3/s to a maximum of 0.75 m3/s.

- in 1994, discharge was increased significantly (mean of L2 m3/s) by opening the txo sections of the trash flap
gate (width = 1.8 m); it varied between 0.4 m3/s and a maximum of 2.2 miis. À horizontal metal plate (Figure 2)
was positioned upstrearn of the blpass, 25 cm below its axis so as to limit the effect of upu'cllings and to increasc
surface velocities near the bypass entrance.

Figure 2 : Detail of trashrack area on the left bank, location of dowstream migration bypasses tested in
1992,1993 and 1994. Schematic current patterns near the bypasses.
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Flow in the immediate vrcinit-v of the bypasses was characterized in 1992 and 1993 by upwellings resulting from
the overall pattem ofcurrents in the intake zone; the area *ithrn u,hich the hydraulic conditions tend to draw fish
towardthe bypass was very small (less than I m upstream of the blpass). In 1994, underthe effect of increased
discharge and positioning of the metal plate, the surface velocities were perceptible within a 2 to 3-meter radius
upstream of the bypass. They varied from 0.5 to I m/s upstream of the horizontal plate, from 0.8 to 1.4 m/s at the
bypass entrance and from 2.0 to 2.3 m/s over the flap gate iself.

Recording of the upstream water level and the flap gate crest enabled recalculation of discharge through the
bypass, which varies greatly with the constant variations in level upstream due to turbine operation. In addition.
various environmental and plant operation parameters likely to influence the behavior of the migrants and the
efficiency of the bypasses were obtained at Soeix powerhouse or recorded with automatic data collection stations
(measurement every l5 minutes) : turbined flow, spillage, water temperature, conductivity, aûnosphenc pressure.
solar radiation, turbidity...

The study covered a period of approximately two monlhs each year during the period of peak dorvnstream
migration of salmonid juveniles, or from March I I to May 13, from March 23 to May 12 and from March I I to
May 6 in 1992, 1993 and 1994 respectively.
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Figure 3 : Bypass discharge during 1992, 1993 and 1994 experiments.

4. ASSESSMENT OF BYPASS EFFICIENCY WITH MARK-RSCAPTURE STUDIES

Downstream bypass efficiency was assessed each year using a mark-recapture method. The marked fish were
either hatchery-reared salmon smolts or wild salmon or sea trout smolts captured in the downstream bypass at the
Gurmençon hydroelectric plant I kilometer upstrqrm of Soeix. It was necessary to include hatchery-reared smolts
in the study as capture of wild smolts was too uncertain and dependent on as yet limited natural reproduction and
on upstream restocking efforts which vary from year to ye:r, as well as on the efficiency of the Gurmençon
bypass. Salmon smolts varied in size from 14 to 24 cm (average: 18 cm) and weighed 50 g on average; sea trout
smolts were significantly larger (20-30 cm).

Over the tlree years of the study, more than 3,500 fish were marked. Wild fish were generally released in the
tailrace just downstream of Gurmençon power plant, except in the case of spillage over Soeix dam where, like the
reared fish, they were directly released in the upstream part ofthe intake canal ofthe Soeix plant, about 450 m
from the trashracks.

A system for trapping fish was installed dorvnstream ofthe bypass : it consisted in an inclined screen (15% to 30%
slope, depending on the degree ofopening ofthe flap gate) to filter bypass discharge. The space between the bars
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Photo I : Location of the two bypasses near the trashrack (forebay emptied). On the left 1992 by'pass
(closed). On the r ight 1993 and 1994 bypass with horizontal submerged plate.

Photo 2 : Bypasses during operation with light above the entrance and video camera to count fish,
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Photo 3 : Entrancc vierv ofthe 1994 bypass with vert ical screen to guide f ish to the trap.
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rvas I cm. and porosity rvas around 50%. A PVC plastic spout 0.2 m in diameter at thc cdge of the screen
collected and gurded fish torvard a holding basrn. Depending on the year. fish rvere trapped in this wa-r- 3 to 4 times
a day (at I a.m., 2 p.m., 8 p.m. and midnight). To avoid mixing the batches. each batch rvas marked differcntly;
most often this consisted in clipping a notch in one fin. Bypass efficienc)' was evaluatcd on thc basis of the
proportion offish recaptured in the trap.

ln1992, 1,088 hatchery-reared salmon smolts (in 9 batches) and l2l rvild smolts (in 4 batches) rvere released.
The global rate of recapture in the bypass rvas 22Y' (from 12.50Â to 48% dcpendrng on thc batch) for hatchery-
reared smolts and22Yo (from 19.4% to 23.3%o dependrng on the batch) for u,ild smolts.

In 1993. 305 wild salmon and 221 sea trout smolts were released. The rate of recapturc in thc bvpass v;as 32Yo
(from 13% to 39%o depending on the batch) for the salmon smolts and 35% (from 6o^ to 4lo,o dcpending on the
batch) for sea trout smolts.

In 1994, 1,536 hatchery-reared salmon smolts (in 12 batches) and 88 wild smolts (in 4 batchcs), together u'rth 149
sea trout smolts (3 batches) were released. The rate of recapture was 55% for hatchcn,-rcared smolts (from 27Yo
to 89%o depending on the batch), 58%o for wild smolts (46Yo to 77%) and 680Â lor sea trout smolts (65% to 72oÂ).

Several factors might explain the wide variations within one year in the rate of brpass cfficicno from one batch to
another :

- the stage ofsmoltification ofhatchery smolts released: in 1992 and 1994, thc first batchcs rclcascd comprised
individuals not fully smoltified, and not all ready for the downstream migration as can bc sccn from thc significant
delay (from 15 days to over a month) between release and recapture ofthe last individuals: a ccrtain pcrcentagc of
the fish in these batches may have passed over t}re dam at the trme oftheir release,

- different sizes of fish from one batch to the other (especially between w'rld and hatchery'-rearcd smolts),

- variable hydraulic conditions (discharge in the blpass, turbining conditions, velocitics at thc trashrack), even in
the timespan ofone batch release.

If we consider only the batches of u'ild fish together wrth the hatchery-reared fish theoreticallv rcadl' to migrate
downstream, the variability in efficiency is less marked: mcan efficiencies are respect:ch 2ToÂ in 1992,32Yo in
1993 and 59o/o in 1994 for salmon smolts; they are systematically higher for sea trout: 35%o rn 1992, 35oÂ in 1993
and 68% in 1994.

Given ttre great number of factors influencing the test results, and the natural variabitiq' in thc rcsults, rve can give
only a relatively broad range for bypass efficiency, which we estimate at20-35o/o in 1992, 25-40yo in 1993 and
50-80% in 1994.

For the optimized bypass of 1994, we find ttrat at the end of the migration period, when the fish are probably more
ready to migrate, passage through the bypass follows very close on their release (< 24h) and bypass efficiency is
at its highest (> 75Yù.

A certain number of differences were observed in fish size, both between batches released upstream and those
recaptured at the bypass and between wild fish captured at Gurmençon and at Soeix. As a general rule, fish
recaptured in the bypass are larger than those released upstrqrm, and fish trapped at Gurmcnçon are larger than
those trapped at Soeix. Furthermore, the proportion of sea trout (larger than salmon smolts) in fish captured in the
bypasses is consistently higher in Gurmençon than at Soeix. The water intakes of the two plants ar_e similar (size,
flow velocity, etc.) with the exception of the spacing of the trashrack bars, greater at Gurmençon (4.5 cm) than at
Soeix (3.5 cm). It therefore seems probabie that the diversionary effect of the screens depends on the spacing
between the bars, or more precisely on the relation between fish size and spacing. It was, howevcr, not possible to
examine this criterion more closelv.
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5. RADIOTRACKING TO MONITOR FISH BEHAVIOR

In- e,ach of the study' years, radiotracking was performed to monitor displacement and behavior of smolts upstream
ofthe trashracks and close to the bypass. This consisted in releasing fish tagged with transrnitters upstream ofthe
Soeix plant and localizing them in areas monitored bv recorders in fixed iocations. These automatic recordings
were complemented by manual tracking. As in the case of the mark-recapturc procedures. releases $,ere elther in
the Gurmençon tailrace some I km upstream of Soeix dam (rn ûrc absence of spillage over the dam) or directly in
the upper ûre headrace when there was spillage.

The material used was American-manufactured (Advanced Telemetry S1'stems) Transmitters (frequcncv band:
4849 MHz) weighing from 1.5 to 1.9 g and measunng 19.6 mm in length and 6 mm in thickness, t*tir u jif.tirn.
of from ll to 15 days, were introduc€d into the fish stomach using a technique similar to that follog,ed in France
for several years with adult salmon and shad (Travade et al, 1989) and elseulhere on salmonid juveniles (Moscr ct
al., 1990; Armstrong and Rawlings, 1993). Fish displacement rvas monitored u'ith a set of iigitat and graphic
recorders which, on a very small time step (a few seconds), detected anci recorded the presence of fish in areas
delimited by underwater antennas (l/4 wavelength wires) or aerial antennas (directional loops). The zones of
detection, identical for the three years of the stud1', are sho*'n in Figure 4. Thel' u'ere defined with a vreg. to
identi&ing the bank along which fish arrive at the plant, displacement rn rhe vicinif\. of trashracks. passagc rn thc
zone ofattraction ofthe blpass (a 3-meter radius upstream ofthe blpass gate) and passage through thc iurbincs.
For manual counting offish, we used the aerial directronal antennas and one undenvater coaxial cable loop (l2 to
l6 cm rn perimeter) for precise localization.

Rtght tuôhe htake (d)

Len lurbtne tntake (1t)

Heâdrcce (he)

La ie ra l  sp i i lwây

,o,otnn r"n* ---1 ..-.(.

Figure 4 : Location ofantennas areas for automatic radiotracking (with abbreviations used on figure 5).

A total of 100 fish (86 salmon and 14 sea trout) çere tagged in the three years. For salmon, thcse were essentiallv
hatchery-reared individuals in 1992 and wild individuals in 1993 and 1994

ln 1992,27 hatchery-reared salmon smolts and 3 wild salmon smolts were tagged.30oÂ were recaptured in the
bypass.

In 1993, 32 wild salmon smolts and 2 sea trout smolts were tagged.2SoÂ were recaptured in the bypass.

In 1994, 24 wild salmon smolts, 2 hatchery-reared smolts and l2 sea trout smolts were tagged. 760% of thc salmon
smolts and 82%, of tke sea trout smolts were recaptured in the bvnass.
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The efficiency of the three bypasses, successively tested in 1992, 1993 and 1994 and estimated on the basis of
radiotracked fish, is close to that measured by mark-recapture methods,

The principal observations with respect to fish behavior on tJre study site are as follorvs:

- downstream displacement (passage through the bypass and the turbines) is essentially noctumal. Almost all
passage occurs between 6 p.m. and 8 a.m., through some fish did move around the study site dunng the dal';

- most salmon and sea trout (90%) pause in front of the trashracks and seek a passage, whereas their displacement
upstream of the study site and rn the headrace is relatively continuous and at a speed close to the florv vcloci8.
This points up the deterrent effect of the screens with the present bar spacing (3.5 cm), but tends to indicate that
the efficiency of bypasses located close to trashracks will always be limited by the proportion of fish ( l0% in this
case) which show no reluctance in front ofthe trashracks:

- in general, fish tend to arrive in front of the screens from the left bank, and it is in this area that most of them
stay. This is most certalnly due to the general current pattems in the vicinity of the trashrack,

- almost all fish remain and move close to the trashracks (a few dozen meters maximum). A small proportion (2

salmon and 3 sea trout) retumed more than 450 meters in the reservoir, once having reached the trashracks. Some
even went back and forth several times between the power station and the reservoir. Most displacemcnt of this
kind occurred u'hen turbined discharge was between 20 and 25 m'/s;

TIME

soEtx - FtsH N" 830 - 08/04/94 .

L : light above bypass entrance T|ME

Figure 5 : Two examples of fish movement patterns in the headrace and trashrack areas
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- the duration of presence in front of the screens is extremelv variable (from I minute to 3g hours). There is a
differcnce in this duration depending on the year: in 1994. fish stal'ed for a shorter time in front of the screens
(50% stal'ed for less than 15 minutes) than in 1992 and 1993, rvhèn respectivel;, 24oÂ and l6y, stal,ed for less
than 15 minutes;

- frsh passing through the turbines passed primarily through the Kaplan rvheel (left bank). Most fish (respectivell.
88%' 50% and 60% in 1992,1993 and 1994) had already passed rn the zonc oianraction 

"f 
rh. b;;;-d;th;

3 m in front), and some had passed there more than 30 trmcs, ind.icatrng its low attractron in 1992 and 1993 and
prompttng the decision to modi! it m 1994: lugher discharge and improved hydrodynamics around the enrrance,

- fish passing through the bypass generally did so after several passages in the near vicinit\, (up to 66 trmes).
Thcre is nonetheless a difference between the first two bypasses (1992 ;d 1993) and the l99d u.Â,on rnto rvhich
a higher proportion (40%) entered the first time they approached the blpass (compared mth 149,o and, 20o/o in
1992 and 1993). In 1994. furthermore,4 fish (14%) passcd directlv into-the blpasi rvithout having reached thc
trashrack' a phenomenon not observed the preceding years. This again indicates iti greater attraction i-n 199.{,

- the cffect ofthc rate ofdischarge in the bypass was not pointed up in 1992-1993 but. in 1994, rr,e find that s.hen
fish pass through the blpass, the discharge in the bypass and the ratio of brpass discharge/turbincd dischargc arc
hrgher than s'hen fish pass through the turbine. The florv drscharge passing into ttre blpas-s u,hen fish pass through
is about 6ozi, (from 4'r/oto 87o) of the turbined discharsc.

6. EFFECT OF LIGHT

Lighting the brpass at night to increase its attractron appears promising, as sho*n in a numbcr of preyrous
expcriments (EPRI, 1986) Intermittent lightrng rvas found preferable to continuous lighting, as it rvas obscn cd in
prevrous studies (Taft. 1988 ; Larinier and Bernard, l99lb) that rvhile the blpass uas tit, nsn passage occurred
essentialh' at the moment the light was turned on or off. Dunng the 3 1'ears àf experiments at Soeixl ûrerefore,
intermittent lightrng of the blpass was tested. uith a 50-W mercun vapor lamp installed some L5 meters from thg
surfacc abovc thc blpass.

The frcquencv and duration of lighting intervals changed over t}re 3 vears in accordance with the rcsults obsencd
rn the prcceding vear .

- rn 1992. light phascs alternating u,ith dark phases lasting l/2 hour,

- in 1993. light phases lasting 20 minutes followed b1'extinction for l0 minutes;

- in 1994. lO-minute light phases follorved by 5-minute exlinction.

Thc ratcs of fish passage through the bypass lit by the mercurv vapor lamp and in the absence of any lishtins at all
were compared While ûre frequency and duration of light phases changed over the thrce years, th. r-.rulti ,u.r"
nonetheless identical: fish react clearly and systematically to a change in lighting (most particularl)'to extinction).
Figure 6 shou's the results obtained in 1992 and 1993: in the minutei foliowing Ëxtinction tf th. l.*p. u
significant increase in fish passage is observed. On the other hand, rvhen *" 

"ouni 
all fish passage, there are

statistically no more fish passrng during intermittent lighting than during no lighting of tne ù1pasi. In fact, it
appears that lighting concentrates passage through the bypass but does not globally enh*.. bypass efficienci,.

With radiotracked fish, the attraction of light could not be demonstrated. Behavror differs widelv from fish to frsh.
The effects of hydraulic attraction undoubtedly mask those of lighting.
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Fig.6 : Rate ofsmolt passage under dif ferent l ight condit ions (1992 and 1993)

7. DISCUSSION

Experiments conducted over a three-r,ear period at Soeix enabled successivc tcsting of thrùc do\\'nstrcalrl brpasscs
designed to deter passage of salmonid juveniles through turbines. Thc d*iccs tcstcd scrc surfacc brpasses
installed on the river bank near the trashracks of the porver station. The usc of ts o contplcntcntan tcchniqucs,
mark-recapture to quantif, the effrcienc.v of the bypasses anri radiotracking to monrtor fish bchavior. enabled
modiffing the configuration of the b,rpasses from one year to the next. and succcssivclr highlighting thc
parameters influencing their effrciency.

The first blpass (1992), located some distance-(around 6 meters) upstream of thc trashrack and functionrng for
90% of the time with a discharge bcnveen 0.2 m'/s and 0.5 m'/s (or 0.5o/o to 3.59u of thc turbincd dischargc), *'as
revealed to have low efficiency (20% to 35%), due ln part to its distance from thc trashracks

The second blpass (1993), located much closer to the screens (1.5 m) and functroning rlith much thc samc
discharge (between 0.2 and 0 7 m3/s for 90oÂ of the time, or 0.5%o to 4% of thc turbincd dischargc). was not much
more efficient (25Yo to 40olo) rvhereas radiotracking pointed up the presencc of significant numbcrs of fish
congregating in the immediatc vicinit_v of the bypass. The low efficiency' rvas thcn attributcd to thc insufficient
flow velocities on the surface and to hydrodgramic disturbances near the blpass. particularlv thc presence of an
upwelling that masked the entrance.

The third bpass (1994) was located rr the same spot as in 1993 but modifications had bccn made pnor to the
1994 study to improve the hydrodynamics:

- enlarging of the bypass to L8 m (double the original width),

- raising the discharge (mean discharge: 1.2 m3/s; 90% of the time between 0.5 and I 9 m'/s. or betwecn 2%o arird
l0% ofthe turbined discharge),

- immersion of a horizontal plate in front of the bypass entrance so as to eliminats thc ups'cllings that maskcd the
entmnce, and increased surface velocities in an attempt to draw fish toward thc blpass.

The 1994 bypass was significantly more cfficient in that it was practically doublc thc 1993 cffrciency (50% to
80%): on average, 59% of the salmon smolts and 68% of the sea trout (from 42Vo to tt9%. dcpcnding on the batch
considered).

This improved efficiency was confirmed by radiotracking, which showcd that thc fish find thc bypass entrancc
morc rapidiy and pass ferver times in its zone of attraction.
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It is, however, difficult to evaluate the relative importance of the improvement made by eliminting the ups.elhngs
masking the entrance and that of the increased bypass widù and discharge: in our àpinion, the t*'o factors arc
complementary.

The discharge factor does appear significant insofar as. in 1994. radiotracking shou'ed ttrat fish passage through
the turbines generally occurs when bypass discharge is lorvest.

The attraction exerted by light appeared less significant in 1994 than in the t\vo preceding vears. Rcsulrs obtained
in the three years at Soeix seem to indicate that the hydrodynamic factor is most certainly ûre predomrnant factor
to consider when designing a downstream bypass. Light does not noticeably affect brpasi efficiencl', u.hcther the
hydrodynamic conditions are favorable or severe. On the other hand, given the undeniâÛte effects of iight on fish. ir
is possible ttrat light will be found useful in the absence of pronounced hydrodlnamic factors, foi examplc rn
attracting fish toward a downstream blpass on a resen'oir rvith very lorv surface velocities.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS

We can draw certain conclusions from the experiments at Soeix to help in designrng dounstream brpasscs for
small water intakes (width < 20 m).

The bypass must be both close to the trashracks ( l to 2 meters maximum upstream of the screcn) and in an arca
where fish tend to congregate, vvhich depends heavily on the hvdrodlnamit conditions upstream of the scrccns
(tangential currents, zones of recirculation, upwellings. etc ). It is relativelv clear that. having fought agarnsr
entrainment through the trashracks, fish concentrate more or less passivelv in lateral recirculatron zonles close to
the screens, which therefore appear to be the most favorable to installation of a bypass.

Discharge in the blpass must be proportional to the turbined discharge. As for upstream fishpasses, the murrmum
ryquired discharge appears to be a few per cent ofthe turbined discharge. The good results oùtained in 1994 rrerc
for a discharge that was from?%ôto l0% of the turbined discharge (median 57oj, while blpass drscharges of 0 5%
and 4%o ofthe turbined discharge were revealed inadequate in the preceding years. ln thii-respect. it alpcars vcn.
important to account for fluctuations in upstream rvater level rvhen determrning t}le level of thl bypass 

'crest. 
so as

to maintain a constantly adequate discharge.

The hydrodynamic conditions in the immediate viciniq, of the bypass entrance appear essential. The1. must bc
characterized by undisturbed surface flow (no detachment or turbulence) and be perceptible from u, g..ut 

"distance as possible from the bypass, wrth a gradual acceleration up to the blpass entrance. This acceleration must
be found both on a horizontal and a vertical plane. hence the importance of the geometry of the bypass cntrancc
(no sharp angles) and the preference for the use of surface flap gates rather tlan flat vertical gut.s. nt. hcad of
water over tlle crest must be at least forty centimeters.

The characteristics of the trashrack (spacing of bars) and vclocit-v pattems in the vicinity of thc bypass cntrancc
play an mportant role in determining the possibiliw for and duration of stay in fiont of the screens and
consequently the probability that fish will find the bypass entrance. These two factors, related to the swrmmrng
ability of the fish (and therefore to their size), could not be quantified, but influence the size-selection of fish
entering the blpass, which is all the greater when spacing bet*'een bars and velocities in front of thc scrccns arc
great.

Following the monitoring at Soeix power station, experiments with several different focuses have bcen undcrtakcn
with a view to defining improved design of downstream blpasses

The good results obtained at Soeix are largely due to the fact that fish are "hydraulicallv" concentratcd ncar thc
blpass; it therefore appeared interesting to assess the effrciency of bypasses on less hydrodynamically favorablc
sites. This was done on another intake on the Aspe river at Bcdous, some twenty kilometeri upstream of Socix,
where bypass efficiency was found in 1995 to be no bener than I7%.

The trashracks tested on the Gave d'Aspe are ofmoderatc rvidth (around fifteen meters). It appears indispcnsablc
to know the trashrack size above which one should install scveral downstream bypasses. Studies rvcrc thus
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undertakcn in spring 1996 on the Garonne, upstream of Toulouse, to test the efficiency of downstream bypasses in
the case of larger intakes and higher discharge. It would also be advisable to test devices to attract or guide fish
which might improve bypass efficiency. Such tests were undertaken in 1995 on electric scre€ns, and in spring
1996 on acoustic deflection devices.
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ABSTRACT

In order to improve the longitudinal continuum of the many dammed streams, increasing numbers of nerv fishrval,s
have been constructed in southern Germany within the past few years. Although it has been generally reco-rnized
that these structures must allow the migration of all aquatic biota and more 'natural' designs are frequentlv
adopted, fishways often differ greatly in their structural characteristics. Furthermore, the effectiveness of fishpasses,
particularly rvith regard to artificial flow regulation or other disturbances encountered in regulared srreams, have
rarely been assessed. We evaluated the effects of fishway design, stream morphometry, and hydrological regime
within the corresponding river section on fish distribution patterns and migrations. On 20 differenr occasions
between August 1994 and September 1995, we collected fish upstream, downstream, and inside three different
types of f ishways on the Enz River (108 km length, 16.6 m3.s-r mean annual discharge), a second order tributary
of the Rhine River. The first fishpass (site I) is a 75 m long, 2 m wide concrete channel filled with grar.el and
boulders, the second (site II) is a 83 m long,24 m wide artificial stream, and the third (site III) is a step and pool
fishway. Fish were collected by electrofishing. On most sampling occasions, species and size classes rvere recorded
separately for specif,rc habitat types or sections within the fishways. In addition, traps were installed for 3-5 week
long periods at the upstream outlets of all three fishways. More than 3550 fish (>5 cm) of 2g species were
captured and tneasured. Approximately 770 fish were marked by subcutaneous injection of alcyan blue dye and
were released downstream of a fishway. Of these,45 fish were recaprured. Almost ll50 fish, including -5 marked
individuals, were captured in the traps, providing direct evidence for migration through the fishway. Of the 2g
species found, I I occurred at all three locations, I I were captured at only one site, and three were represented bv
a single individual. The total number of species recorded decreased downstream from 2l at site I to lg at site II,
and l7 at site III. There were pronounced changes in the abundance of most of the dominant species downstream
and upstream ofthe fishway at site III, and, to a lesser degree at sites I and II, indicating species (and size) specific
differences in the effectiveness of the three designs for fish passage. Funhermore, marked differences rn relative
fish abundance between downstream locations and inside the fishway itself, and in the relative numerical composi-
tion of the trap catch at sites I and II, clearly demonstrated that some species (Cottus gobio, Barbatul' barbarula,
Salmo trutta, Leuciscus cephalus) use these fishways as a habitat, whereas others (pàorl nus phoxurus, Gobi.
gobio) seem to simply migrate through. only inside the artificial srream (site II) did we find early life srages of
at least seven species' indicating that passage of the other fishways is probably restricted to older fish.

KEY-WORDS: southern Germany / fishway / migration / marking / traps lspecies oistriuution / community
composition / habitat use / young-of-year / abundance.
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INTRODUCTION

The typical nature of most streams as longitudinal ecosystenrs showing a more or less pronounced continuum in
characteristic changes of physical, chemical, morphometrical. or hydrological properties along their length has been
profoundly disturbed, particularly in the so called 'developed' countries (e.g. Weaver and Garman. 199;l: Lignon
et al., 1995). Over the last few hundred years, increasing numbers of weirs, gauge structures, dams. and other
horizontal barriers have been constructed to obtain, for example, hydroelectric power or drinkin-g water. to promote
ship transportation, to supposedly prevent flooding, or to reduce erosion. Some of the ecological consequences of
such barriers which have the potential to substantially affect fish communities include the shifts in thernral resimes
(Spence and Hynes, l97l), excessive sedimentation (Moog et al.1993), a reduction in the areal extent and duration
of f loodplain inundation (Zalumi 1970), alterations of channel morphology (Simons 1979), shifts in the size of
organic particles and in trophic relationships (Ward and Stanfbrd, I983), and fragmentation or complcre loss ol'
habitats (Kirchhofer, 1995). Although many of these changes in the ecological processes of rivers are dil'ficult to
reverse without incurring immense costs for the large scale removal of existing baniers, recently many, politicians
and administrators appear to have embraced the idea that in those cases in which artificial barriers prevent rhe
upstreâm (and downstream) migration of fishes (and macroinvertebrates), the construction of fish passares is the
preferred solution to improve, if not restore, the river conrinuum. Thus, in southern Germany. incrcasing numbers
of new hshways have been constructed within the past few years. Alrhough it has been more frequenrll'recognized
that these structures must allow the migration of all aquatic biota and more 'natural' designs are olien adopted.
fishways may ditfer greatly in their structural characteristics. Furthermore, the effectiveness of fishpasses,
particularly with regard to artificial flow regulation or other disturbances encountered in regulated streams, have
rarely been assessed, especially for nonsalmonid species (fbr exceptions see Schwalme er al., 198-<; Schmutz cr
al., 1995). The aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of fishway design, stream morphomerry, and
hydrological regime on fish distribution patterns and migrations in the vicinity of three different types of fishpasses
on a medium sized river in south-west Germany. Furthermore we tried to relate fish community composition along
the 50 km river section under study to possible barrier effects, habitat features, and the concept of river zonation.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Studv sites

Fish were captured upstream, downstream, and inside three different types of fishways on the Enz River, a second
order tributary of the Rhine River in southern Germany (Fig.I ). The Enz, a carbonate rich stream of 108 km length
has a mean annual discharge of 16.6 m3.s-r and a basin area of 326 km2 at the first sampting site 58 km upstream
from the mouth. The second and third sites are located 29 km and 56 km, respectively, further downstream (Fig.l ).
The first two fishways are relatively long bypasses. The first one (site I) is a 75 m long, 2 m wide concrere
channel filled with coarse gravel and regularly placed large boutders. The second one (site II) is a 83 m long, 2-4
m wide artificial stream, and at the third site, a classical step and pool fishway with four concrete basins has been
installed. Importantly, the upstream end of the concrere bypass exits abruptty - more than 4 m above the river
bottom - into an almost stagnant. I km long, impounded section. At the exit, the concrete channel is split into two
<1-m wide openings by a central railing into which tightly htting wooden beams are slid at different heights for
the two openings. On the one side, these beams leave a 40 cm high submersed opening immediately above the
channel bottom, and on the other side, the beams start from the bottom up, leaving a surf'ace opening of 20-30 cm
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height depending on overall water level. For the step and pool fishway, the basins are separated by wooden boards
into which l0 x 10 cm wide openings are cut at opposite sides on the bottom and on the top. other characteristic
features of each fishpass are given in Table l. At each site, rwo (site III) to four (site II and I) 20-100 m long river
sections were identified as actual fish sampling locations. Since the length of the impounded river sections
upstream of each weir differed between sites, and comparable downstream habitats were sometimes difficult to
find, for sites II and III, the upstream locations were identical to the first downstream location of site I and II.
respectively. For site I, the upstream sampling location was almost 3 km above the weir.

To assess fish habitats on a smaller scale upstream and downstream of the fishvrays and inside the artif icial srream,
distinct habitat types were characterized based on substrate, local current speeds and water depth. lnside the
concrete bypass, 37 consecutive 2-m sections were designated as sampling units, and for the classical fishpass, each
chamber was considered a unit. On most sampling occasions, species and size classes were recorded seoaratelv
for each specific habitat type or sampling unit.

Fish samplins

On at least two different occasions each between August 1994 and September 1995, we collected fish by elcctro-
fishing, trapping, or with pond nets (Table 2). Nets were used once in all three fishways when warer levels were
normal and at three other times when levels were much reduced because of repairs to the Eutingen power plant.

t\ l

11
h

,Q

5 0 m

- 100 km

Figure 1: Map showing the location of the three fishways (FW) at Eutingen (site I), Oberriexingen (.site II),
and Besigheim (site III) on the Enz River.
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Table l: Characterization of the Enz River fishways at Eutingen, Oberriexingen, and Besigheim. Height Â

= Height differential between downstream entrance and upstream exit. Ranges for water depths and current

speeds at each fishway are from 20-150 measurements taken with a 'Mini-Water 2' meter (Fa. Schiltknecht'

Swizerland) at various levels of discharge. 
' 

Maximum current speed measured close to the downstream

entrance before it was remodelled on August 7,1995. Thereafter, maximum speeds were reduced to 1.4 m/s.

Parameter Eutingen Oberriexingen Besigheim

Type

Design

Date build

Length (m)

ttridth (m)

Water depth, range (m)

Height À (m)

Slope, range (7o)

Current speed, range (m/s)

Discharge, range (L/s)

Bypass channel

Concrete lining filled with
coarse gravel and boulders

June 1992

75

2

0.2-0.6

4.3

5 -10
0.2-1.3

120-150

Artificial stream

diverse; locally present
natural materials

Dezember 1994

83

2'4

0.2-  1.0

1 . 8

2-9

0 .  l - 2 .  I *

600-900

Step and pool fishway

3 concrete basins, wooden
dividers with lOxl0 cm slots

July 1980

l 0

I

0.5-0.8

0.8

20 cm high steps

0 . 6 - l . I

20-10

Apart from a routine, weekly plant maintenance, which resulted in a transient (4-6 hours) approximately 807c

reduction of water flow into the fishpass, on these three occasions (September 7 and 30, 1994; May 8, 1995), the

movable weir was lowered to the point where river water level dropped below the exit of the bypass channel,

causing the fishway to fall dry for 3-23 days. On September 30, 1994, the rubber gaskets of the weir were replaced

and two gravel and sand dams were built across the Enz River l0 m upstream and 25 m downstream of the weir

while the complete flow was diverted through the turbine canal and a spillway. Before the water between the two

dams was pumped out completely, we quantitatively collected the remaining fishes with nets, which had

congregated in a depression of a 25 m long, 1.5-2 m deep concrete basin which sloped towards the base of the

weir. On October 22, the dams were left to be washed away and water supply to the fishway was restored.

However, frequent construction work was carried out inside the river on a 200 m long section immediately
downstream of the weir until January 1995. This greatly affected water turbidity and flow conditions at two of our

sampling locations, and permanently created a 120 m long section with reduced current below the downstream

entrance of the fishway, thus completely separating its attractant current from the main stem flow.

Traps were installed for 3-5 week long periods at the upstream outlets of all three fishways (Table 2). The trap
for the concrete channel consisted of two aluminum frames each fitted precisely to cover one of the two openings

of the fishway exit (see above). Because the I mm square mesh net used as screen during the first trapping period

clogged rapidly causing reduced flow condition inside the frsh pass, and apparently facilitated the escape of
captured fishes, the trap screen was changed to 4 mm stainless steel wire for the second trapping period and
funnels made out of 4 mm mesh netting were installed into the trap entrances. As a test of capture efficiency, two
individuals from each of the six most common fish species at site I were marked and placed into the two traps.
After three days, no fish had escaped, and it was assumed that the traps would quantitatively catch fish migrating
upstream. The commercially bought hoop net traps (5 mm stretched mesh; Fa. Kappel, D-8745-2 Altusried) used
at sites II and III, either completely covered the upstream exit of the fishpass, as in the case of the concrete
fishway, or were installed just inside the exit, the wings leaving a minimal distance to the water surface to reduce
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the risk of clogging or damage. Unfortunately, the trap set inside the artificial stream was stolen 5 days into the
first trapping period. For the second period, a custom made box trap (stainless steel frame with 2 m long wings,
4 mm wire mesh) was installed in place of the hoop net trap. All traps were checked daily.

Table 2: Dates of electrofishing (EF), net sampling (NS), and traping periods (Tp) at the fishways (F\{) in
Eutingen, Oberriexingen, and Besigheim on the Enz River in 1994 and 1995. See text for descriptions of
traps. 'FW entrance' refers to the sampling location immediately below the downstream

entrance of the fishway.

Date/Period Eutingen Oberriexingen Besigheim
18.08.94

25.08.94

07.09.94

0 I  .  10.94

07.08.-07.09.94

3  r . 10 .94

07.12.94

09.03.95

26.04.95

05.05.95

08.05.95

r  1.05.95

r  r . - r5 .05.95
3 r.05.95

20.0'7.-r 1.08.95

l1 .08 . -18 .09 .95

07.-24.08.95

22.08.95

24.08.95

r 8.09.95

EF, all locations

NS, FW only

NS, weir basin only

TP, box traps
EF, FW + FW entrance
EF, FW + FW entrance

NS, FW only
EF, all locations

NS, FW only

EF, FW + FW enrrance
TP, box trap

EF, all locations

NS, FW only

BF, all locations

TP, hoop net trap

TP, box trap

EF, FW only

EF, all locations

EF, FW + FW entrance

EF, al l  locations

NS, FW'only

TP, hoop net trap

EF, all locarions

All fish caught were identified to species and their length was estimated to the nea.rest centimetre. All trapped fish,
and approximately Tovo of the fish captured by electrofishing and with nets were transfered ro holding tanks in
the field. After anaesthesization with MS-222, atl fish were measured (t0.1 cm) and most were weighed (t0.2 S)
on a digital field balance (PESA, model BR 100). Depending on the apparent health status and ambient tempera-
tures, a variable portion of all fishes >5 cm was marked by subcutaneous injection of alcyan blue dye, and was
released after complete recovery, at different distances (maximally 300 m) downstream of a fishway. This marking
technique is known to cause only negligible mortality and effectively marks even small fish for periods of over
a year (Hill and Crossmann, 1987; Bridcut, 1993). We used small hypodermic needles (0.6 mm opening), which
could be used more accurately and were less damaging to small fish than jet injection. Specific fin markings (e.g.
left pectoral fin) were used to indicate the exact location and./or the date of release. Fish recapture during
subsequent electrofishing or trapping periods was taken as direct evidence of upstream migration including some
information on approximate distances covered and on the minimum time period spent at a particular site.
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RESULTS

Exactly 3554 hsh (>5 cm) of 28 species were captured by electrofishing or netting. In addition, approximatell'

4800 young-of-year (YOY) fish of l l species were caught. More than 4000 of the YOY fish were gudgeons

(Gobio gobio; approximately 75Vo), riffle minnow (Alburnoides bipunctatus; 87o), stone loach (Barbatula

barbatula:67o), and barbels (Barbus barbus;4Vo,\, 11s1L6 from the concrete basin below the weir at Eutingen on

October 31,1994. Of the species present in the step and pool fishway, no individuals smaller than 5 cm were

caught either during the trapping period or when electrof,rshing in late August of 1994 and 1995 (Table 3)' At the

same time, YOY barbels, gudgeons, chub (l,euciscus cephalus), roach (Rarilrrs rutilus) dace (Lcuciscus leuciscus\'

and bleak (Alburnus alburnus\ measuring 2-5 cm were abundant immediately downstream of the fishrvay.

Table 3: Lenglh (cm) of the smallest specimen captured dorvnstream of the fishwal-, inside the fishway, or

inside the traps for the more abundant fish species at three sites on the Enz River. Only sampling times

between August and December are considered. Values without a decimal place are estimates. 
' = singlc

juvenile fish, next smallest specimen measured 22.0 cm; b = in addition, larger numbers of (unmeasured)

fry were present at the sampling location. DS=downstream, FW=inside the fishrvay.

Eutingen Oberriexingen llesigheim

Species DS Trap FW DS Trap FIV DS Trap l-lv

Salmo trutta
Alburnoides bipunctatus
Barbus barbus
Gobio gobio

Leuciscus cephalus
Phoxinus phoxinus
Rutilus rutilus
Barbatula barbatula
Cottus

10.0
2.2
) . t

2.2
4.0
3.0

10.7
3.7
4.7

^ 1

5.6
2.5
3.5
5.6b

3.0
g.5b

6

8 . 1
8.2
9.4
9.0

12.5
9 . 1
8.2

9.0

3 .6
- r .  j

4.6',
J . L

7.8
5 . 1

4

9 ; t  8 .6
'1.3 8.0
5.3 '  4 .9
6.7 t3.2

I 2.0 1 3.0
5 .3  7 .1

22.6 r5.3
6.2 4.1

? 8.5
2 8.0
4 8.0

4 6 . 0 5
3 -

5 . 19 ; t

Of the 386 fishes caught inside the bypass channel at Eutingen, only five, three bullheads, one stone loach and

one European minnow (Phoxinus phoxinus), were YOY fish. All of these were captured within the first 8 m of

the downstream entrance. At this point, the gravel had been washed out, and a 1.2 m long section of sheer

concrete remained, over which current speeds were always in excess of I m/s. Actually, Iess than lÙVo and

l57o of all the l2l butlhead and 2l stone loach caught inside the fishway occurred upstream of this area. No

YOY fish were found inside the traps during both trapping periods (see section on trap catches below). At

Oberriexingen in late August, substantial numbers of YOY chub and European minnow were found at the only

"pool" area, approximately two thirds up the length of the artihcial stream. Other species for which YOY ftsh

were caught both inside the artificial stream as well as downstream of the fishway, included - in descending

order of abundance - barbel, gudgeon, roach, bullhead, and dace. Only two species, riffle minnow and bleak,

of which approximately l0 and 40, respectively, YOY fish were caught downstream of the artificial stream,

were never observed as YOYs inside the fishwav.

Of the 28 species found in the Enz River, ll occurred at all three sites, ll were captured u, on,, one of the

thrce sites, and brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis), goldfish (Carassius auratus gibelio), rudd (Scardinius
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erythrophthalmns), and pikeperch (Stizostedion lucioperca) were represented by just a single specimen (Table
4). The total number of species recorded decreased downstream from 2l at site I (Eutingen) to lg at site II
(obeniexingen), and l7 at site III (Besigheim; Table 3). These differences remained, if species for which only
individual finds existed were excluded from the analysis. Community similarity, expressed by Soerensen,s
Index (SI; Soerensen, 1948), showed a clearpattem of decreasing similarity with increasing disrance down-
stream. Whereas the SI values for the comparison between Eutingen and Oberriexingen and between
Oberriexingen and Besigheim were SOVo andTlVo,respectively, the SI for Eutingen vs. Besigheim rvas 547o.

step and pool artificial stream concrete channel

DS FW Trap DS 'FW 
Trap DS FW Trap UpS

Figure 2: Number of fish species caught downstream (DS), within (FW), with traps at the upstream exit, and
upstream (UpS) ofthree types offishways on the Enz River between August 1994 and September 1995. Species
are categorized according to their habitat preferences with regard to current and substrate conditions:

rheophilic (light stipling), indifferent (dark stipling), and limnophilic (vertical lines).

When the different sampling locations and the abundance of fishes were considered in an analysis of species
distribution, some additional trends became obvious. Both absolute numbers and relative proportions of rheophilic
species (see Table 4) caught at each location were lowest at the step and pool fishway near the mouth of the Enz
River (Figure 2). In contrast, the location specific total number of species was always highest near the concrete
channel at Eutingen. Importantly, for all three sites, the number of species at locations downstream of the fishway
was considerably higher than the number of species found inside the fishway (Figure Z), and this large difference
persisted even when the species caught with traps were combined with those captured by electrofishing or net
sampling' In addition, the relative numerical abundance of species differed profounclly between sites and among
locations within sites. The bullhead, for example, was abundant at Eutingen, occured in small numbers at
Oberriexingen, and was absent in Besigheim (Figure 3). An almost identical pattern of declining abundances
downstream, although at much lower absolute numbers, existed fôr the grayling. In contrast, the bleak showed
almost the reverse pattern of strongly declining abundances upstream. This species, togethei with roach and
gudgeon, dominated the fish community downstream of the weir at Besigheim (Figure 3), and, together with roach,
contributed almost 9ovo to the catches from the hshway, either by electrofishing or trapping (Figure 3).

? , 1 6
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o
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Table 4: List of fish species caught in the vicinity of three fishways on the Enz River between August 1994

and September 1995. Habitat preferences (HP) with regard to current and substrate conditions (L=Limnophi'

lic, R=Rheophilic, I=Indifferent; modified after Jungwirth 1984) and relative abundances (O=common, >57o

of alt fishes caught; O=rarei E=individual tind) are indicated. Oberriex. = Oberriexingen, B'heim = Besigheim.

Species Common name Eutingen Oberriex. B'heim HP

Lampetra planeri (BLocH)
Anguilla anguilla (L.)

Abramis brama (L.)

Alburnoides bipunctatus (BLocH)

Alburnus alburnus (L.)

Barbus barbus (L.)

Carassius auratus gibelio (BLocH)

Gobio gobio (L.)

Leuciscus cephalus (L.)

Leuciscus leuciscus (L.)

Leuciscus souffia agassizi (Rlsso)
Phoxinus phoxinus (L.)

Pseudorasbora parva (SCHLEcEL)
Rutilus rutilus (L.)

Scardinius erythrophthalmus (L. )
Tinca tinca (L.)

Barbatula barbatula (L.)

Esox lucius (L.)

Thymallus thymallus (L.)

Salvelinus fontinalis (MITcHELL)

Salmo trutta morpha fario (L.)

Onchorhynchus mykiss (WALBAUM)
Lepomis gibbosus (L.)
Gymnocephalus cernuus (L.)
Perca fluviatilis (L.)
Stizostedion lucioperca (L.)

Gasterosteus aculeatus (L.)

Cottus sobio (L.)

Brook lamprey

Eel

Bream

Riffle minnow

Bleak

Barbel

Goldfish

Gudgeon

Chub

Dace

Soufie

Minnow

Asiat ic minnow

Roach

Rudd

Tench

Stone loach

Pike

Grayling

Brook trout

Brown trout

Rainbow trout

Bluegi l l

Ruffe

Eurasian perch
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At Oberriexingen, species specific abundances inside the frrshway closely matched those from the sampling

locations downstream, barbel and stone loach contributing over 65Vo and75Vo, respectively, to the total number

of fish caught. Particularly, the latter species was almost absent in the trap catches, whereas less abundant species

like roach and European perch were found in relative high proportions (Figure 3). This discrepancy between the

abundance of species inside the fishway compared to their numerical presence in the trap catches was even more

pronounced at Eutingen. There, more than 430 gudgeon and 340 European minnows were caught inside the trap,

while both these species were practically absent in the frshway. ln contrast, only a singele brllhead, the most

abundant species inside the hshway, which also occured in substantial numbers downstream and upstream, was

ever caught inside the traps. The upstream and downstream locations at Eutingen showed the most numerically
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balanced community composition of all locations sampled. However, after the extention of the the rurbine canal
and the concomitant loss of an adequate attractant current connecting the fishway entrance with the main f'low in
spring of 1995' no graylings and only a few barbels were captured within a 150 m long section dorvnsrream of
the fishway.

step and
pool

adificial
stream

concrete
channel

I  Gudgeon

B Stone loach

û Minnow

O Barbel

tr Roach

tr Chub

& Bleak

B Bul lhead

N Ri f f le  minnow

@Brown troul

m Others
re
Æ'

FW
0'w'

Trap ups

Figure 3: Percentage distribution by numbers of fish species caught downstream (DS), within (F-W), rvith
traps ât the upstream exit (Trap), and upstream (UpS) of three types of fîshways on the Enz River. The

numbers beside each diagramm indicate the total number of fish caught.

A total of l l39 fish were captured inside the traps,848 in Eutingen,83 in oberriexingen, and 20g in Besigheim
(Figure 3)' Barbel, gudgeon, chub, roach, and eel were the only species caught in all types of traps, indicating that
these species successfully ascended the three fishways. In addition, bullhead, riffle minnow, and stone loach, which
were never caught downstream of the step and pool fishway or were only present in very small numbers (stone
loach), were' however, caught with the traps at the concrete bypass and the artihcial stream. Based on the length-
frequency distribution of the trap-caught individuals, no YOY fish, with the questionable exception of a single 5.3
cm long barbel caught in mid August in Eutingen (Table 3), swam through the upstream exit of either fishwav.
at least not during the respective trapping periods.

of the 3554 fish >5 cm caught by electrofishing or net sampling, 772 were marked and released downstream of
the fishways at Eutingen (n=273) and Oberriexingen (n=499). In addition, 226 and3g individuals ofthe fish caueht
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with traps at the concrete channel and the artificial stream, respectively, were also specifically marked and released

just betow the fishway entrance. None of these previously trapped fish were ever recaptured. In fact, of all the

marked fish released downstream of the fishway at Eutingen, only 3 chubs, I rainbow trout, and l brown trout

were recaptured in the 2Vo-slope section of the fishway. One specimen each of chub, rainbow trout, and brown

rrour were caught by net on May 5, 1995, three days afier the initial capture. Of all the marked frsh in

Oberriexingen,45 were recaptured. Of these,38 fish were caught by electrofishing inside the fishway and nvo less

than 20 m downstream of the fishway. In addition, two bullheads, one chub and one barbel were recaptured inside

rhe traps. The two bullheads had been marked 82 days earlier and were released, like all the other recaptured

marked fish, immediately downstream of the fishway. Relatively high recapture rates were recorded for brorvn trout

(5 of I I marked) and barbel (23 of 122), whereas only 8 of 267 marked stone loach were caught again. Horvever,

apart from the two bullheads, with 25 days (maximum 127 days) the median time until recapture wûs the highest

for this species. Brown trout had the same median value as stone loach, but the longest time until rL'citpture was

103 days. Barbels were recaptured after only 2-27 days.

DISCUSSTON

With the exception of the nase (Chondrostoma nasus), among the 28 fish species recorded in this stucll'. rve tbund

the full complement of taxa to be expected for this section of the Enz. Between Pforzheim and Besigheim. the river

is transitional between the grayling and barbel zones ofHuet (t959), who has successfully refined earlier schenles

of fish-based zonal classifrcations for western European rivers. The nase has not been reported from the Enz River

for many decades (Berg er al., 1989), however, it can be assurned that, similar to most other comparable rivers'

it once was the most abundant species. From a conservation standpoint, the frequent catches of substantial numbers

of the riffle minnow, including many hundred YOY fish at the Eutingen site, and the presence of the soufle (Lerr-

ciscus soffia agassizi) is of considerable importance. Both species have been classifred as 'strongly endangered'

for the state of Baden-Wùrttemberg (Hoffmann et al., 1995), and, although they have been reported from the Enz

in recent years, these reccords were mainly individual finds (Berg et al.,1989 Steineck and Schôffel, 1994).

Apart from this larger scale view of community composition, we found pronounced changes in species distribution

and abundances along the lower Enz River. For example, bullhead and grayling showed a strong pattern of

declining abundances downstream and were not found near the mouth of the river. However intriguing. it is

difficult to explain this distribution pattern with the above zonal distribution patterns, i.e. the physical habitat

requirements of bullhead and grayling. Although the bullhead is commonly described as a typical species of the

trout zone, preferring well oxygenated, cool, clean, and rapidly flowing water at shallow depth and rocky substrate

(Huet, 1959; Lelek, 1987), this species is obviously considerably more plastic with regard to substrate conditions

and water quality (Kôhler et aI., 1993). One possible reason for the zero captures of bullhead and grayling at

Besigheim is the considerably lower sampling effort compared to Eutingen and Oberriexingen. Perhaps more

importantly, our sampling sites downstream of the weir and fishway were located in the natural river bed. During

low flow condition, the bed receives less than l/10 of the river's discharge which is perhaps not enough to

stimulate grayling to move into this river section or to remain there. Furthermore, an outflow of a chemical

company empties into the natural river bed, which may cause water quality to drop below tolerable levels,

particularly for bullhead and grayling.

The percentage of marked fish that were recaptured in this study is quite low (6.59o). In particular, none of the
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more than 300 fish marked and released after their initial caprure inside a trap were ever recaprured. From the
results of laboratory studies, there seem to be no ill effects on fish survival and growth from alcian blue injections
(Hill and Crossmann, 1987). However, to our knowledge, there are no freld data to support this vieu, and
information on possible effects on migratory behaviour are also lacking. Therefore, the possibility must be
considered that subcutaneous injection, or any other technique that requires handling and some degree of injury,
causes sufficient metabolic stress to reduce individual upstream migratory activity for prolonged periods. This
situation may exist at least in those cases were the migration through fish passes approaches a fish's physical
limits. Severity of exercise differs with fishway design (Schwalme et a/. 1985), and perhaps the fishway in
Eutingen is very challenging. In a parallel study on an in-stream boulder ramp, we recaptured considerable numbers
of previously marked frsh with upstream traps, and some individuals ascended this fishway twice within a few days
and after receiving a second mark (Kappus et at., 1994).

The pronounced differences in the abundance and size distribution of many of the dominant species downsrream
compared to the frshway itself and to the trap catches at all sites, indicate species (and size) specific differences
in the effectiveness of the respective designs for fish passage. Although our traps were not suitable for catching
fish smaller 40 mm quantitatively, the complete lack and the very small numbers of YOy fish caught from rvithin
and at the upstream exit of the fishways in Eutingen and Besigheim, respectively, suggests that this age group is
unable to ascend these fishways successfully. At least for the step and pool hshway, this is not surprising. Under
normal operating conditions, we measured minimal current speeds at the fishway entrance with >0.g m/s. From
flume experiments, Stahlberg and Peckman (1986) have calculated critical swimming speeds for some forage fish,
including adult stone loach and gudgeon, at 0.55 m/s. Although gudgeon were abundant downstream, only four
specimen were ever caught inside the fishway or with the trap at Besigheim. At the same time, gudgeons were
captured in large numbers inside the trap at the concrete bypass channel, suggesting that this species was actually
migrating during this period. Again, the size spectrum of the trap caught gudgeons (as well as of European
minnows and stone loach) was strongly biased towards the larger size classes compared to the specrmen captured
downstream of the fishway. Furthermore, the marked differences in relative fish abundance between downstream
locations and inside the fishway itself, and in the relative numerical composition of the trap catch at Eutingen,
clearly demonstrated that some species (bullhead, stone loach, chub, brown trout, and rainbow trout) use this
frshways also as a habitat, whereas others (European minnow and gudgeon) seem to simply migrate through in
relatively short time.

Although the artificial stream at oberriexingen had been in full operation just a few weeks prior to our hrst
electrofishing survey' l0 ofthe 16 species found regularly at this site were already present inside the fishway. Six
months later, all species, with the exception of grayling, had been found inside the fishway. A similarly fast narural
recolonization ofdesiccated stream habitats after reflooding has been documented by Bayley and Osborne (1993).
Contrary to the other two fishways, we found early life stages of at least seven species inside the artificial stream.
Most of these juveniles were captured in a rather deep pool area with armouring made out of overhanging willow
branches. The importance of resting areas and shelter for the successful passage of fishways is well known
(Jungwirth and Pelikan, 1989; Schmutz et a1.,1995), antt their presence enables small species or juvenile hsh to
pass fishways which average current velocities largely exceed the respective sustainable swimmrng speeds
(Schwalme et al.' 1985). Our results strongly reinforce this view and argue for more natural desrgns of bypass
fishways. This at least in those cases were the more desirable solutions of avoiding barriers.altogether or the
construction of an in-stream ramp are not feasible.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to review fish rheotaris in rivers and complicated flow fields. Furthermore, some
concæptual pichrres, especially of the migration speed and distribution of migraæry fish in the river charurels, will be
presented.

The paper will also describe ûxed trap constructions for rheotactical 6sh and the ways of creating flow conditions to
concentrate fish $'ith salmon weirs. These mahods were commonly used in the River Kemijoki in Northern Finland
from tbe early ages until 1930's. This art of modifying flow conditions suitable to the fish weirs to match the natural
rheotarcis of the fish during their rirær migræior\ is part of the ancient Finnish know-how.

The aboriginal methods and ways of salmonoid fishing offthe river were developed basing on the loowledge of how
to modi$ flow conditions for the fish to make them swim into a trap which then was to be empted from time to time
(Sirelius 1906, Naskali 1993). This applies to various fish traps situated in streams (Fig. I and 2). In l6th and lTth
çentury, the so called pen weirs (69. 2 and 3) (karsrnapadot) wers taketr in to use in river fishittg (!'ilhtna 1975 a b).

With the help of these weirs it was possible to consist€ntly catch a considerably grat€ numbers of salmon (Fig. 5),
trout and whiæfish from big, wide rivers without hindering these fish from passing along the deepest part of the river
i.e. in the mainstrearn. It was not allowed to close the migration route of mainstream by barriers of the ascent of the
Baltic Salmon in it (Fig. 3).

ffi l*i'iu+iiiifÏi$lt*u*i';1i1';:,,

Figure l: The selmon weir of the Hervanpudes in the Kemijoki River, 1920's
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The purpose of a wall in a fishweir \pas to interrupt and slow down migratory fish from ascending in the river. The
effect of a big fish weir on the whole in this sense resembles that of a natural flow obstacle. Unlike technical dam
aonstructions and natural migration obstacles, such as rapids and waterfalls, the purpose of an old fish rveir was not
?o dam up the water. A weir as a constnrction in the water creates flow conditions which then have an effect on the
fi5fu s5seading behaviour. Fen ûsh weirs do not merely serye a firnction of being traps situated on a meaningful spot
in a river channel to e'icure gd catches, but rather ttrey are there to make flow conditions ideal for this trap to catch
3vÊn more fish. Simultaneousiythe water velocities in the open mainstr€m become slightly higher.

The present strive to restore the migration cycle of salmonoids in tle River Kemijoki with the help ;f qri passages'i:enefits 
from this review on the subject of how to match and use the rheotactical need of the fish at oid fisheries.

INTERACTION BEiiflErii''*,iL .;.* iri.., t t r irrrar'"i .- -. -- -.-, ..^ -, -,

îne ascent of migratory ûsh in the river is not like an even flow of traffic. The fish are distributed unevenlv in the
river both horizontally and in the cross section of i:tr: river flow. lf:;; ,::r;ividual fish uriuir,i rii. oecies of
rheotactical and anadromous schools of fish are atrected by physical factors, such as factors connecred rvith flow
conditions, light conditons, watsr æmperatures and the weatier, as well as biological aspects related to fish and
school of fish. The velocity ofthe water flow, ûre turbulence and the gradien* in it as well as the difference- in rvater
',,eiocities in differenr !:â1È v- -.- wross section are quali. :, i!e,r!rè s"- .,-..... ..,{*..ùiy: !rç ir,;aitt- .,. :t-. -;elocit}'
and strong and wide whirls in tie frow have an effect on the progress of the ascending fish (Paviov 1980).

The temperatures suitable for ascent swim depends on the fish species. Pelagic stream fish get th^ 
'^'ral . ,,rks vitel

ibr their ascent ir The river by seeing formations of river bed ma.;r:rals in certain depi.,, -:'.. .: ..ie:rr :i u:,,.
The fish who orientate according to their âctile senses swim in unjit conditions above the nver bed fom*;ion nith
the help of some pressure related percepûons. The salmon swims without the help of light in certain levels of
turbulence in ûre flow, e.g. when ascending in darlness through fishways.

Ï'he swimming ability of 6sh based on sensonal and motorical skills is related to their species. Yet, the swimming
abiiity ofan individual fish is dependent on ontogeny and actual temporal, seasonal events and changes. ir big rivers
ihe salmon stocks which have differentiated from the main population may asc€nt during ;hara:';eristic ,;:s which
deviate from the usual seasons.

,4'il fish have a basic inborn rheotaxis in them i.e. a âcility to manage in various flow conditions of a water system
i?avlov i980). The old salmon fishing took heed of this rheotaxis of the saimonoids (Sirelius tr906, Floikkala 1948,
Vilkuna 1975 4b, Naskali 1993, Herva 1995).

Rheotaxis comes forth in the form of orientation to and in the flow. The sense perceptons transmitted by the sense
organs of the fish direct the orientatioq and the events the fish can sense while swimming, launch swimming
reactions. Âs a basic reaction in swimming behaviour the rheota;<is comes f,orth in the velocities between threshold
and criûcal velocities which are typical for fish species (Pavlov and Pahorukov 1978) (Fig 5).

l'ryithin this range of water velocities the other swimming reactions of fish also vary considerably. In other words,
îley are relative to the velocity of the water. The intensitivity of the reactions to avoid a particular flow and to seek
for a stronger flow can be defined in relation to those velocities prevailing in the water within the velocity zones of
Sueshold velocity, fravçlling speed and critical velocity. On the other hand, the fish avoids the chinky wall of ûre weir
when approaching it from upstream @avlov and Pahorukov l97E). [n river fishing these principles are importanr
âspects.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Figure 2: The sdmon pen weir of Korve in the Kemijoki River (Photo by T.IL Jfrvi 1922).
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7 Vertckoverâjâ 12 AlaPera
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9 The Sabnon gate, Lohiveriijâ 14 Point Z
l0 The pen trap, Kaaina

Figure 3: The functionel parts of the pen weir of Korva The Kemijoki River llows southwerds having the
main chrnnel on the right (west) side of the river (Iloikkele 1948).
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Figure 4: The cetch of the yerr 1922 in Korva was 35fi) salmon making totd of 39fiD kg @hoto by T.H.
JErvi).
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Figure 5: The intensity of the swimming reections of the fish against water velocities of the positive
rheotropism @avlov & Pahorukov 1983).
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Above water velocities are referred to as if they were even and evenly distributed factors in cross sections. But in
natural flow channels water velocities vary. In the water space the fish are able æ sense velocities which have
gradicnts. From them the fish choose a velocity zone. In these flow conditions fish find it stable to exceed the velocity
ofthe flow, i.e. fish swim to the direction of the gradient. Thus, the higher the velocity of the flow, the frsær the fish
swin, naturally within the range of it's swimming capaclty. This kinesis, i.e. reaction of the animal in proportion of
the quantity of the stimulus, emerges alongside with the rheoreaction (rheotaxis) of turning into the flow.

APPLIED RHEOTAXIS IN THE SALMOÀTTryEIRS

The wall of a fish weir stops the fish which have ascended to the flow below it from migratfurg further in the river.
The weir has a wall with chinks (Fig. l, 2 and 6) tlrat are narrow enough to prevent the fish from escaping through
them. The structure of the wall changes the flow condiûons below. There are rods which have been placed
horizontally against the frarne of the wall. This framework was stabilised by heavy stoneweights against the pressure
of the current. The birch trees with treir crowns left untouched hed been pushed into the flowing water to stand
upside down against the river bottom. They were supported by the horizontal rods and created flow conditions in
which the water velocity and tle turbulence are suitable for the fish. In places where the velocities are ne:lr the lower
threshold velocity the fish seek for stronger flows. When coming to a slot of the wall (Fig l) where the horizontal
basket traps ('lana') (Fig. 7) have been situated to catc[ the fish ascend to the trap lead by the high velocitv water
flows. The etological concÆpts 

'tanis'(i.e. 
tuming into the flow) and lcinesis'(i.e. by swimming exceeding the velocitv

in the flow) are factors describing a strong swimming performance. On thc other hand, under the tendency to seek
into the flow the salmon in susceptible to fall into the J-shaped sack nets ('potlcu') (Fig 8) below the wall of the *'eir.

Figure 6: The cross section of the structure of the wall of the weir of Kone (Hoikkaia f948).

\
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Figure 7: The horizontel besket trep from tùe sslmon weir of the Figure l. (The Rurel Museum of
Keminmee. Photo by Jeakko Heikkitl 1996).

Figure 8: The J'sheped seck net for sdmon together with e besket trap in e shore weir (Hoikkala 194g).

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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The entnnce of the pen weir ('lcaninapato') in Korva (Figures 3 and 9) was built evcry surnrner on the raery same

fixed spot. The weir consisted of two walls ('varsi') and a pen trâp (lcarsina') which imprisoned the ûsh. The weir

also included other constructions effecting tle flow conditions (Fig. 3). 'Yliperân sarvi' was a spccial wall stnrcturc

which lead fhe uaær flow past 'alahanmas'to bent formation in the weir called 'suumutka'. In this formation the

chinkcd wall of the weir was bent and a higb discharge went throtrgh it to the salmon gat€ entrance ('lohiverâjâ Fig.

3 and l0). It was said that the side walls of the pen ('maavarsi' and 
'vâârâvarsi) actd as pulhng and pushing

dwiccs to gct the salmon in to the pen trap. In other words, a rheotactical salmon when coming below a big salmon

weir, were directed in to tlre mouth of the pen trap with the hetp of the flow modified by these means in the weir. The

velocity of the water was at its hiChest in the area uùere the p€n trap was locared (Fig. l0 and ll). This large rap

(25x40 m) (Fig. 3) was placed in the river by using a chip of wood urhich was put in the $'ater to float dovmstreams

from 'ylàhammas', point Y, as far as the length of the diagonal beam of the pen trap. Then point 'Z' i.e. the opposite

corner to point T was fixed on to thât spot in the stream. The fences of tbe peir trap ('seUdlaita' and 
'suulaita')

were made of series of vertical rods in a form of a lattice and of salmon nets r€spectively. The lafiice as well as all

the supporting poles and the rods of the framework were made of fir.

g Lonti

Kuu si  nie rr i

ilahirmtt
O Kuttneri

Ketki\ irmtt

"E
t  un ly , i s I

'il#

Figure. 9. The Korve salmon weir wrs lined and built after fued landmerks. Scde l:2fiXD (Hoikkata 1948).
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'JÏ'i

Figure. 10. The strong flow et the selmon gete guides the fish into the pen trap. @hoto by T.H. Jnrvi 1922)

Thus, the flow in the pen was increased with the help of the weir stnrctures located in lhe stream above ûre trap. The
bent formation in the wall called 'suumutka' 

created a strong flow and a big whirl outwards from the pen. fisn
swimming into this pen was based on their ascent in the strong flow.

What is it then that makes a peir weir a trap eventhough its mouth is wide open and there are no gate constructions?
The entire explanation lies in the fish themselves. During the ascent migration the fish use their most powerÂrl
swimming capacity and they will not say to be lead by the rnouth streams. On the contrary, the fish approaèhing the
entrance strearr from the inside ofthe p€n trap are lead by their rtreotaxis upstream towards the upstream part fence
and the wall of the pen. They are kept in the pen trap by their rheotaxis.

Individual fish which have been swimming in the penstream to the vicinity of the enhance and near the downstream
wall of thc p€o, must escape and swim upstrearn to avoid the chinky downstream wall of the pen.

A salmon weir was a trap formed by its constructions and created and modified flow by those constn"rctions.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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'''flÏ;
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Figure. 11. The slmon pen trep illustreted by e scrle model. (The Municipel museum of Kemi; photo by

Jaeklco Heikkill 1996)

IMPORTA}ICE OF RTVER FLOW FOR FISI{ERIES A}'ID FISTIWAYS

The fishery managernent poliry has of old ordered all the rivers of migratory fish in Finland to be left open according

to the 600 years Jta So,ù*t law. Later, from the l6th cenhrry, particular restrictions were stipulated for concerning

the open channel in the mainstrearn when building big salmon weirs The free access of fish was vital for fisheries

,rr"ril, as it had a major importance for the Kemijoki River in the legth of 120 km.

Modern concession of dam building on streches of river which carry migratory fish may be permitted in Norway, if

the constructions do not prevent Ésh from migratittg upstream. Flows for fish swimming are stipulated' ?ower

companies pay all tte niea measures. Among the **ttio which have a long tradition and experience in building

fishurays Nbrway has solutions in locating orr"àr, if needed" several entnnc€s of the fishway to the flowing approach

area below the obstmction (Grande 1995, Herva 1994).

Scotland is the home of the Borlurd fishway. In the River Beanly there are the entrances to the Borland lift at the

middle lane of the river arnidst the turbines Gig. fZ). The success in griding and passing Atlantic salmon over the

two power plants has proved to be fine (tlerva 1994).

Canadian and American fishways with hydraulic fish collection installations have proved to be effective in trapping

and passing salmon aswell (Fig. l3). There are the €ntranoes of the fishway in the middle of the power canal'

Élcohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Figure 12: The entrmce of the Borhnd fishway between the two turbines of the powerplant Kilmorack,
River Bceuly, Scotlend @hoto: Matti Herva 1979).
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Constmctional elements of the old salmon weir were firnctional facûors for guiding fisb, too. The wholc building was
made to achieve certain flow for the traps and the fishing itself.

The construction and the frrnction of the fishway are analogic æ these of the salmon weir.

CONCLUSIONS

For salmon fishermen it was crucial to catch enough salmon from the river to corrcr the costs of the 6sh weir, to pay

the taxes and still have enough left over to make a living. This pressure to make money from fishing refined the
practical skills of salmon weir making.

The old skills together with the knowledge of flow conditons in the river can still be applied today. To build a
passage through a dam with a fishway, we noed krowledge based on ûsh behaviour and information on flow Pattenui
as well as other vital properties of the target location. Naturally a sufficient discharge and other flow conditions are

needed (Fig. l4), so tlrat the fish will swim into the passage urd go througb it (Fig. l5). Thus, the fish will be passing

the migration obstacle.

Figure" 14. The technicat fishwey is e functionel element of the dam in the Netori River, Sendei Japan' end
provides p$srge for the fish. (Photo by Metti Herve 1990)
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Figure. 15. At the eastern abutment of the barrage in the River Kiso the guiding of fish through the passage
is accomplished by discharge and flow errengements for a suflicient approach area. (Photo
by Matti Herva 1990)

EPILOG{JE

Traditionally both movable and fixed fish traps have been used in river fishing. In the River Kemijoki weir fishing, in
particular, becarne the method to catch Baltic Salmon. From tle l6th century all the way to *re iOUr, until the era of
waær power stations, most of the salmon (over 100 tons/year) was caught with weirs. A considerable number of the
salmon wsirs were situated along the 120 km long downstream of the 500 km long river.

Despite the fact that the systernatic salmon weir fishing, following the regulatons (Malmgren 1869), continued for
350 year, the salmon population of the river survived and remained fairly stable. There was-an official mainstream in
the river in which fixed traps rvere not allowed.

The rheotaxis of the salmonoid in general, as well as their ability to asc€nt to their spawning areas along the open
mainstreams in high water velocities, can be seen as the explanation to the fact that auring :SO years, over 50
generations of salmon and l0 generations of fishermen lived from the same river. The sra ended in 1950's as the
power stations took over the river and destroyed both the salmon populæion and the river fishing. The salmon stocks
which survived are nowadays threatened by overfishing and adverse effects of pollution in ttre Sattic Sea. Let's hope
that the story of tlre Baltic Salmon will not end during the last decade of this century. Building fishways would help
in restoring the migration of salmonoids to their now unpopulated production areas in rivers.

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Abstract

A large scale, fully operational, integrated fish protection system was developed for fuchard B. Russell Dam, a Corps of
Engineers pumped-storage hydropower facility with 640 MW conventional generation capacigv and 340 MW pumping
capacity' on the Savannah River between Georgia and South Carotina. The fish protection svstem, designed to operate
during pumping operation only, combines: l) knowledge of seasonal and diel movement patterns of fishes to develop
guidelines to restrict pumping to periods of minimal fish entrainment potential; 2) detailed physical and 2-dimensional
numerical hydraulic modeling to identify high velocity entraining flow zones, lorv vetocity zones, and slack water zones;
3) an acoustic repulsion system employing high-frequency sound to divert blueback herring out ofthe entraining zone and
inÛo low velocity or slack water zones; 4) banls ofhigh pressure sodium incandescent lights located in the low velocity-slack
wat€r zones Ûo attract and hold fuhes during pumping operation; and 5) a veneer made of 0.32-cm wedge wire on 5.0g-cm
centers that is placed directly over the trash racks to divert fishes larger than about 35-cm in lenglh from the trash racks.
Yearlong full recovery net monitoring supplemented by fixed aspect hydroacoustics sampling using two of the four pumpcd-
storage units demonstrates the effectiveness of the fish protection. Tests compared numbers and lengths of entrained fish
collectedinafull-recoverynetintheforebayunderseveraltreaunents: (l)dayversusnight;(2)soundonversusoff;(3)
srobe-light on versus oIf; and (4) before versus alTer irutallation of the bar-screen. AttractingJight tests compared relativc
densitiesoffishinlitandadjacentunlittailraceareas. lnfournightsofsoundandonenightofstrobe-lighttests,two l5-
minute "on" Ûeatnents were randonrly selected in each of six I -hour strata. Bar-screen tests compared hourly entrainmcnt
and length-fequencies offish collected in night pumps (7 before installation, 9 and 45 after). The total cosr ofthe system
was less than one million dollars. Integrating separate fish protection technologies into a comprehensive fish protection
system can be used to increase fish protection at hydropower dams.

KEY-WORDS: Fish EntrainmenV Pumped-siorage Hydropower/ Physical Fish Barriers/ Fish protcctron/ Turbine
Mortality/ Behavioral Barriers/ Fish Passage/ fuchard B. Russcll Dam/ Bar Screen
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INTRODUC:tION

Pumped-storage hydropower dams have reversible turôines that can generate like conventional hydropower dams during

periods of peak demand. During periods of lower demand pumped-storage dams will use power to pump water back

upstearn intio the forebay. Water pumped back is used later to generate power during periods of peak demand. Pumped-

storage dams can have substantial impacts on afterbay (tailrace) fish communities (ASCE 1995). Many fishes concentrate

in the dam afuùay eitha becarse the dam blocks seasonal migrations to historical spawning sites or because of attracting

Ilow c water quality conditions associaæd with generation. ln the afterbay, reduced convcyance area in the headwaters of

the downstream reservoir will result in relatively high water velocities in the general area of the dam increasing the

entrainment risk for fishes. The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, state and Federal resource agencies, and several private

natural resource advocary groups rryere concemed that pumpback operation and increased conventional generation could

sevaely impact the aûeôay fish community. A successful fish-protection system (FPS) was considered to be a necessary

part of pumpback operation.

This paper describes the planning process used to select and design a fish protection system for the pumping phase of

pumped-storage operation and the design ofthe FPS. The plaruring led to the design ofa fish protection system that

integrates operational restrictions, hydraulic modeling results, and structural and behavioral protection technologies.

Evaluation of system ellectiveness had rwo objectives First, we wanted to test those components that could be subjecæd

to on and offtreaûnents (strobe lights and high-frequency sound) or those affecting different areas (attracting lights) to

qurckly decide wheùer to modi$ the installation. Second, we sought to evaluate diel timing of pumpback by comparing

mean entrairiment rates during night and day tests and bar-screens by comparing mean rates before did after installation.

Behavior modilication methods for protecting fish at hydropower intakes by altering fish movements or distributions have

received considerable attention. Lights have been used to control fish movements at power plants (Hocutt 1980) by

excluding them from intakes (Parick et al. 1985) or grriding them toward a bypass (Haymes et al. 1984). Lights have been

used to direct fish movements in open water (Wickham 1973) and to attract commercial species including anadromous

Alosa spp. (Loesch et al. 1982). Avoidance responses of fish to strobe lights with or without bubble curtains have been

used to reduce entrainment at waûer intakes (Patick et al. 1985). High-frequenry sound has been used to repel anadromous

clupeids (Alosa spp.) including alewives (Dunning et al. 1992; Ross et al. 1993), blueback hening (Nestler et al. 1992),

andAmericanshad(KynardandO'Iæary1993;Ploskeyetd. 1994). Awidevarietyofscreentypeshasbeenusedtoguide

or to protect fish at intakes (Richards 1977).

Dam Description and Fisherv Characterization

Richard B. Russell (RBR) Dam and Lakq begun in 1976 and reaching full pool in 1985, is the most recent Savannah River

impoundmant @igrue l). RBR dam hæ four pumped-storage (reversible) turbinc and four conventional turbines for a total

conventional generation capacity of 640 MW using all eight units and a pumpback capacity of 340 MW using thc four

purnpd-storage unis. Capacity generation discharge for all units is approximately 1700 m' sec'r, and capacity pumpback

is approximately 850 m3 secr. Each draft tube of the four pump Mbines is separated into two equal-sized bays by a vertical

splitter wall. Each draft tube bay opening is protected by a 9-m wide by 6-m high trash rack. Extensive background fishery

data were collected from 1986 to the present using a variety of collection methods to characterize the fish community of

the downsfeam rcservoir (Nætler and Ploskey 1990). Some one-unit operation entrainment data were available to optimize

the fish protection system prior to the beginning of systematic cntrainment data collected during nro-unit operation.

ÉhohydrautiEte 20cf., juin 1996, Québec
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RUSSELL DAM AND TAILRACE
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Figure l. Location map (right) of fuchard B. Russell Dam and plan view (left) showing transect locations for mobile

hydroacoustic surveys and depth contours.

Assessing Impact Potential with the "Four-Zones" Conccpt

A "Four Zones" assessment approach rvas used to prcdict ùc numbers and species of fish entrained during pumped-storage

operation. Each ofthe four zones is ofdiflcrent spatial scale, located at varying distances from the dam, and characterized

by different hydraulic characteristics (Table I ). Species and size classes of fish most likely to be impacted by pumped-

storage operation can be idcntificd b1,evaluating dicl and seasonal species abundance data from each zone. With this

knowledge, rve blended togcthcr muliplc hsh protcction tcchnologies into an integrated fish protection system.

Draft Tube Zone

Certain fishes are attracted to covcr providcd by the dratt tubes and interior physical structure of the dam. These fishes

will be enrained into the units during start-up and initial operation. Suckers, catfishes, bullheads, and sturgeon located in

this zone are particularly susceptible to entrainment. The potential for entrainment for fish in this zone was estimated using

fish recoveries from monthly draft tube dcrvaterings. Thc numbers of fishes recovered during draft tube dervaterings were

small and usually dominated by small catfishcs. Candidate fish protection technologies must be able to operate within

confines of draft tubes (very unlikell,) or uscd to prevent cntry of fishes into draft tube during non-generation periods.

Near Trash Racks

Some fishes are attracted to shadows and cxtemal structurc of the dam. These spccics may be particularly susceptible to

Ecohydraulics 2000, June 1996, Québec
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Table l. Evaluation ofentrainment potential by species life stage and zone.

ZONE TIME
PERIODI

ABTJNDANT
SPEC.IES,

SIZE &
IIARDINESS

SPORT/COMM

VALUE'

IIABITAT

UMQUF

PROTECT
SYSTEM

I DIEL NONE NA NA NA NONE

I SEASOI.I NONE NA NA NA NONE

DAY BLIIEBACK HERRINC SI{AIT&
rÀnt rF

BAIT FISH
&FORAGE

NONE NONE

2 NIG}IT NONE NA NÂ NONE NONE

t ST]MMEW
FAIT

BLUEBACKHERRING SMALL & BAITR$I RESTRICTED NEARDAM

3 DAY BLIIEBACK HERRJNO

THREADFII.' SIIAD

STRIPEDBASS

SMAIIIT

FRACII.E

I.ARCE &

BAIT FISH

&FORACE

RECTEAl,

FISHERY

NA

NA

NA
NA

LAROE &

FAR FIELD

NEAR DAM

NEAR DAM

3 NIO}IT BLTJEBACK HERRING

T}IREADFIN SHAD

STRIPED BASS
!jEDMDÀCE

SMAII&
FRACII-E

I-ARCE &
g À p n Y

BAIT FISH &

FORAGE

RECREAT.

ESMY

NA

NA

NA

LARGE &

FÂRFIELD

NEAR DAM

IJEAR DAM

3 SPRINO STRIPED BASS

HYBRID BASS

LARGE &
}IARDY

RECRSAT
NS}JERY

NONE

NONE

NEAR DAM

NEAR DAM

3 SUMMER
FAII.

BLI'EBACX HERRING

THRTADFIN S}IAD

STRIPED BASS
shDh hÂes

SMALL &
FRAGILE

INROE&
AÂPNY

BAIî FISH

& FORAGE

RECREAT.

RSHERY

RESTRICTED

NONE

RESTRICTED

RESTRICTED

LARGE &

rAR FIELD

NEAR DAM

NEAR DAM

I DIEL NA NA NA NA NA

4 SIJMMER BLTJEBACK HERRING

STRIPED BASS

HYBRID BASS

sMAll.&
FFâGILE

IÂRGE &
HÀRDY

BAIT RSH &

FORAOE

RECREAT.

RESTRICTED

RECR.EAT

FISHERY

I.A,RGE &

FARFIELD

NEAR DAM

4 NON- BACI(GROIJND FIJLLRANGE RESTRICTED ALL

t Time of day or season
2 Most abundant species by biomass or number
3 Value: RECREATional FISHERY. commercial BAIT FISH, FORAGE (food) for other fish, no threatened/endangered

species present
o Uniqueness of habitat - None - habitat not unique, same habitat or water quality conditions occur elsewhere in

lake, Restricted - habitat occurs only in this zone
5 Spatial scale required for fish protection system: NEAR DAM - within several meters of the trash racks, FAR

FIELD - must in{luence lish distribution in Zone 3 or 4,NONE - no system required.
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auainment if they concentrate near the depth of the intalies. Yellow perc[ bluegill, and crappie are commonly found near
dams and can potentially be entrained into the units. Fishery data to assess the potential for entrainment in this zone were
collccted using gill nets set monthly immediately in front of the trash racks and mobile hydroacoustics surveys that
includedtrarsects immediately in front of the trash racks (Figure l). Gill net catches and h,vdroacoustic surveys indicated
that few fish occurred at trash rack depths but that fish were abundant at the surface l/3 of the water column. Physical
barriers may protcct larger fish if they are strong swimmers and have "hydraulic refuges" near the barrier. Small, fragile
fishes must be repelled beforc they reach this zone using behavioral technolory.

Zone of Immedi ate Hydrauli c Influence

At start-up the hydraulic environment in this zone is characterized by highly turbulent, localized flow patterns that persist
until the long-tenn flow pattems associated with pumping operation establish (usually about 15 minutes). Consequently,
there are no well-defined flow patterns on which fish can orient. This zone should be carefully evaluated for species that
are migraûory or exhibit pronounced in-reservoir movement pattems. Blueback herring, alewives, stnped bass, white bass,
hybrid bass, sturgeon, and paddlefish can be found in large numbers near dams particularly at certain seasons or times of
day. Entrainment potential from this zone was estimated using monthly mobile hydroacoustic surve-vs, monthly gill nets
set in the tailrace, monthly electrofishing of the shoreline of the tailrace, seasonal purse seining, and ichthyoplanlton
surv€ys. Results from these gears indicated that fish abundance varied seasonally, with high abundances of striped bass
and hybrid bass occurring in the spring and summer (alùough they were present year-round) and high concentrations of
blueback hening occuning during the reservoir stratilication period, particularly when the releases from the dam were the
only source ofwell-oxygenated, cool water in JST Lale. Fish protection strategies for this zone center on a redistribution
of small, fragile resident fishes prior to startup of pumpurg. Larger fishes can be protected with zone 2 physical barriers.

&tended Zone

The last zone encompasses the maximum volume of rvater pumped back in one pumpback event unintemrpted b;-
generation. Weak swimming pelagic species such as threadfin shad, juvenile gizzard shad, blueback hening, and alewivcs
are particularly susceptible to entrainment from this zone. Entrainnrent potential was evaluated using monthly mobile
hydroacoustics surveys, monthly gill net sets, and monùly electroshocking surveys. The results indicated that fish
conc€nEations in this zone were generally consistent rvith fish species composition and abundance in the rest ofthe lake.

Fish Protection System Design

Findings suggested that fish in zones 2 and3 would be most likely subjected to entrainment. Blueback hening, the most
abundant fuh in zones 2 and 3, were considered the fish species most likely to be impacted by pumped-storage operation
because this genus of fish, which includes alewives and American shad, are commonly entrained at power plant intakes.
Thc distribution of adults of this species appears to be concentraûed in zones 2 to 4 during late summer and early fall so that
the entire population of blueback hening could be jeopardized by pumped-storage operation. Striped bass and hybrid bass
also concentraûe in zone 3 in the spring and may be restricted to zones 3 and 4 in the late surnmer and early fall when they
are attracted to the releases of RBR Dam. lVe concluded that fish in Zones 2 and 3 exhibited the greatest need for protection
followed by fish in zone 4. Tnne I did not appear to require fish protection.

A combination ofoperational restrictions and behavioral modifrcation technology was used to protect blueback herring in
zones 2 and 3. Daytime pumped-storage operation was eliminated to protect blueback herring in zone 2. This restriction
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had minimal impact on project economics because most pumping operation was conducted at ni8ht. Sound to repel

blueback herring rryas not considered feasible because their proximity to the bottom would result in severe echoing

preventing the frsh ûorn directionalizing on the acoustic signal. Physical barriers for blueback herring protection were not

considered Gasible because this species is very fragile and would not survive contact with a physical banier. The nighttime

proûection sûategl for blueback hening in zone 3 was to move them away from the intake plume using undenrater sound

prior ûo and during pumping and to use light to attract them to slack or slow water areas. At night blueback herring move

rp into the water column where a relatively predictable high cnerg/ acorstical field can be generated. The spatial scale over

uihich behavioral modifiers had to work was dictaûed by the size of zone 3. To adequately protect blueback hening their

befuavior had to be inlluenced over distances of 50 to 100 m (the portion of the powerhouse containing the pump units is

approximately 100 m wide - a fish in the middte of the intake plume at the powerhouse would have to swim 50 m to reach

slowervelocity water on either side). The repelling sound had to be effective over a suflicicnt distance to allow blueback

herring enough swimming time to escape the intake plume prior to their entrainment into the trash racks.

Siting and configuring behavioral parts ofthe fish protection system required characterizing hydraulic pattems in zone 3

(Figure 2) using STREMR, a steady state, 2-dimensional (larcral and longitudinal) numerical hydraulic model to identify

boundaries of the intalie plume and adjacent eddies or slacVslow water areas (Schneider l99l) and verified with scaled

physical hydraulic models. A high-frequency sound field (Nestler et al. L992), generated using an 8-transducer alray' was

used to divert btueback herring out ofthe intake plume. Four transducers covered each draft tube. One transduccr was

locatod in the cenær of each trash rack and aimed parallel to the bottom. A single transducer was located on the side of each

træh rack and aimed at an angle of 30 degrees fiom the face of the powerhouse across the entraining flows. The transducers

Figure 2. Deployment stratery for components of lish proûection system. Iæft plot shows approximate boundaries of intake
plume stream lines and locations of lower velocity zones. Right plot shorvs approximate locations of acoustic field and

attracting lights. TuRB=conventional turbines. PÆURB=pump turbincs.
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generated l18-130 kilohertz (KHz) sigral bursts of 5 milliseconds every 50 milliseconds at a sound pressure level of 200-
212 dB ll 1.0 pPascal at 1.0 m. Decibels (dB) are referenced to I micro-Pascal at I m here and elsewhere. Transducers
were fued sequentially to avoid constructive and destructive interference, and the signal frequençJ- was automatically
changed by about l0%oevery l5 minutes to prevent acclimation of ùe bluebacl: herring.
High pressure sodium lights (1000 Watts) were used to attract and hold blueback herring to slow water areas located near
the spill*ay (9 lights spacæd at 15-30 m intervals long the spilhvay wall) and near the four conventional units (seven lights
spaced about 40 m apart either supported by light poles or attached to the dam (Figure 2)). Preliminary studies of three
t1'pes of lighs and literature information (EPzu 1986) indicated ùai blueback herring and other fishes would attract to high
pressure sodium or mercury vapor lights. Predators such as striped bass and hybrid bass may be indirectly inlluenced by
the light fields as they follorv prey fishes such as threadfin shad and blueback hening attracted by lights. Local fishermen
rcutinely fish margins of illuminated areas for striped bass and hybrid bass. A bar screen veneer of 0.32-cm wide wedge
wire on 5.08-cm centers (4.8-cm X 15.2-cm opemngs) was placed directly over the Eash racks to divert fishes larger than
about 35-cm in length from the trash racks. This spacing allorved smaller fishes that would impinge to p.tss through the
bar screen and rno the pump units. The probabilitv of ùeir sun.ival was highcr if they passed though the units than impinge
on a screen. We felt it reasonable that large, strong-swimming fishes such as striped bass and hybrid bass would be able
to avoid impingement at velocitics of nearly 2 m sec-r at the bar screen surface because extensive videoimaging has shonn
that much smaller salmon smolts can escape inrpingement from blpass screens at velocities over I m sec-r. Two strobe
lights (Flash Technologv - Model AGL) per trash rack aimed into the entraining florv u'ere initially installed on the bar
screen veneer to rcpel fishes.

I\{ETHODS

Fish passage was estimated using a 55-m long full recoverv net in the forcbay that sampled the entire vclume of the
pumpback jet as it exited the penstock. The distal end of the net was attached to a pontoon boat modified to collect fish.
The net was fished during all pump tesls, most of which lasted about 6 hours. at lcast trvo times per month from November
through March and four trmes per month from April tkough Octobcr. Thc e{ficiencv of the net for catching fish of different
shapcs and length classes u'as detcrmined by introducing rcplicate samplcs of marked fish and determining percent recoven'.
Flred-æpect hvdroacoustics rvas rsed to monitor fish passage into all aftcrbay drafr tubes during pumpback, including the
draft tube leading to the forcbay recovery net. Pumpback net catches rvere regressed upon acoustic counts from afterbay
draft tubes of the same unit to derive an equation for predicting passage tlrough unnetted units from acoustic counts.
Equipment includcd a BioSonics ES-200C cchosoundcr calibrated rvith cables and one dual-bcam (6 x l5 degree) and one
single-elliptical-beam (6 x l2 degrec), 420-KHz transducer looking dounu'ard from near the surface to the bottom
immediately in front of each draft-tube opening. Other equipment included a BioSonics Echo-Sigal-Processing (ESP)
board, Modcl I I I Chart Recorder,486 Gatewav computcr, and Hitachi Oscilloscope. Receiver gains for fixed-aspect work
were set to equalize outputs among transducers, after asswing that the most sensitive transducer did not saturate from the
largest echocs. We set a threshold to detect -50 dB wges ({ish > about 64 mm long) while avoiding detection of small non-
fish targets. The same tlpe of acoustic equipment was used to determine the distribution of fish in the afterbay (tailrace)
with mobile surveys of transects. The behavior of fish approaching lhe bar-screen veneer was recorded during spring pumps
using five Simrad Osprey undenvater video cameras (Model OEl359) and several video-camera recorders.

Tests of FPS componcnts compared numbers and lcngths of entrained fish collected in the forebay net and acoustic counts
oftracked fish under sevcral treatments: (l) day versus night, (2) strobe-light on versus off; (3) sound on versus off; and
(4) beforc vcrsr.s aJler bar-screen installation. Attracting-light tests compared relative densities offish in lit and adjaccnt
unl i t ta i l raceareas.  In fourn ightsof  soundtestsand I  n ightof  s t robc- l ight tests, two l5-minute"on"t reatmcntswere
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Figure 3. Effect of strobe lights mounted four per unit on fish
passage during pumpback at Richard B. Russell  Da
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Figure 4. Effect of high-frequency sound on blueback herrinq
passage during four successive nights of pumpback
testing. Black = sound off. White = sound on.
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randomly selected each hour. Sound or strobe lights, depending upon the tlpe of test, were offduring the remaintng l5-

minute periods each hour. High-frequency sound was not transmitted on the night of strobe-light æsts, and strobe lights

were off during sound testing, but bar-screens were present and high-pressure sodium lights in the afterbay were lit

throughout stobe-light and sound testing. We only performed statistical tests on data collected when background passage

rates (those measured during offtreatments) exceeded 25 fish / l5 minutes. Deterrence cannot be detected when fish

vulnerable to engainment are scarce or absent. Tests of bar-screens compared hourly entrainment and length-frequencies

of {ish collected in night pumps (7 before installation; 9 and 45 after). Tailrace fish were sampled monthly uith gill nes

andmobilehydroacoustics to help account for entrainment differences resulting from changes in tailrace fish populations.

Gi l lnetswereT6.2mlongand2.44mdeep,wi thtenT.62-mpanelsof9.8,  12.7,19.1,25.4,38.1,50.8,63.5,76.2.889.

and 101.6-mm bar mesh.

RESULTS

Mean daytime entrainment rates (3,622 lisVhow) rere significantly higher than nighttime rates (294 fishÂour). Blueback

herring made up over 98% of all fish passed during day pumps but only 5% during night pumps. Fish passage was

significantly higher (P=0.000a; N=8) during l5-minute treatments rvhen strobe lights u'ere flashing than when they were

off (Figrre 3). About 96% of the 43,678 fish entrained during one night of strobe-light testing were blueback herring. The

four-fold increase in fish passage during treabnents when strobe lights lvere flashing also rvas detected by' a t-test on {ixed-

aspect hydroacoustic counts. Mean hourll, rates of blueback hening passage during sound-on treatments were significantll'

lower(567o)thanratesç'hensoundrvasoff(P=0.0083;N=20; Figure4). AboutT5%ofthe92,000fishenrainedinfour

nights of sorurd testing were blueback herring. rvhereas 24oÂ vere threadhn shad (Dorosoma petenense). Acoustic counts

indicated that treatment differences u'ere onlv sienificant at P=0.2.

The bar screen significantly reduced fish passage, particularlv of fish >216 mm long (Figure 5). It reduced mean

entra inmentofst r ipedbassandwhi te-bassxstr ipedbasshl ,br idsf rom3l . lAourto2.8/hour(91%).  However,mean

relative dcnsities of these fish in the tailrace also decreased 64% dunng the same period. Nevertheless, variance of density

estimates was high relative to consistently lorv entrainment for l2 months after installation. After bar-screen installation,

entrainmentdecreased 47%:ofor all f ish>254mm and75%forall f ish>l65mm. Onlyfrsh>350mmshouldhavebeen

mechanically excluded, but {ish >200 mm rvere observed (by remote video) avoiding passage after approaching the bar-

screen. Most entrained blueback herring rvere 150-254 mm long. Passage in all pumps after September 22, 1993, was

dominated (85%) bV threadfin shad 38-100 mm long. The remainder consisted of small (<152 mm) yellow perch (5%),

other species (3%), bluegills (l%), and spottail shiners (l%). Blueback hening made up only 5% of the total number.

Before the bar screen wns installed, entrained frsh consisted mostly of blueback hening folloued by yellorv perch, striped

bass, and white-bass x striped bass hybrids. Fixed-aspect acoustics shorved that mean density of fish under a single

attracting light (7.03 / m) was significantly higher (P<0.0001) than mean density in an unlit area of comparable depth (20

m) 24 m arvay (0.10 / m). Mean densities of fish along partially lit transects sampled by mobile hydroacoustics were 3.2

times higher than those sampled along unlit transects (P = 0.01).

DISCUSSION

Numbers of blueback herring enrained wereg2oÂ lower at night than they *ere during the day due to diel changes in vertical

distributions. Dense schools of blueback herring layered near the bottom and close to afterbay draft tubes during the day

were particularly vulnerable to entrainment. After differences in day and night rates rvere quantified. the U.S. Army

Engineer District, Savannah, declared a moratorium on all day pumping.
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Srobe lights were only tested one night, but statistical tests and observarions of acoustic echograms left little doubt that
blueback hening were attracted from near the surface to strobe lights mounted on afterbay trash racks at a depth of about
16.8 rn Ourfindings differfromfindings ofotherresearchers such as Patrick et al. (1985) who evaluated srobe lights and
found avoidance by most species. We knorv that blueback herring at RBR Dam are strongly attracted to constant light.
Perhaps blueback herring in RBR Tailrace respond positively to light, flashing or not. Strobe lights were removed from
the FPS based upon strong evidence of attraction of blueback herring, rvhich made up over 98% of total passage during
testing.

High-frequenry sound rvas retained in the FPS after test nettings indicated that it reduced mean passage rates ofblueback
herring by 56%. This reduction was not as pronounced as that observed b1'Ross et al. (1993), who observed angTyo
reduction in alewG impingement at a nuclear power plant with approach velocities of 0.43 m/sec. Approach velocities very
near afterbay trash racks at RBR were 1.52-2.1 m/sec. It is possible that greater transducer coverage could increase
deterrence at RBR DanL but very low rates of blueback-herring entrainment after the last sound test and removal of strobe
lights onAugust22, 1994,make irrelevant any additional effort. Fixed-aspect acoustics did not strongly corroborate the
deterrence indicated by net catches, probably because 25oÂ of the fish passed during sound testing were threadfin shad.
Acousûc estimates of blueback-herring passage rvere obtained by multiply'ing acoustic counts of tracked fish / l5 minutes
by the blueback hemng fraction of all fish netted 5 to 20 minutes later in the forebay. Threadfin shad present a problem
becarsemostuere25-100mmlongandcouldnotbeconsistentlydetecteduiùacousticsusingathresholdof-50d8. High
variation in acoustic estimaûes of blueback herring passage among treatments likely results from poor matching of acoustic
counts with species-composition data from netting. There rvas significant variation in boù acoustic detectabiliw of
threadfin shad and in the time benveen the cntry of fish in the afterbay dralt tube and the time of capture in the forebay net
(it averaged 5 minutes).

Only fish >350 mm *'ould be mechanicalll' excluded by the bar screen veneer, so reduced entrainment of fish 165-350-mm
fishcouldnotbeexplainedbvthescreenalonc Obsen'ationsof200-35O-nrmfishapproachinganda'oidingthebarscreen
suggest that more thanjust mechanical exclusion rvas involved. although other possible factors such as screen vibration or
visibilitv of ùe stainless steel screen u'erc not evaluated. Whatc'r,cr the reason, thc apparent 75% reduction in passage of
fish >165 mm long and 92"Â reduction in striped bass and hvbnd bass passage were ample justification to retain the bar-
screen veneer. Head loss due to the bar-scrcen rvas about 0.305 m relative to the average 42J mhead at RBR Dam.

The fixed-aspect acoustic *'aluation of diffcrcnces in densities of fish in lit and unlit areas was much more robust than
mobile acoustic evaluations. Fixed-aspect acoustics shorved 70 timcs more fish in lit than in unlit areas, rvhereas mobile
acoustics suggested onlv a 3-fold difference. Obsen'ations ofschools offish under lights scattering as the hydroacoustic
boat approached provide a likcly explanation for obsen'ed differences.

The 8l% reduction in hourlv entrainment ofblueback herring suggested by statistical models derivcd in a ferv nights of
strobe-light and sound testing rvas closeio the observed 78% reduction in l8 pre-test pumps versus 30 post-test pumps.
Most blueback herring rvere 150-254 mm long, so the bar-screen probably also made a contribution to reducine their
entrainment rates.
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ABSTRACT

Four major lrish catchments have been harnessed for the production of hvdro-clectricih'. namelr.. thc nvcrs
Shannon, Liffe1', Erne and Lee. The design of each scheme is described in terms of percentagc of çatchment arca
affected, impoundment of rvater upstrearn of generating stations. number of generating stations. trpe and nunrbcr
of turbines, nature of spillwa,v gates and fish-passes, discharge regune. generating protocols and statutory
mrnimum flows. These hydro+lectric schemes were constructed betrveen 1924 and 1957. In most cases provlsron
for the upstream passage of salnon was made while no consideration rvas given to the dorvnstrcam passngc of
smolt. The nature and timing of the impact on salmon differed for each riv'er. ln the case of the Rivcr Shannon thc
lmpact was gradual. The large multi-sea-winter component of the Shannon stock u'as lost u,hile the abundancc of
fish mrgrating upstream past the generating station and regulating rveir fell to unacceptable levcls. ln thc casc of
the River Lee the impact was immediate and was caused b1' deoxvgcnated rvatcr discharging to the lou,cr rir,cr
from filling reservoirs upstream of both generating stations. On the River Erne the impact-was also gradual rvrt6
the numbers of salmon ascending tÏe river falling to very low levels some 20 vears afl.er construction. Mitigation in
the form ofannual juvenile salmon releases on the Shannon. [æe and Enre have not proved to be lasting solutions
to declining salmon runs. These releases have in some cascs masked thc decline of rvild salmon. Thc Rrvcr Liffcv
scheme comprises three generating stations, only one of w'hich |es in the path of salmon and it's impact appcars to
hale been ncgligible. At this generating station the locations of the Kaplan turbrne and Borland - MacDonald fish-
lock intakes, coupled with the operation of a spillway gatc trash flap. havc facilitated succcssful downstrcam
passage of smolt. Solutions on all rivers are in the form of modificd gcnerating protocols which, withln thc
confines of the original hvdro-electric scheme desipgls, take into account the rcquiremcnts of migrating smolt Thc
solutions arrived at for the various stations which facilitate downstream passasc of salmon smolt havc alscr
lnvolved consideration of the upstream migration requirements of .juvenile Europcan eel. In the case of thc Shannon
and Eme. generating protocols during the months of April and Mal, rvhich facilitate thc migrations of both spccics
hal'e been implemented.

KEY-WORDS: Ireland / Hydro-Electric Generating Stations / Atlantic Salmon / Shannon / Liffe1' / Lcc I Emc I
Euroucal Eel i Turbrne pass'ge / Gcneratine protocol / Borland - MacDonald Fish_Lock
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INTRODUCTION

This paper collates all published ç'ork carried out on lrish rivers harnessed for the generation ofhydro-electriciS'
and sets them in the contexl of current understanding of the impact of hldro-electric schemes on fisheries. During
the first half of the rr.r'entieth c€ntury lreland's economic growth depended on hydrodectnc development and it
rvas national policl'that frsheries interests should not be allorn'ed to interfer€ uith economic prosperitv. In the mid-
1930's one hvdro*lectric generating station (Ardnacrusha on the River Shannon) produced E7% of the electricitr'
requirements of what was then the lrish Free Staæ. Today Ardnacrusha accounts for 3%o of national output rvhile
hydro-electric generating stations produce only 6% ofthe total.

The present paper reports on fisheries work carried out on the major Irish hy'dro-electric schemes on the rivcrs
Shannon, Liffc1'. Eme and Lee. Ir{ost fisheries work carried out before and after the construction of these h1'dro-
electric schcmes related to the characteristics of adult salmon returning to the rivers concerned (Southem. 1928:
Nervman. 1959; Twomer'. 1957,1959,1964; Went, 1938,1940,1942,1943,1946,1950,1953,1964,1970). Some
work nas published on the effects of turbine passage on smolt in the River Lee (Iu'ome1'. 1965a) and on the
impact of predation on smolt delay'ed in reservoirs upstream of generating stations on the River Lee (Tnomo'.
1965b). P1'efinch ( 1966) canied out a revierv of the impact of hydro*lectric developments in Scotland on fisheries.
The present paper. the first overview for lreland, describes the hydro-electric schemes, their irnpact on salmon and
some solutions u'hich form integral parts of current fisheries management progranrmes on these rivers.

HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEMES IN IRELAND

Description Of Hvdro-Electric Schemes

The island of lreland covers 82880 lm?. A total of four major rivers. namely, the Shannon, Liffe1', Eme and Lec
have been hamessed for the generation of hydro-electricitl'(figure l). The combined catchment areas total 18696
km2 while the combined .uùh*"nt areas upstream of generating stations lotal 16382 U{rf (22.6% and 19.8% of
the island of lreland, respectilrly'). Table I describes the characteristics of harnessed rivers in terms of catchment
area upstream of generating stations, influence of tides at generatlng stations, average annual florv and vear of
commissiomng.

On the River Sharuron a hydro-electric scheme $'as constructed betrveen 1925 and 1929 which involved harnessing
10,400 kn: of the catchment area upstream of a regulating rveir at Parteen u'hich diverted water into the River
Sharmon proper (statutory minimum discharge of l0 m3 sec-t) and into a 12.6 krn headrace canal ç'ith a capaciq'
of 400 cumecs supplvrng a 30 m head, 85MW generating station at Ardnacrusha. Water is then retumed to the
River Shannon ia a 2.4 krn tailrace close to the river's tidal limits. When the River Shannon hydro-electric
scheme rvas constructed no provision was made for the downstre.rm passage of Atlantic salmon smolt at either the
regulating weir or the generating station while provision for the upstream passage of adult saknon was made at the
regulating çeir in the form ofa conventional pool and traverse fish pass. In 1959 an unique 34m vertical Borland -
MacDonald fish-lock rvas constructed at Ardnacrusha to facititate upstream passage of adult salmon.
On the River Liffey three hydro-electric generating stations were constructed during the 1940's. The two upstream
stations, Pollaphouca and Golden Falls are situated above and at the upper limit of salmon distribution in the
catchment. respectivell'. Only Leixlip lies in the path of salmon and it is the only Liffey generating station that will
be considered in this paper. The construction of Læixlip resulted in the creation of a 2 km2 reservoir immediatell'
upstream. On the River Eme trvo generating stations were constructed during tlre late 1940's. The hydrorlectric
scheme involved major drainage works in the mid-catchment area. Assaroe Lake (2.3 krn2; was created betrveen
the hydro*lectric generating stations. Fish passes of the White submerged orifice type were constructed at
Cathaleen's Fall and Cliffto facilitate the upstream migration of adult salmon. A tidal tailrace about 1.5 krn long
discharges to the Erne estuary. The construction of the River Lee hydrodectric scheme
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commenced in 1953 and both Carrigadrohid and Inniscarra generating stations were commissioned in 1957. The
scheme involved the creation of two reservoirs (5 and 9.3 km2) upstream of both generating stations. The tidal
l imit of the River Lee is about 14.5 km downstream of Inniscarra.

Figure l: Map of Ireland showing river catchments and generating stations.

Table I describes the catchment and discharge characteristics ofeach hydro-electric scheme on the rivers
Shannon, Liffey, Erne and Lee. Almost the entire River Erne has been harnessed while significant percentagês
ofthe Shannon, Liffey and Lee are located downstream ofthe hydro-electric generating stations. The
characteristics ofturbines and the preferred smolt passage routes at each hydro-electric generating station are
given in tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Table l: Characteristics of hydro-electric schemes on the rivers Shannon, Liffey, Erne and Lee.

River Catchment
area (km2)

Generating
Station

Year of
Commission

Upstream
catchment area

(km2) (%)

Average
Annual Flow
(m3 sec-l;

Tidal
Inl luence

Shannon
Liffey
Erne
Erne
Lee
Lee

r  r700
1369
4374
4374
1253
1253

179.4
1 3 . l

98.  r
1 t  ^

2 7 . 1

Ardnacrusha
Leixlip
cliff

Cathaleen's Fall
Carrigadrohid

Inniscarra

10400 (88.9)
843 (61 .6)

4320 (98.8)
4349 (99.4)
6t6 (49.2)
7e0 (63.0)

t929
t949
I  950
195  I
l95l
195'7
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Table 2: Characteristics ofturbines at hydro-electric generating stations on lrish rivers

River No. Blades Head Discharge !Y!w .. .Bgr,-ry-t.9'
(m)

20 4.09
20 4.09
20 4.09
25  4 .10
4 2.00

10  4 .30
10  4 .30

22.5 3.85
22.5 3.85

I  3.37
15 3.06
4  1 . 5 5

Shannon 1 3
1 3
1 3
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
6
6

Liffey
Erne

Ardnacrusha G1 Francis
Ardnacrusha G2 Francis
Ardnacrusha G3 Francis
Ardnacrusha G4 Kaplan

Leixlip G5 Kaplan
Claff G1 Kaplan
Cliff G2 Kaplan

Cathaleen's Fall G3 Kaplan
Cathaleen's Fall G4 Kaplan
Carrigadrohid G3 Kaplan

Inniscarra G1 Kaplan
Inniscarra G2 Kaplan

150 .0
150.0
150.0
167.0
300.0
1 1 5 . 3
1  15 .3
187 .5
187.5
167.0
214.0
428.O

(m)
28.5
28.5
28.5
28.5
' t7 .5

10 .0
10 .0
28.5
28.5
' t3 .6

29.4
29.4

imr lôc'i
100
100
100
100
31

120
120

93.5
93.5
73.5

62
1 5

Table 3: Fish passes, spillways and preferred smolt passage route at hydro-electric
generating stations on lrish rivers

River Generating
Station

Fish Pass Spillway Gates Preferred smolt

Lofe{C!CgIù_o!)_ passâg_-e- route
Shannon Ardnacrusha Borland - MacDonald Under r"ia turbines
Liffey
Erne

Leixlip Borland - MacDonald Under + Over via fish-pass & trash flap
Cliff White submerged orifice Under + Over l"ia turbines & fish pass

Erne Cathaleen's Fall White submerged orifice Under + Over via turbines & fish pass

Lee Carrigadrohid Borland - MacDonald Under + Over via turbine & fish pass

L.g .* , .- to-scatra* . e9.@j_l4acpo!4!{ ___*-U!def+ -919I----_*-__tlaS["PSt_*, **.

Long-term average monthlf inflorvs and temperaturcs are sholrn for each rivcr in figures 2 and 3. rcspcctivcll'.
During the period of salmon smolt migration (April - Mu.") discharges are falhng on each river uhile rvater
tempcratures are rising. Water availabilitv for specific generation protocols and / or operation of fish passes as
downstream passes is a key factor during the critical period of smolt migration. During I'ears of lorv inflorv e.g.
1995, lorv u'ater availability meant that proposed generating protocols etc. could not be implemented u'ith thc
result that smolt accumulated upstream of generating stations.

lrby Jm Jd Aug

MOIITH

Figure 2: Long-term average monthly inllows (Shsnnon dsta for 1930-1969; Erne data
for l9fil-1941; Lee data for 1957-1991; Liffey data for f950-1995) for lrish rivers

Ecohydroulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Figure 3: Long-term monthly average temperature (Shannon data measured daily at Parteen Hatcherv
1976-1995; Lee data measured daily at Carrigadrohid Hatchery l99l-1995; Erne data measured daily at

Ballyshannon Hatchery l99l-1995) for Irish rivers.

IMPACT OF THE HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEMES ON SALMON

Case Histories

The River Shannon was renowned as a producer of large multi-sea-u'inter salmon to commercial and recreational
fisheries located on it's lower reaches. Prior to the advent of the scheme salmon sparmed in the tributanes of thc
uppermost lake, lnugh Allen and a commercial salmon fishery operated on lough Kev in the upper catchment
(Went, 1970). The hydro-electric scheme resulted in the shrinkage of the bvpassed River Shannon do*nstream of
Parteen regulating weir with the resultant loss of spau'ning and nursen' habitat and the large multi-sea-sinter
(MS\V) salmon (Went, 1970). The hydro+lectric scheme assumed that ascending fish rvould use the pool and
traverse fish pass at Parteen regulating weir. However, the majoriw of fish appeared to enter the tailrace s'hich is a
sanctuar'' area. This situation continued until 1959 when an unique Borland - MacDonald fish-lock u'as
constructed at Ardnacrusha. While 30 years had elapsed since the commissioning of the station the impact on
salmon in the slstem was never measured. Salmon continued to ascend the Shannon using either the pool and
traverse fish pass at Parteen regulating weir or the navigation locks at Ardnacrusha. This rvas confirmed b1, Went
(1962) who intercepted a total of 5461 salmon smolt, for tagging purposes. in the navigation locks during thc vears
1953-1955.
In the case of the River Liffey the impact of læixlip on salmon appears to have been minimal. The fact that
sigrificant numbers of adult salmon ascend at Leixlip each year proves that the fishery installatrons (fish-lock and
spillway gates) are working satisfactorily and that significant numbers of smolt are not using the Kaplan turbine
(300 rpm) as a downstream passage route.
On the River Iæe the impact was immediate and related to impaired water quality dischargurg to the lower rivcr
from flooding reservoirs upstream of both Carrigadrohid and Inniscarra The stock of salmon in the tæe collapsed
within five years of construction. The collapse of salmon stocks upstream of Inniscarra has been attributed to the
follorving factors (Twomey l99l):
deoxygenation oftailrace water due to the presence oflarge quantities ofdecomposing I'egctation in the reservoirs
during the filling ofthese reservoirs (filling ofthe reservoirs took place during the latter halfof 1957); predation on
descending smolt initially by pike (Esox lucius L.) and subsequently by brown trout (Sbinro truua L\ which was
associated with the failure of descending smolt to pass dorvnstream at Carrigadrohid and lnniscarra and their
subsequent accumulation in the reservoirs.
On the Erne the numbers of adult salmon entering the system remained at a high levcl during thc 1950's and
1960's. Thereafter numbers fell to unacceptably low levels. The reason(s) for the delaved impact on tlre Ernc arc
not understood at present.

SepAug
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Mitigation. Restoration And Contmuous Assessment of Lonq-Term lr^pact on Fisheries

Hatchery Operation And Restochng

Large scale salmon hatcheries were constructed on the Shannon in 1959, on the Lee in 1970 and on the Erne in

1983. Small scale hatchençs $,erc also operated on the t€e srnce 1960 and on the Eme during the 1'ears 1959'

1966. The output from these hatcheries in terms of eyed ova, unfed fu', parr and smolt released into the rivers

Shannon, Lee and Erne is described in table 4 and figure 3.

Table 4: Numbers of salmon (mitlions) of various life stages released into the rivers Shannon, Lee and Erne

-*..Bjve'. -Ere{-evL-U&C-fry--*Perr-_.-sm*o!r--Psr4ter
Shannon 0.566 11.227 11.349 4.937 35 -vears
Lee 0.458 4.127 2.292 3.059 361'ears

:lls^.- .=.-.. ! q56 t 4

During the 1'cars 196 I - I 990 mitigation measures on the Sharuron involved annual large scale releases of parr and

smolt. The parr were usualll' loser mode 'thinnings' averaging 2'l g while smolt rvere S l's. Annual releases of
juvenile salmon rverc camed out as a matter of course with little concem for the status of naturall)' spa$ned

salmon in the tnbutary streams planted. Mitigation measures on the Iæe involved, initially. restocking with large

numbers of fingcrling salmon of River Shannon origin upstream of Camgadrohid. During the 1960's serious

attempts rvere made to monitor the number of smolt migrating from the s-vstem using smolt traps located in the

upper pool of the Borland - MacDonald fish-locks at Inniscarra and Canigadrohid. When it became clear that

restoration ofthe upstream salmon population tvas not succerding it was decided to abandon the catchment area

upstream of Inniscarra in terms of natural smolt production and to construct a large hatchery immediatell'

dounstream of Camgadrohid with the objective of producing smolt and lower mode 0+ parr for release

do$nstream of Inniscarra. Tlus mitigation measure was designed to offset lost smolt production in the catchment

area upstream of Inniscarra. This situation continued through the 1970's and 1980's and rn the 1990's it was

decided to attempt to restore salmon in the upper catchment area by initiall)' restocking with unfed fry of Læe and

Shannon origrn. When the Eme hatchery was construct€d in 1983 ova of River [æe origin were used to initiate

smolt production. The polic-v- at this hatchery until 1993 was also to produce a predetermined number of smolt

while lower mode 0+ pan (thinnings) were planted in selected tributaries of the Eme.

Restocking procedures changed in l99l with a move to unfed fry planting and retention of limited numbçrs of

unfed fr)' for smolt production the following year. Baseline electrical fishing surveys were also carried out *'hich

identified suitable planting habitat and also the presence / absence of naturally spawned saknon. Genetic screening

of the hatchery stock at Parteen Flatchery on the River Sbannon showed it to be as genetically variable as other

salmon stocks in lrish rivers and therefore suitable for reseeding rivers which did not support naturally spawned
salmon (Galvin et al., 1994).In the Shannon, Lee and Erne catchments, rivers planted with unfed firy / parr have

been surveyed and the performance of planted fish evaluated. In the case of the Shannon, unfed fry planted in

strearns in the upper catchment area have been captured as l+ parr, using electrical fishing equipment, adipose fin-

clipped and coded-wire tagged so that their contribution to commercial and recreational fisheries can bc assessed
as part of lreland's national coded-wire taggrng programme.

Thougb a hatchery was constructed in the Liffey catchment area in the mid-1980's it was used solely for

commercial purposes and for the production of brown trout for stocking into the reservoir upstream of
Pollaphouca Generating Station. A small hatchery is located on the lower River Liffey downstream of Læixlip but
the number ofjuvenile salmon released into the river each year is very low.

Écohydraulique 2000, juin 1996, Québec
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Figure 4: Numbers of salmon eyed ova, unfed fry, parr and smolt released in the Shannon, Lee and Erne
catchment areas (log scale) together with adult salmon census data for these rivers.

Generating Protocol And Operarion Of Fish P<rs.çes For Dov'nsteam Passage Qf Smolt

The fish passes associated with hydro.electric schemes in Ireland rvere designed for upstream passagc of adult
salmonids. tn the past electncity generated during daylight hours and particularlv during peak dcmand periods,
rvas about four times as valuable as tnt generated during the hours of darknsss. Conscquentlv hvdro-electric
generating stations were biased towards peak demand generation - except dunng the winter months u'hcn stations
often rcmained on load over 24 hour periods due to the availability of çater. Thus rvhen smolt rvcrc rugratrng on
thc Shannon their m-rgration was intemrpted by the absence of night-timc generation. McGrath (1975) stated that
smolt rvere allowed to accumulate in the headrace. and 'when a sufficient number had been assembled', the ship-
lock was used to pass them downstream. lt is unlikely that tus *'as good practice as delayed smolt rvere eas-\ pre)'
for piscivorous birds and fish and n'ere also liable to physiological damage associated uith this dela1,. Thc
penpheral velocit-v of the blades of the Francis turbines at Ardnacrusha (32 | m sec''; and the relatively lou'rpm
value for thc Kaplan turbine mean that smolt mortaliq,'dunng turbine passage at this station is lorv. Tests carried
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out using large groups (c 10.000) of coded-rvire tagged reared smolt released b1' helicopter upstrcam and

do$rstream of Ardrncrusha during the 1'cars l99l-1993 have shoun that turbine passage mortalrtl'has avcraged

8.5% (O'Farrell et o/.. 1995).

On the Erne. both generating stations are required to remain on load until mid-night cach da1' during the- months

April and Ma1'. All four turbines are relatively' benign to smolt during passage (particularlv the Cliff turbincs).

Both generating stations have overflorv gates capable of drschargrng sigruficant quantities of sater (up to 4

cumecs) to the upper pools of the White submerged orifice fish passes. Hou'ercr, because of their locations. thcl

also have the potential to cause flooding to the stations and for this reason their use as smolt b1-passes has been

curtailed. On the Eme and Shannon the generating protocol during the months of April and Ma1' has to takc into

consideration the requirements of descending smolt and ascending elvers / juvenile eels. An attempted compromtse

inyolves continuous generation until mrd-night (approximately) each day dunng thrs period to facilitate smolt rvith

thc stations coming offload betw'een mid-night and 08.00 hrs (approxlmately) to faciliute elvcrs / juvenilc ecls.

Figure 5 shorvs the 1995 generation protocol at Cathaleen's Fall during the months Apnl through Junc togcthcr

$ith the smolt index trap catch at Cliff (trap operated during May' only) and the elver catch made uslng traps

located immediately downstream of Cathaleen's Fall.

During the period 1963 - 1969 smolt traps r.r,ere operated in the Inniscana ( 1963-1969) and Carrigadrohid ( 1969)

Borland -MacDonald fish-lock upper pool. Table 5 describes the numbers of smolt interccptcd dunng thesc 1ears.

Table 5: Smolt census work carried out on the River Lee during the 1960's (Electricity Supply Board of

lreland, unpublished rePort)

Location 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 l96E 1969

Carrigadrohid
Inniscarra 7534 12212 16936 ll92 499

1003
1614 7 l9

This was achieved by cracking open the lou'er gate and drscharging one cumec while at the same time ensuring that

the upper pool and reservoir levels rvere equal. A large basket was used to intercept descending smolt n'hich rvcre

released downstream after counting. Both Kaplan turbines at Inniscarra. particularly G2 (Trvomel' 1965a) have

the potential to kill a high percentage of smolt dunng passage. The intakes for both are located at depth and the

prefcrrcd generating protocol dunng the period of smolt migration is to have this station off load dunng the hours

of darkness. At present the Borland-MacDonald fish-locks associated rvith Carrigadrohid and Inniscarra dischargc

2 cumecs throughout April and May in an attempt to pass smolt dolvnstream. The lower gate is opened fully' and

the level in the upper pool is lorter than that in the reservoir. The focus is now on passing smolt downstream with

less emphasis on census work. However, it is planned to use a dervatering screen in association uith a commercial

smolt counter to carry out smolt census u'ork with minimum impact on migrating fish.

At l-eixlip on the River Liffey the intake for the IGplan turbine is located at depth while the intake for the Borland-

MacDonald fish-loclq the first of it's kind cver constructed (Aitken et al., 1966) and reported on at the timc by

O'Meatlain (1951) and by Murphy and Dooge (t951), is at the surface and almost directlt'overhead the turbinc

intake. Smolt use the Borland - MacDonald fishlock as a downstream fish pass. The trash flap on the centre

spillway gate (1.5 cumecs) in addition to the fish-lock (0.5 cumecs) have been used to discharge the statutory

minimum flow when the station is off load and this combined surface discharge has facilitated the dounstream
passage of kelt and smolt.
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Figure 5: Discharge at Cathaleen's FaIl (top panel) and index smolt catch (n=113) and elver catch (2506 kg)
(bottom panel) during the period I April - 30 June 1995.

Assessment Of Juvenile Salmon Populations

During the years 1990-1992 a 362 siæ basehne electrical fishing survey was carried out in the fuvcr Shannon $rth
the objective of describing the drstribution and relative abundance of naturally spawned luvenilc salmon
throughout the catchment area. Salmon were recorded at ll0 sites and with the exception of a singlc tnbutary
stream salrnon were absent from the upper catchment (3300 km2;. Many of the sites u'here salmon *,cre recorded
supported only nominal salmon populations and the statistics support the vrell' that upstream of thc gcncratrng
station the distribution of juvenile salmon in the catchment is patchy and that where they occur thev do so. with
some exceptions, at low densities @lectricrty' Suppll' Board of lreland, unpublished report).

An electrical fishing survey was carried out in the Lee s;-stem dunng August 1993. Rcsults shor,r'cd that
dontutream of Inniscarra juvenile salmon occurred at all sites surveyed and at satisfactory densitics. Holcver.
upstream of tnniscarra juvenile salmon were present only at sites close to the reservoirs (Electncit-v Supplv Board
of lreland, unpublished report).

In the River Erne catchment several electrical fishing surveys have been carricd out in tributarics locatcd in
Northem lreland (Vickers. 1969; Cragg-Hine 1972; Kennedy and Strange 1978) These survevs shou'ed tlut thc
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drstribution and abundance ofjuvenile salmon throughout the tributaries investigated rvere unsatisfactorl'. Dunng

thc period 1994-1995 approximately 150 sitcs rvere electricalll' fished in tributanes throughout the Erne catchment

area. In both years naturally spawned 0+ and t+ salmon were recorded at only a handful of sites (Patrick Bo-vlan,
personal communication)

Assessment Of Adult Salmon Populations

Ths assessmçnt of the numbers of salmon ascending via fish passes at generating stations and regulating rveirs is
camed out by trap interception (Parteen, Inniscarra). resistivity counter linked to VCR s1'stem (Ardnacrusha.

Leixlip) or a combination of resistivity counter and trap (at Cathaleen's Fall an upstream trap is operated from I
October each year). The results of adult census u'ork on these rivers are shown in figure 3.
ln somc years census work was not complete due to resistivitl' counter breakdowns. At Leixlip, the aler4ge
number of adult salmon counted upstream for the period 1969 - 1995 has been 574 (data for five -l'ears omitted
due to resistiviqv counter malfunction). ln the past. policl' relating to adipose fin*lipping / taggurg of reared smolt
had bccn l'ariable with the result that the conribution of reared fish to commercial and recreational catches and
hatchery broodstocks has not been measured accuratell'. This scenario masked the true relationship bstr\een the
numbers of rvild and reared adults retuming to each river. ln the case of the River Lee all reared smolt rvere

adipose fin-clipped in selected -vears and it rvas determined that virnrally all adults retuming to lnniscarra rvere of
hatchcry origin. Since l99l on the Shannon and 1993 on the Erne and Læe all reared smolt have been adiposc fin-
clippcd. Selected lines have also been coded-rvire tagged. This has facilitated the separation of reared and rvild
adults. The numbers of wild and reared adults ascending at Ardnacrusha and Parteen on the River Shannon during
the 1,ears 1992-1995 are given in table 5 (Electnciq' Suppll' Board of lrcland, unpublished report). On the [æe a
total of l37l adults returned to lnniscarra during 1995 of which 361 (26.3%\ u'ere determined to be tild fish.

Table 5: Numbers of wild and reared salmon recorded at Ardnacrusha and Parteen during the years 1992-
1995.

Year Ardnacrusha Parteen Total
Wild Reared Wild Rearcd

1992
1993
t994
1995

t639
595
I  t 5

1395

792 229
252 887
23t 886
729 430

2376 5036
1943 3677
I 184 3074
962 3516

The performance of the fish pass at Cathaleen's Fall has been described by Jackson and Howie (1967) who used
an electro-mechanical fish counter (the Irish Harp). Census u'ork at this location has been particularly difficult in
recent !'ears because of the presence of reared fish tithout adipose fin-clips and the probable presence of non-
natal fish in the fish pass (when the trap is operated after I October each year most fish are collected upstream of
the trap - indicating their u"ish to descend the pass).

Fish passes ar hydro-electric generating stations and regulating weirs have worfted satisfactorily in terms of
upstream passage of adult salmon. However, early run MSW fish have experienced delays at these passes but the
consequ€nces of such delays for MSW Atlantic salmon on these relatively small rivers are not understood at
present.

DISCUSSION

Traditional mitigation measures (tntchery operation) have been expensive in the long term and do not appear to
have been successful. Since l99l large numbers of unfed fry have been planted in the Shannon, Erne and Læe
catchments in an attÊmpt to boost smolt production. ln the case of the Shannog naturally spawned 0+ salmon wcre
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recorded in the upper catchment area (Bovle and Feorish rir,ers) during 1995 (ElectriciS.' Suppll, Board of lrcland.
unpublished report) indicating that the srvitch to unfed fn planting coupled u'ith smolt fricndh gcncrating
protocols has achieved positive results. It is possible that previous generating protocols on the Shannon uhrch
delayed smolt in the headrace, coupled u'lth the fact ttnt most of thc restockrng effort was concentrated in the
lorver half of the Shannon catchment, combined to eliminate salmon from the upper catchment area. lt is also
possible that fish passcs, navigation locks and sluice gates associated rvith u'ater level control for navrqation
purposes in the mid-Shannon area may also have playcd a part in the elimrnation of salmon from thc upper
catchment arca. In this paper the impact of Insh h1,dro-clectnc schcmes on salmon rvas discussed in tcrms of
numbers of returning adults and distribution and relatrve abundance of naturallv spa\\ned juveniles in tributan
strearns. The rmpact of the River Shannon hydro-electric scheme and of hatchen' operations on the genctic makeup
of salmon has recently been investigated (Galvin et al, 1994. 199-5. in press). The evidence from both protein
electrophoresis and single locus minisatellite DNA anall,sis suggests that genetic drift is thc principal forcc
affecting the genetic structure of the salmon populations upstream of Ardnacrusha: low levels of adult escapcmcnt
to man! of the upper tributaries in the past is likely to be the main cause. This ma-v be directll' anributable to
Ardnacrusha and the regulating rveir at Parteen acting as a barrier to migration; altemativelv it mav bc duù to thc
fact that thc enhancement stock originated from a tributan located donnstrcam of Parteen (Mulcair River). or that
the hatchen itself is located at Parteen. resultrng in strains uhich have no tendencl' to migrate upstrcam past thc
generatlng station or the regulaturg uerr.

It is clcar that the restoration of the fuver Eme salmon stock reprcsents a serious challcnge. Thc proximin of thc
generatlng stations to the seâ is largell' responsible for this situation in that van little salmon production occurs
dounstream of Cathaleen's Fall. The probable entry of non-natal adults to the svstem also masks thc truc numbcr
of Ernc salmon counted / trapped each 1'ear.

Todav there is also a greater arvareness of fisheries matters and the need to operate h;-dro-electric generating
stations in a manncr uhich. rvithin the confines of the onginal hvdro-electric scheme designs, takes into account thc
requirements of migrator-r'fish. Though the construction of hldro-electric schemes rvas only one of manv factors
(artcrial drarnagc, pollution" abstractiorL occurrence of ulcerative dermal necrosis dGease in lreland during thc
1960's s'hich decimated MSW salmon stocks in affected nvers. Irish drift-net fishcry. high-seas fishenes) to
impact on salmon in these rivers, it was seen by many as the main factor. Clearlv. manv of the earlr, practiccs rvcrc
lnappropnate and in most cases ineffective. As the hvcntl-fi;51 centun'approaches large scalc efforts arc bcrng
made in Ireland to improvc the management of salmon stock in rivers hamessed for the generation of electricitr'
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ABSTRACT

Coupling of hydraulic and biological (fish behavior) data is important for evaluation and design of fishrval's. Hçwever,
these measurements are rarely taken simultaneously or under controlled conditions. Flow, and fish behavior rvas
studied in a large Simple Denil (122 cm wide x 122 cm deep) fishway and a deepened Alaska Steeppass (56 cm rvide
x 102 cm deep) fishway installed in a large controlled flume environment. Discharge capacities. water velocities. and
turbulence of both fishways were measured at slopes ranging from l0% to 45yo at varying hydraulic heads. The Denil
f ishway passed a maximum of 0.85 m3.s-r at I l4 cm head and a slope of l:4, and a minimum of 0.27 m:.s-r at 76 cm
head and a slope of 1 :10 . The Steeppass fishway discharged a maximum of 0.54 m3.s-r at 100 cm head and a slope
of 1:2.2 and a minimum of 1l m3's-r at 46 cm head and a slope of l:10. Water velocities ranged betrveen -0.7 and 2
m's'r in the Denil and befween 0.3 and L85 m's-' in the Steeppass. Discharge versus head rating curves and velocity
profiles were developed for both fishways. Behavior of actively migrating adult American shad (Alosa sapidissirna)
and blueback hening (d. aestivalis) collected from the Connecticut River was monitored within each fishway.. Percent
passage of introduced groups of fish and transit times of individuals through each fishway rvere determiled using
passive integrated transponder (PIT) tag technology. Fish were tested at fishway slopes of l:8 and l:6 and lorv (76cm-
Denil,6lcm-Steeppass) and high (lO7cm-Denil, glcm-Steeppass) operating headponds. For both species, percenr of
fish passed was greater at l:8 slope than l:6 slope in the steeppass fishway. Percent passase of both species was
greater at low headpond than high headpond in the Denil fishway. Percent passage of shad was greater at high
headpond than low headpond in the steeppass fishway. Transit time ofshad was longer at low headpond than high
headpond in both fishways. Also, transit time was longer at I :8 than I :6 for both species in the steeppass and for shad
only in the Denil. Water temperature was positively correlated with percent passage and negatively correlated with
t ransi t t imeundercer ta incondi t ions.  Ef f ic iencyof f ishpassageforDeni l - typef ishwaysisdependentonhydraul ic
operating head, temperature and species-specific behaviors in addition to fishway type and slope.

KEY-WORDS: Fishways/Denil/Alaska Steeppass/American shad/Blueback herring/rating curves/fish passage/PlT tags
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INTRODUCTION

Fishways are hydraulic structures that assist upstream migrating fishes in overcoming obstacles blocking the way to

spawning, feeding, or other habitat. Fishways can be divided into three t-vpes: Pool and rveir. vertical slot. and Denil

(Clay 1995). All f ishway designs are based on the principle of energy dissipation 1o reduce u'ater velocities and

faci l i ta teascentof f ish.  Thismeansthef lowins idethef ishwayisveryturbulentandinc ludessecondaryf lowsand

reverse flow patterns around the energy dissipating baffles, vanes, or weirs. Therefore, understanding the flow

behavior inside fishways and optimizing their hydraulic design is essential for successful biological performance.

Simple Denil and Alaska Steeppass fishu'ays are essentially straight rectangular channels with energy dissipating

baffles or vanes placed on the sides and bottom. Figure I shows typical cross sections of the fishway baffle. Both of

these fishways are descendants of the original type that was developed by G. Denil in Belgium in 1908. The present

fonn of the Simple Denil is modelled after the one recommended by the Committee on Fish Passes (1942). Ziener

( 1962) developed the existing Model A Alaska Steeppass fishway. Mcleod and Nemenyi ( 1940) performed a thorough

investigation of design of fishways using over 40 models of Denil type and other channel type fishways by testing full

scale versions of promising designs with fish. Katapodis and Rajararatnam (1983) give a good historical perspective

on the development of the Simple Denil and Alaska Steeppass designs used in this research project.

Although understanding the hydraulic characteristics by engineers and biologists is essential, biological evaluation of

fishways is a task that must not be overlooked. To date, studies have concentrated on either the hydraulics or the

biological aspects of a fishway, but rarely on both simultaneously under controlled conditions. The literature is replete

rvith reviews on the development, design and construction of these fishways and their uses for passing salnronid and

nonsalmonid fishes (Clay 1995; Larinier 1992; Rajaratnam 1992; Rajaratnam and Katopodis 199 l; Beach 1984;

Katopodis and Rajaratnam 1983; Ziemer 1962; and Mcleod and Nemenyi 1940).

The main objectives of this research project were to develop the hydraulic characteristics of the two fishways and

simultaneously evaluate their biological performance using two actively migrating anadromous species; American

shad (Alosa sapidissima) and blueback herring (A. aestivalis)

METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Our approach to studying flow behavior of the Denil and steeppass fishways was to use the headpond elevation

upstream of the fishway rather than flow depth inside of it. The hydraulic characteristics would be described by rating

curyes and equations relating upstream headpond elevations with the discharge through each fishway at various slopes.

Upstream headpond elevation is stable and can be determined within a given range when constructing a fishway' lt

is usually available from hydrologic data for the region.

Two experimental fishways, a Simple Denil and an Alaska Steeppass , 7.62 m long each were tested at the Conte

Anadromous Fish Research Center (CAFRC). The steeppass fishway was a deepened model A prefabricated aluminum

structure similar to that developed by Ziemer (1962). The fishway had a 56 cm overall width (35.5 cm clear width)

and 102 cm depth (conventional fishway depth is 68.6 cm). The baffles are placed 25.4 cm apart at 30o into the flow.

The Dci,ii rishway was fabricated at CAFRC using the form of Simple Denils recommended by the Committee on Fish
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Passes (1942) using tirnber. steel. and plyrvood. It rvas 1.22 m rvide (0.71 m clear opening) bf' 1.22 rn deep. The

baffles were placed 76 crn apart and at 45o inclination to the bottom.

The trvo fishways were hydraulically rated separately in the 3.05 m rvide flumes at CAFRC (Fig. l). A head pond 3.05
m rvide by 5 m long and 6 m deep was used to simulate a dam forebay upstream. Water u'as supplied trl a 9l cnr

diameter opening through the concrete floor of the flume. Water at CAFRC is obtained by,gravitl flou liorn the Cabot

Hydropower Station canal. Turners Falls, Massachusetts. The canal is adjacent to the CAFRC flurne building and
provides a 7 meter gravit-v head.

The hydraulic experiment setup used for both fishways is shown in the east flume at CAFRC (Fig. l). A flos'
straightener upstream between the fishrvays and the inlet ensured calm forebay rvater rvith uniform depth and a gate

downstream was used for tailwater depth adjustment. Downstream of the fishway. a calibrated sharp-crested rveir rvas

used to measure the flow. Fishway flow was discharged back into the river via a 1 .4 rn pipe at the southu est end of

the flume building.

Hydraulic rating curves were developed by taking at least l2 measurements offlow versus headpond elevation at each

fixed slope. The headpond elevation refers to the depth measured from the \vater surface to the fishrvaf invert (floor)

at the upstream end. Compared with the depth of water inside the fishway, this did not tluctuate and u as easier to

measure. However. an attempt was made to determine a hydraulic grade line in the Denil fish*'a1 to sho\\ atr average
water surface profile. This was done by placing piezometer taps at various locations along the fishu,a1, and reading
the static head using differential pressure cells. Headpond elevation upstream ofthe fishrvays was kept constant at each
flow and slope. The Denil fishway was rated for slopes ranging between l :8 ( 12.5%) and I :4 (li%). and the steeppass
was rated at slopes between l:10 (10%) and l:2.2 (45%).

Velocity profi les were obtained at l0 cross sections (19 positions each) along the Denil and 7 cross sections (25

positions each) along the steeppass. Combinations of two headpond elevations and two slopes irr each lislrrvay rvere
used for velocity measurements. These were high headpond (107 cm - Denil, gl cm -steeppass) and lorv (76 cm -

Denil, 6l cm -steeppass) at slopes of l:6 (16.7%) and l:8 (12.5o/o). The same combinations of headpond elevations
and slopes were used during the biological evaluation. Velocities in the fishways were measured with a Marsh-
McBirney two-directional electromagnetic velocity meter ( Model 52 1) with a l 3 mm diameter spherical probe . Tinre
averaged values including flow direction were recorded by means ofan analogue/digital board interface betrveen the
meter and a personal computer.

We used an application of passive integrated transponder (PIT) technology (Texas Instruments TIRIS Series 2000

readers and model RI-TRP-WB2B-03 read/write PIT tags) to monitor volitional movements of upstream migrant shad
and blueback herring. For details ofthe system design and operation, see Castro-Santos et al. (in press). Upstream

migrant shad and herring were collected from a nearby fishway, transported to the flume facility, and held for testing

in open circulating ponds. Figure I shows the biological test setup in the 6.1 m wide flume. Fish were placed in the
inlet corrals at the beginning of the test. At the end of each test fish were removed from the inlet corral (if not passed)

or from the upstream corral pen (ifpassed).

PIT antennas were constructed on-site, and consisted of wire coils bent to the shape of fishway baffle openings. Pairs
of antennas were connected in series with one antenna of each pair installed in each fishway. This arrangement allowed
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both fishwavs to be monitored by four antennas, each connected to a separate reader. PIT tags rvere fitted rvith #6
hooks and attached to fish by insertion of the hook through the cartilage at the base of the dorsal fin. At the start of
each trial, groups of 20 tagged fish were crowded inlo the flume below each fishway and allowed to volitionally ascend
for 3 hours. Fish were then removed from the flume and their tag numbers. passage status (above or belorv fishway).
and length were recorded. A minimum of six trials were run for each treatment condition (slope. headpond. and
fishway type). Water temperature was recorded at the beginning of each trial.

PIT tag passage data were recorded on four computers (one computer per reader). Data $,ere compiled into a single
database with each record marked with trial, reader, and species identifiers. The data were then soned on trial. fishrvav.
identification code, and passage time, yielding a complete time series data set on the passage of each individual. The
passage data was then analyzed to generate percent offish passed per trial, and transit tinte (duration oftime required
to ascend from the bottom ofthe fishway to the top) for each fish passed.

RESULTS

Hydraulics

The Simple Denil fishway passed a maximum operational flow of 0.85 m3.s-r at I 14 cm head and a slope of l:4 (25%).
and a minimum operational flow of 0.27 m3.s-r at 76 cm head and a slope of l:10 ( l0%). The steeppass fishrva1, passed
a maximum operational flow of 0.54 m3.s-r at 100 cm head and a slope of l:2.2 (45oÂ). and a minimum operarional flow
of 0.1 I m3's-r at 46 cm head and a slope of l:10 (10%).

In the steeppass fishway a flow versus headpond elevation curve was distinct for each slope. (Fig. 2). Experimental
data was found to best f it an equation of the formp=a+bh', where Q is flow in m3.s-r. â is headpond elevation in
meters, and a, b and c are constants. The value of c was found to be approximately the same for all curves c= L508.
The slope ô, however, changed with the fishway slope. Equation ( I ) gives the value of à as a function of the fishway
slope s.

à =(0.826+0. I I 5ln(s))'

Therefore, in a model A deepened Alaska Steeppass fishway. the discharge can be predicted by using equation (2)

below, given the upstream headpond elevation, h, andthe value ofà from equation (l) above.

Q=-0 .12*bh t  
so&

Fishway discharge capacities at slopes other than those in Figure 2 can be estimated by interpolation.

In the steeppass fishway, flow was faster towards the bottom and slower at the surface, Fig.3. Velocities ranged
between 1.85 m.s-r in the first half of the fishway, towards the bottom, at high headpond and slope of 16.79/o and 0.3
m's-r close to the water surface at low headpond and slope of 12.5%o. Flow throughout the fishway, downstream of the
vena contracta, was fully developed and velocities stayed reasonably uniform. Also, despite the severe turbulence at

the surface, main flow velocities remained in thc downstream direction throughout the fishway. Figure 3 shows three

( l )

(2)
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different presentations of the florv velocities inside the steeppass fish-xay. The centerline velocity profile *'as taken
in a plane passing through the invert of the baffle. lt clearlr- demonstrates the higher velocities at the bonom of the
channel.
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The hvdraulic rating curves for the Denil fishu'a1, \r,ere not as distinguished for the different fishu,a;- slopes. At the
same headpond elevation a variation of about *57o was found in the flou at different fishrvay,slopes. A staristical
analysis of the residuals between experimental data and predicted values proved this u,as true. Therelbre. onl-v one
equation of the form (Q=a*bn ") was derived to predict Denil fishway discharge siven the desired headpond elevarion
and fishway slope, Fig. 4.

9 =-0.056*0.684h2'132

0.75

0.25

0.00

0.50 0.75 1.00

HEADPOND (m)

1 .50

Figure 4. Hydraulic rating curve for a simple Denil fishu'ay

Flow velocities in the Denil varied in cross section from top 1o bottom as well as along the length of the fishway.
Velocities were positive and higher at the top of the water column, and lower and sometimes negative close to the
baffle. At the upstrearn end (vena contracta), where flow is not yet fully developed, velocities were about 30 to 40%o
higher than the rest of the Denil fishway. Downstream of the vena contracta, after the second or third baffle, flow
became very turbulent and velocities decreased. Between baftles the velocity was lower than at the baffle itseli where
the flow contracted to pass through a smaller area (Fig. 5).

rù/ater velocities in the Denil fishway varied from a maximum of about 2 m.s'r in the upstream section (close to the vena
contracta at high headpond and slope of l:6) to a minimum of -0.70 m.s'r in the fully developed turbulent flow. in the
middle and downstream sections (close to the baffle invert and at all headpond slope combinations).
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Fish Passace

Percent passage and transit time results for each fishway. species. and treatment are given in Fig. 6. For both
species, percent passage was greater at I :8 slope than at 1 :6 slope in the steeppass fishu,ay. percent passage
of both species was greater at low headpond than at high headpond in the Denil fishr.var,. but percent passage
of shad was greater at high headpond than at low headpond in the steeppass fishrvar,.

Transit time of shad was longer at lou' headpond than at high headpond in both fishç'a-vs. Also. transit time
r.r'as longer at l:8 than l:6 for both species in the steeppass and for shad only in the Denil.

Water temperature was positively correlated with percent passage and negativelv correlated u,ith transit t inre under
certain conditions (Fig. 7),
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Figure 7. The effect oftemperature on percent passage and
transit times of American shad. Data are from the Steeppass
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DISCUSSION

A hydraulic operaring range. based on the upstream headpond elevation. tbr each fishu'av rvas defined. 0.'16 to 0.91

m in the steeppass. and 0.75 to 1.0 m in the Denil (Figs. 2 & 3). The linrits indicated take into cottsideration depth and

flow necessarv to pass fish. Water depth rnust be adequate to accommodate fish su'imming up it. Denil flshrvavs are

normatly operated with a minimum water depth of 76 cm and steeppass fish*'avs u'ith -16 cnr depth above the inven.

Also, fishway discharge needs to be sufficient to induce the secondarl' llows behind the batïes that ultinlatelv cause

the reduction in velocity to below fish burst speeds. At lower rvater depths the baffles act as rvcirs ttpstreant âlld

downstream of a resting pool, rather than energy dissipators.

Past studies (White and Pennino 1980: Katopodis and Rajaratnam 1984) proved that Froudian larvs of sirnilitttde catr

be applied in the case of flow through fishway structures of varying sizes. Both fishrval's had fiee surface florvs tltat

rvere fully turbulent. Therefore, Froude number similitude between model and protot)'pe applies. Usilrg the proper

relationship from Froude laws of similitude (French 1985). florv through different size llshwavs can be predicted. All

fishways must be, however, geometrically similar to those used in our research proJect.

Ip both fishways the rvater velocities and turbulence intensities increased as the headpond elevation and/or the slope

increased. Horvever. the present lack ofknorvledge ofthe spatial position ofthe fish as thev ascend each tishual'

prohibits correlating the effect ofvelocity and turbulence to passage rates.

A low slope resulted in higher percent passage for both species in the steeppass fishu'a1'. The inconsistent effèct of

slope and headpond on percent passage and transit times make other generalizations independent of frshrr a;- t1'pe and

species difficult. Variation in slope and headpond affects both absolute rvater velocitl' and turbulence u'ithin both

fishrvays. The individual and additive effects ofvelocity and turbulence on passage behavior atrd success âre as vet

unknorvn. Reduction of headpond level also results in a decreased area through which fish catt ascend. rvhich rnay

restrict passage of larger species through small fishu'ays.

We conclude that the effects of fishway slope and headpond on percent passage and transit tinre are complex. arrd are

influenced by the inherent hydraulic characteristics of each fishway type and their effects on swimming speed and

control (maneuverability and stability) ofeach species. Further detailed analysis ofhydraulic characteristics ofboth

fishway types and finer resolution of movements and position of fish rvithin the fishway under a rvider range of slopes

may yield additional information about these relationships.
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FISH MIGRATION FROM TWO REGULATED LAKES TO OUTCOMING RIVERS
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ABSTRACT

Fish migration from two large northern Finnish lakes, Lake Oulujârvi and Lake Inarijàrvi. to their outcoming
rivers were studied by echo-sounding, exploratory fishing and fish marking. Both lakes are regulated for
hydroelectric purposes. The area of Lake Oulujârvi is 928 km'z. The mean depth of the lake is 7.6 m. and the
average annual amplitude of the waler level regulation is 1.9 m. The mean flow (MQ) in the outcoming River
Oulujoki is229 mJ/s. The surface of Lake Inarijârvi is l07l km2. The mean depth of the lake is l4 m. The
annual mean ampljtude of water level f luctuation is 1.48 m. The mean flow (MQ) in the outcoming River
Paatsjoki is 157 mJ/s. In both rivers two sonar stations with stationary up- and down-looking transducers were
used in data collecting for one year. Exploratory fishing was done for species identification. Fluorescent
pigment marking was done to separate the stocked and naturally reproducing brown trout in Lake Inarijârvi.

The fish migration rate in the River Oulujoki was larger than in the River Paatsjoki. In the River Oulujoki the
fish migrated mainly downstream and in the River Paatsjoki both dou'n- and upstream. In the River Paatsjoki.
large fish showed active migTation in the spring and autumn, whereas in the River Oulujoki the increase in the
migration occurred simultaneously in all the size groups. The different species composition and the diff'erent
nature of the lakes together with the different regulation practises was proposed to result in the varying
migration and behavioral patterns.The importance of downstream migration was greater for the fish communitv
in Lake Oulujârvi, whereas in Lake Inarijârvi the importance of the migration in the River Paatsjoki can have a
positive effect through the spawning and feeding areas in the river. We conclude that no barriers ro prevent
fish migration are needed in these rivers.

KEY-WORDS: HydroacousticsÆxploratory fishing/Fish marking/Fish migration/Migration rate/Lake
regulationÆish community/Stocking/Whitefi sh/Brown trout
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INTRODUCTION

Many lakes in northern Finland are regulated for hy'dropouer production. Due to lhe decrease in natrrral tlslt

repràduction in those lakes fish stocking is carried out as a compensatory process. Tlre nrost inlportatlt specic's

stàcked are whitefish (Coregonus lavaretus L. sl.) fingerlings and brown trout (Salnto truttu (L.) nr. /r(usrrts)

smolts. The results from the stocking have been widely varving. One possible reason for these l'ariatit'rns is the

descending of stocked fish from the regulated lakes to the rivers (e.g. Heikinheirno-Schrnid and l. luusko. 1988). ln

order to pi"u"nt the migrations, demands have been made to establish physical barriers in the outlets rtl'several

rivers.

The application of hydroacoustics theory is currently accepted in fisheries research (Forbes and Nakken' 1972:

Johannêsson and Mitson, 1983; Thorne, 1983; Bodholt. 1990). With hy"droacoustics it is possible to conduct

absolute ir? sit&, measurements of fish abundance. The major disadvantage of the method is the lack of biological

samples.

portable hydroacoustic instruments have been used to detect pelagic fish abundance in nlarine environntettt and itr

lakes. The riverine conditions are often shallow and acoustically' r,ery noisy. Statiorlar) transduccrs inlprore

signal to noise characteristics and eliminate the problem of resolution near the boundaries (Tlrornc. 1983)'

SJveral single beam transducers can produce infornration of fish behaviour eg. the direction of nrigration.

Stationary tiansducers have been used in studies solving problerns related to fish rnigrations in hvdroclectric

dams (Johnston et a\.,1993), but they have also been used in studying the trout distribution in a lake eltr irontne nt

(Stables and Thomas, 1992).

Fish migrations from two large regulated lakes in northern Finland to their outcorning rivers u'ere studied $'ith

hydroacoustics using stationary transducers in 1990-1991 and 1993-1994. The purpose of the studl \\ 'as to

evaluate the need for any physical barriers to prevent the fish migration.

MATERJAL AND METHODS

Study area

The area of Lake Ouluiârvi is 928 km2 (Fig l). The mean depth of the lake is 7.6 m, and the maximum is 36 m.

The lake has been regulated since 195l. The average annual amplitude ofthe water level regulation has been 1.9

m during 1959-89. This exceeds the preregulation average with 0.8-0.9 m. High water level has been decreased

by 60 cm from the natural. In spring the water level of the lake is rapidly lowered to collect the meltrvater. This is

why the water level in April is about I m lower than in the unregulated lake. ln the outcoming River Oulujoki'

which flows into the Gulf of Bothnia, the flow varies greatly due to the regulation (Fig. 2A). The first power

plant is situated in the outlet of the River Oulujoki and followed by six more in the main basin of the river. Trvo

sonar stations were placed into the river in 1990- l99l .

The surface of Lake Inarijârvi is l07l km'?1nig. l). The mean depth of the lake is 14 m and the maximum 96 m.

The lake has been regulated since the 1940's. According to average values (from 1959 to 1989) the annual mean

amplitude of water làvel fluctuation has been 1.48 m, which is 0.30-0.35 m more than in the unregulated lake.

Compared to the natural situation the upper high water is on average 52 cm higher and the low water about | 8 cn-'

highér than in the unregulated lake. The outcoming River Paatsjoki, drains into the Barent Sea. Because ol

,Àth"ring regulation the variations in the flou' of the River Paatsjoki are smaller than those in the River'

Oulujoki Éig.1Sl. There are seven power plants in the river. The first is situated five kilometres from the river's

outlet. Two sonar stations were placed in the River Paatsjoki and they collected data from 1993 to 1994.

Écohydraulique 2000, iuin 1996, Québec



Figure 1: Location ofthe study areas and the sonar stations.
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Figure 2. The mean daily discharge of the River Oulujoki (A) during the study from Oct 10,1990
to Oct 18, 1991, and the mean daily discharge of the River Paatsjoki (B) during the study from

Nov 12, 1993 to Oct24, 1994.
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The greatest difference in the fish community between the lakes is the presence of smelt and a variety of c1'prinid

,p""i"t in Lake Oulujârvi. Lake Inarijârvi is a typical subarctic lake, where salmonid stocks are strong and the

cyprinids are not precent, with the exception of minnou'. Stocking of whitefish fingerlings and brown trout smolts

is carried out intensively in both lakes.

Hydroacustic sampling

The hydroacoustic sampling was conducted by a River Sonar Station (RSS) equipped with stationary dorvn- and

up-looking transducers (Echo Research Co. 1990) and controlled by specific program (HAS, Henk Co. 1993).

the system was especially designed for hydroacoustic surveys in rivers less than 30 m deep. It was based on

independent 192 iJlz echo sounding units with 400\ transmitters which were both located in waterproof

container. The time varied gain (TVG) was 40lgR and the dynamic range was 120 dB.4-10 pings per second

were transmitted according to the depth of the site. Lowrance THS-1992-20 transducers were used' the beam

angles were 20. (-3db), and the tilted I 0 degrees against the river flow (up-looking transducers) or along the flo*'

(down-looking transducers).

The calibration of the system was done fwice in both locations with a standard copper sphere (Foote, I982). The

first catibration took plàce after deployment, and the second after a period of six months'continuous activit\'. The

calibration was done separately to each sonar'

The hardç,are equipment used obtained echo strength (ES) instead of target strength (TS), which are kno\\'n to

differ in directivity:
( l )  TS=ES-20log(D),

where: D = transducer directivity towards the target. To compensate for the lack of directivity information a

precise modification of the Craig and Forbes (1969) method (Forbes and Nakken, 1972) was applied to provide

an estimate of the target strength (TS). The detection of fish echoes begun I m from the transducer. The fish

lengths (L) were catculated from the target strength (Lindem, 19831 Jurvelius, 1991):

(2) logl = (TS + 67Y20

The equation was originally developed for smelt and rvhitefish, but in this study all fish species were expected to

reflect the same target strength with respect to the length of the specimens. Only fish larger than 7 cm (-49.5 dB)

were taken into consideration, because of a lack of biological samples from smaller fish and also the impurities in

the acoustic data (gas bubbles, leaves etc.).

The direction of fish movement was calculated from the entrance and exit ranges of the targets as they passed

through the beam. The transducers were placed at an angle of l0 degrees upstream or downstream. Target

tracking technique (Johnston, 1985; Johnston and Hopelain 1987) was applied to all detected single targets on

every sonars range to estimate angle aspects of moving targets towards transducer:

(3) o=*.*nffi,

where: a = angle offish passage, Rl = entrance range oftarget, R2 = exit range oftarget and 0 = transducer beam

width at -3 dB.

Two sonar stations were constructed in the River Oulujoki and also in the River Paatsjoki (Fig 1., Table I ). The

up-looking sonars were anchored on the bottom and the down-looking sonars were installed on a cable stretched

across the river. The sonar units in the River Paatsjoki were installed in the same manner as in the River Oulujoki

with the exception that the units located at the surface were anchored to a small metal bridge built across the

river.

Eeohydraulique 2Nfi, juin 1996, Québec
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t':rblc l: Inlbrmation of the two sonar stations constructed in the River Oulujoki and the River Paatsjoki
to detect the number offish passing the stations.

l l ivcr Sonar Data col lect ion t ime

station

River
width
(m)

Depth of
sonâr
locations
(m)

Distance
between
sonars
(m)

Number
of
dorvn-
looking
sonars

Number
of up-
looking
sonars

Coverage of
the cross
section bv
sonar
beams %u

( ) r r lu jok i

l ' lrtsjoki

N o . l  1 0 . 1 0 . 1 9 9 0 - 1 8 . 1 0 . 1 9 9 1 *  1 4 0  3 - 8
No.2 I  0 .  I  0 .  I  990-  I  8 .  I  0 .  1991 40 3-12
No. l  12.11.1993-24.10.1994 380 4-12
No.2 12.11.1993-24.10.1994 375 4-12

12-27 24*+ 0
t t - l  /  u 1 6 * *  1 2

5-  I  5 ' i  16+
5-6  6

6*
I

40*
50
l )

*1.-.. t l .tc hroke the parts at the surface and from April 9, l99l to April 25. l99l the station did not collect data

Âlicr rcpairs station consisted ofeight up-looking transducers covering l5 % ofthe rivers cross-section.
**Orrc urrit located at the surface and one at the bottom were shut down during the whole survey, because of the

r.cllccti<lrrs catrsing noisiness in the other sonars'

. l ir t lctcct t5c possible noise of the data, visual echogram monitoring for each sonar was conducted on at least f i\ 'e

tl:rys pcr rnonth, and twice a week for minor instances of rnonitoring. Noisy data was excluded from the analvsis

lrr,-t lrc rlorritoring program. The control program fi ltered out hydroacoustic noise resulting from slrong echoes

li lorrr stablc obstacles. The data sometimes slrorved sporadic noise which may have been due to sorne non-

rrr.crl ictablc or occasional factors such as strong rvind, rain or snorvfall. These echoes clearlv differed fiom fish

".lr.,cr, 
alrd tltc; ' were fi l tered from the data'

l iucl sonar collected daily data for 24 hours. and the data was stored on a hard disk. The dailv numbers of

't)slrcarn and downstream migrants in each size group were stored on disk. Only single fish targets u'ere

.,trrcrucd. Orrl l ' feu,multiple (less than 3 %o of targets) echoes rvere observed in both rivers. The direction of

, 'r isration lbr rnultiple echoes could not be calculated. and they u'ere left out of the calculations.The data frorn the

*.r,i,,r, *u, expanded to cover the entire cross-section ofthe river'

I :xpl<rrator)' f i  slring

(ii l l  nct, {yke net and purse seine were used in the exploratory fishing in both rivers to identify the fish species

wlriclr migrated through the acoustic beams. The fish caught were identified and their total length was measured.

l' thc Oulujoki River the fishing was carried out in the area first above Station No.l, second in the area betrveen

t;c (wo statiops and third in the area about one kilometer downstream from Station No.2. Monofilament gil l  nets

wirlr variable rrreslr sizes (30 x 1.8 m, l2-15 mm stretched mesh) were used. The nets were l ifted daily and there

wcrc aftogether 2448 net-days during the study. The trap nets were also lifted daily, the total effort being 418

l_vkc-clays. Altogether 482 hauls were carried out with purse seine during the study.

l '  thc River Paatsjoki the fishing took place above the sonar station only because no fishing was allowed

4ownstrcarn from the sonar stations due to vicinity of the Russian border. Gill nets with stretched mesh sizes of

lZ,15,20,25,35.45,60 and 75 mm and lengths ofboth l0 m and 30 were used. The height ofthe net panel rvas

l.g nr. Also sorne 3.0 m high panels were used. Altogether 5109 net-days were fished. Altogether 304 hauls rvere

carricd out with purse seine nets during the study. Fishing with foke-nets was rather diff icult in the River

Paatsjoki conditions and only I l4 foke-net days were fished'

l.lvclroacoustic results were converted to fish species according to the exploratory fishing. The conversion was

,1.,n" on a monthly basis in the River Oulujoki. ln the River Paatsjoki the conversion was based on a two-month

catch. Six diffcrent length groups were used in both rivers: 7-l I cm, I l-15 cm, l5-21 cm, 2l-30 cm, 30-42 cm,

arr<J tlver 42 cnr fish'
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The following conversion equation was used:

(4) Aij: (Cij(ror(ci)j))*(xjxt

where Aij = the total number of i-species and its j-size group tish nrigrating upstream or dorvnstreanr. Ci; = 15"

number of i-species and its j-size group fish in the catch. TOT(Ci)j = the number of j-size group fish ol'all t lre

species in the catch and Xjx: the number ofj-size group fish during a period of one month (the River Oulujoki)

or two months (the River Paatsjoki) migrating either downstream or upstreanl according to hv<lroacoustic

sampling.

Fish marking

In order to estimate the number of stocked and natural brown trout. a fluorescent pigment marking (Jackson I 959.

Strange and Kennedy, 1982) was used in Lake Inarijârvi in a mass-marking of stocked brou'n trout snlolts.

Altogether 39300 were marked (see also Tabte 4). The marked fish rvere kept at a hatcher;- for nine ntollths. atier

which the marks were checked and the fish were released to Lake Inarijârvi. All the captured bro$'u trotlt ill the

River Paatsjoki were checked for possible fluorescent pigment marks under a UV-light.

RESULTS

The number of f ish detected in Station No.l in the River Oulujoki rvas 438334 flsh and at Station No.l it uas

265357 fish. The majority of the fish at Station No.1, (84.5 %). and No.2, (91.7 ?ô), u'ere nrigrating dottttstreattt.

In the River Paatsjoki the fish numbers detected by the sonar rvere smaller than in the River Oulujoki. At Statiorl

No.l 152522 fish were estimated to have passed the station, while the number at Station No.? u'as 128"1i8 l lsh.

The direction of the migration in the River Paatsjoki was more evenly divided betrveen the upstreanr and

downstream movement from the division detected in the River Oulujoki. At Station No.l 70 106 (46 %) fish ç'ere

discovererd to be swimming downstream, whereas the corresponding figure at Station No.2 rvas 69300 (54 96).

In addition to the larger number of fish migrating downstream in the River Oulujoki, also the variations in the

daily numbers of the fish observed at the sonar stations were distineuishably greater in the River Oulujoki in

comparison with the numbers obtained from the River Paatsjoki (Fig. 3). However, a somervhat similar timing in

the migration rate was found, so that a period of a relatively low rnigration rate of fish fiom November to March
was found at both sites. In the spring a period indicating a slightly higher migration rate was found in the River

Oulujoki in March and in April-May in the River Paatsjoki with a more northem location. After a period of a

relatively low migration rate the numbers of the fish observed by the sonar stations began to increase and a

relatively high migration rate was reached in October in both rivers. The cycle of the migration rate betrveen tlre

size groups did not differ noticeably in the River Oulujoki, the visible difference being the small amount of large

fish (>35 cm long) migrating compared to the fish in the smaller size groups (Fig. aA). The increase in the

migration rate occurred simultaneously in all the size groups. In the River Paatsjoki the cycle of the rnigralion

rate varied befween the different size groups (Fig. aB).

The total number of the fish caught by the exploratory fishing was 33461 fish in the River Oulujoki and 4533 fish

in the River Paatsjoki. On the basis of the species and size distribution in the catches of the sample fishing (see

equation 3) the results of the hydroacoustic sampling were converted into species composition (Table 2 and 3). In

the River Oulujoki the most abundant species migrating were perch, whitefish, roach, ruffe, burbot, brown trout.

vendace, and dace. In the River Paatsjoki whitefish was the most abundant species, which constituted more than a

half of the estimated number of the migrating fishes. At both stations in the River Paatsjoki both the downstrearn

and upstream migrating fish were observed quite evenly.
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Figure 3. The daily numbers of the fish migrating in the River Oulujoki (A) and the dailv numbers of the
fish migrating in the River Paatsjoki (B). Notice different scates.
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Table 2. The estimated numbers of the eight most abundant species migrating downstream or upstream at
the two sonar stations in the River Oulujoki.

Station l. Station 2.
Species Upstream Downstream Difference Upstream Downstream Difference

Perch 8743 95357 -86614

Whitefish 28389 t29637 -101248 3355
Roach 5715 28259 -22544 9374
Ruffe 4921 61213 -56292 630
Vendace 6328
Burbot 6951 I  3583 -6632

2453 45234
30653

-42781
-27298

I  134r8 -104044
18009 -17379

12929 -660r 69 871 -802

3540 I 8469
Brown trout 2478
Dace 418

6457 -3979

t0446 -10028
240 3840
59 947

-14929
-3600
-888

Table 3. The estimated numbers of the eight most abundant species migrating dorvnstream or upstream at
the two sonar stations in the River Paatsjoki.

Station 1. Station 2.
Species Upstream Dorvnstream Difference Upstream Downstream Difference

Whitefish
Burbot
Grayling

42933
t5t42
l 4086

3'n06
14774
r0272

5827
367
3 8 1 4
) J l

32532
9 r 8 9
9915 9809

39665 -7133
11284 -2094

106
3079 -773Perch 3540 3009

Brown trout 3022
Pike 2481
Vendace 499 767 678 88

2055 968
1841 639
620 -t21

2306
2802
2355

2426
t964

376
3 9 1

Arctic char 423 q z + a 3 9 1 355 > I

In the River Oulujoki the species composition at the upper (Station I ) and lower (Station 2) sonar stations was
quite different (Fig. 5). Different species showed clear migrating periods. The majority of the brown trout
migration in the River Oulujoki occurred in June-July. However, according to the results of the exploratory
fishing, the peak in the brown trout migration took place during a very short period from the end ofJune to the
beginning of July, when the brown trout catch of the test fishing was high. Because the numbers of the fish
migrating were calculated on the basis of the monthly figures of the migrating fish, a migration peak of such sorts
can lead to an underestimation of the migrating brown trout.

Whitefish was the most abundant species throughout the year in both stations in the River Paatsjoki, the
estimated period of abundance being September-October (Fig. 6). Migrating periods of different species were
also found in the River Paatsioki.
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Figure 5. The results of the hydroacoustic sampling converted into various fish species on the basis of the
sample fishing in the River Oulujoki. The eight most abundant species are shown.
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Figure 6. The results ofthe hydroacoustic sampling converted into various fish species on the basis ofthe
sample fishing in the River Paatsjoki. The eight most abundant species are shown.

In the River Oulujoki 2145 whitefish were randomly sampled in order to measure the proportion of the stocked
densely rakered whitefish from the naturally reproducing whitefish forms in the lake. According to the gillraker
frequency, 4l .7 y' of the rvhitefish obtained migrating from the River Oulujoki were densely-rakered whitefish and
thus they originated from stockings. In Lake Ouluj:irvi the brown trout catch is based on the stocking. On the basis
of the age and size distribution the majority of the migrating brown trout in the River Oulujoki, 93 % (altogether
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744 broun trout were sampled). rvere from the stocking made during thc studf in l99l This lvould nlcan that

3571-6005 of the brown trout stocked in l99l $ere migrating do$Istream. Thc nunrbcr of thc ascending bro$n

trout was 6. l-10.3 % of the annual number stocked in l99l (58 066 fish uere stockcd in 1 99 l )

Inthe River Paatsjoki altogether 176 brorm trout Nere caught during the studl'and out of thcnr 145 werc 2-4 r'cars

old, possibly originating from the stockings (2-4 year-old broun trout rvere stocked in 1994). Out of thcse l4-i

brown trout 25 were marked rvith fluorescent pigment (Table 4). The assumption \\'as that the relation bct$'een

marked and unmarked stocked fish was the same in the River Paatsjoki as it rvas in Lake lnarilàn'i (3400-i brolrn

trout marked/l 16120 bro11n trout stocked). According to this relation more than a half (85 fish. 5ti.9 %) of thc 2-'l

year old brown trout detected in the River Paatsjoki were from stockings. On the basis of these figures thc estimated

numbers of the browntrout stocked in Lake Inarilârvi in 1994 and obsen'ed in the Rivcr Paatsjoki werc 9tt6-14-5 l.

suggesting that the total amount of the stocked brown trout in the River Paatsjoki \\'as vcn' small in rcspcct 1o thc

total amount stocked in 1994.

Table 4. Results of brown trout groups marked with fluorescent pigment' stocked to Lake Inarijiirvi and

catched from River Paatsjoki. Tag rete4lton was checked afte

Tag- Age Date of stocking Number Tag retention Marked fish l\{ean size Tagged fish

sroun marked % stocked of fish mm catched

3 4 June 9-15,1994 10900 77.4 8437 266 l

4 4 Jwe 24-29, 1994 14570 94.8

5 3 ltne20-22.1994 13830 E5
TOTAL 39300

1 3 8 1 2
1 1 7 5 6
3400.1

l ( )4

238
20
+

DISCUSSION

Two largely different migration rates and also clear differences in the direction of travcl bctuccn thc lakcs studicd

were found. The migration from Lake Oulujàrvi to the River Oulujoki rvas larger and more van'ing u{ren comparcd

to t}e movement from Lake Inarijàrvi to the River Paats.ioki. Also the direction of travel lvas clearll' dosnstream

migration in fhe River Oulujoki. rvhereas in the River Paatsjoki the direction of travel rvas almost equallv both

,rpttr** and downstream. The direction of travel of each fish rvas measured according to the assumption that fish

swim parallel to tlrc bottom or the surface. This tvas obviously true in the majorif."- of the cases. and the differencc

between the two rivers monitored by the same method rvas clear.

The possible reasons for the differences in the magnitude and direction oftravel betrveen the lakes can be attributed.

besidcs the possible effect of the difference in the species composition, to the dissimilarities in the nature of the

lakes. Lake Oulujâwi is the central lake in the Oulujoki water system. Tu'o large water courses flos into the lake

and drain via the River Oulujoki into the Bothnian Bay, Lake Oulujân'i being a tlpical water course lake. Although -

many rivers flow into Lake Inarijârvi, none of them are large ones and Lake tnarijârvi is not as tlpically a part of a

watjr course as Lake Ouluiiirvi. Another difference betrveen the lakes studied are the dissimilar regulation practices

canied out in the lakes. Due to heavier regulation the variations in the rvater level of Lake Oulujàrvi, and especialll'

the variations in the flow of the River Oulujoki, are larger n'hen compared to those in Lake lnarijarvi and the River

Paatsjoki. Alsotlre shallowness of Lake Oulujârvi increases the effect of the rvater level regulation on the physical

environment of the lake in comparison with the deeper Lake Inarijârvi. All this can be the contribute to the larger

and more varying amount of fish migrating downstream from Lake OuluiÉtrvi.

The more southem location of Lake Oulujàrvi is seen in the species composition of the River Ouluioki in the larger

numbers of cyprinid and percid fishes when they were compared with those in the fuver Paatsioki. In both rivers the

spawning periàd was apparent in the increased movement involving the majority of the species. However, when the

diff"rrnt rir. g.oopr in the River Oulujoki were observed, an increase in the migration rate was seen to take place

simultaneously in all the size groups. In the River Paatsjoki a clear migration peak in the spring and late sulrlmer

was seen in the larger frsh. The free flowing section of the River Paatsjoki serves as a feeding site and also a
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spawning site for the naturally reproducing fish. such as gray'ling. rv'hitefish and brorvn trout. The results suggest
that in the Rivcr Paatsjoki the up- and dounstream migration results partlv from the spauning fish actir el1.
migrating to the river. Also feeding migrations are possible in the River Paatsjoki. In the Rivàr Oulujoki. q,here the
first power station is situated in the outlet of the river. the migration can be more passive and a larger proponion of
the migrating fish were small. However. feeding migrations are possible also in the upper part of the River
Oulujoki, above the first power station. A clear difference in numbers and species of migrating fish rvas found
betweçn the two sonar stations in the River Oulujoki. This difference can partlv 6" agljhrrrecl to fish retuming to
Lake Oulujârvi before descending below the first power station into the river. fishing and also turbrne loss. Local
river reservoir fishes (eg. roach) were detected in greater numbers at the second sonar station.

The total catch in Lake Oulujârvi has varied between 350-700 tonnes with whitefish. vendace, pike. roach. burbot.
and perch forming more than 90 % of the total catch. According to the data the total number of the tvhitefish
descending from Lake Oulujiirvi exceded 100000 fish at Station No. I and some 30000 fish at Station No.2. about
40%ôof the fish originating fromthe stockings of the densely-rakered whitefish. Hoq,eyer. rvhen compared to t5e
size of the natural and stocked whitefish stocks in Lake Oulujiirvi (which is estimated to 1500000 t*o-\,ear old and
older fish in 1989, Salojârvi (1991)) the number of the ascending fish $,as not large. In addition to this. a
substantial part of the descending whitefish were small fish, 7-l-5 cm long. Because the relationship bets'een the
stock size and growth of the whitefish has been found to exist in Lake Oulujâwi. the descending of the rvhitefish can
be compensated by the better growth of the whitefish. Nevertheless. the effect of the dorwstream migration on the
whitefish catch is fairlv small. The ascending trout. 6.1-10.3 V" of the total amount of the annuallr.stocked bro*n
trout, does have some significance for the brown trout yield obtained from the lake. Hou'ever. tÉc annual brown
trout vield in Lake Oulujârvi was in 1990. for example. 9600 kg. and the loss in the yield due ro the descending of
brown trout is not crucial. The majority of the other migratory fish (mainly vendace. perch. roach. ruffc. burbot.
and dace) were small, 7-13 cm fish. Although the amount of these migrating fish rvas fairly large their influence to
the total yield of the lake was small and migrating fish do not present any threat for the natural stocks in the lake.

ln Lake Inarijârvi the annual total catch in 1987-1993 has varied betrveen 160-560 tonnes. Vendace. *,hich rvas
introduced into the lake in the 1980s, has been the strongest factor behind the variation The vendace catch rvas at
its greatest in 1989, but since then it has rapidly decreased. Only few vendace rvere found to migrate to River
Paatsjoki in this study. The other commercially important coregonid fish, whitefish, was migrating almost evenly
both up- and downstream in the River Paatsjoki and the importance of the migrations to the Lake lnarilarvi fishen,
w.rs very small. In fact, the significance of the free flowing section of the River Paatsjoki can be positive for
whitefish, and also for grayling and brown trout, for it serves as a sparming and feeding area. Also broun trout
were found migrating evenly both up- and downstream. Even if all the stocked brown trout dctected in River
Paatsjoki were assumed to be migrating downstream, the amount found in the river was. with respect to the annual
stocking amount, so small that the downstream migration had no or very little effect on the bronn trout vield in
Lake Inarijârvi. Also the amount of burbot, grayling, perch and, pike were relativelv small and the direction of
travel both up- and downstream indicated that the importance of the migration for the yield is neglible

Hydroacoustic employing stationary transducers together with intensive exploratory fishing and fish marking could.
with a reasonable error rate, give answers to the questions conserning the amount, size. and specics of migrating
fish and also about the timing of the migration. The fact that the same relation between fish length and targei
strength was employed, does, due to the different backscattering properties ofthe different species, create 4 error
rate of some extent in the species identification. Our assumption, however, is that the size grouping used in the
study was accurate enough for the species identification relevant for the purposes of this studl'. Two largely
different migration pattems were found between the two lakes studied. The importance of the downstream migration
ranged from moderate in Lake Oulujârvi to almost zero in Lake Inarijàrvi. In addition, on the basis of the results,
the significance of the migrations in either lake was not large enough to make barriers preventing migration
recommendable.
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Desiga B74l
Erosioq 4305, 8753, 8775

Fauna A743
Protection, B,6t3,B729
Seepage, Al2l
Stabilization, 87l7

Bankfull discharge, A7 I
Bar screen, 8929
Barbus barbus

Spawning habitat, 4367
Barents sea, Al45
Bathymetry,8299
Beactt, Al 13

Habitat, A343
Profile, A525
Replenishing, B7E3

Bed-load transport A3 39
Bed maærial, B86l
Behaviour, B34l
Behavioural barriers, 8929
Belgium, A83, A367, A835
Belice River, A779
Benthic

Habitat, A203, Bl63
Benthos

Biomass, Al45
Bioclimatology, A797
Biodiversitl', A37, A501, A665,

486s,B,27
Bioenergetic, 8487

Model, 8447,8465,85t9
Bioengineering, A501, 8683, 8717,

8729,874t,8767
Biomass, A239

Benthos, Al45
Brook trout, A485
Eelgrass, A99
Hydrobionts, Al45
Macrophyæs, Algl
Phytoplankton, A47
Trout 8507

Biotic
Index, A665, A779
Response, A355

Birds. AE5l
Birse River, 8683
Bivalve

tlabitat model, A343
Blackwater River, 8595
Blueback hening, 8953
Boat waves- 8729
BOD5, Al77
Bonaventure River, 8585
Borland" B94l
Bottom baffle, 8843
Boulder structure, 86l9

Breakwater, B7E3
Bregenzerach River, A685
British Columbia" A26l
Brook trout

Biomass, A485
Brown trout, 845, 8175, 8283,

8353, 8395, 8465, 8619, 8967
Hydropeaking. A673
Juvenile. A673
Population dynamics, 853 I

Buft,lo River. A2El
Burst swimming performance, A227

C

Cache la Poudre River, Bl49
Camargue, A167
Canada, A99, Al13, A133, A155,

4227, A25t, A261, A305. A379.
4409, A435, A447, A459, A485,
4501, A533, A559, A643. A753.
4759, A769, A829, A851, A865.
B15 ,  833 .  867 ,  BS l ,  8187 ,  8365 ,
B38t, 8477, 8555, 8585, 8655,
8669, 8705, B7 17, 877 5. 8783.
8797

Cantor set, 8263
Capture success, B4E7
Carryang capacity, 459, A6l9
CASIMIR

Model. Bl63
Catamaran Brook, A409, 83El,

8477
Cellular motion, A293, BE43
CEQUEAU

Model,4409
Channel, A797

Adjusrnent, A7l
Change, A355
Distributary, Al2l
Geometry, A583
Incision, A7l
Morphology, A281, A379
Substrate,8227
Vegetation, A389

Chondrostoma nasus, 855, 8487
Coastal

Flabitat. A99
Monitoring, A5l3
Morphology, A525
Outfall diffuser, A759
Processes, Al45
Realignment, A513
Zone, A759

Cobble-Bed
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Stream, A239
Colonization, 4797

Eel, At9
Comal River, B25l
Community

Fish A871,8107,8967
Macrophyæ, Al3
RestoratiorL 8543

Comparative evaluatioq 8395
Comparison, 8307

Hydrological models, 4409
Suitability curves, 85 I 9

Computer
Geometry,8263

Conservation, 4665, 4E65, B7E3
Floq 8239

Consumption, 8487
Continuous under threshold Control

system,4759
C ore gonus lavare ns, B,87 3
Cottus gobio,B34l
Cover, Bl75

Ice,4435
Creation

tlabitat, A513,8655
Curtain

Algae control, A725
Cyprinids, B95,8487

Nursery,4367
Spawning habitat, 4367

D

Dam, A571, A737,8655
Estuary, BE55
I-pact" A3, AE3, A331, Bl33

Danube River, B55, 8487
Deadman River, A26l
Dee River, 83
Deforestation, 425
Degradatioq AEI I

River-bed,4389
Denrenal fisll Bt55
Denitrification, Al77
D€pth,855, 863l

Averaged flow analysis, 4293
\ilidth ratio, 4583

Desiga 4743
Diatoq 4239
Diel shifts, B34l
Diffirsers, A737
Discbarge, 425, A99, 4133, Bl5,

B l 1 9
Depressioq 4459
Duration, A42l

Fluctuation, A389, A7l l, 8283
Habitat, A2tl,4409
Hydropeaking, A699
Iow, A595
Reference, B2t3
Regulate{ 8543
StatiorL A42l

Dissolved Oxygen,4737
Distinct element metho{ 4343
Disturbance,425

Reservoir, Al3
Diversioq 8163
Diversity, 8107, 8643
Drainage, A167
Dredging, A367,8767
Drift,82E3,8465
Drift feeding, B4E7
Drought" Al2l

E

Echosounding, BE29
Ecohydrology, A409, A42l
Ecological

Engineering, A7l l, 4835
Enhancement, A595, A6 19,

AT l l
Frameworh A619
Impact" 4595
Indicators,4609
Information sysæm, 4653
Managemenl4643
Mapping,4643
Niche,827
Restoration, A609, B705
Status, 8323

Ecology,459
Landscape,425

Eel, B94l
Colonization Dynamics, 489

Fælgrass
B€ds,499
Biomass,499

Efficiency
Fishway, B89l

Egg
klmo salar,B477

Embankments" B7l7
Emigration,8477
Endangered species, 825 I
Energy balance, B4t7
Enhancement

Dissolved Oxygen, A737
Ecological, A7l I
Habitat A501, Bl5, 8619

lnvertebrate communitY
diversity, 8643

Reæntion quality of pools, 8585
Entrainment, 4725
Environmental

Emergency,4753
Factors, B27
Flow, A57l
Impact, 4525, A8l l, 4829
Impact assessment, A619, 4753,

8655
Instream flow, A547
Planning,4653
Regime, ATll

Enz River, 8903
EpilimniorL 4725
Eme River, B94l
Ernegger, Kl.,4797
Erosion, 8579, 8669, B7l7,B7t3

Banh 4305,8753,8775
By waves, A50l
Control, B6t3
Remedial measures. Al 13
Shore, Al13, A501,8705

Estonia A47, Al77
Estuary, Al55

Icæ<overed,4435
Mixing power, Al33
Stratification, Al33

Eutrophicaton, A725
Evaluation, 8607

Management of banls, B74l
EVHA procedure, 8307, 8323
Expertise inægration, 4829
Exploitation, A4t5, AE I I
Exploits River, B15
Exploratory fi shing, 8967

F

Fish
Swimming, B9l5

Feasability study, 8655
Feeding, B2t3

Drift,8465
Fencing, 8669
Fertilizers

Impact, A167
Field

Measurement, Al9l, 863 I
Sampling,8307
Validation, B5l9

Fintand, 845, 8619, 8E73, 8915,
B,967
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Fis[ 4559, A6t5, A797, A865,
827,  8133,  8555

Abundance, 8903
Acoustic habitaL A215
ClassificatiorL Bl07
Cold habitat, A435
Community, 4871, 8107, 8323,

8341, 8543, 8903,8967
Distribution, 8365
Entrainmenq 8929
Gas Bubble Disease, A3
ltabitat, A261, 8323, 863 l
Hearing, A2l5
hnportance of hydrology, A409
Larval.8543
Life stage, 8407
long-term survey, A42l
Marking,8967
Migration, l2ls, A37 9, 8829,

B8s5, 8967
Passage, 8555, 8873, 8915,

8929, B953
Physical barriers, 8929
Population, A533
Proæction,8929
Rlreotaxis, 89l5
Standing crop, 8507
Swimming, Ba87
Young of the year, 855

Fishlock
Cycle, 8885

Fishway, A293, 8555, 8797,8E29,
8861,8903,  89l5

Alaska steeppass, 8843, 8953
Borland fishpass, B8E5
Combined,8873
Denil, BE43,8873,8953
Guide-flow,8855
Hydraulics, 8843
Iôck-t)?e, BE55
Naturally-shaped, B 8 5 5
Surface, BE9l

Flexibility
Vegetation, A25l

Floo4 A395, Bl75
Artificial, A6E5
Channel geometry, A583
Current, 8729
Disaster, A5t3
Frequency, A685
Peak propagation, A7l
Protection level, A5E3

Flooding, 8729,8753
Floodplatur, A7l, A653

Floodplaia A25
Flow, B9l5

Attraction,8829
Basic, A547
Boulden, 886l
Ecological reference, B I 33
Gradual variatioq 8239
Guaranteed" B4l9
Influence of macrophytes, B I E7
Infl uence of vegetation, A293,

4395
Limiting conditions, A42 I
Mainænance. AETI
Micro-structure, A293
NonunifonrL A583
Open channel, 8395
Patærn, Al9l
Recommendations, A559
Regulated, Al3, A533
Requirement, A87 I, 827 5
Resistance, Al9l, 886l
River,4447
River-bed, A203
Under-ice, A447, A459
Velocity, A379

Fluvial
Geomorphology, Al2 l, 83
Hydraulics, A293, A395
Species, B543

Food resource, A37
Fractals, 8263
Framework, A643, 8215
France, Al3, A25, A7l, A89, A167.

4421, A631, A653, A673, A699,
895,  8133,  8283,  8307,  8323,
8341,  8419,  853 1,  8829,  B89l

French Guiana, A37
Fresh water. A89
Friction factor. 886l

Vegetation, A25l
Froude number, 886l

G

Gabion, 8767
Gap Analysis, 4665
Garonne River, A7l, 8323
Gas Bubble Disease (GBD), A3
Gas Supersaturation, A3
Gatineau River, 8655
Generating protocol, B94 I
Geomorphology, A28 l, A533

Changes, A331, A355
Fluviaf, Al2l, Â26l, A355, 83
&lmo salar. A305

Sedimentology, Al13
Germany, 8163, 8753, 8903
GIS, A595, A653, A665, 845
Gjengadalselva River, 8353
Gobio gobio,B55
GPS,8251 ,8299
Graelva River. 8579
Gravel-bed river, A305
Gravel-bed strqrm

Roughness, A293
Gravel bars

Spa*mng areas, A367
Grayling, Bl75
Great Whale River. A447
Grensmaas. ATll
Groin, B783
Growth

Brown trout, 8465
Invertebrates. A699
Periphyton, A239

Groynes,8595
Gunnison River. A3 l9

H

Habitat, A355, A485,4851, A865.
B.2t5,8263,8555, 863l

Acoustics. A215
Analy'sis, A871,B,275
Assessment. A559. 867
Atlantic salmon, A305, A533
Availabilit-v, 8407, 86 I 9
Beach, A343
Benthic, A203, B163
Changes, A26l
Classification. Bl07
Coastal. A99
Creation, A513, 8655
Day and Night, 833
Edge, A47l
Enhancement, A501, B15, 8619
Environmental flow, A57l
Evaluation, 8619
Evaluation Procedure (tfi P),

459,  A619
Features, 8263
Fish, A261, A409, A435,8323
Functional. B34l
Generalists. 8543
Hydraulic, A239, A28l
Macrophyes, Algl
Management, B5E5
Mapping,8203
Model, A743, 863l
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Modeling, 459, 4319, 4533,
A559, A871, 867,895, 8107,
8133,  B187,8215,8251,
8275,8307,8365, B3El,
8395, 8419, 8447, 85 19,
853 1, 85t5, 8607, 8643

Physical, A685, 8607
Predictioq 8227
Quality,8643
Restoratioq 8579, 8607, 8643,

8767
Riftle-ruu 4239
Ripariaq 4743
River,8175,8507
River channel,B299
Selectioq A471,B,67
Shore, Al13
Spawning, A367, 83, B133,

8655
Streaq 4665
suitabiliry, 459, 4595, 4619,

833, Bl19, 8163, 8239
Suitability index, A743, 8365,

8407,8431,8607
Usable B43l
Use,8107, 8903
Variables,8407

HABITAT procedure, 83 07
Hearing

Fish, A2l5
Helophytes, Al3
Holly Fork Creeh 8643
Hudson Bay,4447
Hydraulic

Habitat, A239, A28l
Model, 8187, 8307, 8655, BE43
Performance, 8595
Stream ecology, 8643
Works,4367

Hydraulic model
Test, 8855

Hydraulics, A203, 4215, A3 19
Coastal,4759
Near-beù 4239
Opeir channel, Al9l
Spawning habitat, 83
Statistical,895
Variables, BEI

Hydroacorstics, 825 l, 8967
Hydrobionts

Biomass, Al45
Hydrodynamic

Model,4155, A5l3
Sotn4 A2l5

Hydrodynamics, A215, A525, BlET
Hydroelectric

Darrl A37, B543
Reservoir. Al3, A37

Hydroelectric ity, A4 47
Impac! 499

Hydrological
Likelihood events, 442 I

Hydrolog5r, 4177, A355, 4485,
A533,4797

Environmental regime, A7l I
Importance for habitat, 4409
Natural regime, A7l I

Hydropeaking
Disturbance, 4673
Impac! 4685
Influence on Brown trout. 4673
Influence on invertebrates, A699
Mitigation, A685
Temperature, 4699

Hydrophyæs, Al3
Hydropower, A699, A737, 8655

Plant, B163,8419,8797
Hydropower plant, A789, 4829,

B94t
Pumped-storage,8929
Small scale. B89l

Hydroturbine venting, 4737

I

Ibex River, 4459
lce,4447

Atlantic salmon, A47l
Cover,4435
Formation, A47l

IFIM (Instream Flow Incremental
Methodology), 8,203, 8239, B'25 l,
8275,8307, 8407, 84l9

Impact, 8669
Agriculture practices, Al 67
Assessment, A59, A753, 4871,

8215,B.275,8717
Dam, A3,483, A33l
Ecological,4595
Environmental, 4525
Fertilizers, Al67
Human, A7l
Hydraulic works, AE3
Hydroelectricity, A99
Hydropeaking, A673, 4685
lægislation, A7E9
Logging,4485
On fish population, A167

Impoundment, 437, 4533

lndex
Stress, Bl75
SuitabiliS', Bl75

Infrastructure work. 483 5
Instream Flow, B163, 8239, 8395,

8447,8555
Neçds, A281, A559, A87l

Instream Flow Needs, 8275, 8431,
8797

Macrophytes, Bl87
Sedimentation, A3 l9

Integrated data management, 4769
Inægrated management, A631, B741,

8797
Integrated System AnalYsis, 459
Interdrsciplurarity research, 4797
Intemational Aquatic Modeling

Group (IAMG), A845
lnternational cooperation. 4845
Invertebrates, A37, A571, 4685,

A7 l l ,  B45 ,  B43 l
Communitl'.8643
Drift,8465
Growth.4699
Influence of hydropeaking, 4699
Life history, 4699
Population structure, 4699

Ireland, 8595, B94l
Inigation, Al67
Islands. A85l
Isostatic land-rise, 499
Italy, B175, 8507

r
Jacques-Cartier River, 8797
James Bay, A99,A447
Japan, A293, A343, A389, .4'395,

A583. A725, B'27, 8239, B,63 I,
B729,8,843,8855, 886l

Juvenile
Atlantic salmon, 867, 8365,

B,477
Brown trout, 4673

K

K-e model, 8843
Gravel-bed stream, 4293

Kemijoki River, 8873, 89l5
Kerlegan Brook, B34l
Kislaya Bay, Al45
Kocher River, Bl63
Kruger National Park, Al2 I
Kutinjoki River, 86l9
Kuusinkijoki River, 845
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La Grande River, A447
Laboratory modeling, A203
Lake,447, A485

RegulatiorL B967
Lake Constance, 8753
Lake ljsselmeer, A619
Lake Inarijiirvi,8967
Lake Oulujiirvi,Bg6T
Lake Russell, 8929
Lake Saint-François, B I t7
Lake SainçJeaq Al13, 8783
Lake St-Francis, Bl87
Lake Vortsjiirv, A47, Al77
Lakeshore

RestoratiorL 8753
I-a mpe tra Jluvi ati li s, 887 3
Lamprey, BE73
Land-use,425
Land use, B775
I^andscape ecology, M5, A653
Landslides, 8579
Lee River, B94l
Iægislatior\ A789
Life history

Invertebrates, A699
Liffey River, B94l
Light limitatior\ A47
Limiting conditions, B 133

Flow, A42l
Limnology, A797
Little Whale River, 4447
Littoral

Drift, Al13
Processes, Al45

Loch BE29
Iogan River, 8395, 85l9
Iagging operation, A485
loire River, AE9, A63l
Iong-term

Changes, A5E3
Investigations, A47

[.ow stone weirs, 8595

M

Maas, ATll
MacDonald Fish-Iælq 894 I
Macrolnbitat, Bl75

Variable,8239
Macrophytes, A177, Bl87

Bionass, Al9l
Influence on flow, Bl87
Influence on river-bed. A389

Resistance, A25l
River, Al3
Roughness, Bl87
Turbulence. Al9l
Velocity, Al9l

Man-made habitat, 8655
Man4gement

Discharge, Bl33
Ecosystem Resources, A769
Habitat,8585
Knowledge quality, A829
Riparian habitat, A743
River, 43t9, A395, A547,

4571, A7t9
Rules, 8829
Waûer, 459, 4595, A7l I
Waær quality,4753

Mudlebrot, 8263
Manning's coefficient, 886 I
Mapping

Ecological,4643
tlabitat, 8203

Marking,8903
Fish, 8967

Marsh, AE5l, 8783
Mass budget, Al77
Mean velocity

Periphyton, 4239
Measurement

Swimming performance, A227
Mechanical damage, B753
Mesohabitat, A63 l, 8203

Brown trout, A673
Meuse River, 483, A367, A595,

AT l l
Microhabitat, Bl5, Bl07

Suitability index, Bl 19
Utilization,855

Microposition choice
SaLnonids. 8353

Migration,8903
Atlantic salmon, BE I
Downstream, B89l
Fish, A215, A379,8967
I(ate,8967
Salmo trutta, AE3
Survey, BE55
Upstream, BE29

Migratory behaviour, BE I
Minimum flow, A547, A737,895,

B163.  B4l9
Miramichi Estuary, 4 1 33, A409
Missouri River, At7l, 8275
Mitigative measures, 8655

Model
Bioenergetic, 8447, 8465, 85 19
CASIMIR B163
CEQL]EAU, A409
Deterministic. A409
Finite element, Al55
Granular material, 4343
I{abitat, A743, 86l9
Habitat use, B95
Hydraulic, BlE7, 8307, 8655
Hydrodlnamic, Al55
Hydrological, A409
Multivariaæ, 8507
Ndimensional,B44T
Numerical, A753, A759, 8585,

8631,  8843
Onedimensional, 8 1 49, 83 95
Ph1'sical, 4203, Bl5
Population, 8477, 853l
Prediction. Bl75
Shore restoration, 8753
Simulation, Bl63
Stochastic, A343, A409
Threedimensional. 8353
Transportdiffirsion, A759
Twodimensional, B 149, B I 87,

8251,  8365.  8395,  8519
Validation,8419, 85l9

Modeling
Aquatic system, A845
Changes, A26l
Future trends, 8447
Geomorphological response,

A33 l
Habitat, A59, A533, A559,

4871,  867,  B95,  B107,  8133,
8187,  8215,  825t ,8.275,
8307,8381,  8395,  8419.
8447,B.5t9,  B531,8585,
8607,8,643

Hydrodynamic, A5l3
Riparian vegetation response,

A33 l
Moisie River, BEl, 8365
Momentum absorbing area, A25l
Monitoring, A99, 8595, 87 41, 87 53

Coastal realignment, A5 I 3
River plume, A447

Morphological
Change, A26l

Morphology, B6E3
Channel, A379
Coastal, A525
fuver, Bl75
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Mosquitos control, 465 3
Multidisciplinary assessments, 8447
Multiple regressioq 8507
Multivariaæ statistics, 8283, 8507

rhbitaq 895, Bl07

N

Ndimeruional
Model,8,147

Nagara River, Bt55
Nastapoka River, 4447
Naturalness, 8227
Near-bed

Hydraulics,4239
Netherlands, 459, 4595, 4619,

Attt,4743,8741
Network,4851
Neuronal network,4409
New-Brunswich 4133, 4409
NewZealan{ AJ,39,8465
Newfoundlan{ 4533, Bl5, 833,

B,67
Niger Delta A8l I
Nigeri4 AEll
Nitrificatioq Al77
Nitroge4 A167
Nocturnal

tlabitat use, 833
Nocturnal activity, 447 I
North Arbour River, 867
Northem Pike, Bl33
Norway, 4421, 4789, 8215, 8307,

8353, 8579
Nouvelle River, 4305
Nursery, 8595

Gravel ban,4367
Nutrienl 4167,4725

o
Object-orientd B2l5
Obstacle, BE29
oil, ASll
Onedimensional

Hydraulic model, Bl49
Model,8395

Ontario, 4251, 4501, 4769
Ontogeny,8487
Operational oceanography, A7 59
Order

River, A63l
Oregorq 8299
Oriege River, 4673, 4699
Ome River, Al3
Oto River. 827

Ottawa River, 87l7
Overbank flow, A7l

P

Parana River, A3
Partnership, AE65
Passage phase, B8E5
Patæm,8263
Periphyton

Growttu 4239
Mean velocity,4239
Rifile-run,4239
Turbulence, A239

PHABSIM, A595, 8I49, 8203,
8275,8381, B407, B431, 8519,
8607, 8619,8643

Exænsioru 8323
Phosphorus, Al77

Impacts on fish populations,
Ar67

Photointerpretation, A I I 3
Phragmi te s aus tralis, B7 53
Physical

Habitat, A6E5
Model- 4203

Phytoplankton, 4725
Biomass,447

Pilot project, 4835
PIT tags, 8953
Plume

River,4447
Policy analysis, A6l9
Pool, 8341, 8631,8595

Reæntion,8585
Pool-rapid,4355
Population

Dynamics,4485
Invertebraæs, 4699
Model,8477

Population dynamics
Brown trout, B53l

Portugal, 8767, 8885
Predator-prey inæractions, 845
Prediction

Habitat components, B227
Model, Bl75

Preferences, B33, 8365, B43 1,
8519. 8607

Properties,4293
Principal component analysis, B27
Production,8477
Program development, B2 I 5
Protection

Bank,8683,8729

Ecosysæm,4759
Prote rorhi nus narmoratus, 855
Pyrenees, 4699

a
Québec, A99, Al13, A155, 4305,

A379, A435, 4447, A4E5,4643,
A753, A759,4829, A851, At65,
BEl,  BlE7, 8365, 8381,8585,
8655, 8669, 8705, B7 17, 877 5,
8783,8797

R

Radio-tracking, 483
Radio-transmission, 4227
Radiotelemetry, B89l
Rance River, Al3
Randomization, 867
Rating cuwes, 8953
RCHARC. A87I
Reach

Scale.8203
Recession, 4459
Recommendations

Flow,4559
Reed deeline, 8753
Reeds,8767
Refl ective structure. 4525
Regionalization, A63l
Regulated

Discharge, 8543
Flow, Al3,4533
River,4547

Regulated river, 8873
Regulation,4533

Lake,8967
Lotrel,447
River,4699

Rehabilitation, 4829
Remote sensing, B447
Representativity

PHABSIM siûes,8203
Republic of South Africa" Al2l,

42il, A331,4355
Reservoir, A725,4737

Hydroelectric, Al3, 437
Releases, Al2l

Restoration, 8555
Ecological, 8705
Habitat, 8579, 8607, 8643,

8767
Lakeshore, 8753

Resuspension
Sediment,447
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Retention potential, 85 E5
Retrospective assessment, A533
Reverse grading, A343
Rhine River, A6l9
Rhodamine dispeniorl A75 9
Rhône delta, Al67
Rhône River, A25, A653, 8683,

BE29
Rice cultivatiorl A167
Richard B. Russell Darq 8929
Rideau River, A769
Riffle, B341,8631, B86l

Artificial,8643
Riffle-run

Habitat, A239
Periphyton, A239

Riparian
Vegetation, Al2l

Riparian vegetation response
Modeling, A33l

River, 8299
Artificial, A797
B€4 8579
Bottom, 8163
Braiding, A305
Channelized, 8619
Flow,4447
Fluvial-fan. A395
Habitat,8175, 8507
Ice<overed, A435
I-arge, A3,B323
Macrophytes, Al3
Management, A3E9, A395,

4547, A571, A789
Meandering, A305
Morphology,8175,8585
Mountainous, Bl75
Order. A63l
Plume, A447
Reconstruction. 8579
Regulatd A37, A547
Regulation, A699
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